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REMARKS OF THE SERIES EDITORS 

As the seventh volume of our series we present Mahmud al-KaSyari’s Compendium of the Turkic 

Dialects (Diwan Luyat at-Turk). CTD will appear in three parts, of which the first contains a philological 

analysis and a translation of the first half of the text; subsequent parts will contain the remainder of the 

translation and extensive indices. 

The CTD project originated with two Harvard PhD theses under the direction of Omeljan Pritsak: 

that of James Kelly (now at the University of Utah) in 1970, and that of Robert Dankoff (now at the Univer¬ 

sity of Chicago) in 1971. Recognizing the inadequacy of previous editions and taking account of advances in 

Turkish studies over the past several decades, Dankoff and Kelly set out to produce an edition of the Turkish 

material and a translation of the Arabic text which would be both accurate and complete and which could 

serve as a reliable basis of further research. Through close study of the unique MS. in Istanbul they have suc¬ 

ceeded in identifying, by an analysis of ink color and ductus, one or more later hands, and thus in restoring the 

author’s system of spelling and vocalization. And through close attention to the author’s own principles of 

arranging his material, as well as to contemporary principles of historical phonology and comparative linguis¬ 

tics, they have succeeded in recognizing the eliminating numerous scribal errors and ghost words. 

A unique and valuable feature of the translation is the Running Marginal Index, which allows the 

reader to pinpoint immediately any item referred to elswhere; to see at a glance the contents of each page; and 

to follow the rather complex pattern arrangement of the author in grouping lexical items. 

The introductory study brings to the scholarly community new interpretations in connection with 

dating, the history of the text, Middle Turkish phonology, and the interpretation of KaSyari’s technical ter¬ 

minology. Further useful and innovative features are found in the indices, to appear in part III. 

CTD is mainly the work of Robert Dankoff, who profitted at every stage from James Kelly’s col¬ 

laboration and partnership. Mr. Dankoff also assisted in the final preparation of the printed text. The formi¬ 

dable job of preparing the text for the press was undertaken by our beloved Carolyn Cross, of boundless 

energy, to whom we owe our sincerest thanks. 

Harvard University 

1982 



YAYINLAYANLARIN ONSOZtl 

Serimizin yedinci cildi olarak Mahmud el-Ka§gari’nin Turk §iveleri Liigati (Divanii Lugat-it-Tiirk) 
adli eserinin tngilizcesini sunuyoruz. DLT iig ayn kisim halinde yayinlanacaktir. Bunlardan ilkinde geni§ 
ilmi agiklamalar ile Arapga metnin ilk yansmm terciimesi yer almaktadir. tkinci ve ugiincii kisimlarda ise 

metnin obtir yansi ve aynntih dizinler bulunacak. 

DLT'iin bu tngilizce yayim, Harvard tlniversitesinde, Omeljan Pritsak'in idare ettigi iki doktora 
tezine dayanmaktadir: Prof. Dr. James Kelly (1970, Utah tlniversitesi) ve Prof. Dr. Robert Dankoff (1971, 
Chicago tlniversitesi). 

Eserin §imdiye kadar yapilmi§ olan yaymlanndaki yetersizlikler ve Turk Dili ve Edebiyatindaki son 
geli§meler goz oniinde bulundurularak eserdeki Tiirkge ile ilgili malzeme yeniba§tan ele ahnmi§, Arapga 
metin tam olarak tngilizceye terciime edilmi§tir. Bu suretle ileride yapilacak ara§ turn alar igin tarn ve 
giivenilir bir temel eser meydana getirilmi^tir. 

DLT'iin tstanbul'daki tek niishasim ba§tan ba§a inceleyen J. Kelly ve R. Dankolff, degi§ik renkteki 
miirekkeplere ve degi§ik harf §ekillerine bakarak sonradan esere birden fazla okuyucunun miidahele ettigini 
gormii§ler ve bu suretle asil yazann kullandigi imla ve hareke sistemini ilk defa biitiin aynntilanyla tesbit 
etmi$lerdir. Bir yandan yazann, malzemesini tasnifte tatbik ettigi usulleri, ote yandan giinumiizdeki tarihl 
fonoloji ve mukayeseli dil kaidelerini goz oniinde bulundurmak suretiyle ara§tincilar, birgok miistensih 
hatalanni ve bunlardan dogan hayali kelimeleri bulup ortaya gikarmi§lardir. 

tngilizce terciimenin son derece dnemli bir hususiyeti de her sayfanin kenannda devam eden 
dizindir. Bu suretle okuyucu, bir ba^ka yere atif yapilan bir maddeyi kolayhkla yakalayabilecek, yazann 
tasnifte kullandigi son derece kan§ik usulii takip etmek yerine bir baki§ta ilgili sayfanin muhteviyatim 

derhal kavrayabilecektir. 

Giri§teki inceleme, eserin tarihi, metnin tarihgesi ve Orta Tiirkgenin fonolojisi ile Mahmud el- 
Ka§gari nin kullundigi teknik terimler hakkinda yeni agiklamalar ve yeni yorumlar getirmektedir. Aynca 
iigiindi kisimda yaymlanacak olan dizinlerde de faydali ba§ka hususiyetler bulunacaktir. 

DTL'iin bu tngilizcesi aslinda Robert Dankoff'un eseridir. Fakat R. Dankoff, J. Kelly'den birgok 
hususlarda yardim gbrmii§tiir. R. Dankoff'a, eserin dizgisinde yaptigi degerli yardimlardan dolayi te§ekkiir 
ederiz. Serimizin her cildinde oldugu gibi, bu cildin dizgisinde de her tiirlii istegimize sabirla ko§an, modasi 
gegmi§ dizgi makinamizda harikalar yaratan sevgili Carolyn Cross'umuza candan te§ekkiini bir borg biliriz. 

Harvard tlniversitesi 
1982 
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FOREWORD 

Since its discovery just before W.W.I, the Compendium of the Turkic Dialects (Diwdn Luyat at- 

Turk) has proven to be the cornerstone of modem Turcology. Ka^ari's eleventh-century encyclopedic 

dictionary is the single most important source in Turkic historical linguistics, also a vital source for Central 

Asian history and ethnography, and a unique example of Islamic linguistic culture. 

The present edition, including the first translation into a non-Turkic language, establishes the 

Turkic text according to rigorous philological principles, and provides detailed indices along lexicographic, 

topical and dialectal lines, plus a verse index and an outline of the grammar. The Editor’s Introduction lays 

out the methodology embodied in the edition, and studies the work from the textual and linguistic view¬ 

points. 

Of the contributors to this edition, Robert Dankoff was responsible for the final form of the trans¬ 

lation; the Editor's Introduction; and the indices. James Kelly wrote the grammar outline; contributed 

substantially to the translation, especially in its early draft; and had a critical role in formulating the sec¬ 

tions of the Editor's Introduction on ink color and the later hand, the structure of the Diwan, and phonol¬ 

ogy. All matters relating to methodology were decided jointly. 

We both stand in debt to Omeljan Pritsak, our mutual mentor, who inspired us to conceive the 

project, and helped us see it through to completion. Anin qut buldimiz. 

The American Research Institute in Turkey and the University Research Committee of the Univer¬ 

sity of Utah provided us with grants, at different stages, to pursue research on the text. The staff of the 

Millet Genel Kutuphanesi, and of other libraries in Istanbul, were helpful and kind to both of us. To these 

institutions, and to other encouragers and well-wishers in the United States and in Turkey, we are grateful. 
{ 

The typescript of this edition was completed in 1976, and it was possible to make only minor 
emendations after that date. 

R. D. 

Chicago /Cambridge, 1981-2 



ABBREVIATIONS AND SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY 

Atalay: see Dizin, Tercume, Tipkibasim 

Brockelmann: see GAL, MTW, Volkspoesie 

Dilgin = D. Dilgin, Arap alfabesine gore Divanii Lugat-it-tiirk Dizini (Ankara, 1957). 

Diwan = Diwan Luyat at-Turk 

Dizin = B. Atalay, Divanii Lugat-it-tiirk Dizini (Ankara, 1943). 

Doerfer: see TMEN 

Dozy = R. Dozy, Supplement aux Dictionnaires Arabes, 2 vols. (Leyden, 1881). 

DTS = V. M. Nadelaev, et al., Drevnet'urkskij Slovar' (Leningrad, 1969). 

ED = G. Clauson, An Etymological Dictionary of Pre-Thirteenth-Century Turkish (Oxford, 1972). 

o 
El = Encyclopedia of Islam New Edition 

EP = K. Rifat, ed., Mahmud al-KS$yaiI, Kitdb Diwan LuySt at-Turk, 3 vols.(Istanbul, 1333-35 mali/1917- 

19): [Editio Princeps] 

GAL = C. Brockelmann, Geschichte der Arabischen Literatur, I, II (second ed., Leiden, 1943-49); S I, II, 

III (Supplementband, Leiden, 1937-42). 

Idrak = A. Caferoglu, ed., Abu Hayyan, Kitdb al-ldrdk li-lisdn al-Atrdk (Istanbul, 1931). 

Kelly I, II, III == J. Kelly, "Remarks on Kasryan's Phonology," pt. I in Ural-Altaische Jahrbticher 44 

(1972); pt. II in UAJ 45 (1973); pt. Ill in UAJ 48 (1976). 

Lane = E. W. Lane, An Arabic-English Lexicon .... 8 vols. (London, 1863*93). 

Lisan = Ibn Mansur, Lisan al-‘Arab (several editions). 

Menges, Glossar = K. H. Menges, Glossar zu den volkskundlichen Texten aus Ost-Tiirkistan II (Akademie 

der Wissenschaften und der Literatur: Abh. d. Geistes- und Sozialwiss. Kl., 1954, no. 14). 

MS. = The unique manuscript of Diwan: Millet Genel KUtiiphanesi, Ali Emiri, Arabi, no. 4189. [Published 

herewith in facsimile; cf. Tipkibasim] 

MTW = C. Brockelmann, Mitteltiirkischer Wortschatz nach Mahmud al-Kasyarls Divan LuySt at-Turk 

(Budapest-Leipzig, 1928). 

Muhlt = Bu(rus al-BustSnl, Mutyit al-Muhlt, 2 vols. (Beirut, 1867-70). 
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Mutallibov: S. Mutallibov, Turkij sozlar devoni, 3 vols. (Tashkent, 1960-63). 

QB = R. R. Arat, ed., Kutadgu Bilig I: Metin (Istanbul, 1947). 

Rifat: see EP 

Schinkewitsch I, II = J.. Schinkewitsch, "Rabyuzis Syntax," pt. I in Mitteilungen des Seminars fur orien- 

talische Sprachen ... WS 29 (1926); pt. IIin MSOS/WS 30 (1927). 

Steingass = F.J. Steingass, A Comprehensive Persian-English Dictionary (London, 1892). 

Taymas I, II = A. Taymas, "Divanii Lugat-it-tUrk Tercemesi," pt. I in Tiirkiyat Mecmuasi 7-8 (1940-42); pt. 

II in TM 11 (1954). 

Terciime I, II, III = B. Atalay, Divanii Lugat-it-tiirk Terciimesi, 3 vote. (Ankara, 1939-41). 

Tipkibasim = B. Atalay, ed., Divanii Lugat-it-tiirk Tipkibasimi (Ankara, 1941). 

TMEN = B. Doerfer, Tiirkische und mongolische Elemente im Neupersischen, 4 vote. (Wiesbaden, 1963-75). 

Volkspoesie I, II = C. Brockelmann, "Altturkestanische Volkspoesie," pt. I in Asia Major, Probeband (Hirth 

Anniversary Volume, 1923); pt. II in Asia Major 1 (1924). 

WB I, II, III, IV = W. Radloff, Versuch eines Worterbuches der Tiirk-Dialecte, 4 vote. (St. Petersburg, 1893- 
1911). 

Wright I, II = W. Wright, A grammar of the Arabic Language, 2 vote. (Cambridge, 1859-62). 

Note special issues devoted to the Diwan of the following journals: 

Sovetskaja T’urkologija, No. 1 (Baku, 1972) 

Tiirk Dili, Vol. 27, no. 253 (Ankara, 1 Ekim 1972) 

Bilimsel Bildiriler 1972 (I. TUrk Dili Bilimsel Kurultayina Sunulan Bildiriler. Ankara, 1975), pp. 

379-496. 



TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSCRIPTION SYSTEM 

Arabic Transliteration Transcription 

(italics) of Turkic (CAPS) of Turkic (bold) 

Consonants: 

i ’ (see note 1) ’ (see note 3) 

t—* b B b, p 

<—- ... P (see note 4) P 

Cl/ t T t 

ci/ t — (see note 5) ... 

E j J e,j 

£ ... C (see note 4) e 

C h — (see note 6) - - - 

C X X X 

j d D d 

j d D d 

r R r 

J> z Z z 

V 
ji z 2 

U“ s s s 

ur s s $ 

0s s — (see note 7) 

J= d ... ... 

Js t — (see note 8) ... 

Ji z ... ... 

£ 
6 ... ... 

viii 



Arabic Transliteration Transcription 

of Turkic of Turkic 

£ 7 r 7 

f F f, w 

A 
l_9 w w 

O q Q q 

eJ k K k,g 

J ... G (see note 4) g 

J l L l 

1“ 
m M m 

O n N n 

6 h (see note 2) H h 

J w V V 

o y Y y 

Ligatures: 

eL- NK 

£ ... -K-Q (see note 9) -k, -q 

Matres lectionis; Vowels; Diacritics 

' (madda) a- ’A- (see note 10) a-, a- 

\ a ’ (see note 11) a, S 

(fat ha) a A a, a, e 

J u V (see note 12) 6, o, u, 

*_ (damma) u U o, o, u. 

iS i, a (alif maqsura) Y (see note 13) i,e 

. _ (kasra) i I i, e 

IX 



Arabic Transliteration 

of Turkic 
Transcription 

of Turkic 

un an in 
- » » — (see note 14) 

(sukun) (not indicated) — (not indicated) 

(taSdid) (doubling) ~ (see note 15) (doubling) 

(see notes 16-18) 

Notes 

1. Initial hamza is not indicated. 

2. Ta’ marbuta is indicated simply by -a, including words that are in construct; but in the latter 

case, the following word beginning with the article is indicated by a/-, etc., showing lack of elision. 

3. Initial alif normally lacks the hamza (where it occurs in the text it is usually by a later hand). 

See "Structure of the Diwan," discussion of Kitab al-hamz. 
v 

4. P, C and G are rare, and the diacritics are probably added by a later hand in most cases. 

5. T is interpreted t (?) at its sole occurrence (499 tflf). 

6. H is interpreted x at its sole occurrence (407 xoc). 

7. S occurs once: 219 sabran N — sabran is the "colloquial" pronunciation. 

8. T occurs twice: 611 soiyqur — tOTlil spelled toyrA. (Also, xitay is spelled xitSy at 228 taw7a? 

N.) 

9. In most if not all cases, this is not a true ligature; the copyist has written an infinitive as -m5q, 

and he or a later hand wishes to alter it to -mSk (or vice versa). See "Phonology,” discussion of -K-Q. 

10. Kasyan sometimes indicates initial ’A by two alifs and either madda or fat ha (thus: ”A-, 

’A’). See "Structure of the Diwan," discussion of KitSb al-mital. 

11. Transcribed a, ‘a at the end of a word; e in the word beg. See "Phonology," discussion of 

/e/ and of vowel length. 

12. Transcribed u, ii at the end of a word. 

13. Transcribed i at the end of a word. 

14. Two fattyis indicating nunation (e.g. -dan instead of -da) occasionally occur and are translit¬ 

erated thus: A. The invariable interpretation is that one of them is by a later hand. 

16. E.g.: O -tt- (Ar.), T (Tk. transl.), -tt- (Tk. transcr.). 

16. Letters occurring singly as headings are given in caps (B, etc.); the names of letters are given 

as they appear (ba\ etc.). 

17. In the transliteration of the Turkic, the following further conventions are followed: 

a) A stroke lacking dots and indicating either B, T, N or Y is given as a raised question mark; 

e.g. 223 tamata (?): ?M’T’. 

b) Letters dotted variously are given with one of the variants in parentheses; e.g. tJJ : T(B) or 

B(T). 

x 



c) Letters (particularly vowel signs) crossed out in MS. are given with a line through them; thus: 

a. v, z 
d) Letters (particularly vowel signs) judged to be by the later hand are given underlined; thus: A, 

U, L 1 (sukun). This pertains especially to the following MS. pages: 26-120,124-200, 442- 

445,481-516. See "Ink color and the later hand." 

18. Wherever exact transcription is not required, proper names beginning with xa’ are spelled 
Kh-, and UyTur is spelled Uighur. 

xi 





EDITOR'S INTRODUCTION 

1. Description of the Manuscript; Previous Editions and Lexica 

MS. is a unicum, preserved in Istanbul in the Millet Genel Kutuphanesi (Ali Emiri, Arabi, no. 

4189). The old-fashioned black leather binding belongs to the twentieth century. The thick Oriental paper 

was originally sized and is a beige color, taking on a light brown cast in places due to moisture or oxidation. 

The folios have been cut, repaired with tape, and folded at the outside edges to fit the binding. The average 

size of each folio is 239 x 165 mm. The average size of writing on each page is 175 x 115 mm. There are 

seventeen lines to the page. The text, in a remarkably clear nasx script, is completely vocalized, though 

there is good evidence that much of the vocalization, as well as emendations, are by a later hand than the 

original copyist. There are also numerous marginal notes and glosses by several later hands. The title page 

at the beginning includes a long note, not part of the main text, but written by the same hand as the main 

text. According to the colophon, the author completed his autograph in 466/1074 (probably an error for 

469/1077), and the present text was copied from the autograph in 664/1266. There are 319 folios; their 

numbering as 638 pages belongs to the twentieth century. As presently bound, the folio containing pp. 
463-464 and the one containing pp. 477-478 are in each other's place. 

The Editio Princeps, published by Kilisli Rifat in three volumes(EP, 1917-19),contains no critical 
apparatus. 

Carl Brockelmann's glossary (MTW, 1928) was based entirely on EP, since Brockelmann did not 

have access to MS. Accordingly, the glossary suffers from all the shortcomings of EP, in addition to numer¬ 
ous misprints, faulty references, and other inaccuracies. 

Diwan studies advanced a giant step with the publication of Besim Atalay's Turkish translation in 

three volumes (Tercume, 1939-41), followed by a facsimile of MS. (Tipkisasim, 1942) and an index volume 

(Dizin, 1943). Atalay s edition is methodical and complete. It lacks control, however, in that Atalay only 

occasionally and inconsistently cites the original form of the text, and in most cases he simply follows EP. 

The facsimile is unclear in parts, difficult to read, and cuts off material in the margins. 

Atalay's work was supplemented by an index according to the Arabic script (Dilqin, 1957). It 

depends solely on the form of the Turkic words as they appear in Tercume, not as they appear in MS. Also, 

as in Dizin, the references are only to Tercume; this entails a cumbersome cross-reference in order to check 
the original. 

The Uzbek translation by Mutallibov in three volumes (1960-63) appears to be based primarily on 
Tercume. 

The lexicon of Old Turkic published by the Soviet Academy of Sciences (DTS, 1969) includes all 

the vocabulary in the Diwan. Citations are for the most part to Tercume, though occasionally to MS. For 

the most part, DTS is content to be a compilation, with material from the Diwan based squarely on Ter- 
ciime. 

The same cannot be said of Sir Gerard Clauson's "Dictionary” (ED, 1972), which represents the 

first important advance in Diwan studies since Atalay's work. Clauson cites the text of the Diwan accord¬ 

ing to Tipkibasim (although he refers the citations to the volume and page of Tercume). He generally 

1 
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gives the complete text of the main entry of a word (including the Arabic); and sometimes cites oilier in¬ 

stances, or else informs how many other occurrences of the word there are in the Diwan. Most impor¬ 

tantly he attempts to establish the correct vocalization according to historical principles, and thus corrects 

numerous erroneous forms that are found in MTW, Terciime, and DTS. He is not thoroughgoing m this 

regard however; also he frequently mis-cites the Arabic, and very often mistranslates. The significance of 

ED is that it is the first attempt to think through all the problems relating to the lexicological material in 

the Diwan. 

2. Features of the Present Edition; Principles of the Translation 

The following features have as their common aim to produce a text and translation of the Diwan 

that is accurate and complete, and that can serve as a reliable basis for further research. 

(1) Closeness to the original. A critical apparatus, combined with a clear facsimile of MS., effec¬ 

tively establishes the correct text of the Diwan, and eliminates the need for an edition of the Arabic text. 

This critical apparatus is contained in the footnotes to the translation. All references to the Diwan are to 

the page number of MS. Within the English text all of the Turkic material is given, both in exact translitera¬ 

tion (in caps) and in transcription (in bold type); this facilitates comparison between the original and our 

interpretation. In the definitions of Turkic entry words we incorporate the Arabic key-word or key- 

phrase;1 this key-word, in turn, provides one of the touchstones for grouping words in the Base Index. 

(2) Methodology in establishing the Turkic material. The present edition is based on methodo¬ 

logical principles determined inductively through intense study of the text. (See "Ink color and the later 

hand " and "Scribal errors, ghost words, and textual emendations.") Applying these principles systemati¬ 

cally, we have been able to pinpoint numerous copyist's errors and erroneous forms belonging to a la er 

hand, and to correct them. 

(3) Running marginal index. This includes: entry words (i.e. the nouns or verbal stems that 

appear in order according to the patterning system of the Diwan); presence of dialect information (indi¬ 

cated by "D"); presence of grammatical information ("G”); presence of verses ( V ) and proverbs ( P ), 

and presence of names, both personal and geographical ("N"). The purpose of the running margin* index 

is to direct the reader to a specific entry or to specific pertinent material. Many of these materials are 

resumed in appropriate indices (Dialect Index, Topical Index, etc.). 

(4) Indices. The Base Index lists all occurrences of all the Turkic words in the Diwan, and is 

arranged in such a way as to show the relationship between any word and the other words from the same 

root, not only phonologically, but also morphologically and semantically. The Topical Index groups the 

entire lexicon on a thesaurus principle, to facilitate finding words according to concepts; it also includes 

1. The vocalization of Arabic words, which often does not agree with the classical standard, is 

generally left un-"corrected," since it is prime data for Arabic (as opposed to Turkic) historical lexicog- 

raphy Thus, for example, "plum" is consistently vocalized ajaf in the Diwan, classical Arabic ijjSf; melon 

bailc instead of biffSc; "dried fruit" faliq instead of fallay q; "smith's hammer” Ms instead of fiffis; etc 

It should be kept in mind that much of Arabic vocalization is due to the later hand, not to the original 

copyist or to KSSyarT. See "Ink color and the later hand." 
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indices of all proper and geographical names, and of Arabic quotations. The Dialect Index arranges to¬ 

gether all the data in the Diwan relating to dialectal and other variants in the lexicon, and to dialectology 

in general. The Grammatical Index of Proverbs and Verses and the Appendix on the grammar of the 
Diwan present all of KSJyari's grammatical material in a coherent form. 

The Turkic material (which in MS. is overlined throughout) is given, first in transliteration (in 

CAPS), then in transcription (in bold). The transliteration is a one-to-one rendering in Lacin characters of 

the Arabic graphemes. The transcription represents what we believers the phonemic system of the language 

KiSyan is describing, with some allowance also for phonetic peculiarities as indicated by the orthography 

(see section on Phonology, discussion of /d,d/ and /§/). To a large extent, especially in the vocalism, it is a 

reconstruction based on historical principles.2 Vowel "length" is indicated in the transcription exactly as 

in MS. (i.e., vowel plus mater lectionis transcribed by vowel plus macron except in final position; see sec¬ 

tion on Phonology), although in many cases this is probably to be interpreted as indicating stress and not 

length. Parentheses in the transcription enclose words in the text that probably ought to be omitted, and 
words not in the text that probably ought to be added. 

The presence of a dotted circle is indicated throughout (both at the end of entries, where it usu¬ 

ally occurs, and elsewhere) by a circle (0 ). For the Arabic term yuqalu introducing an illustrative sentence 

we substitute two colons (::). And for the term qcila introducing a verse we substitute the word "Verse." 

The English throughout is a translation of the Arabic, not the Turkic. Where KaSyari is translating 

from the Turkic, this is indicated by quotation marks in the English. Within the quotation marks, any addi¬ 

tional comments of the author, not directly translating the Turkic, are put in parentheses. Where KSSyan's 

translation is elliptical or inadequate, our own rendering of the Turkic is given in brackets.3 Everything in 

brackets is our own; and nothing that KaSyan says is omitted. Stray question marks (in parentheses) indi¬ 

cate a doubt on our part, either as to the vocalization or meaning of a Turkic word, or the sense of the 
Arabic. 

Internal references to other parts of the Diwan are given in brackets, and refer in the first instance 
to the running marginal index. 

Footnote numbers begin anew for each MS. page. The footnotes contain a critical apparatus for 
the Arabic text, as well as occasional explanatory notes. 

At the beginning of each MS. page there is also a reference to the corresponding volume and page 
number of EP and of Terciime. 

2. Here we must acknowledge our debt to the industry and judiciousness of Sir Gerard Clauson; 

but we must also note that in numerous instances we have departed from Clauson's interpretation. 

3. In some entries KSSyari first glosses the Turkic word by an Arabic word, and then proceeds to 

define the Arabic word, introduced by wa-huwa\ in most of these cases we take the first gloss as the key 

word, and indicate the rest by the word "defined" in brackets. E.g.: 33 irk "A four-year-old sheep (da’n 

[defined])." In this case, the complete Arabic definition reads: ad-da’n min al-yanam wa-huwa ida ta'ona 
fi r-rabi’a. 
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The word "Turk" is spelled "Turk" where it is used to indicate a dialect group (generally as 

opposed to Oyuz = TurkmSn). 

Translations from the Qur’an (cited as Q.) are those of A. J. Arberry, The Koran Interpreted (New 

York, 1955). 

3, General remarks: Author, Title, Contents 

The discovery before 1917 in Istanbul of the unique manuscript of the Diwan Luyst at-Turk, and 

its subsequent publication, gave the scholarly world its richest source for the language and the ethnography 

of medieval Turkdom.4 

The author of the Diwan, Mahmud ibn al-Husayn ibn Muhammad, known as al-Ka&yan,5 * was bom 
„ tL Uku. (now in the KWiiz SSR) some time In the ths. halfof the eleventh cenhu,. 

He was a scion of the Qarakhanid dynasty, then ruling in Central Asia and in Transoxama. 

KaSyan traveUed among the Turkic peoples, "throughout their cities and their steppes,"as he tells 

us "learning their dialects and their rhymes" (MS. p. 3). Being a Turk of noble stock and a Mudim deeply 

educated in the Arabic humanities, he was able to understand both the native tribal tradition and the court 

Islamic tradition- his aim, indeed, was to interpret the former in terms of the latter. By the second half of 

the eleventh century the Turks had become the dominant group in the political life of the Isiamic conimum 

itv- or as KaSyari puts it, "God Most High had caused the Sun of Fortune to nse in the Zodiac 

Turks"' (MS p 2). Since the Diwan is dedicated to the caliph al-Muqtadl (1075-94), its immediate purpose 

£ expbd. to ate Abbasid courtB«bd»i the Ungu«e „d — of tb.b Set.uk ovcdortb. 

The meaning of "Diwan" in the title might best be expressed by the phrase "encyclopedic lexi¬ 

con " There is first an introductory section, explaining the principles of Turkic lexicography and dialec¬ 

tology and including a world-map illustrating, among other things, the geographical position of the dialect 

groups’7 The bulk of the Diwan is a lexicon, structured according to an elaborate patterning system.and 

modelled on the great Arabic lexicons. The language described is called ’ Turlayya (here translated 

"Turkic")- it is basically the dialect of the important Cigil tribe, belonging to the Qarakhanid confederation. 

4 Kilisli Rifat related the story of the purchase of the MS. by Ali Emiri Efendi, and the publica¬ 

tion of the text under his own editorship, in the newspaper Yeni Sabah in 1945 (Sepf 8°. Oct 4, 7,11, , 

18). The report is given verbatim in M. §akir Ulkuta§ir, Kdfgarh Mahmut (Istanbul, 1946), pp. 39-62. 

5 For a list of all occurrences of the name in the text, see Topical Index, Section XII The 

nisba al-Ka8yari is only found on the title page (MS. 2), and is suspect, since the author was not from 

ZZr btdHfrom' Baray/n. For the life of the author, see O. Pritsak, "Mahmud Kigali kirndir?' m Turk, 

ydt Mecmuasi X (1951-53), pp. 243-6. 

6. See El2, articles "Ilek-KhSnids" (Bosworth); "al-Kashgharf ’ (Hazai). 

7 Most of the Introduction was translated by C. Brockelmann, "Mahmud d-Ka^ari uber die 

Sprachen und die Sttonme der Tiirken im 11. Jahrh." in Korosi Csoma-Archivum LI ^2Upp 26-40. 

T^e map occurs at MS. 22-3; for a discussion, see A. Herrmann, "Die alteste turkische Weltkarte (1076 n. 

Chr.)" in Imago Mundi I (1935), pp. 21-8. 
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Several words are labelled "Khaq5niyya" meaning that they were peculiar to the Qarakhanid court;* and 

several other dialect groups are distinguished (see Dialect Index). In particular, KSSyan gives equal weight 

to two main dialect groups: that of the "Turks" (including Cigil, Tuxsi, etc.), and that of the "Turkman" 

or "Oyuz" ("Ghuzziyya," often including the dialect of Qifcaq, etc.). The latter includes the Seljuks, who 

belonged to the Oyuz tribe of Qiniq (MS. p. 40, s.v. oyuz); and indeed, most of the information on tribal 

organization which KaSyari gives is with reference to the Oyuz tribes. 

As part of the entries, KaSyarf cites a large number of illustrative sentences and also proverbs and 

verses of poetry. In doing so, he follows the model of the Arabic lexicographers.9 In addition, the group¬ 

ing of the lexical material according to patterns means that words containing a given suffix will often be 

found together; and this gives KalyarT an opportunity to intersperse sections on grammar, especially mor¬ 

phology. Noteworthy is the long section in Book II (MS. 279-304) which sets forth the entire verbal sys¬ 

tem. 10 The dialectal information in the introduction, the lexicon, and grammatical excurses, together 

with the geographic data, give us a remarkably full picture of the various Turkic groups in the eleventh 

century and their linguistic relationships. 

The Diwan is also important for its non-linguistic information, especially that relating to ethnog¬ 

raphy and folklore. There is a treatise on the Oyuz subtribes and their brands (MS. 40-1), and another 

treatise on the twelve-year animal cycle calendar (MS. 173-5, s.v. bars). There are narrative sections de¬ 

voted to folk-etymologies of important terms, most of them in connection with the Central Asian Alexan¬ 

der saga tradition (see especially the long narrative at MS. 622-5, s.v. tiiikman).11 There is much data on 

social organization and kinship structure; there are recipes and folk remedies, and accounts of popular 
beliefs and customs.12 

All of this is prime data on medieval Turkdom, collected on the spot by an expert "field investi¬ 

gator" who was convinced of the supremacy of the Turks in God's design and of the need for non-Turkic 

Muslims to know the language and the traditions of their Turkic brothers. Indeed, KSSyari succeeded in 

doing for the Turks what the Arabic philologians in the first centuries of Islam did for the Arabs: to organ¬ 

ize and elucidate their linguistic, genealogic, and cultural traditions. 

8. See C. Brockelmann, "Hofsprache in Altturkestan," in Donum Natalicum Schrijnen (Utrecht, 
1929), pp. 222-7. 

9. It was the practice of the Arabic lexicographers to illustrate certain words by quoting Bedouin 

usage, especially as preserved in proverbs and old verses. See J. Fiick, Arabiya, tr. Cl. Denizeau (Paris, 

1955), p. 46. For the verses in the Diwan, see C. Brockelmann, "Altturkestanische Volkspoesie," pt. I in 

Asia Major, Probeband (Hirth Anniversary Volume, 1923), pp. 1-22; pt. II in Asia Major I (1924), pp. 24- 

44; and I. V. Stebleva, Razvitie tjurkskix poetileskix form v XI veke (Moscow, 1971). For the proverbs, 

see C. Brockelmann, "Altturkestanische Volksweisheit," in Ostasiatische Zeitschrift VIII (1920), pp. 50- 

73; and F. Birtek, En Eski Turk Savlan (Ankara, 1944). 

10. Translated by C. Brockelmann, "Mahmud al-Kalgharis Darstellung des tiirkischen Verbal- 

baus," in Keleti Szemle XVIII (1918-19), pp. 29-49. KaSyan states (MS. 18) that he has written a book on 

grammar entitled Kitab Jawahir an-Nafyw ft Luyat at-Turk; this is unfortunately not preserved. 

11. See R. Dankoff, "The Alexander Romance in the Diwan Lughat at-Turk,” in Humaniora 
Istamica I (1973), pp. 233-44. 

12. See R. Dankoff, "Kasyan on the Tribal and Kinship Organization of the Turks," in Archi- 

vum Ottomanicum IV (1972), pp. 23-43; and "Kasgarl on the Beliefs and Superstitions of the Turks," in 
JAOS 95.1 (1975), pp. 68-80. 
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4. Date of the Work 

KaSyaii mentions or implies dates at four points in the Diwan as follows: 

(1) Dedication (MS. 3) to the caliph al-Muqtadi. We know from Islamic sources that al-Muqtadi 

began his reign on 13 Sa‘ban 467 (4 April 1075) and died in Muharram 487 (February 1094). 

(2) Discussion of Calendar s.v. bars (MS. 174 toward end): "The year in which I wrote this book 

was in Muharram 466 [Sept.-Oct. 1073], during which began the year of the serpent, yflan yili. When this 

year ends, and the year '70 [marginal correction in later hand: the year ‘67] begins, then will begin the 

year of the horse, yond yili." 

(3) At 513 nag: "The year in which I wrote this book, '69, was such a year (i.e. nag yili or Year 

of the Dragon). 

(4) Colophon (MS. 638 toward end): "The composition of the book was begun on the first day 

of Jumadi 1-ula in the year '64 [i.e. 464; Wednesday 25 January 1072] and was completed, after revising, 

correcting, and redacting it four times, on Monday the tenth of Jumidi 1-axir in the year 466 [10 February 

1074]." 

The contradiction in (2) above was resolved by Ahmet-Zeki Validi (Togan).13 He showed that the 

year of the serpent actually began in 469, and the year of the horse in 470. Therefore 466 is simply a copy¬ 

ist's error for 469 (Muharram 469 = Aug.-Sept. 1076). The marginal "correction" of '70 to '67 was then a 

mechanical construction based on the first error. 

Louis Bazin offered a refinement of Togan's thesis.14 Bazin suggested that the mention of "Mu- 

marram 466" represented a vestige of an earlier redaction of the Diwan, that is also preserved in the colo¬ 

phon (4 above). Bazin went on to suggest that 464, 466, and 469 represent the first three of the four 

redactions of the Diwan which Kasyan mentions in the colophon; and that the date 466 given in the colo¬ 

phon as the year of the completion of the Diwan must be an error for 476 (1083). Bazin's arguments were 

as follows: 466 cannot be the date of the final redaction for two reasons: a) that date must be later than 

469 mentioned elsewhere in the Diwan as "the year in which I wrote this book" (2 and 3 above); b) that 

date must be later than 467, the year in which al-Muqtadi began his reign (1 above). Nor can 466 in the 

colophon be a copyist’s error for 469 since the year of the serpent, which KaSyan (in Bazin's interpreta¬ 

tion) mentioned had begun before the 469 redaction (2 above, emended), did not begin until Rajab of that 

year,1 s and the Diwan was completed in Jumadi 1-axir, which would still be in the year of the dragon. 

13. A. Validi (Togan), "Div&n-i Lugat iit-Tiirk’un telif senesi hakkmda," Atsiz Mecmua 16 (1932) 

77-78. 

14. L. Bazin, "Les Dates de Redaction du <Divan> de Kasgari," Acta Orientalia. . . Hungaricae 

7(1957), 21-25 

15. This is based on the "orthodox" Chinese calendar (see L. Bazin, Let calendriers Turct anci¬ 

ent) et mediivaux, Lille, 1974, p. 554). I see no reason to doubt Klsyan’s statement that the year began at 

Navruz (MS. 175: Nayruz), which in 469 would have been 15 §a‘ban = March 14 (extrapolating from Wiis- 

tenfeld-Mahler, p. 39). (Togan, p. 78, wrongly assumed that Navruz = March 22, which in 469 was 23 

§a‘ban.) 
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Bazin's proposal of 476 as correction of 466 in the colophon cannot be accepted. The phrase giv¬ 

ing the day of the month reads as follows (638:15): yawm al-itnayn al-‘asir min jumadi l-axir sana sitt wa- 

sitttn. Bazin understood this to mean "12 Jumada-al-ahlr [sic] 466" — but this would be yawm al-itnay 

‘aiara min etc. The phrase yawm al-itnayn can only be "Monday" and al-'ahr "the tenth." Checking 

chronological tables, we find the 10th of Jumadi l-axir was indeed a Monday in 466, and again in 469 (also 

474, 477,482); but in 476 it was a Wednesday. 

It is here proposed, therefore, that 466 is an error for 469 in the colophon (4 above) as well as in 

the discussion of the calendar (2 above). The difficult phraseology at 174:14-17 (2 above) should be under¬ 

stood as follows: "The year in which I wrote this book began (Ar. kana fi) in Muharram 469, during which 

will have begun (kfinat daxalat) the year of the serpent; when this year ends, the year 470 will begin (yad- 

xulu), during which will begin (wa-hiya) the year of the horse.” In this way all the apparent contradictions 

of the text are resolved.16 

If this is correct, then the date given in the colophon of the final redaction of the Diwan should be 

emended to Monday the tenth of JumfidI l-axir in the year 469 (9 January 1077). 

Day of Week A. D. A. H. Comment 

Wednesday 25 January 1072 1 Jum&dT 1-ula 464 Book begun 

14 March 1073 2 Rajab 465 Year of the Ox 

Sept.-Oct. 1073 Muharram 466 Error for 469 

Monday 10 February 1074 10 JumSdi l-axir 466 Error (?) for 469 

4 April 1075 13 Sa‘ban 467 Reign of al-Muqtadl 

14 March 1076 5 Sa'b&n 468 Year of the Dragon 

14 March 1077 15 §a‘ban 469 Year of the Serpent 

14 March 1078 26 Sa‘ban 470 Year of the Horse 

Aug.-Sept. 1076 Muharram 469 

Monday 9 January 1077 10 JumSdi l-axir 469 Proposed here as date of final 

redaction 

Wednesday 25 October 1083 10 JumadI l-axir 476 

Friday 27 October 1083 12 JumfidI l-axir 476 Bazin's proposal for date of final 

redaction 

5. Title Page 

Nothing on the title page (MS. 1) belongs to KaSyari, and so our translation of the text does not 

include it. It does contain much of interest for the history of the text, however, and requires a thorough 

discussion, especially as it has been misinterpreted up till now. 

The first two lines, giving the title and author, are without question in the same hand as the copy¬ 

ist of the main text. The title, in line one, is given thus: Kitab Diwan Luyat at-Turk. Line two states: 

"Composition of Mahmud ibn al-Husayn ibn Muhammad al-KaSyan, may God have mercy on him." 

16. One should note the compound error in EIJ, art. "al-KashgharT" (G. Hazai), Vol. IV, p. 699, 

giving the date of the final redaction recorded in the colophone as 476/1094 [sic]. 
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Below this, after a double line, is a note consisting of fifteen lines of text, bringing the total num¬ 

ber on this page to seventeen, the same as in the other pages of MS. Judging by the ductus alone, it seems 

certain that it was written down by the copyist of the rest of the MS., though perhaps with a different pen 

(somewhat thinner). It may be surmised that he, or his patron, composed this note after the copying of 

the text was complete, and decided to fit it onto the title page. The contents of this note will be discussed 
below. 

There are two marginal additions to this page by later hands. One, in the right margin between 

lines two and three, is an explanatory note to the first few words of the long note.17 The other, in the upper 

margin, states: "Belonging to Muhammad ibn Ahmad Kha(Tb Darayya, may God forgive them both [i.e., 

father and son]then there is a blank space, then a sin (standing for sana "year"?). This is clearly an Ex 

Libris, a signature of the owner of the book. The hand is quite different from that of the title, the title- 

page long note, and the rest of the MS. (note, for example, the shape of the final ha’ in allah). Just next to 

the Ex Libris, in the same hand, is the word bi-l-qahira ("in Cairo"), and below this the word sana ("date") 

followed by the date 803 (1400-1401). Originally there seems to have been more than this, but if so it can¬ 

not be made out. 

Kilisli Rifat (Bilge) identified this Darayya with Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn Sulayman al-Ansari 

ad-DimaSqf ad-D&riuii, 745-810 (1344-1407).1 * There is no doubt that this is correct. 

Rifat went on to assume, however, that this DarayyS/Darani was the author of the long note on 

the title page; and for this there is no justification. 

Ettore Rosa also devoted an article to the long note.19 He improved on Rifat's interpretation of 

the contents (see below); but he accepted Rifat's assumption that the author of the note was Muhammad 

ibn Afymad Kha(Ib D5rayy5 — "though I must admit," Rossi stated, "that I had been unable to read the sig¬ 

nature and date at the end [sic!]." The reason fear this is, of course, that the signature and date are not at 

the end but before the beginning, in the upper margin, and in fact with no relation to the note at all. Rossi 

must have realized this when he examined the MS. in 1924, but have forgotten it when he wrote his article 

thirty years later, by which time he had learned of Rifat's own article, and was misled by it. 

Both Rifat and Rossi gave readings of the Arabic text, with slight variations, and with several 

lapses on Rossi's part. 

The merit of Rossi's interpretation was to show that for the author of the note the terms "Turk" 

and "QifdSq" were synonymous, as opposed to "Turkman"; that the language described in the Diwan 

17. The long note begins: to yanbayian yu‘arraja ‘ala man yaqQlu . . . ; the marginal note reads: 

[6i-ma‘n] 5 la yanbayian yu'tamada 'ala man yaqUlu ila Oxirih. 

18. " tin bagindaki makale," Tiirkiyat Mecmuasi VI (1936-39), 355-360. 

Rifat cited MS. Es‘ad Efendi no. 2196, folio 213 b, HadTqat ar-Riyahm by Abu l-‘Abb5s Muljammad 

Hibatullah Antakl, written before 1200 (1785-86). There is a notice devoted to him in the biographical 

dictionary of as-SakhSwi (d. 902/1496-97), af-paw’ al-LOmi' (Cairo, 1354/1935, Vol. 6, no. 1031, pp. 310- 

312). Sakhawi states that he was known as Ibn Kha(Ib DSrayyS; he was famous for his wit and ready 

tongue; toward the end of his life he had to flee from Damascus after he made fun of a kadi; he remained 

in Cairo for a while, then returned to Baysan in Syria, where he died in RabP al-awwal or Safar, 811 (1408). 

19. "A note to the manuscript of the Diwan LugSt-at-Turk," Charisteria . . . J. Rypka (ed. 

Taner, etc., Praha, 1956), 280-284. 
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seemed to the author of the note close to that of the Turks/Qifcaq and far from that of the Turkman; and 

that these features correspond to the situation in the Mamluk period, when the dominant Turkic group 
were drawn from QifdSq tribes. 

As we have seen, however, Rossi, like Rifat, assumed that the note was written in Cairo around 

803/1400; whereas our own hypothesis is that it was written in Damascus around 664/1266 — i.e., that it 

was written down (though not necessarily composed) by the copyist of the main text, who names himself 

in the colophon (MS. 638) as Muhammad ibn abl Bakr ibn abl 1-Fath, of Sava, then of Damascus. 

Because the first folio of the MS. has been handled so much, the note, particularly the second half, 

is often difficult to make out. We give here the text in transcription based on an examination of the MS., 

followed by a fresh translation. Material in brackets [ ] cannot now be read with certainty; most of our 
readings follow Rifat. 

la yanbayT an yu'arraja ‘alS man yaqQlu inna ha^a 1-kitSb bi-luya at-turkmSn fa-inna hadS 1- 

qfi’il yayr ‘arif bi-luya at-turk wa-la bi-luya at-turkmSn aydan wa-lladl yadulluka ‘al5 jahlihi bi-t- 

turkmSniyya huwa an yuhdara man ya‘rifu t-turkmaniyya wa-yuqra’a ‘alayhi min alfgy.ihi fa-in 

ankaraha wa-qSla laysa hada bi-kalSminS ‘arafta anna 1-qa’il innahu bi-luya at-turkmaniyya jahil 

bi-t-turkmaniyya ‘ala anna l-laf?a al-qifjaqiyya ida na(aqat biha t-turkman la yuxrijuha Halilra ‘an 

kawnihi qifjaqiyya wa-qad waqa‘a Malika fT alfaz kafira ista'malahS t-turkmSn wa-l-qifjaq [bi-§] iya 

wa^ida wa-amma ma yadullu ‘ala jahlihi bi-l-qifjaqiyya wa-aS‘ariha wa-amtaliha anna yalib man 

yaji’u min tilka 1-bilad yaji’u $ayfran wa-maf lum anna s-saylr la yuhitu bi-luya qawmihi la wa-la 

1-kabtr aydan li-anna ra’ayna kafir8" mimman yuladu fi bilad al-'arab wa-yaStayilu bi-l-‘ilm tamurru 

‘alayhi 1-alfaz al-kajlra min al-‘arabiyya IS ya‘rifu laha ma'n811 hatta yata(allabahu fi 1-kutub la bal 

qad yasma‘u 1-lafza min al-kitab al-‘azlz [la ya'rifu laha ma‘] n3" hatta yata(allabahu fi 1-kutub 

aydan wa-la-‘umri ida sa’alta kagran min al-musta‘ribln bal min al-fuqaha ‘an qawlihi [ ‘azza wa- 

jaljla fa-dahikat fa-ba&amaha bi-ishaq wa-‘an qawlihi ‘azza wa-jalla wa- [*ic] tabnuna bi-kulli 

rf‘m ayatan ta‘baton la ya‘lamu afnna] d-(}ahi[k al-hayd] wa-ri‘ al-makan al-murtafi‘ wa-l-aya al- 

alama wa-amtal h&ga kafir wa-ida kana t-taqassur (? ta‘assur) qad waqa‘a fi [ma‘anl] alfaz kitab 

allah ‘azza wa-jalla ma‘a anna llah ta'ala hatfda ‘ala tadabburihi wa-ma‘rifatihi fa-ma baluka bi-luya 

qawm axarin [...(? ma‘a anni)] ta’ammaltu mu^annafat kaflra fi t-turkiyya ma‘ a ‘ilml bi-l-lisan 

fa-lam ara ajma‘ minhu wa-la aktar [TqSn] min [ ... ] wa-la ya‘rifii qadrahu ilia man kana muta- 

mayyiz311 fi luya at-turk . fa-rahima USh [mu’allifahu] wa-jawaza‘anhu 

We must disagree with the one who states that this book is in the language of the Turkman. 

The person who states this does not know the language of the Turks, nor that of the Turkman 
either. 

It will prove his ignorance of TurkmSniyya to bring forward someone who knows Turk- 

maniyya and read to him some words of (the book). If he denies it, saying "this is not our 

speech, then you will know that the one who states it is in the Turkman language is ignorant of 
TurkmSniyya. 

Of course, when a QifCaq word is uttered by a Turkman, this does not mean that the word is 

no longer QifCSqiyya. This has (in fact) happened to many words which the Turkman and the 
QifCaq use in the same form. 

The proof that he is ignorant of QifCaqiyya (as well), and of its verses and proverbs, is that 

the majority of those who come from those lands come when they are young, and it is well known 

that a young (boy) does not have a comprehensive grasp of the language of his people. In fact, an 

adult does not have either! For we often see people who are bom in Arab lands,and who occupy 
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themselves with learning, who (nevertheless) come across many Arabic words which they do not 

understand at all, and have to look up in books. Not only this, but they might even hear words of 

the Holy Book itself which they do not understand and have to look up. I am sure that if you ask 

many native Arabs, even scholars, about the words of God: fa-dafyikat fa-bailarnSha bi-isfyaq (Q. 

11:71/74 "she laughed, therefore We gave her the glad tidings of Isaac"), or: a-tabnQna bi-kulli 

rVin nyafn ta'batun (Q. 26:128 "do you build on every prominence a sign, sporting"), they will 

not know that ad-dafyk ("laughter") [means al-hayd ("menstruation")], and that ar-r?‘ means 

"high place" and al-Sya means "sign." There are many cases of this sort. And if such shortcoming 

(? difficulty) can occur with regard to [understanding] the words of the Book of God, Majestic 

and Exalted, even though God Most High has urged us to study and to leam it, then it should not 

surprise you (to find such shortcoming in regard to) the language of other people. 

I have studied many compilations on (? in) Turkiyya, and I know the language well; but I 

have not seen any (book) more comprehensive [than this one]. Only he will understand its value 

who is well versed in the language of the Turks. May God have mercy [on its author] and forgive 

him. 

6. Ink Color and the Later Hand 

The copyist, Muljammad ibn abT Bakr ibn abl 1-Fath, of Sava, then of Damascus, completed the 

text in 664/1266, presumably in Damascus. There is no reason to doubt his statement in the colophon 

(683:13) that he worked from the author's autograph. The rather large number of scribal errors are most 

likely due to his ignorance of the subject-matter (see section, "Scribal errors . . . "). He employed a very 

clear na»x script, with seventeen lines to the page, using black ink and also, for special items, red ink. These 

special items include: headings and subheadings, including head-letters, throughout the text (beginning at 

67:14 black headings are also found); overlining of the Turkic material, beginning with MS. 12:16; the 

Turkic words in the first twelve pages up to that point; the dedication to the Caliph at MS. 3; the Uighur 

lettering at MS. 8 (at MS. 6 and at 204 kalwi G the Uighur letters are black, the Arabic letters red); the 

brands at 40-1 oyuz; a type of period, a single red dot, found sporadically at the end of verses, etc. (this is 

not indicated in our translation); decorative signs at the end of sections (four dots, & ha’, etc. ; not ind- 

cated). Occasionally there are also additions or corrections to the Turkic text in red, probably since the 

copyist went through the text (or a given page or section) to overline the Turkic after he had finished it, 

and noticed some omissions or errors. For the same reason the overlining is sometimes misting or is found 

where it does not belong. 

Although the text as it now appears is almost completely vocalized, both in the Arabic and the 

Turkic, this was not the original situation. Originally there was much less vocalization, and that must 

reflect the situation in KaSyari's autograph. For example, of the first 100 harakat (vowel and quiescence 

signs) in Arabic words on MS. 58, 46 are in brown ink; two others are brown-ink emendations of original 

black. To take an example of the Turkic material, of the 81 harakst in the Turkic words at MS. 62, 22 are 

in brown ink, and two others are brown-ink emendations to tukun of the original black dot of dal. Another 

example: in the sample sentence at 103 ig85- only two vowel-signs are in the original black, namely the two 

indicating the pronunciation of the entry word (’IKAS-); all others are in brown ink, added later. 

Ink color is only one criterion for judging different hands. Others are the shape and thickness of 

the pen point; and the ductus of the script (the shape of the letters and vowel-signs). On the basis of these 

criteria, more than one later hand is visible in the text. Our main hypothesis, however, is that most, per¬ 

haps 99%, of the additions and corrections to the main text belong to a single individual (we call him "later 

hand" or "the later hand" to distinguish him from others, whom we call "a later hand"). This person, who 
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probably lived in Damascus or Cairo in the late fourteenth century, filled out the vocalization of the Arabic 
and Turkic texts, and made emendations to both the Arabic and Turkic. For about a third of the text he 
mixed pigments in his ink which now appear as brown (perhaps because of oxidation or because of a chemi¬ 
cal reaction with the sizing; the brown color is much clearer and lighter in the earlier part of the text); but 
his activity is apparent throughout. Failure up to now to distinguish this later hand has resulted in a dis¬ 
torted view of Middle Turkic vocalism. For he did not have another text of the Diwan before his eyes, but 
added to and emended the text out of his head — i.e. on the basis of his own dialect. The first editor of 
the Diwan, Kilisli Rifat, accepted the text as he found it. If he saw a black vowel-sign crossed out in brown 
and a brown sign above or next to it, he did not hesitate to take the brown one as genuine, based on the 
time-honored principle of Oriental scholarship that a person who emends a text has more knowledge about 
how that text should read than the original scribe. (Rifat also did not hesitate himself to emend the text 
based on how he thought it should read, though he was more reluctant to do this in the case of the Turkic 
than the Arabic.) Besim Atalay mainly followed Rifat's lead, though he did draw his readers' attention 
several times in footnotes to the problem of different ink color and multiple vocalization Only Sir Gerard 
Clauson recognized that one or more later hands must have been very active, but his attempts to distinguish 
these remained conjectural since they were based on the 1941 facsimile (Tipkibasim). Our own attempt, in 
the following pages, is based on a close examination of the MS. And in the transliteration of the Turkic 
material, incorporated in our English text, all clear instances of the later hand are underlined (thus: A, I, 
U, ^ [for sukun]), or else are noted in the footnotes. It is an attempt to get behind the fourteenth-century 
additions and back to the original thirteenth-century copy which is as close as we can come to the eleventh- 
century autograph. 

Brown ink occurs first in some of the tribal names at MS. 21:2-3. It is common, in both the 
Arabic and Turkic, from MS. 26 to 200, with the exception of 121-124 where we find only black. The 
brownish cast of the later ink suddenly reappears at 441:14 and lasts to the end of 445; then it is black 
again, but distinguishable for the most part, being much less dark and less clear than the original. Later ink 
is again visible on 481-516, and again toward the end of the book, around 570-600. As stated above, how¬ 
ever, the very dark shade of the later ink on these pages make it difficult to distinguish in all cases from the 
original black, which also occasionally has a brownish tint. 

The later hand did not like a single word to be broken up over two lines. At 135:10-11 aqramanl 

("He made me desire meat") is originally over two lines, aqra- on line 10 and -mam on line 11; the later 
hand added a second -mam in the margin of line 10. Similarly at 104:11-12 unaSdDar; the later hand wrote 
in another -cfiUir to complete the word in line 11. 

He corrected several errors in the Arabic text. For example, he made good the omission of d in 
the word to4d at 30:5; added a dot to h correcting it to x in the word yaxtaliju at 35:5; emended the un¬ 
grammatical nafsiha to nafsaha at 38:5 (but erroneously read jtdaha instead of the correct jlduhs in the 
translation of the verse at 43:8); made good the omission of -qS- in the word al-iqama at 47:6 and the 
omission of wo- in the word watabat at 72:17; improved the reading of bi-zahir at 76:16; restored the w of 
az-zawjiyya at 126:12; etc. He did not like ara ("he pretended") and "corrected" it to uriya throughout 
the text, first at MS. 14 (see n.); cf. am unaltered at 585:14 and the feminine form arat at 131:15. He was 
learned in Arabic philology, as evidenced by his marginal glosses at 62:1 and elsewhere (discussed in the 
following section). 

His emendations of the Turkic text are of several sorts, only a few of them being genuine correc¬ 
tions. He restored omitted dots (R to Z, etc.), but also put in dots where KaSyari was apparently content 
to do without them (K to G; F to W, especially in the word sttw). At 107 iiriil- P he restored the final Q of 
yalnuq (perhaps the original text had been YALNKUVQ and the copyist simply left off the final Q rather 
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than misreading it as V). He filled out the vocalization, often in a pedantic manner, as in the Arabic. He 

added unwanted matres lectionis and other letters; he added A along with original I for the sound /e/ (see 

section, "Phonology"); and he crossed out original vowels and wrote in new ones. 

These latter emendations reflect his own dialect. Thus, he read 53 Sw as ow, a Qifcaq feature (cf. 

560 baza-). He read -dan instead of -din in some ablatives, an Oyuz or Qifcaq feature.2 0 He read -dan 

instead of -da with some postpositions (see 60 onin, 67 iistiin, 77 aSnu, 102 ayis-, 501 tdl P, 515 ySk P, 523 

sanduva£ V). He read Hs- "stretch" as 33- (see 93 ‘as-, 102 asis-, 113 asit-, 118 astiir-), and i3 "soot" as’is (see 

151 Man-, 305 qopur- P). He insisted on progressive vowel harmony, thus rounding or unrounding the sec¬ 

ond syllable vowel depending on whether the first syllable vowel was rounded or unrounded (thus tending 

to read the roots aril- "melt" and qori- "protect" as ari- and qoru-; many examples below). 

He wanted to read yen "body" as Persian tan (e.g. at 159 arkMklan). He tended to break up con¬ 

sonant clusters, thus restoring the lost vowel in aorist forms (e.g. reading otniir as otiiniir, see below). This 

tendency resulted in a distortion on the morphological level as well. Thus he occasionally read the ending 

-7an as -ayan (see below); and the ending -sa- as -isa- (e.g. 141 icsa- as icis3-), meanwhile displaying that he 
did not understand KaSyan's patterning system. 

One very distinctive feature of the later hand is his consistent addition of an extra U where Kas¬ 

yan apparently intended to have only one. For example, at 46:16 iitiig, the original spelling was ’UTK; the 

U, placed well to the left of the alif (’), was apparently to serve for the T as well. The later hand, thinking 

that this U went with the T (since it seems to be placed over the T)wrote in a second U in brown ink 

directly over the alif; in other cases it is even to the right of the first letter. In our transliteration this is 

illustrated as follows: U’UTKJ . In the case of 75:13 utru, originally spelled ’UTRUV, he thought the first 

U was over the T, which would be incorrect, and so he crossed it out and wrote his own directly over the 

alif (the same at 131 utrun-). In this case the original copyist was indeed somewhat misleading for placing 

his first U so far to the left. Possibly it was KaSyari's original convention for both CuCu- and CuCC- to 

write only one U placed between the first two consonants. It is very clear, at any rate, that in such exam¬ 

ples as 97 opiir- and ff., 108 ukiil-, ogiil-, etc., our later hand thought the U was over the second consonant 

only, and so he put another one over the first. 

Judging by some of these U's we may conclude that the later hand represents a stage of the lan¬ 

guage when labial harmony had levelled out certain words originally distinct. A good example is 103 ogiS-. 

The original form in the MS. was ’UKIS-; the later hand crossed out the I and put U to the right of the 

alif; he presumably pronounced the word the same way as 103 ogiis-. Also there was progressive unround¬ 

ing; thus he read 85 azuqluy as aziqliy. We may also conclude that he retained the middle vowel in aorist 

forms that KaSyan intended to describe as lost. Thus 108 otiin-, originally spelled ’UTNUVR otniir in the 

aorist, now has another U at the beginning in brown ink (otiiniir). Similarly in the entry following, 108-9 

a£in-, the later hand has changed the original sukun in the aorist form ’AJ'NUR a£nur to I (a£inur). 

20. E.g. at 88 opityan, azityan, 94 fl-, 95 ot-, 502 tfi, etc. But at 98 a$r-, -tan has a black A, 

and at 496 buz P, -dan has a black A, both on pages where brown ink is visible. It is possible that here and 

in many other cases -dan is due to the original copyist (i.e. a thirteenth-century dialect); at any rate, we 

have not read -din in these cases, though perhaps KSryarT did. The reading -dun at 355 turyur- 357 Coktiir-, 

361 qoptur-, 363 qadyur- V and 574 sizla- is probably due to a later hand. 
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An important characteristic of these brown U's is that they are clearly different from the black U's 

not only in color but also in shape.21 This fact provides us with a criterion for judging additions to the 

text by our later hand on pages where we do not find brown ink. Apparently he used black ink, very simi¬ 

lar to that of the original copyist, before MS. 21, also on 121-124, and after 200 (except for the pages 

listed above). The first indication of his activity is at MS. 8:17 in the word oq. The original text has 'Q‘ in 

red ink (it will be recalled that the original copyist used red ink for Turkic words until 12:16 where he 

changed to black); the later hand added a hamza above the alif (see section, "Structure of the Diwan") 

and V between alif and Q (thus oq). Then beginning at 10:5 (urdi) we find some black U's (again where the 

original text had red); these U's also have the distinctive shape of the later brown ones, and this shape is 

also found in many of the dammas (= u) of the surrounding Arabic text.2 2 Note at 11:8 the correction of 

yi-yac, originally YArA’J‘ to YAIFA’J’ — i.e., the later hand has crossed out the first A and substituted I.23 

At 13:14 (qori-y), originally QURIT', the later hand again thought the U went with the R (despite the con¬ 

text, where Kasyari is saying that this word is the shortened form of qoriy, spelled with the mater Y); he 

put a second U to the right of the Q (thus qoruy). The middle A at 17:10-11, baryan, kalgSn (BARAFA’N, 

KALAKA’N) is obviously by our later hand, even though the distinction in ductus for this vowel-sign is not 

as dear as with the U; compare 28:10-11, baryan, urySn, where the anomalous A in the same form is in 

brown ink.24 At 19:8 the three dots of the G in anig (’ANIG) are surely also by our later hand; compare 

MS. 27, n. 1, etc. etc. 

Beginning again with MS. 201 the brown ink ceases, but the characteristic features of our later 

hand (peculiar shape of damma and sukun (U,‘); different ductus and shape of pen point; alterations of the 

text) are still found. For example at 201:7 bo-yin, originally spelled BUN, the I is crossed out and two U's 

and a sukun are put in, indicated thus: BUTCUNl (thus bo-yun). At 201:12 V, apaij, originally simply 

’ABNK, the later hand has added another A over a hamza to the right of thea/i/, also three dots above the 

K, indicated thus: A’ABNG. The ink is black but, for the most part, distinguishable from the original, 

which is deeper. And, as noted above, the brownish cast is again visible at 441:14-445, 481-516, and after 

570. With regard to the all-black pages, however, it must be admitted that not all of the additions to the 

text can be detected; and that all the ones indicated in our transliteration are not 100% verifiable.2 5 For 

twenty pages (201-220) we have attempted to indicate all those that were clearly distinguishable during an 

intensive examination of the MS. in June-July, 1976. In the main these are confined to damma (U) and 

sukun ('). It should be remembered that very many of the other vowel-signs on these pages are also not 

21. The brown ones are rather up-and-down: * , whereas the black ones are broad: * . The 

shape of the sukun is also distinctive, the black ones being for the most part a regular circle: 9 , the brown 

ones usually open at the top: v . 

22. For example, in the red-ink heading at 11:15 wa-l-kafu f-fulbatu, the final u in each word is 

in black ink, the other vowel-signs in red. 

23. There is no instance in the Diwan of an unambiguous spelling with original I instead of A in 

the first syllable; this argues that the pronunciation of the copyist (of KaSyan?) was yayaC, nevertheless, we 

have consistently transcribed the word yi-yac. 

24. But note 414:8-9 G, tut-yan, satyan (TUTTA’N^ SATTA’N), where the sukun is apparently 

by later hand. At 603:17 mui^iiz P, siisgSn (SUSAKA’N), it cannot be determined whether the A is by later 

hand; we assume it is. 

25. Ideally one should have a chemical or spectrographic analysis of all ink in the Diwan so that 

the date of a given vowel-sign, etc., could be determined unambiguously. 
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original; but we have dared to underline only those which were distinguishable from original ones on the 

basis of ductus or shape of pen-point. After MS. 221 we no longer indicate regularly the sukuns, most of 

which are apparently later additions; also we indicate later U's only sporadically and in striking cases, not¬ 

ably in the root or first syllable; and after MS. 226 we no longer note the change of K to G and of F to W 

(in the word sflw). In general we have tried to adhere to the principles that any later-hand addition should 

be indicated where it might make a difference in the reading, and that all such additions should be indicated 

within any given word. (Thus little attention was paid to $ukuns where the pattern requires no vowel, to 

U before V, I before Y, A before ’, and the like.) 

The types of changes to the Turkic text made by the later hand may be summarized in the follow¬ 

ing eight categories. 

1) Alterations made to clarify the text or which make no difference in the reading. E.g. at 122: 

17, iindaSur, he apparently thought the first U was over the N and so crossed it out and put in another U 

directly over the alif. At 294:9, k31guci, he thought the U was over the V, crossed it out and wrote a new 

one directly over the K. At 305 qutur- and ff., added a second U where the original text sufficed with one. 

In this category may be put his preference for A to indicate /e/ where the original text has I. 

2) Added an extra vowel. E.g. at 348:12, sawlur, he wrote a U over the W, ignoring KaSyari's 

point that the aorist of this word has unvowelled middle radical. Other examples above. 

3) Rounded vowel of second syllable for vowel harmony. E.g. he read 313 kopis- as kupiiS-; 317 

qoriS- and 344 qorin- as qoruS-, qorun-; 320 toqiS- as toquS-; 342 stiCin- as siiCun-; 416 bodit- as bo$it-; 516 

fiivit as Siviit, 625 qorqliq, tortgil as qorqhiq, tortgiil. At 461 yaymur V he read bulit as bulut;26 at 591 

qasiyla- he read qulin (qul plus third possessive plus accusative) as qulun; and at 596:11 G he read qusiq as 

qusuq. 

4) Unrounded vowel of second syllable for vowel harmony. E.g. he read 251 qa&iqluq as qa&iq- 

liq; 321 bakiiS- as bakiS-, 431 £iyrut- as Ci-yrit-; 522 qayyuq as qayyiq; 592 Caruqla-, qasuqla- as £ariqla-, 

qaSiqla-. 

5) Rounded vowel of second syllable due to labial consonant. E.g. he read 328 thpil-, tapil- as 

tapiil-, tapul-; 517 tavil as tavul. (Possible tawliig, qapus-, etc. belong here; see Index.) 

6) Altered vowel of the root. This has resulted in the introduction of some ghost words in lexica 

based on the Diwan (see section, "Scribal errors..."). E.g. he read 126 atlSS- as otlaS- (or iitla$-)( 614 suq- 

and 617 siiqdur- as siq-, siqdiir-; 618 miiqas- as miqaS-. To this category belongs his reading Sw as ow (see 

above). The reading of StmSk as dtmak (see Index) is an ancient one (see ED, 60) and in the Diwan 
belongs to the original text. 

7) Altered vowel of the suffix. E.g. he read 378-9 kSslMS- as kasliS- (i.e. as from the verbal root 

kas-, kMsil- rather than from the nominal root kas, kasla-). At 271 saw- P he read yiigriikin as yiigiirg'anni 

(?). In the case of 275 tab, aorist tafir, in the meaning "join kid to milch-ewe," he read tall-, tafir; but it 

26. Cf. consistent spelling of boyin; but note two instances (see Index) of boyun, with the mater 

V — these must reflect the pronunciation of the original copyist (or of Kasyan?). 
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is clear that in the language KaSyari was describing, this word had fallen together with tMl- meaning "bore 

through," since he included it in the same entry (tSli* would have appeared at MS. 563, in the Book of Final 

Weak Words; see section, "Structure of the Diwan").2 7 In this category belong his readings of -dan for the 

the ablative; also, perhaps, of -isa- for -sa- and of -ayan for -yah (see above). 

8) Altered consonant, or added a consonant. This has resulted in the introduction of some ghost 

words. E.g. he read 190 bariq as yoriq; 423 yanut- as yitit-; 594 yarinla- as yayrinla-. He apparently would 

have liked to read 473 ySmiir- as tomur-; and he knew 611 qirqaq in its metathesized form of qiqraq. At 

525 tdy- V he read batriq as bayraq; and at 502 qOl he changed ori to opri. To this category belong his 

reading i$ as is, as- as a&, and y§n as tan (see above). 

7. Glosses and Marginal Notes 

As many as fifteen different hands are evidenced in the MS. as it now appears. These are discussed 

here in the chronological order hypothesized in the following section ("History of the Text"). 

(1) The main copyist, author of the colophon (MS. 638); also wrote the long note on the title 

page (see section above, "Title Page"). 1266. After completing the copy he went over the entire text, com¬ 

paring it with the original, making corrections, and adding in the margins words and lines that he had 

skipped. These marginal additions are invariably marked fit (for fafyha "correct"). In our translation they 

are incorporated without comment. 

(2) The later hand (see above section, "Ink Color and the Later Hand"). Fourteenth century. In 

addition to his emendations of the text he also made marginal notes both to the Arabic and Turkic mate¬ 

rial. The longest one is at MS. 62 in the upper right comer, in brown ink. It refers to the Arabic word at¬ 

ari in line 3 (in the definition of uthiq) and reads: "al-arl is 'manger' in colloquial speech and in the usage 

of the fuqaha’." The following is a list of other glosses and notes which can be attributed to the same hand 

with reasonable certainty: 16:7, 266:8, 267:8, 270:13, 275:14 (dBri‘an — to replace <}ayl‘an in the text?); 

292:5, 311:1 ijahdT - to replace jundT in the text), 314;5 (BILIK’LIKIN' biligUkin — to replace biligin), 

361:5, 367:4,8,15 (latter two cases are emendations of Arabic words), 531:2, 556:7, 559:15, 611:11 

(QINGR’Q qiqraq — to replace qinjaq), 624:7, 625:11. 

(3) Owner of the book, signed his name at MS. 1 in upper margin (see section above, "Title 

Page"). Early fifteenth century. 

(4) A later hand, read the tribal name Basmil as Yasmil. (Evidence of one dot of the Y added 

later is more or less clear at 20:16, 242:2, and on the Map; appears as Y also at 25:2, 421:10,600:4; original 

B lert unaltered at 231:3,5.) Before 1422 (see section below, "Badraddln al-‘AynT"). 

(5) A later hand, perhaps the same as (4). Used dark black ink and a thin pen. He read the tribal 

name Oyraq as Iyraq at 25:4; therefore before 1422 (see section below, "Badraddfn al-‘Aynf’). Other evi¬ 

dence of his activity can be found at 111:4,9,114:3,4; also probably 306:16, and elsewhere. 

(6) A refined hand, perhaps the same as (5). Emended the Turkic text at 93:7-8. 

27. Therefore we have not accepted the suggestion by Taymas, 1,240, that tal- in the meaning 

"join kid to milch-ewe" is a ghost word. 
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(7) Writer of a Persian note at MS. 58 in the lower right corner. It refers to the Arabic word iram 

in line 15 and reads: "[Arabic] The word iram means ’sign’; [Persian] a sign that is in the desert, like the 

pyramids in the country of Egypt near the Nile River" (qawluhu iram ay ‘alama niSBrii ki dar bayUbin 

buvad manand-i hiramdn dar lahr-i misr nazdik-i nahr-i nil). 

(8) Writer of a Chagatay or QifCaq (?) note at 54:15 below the Arabic words ni'ma i-Say ’ (trans¬ 

lating ayry adgii). It reads: YX&Y NSN’ yaxsi nasna. 

(9) Writer of an Arabic note at MS. 3 in the lower left margin. It refers to the Caliph al-MuqtadT 

mentioned in line 11 in Ka&yarl's dedication, giving the date of his proclamation as caliph (bay‘a) and the 

length of his reign (13 Sa'ban 467 - Muharram 487/4 April 1075 - February 1094). The text is as follows: 

buyi‘a l-m[uqtadi] 

bi-amr allah [ibn muhammad ibn] 

al-qa’im bi-am[r allah yawm talata] 

‘aSar Sa‘b[an sana] 

sab‘ wa-[sitt!n] 

wa-arba‘ mi[’a .... ] 

xal[I] f[a? .... ] 

bi-amr allah [....] 

sana (?)[...] 

aShur wa-[ .... ] 

yawm311 

(10) Writer of an Arabic note at MS. 3 in the upper left margin; also of an Ottoman note at MS. 

56. Possibly the same hand is also responsible for the explanatory gloss to the long note on the title page 

(see section above, "Title Page"). 

The Arabic note at MS. 3 is a fuller recounting of the life of the Caliph al-Muqtadl, mentioning his 

predecessor and successor, important events in his reign, character traits, etc. The text begins as follows: 

wa-huwa l-xallfa as-sabi‘ wa-l-‘i§rin buyi'a bihi li-xilafa ba‘d mawt jaddihi al-qa’im bi-amr 

allah yawm al-xarms at-talit ‘aSar min 5a‘ban sana 467 wa-talat ayyamuhu [wa-] hasunat dawlatuhu 

(?)... atar hasana . . . 7ayr annahu hadatat zalazil bi-‘idda aqallm [wa-]dama f! 1-xilafa ila an 

tuwuffiya bi-baydad . . . al-muharram sana 487 fa-kanat mudda xilafatihi tis‘ ‘aSra sana wa-tama- 

niya aShur wa-taxallafa [ba]‘dahu ibnuhu al-mustazhir bi-llah wa-kana ‘umruhu talata wa-talatln 

sana wa-kana . . . xayyiran qawiyy an-nafs (?) ‘all 1-himma . . . min (? [pattern: fu‘ala’]) ban! 1- 

‘abbas naqS xatmihi laqabahu (?) wa-min mafyasinihi annahu etc. 

The Ottoman note refers to 56 ari "hornet” which KSg^ari states (line 10) "agrees" with the 

Arabic word al-arlmeaning "honey." The text, difficult to read, begins as follows: 

i§bu an ile ‘arabiyyede olan ari mlivafakatina .... ^ ari be (?) zaman miirflrunda bu fa]ur (?) 

. ... e miiraca'at eyledigimde ‘asal ma'nasma olan ari lafzina gordiigume miilahazaya gele- .... 

bu.mufyammad.rahmet... fazlihi 

(11) A late hand. Made corrections to the text, some of which imply either that he had another 

MS. of the Diwan before his eyes, or else that he had made a very thorough study of our MS. At 404:15 

biirCaklan- he filled in a blank in the MS. with the appropriate Turkic words. At 207:17 bSzik he restored 
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the definition of the entry word, which definition had dropped from the text. At 119:16 ondiir- he added 

to Ka&yarT's dialect label for the Uighur usage the information: "the O-yuz do not know it." At 420:12 

bulat- he added a phrase to KaSyan's description of the phonetics, a phrase which KaJyari uses elsewhere in 

the same context. At 17:15 -18:3, in a grammatical explanation, he made alterations to the word order of 

the Arabic text, apparently for the purpose of clarity. In three instances (57:7 izi, 61:17 87117, 157:5-6 

oniklfti-) his emendations of the Arabic are unhappy ones. Finally at 48:10 ozak he altered the text of a 
hadith. (For all of these, see footnotes in the text.) 

(12) An Ottoman reader, perhaps nineteenth century. He is responsible for the great bulk of 

marginal material, consisting of Turkish or (occasionally) Arabic or Persian glosses. They add nothing to 

our understanding of the text, and a complete list of them would be fruitless. The following examples 

drawn at random, are representative. (The Ottoman Turkish is given in modem Turkish transcription^ 
modified to show the Arabic spelling.) 

9:8 (tobilga) bilgin 

9:13 (to kasma, kasdi) kesme, kesdi 

9:15 (to orm'4 sab) ormek sac ma'nasina 

9:16 (to qabut, qabdi) kagmak 

9:17 (to ka<Jlit, kSdti) giymek 

10:3 biliS bi-ma‘na dane§ 

10:4 bildi ‘alima ve danest 

10:9 (to qurfdi) kurudi 

10:10 (to yaylS7, yay) yaylak, yaz 

11:16 da(r biiriinmek ve ortunmek demek 

12:1 oldi bi-ma‘na be-mord 

12:10 (to sordi; turyu yer) §ormak mas§ gibi ya‘ni emmek; duracak yer 

14:9 (to bardi, barturdi, kffldi, kifltiirdi) giderdi (!), geldi, goturdi 
14:11 (to sfiw ibsadi) su ige yazdi (!) 

28:9 (to tanryaq, tamaq) bogaz 

30:7 jazar lahm maq(u‘ matruk li-s-sibS‘ 

36:7 (to el qus) kartal ku§i 

38:15 (to uTur) vakit ve devlet ve imkan ve bereket ve hayir 
47:4 (toariik) §eftalu 

66:17 arkan iken, §oyle iken boyle iken deniir 

67:14 Krdim idim 

69:13 ayruq gayr ma'nasina dur 

69:15 ayla oyle demek 

69:16 oyla vakt-i zuhr 

69:17 a^hk giiriisnegi 

70:4 (to adgii) hasanveeyii 

73:17 (tooSllkiSi) uysalki§i(!) 

80:14 ababi umaci demek 

88:15 (to quyaS) hararet-i $ayf 

92:11 k'rmak olmak kevn gibi 

92:12 urmSk iiflirmek 

94:5 (to al-) alim deyn ve borg 

100:5 obaSmak yan§mak 

100:16 (to Ar, tarawwaba) at-tarwlb slid yogurtf ... (cut off)] 
118:7 iistardi inkar etti 
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120:8 anctyarmaq yenun vermek 

120:14 idgarmak idxal 

148:1 utandi haya etdi demek 

178:16 tag foarf-i te§bih gibi gibi 

180:1 qanat fcanad ve bal dur 

180:5 kgdiit berdi libds verdi 
180:8 (to buqad) su kabi ve bardak; allahu a‘lem bukraq bundan me’hud ola 

180:14 qaqaC ka ka demek 

184:5 (toAr. awtSb) watb sud Itabi ve tolum 

192:11 (to Ar. jillawz; liha) uzunca findik ma’nasma; aga? ljabugi ka§M §ecer demek 

193:10 (to P) ne [ ? ] biqak keskin olsa kendi sabim yonmaz kesmez 

194:13 (to adgii, eslz — below line) eyii, koti 

195:10 (to Ar. faysala) deker ba§i 

200:1 ya‘m bir adam boy» 

201:2 biitUn sahllj biitun ve dUriist ma'ndsma 

201:10 (to biqin) bogiir kasik 
204:6 (grammatical note) ka’ide-i nasb ve raf‘ ve her kelimat-i turktye 

205:13 tatty ledtfet ve ga§ni 

207:17 til'dk murad ve dilek demek 

208:2 (to tiikSil — below line) diikeli ma’nasma 

209:13 (to Ar. tabl‘) buzagu di§i 

210:5 kertindi Allaha ve resuluna inandi 

211:3 qanda handa ve kiica demek 

211:8 kKndii kendi ve hud ma’nasina 

211:9 aydi dedi ve soyledi 

211:11 munda bunda burada 

213:5 (to Ar. talblna) sudlii bulama? a§i ve ‘indelba’d arpa suyi 

213:16 (to Ar. maSrif) a§inalar 

tanrya ma’ruf dur tabi‘ al-malik ma’nasina 

213:17 (to Ar. furda) deniz kenannda olan [... (blocked by repair tape)] 

214:13 (to Ar. tayyaS) ziyade hafif kimesne 

215:8 qatqi uygunsuz adam 
217:8 (to Ar. rakkakuhu, misunderstood as rakkaluhu!) tarldl turkqeye dondUrmek 

219:1 qonffl j§r ve hems&ye 

220:16 yawuz yavuz ve koti demek 

223:12 qara£i dilenci ve geda 

224:7 (to P) ev danasi okiiz olmaz 

229:15 ta§ kuyuya ditydi tafcir taljir etti 

229:16 bildir geqen yil ‘am-i m&di ma’nasma 

238:4 (toAr.) Safarayassibiqak 

tarmid ya^up kiil etmek ve kiil iqinde kilmak 

239:4 (notetoQulbaq!) harikukade 

242:1 (to Ar. mutalabbad, misunderstood) birbiri Uzerine yigilmak 

242:11 (to toyrul) Ertugrul bundan me’hud ola 

243:5 (to badram) bayram bundan me’hud olmak gerek 

284:11,13 (grammatical notes to Ar. text) 

336:11 (toP) yorgandan ziyade ayak uzansa ityur 

352:7 (toyu7di) yuyici veya yikayici demek ola 

366: upper margin (grammatical note) bay&n ta'diya al-aful 
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466: top margin (note to yat!) hassa-i garib 

453:16 (note to qaS!) hassa-i ganb 

462:10 yortu-y ordu (!) 

612:1 (to P) yalniz kaz otmez 

The marginal notes on the final page (638) are of a different character from all the preceding pages, being 

the exact reproduction of words in the text which were not easily read. 

(13) One or more twentieth century hands. Several of the notes are over the repair tape used 

when the book was bound (after 1917). The following belong here: 7:10,15:4, 82:2 (gok ortuldi), 83:1 (to 

Ar. malla), 308:3, right margin (to Ar. waftada... : wattada !), 361:2 (on repair tape), 379:top margin (on 

repair tape), 476:11 (ijtalafat - meant to replace Ar. ihtaraqat, cf. 505 yut (jalifa], but see 15:4!), 626:6. 

(14) One or more twentieth century hands; wrote in page and folio numbers; occasionally wrote 

in first word of the next folio in bottom left margin of reverse of the preceding folio. E.g. MS. 110-111. In 

the bottom left margin of 110 we find the word wa-yuqalu, which is the first word of the text in 111. In 

the bottom left margin of 111 we find the number 56, and in the top left margin the number 126, both in 

light ink, the same as that of wa-yuqalu on the previous page; these numbers are the original folio and page 

numbers, probably assigned before the book was bound. Finally in the lower left margin we find in Arabic 

(i.e. European) numerals the number 56, and in the top middle margin the numeral 111, both in pencil; 
these are the final folio and page numbers, assigned after the book was bound. 

(15) A twentieth century Turkish reader,made corrections and notes in pencil. The first instance 

is at 31:13 (to im) parola; and in the lower margin, to the proverb in line 17: parola bilse ki§i katl edilmez. 

(One might note Atalay's translation in Teretime I, 38: belgeyi bilen adam olmez.) Other instances are as 

follows: 33:upper margin (illegible), 40:bottom left comer (illegible), the numbers over the brands at 40-1 

o-yuz, some vowel-pointings at 42:11 (see n. 2) and at 47:14 (see n. 2), some page notations at 92 dower 

margin (to ez-: ezdi ezSr ezmSk §. 107, 113, 117), 99:8 (illegible), 127upper margin (to K§TY [sic] in¬ 

line 2: LAS'TIY), 151:5 (illegible), 174:14 (te’lif tanhi), 179:4 (to tubiit, illegible), 212:16 sabah (see n. 2), 

264:lower right (reference to EP) ikinci cild, 337:7 (parenthesis and grammatical note, illegible), 347:10 

(grammatical note) innahu yattafiquhu fa$l al-lam wa-n-nun, 349:3 (basdi), 545:17 (note to the narrative) 

mafhare-i nebeviyye, some vowel-pointings at 625:8 (see n. 2). Finally, at 70:7-8 aqduz, we find the curi¬ 

ous definition rasan ("elecampane"), apparently altered in pencil from original turmus ("lupine”); the 
alteration must have taken place in 1917, since EP has rasan. 

8. Badraddln al'AynT 

The Topkapi Sarayi Library in Istanbul contains several volumes of the autograph of Badraddln al¬ 

'AynT s thirty-volume world history, ‘Iqd al-JumBn fi Ta’ruc Ahl az-ZamSn. Volume I, dated 825/1422, 

includes excerpts from the Diwan.2 8 Volume II includes a blank section about a page long which al-‘AynI 
apparently intended to fill with another excerpt from the Diwan.2 9 

28. No. 5920 in Karatay's catalogue (F. E. Karat ay, Topkapi Sarayi Mtizesi Kiitiiphanesi Arapqa 
Yazmalar Katalogu, Vol. Ill, Istanbul, 1966, p. 392). 

29. No. 5921 in Karatay's catalogue (p. 393). 
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‘Aynl was an official in the Mamluk court in Cairo between his first appointment in 801/1398-9 
and his death in 855/1451.3 0 Judging from the excerpts in Volume I of his work, as will appear below, he 
depended on the very same MS. of the Diwan which is now the unique MS., and which must, therefore, 
still have been in Cairo in 1422. 

Volume I of the ‘Iqd al-Juman begins with a long cosmological and geographical introduction, 
finally coming to human history with the creation of Man at folio 149b. The excerpts from the Diwan 
begin at 152a, second line from the bottom, and run through 153a, in the course of the listing of the 
descendants of Japheth son of Noah. There follow sections devoted to others of God's creations, the 
Jinn, Animals, Minerals, Plants, and Angels. Then ‘Ayni returns to Adam at 198a and begins the stories of 
the Prophets, ending the volume just before the appearance of Abraham. 

The following is a transcription of the text in question. The corresponding page and line numbers 
of the Diwan MS. are found in the left margin. Material that is not quoted directly from the Diwan is put 
in parentheses. Jumps in the text are indicated by three dots. 

(wa-yuqalu at-turk huwa bn yafit li-$ulbihi wa-hum) 
20:8 fi l-a?l ‘iSruna qablla ... 
20:11 wa-kull qablla minha bu{un la (yuhsun)... 
20:15 fa-awwal al-qaba’il qurb ar-rum BJANAK tumma QFJ‘Q (wa-yuqalu QFJ’X) tumma ’UFAZ 

[sic] {umma YAM’K tumma BASlTRT tumma YAS'ML [ac] tumma QA’Y‘ tumma YABA‘QV 
tumma TAT’R (wa-yuqalu TTR wa-yuqalu JATR) tumma QIRQIZ ... tumma 

21:1 JIKIL tumma TUX'SIY tumma YFM’ tumma ’ir‘R’Q[sic] tumma JARUQ tumma JUML tumma 
’UYTUR tumma TANKUT tumma XIT’Y (wa-yuqalu XIT’Y wa-yuqalu XT’) wa-hiya (allati 
tusamma) $In tumma TUVPJ [sic] (wa-tusamma) m8^n ... an 

40:4 (wa-min qabila ’UrUZ yatafarra’u t-turkman [sic]) wa-hum itnan wa-‘isrun batn li-kull 
batn minha ‘alama wa-sima ‘ala dawabbihim (wa-awamhim wa-atatihim) ya‘rifu biha ba‘duhum 
ba‘dan (fa-a‘zamuhum) QNIQ (wa-minhum) as-sala(In (wa-l-muluk wa-minhum banu saljuq fa- 
awwal malikihim tu-yrulbak [etc. — there follows a precis of Seljuk and of early Ottoman history 
up to the time of Timur]) 

wa-‘al3ma (QNIQ) hadihi G> (al-batn) at-tani (min at-turkman) QAYir (wa-yuqalu QAY'N 
[sic]) wa-'alamatuhum hadihi |(^| (al-batn) at-talit BA'YUN'DUR wa-‘alamatuhum hadihi I—, 
(al-batn) ar-rabi‘ TV A’ (wa-yuqalu) YIV’ wa-‘alamatuhum hadihi y\ (al-batn) al-xamis SALTR 
(wa-yuqalu SALUR') wa-‘alamatuhum hadihi (al-batn) as-sadis AF'S’R [sic] (wa-yuqalu 
’AV’S’R) wa-‘alamtuhum hadihi (al-batn) as-s8bi‘ BAK'TILY (wa-yuqalu BAK DILY) wa- 
‘alamatuhum hadihi -5V (al-batn) at-tamin BUK’DUZ wa-‘alamatuhum hadihi (al- 
batn) at-tasi‘ BY’T wa-‘alamatuhum hadihi JfT (al-batn) al-‘asir YAZTIR (wa-yuqalu YAZR') 
wa-‘alamatuhum hadihi^^^ (al-batn) al-hadl ‘alar ’AYMUR wa-‘alamatuhum hadihi -J. (al- 
batn) at-tanF ‘alar TAR’ BULK [sic] wa-‘alamatuhum hadihi fsr (al-batn) at-talit ‘alar ’ALQ’ 
BULUK wa-‘alamatuhum hadihi /7s (al-batn) ar-rabi‘ ‘ alar ’IK'DR (wa-yuqalu YUICDAR 
[sic]) wa-‘alamatuhum hadihi ^ (al-batn) al-Xlmis ‘alar ’URAKR ... wa-yuqalu YURKIR wa- 
‘alamatuhum hadihi eJ^J? (al-batn) as-sadis ‘alar TUVTAR'Q’ [sic] wa-‘alamatuhum hadihi 

(al-batn) as-sabi‘ ‘alar ’UVL’ YUNDULUr [sic] wa-‘alamatuhum hadihi (al-batn) 
at-tamin ‘alar TVKAR . . . wa-yuqalu (DUKAR) wa-‘alamatuhum hadihi (al-batn) at-tasi‘ 
‘alar BAJANK wa-‘aiamatuhum hadihi i (al-batn) al-‘ilriin JUVAL'DUZ [sic] wa-‘alamatu- 
hum hadihi (al-batn) al-^adi wa-l-‘ilrun JAB'NIY wa-‘alamatuhum hadihi (al-batn) 
at-tanF wa-l-‘ilrun JARUQLUr (wa-yuqalu JARUQLUV wa-hiya) qallla . . . xafiyya ‘alamatuha 
[blank space, end of line] ... 

30. See El2, article "al-‘AynI" (W. Mar?ais); GAL, II, 52, S.II, 51. 
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(wa-ha’ula’i itnan wa-‘iSrun rajulan fi l-a$l fa-sara kull wahid minhum ’ t [sic?] ba[n wahid ... 

asl dSlika) anna da l-qamayn lamm3 . . . qasada bilSd at-turk (wa-kana malik at-turk yaw- 

ma’idin 5axsan) yusamma Su (wa-kana lahu IjaSr) ‘azlm (la yusafu ... 

fa-kabasahum du l-qamayn buytatan fa-tahayyaru wa-kana dalika bi-l-layl fa- axada kull 

wahid ila jiha... 

tata’axxaru minhum fi ‘askarihi ha’ula’ l-)itnan wa-l-‘i§run ... lam yudriku hamhlatahum... 
fa-ra’a(hum du l-qamayn wa-hum) dat Su‘ur . .. fa-qala... (ha’ula’i) turk manan [sic] (bi-1- 

farisiyya wa-)ma‘nahu ha’ula’i (yulabihuna) t-turk fa-baqiya (lahum h5da 1-ism min dalika 1-yawm) 

ila yawmina hada (wa-lakin xaffafu ihda n-nunayn fa-nhadafa li-ka(ra al-isti‘mal) . . . [goes on to 

cite other reports on the origin of the Turks, from al-Hamadanl, al-Mas‘udI, etc.] 

What ‘Ayni has done is to conflate three separate passages from the Diwan into a single narrative 

on the origin of the Turk tribes and the Turkman subtribes. The peculiar spellings of Basmil as Yasmil and 

of Oyraq as Iyraq prove that ‘Ayni used our own unique MS. of the Diwan (see above section, "Glosses and 

Marginal Notes," nos. 4, 5). In those tribal names which had the obsolete letter wS’ (W) he changed it to 

the familiar vav (V). Thus he read 21:3 TWTA’J as TUVPJ; and 40:8-9 TWA’, YW’ as TV A’, YIV’. And to 

those names for which he knew a different spelling or a different pronunciation, he added this in each case, 

introduced by the phrase "and they are also called" (wa-yuqalu). In this regard, QAY’N as the alternate of 

qayiy must be an error for QAYY (qayi); and for Kasyari's TUKAR (togar — 40:17) as the alternate of 

tSgar he has substituted the more familiar dogar. 

Several of ‘AynTs departures from the text are revealing. Thus, where KSSyari states (40:4) that 

the Oyuz are the Turkman (wa-hum at-turkmaniyya), ‘Ayni says that the Turkman were branches (yata- 

farra'u) of the Oyuz. To KaSyarTs statement (40:5) that the brands are found on their animals, ‘Ayni adds 

"and their vessels and their furnishings" (wa-awaiuhim wa-atatihim); no doubt he was familiar with this 

wider use of the damgas among the Turkman tribes of his homeland around ‘AyntSb. Kasyan calls the 

Qiniq "chief' (surra — 40:6) of the Oyuz branches, since the sultans "of our time" (fi zamBnina) come 

from them; ‘Ayni changes "chief" to "greatest" (a‘zam), and inserts at this point a genealogy of the Seljuk 

dynasty and a short account of their history, including mention of the Ottomans up to his own time. Con¬ 

cerning the Caruqluy (41:3) Kafyan states that they are "few in number and their brand is unknown" 

(qalila ‘adiduha xafiyya ‘alamatuha); ‘Ayni omits the word "in number" (‘adiduha) and leaves a blank space 

for the brand to be filled in later (thus: "few and unknown, and their brand is . . . "). ‘Ayni drastically 

compresses and summarizes the narrative concerning the naming of the Turkman. Also he gives a slightly 

different form of the Persian words which Qu-l-Qamayn is supposed to have uttered (turk manan instead of 

turk manand [624:9]), and offers his own linguistic explanation, namely that one of the two n’s was 

dropped through use. Finally it can be noted that where Kasyan states (622:9) that Du-l-Qamayn saw the 

eponymous ancestors of the Turkman "with their distinguishing marks and with the brands of the Turks," 

‘Ayni omits the second phrase, but retains the erroneous form of the first which he found in the MS., 
!u‘ur, which we have emended to lu'ur.31 

Comparing the shapes of the bands in the two texts, we again notice certain differences. It is diffi¬ 

cult to decide whether these differences are due to haste in copying on ‘AynTs part, or to ‘AynTs being 

influenced by contemporary shapes of Turkman damgas with which he might have been familiar. The 
brands are in red ink, as in Diwan MS. 

41:8 

622:17 

623:12 

623:16 

624:8 

31. On this point, see R. Dankoff, "The Alexander romance in the Diwan Lughat at-Turk," 

Humaniora Islamica I (1973), p. 236, n. 15. 

% 
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Volume II of the ‘Iqd al-Juman begins with the story of Abraham and continues with the other 

pre-Muhammadan prophets, including Du-l-Qamayn (137b ff.). Then there are several chapters devoted to 

the various pre-Islamic or non-Islamic kings, as follows: 164b Muluk-al-Furs; 178a Multik al-KaldSniyya; 

178a Fara'ina Mi$r; 193a Muluk al-Yunan; 194a Muluk ar-Rum; 199a MulQk al-Ifranj. At this point comes 

the blank section, about a page long (200b • 201a). There follows: 201a Muluk as-Suryan; Muluk al-Hind; 

209a Muluk al-‘Arab. The final chapter (216a ff.) is a history of the Arabs up to the Quraysh. 

It was mentioned above that ‘Ayni apparently intended to fill the blank section with an excerpt 

from the Diwan. Probably he had in mind the long report on King Shu contained in the entry at 622-5 

tiirkmSn — the report which he simply summarized in Volume I of his work; and probably the section was 

to have the heading: Muluk at-Turk. (Possibly ‘Ayni also intended to include information on other Turkic 

kings, such as Afrasiyab, drawn from the Diwan and other sources.) Evidence for this is found in an article 

by Ahmet-Zeki Validi (Togan) published in 1932, in which Togan states that he found such an excerpt in 
one of the ‘Ayni MSS.3 2 

Because of the interesting, and confusing, nature of Togan's report, it will be well to cite it in full 

(Arabic script Romanized according to our own system): 

Among Turks, other than Katip Celebi, Ayintaph Bedreddin Al-‘Ayni also saw Mahmud 

Kfi§gari’s book. This individual, in Volume II of his history "Al-‘lqd al-Cuman" [sic], between 

the chapter devoted to the Europeans (muluk ar-rum u>a-qi$sa al-faranj) and the chapter devoted 

to the Syrians and the Indians (qiqsa muluk suryan wa-muluk al-hind), also had a separate chapter 

for the Turks, entitled "Story of the Turkic tribes" (Turk kavimlerinin kissasi, qifsa umam at- 

turk). In some copies of Al-‘lqd al-Cuman, however, this chapter of the Turks is not found. For 

example, although it is found in the Topkapi Sarayi MS. t)?uncu Ahmed Kutuphanesi no. JjpQ, it 

is not found in the duplicate MS. of this same no. (ayni numaranm iki miikerrer nushasinda bu 

kisim bulunmamaktadir). In this chapter of his book Bedreddin ‘Ayni, beginning with the state¬ 

ment "I saw in the Divan of Al-Ka^garf" (wa-ra’aytu fi diwan mabmud al-kasyarl), summarizes in 

six pages the information from various passages of the Divanulugattiirk [sic] concerning the Oguz 

tribe (now covered in Vol. I, pp. 56-57 and Vol. Ill, pp. 314-317 [sic] of the printed edition); con¬ 

cerning the Turkic dialects (Vol. I, pp. 29-36); and concerning the Uygur script (Vol. I, p. 9). The 

word written TFPJ in the MS. of the Divanulugatiitturk which is in our hands, Bedreddin ‘Ayni 

writes in the form TVPJ, and he mentions a tribe by the name JY’N which is not seen in our MS. 

Similarly, the name of the fortress written "§VB’B" (i.e. "§uyab"[sic]) in the printed edition 

(Vol. Ill, p. 305), Bedreddin ‘Ayni writes in the form "§V" (wa-kbha yu<jrabu kull yawm li-l- 

umard’ fi jundihi bi-hi$n iv taldtami’a wa-sittin nawba). In view of this, Bedreddin ‘Ayni must 

have used a MS. of the Divanulugatiitturk different from the one we possess. 

One source of confusion here is that the original cataloguer of the Ahmet III Library assigned the 

same number — 2911 — to all the volumes of ‘Ayni’s work, whether of the autograph (= Karatay, nos. 

5920-5932) or of later copies (Karatay, nos. 5933-5940); and whether of ‘Aynl’s earlier draft (Karatay, no. 

5941-5942), his main text, or the later epitome (muxtasar).3 3 

32. "Mahmud Ka^gari’ye ait notlar," Atsiz Mecmua 17 (1932), p. 135. 

33. There is one exception: he assigned the number 2912 to four volumes of one later copy 
(Karatay, nos. 5945-5948). 
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Based on research conducted at the Topkapi Sarayi Library during the summer of 1976, we can 
state categorically that Togan did not see the six-page long mystery section in any of the ‘Aynl MSS. which 
are now at that library. The relevant MSS. are as follows: 

Karatay, no. 5941 (= A.2911/D1), ‘AynT's autograph of the first volume of what is apparently 
his first draft of the Tqd al-Juman, covering events from the Creation to year 11. The MS. is 
dated 799/1396. There is nothing at folio 151b between the chapter on the Ifranj and that 
on the Suryan. 

Karatay, no. 5934 (= A.2911/C2), a copy of Volume II of ‘AynT's main text, dated 896/1490. A 
blank section, as in the Autograph. 

Karatay, no. 5945 (= A.2912/1), covering events from the Creation to year 21. Probably 10th/ 
16th century. At the corresponding folio, 289b, there is a blank section with the copyist's 
note: "Thus did I find it in the original, a blank" (wa-ka48 wajadtuhu ft nusxa baya4an). 

(The material on the Turk tribes and the Oyuz is at 101a,b.) 
Karatay, no. 5944 (= R.1557), a copy of Volume II, dated 1127/1715. Blank section. 
Karatay, no. 5943 (= B.273), a copy of Volume II, dated 1143/1722. Blank section. 

The mystery section is also not in any of the ‘Aynl MSS. now at the Siileymaniye Library. Typical 
is the following: 

Esad efendi, no. 2322, a copy of Volume II, dated 1096/1685. There is nothing (not even a 
blank) at folio 255a between the chapters on the Ifranj and on the Suryan. 

The passages from the Diwan which Togan states he saw in the six-page mystery section corre¬ 
spond to Diwan MS. as follows: 40-1 oyuz (EP. I, 56-57), 622-5 tiirkmah (EP. Ill, 304-307 [!]), 24-28 D 
(EP. I, 29-36), 7-8 G (EP. I, 9). We saw above that ‘Aynl's autograph does contain excerpts from the first 
two of these passages, and also from MS. 20-1; these excerpts cover about two pages in Volume I; while 
Volume II contains a blank section about a page long. Of the three points Togan mentions to prove that 
‘Aynl used a different MS. of the Diwan than the one we possess, only the first (TFPJ — actually TWPJ — 
written TVPJ) occurs in the autograph; we have explained this above in a different way. 

We cannot be certain how to explain the confusing points in Togan's report. We may speculate 
however that Togan mixed up his notes on the Autograph VolumesI and II, which he saw in the Topkapi 
Sarayi Library, with his notes on a copy of Volume II which he saw in another library and which is not dl 
present known to us. Until that copy comes to light, it cannot be determined whether the writer of the 
mystery section based himself on a text of ‘Ayni which is also inaccessible to us, or whether he composed 
it himself based directly on the Diwan, be it from our own MS. or from a different one. 

Since it has been shown above that ‘Aynl based himself on our own MS. of the Diwan, the material 
he includes cannot be used to reconstruct Kasyan's text It is of interest, however, in reconstructing the 
history of the text. 

9. History of the Text 

Drawing together the conclusions of the five previous sections, we may propose the following 
chronology. Some of the dates suggested are hypothetical or are based on inference. 

Kasyan began writing his book on Wednesday, 25 January 1072, and completed the fourth and 
final redaction on Monday, 9 January 1077, dedicating it to the reigning caliph in Baghdad, al-Muqtadl. 
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After 1258 Kazan's autograph was removed, along with the Abbasid caliphate itself, to the Mam- 

luk realm. Here, especially in the courts of Cairo and Damascus, Arabic speakers once again were con¬ 

fronted with the practical need of learning the Turkic language and background of their rulers, just as they 

had in Baghdad under the Seljuks. The new owner of the book now had a copy made, employing for that 

purpose a man of Persian origin, originally from Sava, who had made his way to Damascus, perhaps in the 

wake of the Mongol invasion of his homeland. The copyist completed his task on Sunday, 1 August 1266, 

either in his new home of Damascus, or else in the capital city of Cairo. The owner, who was learned in 

both Arabic and Turkic philology, then had the copyist add a note to the title page, in which he vented his 

wrath against someone who had claimed that the language KaSyan described in the Diwan was that of the 

Turkman. 

At this point the autograph disappears from view. 

In the course of the following century or century and a half, at least two or three later hands made 

alterations to the text (see section above, "Glosses and Marginal Notes," nos. 2, 4, 5). The first of these 

(see section above, "Ink Color and the Later Hand") filled out the vocalization of the entire text, both the 

Arabic and the Turkic; in the course of this he altered the Turkic vocalization to accord more with the Qif- 

Caq dialect that was current among the Mamluks. Judging by these alterations and by the ductus of his 

hand, he probably lived in Damascus or Cairo in the late fourteenth century. The activity of the other two 

must have occurred before 1422. It is possible that other later hands (6-9) were also active during this 

period. 

In 1400 the book was owned by a well-known scholar, originally of Damascus, who was residing 

in Cairo, and who signed his name on the title page (see section above, "Title Page"). The book must still 

have been in Cairo in 1422, since it was used there by another well-known scholar in the composition of his 

magnum opus (see above section, "Badraddln al-‘AynI"). 

Sometime after the Ottoman conquest of the Mamluk kingdom in 1517, the book was removeehto 

Istanbul. Over the next few hundred years it was studied by several Ottoman readers. One of these (see 

"Glosses etc.," no. 10) added two marginal notes to the text A second (no. 11) made corrections to the 

text, some of which imply that he may have had another copy of the Diwan before his eyes. A third (no. 

12), perhaps in the nineteenth century, wrote in numerous marginal glosses which sometimes display his 

rather weak understanding of the text. 

Around 1650 the famous Ottoman writer K&tib Qelebi (Hacci Halifa) saw a copy of the Diwan, 

since he noted it in his voluminous Arabic bibliography, Kalf az-Zunun.3 A His notice runs as follows: 

Diwan Luya at-Turk [sic] of Mahmud ibn al-Husayn ibn Muhammad [cf. MS. 2:6], bound. 

It begins: "Praise be to God, most lavish of bounty, etc." [cf. MS. 2:2], He expounded it in 

Arabic. He mentioned that the Turkic dialects revolve on eighteen letters, not including t, (, z, 5, 

<J, lj, h, ‘ [cf. MS. 6:7, 7:5-6]. He dedicated it to Abu 1-Qasim ‘Abdallah ibn Muhammad al- 

MuqtadT bi-Amrillah, the caliph [cf. MS. 3:10-12]. 

It is generally thought that Katib Qelebi must have seen a copy of the Diwan different from the one we 

34. Ed. G. Fliigel, 7 vols. (Leipzig-London, 1835-1858), Vol. Ill, p. 305; ed. §. Yaltkaya, 2 vols. 

(Istanbul, 1941), Vol. I, p. 808. 
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now possess, since he cites the title as "Diwan of the Turkic Language" instead of "Diwan of the Turkic 

Dialects." It is also possible, however, that he simply misread the title. 

At the beginning of the twentieth century the book had been given to a woman by her kinsman, 

Nazif Pasha of the Vani Ogullan, who told her to sell it for not less than thirty gold liras if she fell on hard 

times. Before 1917 she offered it for sale in the Istanbul book market. It was purchased by the well- 

known bibliophile, Ali Emiri; and it now resides with the rest of Ali Emiri's library as part of the Millet 

Genel Kutiiphanesi in the Fatih quarter of Istanbul. 

Eventually Ali Emiri offered to Kilisli Rifat (Bilge) the task of editing the book. According to 

Rifat's own report, the book was in bad repair at the time he undertook the task: the binding was un¬ 

ravelled and the folios were in complete disorder. In the course of two months Rifat was able to arrange 

the folios in the correct order, and to declare that the book was complete. He also numbered the pages.3 5 

Rifat proceeded to edit the book for publication, and it was printed in three volumes between 1917 and 
1919 (= EP). 

The repair and binding of the original book must have taken place at about this time. Several of 

the marginal notes are over the repair tape, proving that they are modem (see "Glosses, etc.," no. 13). 

The original page and folio numbers in light ink, along with indication of the first word of the following 

folio, must be by Kilisli Rifat (no. 14). Most of the pencil notes are probably later, although there is 

one curious pencil correction of the text which must have taken place in 1917 (no. 15). 

10. Scribal Errort, Ghost Words, and Textual Emendations • 

Our unique MS. of the Diwan, copied two hundred years after Kasyan wrote, contains numerous 

scribal errors, both in the Turkic and the Arabic material. This was recognized from the beginning of 

Diwan studies. Kilisli Rifat, in his editio princeps (ED) of the text, performed a great service by normaliz¬ 

ing the Arabic. As for the Turkic, Rifat mainly left it as he saw it. 

On the basis of comparative Turcology and a broad sense of realia, Brockelmann suggested quite a 

few emendations in his glossary (MTW). For example, the tribal name Basmil is consistently spelled with 

Y- in MS. Rifat left it with Y-. Brockelmann (DTS, 241) corrected the reading to B- on the basis of the 

appearance of the name in the old Turkic inscriptions. 

Atalay went beyond Brockelmann in suggesting new readings, but curiously, for the most part, 

confined these to the footnotes, leaving the text largely as in ED; also he seems to have become more daring 

as he went along, since there are many more suggestions to emend the text in Vol. Ill of his translation than 

in Vol. I. Neither Brockelmann nor Atalay, however, applied any consistent principles in their approach to 

establishing the text. (DTS hardly goes beyond Atalay in this regard. Several emendations were suggested 
by Taymas in his critique of Atalay's translation.) 

Atalay apparently was not aware of the radical approach to this problem embodied in Schinke- 

witsch’s work on Rabyuzi's syntax, published in 1926 and 1927. Schinkewitsch offered several corrections 

to Brockelmann s readings of the verses in the Diwan. He based these corrections on the notion that the 

Tqrkic material ought to conform to Kazan's Arabic translation of it, a notion that seemingly never 

35. M. §akir Dikii ta§ir, Ka$garl> Mahmut (Istanbul, 1946), p. 44. 
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occurred to Brockelmann. For example, in the stanza at 229 b6ktir, the second line reads: BARIQ YA’QIB 

QYA’ KURDM, and the translation is: ra’aytu min ba7d'n sawadPn, "I saw a black spot from afar." 

Brockelmann read this: yari'q yaqib qaya kordim, and translated: "nachdem ich mich der Erdspalte (?) 

genahert hatte, erblickte ich einen Felsen." Schinkewitsch saw that the copyist must have been nodding at 

this point, and he restored the line as follows: yiraq baqib qara kordim; suddenly the entire text con¬ 

formed with the translation (Rabyuzls Syntax, II, 36). 

This insightful method unfortunately never entered the mainstream of Diwan studies. Brockel¬ 

mann himself compounded the confusion in his glossary by including ghost-forms along with his own "cor¬ 

rected" forms. Thus, in addition to yariq "gespalten" as the reading for the first word in the above verse 

(MTW, 79), we also find bariq "eine undeutlich in der Feme auftauchende Erscheinung (?)" (MTW, 31). 

Brockelmann was apparently untroubled by having two readings for the same word without cross-reference, 

and by having one of those readings being a hapax legomenon (though the presence of the question mark 

does indicate a certain misgiving on his part). 

Atalay's reading of the line (Terciime I, 456) is: Bank yakip kiya k6rdim, translated "yakm 

vararak bir karalti gordiim" (translation of the Arabic: "Uzaktan bir karalti gordiim"). In his index, then, 

we find the same ghost word as in Brockelman's: bank "uzaktan beliren karalti" (Dizin, 70); and this 

reappears in the Russian Old Turkic Dictionary (DTS, 84). 

It was Sir Gerard Clauson who finally put Diwan studies on the right track by his thoroughgoing 

attempt to spot and remove ghost words and reconstruct the text on the baas of a penetrating analysis of 

the entire corpus of early Turkic materials. As late as 1965, in his article on "Turkish ghost words," 

Clauson could still refer to "the almost impeccable MS. of Ka§gari" (JRAS, 1955, p. 137); but by the time 

he published his monumental Dictionary (ED) in 1972, he had worked through and thought out a great 

many of the problems in the Diwan and suggested superior readings. Clauson was especially sensitive to 

KaSyari's patterning system of grouping lexical entries, and, for the first time, tried to apply KHSyari's sys¬ 

tem in a consistent way to the task of reconstructing the text. In some instances he was perhaps too dar¬ 

ing; but the principle was sound. As was the case with Atalay, Clauson's attitude toward the text became 

freer as he went along. 

Thus far, two important methodological principles in establishing the Turkic material have been 

mentioned: 1) the Arabic is generally more reliable than the Turkic (applied by Schinkewitsch and also, 

though not consistently, by Clauson); 2) the patterning system of grouping entries is regular and consistent 

(applied by Clauson). There is a third principle that has not until now been given its due weight: 3) the 

choice of Arabic equivalents for Turkic words is remarkably consistent (this will be apparent from a glance 

at the Base Index). 

Applying these principles in a thoroughgoing fashion, we have solved many (though of course not 

all) of the remaining problems in the text of the Diwan. We have also proposed many fresh readings of the 

text in cases where a problem has not been recognized hitherto. 
I 

The various categories of the scribal errors and erroneous readings are illustrated in the following 

lists. Several examples, especially in the first category, must be blamed on the later hand and not the orig¬ 

inal copyist (see "Ink color and the later hand"). Where earlier scholars have established readings regarded 

here as correct, reference is made to the earliest one. (Note that the Base Index refers to the categories 

listed here in the following manner: Xa, Xb, etc.). 
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a. Vowel only. 

? 46 ’ALUQ oluq (on basis of 37 olut; cf. olgun, etc.). 

51 ’AI\AIN ayin (= Ar. ayann, hence the error; ED, 87). 
60 TNKAS aqas (< aq-<). 

60 ’URKUJ iridic (cf. WB, I, 780 3SrkaS). 

79,637 ’ILINJ ulini (influence of the following entry?; ED, 148). 

98 ’ADIR- iidiir- (influence of the preceding entry; ED, 67). But at 186 kiimiiS V: ’UDRDUM adirdim (on 
basis of Arabic translation). 

112 ’ATAT- otiit- (< ota-). 

126 ’UTLAg- (see n.) StlftS- (< at). 

150 ’U^UMLAN- iiimaiin- (confusion with iiziim; ED, 27-8). 

153 ’ARirLA’- uru7la- (influence of preceding entry; ED, 220). 

230 TARMAZ (also at 173 qarC: TURMUZ) tarmuz (< Pers. tarmus). 

232 BA§LAT boSliT (MTW). 

240 TUKLUK tSgluk (ED, 480). 

250 QABIRJA’Q (see n.) quburCaq (see ED, 586; cf. CC quburCuq). 

? At 263 qaSyalaq V: ’AT’R otir (< ot- "sing (bird)"). 

At 276 Cal- V: ’ALIP flip (AR. ‘adda, cf. definition of iliS-). 

At 349:14: K0NIKTIY kenikti (ED, 731). 

325 QINlS- qanis- (cf. qanry, qanit-). 

375 TABRA&- tapriS- (ED, 445). 

429 TABRAT- taprit- (influence of preceding entry; ED, 444). 

460 YALIYM’N yulLnan (<yuli-!). 

517 QAYr qiyry (ED, 676). 

565 QARJA’ qurCa- (ED, 647). 

At 605 siqlk V: TIKIB tiigup (Ar. ya'qidu — the summer pests "tie their tails and attack," i.e. like horses 
in battle!, cf. 237-8 qudruq V; hitherto read tikip. 

At 611 qaqdaS P: ’IKDlS ogdaS (DTS, 379; ED, 103). 

614 SIlffNK-, 617 SIWNGDUR- siiq-, siiqdiir- (though this root is not elsewhere attested, Kasyan surely 

wished to distinguish it from sin-, and it must be the basis of siiqu and suqiik). 

b. Confusion among B, T, N, Y . 

At 10:7: ’ARINDIY arfdi (Ar, nazufa). 

At 20:16 and elsewhere: YASMIL basmil (MTW). 

At 54 ay V: ’ITIN anun (< anu-). 

At 56 on P: TABRA5UVR tSrigur; and at 66 imi'din: TIYRI§TY tSpraSti (ED, 163). 
116 ’ABIT-opi-. 

172 YART bart (EP). Same word at 59 aqut P: YURT (hence yurt in the meaning "vessel for measuring 

wine" is a ghost word; finally corrected in ED, 176). 

190 YURIQ (see n.) bariq (< bar-!; confusion with yoriq). 

At 191 Caruq N: BTZAN biz an or biftan (a well-known figure in Iranian legend). 

? At 199 qizfl V: YURJCASIP (see n.) tergSSip (see tergSS- in Index; yorglSip as the rhyme word in the next 

line precludes it here; *ylizka5- or *yuzla5-, suggested in ED, 986, are not attested). 
At 211 munda V: TAMUV yamu (ED, 503). 

227 YARKUJ burgiiC (ED, 362-3). 

At 229 boktir V: BARIQ YA’QIB yiraq baqip (Schinkewitsch). 

231 YURBA’g borbaS (ED, 356). 
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235 BASNAQ bastaq (ED, 378). 

242 SANKIL sapgil (Taymas I, 237; cf. WB, IV, 497, 730). 

377 YASrAS-(see n.) tasyaS-(Dizin). 

377 QISTAS- qasnaS- (ED, 668). 

At 387 tiiriiin- V: YUKAR'MAN bogSrman (< bog-!; hitherto read yiikarman and understood as from 

*yiik-, an otherwise unattested alternant of iik-!). 

At 404 tryraqlan- V: YATA’R tetSr (< tet-: takes dative, as in example sentence at 412 tet-; hitherto read 

yetar, but yet- takes accusative, as at 422 yet- and 105 eliq- V). 

410 YURKAK faiirkSk (ED, 363). 

423 YITIT- (see n.) yanut- (ED, 947). 

426:16: QUMIN DY qomldi. 

453 BAYN yepiin (Terciime III, 21 n. — but bayin in Dizin!). 

495 BUVD tod (influence of preceding entry; ED, 449). 

At 509-10 qaz: YANKAND; DIZRUVTIYN baykand; diz ruin (Pers.) (Cf. J. Markwart, Wehrot und 

Arang, Leiden, 1938, p. 160; R. N. Frye, The History of Bukhara ... by Narshakhi, Cambridge, 

Mass., 1954, p. 44; C. E. Sachau, tr., Al-Blrunl, The Chronology of Ancient Nations, London, 

1879, p. 221). 

At 536 sti V: ’AYA’ apa (for the rhyme; proper name). 

566 YAWRA’- tawra- (ED, 443)., 

At 566 tawra- V: SUWLNVR sawiayur (ED, 789). 

576 QAYNA- qatna- (ED, 603). 

At 601 sln: KUMINJA’ komKa (ED, 722). 

At 627 qorq-V: YARA’ tur-S (i.e., imperative of tiir- plus vocative particle a). 

At 634 qod-V: BAQIL yaqqil (< yaq-). 

? 635 SURIYLA’-; KURYLA’- sorpla-, korplS- (ED, 845; 738). 

At 636 toldra-: TUVY boy (ED, 495). 

c. Confusion among other consonants. 

J,X. ? 245 XUJVNA’K filCunak (< sufii-? Cf. WB III, 2200 fii<5iliik "sweetness,” Cufiiman "sweet" 

(Car).) 

541 JATUQ xutu (See R. Dankoff, "A note on khutu and chatuq," JAOS 93.4 [1973], 542-3.). 

J, K. 195 JKK cecak "measles" (ED, 400). 

R,Z,D. 76 ’ZRV arfu (ED, 200). 

84 ’AWZUVRIY awruzi (ED, 15). 

140 ’AWRA’- fiwzS- (EP). 

220 BARrA’N, Ar. fafs "myrtleberry": bazyan, Ar. futs "smith's hammer" (ED, 390). 

232 TUrZAT tuyray (EP). 

257 SUBUZrA’N suburban (MTW). 

261 TARILKA’N tizflgan (ED, 575). 

? At 364 qaztur-: QAQAr qaziy (translated "canal,” but probably simply the infinitive in -iy of 

qaz-, cf. 192 qazuq; ED, 598 reads quduy "well" which requires too many emendations). 

At 391 qazyan- V: YUDQY YUQY burqi yiizi (the copyist was nodding at this point; cf. 13:10 

where burqi is again translated wajh ‘abus; and 233 tumliy where again we find YUDIY 

yiizi). 

442 YANKZAT- yamat- (ED, 952). 

468 YZrjY yoriyci (ED, 964). 

At 546 bugii V: ’IRDADIM edardim (for the rhyme; the copyist substituted the OyuZ form of 

irta-!). 
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571 QIZrA’- qirya- (ED, 655). 

At 590 satrysa-V: YARirSA’DIY yazrysadi (ED, 986). 

608 SAZINJY sarinci (ED, 864). 

R,T. ? 245 TARIRQUV tatirqu (< tatir?). 

R,Y. ? At 229 bdktirV: QYA’qara (see n.; Schinkewitsch). 

? At 555 ota- V: ’RLA’ ayla (Ar. kada). Brockelmann: aria "Heimat” (Volkspoesie, II, 36), 

"Heimatstatte" (MTW); Terciime: erie (as through from er, variant of yer!) "yurtluk"; DTS: 

"usud’ba"; ED, 229 suggests ergii "residence" (not otherwise attested in Diwan). 

R, V. 84 ’§KURTY eSgfiti (ED, 261). 

Z,N. At 164 kiz: KIZ YIBA’R kin yipar (ED, 756). 

At 42 dlls V: MNKYZ m'aqin "with a mole" (hitherto read m'aqiz "complexion"). 

T, N. 233 SAIXir sanlry (< san; cf. WB IV, 304; W. Bang and A. von Gabain, "Analytischer Index zu 

den funf ersten Stiicken der Turkischen Turfan-Texte," SPAW, 1931, p. 497). 

T,W. At 371 darmaS-: JAnr Cawiy (ED, 430). 
388 JArLAN- Cawlan- (< 6awla-). 

r,Q. At 82 amuryan: YARMAQA’N yarmayan (G. Clauson, "Turkish Ghost Words," JR AS, 1955, p. 

137). 

258 QAQURrA’N qayuryan (ED, 613). 
466 YASirLir yasiqli7 (ED, 975). 
At 470 yiiz-: TUFM toqum (ED, 984). 

At 488 yetriil-: SUNKUQ soquy (accusative of soij; hitherto read sonuq — ghost word). 

At 508 qat: ’FLrv awilqu. 

551 QIARQUVY qaryuy, qiryuy (ED, 654). 

613 QARANKrUV (see n.) qaranqu. 

Q,W. 37 ’UWUT oqut (< oqi-; influence of preceding entry). 

Q,V. 541 BUTUQ; JATUQ botu; xutu (ED, 299; 402 - ?atu - see J,X above). 

K,L. ? At 64 ordak P: ’IK’NVR ellaniir (Ar. yatamallaku; < el — but *ellan- is otherwise unattested!). 

110 ’IRAN- alin- (influence of preceding entry; alin- is used at QB, line 5768 in the context of a' 

woman "receiving" a man' sperm; cf. Tiirkiye’de Halk Agzindan Derleme Sozliigii, Vol. I, 

Ankara, 1963, p. 220: alinmak (I) "Di§i hayvan gebe kalmak, dol tutmak"). 

At 326 soruq-: TIYUVL yituk (TercUme II, 115 n.). 

At 446-7 yin V: ’RLK arkak (ED, 561). 

K, T. At 455 yulaV: ’YWT ew2k (ED, 6). 

L, ’. AT 59 aqar V: BALZAY yazi (Terciime I, 94). 

S, S. 343 SASAIN- saSin- (< sas-; misreading of S as SA!). 

390 SATLAN-, Ar. ihtazct satlan-, Ar. ijtara’a (MTW, 174 — correction of the Arabic; Taymas I, 

248 - correction of the Turkic). 

At 456 yamayP: QARIS qars (ED, 663). 

S,B. ? At 568 sryza- ?IYSIN yipin (yip fits "thong" better than yi). 

S-B.B-S. 236 BAgrA’QsapTSij (ED, 786). 
M, F. 531 KUYFAN- kuynan- (ED, 755-6). 

M,V. 81 ’RUM DUVN arudun (ED, 232). 

d. Letters missing or letters added. 

32 ’UDUV; ’UVA’; ’VQ’ (see n.) u;fi; 5 (ED, 1). 

At 66 iindik V: YATIL- etU- (see n.). 

77 ’AZlMAW (see n.) azma (ED, 288). 

145 ’ATLAN- atla-. 
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At 272 coq- V: ’USN LAYUV iisEayii (Brockelmann, Volkspoesie II, 37). 

At 380:3: BURUSDY borbaSdi. 

At 417 toriit- V: ’D adiz (Schinkewitsch I, 153-4; Brockelmann read it M - Volkspoesie II, 39;Terciime 

and ED: udu). 

441 MINKDADTIY, MINKDA’R MIKD’MA’K maqdht- (EP). 

? At 466:8: ’UYUrLUr u^uy (ED, 271). 

548 JILA’R Cila (dittograph from first letter of definition: rawt; ED, 418). 

Also, at 192 qiruq: adaq should probably be read adaqliy (see n.); and at 552 Colquy: Slig should be read 
aliglig. 

e. Miscellaneous 

? At 85 aciyliy P: the text is waterstained; a word hitherto read S’BVK Sabiik "quickly" (Persian) should 
probably be read as tark (or Sap?). 

At 156 onla- V: YARIQ yorip (Ar. jS’a). Brockelmann took this as the sameyariq "gespalten" as at 229 

boktir V (! - Volkspoesie I, 7); Terciime: yirak "uzak." 

At 173 kand V: KALNKIZLAYUV kalginlayii (ED, 718). 

At 206 qiiyil P: QL qari (Ar. Sayx). Clauson (ED, 614) suggests qul in the sense "servant (of God)"; but 

this would never be translated by Ar. Sayx "old man." 

? 209 JATIYBA’ kiisba (? - ED, 402). 

? At 520 quyar: BUV QUYA’RIY bu quySr qizi (only this reading makes the Turkic accord with the 

Arabic; Terciime III, 171: bu quyar ar; ED, 679 emends Ar. bintuhu to bi-flhi and translates 

' 'This man who dribbles and froths at the mouth"). 

? 523 QUDUVJAQ quyurcaq (ED, 606). 

? At 547 sdkS V: ’UDUV QAM’ TBN ?AIDIY udu barma teban yiydi (the copyist was nodding at this 

point; the reading proposed restores congruity with the Arabic; udulama would also fit; yiy- = 

Ar. 'adani "he held me back" is still questionable, particularly since yrydi is the rhyme word in 

another stanza of this verse cycle — at 201 bulun). 

f. Arabic misread as Turkic because overlined. 

At 82 aramayan: ’AMUJ Ar. asafyl} (Clauson, JRAS, 1955,137). 

At 210 diigde: ’ULUX'SA’ Ar. al-xuMd’ (ED, 414 — Clauson has al-xusa, incorrectly). 

At 240 £akrak: QAB’ Ar. qabS (ED, 416). 

g. Error in the Arabic gloss. 

73 aluC, Ar. barquq, MS. barud (MTW). 

226 salindi, Ar. ‘awf ar-rajul, MS. ‘arf ar-rajul (see n.; and see R. Dankoff, "Middle Turkic Vulgarisms," in 

Aspect» of Altaic Civilization II, ed. L. V. Clark and P. A. Draghi, Bloomington, 1978, 62-63). 

At 263 qaSyalaq V: tan, Ar. yudS, MS. yudar (see n.; Brockelmann, Volkspoesie II, 36). 

At 352:2 suyulmiS, Ar. ya’ir, MS. yabir. 

421 SAKIT-, Ar. ahta: sokit-, Ar. ajtd (ED, 820). 

h. Text not incorrect but misinterpreted. 

At 35 ozV: qaniqi "where?" Brockelmann (Volkspoesie, II, 25): qoniqi "ihr Aufenthalt"; (MTW, 159) 

listed s.v. qonuq 3. "Aufenthaltsort." Terciime, I, 47: "dilegine eren"; Dizin, 262: kamk = 

karng (osm, kamk "satisfied")! Correct in ED, 637, but not Hap. leg. as stated there; see DTS, 
418-9. 
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48 ’SIK Mk (< as-; synonym of karik!; hitherto read isig). 

53 AA*IZ (see n.) 6z (homonymous with ez-; hitherto read iz). 

At 59 iitna V: the last word is uma, converbial form of um- (Ar. fTraja’ika — the line connecting the jim 

and alif is effaced and the word looks like radSika). Hitherto read uma or (ED, 3) ome ('Do not 

[stop to] think'!). 

? 62 ’TLQutluq N (see n.; Terciime: Itlik; DTS: Ailuq). 

At 102-3 aqiS- V: the last word ’KRSVR is iigriSflr, from iigri- ''to rock" (cradle) - the boat "sways" (Ar. 

yarndu) like a cradle rocks, or like a cloud sways in the air (at 178-9 bulit V!). Hitherto read 

agrisUr. 

? 105 eliq- (hitherto read aliq-; but must be from 36 el in the sense Ar. h’lm). 

107 ozal- (from oz, note mention of Ar. rah, and cf. meanings of ozgay [QB only] and ozna-; hitherto 

read tizal- or [ED, 287] uzal-). 

? At 128 irpal- P: oq51i < *oifiyali (ED, 199 suggests oqarip). 

185 TAIKlS (see n.) tikis (hitherto read tagiS). 

At 219 tiigslh V- 408 faoquq V: bogiildi (< bog-, cf. b above, on 387 tiiriiin- V; hitherto read biikiildi). 

At 251-2 saranliq V: siyta- (hitherto read yiyla- - although the text is waterstained, S and T are clearly 

discernible). 

258 quduzyun. MS. and EP clearly have Z here, and also at 13:3 (EP, I, 17:3) where the word is found 

again. MTW, Terciime, DTS, ED all have quduryun. Cf. osm. kuskun; Menges, Glossar, 106, s.v. 

qusqan — Menges is also led astray here by a ghost, as is Doerfer, no. 1494 (TMEN); and Clauson, 

once again, in his re-edition of the Turkish-Khotanese Vocabulary (hl&m Tetkikleri Enstitiisii 

Dergisi V, 1973, 37-45) which also clearly has the sibilant (kudas&huina)! 

At 353 talpir-: TALWIR tolwir (Ar. fyajala) is "pavillion" (cf. 229 tolwir and at 485 yelwir-), not "par¬ 

tridge" which Ar. Ijajala can also mean (MTW, 193 "Rebhuhn"; Terciime II, 173 and Dizin, 566 

"keklik"; DTS, 529 "kuropatka"). Finally corrected in ED, 493. 

356 tiizgur- "give a gift" (Ar. ohdaytu), cf. tuzyu! Usually taken as meaning "guide” (would be haday- 

tu), thus MTW "geleiten"; ED: tiizger- 'I guided him.' Correct in Terciime II, 179: tiizgerdim 

(corrected in footnote to tiizgurdiim) "armagan verdim." 

At 369 t5prti§- V and 461 yaymur V: the phrase 61 qar "damp and snow" (Ar. talj wa-nadd at 369, talj 

only at 461), Hitherto read ol qar "that snow." 

601 soq (Ar. ‘aqib) means "heel" (cf. 251 tolarsuq; and also burun "nose” then "front"). Hitherto inter¬ 

preted as "progeny." 

i. Reconstructions. 

At 74 arpa P: art has dropped from the text. 

At 536 sii V (see n.): much of the second line was not copied. The reconstruction is based on the Arabic 

translation, and on the example sentence at 268 qaz- — at qazdi. 

j. Words misread by KaSyan (? ) 

216 BUTLV buylu (see n.; should be at 521). 

222 JATKA’N* cigSn (see n.; should be at 206). 

The reading of the words in the text is "correct" according to Kagyart’s patterning system! 

11. Structure of the Diwan 

Consistent with Kasyart's reliance on Arabic linguistic methodology is his actual arrangement of 

the lexical material. By the eleventh century there were several systems of arrangement that had been 
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developed by the Arabic lexicographers.3 6 Ka&yari mentions (MS. 4-5) that he considered adopting the sys¬ 

tem of al-Khalli ibn Ahmad (d. 170 or 175/786 or 791), but rejected it as too cumbersome. The system 

which he did adopt (outlined at MS. 4) was used, so far as is known, only by one Arabic lexicographer, and 

by no one else in Arabic, Persian or Turkic lexicography except for KaSyari himself.3 7 This was Abo Ibra¬ 

him Ishaq ibn Ibrahim al-FarSbl (d. 350/961), the maternal uncle of al-Jawharl (d. c. 398/1007) whose 

celebrated Sihah was the first widely-used Arabic dictionary based on the rhyme order. 

Farabi, in his Dlwan al-Adab fiBayan Luyat al-‘Arab, adopted a unique patterning arrangement for 

the lexical material. First, the work is divided into six books, as follows: 

1) kitab as-salim ("sound"): words having only sound consonants 

2) kitab al-muda‘af ("doubled"): words having a geminate consonant or two identical consonants 

3) kitab al-mital ("similar"): words beginning with one of the weak letters waw or ya’ functioning as 

(hence similar to) a consonant 

4) kitab dawat at-talata ("possessing three"): words with a medial weak letter 

5) kitab dawat al-aiba‘a ("possessing four"): words with a final weak letter 

6) kitab al-hamz: words with hamza (i.e. /’/). 

(All of these terms are explained more fully below.) Then each book is divided into two main divisions, 

"Nouns" and "Verbs." Finally, within each division words are arranged according to pattern (thus, in the 

book of sound nouns, Farabi first gives all words of the pattern fa'l, then fa‘la, fu'l, fu‘la, fi‘l, fi'la, fa'al 

etc.). The arrangement of words within each of these sections is by final radical, or the rhyme order. 

The "pattern" system is uniquely suited to a Semitic language, where word formation is based on a 

consonantal skeleton, usually triliteral, containing the basic sense of the word (k-t-b "to write) to which is 

added various vowel combinations, sometimes with additional consonants (katib "writer,” maktub "let¬ 

ter"). The Arab grammarians indicated this by using as a model word the root f-‘-l meaning "to do." Thus 

the pattern fa'il represents the active participle or noun of agent (katib "writing, writer,” qatil "killing, 

killer"); mafal represents the passive participle (maktub "written, letter”; maqtul "killed, victim”); the pat¬ 

tern mifal forms nouns of instrument (mintaf "winnow" from n-s-f"to scatter"); and so on. Since Arabic 

morphology is indicated mainly by the various patterns, the arrangement of the lexical stock according to 

patterns has as its major feature the grouping together of words embodying a common morph; its major 

drawback is that words from the same root are widely scattered. 

As for the arrangement within sections, this is alphabetical according to the final radical, then the 

first radical, then the second, and so on (thus: 3-1-2, 4-1-2-3, etc.). It appears that Farabi was the first to 

use this rhyme order scheme; then it was given wide currency in Arabic lexicography, beginning with his 

nephew Jawharl. The pattern arrangement, however, is peculiar to Farabi. 

36. See J. A. Haywood, Arabic Lexicography (Leiden, 1965). 

37. The dependence of Kasyarl on FSrabT was first pointed out by G. Bergstrasser, "Das Vorbild 

von KaSgarl's dlwan lugat at-turk," Orientalische Literaturzeitung 24 (1921), 154-5. See also J. Kelly, "On 

defining Dhu ath-Thalathah and Dhu al-Arba‘ah," JAOS 91.1 (1971), 132-6; and Kelly Ill.We have used the 

Bodleian Library copy of Farabi's Dlwan al-Adab (= MS Pococke 277). The work is now published, ed. 

Ahmad Mukhtar ‘Umar, 5 vols., Cairo, 1394-99/1974-79. 
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Turning now to the Diwan, we find that Kasyarl follows Farabi in every detail. Even the title, 
Dlwan Luyat at-Turk, is closely modelled on Farabi's Diwan al-Adab fl BaySn Luyat al-‘Arab. But the 
change of luya from singular to plural signals the most original contribution of KaSyan to Islamic philology, 
in that his is to be a comparative lexicon of the Turkic dialects, and not a mere register of words found in a 
standard literary language. 

The first six books in KaSyari's Diwan correspond exactly to Farabi's, except that the kitab al- 

hamz, which is last in Farabi s scheme, is first in KaSyari's. Although KaSyari does not mention Farabi's 
work, he clearly alludes to it when he remarks about the kitab al-hamz: "we brought this to the fore, tak¬ 
ing an augur from the Book of God Most High" (MS. 4). KaSyan's two additional books represent Turkic 
phonological features not found in Arabic: 

7) kitab al-yunna ("nasal"): words with /n/ or /nfi/ 

8) kitab al-jam‘ bayn as-sakinayn ("joining of two unvowelled consonants"): words with consonant clus¬ 
ters 

As with Farabi, each of the books is divided into two main divisions, "Nouns" and "Verbs." 
(KaSyari makes an exception with book 8; see discussion below.) Then the lexical stock is categorized 
according to the number of radicals (consonants), first biliteral, then triliteral, etc. (Farabi had no biliteral 
category, since he followed the tendency of the Arabic philologians to assimilate all roots to the triliteral; 
also KaSyan found much matter for sextiliteral chapters [e.g. MS. 264]3 8 because of the agglutinative char¬ 
acter of Turkic word formation, whereas Arabic words rarely go beyond the quinquiliteral.) Farabi had 
separate chapters within these larger sections depending on the vowel pattern (thus: fa'l, fu'l, fi'l, fa'al, 

fa'ul, fu'al, etc.), since each of these patterns could have specific meanings (i.e. they could be morphs). 
Since the vowel pattern had no morphological significance in Turkic, KaSyan grouped these together into 
larger categories (e.g. MS. 33: Chapter: fa'l, fu'l, fi'l, quiescent second radical, in its various vocaliza¬ 
tions"). He again seems to allude to Farabi at the end of his Introduction (MS. 28) when, remarking on 
this point, he states: "For the sake of lightness and conciseness I have put together in a singip line all the’ 
chapters of the fath, the damm, and the kasr." Finally, within each chapter, the arrangement of the words 
follows Farabi's rhyme order scheme quite exactly.3 9 Also there are subsections within each chapter based 
on those phonological features which determine the major division of the work into 8 books (e.g. MS. 32: 
11 "Nasal" [al-yunna minhu], under which heading all the biliterals with /q/ are listed). In general, the 
principle is observed that each book contains words with the phonological characteristics of its own and 
subsequent books, but not of preceding books, which would already have included those words; but since it 
is structurally impossible to carry this out thoroughly, there are in fact numerous overlappings among the 
books. 

Since Turkic is agglutinative and word formation is based on suffixation rather than internal 
inflection as in Arabic, the pattern system does not by itself mark out classes of words by morphology, as 
was the case with Farabi. Combined with the rhyme principle, however, the net effect is to group words 
together which have a common suffix; and this gives KaSyari the opportunity for his frequent excurses on 
morphology. Thus, the chapter: fa'al'al in the noun section of the book of hamz (MS. 84ff.) first has the 
subheading T under which are listed all words with the ending /-liy/; then the subheading Q under which are 
those with /-liq/; then K, those with /-lig/ and /-lik/, which he differentiates in a grammatical excursus (86 

38. Cf. MS. 13: Septiliteral — "This is rare, in nouns . . . . " 

39. Cf. MS. 16-17, "On the Order of the Patterns" and "On the Order of the Letters." 
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egatlig G). Elsewhere (e.g. 254-5 G) he has occasion to expatiate on these endings and show how they 
relate to one another. Or the chapter: fa‘aldi in the verb section of the book of salim (MS. 305ff.) first 
has the subheading R, then (312) 3, then (326) Q and (327) K, then (328) L, and then (337) N; and at the 
end of each of these sections is a grammar section discussing the meanings attached to these various endings 
(causative, reciprocal, etc.). 

We shall now discuss each book in greater detail. 

1) Kitdb al-hamz (MS. 29-159). Arabic cannot begin a word with a vowel, but only with a glottal stop /’/, 
which is considered a consonant; hamz or hamza is the name of the letter indicating the glottal stop. 
Hamz is peculiar in Arabic both phonologically and orthographically. (It must be recalled that the 
medieval philologians did not adequately distinguish between these two.) Morphophonemically (con¬ 
fining the discussion to initial-ha mz, which is all that concerns us) there are two sorts of glottal stops. 
The first, called hamzat al-qat‘, remains sound in all positions; this includes roots whose first radical 
is hamz (e.g. '-k-l "to eat" - but note that the hamz is lost in the imperative: kul), and words of the 
patterns ’af*al, ’afal, etc. The second, called hamzat al-wasl, is elided in all positions except the begin¬ 
ning of a statement; this includes the definite article ’al-, biliteral words such as ’ism and 'ibn, and 
words of the patterns ’infa'ala, ’ifta'ala, etc. Orthographically (again confining the discussion to initial- 
hamz) the hamz is always written along with alif which in this case is called the "seat" of the hamz; 

and this alif is written even for the hamzat al-wasl, in other words, even when the glottal stop elides. 
In practice, Arabic writers often omitted the hamz even when it was hamzat al-qat‘, allowing the alif 

alone to indicate the initial glottal stop. It is because of the peculiarities of hamz that the Arabic philo¬ 
logians considered it separately from the other consonants, and that Farabi in particular treated it 
separately in his work. 

Turkic lacks the glottal stop and can begin a word with a vowel. The Uighur script used the letter 
alif initially for all words beginning with a vowel (following the common Semitic practice in Hebrew 
and Aramaic, of which the Arabic system is also a reflection), and this practice was carried over when 
Turkic began to be written in the Arabic script. In the case of Turkic, then, writing hamz along with 
the alif was redundant. (It was often felt to be redundant in Arabic also, as we just saw.)40 In the 
Diwan, in fact, there are only a few hamz's in the Turkic material, and these only in the first few pages; 
the normal system is simply to have alif plus the appropriate vowel sign (haraka). K5Syan retained 
FarabPs terminology, however, calling the book Kitsb al-hamz. 

Looking at the chapters, which are based on the pattern system, we find first "biliterals" (MS. 
29ff. [nouns], 92ff. [verbs]), meaning in this case words (nouns) or stems (verbs) whose first letter is 
alif and whose second letter is another consonant — "letter" (fyarf) meaning one of the letters of the 
Arabic alphabet; the vowel-signs (sg. haraka) occurring above or below the alif are not considered 
letters, any more than the sukan indicating lack of vowel, and so do not figure in the pattern. (Gen¬ 
erally KSSyan observes the ordering principle A-U-I; thus ’AT- at, at; ’UT‘ ot; ’IT- it.) The subsections 
of the chapter follow the order of the later books; and so we find, in the noun section (MS. 32) first 
the heading "doubled" (meaning in this case a doubling of the second consonant); then "final-weak" 
(meaning that the second consonant is either ’-V-Y); and then "nasal" (meaning that the second con¬ 
sonant is /n/ indicated by the ligature NK). 

"Triliterals" (MS. 33ff.) begin with a chapter on the pattern CvCC, of which the first consonant is 
alif; this chapter has a subheading "defective" (manqus), meaning that the second consonant is either 

40. KasPyarl uses the terms hamza and alif interchangeably, referring to Arabic, at 280:17. 
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V-Y. In Arabic, words of the pattern CvC were assimilated to the pattern CvCC, since long vowels were 
indicated by using matres lectionis (alif, waw, yS’); thus qil is written qiyl, etc. Therefore Ka§yan con¬ 
siders 5t, written ’UVT- (i.e. with the mater V) to belong to this pattern; oy has the additional feature 
of ending in one of the "weak" or "defective" letters (the same ones used as matres lectionis), and so 
its occurrence is preceded by the sub-subheading "final weak" (MS. 36). Then comes the chapter on 
the pattern CvCvC (MS. 36ff. - nouns, 97ff. - verbs). The first subheading is "doubled" (MS. 52), 
meaning that the second and third consonants are the same (e.g. ’UBUB- iipiip). Under the subheading 
"initial weak" (mital-, MS. 52ff.) we find words whose second consonant, like the first consonant, is 
alif-, this is an anomaly, and will be discussed further in the section below on the Kitab al-mital. (The 
occurrence of ala in this subsection [MS. 53 end], besides its expected occurrence at 58, can be par¬ 
tially explained by the consideration that the Arabic philologians often considered tam-alif as a single 
letter, or ligature.) The subheading "medial weak" (54ff.) includes words whose second consonant is 
either V-Y (here functioning as consonants not as matres lectionis); and words like aya (55) are sub¬ 
sumed in this category under a sub-subheading "final weak" since their final consonant is alif. Words 
like ata then appear under the subheading "final weak"; and so on. This detailed analysis should be 
sufficient to illustrate Kasyan's methodology. 

2) Kitab as-salim (MS. 160-406). As we have seen, the Arabic philologians distinguished certain letters as 
"weak" or "defective" — viz. alif (along with hamz), waw, ya'. All the remaining letters are "sound" 
(talim), meaning that they do not suffer the changes which the "weak" ones undergo under certain cir¬ 
cumstances (e.g. ’-k-l, imperative: kul\ q-w-I, jussive yaqul;b-n-y, 3rd fem. sg. perf. banat\etc.); nor do 
they serve as matres lectionis, either as vowel lengthened or as "seats" for the hamz. Ka£yari applies 
this principle to Turkic in essentially the same way. This book is the least problematic and, since most 
words are made up of such letters, the longest. The noun section may be outlined as follows: 

I. Biliterals (160): CvC 
II. Triliterals (171 end) 

A. CvCC (172) 
B. CvCvC (178) 

C. CvCvC (204). (In this case, the matres lectionis are referred to by the term madd augment or 
"lengthener") 

D. CvCvC (206) 
E. CvCK! (207). (Madd or lln augment) 
F. CvCCv (209) 

G. CvCCvN (219). (The Arabic philologians often considered N separately from the other conso¬ 
nants, even assimilating it to the "weak" letters, since one of its functions was as an augment, 
e.g. in the pattern fa'lan,)41 

H. CvCvCv (223) 
I. CvCvNCv (225). (Again N is considered an augment.) 

III. Quadriliterals (226 end) 
A. CvCCvC (226-7) 

1. CjvCCjvC orCvCjCvCj (224) 
B. CvCvCvC (244) 

C. CvCvCCv (245). (tawflyud is out of place here, belongs at IV.A; is probably put here because 
of 245 tawilqu; the same for 245 awilqu, which should have been in the Kitab al-hamz.) 

D. CvCCvCv (246) 

41. Cf. 13 G; see KeUy II, 159-60;and Kelly, JAOS 91.1, p. 134. 
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IV. Quinquiliterals (247) 

A. CvCvCCvC (247) 

B. CvCCvCvC (262). (264 mundaru is out of place here, belongs at III.D) 

V. Sextiliterals (264) 

A. CvCvCCvCvC (264) 

VI. Septiliterals (264): CvCCvCCCvC. (The example, zaryunCmud, could also have been considered 

in the KitSb al-yunna or the Kitab al-jam‘) 

3) Kitab al-muda‘af (406-445) Arabic roots like d-l-l or m-r-r, of which the second and third radicals are 

the same, show certain peculiarities in the paradigm (e.g. the 3rd masc. sg. perf. is dalla, not *dalala, 

which would be expected on the model of such "sound" roots as k-t-b, kataba). Such roots were 

therefore considered separately by the Arabic philologians, who called them "geminate" or "doubled" 

(muda'af). (Words like dalla also show the orthographical peculiarity of being spelled with only one 

lam; doubling is indicated by a special diacritical mark called ladda or taidid.) 

In the noun section, Kairyari considers as "doubled" most words having two consonants the same. 

Among the biliterals we find, alongside such words as tat and qaq, also such phrases as hSC ha<5 (407), 

in which the two consonants are different, but the reduplication constitutes a type of doubling. (The 

Arabic philologians considered roots like z-l-z-l "to tremble" in the same light.) Beyond the biliterals, 

only those words are included in which the two final consonants are the same. (409 kokagun is out of 

place unless N is again considered an augment; one should have expected it to occur in the Kitab as- 

salim at MS. 244 [III.B in the above outline] along with £i£3laq, etc.) This excludes such words as 191 

tutuq, CoCuq; 192 qapaq, qatiq, 219 taStrn; 220 tutyun; etc. which are all considered "sound" and not 

"doubled." 

In the verb section (411ff.) KaSyari distinguishes between "genuine doubling" and "secondary 

doubling." Biliteral stems like tut-, siis-, qaq-, in which both radicals are the same, illustrate genuine 

doubling. All the other verbs in this section (from 412 end) illustrate secondary doubling, occurring 

only in the preterite, in which the preterite marker /-Di/ assimilates to the final dental consonant of the 

stem, resulting in a "doubled" T. This holds for roots ending in /t/ (bat-, etc.), and also for roots end¬ 

ing in /d/ (413 sud-, 414 kad-, etc.). The majority of words in this section, however (415ff.), are 

"doubled" because of the causative suffix /-t-/. 

4) Kitab al-mital (445-493). We have already seen that Arabic roots containing one of the "weak" let¬ 

ters (hamz/alif, waw, ya’) suffer certain changes in the paradigm and in word formation, and so were 

considered separately by the Arabic philologians. This and the following two books contain words 

with such letters (in Turkic: alif, vav, yd’) respectively in initial, medial, and final position. 

Far&bl already separated words initial-ha mz from words initial-waw or -ya’, since these two cate¬ 

gories undergo different sorts of changes. The term "similarity" (mital) was applied to roots of which 

the first radical was waw or ya’, since in the verbal paradigm such roots were "similar" to sound roots 

in the perfect, though not in the imperfect; thus w-j-d "to find" is conjugated like the sound root 

k-t-b "to write" in the perfect (wajada, kataba, etc.), but in the imperfect the waw is lost (yajidu, 

yaktubu). 

In the Diwan there are only two words with initial vav: the interjection 539 va (in an initial weak 

subsection of the biliteral noun chapter of the Kitab dawat al-arba‘a), and the foreign proper name 

varaq given as an alternant to 80 oran. This book, therefore, contains only words initial-/y/. 
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As with the other cases, we also find examples of words initially/ in other books if they illustrate 

the phonological peculiarities of those books; thus in the Kitab al-muda‘af we have 409 yetiit, 422 yat-, 

yopat-, etc. under the heading "initial weak" (mital). 

In addition, we find three cases of the heading "initial weak" in the Kitab al-hamz where the refer¬ 

ence is obviously not to the very first radical (which has to be hamz or, rather, alif) but to the second 

one which is Y; these are at MS. 6 8 (uyyur, aytiS, etc.), 73 (oynaS, ayrSii), and 74 (ayas). This usage is 

probably based on the consideration that in such Arabic patterns as 'afal (MS. 60, of which the exam¬ 

ples at 68 are a subsection) the initial hamz (or alif) was considered an "augment" (ziyada), and the 

letter occupying the fa’ position was considered to be the first radical.4 2 In other instances, however, 

KaSyari uses a different label for such words, e.g. "with ya”' (54 — uyaz, ayiy, etc.), or "defective" 

(manqus: 115 — ayit-, uyat-, etc.). (When he says, at 95 et-, "this word may also be found in the 

initial-weak chapter," this surely means that it could also have been listed under the following subhead¬ 

ing, "defective," and not that there exists a variant with initially/, which could have been listed in the 
Stab al-mital. [Note, however, MS. 66, n. 1].) 

Finally, there is one anomalous case (MS. 52) in which mital is used to label words whose second 

radical is alif, not ya' (this was mentioned above in the discussion on Kitab al-hamz). The words in 

this section (at, ad, etc.) are written with two alif* side by side (e.g. ^,|| >A’T- at) as if to point up 

their triliteral character; elsewhere in the Diwan they appear with the normal Arabic orthography for 

/’a-/ which is one alif plus a special diacritical mark called madda ("lengthener") (e.g. at 555:4 of” 

’AT- at).4 3 In the noun section, KaSyari distinguishes these words from those with second radical V or 

Y, labelling the latter category "defective" (manquf. 33ff. - ’UVT- ot, ’IYS fi, etc.); both, however, 

are included in the triliteral chapter (33 top). In the verb section, on the other hand, stems like 96 ar-, 

az- (”AR-, ”AZ-) are listed together with stems like 95 op- (’UVB-) and 96 er- (TYR-) under the sub¬ 

heading "defective" (95 end); and the entire section occurs in the biliteral chapter (91ff.), not the tri¬ 

literal chapter (97ff.). This inconsistency is symptomatic of Kafryari’s attempt to fit Turkic into the 
mould of Arabic. 

5) Kitab dawat at-talata (493-535). It appears that Farabi applied this term to words with a medial weak 

radical (e.g. nouns like bdb, buq, bid; verbal roots like t-w-b, s-y-fy) by analogy with the reason for 

applying the term mital to words initial weak - viz. that the first sg. perf. of a root like ?-y-h is sihtu, 

i.e. it is a "possessor of three" (du t-tatdta), meaning three "letters" or consonants.44 

In applying this to Turkic, KaSyari again could not avoid certain inconsistencies, depending on 

whether he considered the "weak" letter to be a consonant (i.e. a radical) or a mere vowel-lengthener 

42. The same consideration explains 521 aylgii alongside yoriya and yiillga in an "initial weak" 
subsection in the following book. 

43. One alif plus madda is the norm outside of the entry. Thus alln in the proverb at 53 Si is 

spelled ’A’LIYN, but in the same proverb at 410:17 ’ALIYN- (and in the same proverb at 622:13 simply 

ALIYN). Cf. spellings of ad (227:15, 228:2, 258:1, 380:4), a$ (420:5, 526:10; elsewhere simply aS), aw 

(27:2), ay (202:14, 253:10, 266:1, 458:13). Only the following exceptions occur: ay spelled ”Y at 363:6 

and 502:14. Also ad "open!" spelled ”J in the phrase qol ad at 180:15 (secondary lengthening, or phrase 

stress). As noted in the base index, at "horse" occurs with madda 14 times. Note anomalous spelling of 
Ar. amit "Koumiss" at 236:1: 

44. Kelly, JAOS 91.1, 132-6. 
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(i.e. mater lectionis). The chapter of biliteral nouns (493ff.) first contains a preliminary category of 

words with final /-h/ which is considered in a special way and is explained by appeal to a special case 

of ha’ in Arabic. Then comes the chapter headed fa'l, etc. (494), which is normally a triliteral pattern 

(CvCC), but here, as in the verbal section (524), is considered biliteral for the reason KaSyari gives at 

493 G, 515 G, and 526 G — namely that the "weak" letter in these words can be dropped in speech 

(especially when a suffix is added — 516 G), rendering them "biliteral in pronunciation." (It appears 

that KSSyari is attempting to assimilate a Turkic phenomenon like qol:qoli to an Arabic phenomenon 

like fSfyafihtu, i.e. a loss of vowel length, indicated orthographically by the loss of the mater.) In the 

noun section, KaSyari again distinguishes words medial-ah/ from those medial-V-Y, putting the former 

under the heading fa'al "of the medial-uau type" (507); this designation is based on the consideration 

that the Arabic philologians assimilated words like hal to the fa'al pattern, the wow occupying the ‘ayn 

position being lost intervocalically (i.e. *l}awal > fyaal = halt, cf. the broken plural ahwal). In the verb 

section (524ff.) the two types are again lumped together. The next noun section (516) also has the 

heading fa'al, but "with radical vav" (Ciivit, qavut, etc.), and then (517) "those with yS " (qayir, tayiy, 

etc.), implying that these are considered triliteral; and this is confirmed in the corresponding verb sec¬ 

tion (526). Among the verbs, however, in addition to stems like buyur-, 527 tayiS-, etc. we also find 

526 baqir-, tetiir-, 527 kUtiir-, etc. In the latter cases, the medial weak letter is again only a vowel- 

lengthener or mater, and so a word like baqirdi can be assimilated to the pattern fa'aldi, even though 

orthographically the stem has four radicals (BA’QIR-).4 s In the noun section the corresponding words 

are again marked off in a separate category (520). 

6) Kitab dawat al-arba'a (535-599). In Arabic, as we saw above, verbs with medial weak roots (e.g. 

t-w-b, t-y-h) lose the weak radical in the first sg. perf. of the paradigm (tubtu, fihtu). Verbs with final 

weak roots, on the other hand (e.g. d-‘-w, b-n-y), retain the weak radical in the same form da'awtu, 

banaytu). For this reason Farabi called the latter class "possessor of four" (du l-arba'a), meaning four 

"letters" or consonants, again including the /1/ of the suffix in the count. 

In applying this to Turkic, KaSyari found an analogous case with monosyllabic roots ending in a 

vowel (e.g. ba-, sa- — see 554-5 G), since the first sg. preterite of such Turkic roots is also "possessor 

or four" in the sense of being written with four "letters" or consonants: BA’DIM (badim), SA’DIM 

(sadim). Then Kasyan extends the designation "possessor of four” to all words ending in a vowel (or, 

more exactly, all nouns and all verbal stems ending in ’-V-Y).4 6 We have therefore consistently trans¬ 

lated du l-arba'a as "final weak," just as du t-tafita is "medial weak" and mital is "initial weak.” 

7) Kitab al-yunna (599-622). As noted above, KaSyari added two books to Farabi's scheme that are based 

on phonological features prominent in Turkic but not found in Arabic. The first of these is the sound 

[q]. This was known to the Arabic grammarians, who described it as a secondary sound or allo- 

phone.47 In his discussion of the Uighur script (MS. 7) KaSyari calls it "the nasal kaf, produced 

between yayn and qaf and nun and qaf," and further remarks that "this letter is the hardest to pro¬ 

nounce for a non-Turk." In this instance "letter" (harf) means "phoneme." KaSyari in fact followed 

the Uighur practice of indicating the sound by means of a ligature of two letters: NK; but he clearly 

recognized that this represented a single sound; and the two letters are considered as one according to 

45. Cf. Kasyan's remark at 529 G! 

46. Cf. 444G where tarma- is "possessor of four" because the imperative form has four radicals 

(TARMA’)! 

47. Kelly III, n. 22 (Semaan, p. 40). 
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the pattern system (e.g. 500 bon, spelled BUNK, is "biliteral"; 611 qandas, spelled QNKD§, is "quadri- 

literal"; etc.). 

Unfortunately, KaSyan confused the issue by including the consonant cluster /n£/ along with the 

phoneme /n/ as illustrating the same phenomenon of "nasality" (yunna — see 599 G).4 8 In this he was 

inconsistent, however, since he normally analyzes /nc/ correctly as two distinct sounds (/n/ plus /£/). 

Thus, we find 128 encik- in the Kitab al-hamz along with 120 an-yar-, etc. under the pattern fa'lal- 

(116ff.); 239 qan£iq, moncuq in the Kitab as-salim (pattern fa'lal - 226 end); 457 yinCii in the Kitab 

al-mital; 577 yundi- in the Kitab dawat al-arba‘a; and 626 sand- along with siird-, kiirs-, etc. in the Kitab 

al-Jam‘. In the present book the "nasal with jim" occurs first at 607-8, under the pattern fa'al (602 

end) and the heading "final yunna" (605), following words ending in /n/, and including such words as 

birin£, bazand, etc., as well as a few in the sub-category "final weak," including tutuncu, qarinca, etc. 

Apparently Kai?yari considered the /n5/ in these words to be a single "letter" or phoneme, but not in 

the other words mentioned above. The "nasal with jim” occurs again at 613 in the quadriliteral chap¬ 

ter (pattern fa'lal — 610 end) in the same context, and including qazyan£, qorqund, etc. Besides these 

two categories of words, we find in this book only 610 yincg'a along with yalnu and yaqga in the initial- 

weak subsection of the pattern fa‘13 (608 end). 

It is very likely that the section headed "nasal with jim'' at the very end of the Diwan (637-8) was 

originally intended to be included in this book, since words like otiinC and inanC are exactly like birinc 

and bazand, and they do not in fact illustrate the consonant-cluster characteristic of the final book, as 

will appear below. Also, the entire section is repeated exactly from the Kitab al-hamz (78-9), where it 

occurs under the heading fu‘ul\ 

8) Kitab al-jam‘ bayn at-sSkinayn (622-638). A feature of Arabic phonology is that a syllable can end in a 

vowel or in a single consonant, but not in a consonant cluster. (That is, all syllables are of the type Cv 

or CvC, never CvCC.) The only exception is the "pausal" pronunciation of words ending in a short 

vowel, when the vowel is dropped (e.g. kalb "dog"). The Arabic philologians expressed this feature, as 

usual, in terms of the orthography. It will be recalled that the Arabic script is a consonantal one, short 

vowels being indicated only by small strokes (called harakat "movements") above or below the letters 

which indicated the consonants. Lack of a vowel could also be indicated by a small circle above the 

consonant (called tukun "rest"). Thus every letter (consonant) is either vowelled ("moving” mutahar- 

rik). or else unvowelled ("quiescent" sakin) (Wright I 13 B); and so the restricted feature could be 

expressed by the phrase "the joining of two unvowelled consonants" (al-jam‘ bayn asiakinayn). 

KaSyan did not consider nouns which end in a consonant cluster as illustrating this feature, pro¬ 

bably in light of its occurrence in the Arabic "pausal" pronunciation mentioned above. Thus we find 

words like 33 alp, art, and in the Kitab al-hamz; words like 172 bart, 173 kand, bars, and 176 turk in 

the Kitab as-salim; and words like 447 yarp, yurd, yond in the Kitab al-mital. He did however consider 

verbal stems which end in a consonant cluster as illustrating this feature, because in the preterite form, 

which he considered basic, they do contain two unvowelled consonants before the preterite suffix 

/-Di/ (e.g. 626 alq-, sand-, kiirs-; 628 art-, bSrt-; 630 amurt-, qapart-; 632 yort-, yanc-, yapurt-). In 

effect, "consonant cluster" means a cluster of three consonants, not two; or, to use Kazan's termin¬ 

ology, the "joining of two unvowelled letters" is significant only before another "letter” (consonant), 

and not at the end of a word. The only exception to this is the group of words like dtiind and inane 

48. It is curious that the Old Turkic Runic alphabet used a single letter for the clusters /nd/, /nt/ 

and /It/ as well as for /n/ and /ny/. 
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in the section at 637 marked "nasal with jlm"; but this section is probably misplaced here, as we noted 

above in our discussion of the Kitab al-yunna. 

In this book Kasyan departs from the pattern arrangement of the other books. Instead there are 

six chapters corresponding to the first six books of the Diwan, and each of these has a noun section 

and a verb section. This, at any rate, seems to be the original conception, but certain irregularities have 

crept in. Thus we find the first two (i.e. vowel-initial and sound) joined together, so that nouns like 

622 arslan, old rum are followed immediately by 622 tiirkmin, etc.; and verbs like 626 alq-, 627 and- 

yar- are together with 627 qorq-, kondgar-, etc. The "doubled" chapter (628ff.) mainly has verbal 

stems ending in /t/, as in the Kitab al-mu<Ja‘af. The "initial weak" chapter (631ff.), in addition to the 

expected verbal stems, like 632 yand-, yalq-, and 633 yiigiirt-, yaldri-, also contains 631-2 yad-, yod-, 

ydd-, yed- which do not seem to have consonant clusters (cf. 526 yer-, ydr-, yel- in the Kitab dawat at- 

talata). Similarly, all the words in the defective chapter (633ff.; "defective" corresponds to "middle 

weak") seem to lack the required feature (633 enc, kanc, qafyar, barliy, ozliik, id-, bed-, tod-, tid-, 

etc.) (cf. 524 kec-, tar-; 525 ew-, Ciq-, tog- in the Kitab dawat aj-talata). And again, in the "final weak" 

chapter (634ff.), along with the expected 635 asurtyu, qaldraya, etc., we also find 634 zanbi, sawci, 

Cawli, etc. The common feature in all of these unexpected words is the long vowel, written, it will be 

recalled, with one of the matres lectionis, alif, vav, ya' (’-V-Y). Since these letters are first of all conso¬ 

nants, and since they are not "moving" in the sense of being pronounced with a following vowel, the 

Arabic philologians considered them "quiescent" (takin), and in fact often wrote them with sukuru 

Thus Kasyan could consider words like yadti (YA’D-TY), enC (’IYNJ), and ozliik (’UVZ-LUK) as 

illustrating the required feature of three consonants together.4 9 As for his inconsistent tratment of 

verbal roots with long vowels, he apparently considered such roots ending in /d/ in a different light 

from all others. 

From KaSyari's statement at 613-4 G that consonant clusters cannot have /n/, it seems clear that 

his original intention was to end this book with six chapters (or rather five, since he put together the 

first two) corresponding to the first six books of the Diwan. As noted above, however, we do find a 

final chapter at 637 marked "nasal with jim" which would correspond to the Kitab al-yunna, but its 

inclusion at this point was probably an afterthought. It should also be noted that the verb section 

(637-8) has only one example, yinCgiflan-, which does illustrate (unlike the nouns) the required feature 

of the book; but yincga is found in the Kitab al-yunna (610). 

In summary, this final book of the Diwan is based on the feature of a consonant cluster in the 

middle of a word (-vCCCv).9 0 KaSyari departed from the pattern arrangement of the other books, pro¬ 

bably because this feature was so foreign to Arabic syllabification that it could not be indicated in the 

normal way using the schematic Arabic root KaSyan realized, however, that the first consonant in 

the cluster was always one of the liquids /r,l,n/;51 and he attempted to "justify" such clusters by the 

idea that these letters (sounds) "lighten the word from its heaviness and make it as though the two 

[joined] letters were one letter" (626 alq- G). 

49. Cf. the remark at 190 baliq: "Part of Oyuz and part of Aryu say: BA’-L-IQ- balq with three 

unvowelled consonants in a row; in Turkic only two unvowelled consonants in a row are found; the Aryu 

slur their speech." The intention is to exclude from Turkic the possibility of three consonants at the end of 

a word; but balq is exactly like eat and kan£. 

50. The only exceptions to this are 633 enc, kan£; see previous note. 

51. This also holds true for clusters of two consonants at the end of a word, with one exeption— 

33 ast (foreign word?). Kasyari states the rule at 447 G. 
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12. Turkic and Arabic 

Kasyari's purpose, as he explains in the Introduction (MS. 5 top) is "to show that the Turkic dia¬ 

lects keep pace with Arabic like two horses in a race.”5 2 Not only is the study of Turkic recommended on 

religious and practical grounds (MS. 2-3); but Turkic is regarded as equal to Arabic in richness and complex¬ 
ity, and so its study is recommended on purely intellectual grounds as well. 

The prestige of the language of Islam is such, however, that Arabic is the model against which 
Turkic is measured. 

The extreme case of this modelling comprises those Turkic words which "correspond” (Ar. mu- 

wafaqa) to Arabic in sound and sense. One of these (517 tavul) KaSyari takes to be an outright borrow¬ 

ing;5 3 and another may also indeed be an Arabic loan (38 oyar; see ED, 89). Four of them (62 iwriq, 180 

kirit, 181 kiizad, 411 tarqiik) are also etymologically related to their Arabic equivalents, most likely as being 

Iranian loans in both languages. For the rest, the resemblance is fortuitous.54 There is a suggestion in each 

case that the Arabic form is somehow prior, an "Urform’' of which the Turkic is a reflection. Nevertheless, 

Kasyarf does not regard these as foreign words (cf. MS 20: "Foreign words in this language are not men¬ 
tioned").55 

More commonly, KaSyari cites a point in Arabic grammar or Arabic vocabulary to illustrate (or 

"justify") a similar point in Turkic, be it a phonetic variation, a semantic shift, or a grammatical usage.5 6 

52. The racecourse image recurs at 595 G. 

53. Another word which KaSyari suggests is a borrowing from Arabic is 179 qarit. 

54. 32 arra, 51 ayin, 56 ari, 57 awa, 66 dtrttm, 162 hac, 163 qar qur, 169 bul, 183 qadir, 184 

samiz, 407 hafi, 457 yayru, 507 sap, 538-9 ma, 550 qarvi. Another example of muwafaqa (490 G) is the 

use of /n/ in both Turkic and Arabic to make a transitive verb intransitive, as in the example: yaz-, halla, 

"untie"; yazin-, inhalla, "come untied." 

55. The following exceptions may be noted: 

i) The examples already mentioned as Arabic borrowings. (The word xayl in an illustrative 

sentence at 278 san-, and translated by Ar. xayl "horses," is probably a lapsus for at.) 

ii) Kasyan occasionally mentions an Oyuz word which he understands to be a borrowing 

from Persian: 51 oran; saxt (at 66 ttstam); tana (at 463 yumyaq — in this case UC dialect); aftabe 

and gaSur (Aryu gezri, at 217 tuima — here also qallde from Arabic). Usually he regards the bor¬ 

rowing the other way around, i.e. from Turkic to Persian: 173 kand, 243 badram, 435 taylat-, 459 

yaima, 496 tez, 511 day. In portions of the Alexander saga some tribal names have a Persian folk- 

etymology: 68-9 uyyur, 198 Sigil, 624 tiirkmSn. But place names like Qum, Qazvrn, Samarqand 

are given a Turkic folk-etymology (at 509-10 qaz N). 

iii) Finally, six words are labelled "not original" (yayr afliyya): 213 tumsa (Aryu dialect); 

213 cax&i; 230 borduz; 541 iuti (?); 549 mamu (cf. egat); 573 tayla- (but cf. 435 taylat- and 511 
day!). 

56. MS. 8, 11, 14-5, 29 aC, 33 urq, 43 uliiS, 63 apmak, 68 aSjgak, 69 uyyur, 76 oyri, opka, 78 

anda, 80 oni, 82-3 ardini, 88 G, 100 G, 105 ayuq-, 112 atat-, 117 axtar-, 120 anyar-, 145 arqa-, 158 G, 169 

til, 181 kiidab, 187 bosuy, 190 ba&q, 194 bbliik, 198 tasal, 201 boyun, 207 solgq, 226 G, 234 boysuq, 236 
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Occasionally he brings in examples from Persian as well.5 7 

The technical vocabulary used in the Diwan is that developed by the Arabic philologians over 

several centuries of intense scholarly effort. Kasyari borrows these technical terms "since," as he states 

(MS. 4 end), "people are familiar with them." 

In the previous section we discussed terms relating to lexical categorization; and in the following 

we shall examine the phonological vocabulary. Here we shall concentrate on certain other key terms, also 

relating to lexicology, which cannot be fully grasped without some knowledge of their background in 

Arabic. 

a) Harf: "Particle" 

Besides meaning "letter of the alphabet" (e.g. MS. 6ff.; and cf. 48 liziik) the word harf was used by 

the Arabic grammarians for any word that was neither a noun nor a verb (adjectives being classified as 

nouns). This included prepositions, adverbs, conjunctions, and interjections (see Wright I, 278 C). 

In addition to these four categories, KaSyari considers as "particles" the rich vocabulary of ono¬ 

matopoeic words, as well as some grammatical suffixes, words of abuse, etc. In the Topical Index, group X, 

we have listed all of these in sixteen categories. It should be pointed out that not every item in the list is 

labelled "particle” in the Diwan; but most of the items in each category are so labelled. 

Al-FarabI, who was Kasyan's model (see previous section), included particles in the noun chapters 

of his work.5 8 KaSyari followed him in this regard also. 

A curious feature about some of the "particles" is that they are listed in the noun sections of the 

Diwan even when they are basically nothing more than the imperative of verbs; e.g. 168 5ok 66k, which is 

said to camels to make them kneel; or 58 ala, "slow!,” of which KaSyari gives the alternate form alagil. 

b) Alidad: "Words with opposite meanings" 

The lexicon of classical Arabic, which includes several layers of dialectal, poetical, and colloquial 

usage, contains many words which appear to have opposite meanings. In most cases the semantic core can 

be easily detected from which the various meanings have branched out. Such words, called adddd or 

"opposites," were collected and analyzed in special treatises by the Arabic philologians. 

caqm&q, 247 qurutluy, 255 G, 267 tur- G, 280 G, 283-4 G, 293 G, 294 G, 333 tinil- G, 338 G, 346 G, 353 

G, 354 taltiir-, 366 G, 384 qopsal-, 396 G, 401 G, 414 G, 416 qidit- D, 437 somlit-, 457 yoyru, 459 yubqa, 

493 G, 506 ylk, 508 qap, 510 qaz ~ qas, 516 G 523 sarqiyuq, 524 tur-, 534 yaymalan-, 536 sa, 543 qari, 

545 soqu G, 555 G, 565 siyta-, 581 G,594 yayirla-, 595 G, 625burslan. 

57. 56 561, 360 sggtiir, 459 yubqa, 485 yapsur-. (Persian words are cited in the absence of 

Arabic as glosses for Turkic words in the following entries: 90 itilgan, 206 siyun, 264 zaryuncmud.) 

58. For example, we find tawfa, layta, etc. in the noun section of Kitab dawat at-talata (285b, 

line 12; 286a, line 22). And note Farabi's remark (3a, line 20): The particle has a single form and is 

unchanging, except that it can function as a noun, as in the verse of Ibn Zayd: layta ii‘ri uia-ayna minni 

laytun / inna layfn wa-inna sawfn ’inSu ("Would that I knew, but where am I with ’would that'? Truly 

'would that' and 'will be' are nothing but trouble.") 
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HSyari labels six words as belonging to the class of addad: 183 6ayir and 205 sficig, both meaning 

"wine," can also refer to something sweet (Kasyan apparently did not consider wine sweet); 462yarmas, 

either "coarsely ground" or "finely ground" flour; 580 sayra-, either "to sing" (of a nightingale) or "to 

rave" (of a man); 563 tiika-, basically "to come to an end,” then either "to be depleted" or "to be suffi¬ 

cient"; 572 tarla-, either "to sweat" (of a horse) or "to currycomb" (a horse — i.e. clean off the sweat). 

c) Luya: "Variant; Dialect" 

The term luya has a wide range of application in Arabic (cf. Kasyan's remarks at 169 til). Its 

basic meaning is "utterance" or "word"; indeed, the title of the Diwan could be translated "Register of the 

Utterances of the Turks." Then, depending on the context, it could mean "specific pronunciation" or 

"variant," then "dialect,” then "speech" or "language"; also (a modem application) "dictionary." 

Unfortunately, Kasyari's usage, though it tends to be consistent, does not fully compensate for 

the lack of precision in the Arabic term. 

For example, 456 yiyac is said to be "a variant of yiyac,'' but also "one of the four variants." 

Now the variation with or without vowel length in the second syllable is allophonic (cf. 284 G); thus 193 

bazak and 207 bazlk are also "variants." The other two variants of yiyac can only be *iyac and *iyac — 

i.e. the corresponding forms with ’ instead of Y which, though not found as such in the Diwan, would be 

the expected Oyuz-Qiffiaq dialectal forms according to the rule at 26 D (plus such examples as 460 yelgin, 

49 ilik, etc.). 

Similarly, the label "one of the two variants" at 202 tulun and 221-2 qalqan must refer, respec¬ 

tively, to 606 tuluq and 612 qalqan. Although there is no dialect label in these two cases, the variation is 

probably dialectal, as evidenced by 612 tap&uq, which is labelled "Kancak dialect," while 212 tapCan has 

no such label. Also, 608 yanan is specified as "not Oyuz," and so the label "one of the two variants" at 

456 yayan probably is equivalent to "Oyuz dialect." 

Another level of usage refers to free variation in certain phonetic environments (e.g. y~x preconso- 

nantally: see 234 boxsuq, 432-3 qoySat-, 565 siyta-; y~w intervocalically: see 245 qayurmad, etc.; y~w 

preconsonantally: see 223 siiglln, etc.; see, in general, Dialect Index). If, however, KSsyari says that one 

variant is "more correct" than the other (e.g. 71-2 owruy) this might imply a dialectal difference, though it 

might only be a personal judgment (see below on sihha and faiaha). 

It should be noted that the rubric "D" in the running marginal index will be found wherever the 

text has luya, and also where a specific dialect group is named without the term luya. The Dialect Index 

sorts out the various categories, and also includes other variations and alternations, whether or not labelled 
luya or mubdala in the text. 

d) Mubdala: "Alternant" 

Closely related to the concept of "variant" is that of "alternant." In fact the two often amount to 

the same thing. For example, 215 tarqa is "a variant of talqa"; but at 215 talqa we read "the lam is an 

alternant of ra’." (Cf. 464 yepgil, yepgin ;541 qayu ~ xayu.) KaSyarT seems to prefer "alternant" when he 

can find a similar alternation in Arabic or Persian.5 9 In the case of 457 yayru, the alternation depends on a 

59. E.g. 43 Uliis, 46 uiuq, 56 acfa, 68 asgak, 80 oni, 201 boyun (cf. 50 iikim, 453 yiyim) 207 

solaq, 457 yoyru, 506 yik, 510 qaz ~ qas. 
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supposed connection of the root-form, yaqru, with the Arabic equivalent, yaqrubu. Similarly in the case of 

184 samiz, the alternation depends on a supposed connection between the Turkic word and its Arabic 

equivalent, samm; but here KaSyarTfinds an inner-Turkic "alternation" of /n/ and /z/ as well, viz. in the sec¬ 

ond person pronouns san and siz. 

Kasyari also seems to prefer "alternant" when it is a question of a morphemic and not simply a 

phonetic alternation. Thus he calls /l/ an "alternant" of /n/ in those cases where verbal stems with one 

suffix mean the same as with the other (110 oqin-, 148 ayirlan-, 278 ban-, 338 bazan-); but he also says that 

itin- is a "variant" of itfl- (337 G; cf. 347 G: bitil-~ bitin-, "alternant"); and 472 yan- is the QifCaq dialec¬ 

tal "variant” of yal-.60 Also,’ 'mim is an alternant of baexpresses the morphophonemic alternation of 

the first person plural pronoun, biz as an independent word, -miz as a suffix (164-5 -miz). 

e) Sihha: "Correctness”; Fasaha: "Elegance"; Zarafa: "Refinement"; Rikka: "Slurring" 

We enter now on a discussion of certain terms which seem to reflect KSSyari's personal judgment, 

rather than being based on objective linguistic criteria; or which reflect a standard of some social class, per¬ 

haps the Qarakhanid court, similar to a preference for the King's English over other levels of English speech 

which would be considered substandard. 

KaSyan appeals to such a standard overtly in his introduction to the discussion of the various dia¬ 

lects (MS. 24-5). The pithiest statement is at 25:7f.: "The lightest (axaff) of the dialects is that of Oyuz; 

the most correct (asahh) is that of Yayma and Tuxsi ... as far as the country of Uighur; the most elegant 

(afsafy) is that of the KhaqanT kings and those who associate with them." 

In practice the judgment of "correctness" and "elegance" often go together, especially in the pref¬ 

erence for short vowels over long, and this probably reflects the court standard suggested above. Thus, at 

162 bir G: "The more elegant and more correct usage in the Turkic dialects is the shorter pronunciation 

and the abrupter enunciation" (cf.13 G, 53 iw, 204 Kalin G, 284 G, 305 qapar-, 447 G [hereafuxjb instead 

of asahh], 526 G). We do not find total consistency in this point, however. For example, at 448 yiyad we 

are told that yiyaC is "better" (here ajwad instead of asahh); while at 13 G and 284 G the implication is 

that yiyaC is "more elegant" and "more correct" than yiyaC. Similarly, bert and tort are "better" (ajwad,I 

than bert and tort (MS. 172); qa£a£ is "more correct" (asahh) than qaCab (408); and Sanju is "more cor¬ 

rect" than Sanju (210). Perhaps the inconsistency derives from a conflict between an abstract standard and 

actual usage; but it is hard to tell which forms the basis of KaSyan's judgment in any given case. Occasion¬ 

ally, however, KaSyari does give an objective reason for preferring one form over another. 

53 az ~ as: as is "more elegant" (it is also the form used as a nickname for slavegirls; cf. 408 

qa£a£: qaSaC, which is "more correct," is used as a nickname for slavegirls). 

70 a§yak is "more elegant" than asgak. 

91 uhi: Ogi is "more correct, since there is no ha’ in Turkic." 

71 owruy: oyruy is "more correct." 

60. With regard to il- ~ en- we find "alternant" at 94 en- and 142 ensa-, "variant" at 119 ildur-. 

(See section "Phonology," discussion of /i/.) 
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80 oran: varan is "more correct." (KaSyan knew the original form of this proper name and con¬ 

sidered it "more correct" than the Turkic pronunciation; cf. 50 oran < Pers. vlran; probably Sanju is "more 

correct" than Sanju (210) for the same reason.) 

82 armayan: yarmayan is "more correct." (Possibly the form with y-, which is not attested else¬ 

where, is the Turk-Cigil dialectal counterpart of armayan, an Oyuz word; but note the opposite case at 

579yikla-: ikla- is "more elegant.") 

121-2 G: the doubly transitive form in aryurt-, iiSkiirt- is "more elegant and more correct" than in 

aryurtur-, iiSkiirtiir- (perhaps because it is shorter). 

133 oilan- "arise": or- is "better" (ah tan — perhaps because it is shorter). 

135 uwsat- "crumble": "this is the correct form; there is also uSat-” (the root-form is more cor¬ 
rect). 

187 tariy "wheat" according to most of the Turks, but "millet" according to the Oyuz; this lat¬ 
ter is wrong (xata’). 

192 qulaq is "more correct" than the variants qulxaq or qulqaq. 

266 G, 282 G: pronouncing the preterite marker -di as -ti after /p, t, 5, k, q/ is "preferable" or 
"more elegant" (agwab, affafy). 

367-8 G: suwyarimsin- "pretend to water," as opposed to suwyarin-, is "more correct, better, and 

more used"(asahl), ajwad, aktar isti‘mafin). (Cf. 533 bflgaliin-: bilimsin- is "better” (ahtan).) 

400 qadirlan-: its root-form, qadran-, is "more correct." 

443 G D: Tk. -yuluq ~ Oy. -iysaq ~ some Oy. -iysi — "the first form (i.e. -iysaq) is more correct; 

others of them follow the genuine Turks (samim at-turk) in this type also." 

450 yaliy, a "variant" of yal;yel is "more correct than both.” (Unfortunately, yel in this meaning 

is a hapax; see "Phonology," discussion of velar-palatal alternation in the root.) 

503 dm "wine-merchant": dm<5i is "more correct" since -Ci is the marker for occupations. 

505 boy: "A variant of bbg; the latter is more correct." 

547 tiki (tegi ?): "The word has kasra on the tiT, but in my opinion na?b [thus tagi?] is better 
(ajwad) because.... " (See R. Dankoff in JAOS 95.1, p. 74.) 

547 kiikii: kiikiiy is "more correct.” 

554 qa- (Aryu dialect): qala- is "more elegant." 

584-5: yasta- < yastuq, bulya- < bulyayuq; "or else these nouns are derived (ma’xud) from the 

verbs through suffixation; in my opinion this is more correct, because nouns are derived (yustanbatu) from 
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verbs1' (ex.: sud- > suduq, sid- > sidiik); "this excellence does not belong to any other language but Arabic 

and Turkic." 

591 satiyla-: satiylaS- is "more correct . . . but both are used." (Probably the -5- form is consid¬ 

ered more correct because of the reciprocal meaning in the example sentence.) 

591 butiqla-: buti- is "more correct" (perhaps because it is shorter). 

600 ciij: "more elegant" than the former (reference uncertain, see note). 

Sometimes a word is said to be "elegant" {fatfha — thus 588 ayala- "clap the hands") or "inele¬ 

gant” (yayr fasiha — thus 529 koytiir- "order to be burned"), without apparently contrasting with any¬ 

thing. (In each case, however, an alternate form is perhaps implied; cf. 176 qars, 527 koyiir-.)61 In the 

case of 226 salindi ("the male member"), "inelegant" probably means "vulgar." Otherwise it might mean 

"colloquial," the equivalent of lafza al-‘amma, a phrase characterizing the form arila-, with the qualification 

that the entry form, 156 arala-, is "more correct" (asa(ih). Note also 159 oyrila-: "the common people 

(al-'amma)" say oyuria- (cf. 152, where two "explanations" of this fprm are given) and "this is an error 

(xafa’).” Finally, 67 astin "below" is labelled "uncouth" (radiyya), with the remark that altin is "more 

elegant" (afsah) (perhaps Kasyan sees in the former a resemblance to At. ist "posterior"). 

We noted that in his introduction to the discussion of the various dialects KaSyari stated that the 

"most elegant" dialect was that of the Khaqani kings and their associates. Before this, however, he gives 

another criterion (MS. 24 top): "The most elegant of the dialects belongs to those who know only one lan¬ 

guage, who do not mix with Persians, and who do not customarily settle in other lands; those who have two 

languages and who mix with the populace of the cities have a certain slurring (rikka) in their utterances." 

Here the standard is provided not by the court, but by those Turkic tribes who have retained their nomadic 

ways in full vigor, uncorrupted by prolonged contact with the Iranian-speaking populace of the cities. The 

significance of this idea will be readily grasped if one keeps in mind that the Arabic philologians also had 

assumed that Bedouin usage was more conservative and less corrupted by foreign elements than the Arabic 

spoken by the descendents of the early Islamic conquerors, who lived in the Amsar or camp-towns of the 

Middle East. The Arabic philologians too had gone to the desert, seeking out the pure Arabic (al-luya al- 

futha). And KaSyari is merely applying their methods and their standards to Turkic. 

In the enumeration of the dialects, however, we do not find complete consistency in this regard. 

Thus Uighur, one of the sedentary peoples, have "a pure Turkic language" (lisdn turkiyya mah$a, 24:13); 

while, among the nomadic peoples, we find a list of eight tribes (Qirqiz, QifCaq, Oyuz, Tuxsi, Yayma, 

Cigil, Oyraq, Caruq) who speak "pure Turkic, a single language" (turkiyya mahda luya wahida, 25:4), even 

though the most significant dialectal cleavage is between Oyuz on one side (including QifSaq) and Cigil on 

the other (including Tuxsi and Yayma). KaSyari does not regard the dialectal differences in this group as 

reflecting on the purity of the language. This is borne out by his remarks at 243 badram "joy and laugh¬ 

ter": "I do not know the origin of this word, since I have heard it from the lips of Persians; however, the 

Oyuz call a festival day bayram, since it is a day of joy and pleasure; the dal has been changed to yd' accord¬ 

ing to their custom; from this point of view the word must be pure Turkic (luya mahda)." 

61. Similarly, the label "weak" (da‘Tfa), found only at 354 tamtur-, probably implies a contrast 

with 421 tamit- (or 312 tamuz-). 
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Related to the notion "pure" is that of "genuine" (§amTm). Thus at 517 tavul "drum" (Ar. tabl): 

"I think that it is derived from the Arabic ... ; however, I have heard the word spoken by genuine Turks in 

the farthest reaches of Islam." Also at 199 biikiim (Oyuz dialect): "Others say miikim or miikin, changing 

the bS to mim and the final mim to nun; I think this is not genuine; nevertheless, the Qifdaq and other 

crude peoples use this word." Finally the /h/ found in some Turkic words is not considered "genuine" (7 

D, 27 D, 493-4 G D). 

KaSyari appears to have an ambiguous attitude toward the Oyuz. On the one hand the Oyuz dia¬ 

lect has suffered much admixture from corrupting elements. Thus (51 oran): "When the Oyuz mixed with 

the Persians they forgot many Turkic words and used Persian instead"; and (511-2 day/day): "The Oyuz 

neighbor on the Aryu and there is some admixture (muxalata) in their speech.” On the other hand the 

Oyuz dialect is considered "pure Turkic" and indeed, as we saw, "the lightest of the dialects." Thus (182 

tamur): "The Oyuz say tamar . . .; they always prefer lightness, and nafb [a] is the lightest of the vowels, 

so they have recourse to it" (cf. 504 sen D). The ambiguity is clearest at 217 turma, where Kasyari first 

gives several examples of Oyuz borrowing from Persian because they forgot their own language, and then 

has a discourse on the "refinement" of the Oyuz, which consists in their using in isolation certain words 

that the Turks only use in paired expressions. Another "refined" usage is 555 ota- in the meaning "warm 

oneself": "however," Kasyari notes, "it belongs to Yayma and Yemak." ("Refined" translates zarifa.) 

Returning to KaSyari's statement about those who have a "slurring” (rikka)62 in their utterances 

(24:4), the three dialects singled out are Soydaq, KanCak and Aryu; later (25:11) we read: "there is a slur¬ 

ring in the speech of the people of the entire country of Aryu, which is considered to extend from Isbljab 

to Balasayun." The following examples occur in the text: 

7 D: "Firestick" is called Caha in Kan£ak dialect, with slurring (raklk). (Perhaps the original form 

is *Caqa rather than Caqmaq.) 

190 baliq "mud" (Aryu dialect): "Part of Oyuz and part of Aryu say balq ..." (see preceding 

section, "Structure of the Diwan," n.49); "the Aryu slur their speech." (Perhaps the "slurring" consists in 

the long vowel before the consonant cluster; if the Oyuz pronunciation were *balq, this might be consid¬ 

ered an example of "lightening" (cf. 33 urq). 

217 turma "radish," sariy turma "carrot": "The people of Aryu call the latter gezri, borrowing 

the Persian word for carrot gazar but pronouncing it with slurring; the Oyuz call it gaSiir which they also 

borrowed from the Persians_" 

338-9 boSan- (?) "be divorced" (Aryu dialect) — with slurring (rakika). (The basic stem is 561 

bosu-, where "divorce" is also the Aryu meaning; the vocalization here and at 418-9 boSat- (boSut- ?) varies 

between boSu- and bosa-; but here there are two separate entries, first 338 boSun- (?) "be let free, be re¬ 

leased," then bo§an- (?) meaning "come loose (knot)” and also "be divorced" (Aryu); therefore KaSyari 

seems to be distinguishing the form with -a- as a deviation from the root-form, and labels it "slurring.") 

563 qaqi- aorist qaqlr: "The Aryu say qaqiyur and form all the aorists in this chapter with damma 

even though there is no basis for this damma; it is irregular (la huwa bi-qiyas); this is a slurring in the lan¬ 

guage." (Cf. 275 bfl-.) 

62. The translation "slurring" is an interpretation. The Arabic philologians used the term raklk 

to mean simply "incorrect," the opposite of jazl "sound"; it is therefore a synonym of da‘if "weak" (see 

Lane, s.v.). 
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To these examples should be added the following: 

350 G D: "In some dialects of Aryu the kaf of the second person is changed to yayn" (ex. tapin- 

duy, qaCurduy); "kaf is the root-form; the insertion of yayn in this place is incorrect (hujna)." 

504 sen "you" (Kancak dialect): "The Turks say san; thus the speech of Kanclk is corrupt (tarad- 

dala) since they always prefer kasra .... The Turks say bardim 'I went' . . . which is the rule (huwa l- 

qiyas); the Oyuz et al. say bardam . . . which is not the rule; the people of Aryu say bardum... which is 

farthest from the rule." 

In summary, "slurred" or "corrupt" seem to be catch-all terms for certain substandard dialectal 

peculiarities, especially characteristic of Aryu pronunciation, including a type of drawl, or a palatalization, 

or perhaps a diphthongization, of certain vowels. (For the suggestion that e in some cases represents a 

diphthong, see section "Phonology," discussion of /e/.) 

f) kinaya: "Allusion," etc. 

The terminology of semantic transfer was highly developed by the Arabic philologians, and was 

applied especially in the field of poetics. KfiSyari uses five terms (by no means consistently) to express the 

idea of a shift or extension of meaning: kinaya "allusion," ‘ibara "expression," isti‘ara "metaphor" or 

"extension" (lit. "borrowing"), taiblh "simile" (lit. "likening"), and qiyas "analogy."63 

First of all, kinaya and ‘ibara are found on a primary level meaning "standing for" or "expressing" 

the basic meaning of the word. Thus: 

31 ol: "a particle expressing the meaning 'he' " . . . ; "a particle alluding to the meaning 'that' " 

30 ir: "a particle alluding to shame" 

50 iifim: "a particle expressing 'cause or sake' " 

50 ifiin: "a particle expressing 'among' " 

167 £aq: "a particle expressing the essence and exact identity of a thing" 

291 G top: ”yS [i.e., -i] alludes to the third person in the word BAR DIY bardi" 

Furthermore, ‘ibara can mean "expression" in the sense of "manner of speaking." Thus: 

290 G D: bar din iz "you went," Oy. — plural, Tk. — singular to one who is honored. "The Oyuz 

here observe the rule; but the Turks have beauty of expression and retain the distinction between superior 

and inferior." 

544 tulu: "in a certain way of speaking" (fi ‘ibara ma). (The reference could be to the form with 

63. Qiyas is also the normal term for "rule" in the sense of "regular form"; "irregular" is iaysa 

bi-qiyas, or else Sadd "anomalous." 
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ra' (turssu ?), which Kasyari says cannot be written; the original form is probably tur-Su, i.e. the imperative 
of tur- plus the emphatic 537 -Su/-Si.) 

Now we list the examples of semantic transfer: 

51 aqin "flood"; metaphorically "night raiding party." (Cf. Kazan's remark at 273 bog-.) 

75 esri "leopard"; also "anything two-colored — likened to the color of a leopard.” 

154aruqla- "rest"; "an expression for sleep in the KhaqanI dialects." 

164 qiz "dear; girl; daughter; virgin; concubine": "its root-meaning is 'virgin'; the others are by 
extension from that." 

191 capaq "a small fish": "a puny man is likened to it and called Capaq Sr.” 220 ba&yan "a large 

fish": "a tribal chieftain is likened to it and called bodun ba57Sni." 

196 Sutiik saqal "scanty-bearded" - "as likened to an inkstand." (Cf. 146 taka saqal, Eng. 
"goatee.") 

215 biirga "flee": "a light-witted man is likened to this and called biirg'a kifi.” 

237-8 qudruq "tail": "anal aperture (by allusion)." 

239 qanCiq "bitch": "to curse out a woman one likens her to this and calls her qanCiq." 

277 qil- "act": "the word is used by allusion for copulation." 

309 hryur- "give birth," used of a woman; also, "by extension," of animals 

384 kartil-: qul boyni kartildi (lit. "The slave's neck was notched") - "although this derives from 
'notching' it is used to express 'humiliation'." 

409 suqaq "white antelope": "it is used by allusion for 'a Persian’ among the O-yuz." 

457 yartu "wood chip": "by analogy 'a writing board' may be called yartu." 

489 yayqal- "be disturbed (liquid)": "and a man who is strongly inclined to a thing is likened to 
it_" 

504 kbn "skin,” used especially of a horse; also, "by extension,” of a camel. (Note also the idio¬ 

matic usage in this entry: "His skin dried up - meaning he died.") 

512-3 beg "emir": also "husband — he is likened to an emir in his own house." 

547 bala "young of a bird": may be used for the young of any small animal, "by extension." 

628 art-: "His rib expanded — this is [an idiom] alluding to arrogance.” (Cf. derived meanings of 
ba-yir, bo-yuz, boyin, etc.) 
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g) Asl: "Root” 

It was a habit of mind among the Arabic philologians, as it was among the scholars of Islamic 

jurisprudence and other fields as well, always to seek out the "root" of a matter, and to distinguish what is 

radical or primary (afll) from what is secondary or derivative (far‘1, from far‘ "branch"). The philologians 

often seem to have had in mind the image of language as a tree, of which the manifold acts of speech are 

like the branches and leaves visible to the eye, while their own task was to uncover and explicate the funda¬ 

mental words and principles which are like the root system below the ground. (It is not unlike the concepts 

of "underlying" and "surface" forms in modern linguistics.) 

KaSyari elaborates this tree image in his Introduction (MS. 5, end): "For each of their dialectal 

groups I have established the root principles from which the acts of speech branch out (inni mu’attil li-kull 

firqa minhum jurtuma tatafarra'u minha l-kalim); since pruning down what is spread out allows wisdom to 

grow." Elsewhere he uses other metaphors. Thus at the end of the section on morphology in the Introduc¬ 

tion (MS. 12) he states: "These are the principles (lit. roots, uful) upon which all the dialects turn, like the 

Pole upon which turns the Heavenly Sphere." And at the end of the long grammar section in the Kitab as- 

salim (MS. 304): "This is the alchemy of the principles of the dialects." 

The various Turkic dialects, then, are like so many branches growing out of the same root. This 

root is "the basic language" (afl al-luyat, MS. 25, end), and in KaSyari's mind the main trunk is the dialect 

of Cigil and related groups.64 

Thus, in phonology, there is no "radical" (aqll) /h/ in Turkic, though the sound /h/ does occur in 

certain dialects which are not "genuine" Turkic, as well as in certain "genuine" Turkic onomatopoeics 

(MS. 493-4). 

Similarly, in Turkic (i.e. Uighur) orthography, there are eighteen "primary" (asliyya) letters, and 

also seven other "secondary" (far'iyya) letters which the dialects cannot do without (MS. 6). Although 

KaSyari does not keep phonology and orthography distinct, he is aware that the first is somehow prior or 

more basic; thus he explains the plene character of the Turkic (Uighur) script, as opposed to the more 

phonetic Arabic script, by saying that the matres lectionis indicating short vowels in the Turkic script "are 

not found in Arabic script in the root-word (ft afl al-kalima)" (MS. 204 G). That is to say, Arabic script 

reflects the sounds of Turkic better than Uighur script, since the former distinguishes between long and 

short vowels. There is still confusion here, however, between phonology and orthography. The term 

"root-word" does not mean "pronunciation" (since Uighur script indicates the pronunciation as well as 

Arabic script), but rather, in good Arabic fashion, "the consonantal skeleton of the word."65 

The same phrase, afl al-kalima, is used elsewhere in connection with morphology, where it means 

"stem" (581:3): as opposed to Arabic, in which tenses and the like are indicated by prefixes (as well as 

infixes and suffixes), "in the Turkic dialects the stem (asl al-kalima) remains fixed and suffixes are added 

to the end." Deverbal nouns "stem" or "branch out" (tata$a“abu) from verbs by the addition of various 

letters (9:4). Elsewhere the verbal stem is called the "root-letter" (harf al-afl). Ka&yari is explicit that the 

64. See note 55 above for words regarded as "not original" (yayr afliyya). 

65. In the headings at 516:9 and 531:9, KaSyari uses the phrase mimmaja’a ‘alS l-afl to charac¬ 

terize words in Which the weak letters V and Y are "radical" — i.e., pronounced as consonants, as opposed 

to being simply matres lectionis. 
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stem is congruent with the imperative form of the verb (286:5): "the stem is what remains fixed in the 

imperative” (wa-fyarf al-asl ma staqarra l-amr ‘alayhi); also (281:12): "the letters of meaning (i.e., suffixes, 

)}uruf al-ma‘am) that occur with verbs for various purposes are affixed only to the imperative.” And finally 

(97:9): "the verbal system in this language turns on the imperative. The form that is fixed in the impera¬ 

tive is the stem upon which the derivational suffixes turn" (madar al-afal fi hadihi l-luya ‘ala l-amr fa-kull 

harf istaqarra fi l-amr fa-huia l-asl yaduru ‘alayhi huruf al-ma‘aru allati tadxulu li-ayrad muxtalifa). 

In terms of inflection and derivation, then, the root of a word is generally the same as what we 

identify to be the etymological root. In Kazan's terms this is usually a biliteral (see section above, "Struc¬ 

ture of the Diwan"), though it can also be a triliteral if one of the "letters" is a mater lectionis (examples: 

143:13, 349:13, 396 G, 426:15).6 6 Thus qa£ru£-, for example, is considered a "branch of a branch" (far' 

al-far‘), the root being qaC- and the intermediate form qadur- (379:9). 

Any form, however, that is derivationally prior may be considered the root. Thus (393:13-15) 

qarta- is the root of qartan-, kugl'a- of kiiglan-, qurSa- of qurSan-.6 7 In terms of KaSyan's patterning system, 

therefore, any verbal entry which fits a certain pattern and which cannot be analyzed into root plus suffix 

is considered to belong to that pattern as a "root-category" (asl li-l-bab — e.g. 328:4, 427:13, 585:5). It is 

also called "an independent verb" (fi‘l mustaqill bi-nafsihi — 337:10), or "a simple verb" (fi‘l mahd biria'an 

‘ala hiyalihi — 326:6). 

Similarly, nouns such as oq "arrow" and qilic "sword" are termed "simple" (mawdu'a — lit. 

"given"), since they cannot be further analyzed (Id yatafarra'u), while others are "derived" (muitaqqa) 

from verbal roots (MS. 8, end). 

KaSyari occasionally uses methods of analysis which are at variance with the etymological princi¬ 
ples of modern linguistics. 

One such method is to relate a word to another from the same etymological root which in KaS1 

yan's mind is somehow prior to the first, even though it too may be derived. The root-word in this case is 

generally a noun which expresses the basic idea. Thus in the sentences t6Sik tOSaldi "The bedding was 

spread" and tiigSn ttigiildi "The knot was tied," the verbs are thought to be "derived" (uttuxida) from the 

nouns (348:8). Just as qariS "span" is the root of qarSat- "to measure in spans," so qorqunc "fear" is the 

root of qorqit- "to frighten," and aylSq "empty" is the root of aylat- "to empty” (445, top). (We may say 

that qaris is derivationally prior, while qorqunC and aylaq are only conceptually prior; for KaSyari all three 

of the verbs are "derived” [ma’xud — 444:17] from the nouns.) In other cases the root-word is a verb. 

Thus uluyluq "deeming onself great" is derived (ma’xud) from ulyad- "to become great," and quruyluq 

"dryness" is derived (muitaqq) from qurin- "to dry" (252:6).68 The case of tapuysaq "desiring to serve" 

66. At 396:7 the final consonant of the root is referred to by the phrase: dxir harf al-kalima al- 

asliyya; this covers both the 1 of kill- and the 1 of tfla-. 

67. KaSyari relates a word to its derivational root in the following entries: 78 utunfc, 80 onik, 

192 qasuq, 205 tudaS, 233 tumliy, 241 kakmak, 323 CilaS-, 325 tanus-, 332 tusul-, 353 tuytur-, 355 tindur-, 

399 butaqlan-, 626 kiirs-, 634 saw£i, 637 iiciinC G. Also in the following, where instead of the concept of 

"root" we find the concept "derived" (ma’xud) : 45 aduq, 61 ogsiiz, 291:11 G, 566 tuwra-, 604 sinuq, 635- 
6 barkla-. 

68. In the last example it is conceivable that qurindi is a copyist's error for quridi. 
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is ambiguous (350-1 G): the basic form is tapin- "to worship"; then the nun drops and the word reverts to 

its root (raja‘at al-kalima ila l-asi), namely the word tapu7 "service." Elsewhere Kasyan has qualms about 

this method of analysis. Thus (584-5 G) he first states that yastuq "pillow" is the root of yasta- "hint (lit. 

to prop up)" and bulyayuq "muddy" is the root of bulya- "to be muddy." "Or else," he goes on, "these 

nouns may be derived (ma’xud) from verbs through suffixation; in my opinion this is more correct, because 

nouns are derived (yustanbafu) from verbs"; and he cites examples like sud- "to spit," suduq "spittle." 

Again, yeni- "to give birth" has two possible etymons, both of which are "plausible" (482-3 G): the first 

is yenik "light," since a woman is lightened when she gives birth; the second is yen "body," since she 

expells a body out of herself. (A similar example: 326 qariq-). 

Another method of analysis Kasyari uses is to explain a word as composed of two separate words, 

where we would explain it rather as root plus suffix. Thus the "root" of 48 oziik, a title meaning "pure of 

soul" or the like, is oz ok"that very soul"; and 451 yazuq "jerked meat” is derived from yaz oq ye "Eat it 

in the spring!" Other examples: 180 qulaC "span of the outspread arms" < qol a£ "Open wide your 

arms!"; 223 qurman "bow case" < qur man "Fasten the belt!"; 227 tutmac "a food" < tutma a£ "Don't 

leave hungry!"; 418 kozat- "wait" < koz at- "throw one's eyes"; 421 tonat- "dress in a garment” < ton id- 

"send a garment"; 428 yinit- "blow the nose" < yiq at- "throw snot"; 439 yarsit- "disgust" < yar sud- 

"spit out something disgusting"; 461 yasyac "rolling-pin for dough”< yasi yiyaC "a broad board." In other 

examples, Kasyan's etymologies might well be the correct ones. Thus he considers the verbal infix of desire 

-sa- to derive (istiqaq) from the verbal root sa- "to count" (143, end; cf. 554 sa- V; see also 464 yiiksak); 

198 tagiil "not" (Oyuz) is derived (asluhu ma’xud) from the Aryu phrase day ol; 229 baktiir, a man’s name, 

is from the root bak tur "Hold fast to your place"; and 455 yamu, meaning "won't you?" or the like, is 

from the root yah "yes" plus the interrogative particle mu. 

The root and branch image recurs in connection with jingles or compound phrases (KaSyari uses 

the terms izdiwaj and itba‘, translated here as "paired expression" and "pleonasm"). Thus in the phrase 

awiirdi tawiirdi (310 tawiir-), the first word is the root, the second the branch. The implication is that 

tawiir- has no independent status, but is only found as the complement of awiir-. Similarly in the phrase 

uSaldi tawsaldi (384 taw&l-), uSaldi is termed the root-word. A mark of the "refinement" (zarafa - see 

above) of the Oyuz is that they use independently words that the other Turks use only as the complement 

of head words in certain compound phrases (217, end). (See also 625 bursian, etc.) 

By far the commonest usage of asl in the Diwan is that translated here as "root-form." This refers 

to the phonological shape of the word which Kasyari regards as prior to the form under discussion. He 

cites some Arabic examples from the Qur’an at 68 aSgak.6 9 In some cases it is a question of one dialectal 

variant considered to be the root-form of another; thus at 44 illy he states: its root-form is with ya’, yiliy. 

More commonly, the root-form refers to the phonological shape the word would have before undergoing 

vowel-shortening, assimilation, elision, apocope, augment, metathesis, and the like.70 

69. For another Arabic example, see 82-3 ardini. 

70. Asl means "root-form" in the following entries: 61 ogsiiz, adgiS, 64 otliik, idrig, 75-6 oyri, 

108 otun-, 114 igit-, 115 uyat-, 120 anyar-, 123 otriiS-, 126 orlas-, 129 aytil-, 134 oglan-, 135 olxut-, 158 

istonlan-, 161 qo£, 175-6 bark, 190 biruq, 211 qanda, 263 qaryaliy, 282 G, 284 G, 306 tiitiir-, 307 todur-, 

326 basiq-, 342 £ilan-, 350 G, 356 tuSyur-, 358 Cantur-, Cinyar-, suttur, sittiir-, 360 soktiir-, 362 qantur-, 

373 sanris-, 374 sozlaS-, 377 qarmaS-, 383 qurtul-, 385 boSyun-, 391 qorlan-, 400 qadirlan-, 401 G, 408 

qadac, 412 tit-, 413 sut-, sit-, qot-, 414 kat-, 418 quzit-, 420 bulat-, Cilat-, 421 qalat-, 422 yat-, 423 yenat-. 
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Finally, in many cases asl is translated "root-meaning." This refers to what KaSyari regards as the 

basic meaning of the word, indicating that the meaning in question is due to a semantic shift.71 

13. Phonology 

The following sounds occur in the dialects of the Diwan according to our transcription. Vowels: 

/a, a (e), i, o, d, u, ii/ and the corresponding long vowels; it is to be observed that /e/ has a special status 

which is discussed in detail below. Consonants: /b, p, m; d, d, t; n, n; 1, r; g, k, y, q; s, z, §, j, g, Z; f, h, x; 

y, w, v/. 

In discussing phonology it will be useful to begin with what KaSyari says on the subject (MS. 6- 

8), although it must be kept in mind that KaSyan, as his Arabic sources, did not distinguish adequately 

between "letters" and "sounds" (orthography and phonology), and also that he attempted to explain all 
features of Turkic in terms of Arabic grammar. 

KaSyari recognized that the Uighur alphabet was inadequate to represent the sounds of Turkic. 

The eighteen "primary letters" stand for the consonants /w, x, v, z, q, y, k, d~d, m, n, s, b, 2, r, s, t, 1/; 

with proper diacritical pointing the following could also be distinguished: /p, j, z, f, y, g, n/; and also, for 
Arabic words: /t, s, h, ‘, h/. 

Arabic script was better, but it also was deficient for Turkic, and it contained certain letters which 

did not correspond to any sounds in Turkic, viz.: f, d. (, h, h,12 Using a modified Arabic script Kas¬ 

yan was able to represent clearly all the consonant sounds of Turkic; though in practice he was consistent 

only in using 2 for /2/ and the ligature NK for /n/; W is found throughout the Diwan, but F is also used for 

/w/; and where we find P, G, and C as distinguished from B, K, and J( the diacritical points in the MS. were 

often, if not always, added by a later hand. 

The tradition of Arabic writing had the additional advantage of being able to distinguish vowel 

length, which the Uighur tradition did not develop.73 Neither script, however, could distinguish ade¬ 

quately between /a - a/, between /i - e/, and among /o, 5, u, ii/. 

433 quryat-, 434 korkat-, bilgat-, 438 qalnat-, 439 yarpat-, 440 yuwyat-, 441 yiiglat-, 452 yolaq, 454 yaqu, 

455 yigi, 457 yayru, 461 yolsuz, 462 yaSliy, yamliy, 472 yin-, 483 yattur-, yottur-, yettiir-, 539 nil, 540 yi, 

545 soqu, 546 yigi, 552 tiy-, toy-, 559 tara-, 563 tula-, 6ila-, 564 siila-, 565 qani- sana-, 567 sanri-, 569 

korsa-, 577 yunCi- VG, 578 yaysa-, 579 yaSla-, yayla-, yimlS-, 586 qacala-, 629 G, 635 barkla-. 

71. A§1 means "root-meaning" in the following entries: 45 iduq, 46 otiig, oluq, 65 iigmak, 73-4 

inal, 118 eStiir-, 128ortiil-, 131 isrin-, 145 arqa-, 147 ayna-, 154 aruqla-, 164 qiz, 188 quruy, 203 qa£an, 

208 tegln, 225 cullman, 237 sayliq, 272 k'dw-, 289-90 GD, 306 qutur-, 320 qawus-, 323 saliS-, 324 qomiS-, 

345 kidin-, 362 qistur-, 382 sanCil-, 390 qurtan-, qatrun-, 393 kamlan-, 410 tolyay, 420 bakiit-, tolat-, 422 

yopat-, 437 somlit-, 453 yerim, 462 yarmas, 463 yawlaq, 495 c5r, 497 sTz, 543 qara, 569 suwsa-, 606 toqa, 

620 manlla-, 626 kiirs-. In the following we find the concept "derived" (ma’xud) referring to the same 
phenomenon: 384 kartil-, 543 qari, 587 tikula-. 

72. Sabran was the "colloquial" pronunciation of Sabran (219); toyril is once spelled toyril (at 

611 sunqur); /h/ was found in "genuine" Turkic only in a "pausal" position — i.e., in certain onomatopoeic 

words at the end (see MS. 7). Note that in this section slashes / / indicate phonemes, brackets [ ] indi¬ 
cate allophones. 

73. See 204 kalin G; Kelly II, 152-3. Vowel length is discussed below, part h). 
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There was a technical vocabulary at Kazan's disposal, part of which he lists at MS. 8, which 

included terms by which the Arabic grammarians distinguished allophonic or dialectal phonetic peculiar¬ 

ities. The first five terms in KaSyan's list (i$bs‘, iimam, imBla, falaba, rikka) are found sporadically in the 

Diwan to distinguish among Turkic phonemes; they are discussed in detail below. The other five terms 

refer to various consonantal phoenomena peculiar to Turkic and not found in Arabic. They are: 

1) "Nasalization" (yunna) refers to the latter N but only when followed by K or J(i.e. the conso¬ 

nant /i}/ and the consonant cluster /n2/. See 599 G, the Book of Nasal Words (kitab al-yunna).74 

2) "The nasal consonant" (al-harf al-xayiumi) apparently refers to N alone (possibly also M) as 

distinguished from "nasalization"; since this term does not appear again in the Diwan it is hard to see if it 

refers to a special peculiarity of Turkic as distinguished from Arabic. 

3) "The joining of two unvowelled consonants" (al-jam‘ bayn as-sakinayn). See 626 G, the Book 

of Consonant Clusters.7 s 

4) "The joining of qaf and jinx'' denotes the consonant cluster /qC/ which is common in Turkic 

(e.g. oq£i), whereas Arabic roots have the restriction that qaf and jlm cannot occur together. 

5) "The alternation of bff with mim and of nun with iSm" refers to alternations on three levels: 

dialectal (e.g. ban ~ man); morphophonemic (e.g. biz ~ -miz); morphological (e.g. bitin— bitil-). See 

Dialect Index. 

a) Ijalaba, Rikka 

Returning to the first five terms, we find that the fourth and fifth (salaba, rikka) are mainly used 

to distinguish /k - g/: the "hard kaf" (with salaba) and the "thin kaf" (with rikka) mean the voiceless /k/ 

and voiced /g/.76 

Then KaSyan extends the meaning of the two terms in somewhat different directions. 

At 281-2 G (also 266 G) KaSyari includes /p, t, C/ and also /q/ along with /k/ as "hard letters" 

(l}uruf af-falabo). Verbal stems ending in such letters prefer the preterite marker -ti instead of -di.77 The 

"hard ba’" is mentioned again in the section discussing the Uighur script (MS. 6:15-16); also at 29 op, 55 

aba, 456 yipar. 

74. Kelly I, 188. 

75. Kelly 1,188-9. 

76. E.g.: 255 G; 185 sokiiS, sogiiS; 180 b8ka£, bagaC; 500 kfig, 501 kok; 506 yig, yik. Kelly I, 

187-8. 

77. 

•ti as well. 

Kelly I, 186-7. Also, the verses preserve a system in which the stems ending in /-s/ prefer 
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Of "thin letters" (raklka) we find, in addition to the "thin kaf' (i.e. /g/), the "thin fa”' (i.e. 

/w/).78 At 26:17 KSSyarT describes this sound as "the fa’ produced between the points of articulation for 

Arabic fS (i.e. /f/) and sound bS (i.e. /b/)"; and furthermore states the dialectal rule that the Oyuz pro¬ 

nounce this sound as uav. Since v5v (Ar. waw) is pronounced [v] both in new Persian and "Oyuz" Turkish; 

and since in Soghdian the grapheme for F was used to signify [w] or [0]; therefore we have represented all 

wa' ( <3 = "thin fa”') as /w/ and all vav ( p = Ar. waw) as /v/, both in the transliteration and in the 

transcription of the Turkic material.79 

In the Uighur script (MS. 6) /w/ was represented by F, just as /c/ was represented by J; and so the 

"Arabic jim" (i.e. /j/) and the "Arabic fa”' (i.e. /f/) had to be distinguished from these by using diacritical 

points, /f/, like /j/, was a secondary sound in Turkic, not a primary phoneme, (/j/ occurred only in some 

loanwords and as a dialectal variant of /£/; /f/ occurred only in some loans and onomatopoeics, and as a 

variant of /p/ or /w/ in some positions — note furxan alongside buixan (loan), xafsi, qifcaq, qaftan (*qap 

ton), etc.). For this reason KaSyan (or the copyist) was not bothered by an inconsistency in the orthog¬ 

raphy between w and F for this sound; in virtually all cases F is to be interpreted /W/ not /f/, and we have 

interpreted it so in our transcription. 

A similar wavering is found between D and D; but here the situation is more confusing. Uighur 

script had only one letter for /d - d/; Arabic script had D and D, and our transcription reflects the orthog¬ 

raphy consistently in this case. The result is that most of the words with /d/ also occur with /d/.80 

There seem to be three possible interpretations of this phenomenon: 1) D in all these cases is an 

error for D (KaSyari, or the copyist, left off the dot, just as he left off two of the three dots of W, writing 

F instead); 2) the phoneme in question was phonetically between [d] and [d], and KaSyari used D and D 

interchangeably to indicate it (just as he might use A or I to indicate /e/); 3) the wavering reflects dialect 

mixture. 

It must be noted that Kasyari explicitly states a /d ~ d/ alternation in connection with two words: 

162 kad, 511 day (Aryu for "not"). And in at least three places in the Diwan he has separate subheadings 

for D and D. The first is at MS. 52, where the intention seems to be to distinguish between ad ("manufac¬ 

tured item") and id ("good omen"). The second is at MS. 416, where the subheading D includes badiit-, 

qadit-, qadut-, qidit-; while D includes budut-, bodit-, sidit-. The third is at MS. 558, where D includes 

badii-, bodi-; while D includes udi-, bodu-, qadu-. The inconsistent treatment of bodi- and qadu- is immedi¬ 

ately obvious; only badii- is consistent; but a glance at the Base Index shows that although we find bhdii- 

once elsewhere and also badiit-, badiik is found six times with /d/ but twice with /d/. Finally we have 

KaSyari's remark at 416 qidit-that those dialects which change /d/ to /y/ also change /d/ to /y/, and also his 

78. It is called "thin ft?" at 244 qayurmac, 310 qayur-, 348 G, 516 Ciivit, 517 qaviq, 571 qarwa-. 

It is called ''fa' between the two points of articulation" at 54 avat, 544 tewe. 

79. Kelly II, 150-1. Note that Borovkova came to the opposite conclusion, contending that 

rikka simply means "voicing"; see T. A. Borovkova, "O gubnyx soglasnyx v 'Dlvanu Luyat-it-turk' Mah- 

muda Kasyan," T’urkologiSeskij Sbornik, 1966, 24-27. 

80. E.g.: bo dun (ten times) ~ bodun (seventeen); od (eight) ~ od (four); qodi (twelve) ~ qodi 

(one); quduy (eight) ~ quduy (six); qudruq (six) ~ qudruq (five, four of these at the entry). On the other 

hand, some words appear only with /d/: adaq (nearly fifty times), id-, kidiz (nine times), sadra- (six times, 

etc. Some cases seem to imply voicing intervocally; thus: 45 aduq < ayduq; 400 qadirlan- < qadran- (sic). 
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typical "explanation" of the /d ~ d/ alternation in Turkic by appeal to an Arabic example. It seems to us 

that the wavering in the text reflects confusion in KaSyair's mind, perhaps compounded by carelessness of 
the copyist. 

Rikka, in addition to expressing a feature in phonology (e.g. /g/ as opposed to /k/ and /w/ as 

opposed to /f/), is used in two other ways: as a synonym of imala meaning "palatalization" (see below); 

and as a technical term for several dialectal peculiarities (see "Turkic and Arabic," discussion of "slurring.") 

b) ISba‘, Igmam, Imala 

Finally we come to the first three terms in the list at MS. 8. These pertain to vocalism. First we 

shall list the 28 contexts in which Kasyan uses these terms to distinguish vocalism of particular words in 

contrast to other words of the same orthographical shape when they come up as entries according to his 

pattern system. Then we shall examine the usage of the terms in the grammar sections. Finally we shall 

analyze the meaning of the terms. The discussion will then turn to the problematic vowels /e/ and /i/. 

First, all occurrences of iiba‘ and igmam (= Samma) in their respective contexts: 

(1) MS. 29 at 

at 

(2) 29-30 UC 
ue 

(3) 32 u 

3 (?) 

fi (?) 

o (?) 

(4) 33-4 ot 

at 
8t 

(5) 34 3d 

ud 

(6) 34 or 

or 

(7) 34-5 ilz 

oz 

uz 

(8) 42 utui 

btii? 

0) 49 Slug 

uliig 

(10) 51 aran 

aran 

(11) 53 aw 

aw 

"with iiba‘ of the alif' 

"with igmam of the alif" 

"with ilbs‘ of the alif' 

"with isba‘ of the alif 

"with gamma of the alif 

"with less gamma than the former1 

"with gamma of the vav” 

"with gamma" 

"with gamma" 

"with igmam of the alif 

"with ilmam of the alif 

"with ilba‘ of the alif 

"with igmam of the alif 
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(12) 55 aba 

ap'a 

apa 

(13) 200 turum 

torum 

(14) 229 baldir 

baldir oyul 

baldir qlz 

baldir tari^ 

baldir qozi 

(15) 309 tu-yur- 

toyur- 

(16) 495 t8r 

tor 

(17) 496 boz 

boz 

buz 

(18) 496 tdz 

toz 

tuz 

tuz 

(19) 497 tu2 

toS 

tu5 

tus 

(20) 498-9 coy 

CU7 

6oy 

(21) 505 boy 

boy 

boy 

(22) 535 tu 

to 

(23) 542 tura 

tora 

(24) 599-600 tan > 
tan > 

(25) 606 burun > 
biiriin 

Now the three occurrences of imala: 

"with iiba‘ of the alif" 

"with ilba‘” 

"All four of these have i£ba‘ of the 65’" 

"the fa’ has i£ba‘ ” 

"with Urtiam" 

"with iiba'” 

"with ismam" 

"with iSba‘" 

"with iSba‘" 

"with isba‘" 

"with iamma" 

"with i£ba‘" 

"with lamma" 

"with iiba‘" 

"with iibs‘” 

"with iimam of the fa’" 

"with i£ba‘" 

"with ismam of the 65’" 

(26) 497 sis (SIY§) 

seS (SAYS) "with imala 
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(27) 498 kfS (KIY§) 

ke5 (KIY§) "with imala' 

(28) 501 tul 

tol "with imala' 

In the grammar sections, iiba‘ is the general word signifying "velarization”; iSmSm is not found; 

imala and rikka both signify "palatalization." For example, in the discussion of the infinitive ending (284- 

5) KaSyan states that it is /-maq/ for verbal stems containing qaf or yayn or isba‘, /-mSk/ for those with kaf 

or rikka or imala. As an example of a word with rikka he gives sar-, as opposed to sar- which has iiba‘. In 

the discussion of the participial ending /-yuci, -giici/ (292) he gives the following examples: "those with 

kaf': kill-, kir-; "those with imala": ter-, sur- ;elsewhere, examples "with imala" are: (295 G) ter-, and 

(299 G) her-, ter-. Finally, at 91 G the opposition palatal:velar is expressed by rakTk’.muSba', and also by 

mumSi.mufaxxam. 

Analyzing the 28 groups of words and the grammar sections together, we find the following: 

ISb5‘ = "velarization": 1,2,3,10,12,14,16,17,18,19, 21,22,24 and grammar sections 

ISmam = "palatalization: 1,4,5,6,7,8,11,16,17,19,23,25 

Imala = "palatalization": 28 and grammar sections (where = rikka) 

ISba' - "lowering" (/u/to/o/?) 3; (/u/to/o/) 13,15 

ISmam = "raising" (/o/ to /u/) 20; (/8/ to /U/) 9, also 7 (?), also 4 since ot has "lessSamma" 

than St 

Imala = /e/ not /i/: 26,27 

The usage of these terms in the Diwan can be explained partially by their meaning in Arabic gram¬ 

mar, and partially by the ambiguity of the Arabic script in representing Turkic vowels. Arabic has six 

vowel phonemes /a,u,i,a,u,T/ and two diphthongs /au,ai/. The short vowels are indicated only by a small 

stroke (called Baraka "movement") above or below the consonant; thus *—» (65’ with fatha) /ba/; (ba’ 

with damma) /bu/; (63’ with kasra) /bi/. The long vowels and diphthongs are indicated by the letters 

alif, waw, ya’ used as matres lectionis; thus [> (63’ with alif) /ba/; y (ba’ with waw) /bu/ or /bau/; 

(65’ with ya' ) /bi/ or /bai/. 

The grammarians were aware that each of these vowels had various phonetic realizations (allo- 

phones) depending on the surrounding consonants, or varying according to dialect; and they used the terms 

iiba‘, iimam and imala to indicate this. 

ISba' (lit. "filling") meant prosodic lengthening of a short vowel in the middle of a word (Wright 

II 382 D). There is a remnant of this original usage in the Diwan at 284 G where Kafyari remarks that the 

biliteral may be considered triliteral in pronunciation by virtue of iibs‘, and gives the examples: bardi ~ 

bardi, turdi ~ turdi (secondary lengthening). Elsewhere, however (including the rest of 284 G), iSba’ 

means "velarization" - or, more accurately, the requirement of certain roots (like bar- and tur-) to take 

velar suffixes, a requirement which these roots share with roots containing qaf or yayn (like qur-, say-).81 
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Ilrriam (lit. "flavoring") meant pronouncing 4amma between kasra and damma (i.e. [u] to [u]; 

Wright I 71 A). Ka37ari extended this to mean "palatalization" in general, but only used the term as a label 

to distinguish among roots. Then he further extended the opposition isba‘:iSmam to indicate /o,6/:/u,ii/. 

I mala (lit. "deflection”) meant pronouncing fat ha between kasra and fat ha (i.e. [a] to [e], [a] to 

[e] or even to [i]; Wright I, 10 C). In the grammar sections of the Diwan it means (like rikka) "palataliza¬ 

tion" — or, more accurately, the requirement of certain roots (like ter-, stir-) to take palatal suffixes, a 

requirement which these roots share with roots containing kaf (like kir-, og-). Used as a label to distinguish 

among words spelled the same as entries, imala means "palatalization” only in one instance (28 above). In 

the other two cases (26, 27) it has its original signification in Arabic grammar — the pronunciation [e]. In 

both instances, however, it contrasts not with [a] (as in Arabic) but with [I]. The reason it is used here is 

because the traditional way of writing [e] was with the mater for /!/ not for /a/, and so the term was used 

to contrast the pronunciation of two words spelled the same way.82 

c) /e/ 

Historically, keS is most likely to be reconstructed as k33. There was apparently a strong tend¬ 

ency in Turkic for /a/ to be pronounced [e] allophonically (like the Arabic imala); and Kasyari, as earlier 

and later writers using the Uighur and Arabic scripts, wished to indicate this phonetic peculiarity. The 

normal way to do this was to use the mater for Y instead of for alif (’), apparently since it was thought 

this sound was closer to /i/ than to /a/. 

The case with ses is different, since historically this is most likely to be reconstructed as *sai§ or 

* say is (cf. osm. sayi§- "to settle accounts").83 The diphthong /ai/ must have fallen together phonetically 

with some realizations of /a/, since KaS-yari considered the vowel in se3 to be the same as that in ke3. How¬ 

ever, the verbal form homophonous with se$ is attested with the factitive ending /-tur/ and the usual short¬ 

ening of the vowel: 359 seStur-. Here the infinitive in /-maq/ also seems to imply that the vowel in ques¬ 
tion was a diphthong, [ai]. 

It is difficult to separate those roots with /e/ which ought to be reconstructed with a diphthong 

from those which seem to represent /!/, since they are spelled the same;84 but there are some clues. 

Besides seStur-, there are three other instances of roots with /e/ occurring with velar suffixes; 

unless these all reflect copyist’s errors, or the like, perhaps the vowel in each case represents [ai]. The 

instances are: (1) 104 eniS- (-maq) — the only instance of the root en- in the Diwan with a suffix distin¬ 

guishing velar-palatal quality; elsewhere we have interpreted the suffixes palatally; it should be noted, how¬ 

ever, that three of the other six occurrences are in connection with il- (-maq), with the note that N and L 

81. Note 582:5 where KSSyari specifies such roots as having ”i$ba‘ liquids." (On liquids, see 

"Structure of the Diwan," discussion of Kitab al-jam‘.) 

82. Persian, which had an /e/ phoneme used alif (’) or Y (Kelly I, 186, n. 31);Turkic had nor¬ 

mally used Y in both the Runic and Uighur alphabets. 

83. Another case of a diphthong, perhaps, is 525 qlS-, apparently to be reconstructed as *qiy3- 
(see Base Index s.v. qiy-: qiyis-; but cf. qay-). 

84. The apparent "variation" or "confusion" in some spellings between I and A is in all cases 

likely the result of the activity of the later hand. See above. 
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axe "variants" or "alternants" (see Index); this will be discussed further below in connection with /i/. (2) 

105 eliq-, from el in the meaning "vile";8S note that the same word in the meaning "courtyard" is found 

with the ablative ending in a proverb cited twice in the Diwan, once with the usual shortening of the vowel 

(’ALDIYN), the other time with the mater Y (’IYLDIN). (3) 44 eCiqim, which is eci with the diminutive 
and first person suffixes. 

There are several instances of verbal roots with /e/ occurring as entries in sections requiring either 

a short vowel or consonantal /y/. Perhaps the mater Y in these cases does not indicate length, but rather a 

diphthong [ai] or [ai]. The instances are: 95 et-, 115 enat-, 116 ettiir- (Pattern fa'lal); 139 eril-, ewil- 

(same section as aysil- < *agsil-!); 329 tetll-, sezin- (pattern fa‘il-)\ 422 yet-; 530 belal-, kefiil-, 577 yesa- 

(pattem fa‘lal-)\ 602 yeq; 616 kenaS-. 

The Kan£ak pronunciation of san was 504 sen (SIYN). Kafyan characterizes their speech as "cor¬ 

rupt" (taraddala)\ perhaps this means they pronounced /a/ as a diphthong, as in some American dialects of 

English. Similarly, the Aryu pronunciation of Pers. gazar is gezri (KIYZRIY), "with slurring” (rikka; 217 

turma; see "Turkic and Arabic," part e), at the end). 

In our transcription of the Turkic we have e wherever the text has the mater for /!/ (Y) which 

must be reconstructed as /a/ (or possibly /Si/) on historical principles (e.g. ter-, bel, ber-, beS, keij, keC-, eS, 

yeg, ySl, yen, yet-). With suffixes these words usually shorten and are spelled with kasra (I) — but some¬ 

times also, or instead, with fatha (A) (probably all of these by the later hand); in any case they are always 

interpreted as e. In addition, we have interpreted the common word beg in this fashion because there are 

two occurrences with the mater Y (see Base Index); even though there are four occurrences, including the 

entry, with the mater alif (’), and the shortened form uniformly with fatha, never kasra. Some words 

whose vocalization cannot be established on historical principles are also interpreted with e or e if there is 

a similar variation in the orthography of the vowel as in the above cases. 

There appears to be noopposition I*, but only ai* (kad-JteC-). With suffixes, however, we do find 

a* (e.g. 141 awsa-*wsa-; 416 ka£it-:ke£it-; 541 katakeCa); and also with assimilation or secondary shorten¬ 

ing (414 kit- < kad-: ket- < *ket- — cf. ketar-). The opposition on the phonemic level appears to be /a:a/, 

while phonetically /a/ is realized as [e]; but with suffixes, with the usual shortening, the vowel tends to be 

[a] — hence the variation in the orthography. Some nominal roots with original /a/ appear as entries with 

the mater alif (’), interpreted here as secondary lengthening (see below, part h), on vowel length): Id, aw, 

kad-, klnC, tar. Words like klriii and kawli, like beg (/bag/), are probably borrowings; the same for ylk and 

Kanclk, which perhaps ought to be read yak and Ganjag (cf. nag). The status of ez is uncertain. 

Finally, there are five instances where we find AY in the non-first syllable. The most common of 

these is tewe (effect of vowel harmony? — see Base Index). The others are: siiwre, Siigde, Ciimeli (surely 

the same word as cumlli), and O7. aftabe (< Pers. aftabe).8 6 

d) HI 

In the list of technical terms at MS. 8 iimdm carries the qualification "to the three vowels,” and 

once (at 284 G) irridla also is "to the three vowels." "Vowels" here is harakat, the word which we saw was 

85. This point was discussed by R. Dankoff in JAOS 95.1, p. 76, n. 47. 

86. Cf. the Oyuz pronunciation of Ar. qalada: qalida (QALIYDAH); this should perhaps be read 

qaleda, or the like — i.e., with imalal The status of erez is uncertain. 
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used by the Arabic grammarians for the small strokes above or below a consonant and which indicated the 
three Arabic short vowel phonemes /a,u,i/. 

It is striking, however, that none of the examples for isba‘, ismam or imala refers to /i/ or /i/. (As 
we have seen, the two examples where imala seems to mean /e/ instead of /!/ depend merely on a coinci¬ 
dence in the orthography, and that imala really means [e] as opposed to [a] or [a].) 

There is positive evidence that there was no phonemic opposition /ii/ in the language of the 
Diwan, but only one neutral phoneme /i/ (and the corresponding long vowel /!/) which could take velar or 
palatal suffixes. This is reflected in our transcription, which has only i and i. 

On the one hand, there is a clear tendency for a given root to prefer suffixes of one quality or the 
other, thus: (in the following examples, roots containing /7,g,k,q/ are not considered; see below). 

Palatal only Velar only 

ic sid- id- siC- 
ic- sin- il- ("come down") sidir-, sir 
il-("stick") til- isir- siri- 
isi- tir- it S1Z- 

it- tiz- bis- tid- 
bil- yit- £i tin- 
biti- cin yirt- 

si- 
On the other hand, a significant number of roots have variation in the suffixes, thus: 

IS: iSi-y, Tsqa (ISka - see Index!), iSli-y; i51a-, isla§-, iSlat' islan- (islan-)8 7 
bi<k all suffixed forms are velar except biSak 
til: tlllig; tilaq, tiliq- 
tis: tlgi-y; tiSa-; tiSla- (tisla-); tiSlan- ;tillat- 
tiz: tizla- (tizla-); tizlat- 
yin: yinka yinqa 
yld: yidla-, yidiy; yidimaq (yidimak) 
yili-: yilimaq, yilitmaq, yili-y; yilmirmak; yilismaq/-mak 
ciz-: cizmaq; ciztiirmak 

A further reason for considering /i/ to be neutral is that there is no clear minimal pair illustrating 
an opposition /i:f/. One apparent exception is the two il-’s in the above lists. There are several difficulties 
here. It should first be noted that the opposition is found with the infinitive ending, but that there is also 
a corresponding opposition in the aorist (see 94 il-): the root meaning "stick, catch" has the aorist form 
flar and infinitive ilmak; while the root meaning "come down" has aorist ilur and infinitive ilmaq. It is 
possible that we are dealing with homophonous roots that have developed a distinction in certain parts 
of the paradigm, or else that have retained a distinction from an earlier period when the two roots were 
distinguished (say *ila-al- or il-:*ilu-). A second possibility is that the phonemic opposition lies in the 

87. Verbal stems cited this way appear as entries with -K-Q in the infinitive form; see below, part 

f). 
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consonant, not the vowel — i.e., that there were a velar /!/ and a palatal /l/ as two phonemes;88 however, 

there are no other examples of such an opposition. A third possibility is that the il- meaning "come down” 

should be read el-; Kasyan himself says that il- in this meaning is an "alternant" or "variant" of en-; and one 

might postulate a root *e- (or *e - compare the homophonous en "downward slope") plus the passive /-l-/ 

or the medial-passive /-n-/ suffix. If this is so, we would again have the curious phenomenon of a root with 

/e/ taking velar suffixes; but we have already noted that en- seems to be one of those roots that may do so, 

since we find the form enismaq (see above on /§/). 

The question arises as to the interpretation of /i/ in roots with a velar consonant /y/ or /q/. There 

are numerous cases of minimal pairs in this regard (pairs cited in parentheses are not strictly minimal): 

(ik ~ yik 

irk 

cik 

(kidiz 

(kim 

kin 

(klr 

kir-, kiriS- 

(kirpi; kirpik 

(kis 

kiz 

(sik 

sik-, sikil- 

tik-, tikil- 

(yigna 

yigtiir- 

(yilik 

iq) 

irq 
Ciq ~ 5iq (both onomatopoeic) 

qidiy) 

qimiz) 

qin ~ qin 

qir) 

qir-, qiriS- (etc.) 

qirpas) 

qis) 

qiz 

siq) 

siq-, siqil- (etc.) 

tiq-, tiqil- (etc.) 

yiyla- ~ iyla-) 

yiytur- 

yilqi) 

The interpretation adopted here is that in these cases as well the /i/ is neutral, and the phonemic opposition 

lies in the consonants /k:q/ and /g:y/. In connection with other vowels, however (kSl-:qal-, tik-ruq-, bog-: 

boy-, bok:boq, etc.) the gutteral consonants are probably merely allophones of the same phoneme, since 

the phonemic opposition seems to lie in the vowel. (This will be discussed further below.) 

e) Velar-Palatal Alternation in the Root 

In addition to the roots with /i/ that are found with velar or palatal suffixes, listed above, we also 

find several in which there is an alternation /k~q/ or /g—y/ in the root itself. Thus: (for references, see 

Base Index) 

88. See above, note 81. Cf. the remark of Ibn Slna (d. 428/1037): 

. . . there is a velarized (1) the relation of which to /1/ is the same as that of /t/ to It/. This 

velarized (1) is common in the language of the Turks, and is considered as an independent 

speech-sound, but those (among them) who commonly use the Arabic language treat it (i.e. 

the velarized [1]) as the one and the same /l/. 

(K. I. Semaan, Arabic Phonetics [translation of Risala fl Asbab Hudut al-Huruf], Lahore, 1963, p. 54.) 
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Cry- "tie.” Cig-"tie." Cigil-, Cigin-, Cigtiir- 

ciqra-, cikra- "grate (teeth)." (Onomatopoeic) 

qiCila- "tickle" (< qlCi "mustard" ?). kiCi- "itch." (Onomatopoeic?) 

qirt "miserly, bad-tempered." kirtiiC "grudging, ill-tempered" 

tryrat- tigrat- "harden" 

yryril- "clench (from cold); shrink (garment)." yigran- "crawl (flesh); consider raw (meat)." (< 

yig "raw"?) 

Related to this is: 

u-ylit-, iiklit- (read uglit-?) "increase" 

All of these appear to be special cases of a larger category of words having apparent velar-palatal alternation 

in the root as determined by variation in the suffixes. Thus: 

*os/ds "likeness; trick" (?). osuy "correspondence" ? [tahayul]. osiigla- (-maq/mak) "open with¬ 

out a key,by a trick [hlla] " (KSnclik). osrid- "resemble." osnat- "liken." 

op-"gulp." op-"sip; kiss" 

bus- "lay in ambush." bosiig bos- "beat; lay an ambush" (the two meanings are unrelated, and it is 

easier to assume that in the second meaning there is simply a confusion with bus-). 

*bur-/biir- "draw together, contract ;twist, turn." biir- "draw together (mouth of bag)." biirCak 

"forelock." biirguC "bread turner." biiriik "wound string." bliriil- "be folded (book)." 

biirma "waistband." biiriin- "wrap or veil oneself.” buriinCiik "veil." biiriin "whirlpool." 

*burq- "wrinkle (skin), frown": burqi, burqry, burqur-, burqit- 

Com- "dive." Com- "dive (deeper than com-)." Comur-, comiir-; comuS-, ComiiS-; comtur-, comtiir- 

(same difference, consistent). ComCS "ladle" (Oyuz). ComuSluq "privy" 

sarim (sarim ?) "filter (wine)." sarma- "strain (soup, fish, noodles, etc.)." sarmacuq "a type of 

noodles." sarmal-; sarmas- (sarmaS-), sarmat- (sarmat-). (N.b. There is also a stem "‘sarma-; 

not related, derived from *sar, saru-, sarum.) 

*taw-/taw- "turn, twist, move"; used as a jingle with other verbs, taw- (taw- ?) "dispose of (mer¬ 

chandise)" [tasarrafa, < s-r-f "turn over"] (hapax legomenon: the context implies that it 

is merely a jingle with sat- "sell," and so it is probably not the root of tawar "merchandise"), 

tawin-: uwun- t. "wring (hands)." tawiir-: awiir-1. "turn upside down ... (merchandise)." 

tawran (tawrin ?) "twisted threads . . . . " tawrat- "spin (yam)." tawuS "sound and move¬ 

ment." tawSa-, tiiwsa- "tangle (yam); form beads (sweat)" (these two stems are hopelessly 

confused in MS). *tawis-/tawis-: satiS7an tawiS-yan "who buys and sells"; tawran "rabbit" 

(unrelated ?); tawSin- "be very active" 

tut- "take, catch, capture." Many derived forms with velar suffixes, tiitiir- ~ tiitgiir- < tUttUr- (sic) 

"incite to-catch." tUtsiig "quarrelsome" (perhaps here a confusion with tut- "smoke, smoul¬ 

der"). tUtuS- = tutu§- "grab one another; quarrel” 

tuz-yu "gift." tiizgiir- "give a gift" 

yal "mane (horse)." yel "mane" (? - hap. leg.) 

yanC- "crash; bite." yancil-/y'anCil- 

yar- "split forcefully." yer- "split gently." (yar-/yer- and yaril-/yeril- are due to a confusion, or a 

failure to distinguish the two consistently.) yaraq, yeriik; yarim, yerim "half." yerin-. 

yarindaq "strap." yaris- "race; share," yerig- "split." yartur-, yertiir- 

*yow-/yow- "share, help." qur- yow- "cement kinship ties, share wealth, overwhelm with kind¬ 

ness." yowgil "give!" yowsa-(yowsa-) "desire to share wealth." yowiiS "help to kin in out¬ 

fitting bride." yowuS- (yowiiS-) "help, share." yowtiir- 
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yiim-"shut the eyes." yumiilgan. yumlu§-. yumun-(yUmiin-). yiimtiir- 

yuS- (yiis-) "pour out (beer from tap in vat).” yuSil- (yusil-) "be poured out." yuSul - "gush (blood 

from wound)." 

A possible interpretation of this phenomenon in some cases is that it reflects an earlier stage of the 

language, in which phonemic opposition lay in the consonants, not the vowels. (The Turkic "Runic" alpha¬ 

bet is apparently based on this principle.) Then the opposition on the graphemic level between gutterals 

(7:g, q:k), discussed above, would have represented a phonemic opposition also, not only with /i/ but with 

other vowels as well. It was already suggested, as a possible explanation of the two il-'s, that there were a 

velar /!/ and a palatal /I/ as two phonemes. As consonantal harmony gave way to vocalic harmony in the 

phonemic system, there could have arisen a confusion as to the interpretation of the vowel in some cases. 

And in some cases (dom-/£om-, yar-/yer-) the doublet would have been revalorized as expressing a different 

nuance in meaning. Possibly, too, different dialects would interpret the vowel differently. 

Alternately, if one assumes original velar/palatal opposition in four pairs of vowels, then in the lan¬ 

guage Kasyan is describing there is a tendency for this opposition to break down; in the case of ia a merger 

has taken place, with remnants of the former opposition preserved in some paradigms. 

Interpretation of the vocalism in the Diwan is complicated, not only by the possibility of dialect 

mixture in the language Kasyari is describing, but also by special factors connected with our unique MS. 

The scribe miscopied; or else he substituted his own pronunciation; or else the later hand changed the 

original form in the text. In some cases, therefore, we shall have to fall back on the standard interpreta¬ 

tion of apparent velar-palatal alternation in the root; that the variation is a result of phonetic conditioning 

(the palatal character of certain consonants, such as /y/ and /c/, etc.) and represents consecutive historical 

phases or interdialectal borrowing. 

f) -K-Q 

Particularly difficult to interpret are those cases in which the infinitive form of the verb appears in 

the text as -MA’K-Q — i.e., with what looks like a type of ligature ( ^ ), combining kaf and qaf. The 61 

occurrences of this combined form are analyzed below. Although in most cases it seems to be due to the 

scribe writing now one form and now the other, or to a later hand changing what the scribe originally 

wrote, it is not discounted that in some cases it does reflect a type of ligature by which Kasyari himself 

intended to indicate velar-palatal alternation in the root. Thus it has been used as evidence for such alterna¬ 

tion in several of the examples in the above lists (iSlan-, osiiglS-, sarmas-, sarmat-, yancil-, yowsa-, yowus-, 

etc.). 

Before listing the occurrences of the combined form, we must first discuss the following cases, 

where we have interpreted the text to be in error: 

•MA’K error for -maq 

93 aw- 

102 ozu§- 

146 usla- 

152 uduzla- 

314 Sabis- 

429 taprit- 

-MA’Q error for -mdk 

92 66- 

96 6r- 

106 oriil- 

126-7 awlaS- 

134 iirp'at- 

157 oniklan- 



479 yerin- 

sar- at 285:11 G 
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342-3 sarin- 

477 yoriil- 

486 yiigriis- 

555-6 uzi- 

Some of these are simply errors (the copyist was nodding). In the case of yoriil- it might be argued that this 

should indeed be read yorul-, since modem attestations of this root have back vocalism, and even the text 

of Qutadyu Bilig, contemporary with the Diwan, shows velar-palatal alternation of the type discussed in the 

previous section (see ED, 955). We have interpreted it here as an error since all the other occurrences of 

the root in the Diwan are with palatal suffixes (see Index); also it occurs in the Diwan immediately after 

yaril- and yeril-, a circumstance that might well have engendered confusion in the copyist's mind; so that in 

this case Clauson s explanation is plausible (ED, 967): "the scribe substituting his own pronunciation for 

the original one." In other cases the errors are most likely due to influence of the preceding entry. This is 

clearly the case with taprit- (see section above, "Scribal Errors A.); and is probably the case also with 

oc- (follows uc-), oriil- (follows orul- - and note that iiriil-, following, lacks aorist and infinitive), awl'as- 
(follows awlas-), and ozuS- (follows iiziiJ-). 

The case of 6r- is more complex. Following his usual ordering of the material (A-U-I or, with 

matres, ’-V-Y) KaSyan has first 96 ar-; then or- ("plait") and or-; then er- and ir- (treated as a single entry). 

Apparently he then recalled another meaning of 6r- and so we find it now again, out of order ("rise") — 

but he also gives the meaning he gave previously ("plait"). Perhaps the copyist made an error in the infini¬ 

tive here under the influence of the preceding entry with the same mater, viz. or-. It must also be consid¬ 

ered, however, whether the reading of dr- as or- represents a dialectal peculiarity of the copyist. 

Our interpretation of the combined form -K-Q is based on a careful examination of the orthog¬ 

raphy in the MS. In most cases it is quite apparent that either K or Q was written first, and that the other 

was written later, either by the original copyist or by a later hand. (Based on the orthography alone, the 

determining criteria are usually the placement of the two dots of the Q and the presence or absence of the 

small kaf inside the K.) It must be admitted, however, that except for a few cases one cannot be 100% cer¬ 
tain of the interpretation. 

In 36 instances it appears that Kwas written first, Q later: 93 uw-, 111 inan-, 113 asiit*, 119 ildur-, 

120 alwir-, 141 atsa-, 148 atizlan-, 151 amafila-, 153 osiigla-, 318 qazis-, 370 taplas-, 370 tuplaS-, 423 yulit-, 

428 yonat-, 429 toprat-, 435 toSlat-, 439 yunCit-, 469 yer-, 470 yiiz-, 470 yus-, 477 yaril-, 477 yuSil-, 490 

yiizlan-, 492 yiSimlan-, 524 sar-, 566 tuwra-, 568 <5apsa-, 572 tuzla-, 573 tizla-, 573 tiSla-, 586 sacula-, 598 

burtala-, 616 tiirjuS-, 619 tirjila-, 620 siqlla-, 621 sarnula-. In the first two or three cases (the case of a&it- is 

uncertain) the Q is in brown ink, indicating the activity of the later hand. The next five cases are also on 

pages where brown ink is visible, but here the Q is black, and so cannot be due to the individual we have 

called "the later hand"; the same is true for the example at MS. 490, and most of those at MS. 572 and ff. 

The majority of all these cases were simply scribal errors of the type discussed above (-MA’K for -maq), 

emended later, either by the original copyist or, as seems more likely, by a later hand. The emendation of 

470 yiiz- and 490 yiizlan- perhaps represents a dialectal peculiarity of the copyist (or of a later hand). Some 

of the examples (120 alwir-, 566 tuwra-, 616 tiiqus-, 621 sarqula-) are hapax legomena. 

In 21 instances it appears that Q was written first, K later: 151 Isian-, 156 orila-, 159 ertala-, 313 

titis-, 375 sarmaS-, 428 surCit-, 438 sarmat-, 475 yowuS-, 476 yiliS-, 477 yedil-, 477 yeril-, 480 yumun-, 480 

yidi-, 485 yelwir-, 488 yancil-, 569 5iwSa-, 578 yowsa-, 579 yipla-, 590 tarasla-, 616 t'init-, 635 sorpla-. No 

brown is visible in the first three cases, tarasla- and sorpla- are hapax legomena. Some of these are agnjn 

simply cases of scribal error (-MA’Q for -mak) emended later. Others (isian-, sarmas-, sarmat-, yowuS-, 
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yowsa-, yancil-, yumun-) belong to the category of velar-palatal alternation discussed above. In these, as in 

those containing /i/ in the root, it is not excluded that in some cases the combined form -K-Q goes back to 

Ka§7ari himself. 

Finally there are four anomalous cases. In 571 bitla- and 594 yelimla- the intention of the orthog¬ 

raphy in regard to the Q is uncertain. In 428 torpit- it appears that the Q was written later and then erased, 

but this too is not certain. In one case only, 567 sawra- (a hapax), the Q is written directly above the K 

rather than in the middle of it. 

Although the general conclusions drawn here correspond more or less to those of previous inter¬ 

pretations of the Diwan, it might be noted that previous interpreters were not consistent and that they 

failed to take into account the peculiarities of the orthography. Rifat (EP) simply levelled out all the 

-K-Q's to either K or Q, apparently depending only on his own preference. Atalay followed Rifat half the 

time; but in 31 cases he noted that there was a problem. In 29 of these he interpreted it as Q altered to K 

or vice versa.89 In one case (I, 298 n., ad 159 islan-) he interpreted it as a confusion among two different 

stems (i$len-, islan-); and in one case (III, 73 n., ad 475 yowuS-) he posited that the combined form indi¬ 

cates -maq/-mak. 

Clauson's approach was very similar to Atalay's. In 27 cases he assumed that the copyist originally 

wrote one form, then corrected it to the other.9 0 In six other cases, however, he could not decide which 

direction the correction was to be interpreted.91 Clauson interpreted 159 Islan- along the same lines as 

Atalay, assuming a confusion between two different roots, one with back vocalism and the other with 

front (ED, 263); similarly he interpreted 148 atizlan- as confusion in the text with an otherwise unattested 

*atozlan- (ED, 75 — however, even atoz is not found in the Diwan). In one case (429 toprat-; ED, 444) 

he misread the form in the text ("MS. in error -me:k"); he also failed to notice our combined form at 578 

yowsa- and 475 yowufc- (ED, 880, 881; cf. 871, s.v. yov-: "the quality of the vowels is uncertain"). In one 

instance only he offered a different interpretation of the apparent confusion in the vocalism, viz. as evi¬ 

dence of dialect mixture (ED, 934, yum-: "Except in Xak. the vowel is consistently -u-; in Ka§. the forms 

are yum-, yiimtiir-, yiimiil-, but yumluf-, and see yumun-; unless this is a vagary of the scribe's, this must be 

a dialect form."). 

In the case of 153 osiigla-, Atalay suggested (I, 306 n.) that this should be *osu7la-, on the basis 

of 0SU7. Although the reading with g is assured by the position of the word unader a K heading, Atalay's 

89. See footnotes to Terciime I, 166, 224, 226, 286, 292, 299, 306, 316; II, 206, 316, 327, 328, 

330, 352; III, 58, 60, 77, 78, 79, 100, 181, 284, 294, 352, 394, 404, 405, 410, 444. 

90. See the following entries in ED: 4-5 uv-, 156 amagla-, 213 ertde-, 440 tapla§-, tiible§-, 349 

borta:la-, 258 e§ut-, 517 teqit-, 523 tmi:la-, 526-7 tiinu§-, 840 sini:le- ("-meft corrected from -mak not vice 

versa as in Atalay"), 843 sa:r-, 845 siirgit-, 854 surrjuile- (ad 621 sarnula-), 853 serme?-, sermet-, 886 yidi-, 

923 yulit-, 933 yili§-, 945 yanqil- (cf. 944 yang- "MS. in error -mefc"), yungit-, 947 yona:t-, 967 yanl-, 

yeril-, 976 yu§-, 978 yi§imlan-, 987 yiizlen-. 

91. ED: 128 alvir-, 444 tovra-, 462 titi§-, 564 ti§le-, 845 acrple-, 937 yumun-. On ti$Ie- Clauson 

elsewhere wrote (private communication to R. Dankoff dated 8/11/71): "As the Caus. form is quite 

clearly , I have no doubt that the text originally had , that the scribeseither originally 

copied it correctly and then added S" to suit his own pronunciation, or first wrote as he would 

have pronounced it and then saw this was a mistake and added (3 ." 
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suggestion is acceptable with the modification that both forms are possible - indeed, that the very purpose 

of the combined form -K-Q is to indicate that both are possible. It should not be ignored, however, that 

osiigla- also carries the label "KanJSk dialect." The possibility of dialect mixture must also be considered, 

then, as an explanation of osna-, osnat-. Clauson's hint that 480 yumun-/yiimiin- might also indicate dialect 

mixture was just mentioned. In this case, however, as in all the other cases besides osiigla-, none of the 
various forms has a dialect label. 

g) /ij>g/ 

There is a tendency for /n/ to lose its nasal quality following /n/ (dissimilation). Thus the usual 

genitive forms of ol, man, san are anig, manig, sanig (see Index). Genitives with -nil} do occur (amin 92:7; 

borinii) 221:6 P; bir ekindinir) 368:8; blr blrnin 371: margin, 378:1; oyliniq 421:7 P). More commonly, 

however, the form is -nig (kimnig 182:14 V, 221:12 V,453:16, 550:8 V, 555:8 V; kuniig (kunniig?) 213:11; 

xannig 215:3 P; quzyunnug 221:6 P anaqnig 253:13 V; kBlnig 308:16 V; yatnig, Sznig 462:17 P; yayinig 

463:12 P; kayiknig 509:15 P; adinnig 543:2 V; kuninig 549:12 P; amig 574:10; yalnuqnig 612:7 P).92 

Datives with the third person possessive, normally -iqa (e.g. anasiiia 316:17, 354:14; tawarirja 

344:11; awink 565:10), occur as -iga on nouns ending in -n (qaniga 563:11 [fldamihi), 626:13 [daman] ).93 

The second singular possessive, normally -ii} (e.g. 196:7 kazigln), occurs as -ig on nouns ending in 

-n (qanig 249:9 V; yenig 512:3). 

Two examples may be noted in which the dissimilation occurs preceding /n/. Thus "your tongue" 

with the accusative ending is tiligni at 463:4 V; and "his wealth" with the accusative is nagin at 251:17 V. 

h) Vowel Length; Madd and Lin Letters; Lightening 

As a rule, vowel length is phonemic only in the first syllable, or root.94 Length tends to be lost 

with suffixes, as Kasyan clearly points out (515-6 G); and this is borne out throughout the Diwan.9 s Most 

of the examples that contradict this rule can be explained. 

First, there are many anomalous long vowels (or, rather, plene writing) in the introductory pages 

of the Diwan (e.g. 10 G blc-yu; cf. 304 G bi£yu); these are probably to be blamed on the copyist. 

Second, KSSyari at times inconsistently uses a plene orthography, as in Uighur, even though he 

states that it is "more elegant and more correct" to shorten the vowel in speech (see 204 kalin G).96 

92. The same form is found in contemporary documents in Uighur script discovered at Yarkend: 

yemig (YYRNYK), begnig (B’KNYK), See §. Tekin, "Bilinen en eski islami tUrk$e metinler: Uygur harf- 

leriyle yazilmi; Karahanlilar devrine ait tarla sati§ senetleri (473, 483 = 1080, 1090)," Selguklu Ara§tirma- 

lari Dergisi 4 (1975), 157-186 — facsimile II.9, IV.18, V.l. 

93. The words read torkunka (222:6), Inkfi (39:14 P) and yinka (446:14 P) should perhaps be 
read torkiiniga, miga, yiniga (?)• 

94. Kelly II, 155. 

95. Examples in Kelly II, 157. Other examples: 339 tutun-: 5t tutundi, V: iidig oti tutunup; 

380 sawruq-: kbzdan yaS sawruqti, V: koziim yasi sawruqup; 616 tanildi baS, ar baSin tanindi. (Cf. 426 G.) 

96. Kelly II, 152-3, 159. 
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Third, there are numerous examples of secondary lengthening, or what may be called "pausal 

lengthening," when words are cited alone, or else in proverbs or verses, especially toward the end of a line 

and in the rhyme position. Examples of /a/ in entries have been cited above (see discussion of /§/); also 

bardi, turdi cited at 284 G (see above, discussion of ilba‘). Example in a proverb: at 176 bork: tatsiz, 

baSsiz; but same proverb at 407 tat: tatsiz, baSsiz. Example in a verse: at 513 bal: qal (imperative of qal-, 

rhymes with bal).9 7 

Fourth, there is another type of secondary lengthening in the root which, like plene writing in the 

non-first syllable, is rather to be interpreted as indicating stress.9 8 We especially find such plene writings in 

two-word phrases, where it points to stress on the root as against the general rule; e.g. 170 tiin: tunla 

kaldiro; 170 tin: anig tmi; 171 qin: qiliC qlni; 243 bayram qum: bayram qumi. This is similar to the loss 

of length in other phrases where the stress goes to the end, following the general rule; e.g. 634 qod-, aorist 

qodur, but in verse: qodur man. The entire subject of stress is complicated and requires much further 

study. 

Normally KiSyan uses the term "madd and lin letters" for the matres lectionis ’-V-Y.9 9 Omitting 

these letters is an example of "lightening" (e.g. 204 kalin G).100 And the shorter form is generally consid¬ 

ered "better" or "more elegant" (e.g. 162 bir, 52 ad, 53 Iw; but note 172 tort: "the better pronunciation 

is TUVRT tort with nan"; also 305 qapar-; 13 G, 284 G, 526 G).1 01 

With the exception of 32 arra, urra, irra, all words ending in a vowel are written plene.102 It is 

unlikely that this indicates vowel length in all these cases; rather, it is probably merely an orthographical 

convention. When suffixes are added the plene writing of the base word is usually maintained. This is true, 

for example, of all verbal stems ending in a vowel (MS. 553 end - 599) i103 in these cases our transcription 

97. Other examples: at 37 ogiit V: tfla (imperative of tila-); at 396 G: tfla, blla (imperatives); 

42 bias V, ukflS; also baS, etc. — see ED, 372, 528. 

98. Kelly II, 159-60. 

99. Only at 13 G Kasyan distinguishes alif (’) as madd and V-Y as lin; elsewhere he uses them 

interchangeably. Kelly II, 153-5, 159. 

100. Other examples: 579 ya3a-, 584 G. In this context "lightening" is a synonym of "assimi¬ 

lation." The term "lightening" as opposed to "heaviness" also means pronouncing a word with a consonant 

dropped (45 aduq for ayduq, 120 anyar- for andyar-, qulna- for *qulunla- at 482 yeni- G; also 30 ir for 32 

irra, 183 sakrz for sakldz); or pronouncing a word with a vowel dropped (33 urq for uniq, 76 oyri for oyiri, 

152 oyurla- < oyri- [sic]). Nasality and consonant clusters, on the other hand, are both "heavy" (613 G, 

626 G); as is the joining of two gutterals of the same genus (292 G: *sayyu5i > sayqpCi). Another type of 

"lightening" is the pronunciation of tid- as 522 tiy-. 

101. Kelly II, 159. 

102. Kelly II, 160-1. Other "exceptions" can be explained as copyist's errors: bolyali at 109:7 

(LY misread as L); muyavu at 271:3 (VUV judged to be a dittograph and read VU); ara at 470:10 ('R' mis¬ 

read as ’R); tagra at 618:12 (TKR’ misread as TKR). Similarly, the later hand added a vowel sign to the 

final consonant in certain words, making them appear as if they end in a vowel and are written non-plene: 

yoqar at 83:5 (verse, shortened from yoqaru for the meter!); ay at 175:9,10; also at 496 qur, 495 kep, 500 

siq. 

103. But note 597 G, which implies that the final mater is only required in the imperative form 

and may be dropped with any endings. 
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follows the normal system of indicating the plene writing in the middle of the word (553-4 badi, bar, 

bamaq), but omitting the vowel-length notation in the running marginal index (ba-). It is also true of 

bisyllabic nominal stems (540 tapa, 586 tapala-), but not of monosyllabic nominal stems, though KaSyan 

often gives the "root-form" in plene notation and says that the mater has dropped (see e.g. 535 tii, ci; 563 
tula- < tfila-, 5ila- < Cila-).104 

104. Other examples: 323 cilas- < (SUaS-; 534 G; 597 G on udiqla-. Note 538 qi (vocative parti¬ 

cle): "It is pronounced long (yumaddu) between the qaf and the 1-vowel" — i.e., an exception? Note also 

that nouns consisting of a vowel only are interpreted long (32 a, u, etc.). Some inconsistent writings are 

again perhaps to be explained by the effect of phrase stress. Thus we find kiSini (KlSlNIY) four times in 

the context bu X ol k. X-yan (88:11,15, 89:4,8), but elsewhere kiSini, always in the context X k. X-di 

(KISIYNY 136:14, 554:15; KISY NY 416:14, 430:11, 485:17). Similarly, we find kiSflar (KISYL’R) six 

times (102:14, 103:9, 160:7, 438:9, 467:8, 617:11); but at 208:8,9 first klsMr (KI§Y LA’R) in the phrase 

quram k., then kisilar (KISIL’R) in the sentence k. quram olturdi. 
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[I. 2/3] 2 

In the Name of God the Merciful the Compassionate 

— in Him there is Assistance — 

Praise be to God, most lavish of bounty, and gracious of benefaction; Who sent forth Gabriel, with 

a detailed Exposition, a Revelation, setting forth clearly what is forbidden and what permitted; to Muham¬ 

mad, who then followed the Way, and raised up the Lamp and the Guide; at a time when the heartiest was 

sickly, and the most eloquent was dumb; God bless him and his family, of most noble lineage, and grant 

them peace. 

To proceed. The slave, Mahmud ibn al-Husayn ibn Muhammad [al-KSsyan] states: 

When I saw that God Most High had caused the Sun of Fortune to rise in the Zodiac of the Turks, 

and set their Kingdom among the spheres of Heaven; that He called them “Turk,” and gave them Rule; 

making them kings of the Age, and placing in their hands the reins of temporal authority; appointing them 

over all mankind, and directing them to the Right; that He strengthened those who are affiliated to them, 

and those who endeavor on their behalf; so that they attain from them the utmost of their desire, and are 

delivered from the ignominy of the slavish rabble; — [then I saw that] every man of reason must attach 

himself to them, or else expose himself to their falling arrows. And there is no better way to approach 

them than by speaking their own tongue, thereby bending their ear, and inclining1 their heart. And when 

one of their foes comes over to their side, they keep him secure from fear of them; then others may take 

refuge with him, and all fear of harm be gone! 

I heard from one of the trustworthy informants among the Imams of Bukhara, and from another 

Imam of the people of Nishapur: both of them reported the following tradition, and both had a chain of 

transmission going back to the Apostle of God, may God bless him and grant him peace. When he was 

speaking about the signs of the Hour and the trials of the end of Time, 

[I. 3/4] 3 

and he mentioned the emergence of the Oyuz Turks, he said: “Learn the tongue of the Turks, for their 

reign will be long (tuwal, transmitted with raf of the fa’)!’ Now if this Hadith is sound — and the burden of 

proof is on those two! — then learning it is a religious duty; and if it is not sound, still Wisdom demands it. 

I have travelled throughout their cities and steppes, and have learned their dialects and their 

rhymes; those of the Turks, the Turkman-Oyuz, the Cigil, the Yayma, and the Qirqiz. Also, I am one of 

the most elegant among them in language, and the most eloquent in speech; one of the best educated, the 

most deep-rooted in lineage, and the most penetrating in throwing the lance. Thus have I acquired per¬ 

fectly the dialect of each one of their groups; and I have set it down in an encompassing book, in a well- 

ordered system. 

1. MS. istimala, read ittimala. 
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I wrote this, my book, asking the assistance of God Most High; and I have named it LHwan Luyat 

at-Turk (“Compendium of the Turkic Dialects”); in order that it be an everlasting memorial, and an eternal 

treasure; and have Dedicated it to: 

His Excellency; of the Hallowed and Prophetic, Imamate, Hashemite, Abbasid line; our Master and 

Patron; Abu 1-Qasim ‘Abdallah ibn Muhammad al-Muqtadi bi-Amrillah; Emir of the Faithful and 

Deputy of the Lord of Worlds. May God prolong his abiding in everlasting glory and felicitous life, and 

anchor the foundations of his authority in such glory that former splendors will abide in his courtyard. 

May He exalt the degrees of his Proof with such favors that mankind will draw life from the bounty of his 

hand; with Good Fortune the companion of the auspicious star, and Determination whose arrow hits the 

mark; with friend joined to glorious victory, and foe weakened by ignominious subjection. May the Mus¬ 

lims never be deprived of his Shadow and his Beauty, his Strength, his Favor, and his Splendor. 

And I have set it out according to the order of the alphabet; 

[1.4/5] 4 

and adorned it with words of wisdom and elegant speech, proverbs, verses of poetry, and sentences of 

prose. Thus did I soften its rough places, and make smooth its pits and hollows. I have spent long years of 

labor over it, causing each word to lie down in its proper place, and lifting each one out of obscurity; so 

that the one who seeks it may find it in its correct compartment, and the one who desires it may observe it 

in its allotted order. 

I have comprised this entire language in eight books: 

1st — Book of Words Vowel-Initial (kitab al-hamz): we brought this to the fore, taking an augur from the 

Book of God Most High; 

2nd — Book of Sound Words (kitab as-salim)-, 

3rd — Book of Doubled Words (kitab al-muda‘af)\ 

4th — Book of Words Initial-Weak (kitab al-mital); 

5th — Book of Words Medial-Weak (kitab 4awat at-talata); 

6th — Book of Words Final-Weak (kitab dawat al-arba‘a); 

7th — Book of Nasal Words (kitab al-yunna); 

8th — Book of Words Joining Two Unvowelled Consonants (kitab al-jam‘ bayn as-sakinayn). 

Each of these books I have divided into two parts, Nouns and Verbs; putting the nouns first, then the verbs, 

and dividing them further into chapters according to their stations, the first ones first, [etc. — i.e., accord¬ 

ing to length and pattern]. The titles of these books and chapters I have borrowed from Arabic, as techni¬ 

cal terms, since people are familiar with them. 

I originally intended to structure the book along the lines of al-Khalil in his 

[I. 5/6] 5 

Kitab al-‘Ayn, recording together both words that are in use and those that do not occur, in order to show 

that the Turkic dialects keep pace with Arabic like two horses in a race. That method would have been 

more comprehensive. The present structure, however, is more to the point, since it is easily accessible, and 

people generally prefer it. Therefore I have set down only what is in actual use, and have ignored what does 

not occur, for the sake of brevity. 
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The following is a table of [the types of words which] are found, and those which are not found, 

so that you may know their scope in Turkic. 

’ARIQ • ariq “canal” (nahr) . found. 

’AQUR- aqur “stable” (istabl)   found. 

QA’R- qar “snow” (talj) . found. 

QARA’ qara “black” (aswad) . found. 

RAQA’ raqa   not found. 

RA’Q- -raq Comparative suffix . found. 

’AZUQ • azuq “provisions” (zad) . found. 

’AQUZ • aquz   not found. 

QUZIY qozi “lamb” (hamal) . found. 

QIYZ • qlz “girl” (jariya) . found. 

ZIQIY ziqi   not found. 

ZIYIQ • ziyiq   not found. 

“The first step points the way”: you may judge by analogy with these the case of quadriliteral and multi¬ 

literal words. 

I have chosen this arrangement, then, for the sake of lightness and brevity. Thus have I brought 

forth a book with which nothing at all can compete. The fundamentals are arranged according to rules and 

principles which are clearly set forth, so that the composition follows the proper path and the exemplary 

model. It will guide correcdy those who seek earnestly in it, and follow faithfully those who forge ahead of 

it; it is an open road on which to travel, and a ladder by which to ascend. 

For each of their dialectal groups I have established the root principles from which the acts of 

speech branch out; since pruning down what is spread out allows wisdom to grow. I have strewn therein 

examples of their verses, which they utter in their pronouncements and declarations; as well as proverbs 

[I. 7/8] 6 

which they coin according to the ways of wisdom, both in adversity and in felicity, and which are handed 

down from speaker to transmitter. And I have gathered therein much-repeated matters, and famous expres¬ 

sions. Thus has the book attained the utmost of excellence, and the extreme of refinement. 

May God grant me success in my endeavor. Upon Him do I rely. There is no power and no 

strength except with God the Exalted. He is our Sufficiency, and the finest Protector. 

Concerning the Letters on which the Dialects are Based 

The letters composing the Turkic dialects comprise eighteen primary letters, which go to make up 

the Turkic script. They are combined in the following vox memoriae: ’axuwka laffa samj nazaq badr 

lutiyya.1 Separately [i.e,, in alphabetical order] they are written as in the following table. 

1. These are Arabic words, meaning: “your brother, he wrapped, ugly, frivolity, seed, the rainy 

season.” The first word, in normal transcription, is axuka. 
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JL 
D 

2r 
L 

These letters correspond to the Arabic [hija’ order]: b, t, t. 

There are also seven other, secondary, letters, which are not differentiated in the script, though the 

dialects cannot do without them. They are: the hard ba’2 (p); the Arabic jtm, which is rare3 in this lan¬ 

guage; the zay produced between the points of articulation for zay and fin (z); the Arabic fa’-, the dotted 
jaynf 

[I. 8/9] ? 

the kaf produced between the points of articulation for qaf and kaf (g); the nasal kaf produced between 

Jayn and qaf and nun and qaf (ij) — this letter is the hardest to pronounce for a non-Turk. These second¬ 

ary letters are written with the characters of the primary letters, but they are distinguished by diacritical 
points. 

In none of the Turkic dialects will you find the following [Arabic letters]: t5’; the emphatic let¬ 

ters, ta’, za’, sad, dad; the gutteral letters, ha’, ha’, ‘ayn. To be sure, some say for “owl”: ’UVHIYtthi, but 

the genuine language has: ’UVKIY tigi with kaf - Qifcaq dialect. “Flint” iscalled: JAHA’ Saha in KanCSk 

dialect, with slurring (rakik). And “bleariness of the eye” is called: ’UVH- iih (?) - this too is not genuine. 

Besides this, ha may appear in pausal form [in certain onomatopoeic expressions], such as the call for a 

falcon: TA’H- TA’H- tah tah, or the call for a foal: QURRIH- QURRIH1 qurrih qurrih. But it does not 

occur in orderly speech. You do find ha’ in the speech of Khotan, since it is of Indian origin; and in the 

speech of Kan£ak as well, since it is not Turkic. 

If you require to write ta , then you must use the form for Turkic dal and add the appropriate dia¬ 

critical marks; similarly for dad use dal with pointing, and for sad use sin with pointing. For ha’, ‘ayn and 

ha use the form for the dotted xa and indicate the intended form with an appropriate mark, since these 

letters are peculiar to Arabic and when they are written in the Turkic alphabet they must accommodate to 

the pattern of its letters; they may then be distinguished by appropriate pointings or markings. 

All of the letters may be written. 

[I. 9/10] g 

in the following vox memoriae when joined together. 

2. MS. ya’. 

3. MS. 7ariza, read ‘aziza. 

4. MS. ‘ayn. The “dot” distinguishes yayn from ‘ayn in Arabic script; in Uighur script Tis writ¬ 
ten with the sign for X and Q. 

1. Final sukiin (•) in each case altered from U. 
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(’awaxa vasaqa yakada manaza bacara satala) 

The basic principle of this orthography is that every fatha (A) is expressed by an alif in the script, 

even when there is no basis for it in pronunciation [i.e., when not pronounced long); every damma (U) is 

written with vav, even when there is no basis for it in pronunciation; and every kasra (I) with ya’, even 

when there is no basis. This is similar to the Arabic orthography of the words ab and ax (“father, brother”) 

in the construct state; you say hada abuka (“This is your father”), ra’aytu abaka (“I saw your father”), and 

marartu bi-abika (“I passed by your father”) — you write them this way, with an added letter for the 

vowel.1 

This is the script used for all documents and correspondence of the Khaqans and the Sultans, from 

ancient times to the present, and from Kashgar to Upper Sin, encompassing all the lands of the Turks. 

Furthermore, the speech of the Turks contains i$ba‘ (“saturation”); imala (“deflection”) and 

ismdm (“flavoring”) to the three vowels; salaba (“hardness”) and rikka (“thinness”) in pronunciation; 

yuttna (“nasalization”); the nasal consonant; the joining of two unvowelled consonants; the joining of qaf 

and jim; the alternation of ba’ with mim and of nun with lam-, etc. Each will appear in its proper place. 

On Deverbal Nouns 

Nouns are of two types, derived and simple. Those from verbs are derived by adding to them [i.e., 

to the verbal stems] letters (suffixes) to the number of twelve. Simple ones are such as: QILIJ- qiliC for 

“sword” and: ’UVQ-2 oq for “arrow”; this type of noun cannot be further analyzed. 

[I. 10/11] 9 

Only the derive ones may be analyzed. Furthermore, of these, some are actually heard and in use, while 

others may be derived analogically but are not actually found. I have omitted what does not occur, and I 

have furnished principles based on actual usage, although non-occurring forms may be derived from these 

by analogy. 

The nouns that stem from verbs are formed by the addition of one [or more] of the following 

twelve letters: alif, ta’, jim, Jm, Jayn, qaf, the sound kaf, the thin kaf produced between the points of 

articulation for qaf and kaf (g), lam, mtm, nun, vav. 

Example of alif :: BIL-KA’ bilga “Knowing, wise, intelligent”; derived from: BIL-DIY bildi “He 

knew something.” :: ’UGA’ Oga — an honorific title for one of superior intellect; derived from: ’UVDIY 

NA’N-KNIY odi nanni “He understood the matter after thinking it over.” And a certain food is called: 

’UVA’ uva derived from: ’UV-DIY uvdi “He crumbled the thing,” since you crumble sugar in it. 

1. In Arabic script vowel lengthening is indicated with the matres lectionis: alif for a, waw for 

u, yd’ for t. 

2. Original word in red ink; hamza over alif (’) and V added later in black. 
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The alif is usually fixed with a mini. Example :: KAS-MA’ kasm'a “Forelock”, from: KASDIY 

kasdi “He cut,” since that part of the hair is cut off so that it does not cover the eyes. And “a braid” is 

called: ’UVR-MA’ SAJ- drm'a sag from: ’UVR-DY ordi “He braided.” 

Example of ta’ :: QAJUT- qadut “Pursuit,” from: QAJ DIY qagdi “He fled.” And “a garment” 

is called: KADUT- kadiit, from: KAD-TIY k'adti “He put on the garment.” 

[I. 12/12] 10 

Example of jim ::KUMAJ- komaC “Flat-bread,” from: KUMDIY komdi “He buried (in the 

embers, or other).” :: SAWIN-J sawing “Joy,” from: SAWIN-DIY sawindi “(The person) rejoiced.” 

Example of Itn :: BILlS- bili§ “One with whom [you have] acquaintance,” from: BIL-DIY bildi 

“He was acquainted.” And “war and strife” is called: ’UVRU§- TUQUS- uru§ toqus, from: TJVR-DIY 

urdi “He struck,” and from: TUQIYDIY toqldi also “He struck.” 

There are three usages of the yayn. 

1) It is added to verbal roots to form nouns. Example: something “clean” is called: ’ARIF- 

ariy, from: ’ARIN-DIY [sic] NA’N-K aridi nai) “The thing was clean.” And something “dry” is called: 

QURUr- quruy, from: QURIYDIY qurTdi “It dried.” 

2) It is added to simple nouns to form nouns of place. Example :: YAYLAT- yaylay “Summer 

pasture”; YA’Y- yay is “Summer,” and yayn is added to it for this meaning. Similarly, “Winter pasture” is 

called: QlS-LAT- qiSlay; QlS- qis is “Winter,” and adding yayn brings about this meaning. 

3) It is added to verbal roots, fixed with vav, in all of the Turkic dialects [sic], to form nouns of 

instrument. Example :: 'BIYJ-rV biCyu “Name of the instrument with which something is cut,” from: 

BIYJ DIY biCdi “He cut.” :: ’UR-TV NA’NK- liryu nan “Something with which a thing is beaten,” from: 

’UR-DIY urdi “He beat.” In this last usage it alternates with thin kclf. Example :: KAS-KUV NA’NK kasgii 
nan “Something 

[1.13/13] 11 

with which to cut,” from: KAS DIY kasdi “He cut.” :: ’AWUVS-KUV awusgii “Something with which to 

winnow,” from: ’AWyVS-DIY awfisdi “He winnowed something.” The yayn occurs with verbs that have 

isba‘ but not those that have imala or rikka-, the kaf acts just the reverse of this. The yayn or kaf in this lan¬ 

guage corresponds to the mim which is prefixed to verbal roots in Arabic [to form nouns of instrument] ; 

for example: minjal (“scythe”), from najala “He cut the herbage”; munxul (“sieve”), from naxala (“He 

sifted the flour, or other”); minsaf (“winnow”), from nasafa, “He winnowed the thing.” 

The Oyuz, for this usage, have alif in place of yayn or kaf, and sin andya’ in place of vav. Exam¬ 

ple :: YAirA’J-1 BIJA’SIY NA’NK yiyac bifcSsi nHq “Something with which to cut wood.” :: ’UTVNG- 

KASA’SIY BALJDUV otun kasasi baldu “An ax used to cut firewood.” Nouns of time and place, and the 

infinitive [sic], are formed on the same pattern. Between the KhaqanI Turks, etc., on the one hand, and 

1. First A in red, as rest of word, crossed out in black (later hand); I in black. 
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Turkman-Oyuz, etc., on the other, there is an absolute and consistent dialectal cleavage. This will be ex¬ 

plained in the proper places, God willing [see 25-28]. 

Example of qaf: a “comb” is called: TAR-rA’Q- taryaq,from: SAJ' TARA’DIY saC taradi “He 

combed the hair.” And a “scythe” is called: ’UR-TA’Q-oryaq, from: ’UT- ’UVR-DIY ot drdi “He cut the 

grass.” 

Example of hard kaf: you call a “piece” of something: KAS’K- NA’NK- kasak nan, from: 

KAS-DY kasdi “He cut.” You call a “coverlet”: ’A§UK aSiik, from: ’ASUVDIY aSiidi “He covered it.” 

Example of thin kaf: you call something “alive”: TIRIK- ting, from: TIRIYL DIY tirildi “He 

came to life.” 

[I. 15/15] 12 

And something “dead” is called: ’UVLUK oliig, from: ’UVL-DIY oldi “He died.” 

Example of lam :: BIYJ-ITYL- YIYR- blfi'yil yer “Cracks in the ground,” from: BIYJIYL-DIY 

NA’NK- bMldi nan “The thing was cut.” And you call something “mixed black and white”:1 TAR-HYL- 

taryU, from: TARIYL-DIY tarildi “The thing separated” — as if the black and white had mixed and then 

separated from each other. 

Example of mlm :: YADIM yadim “Carpet,’’from: YAD-TIY yadti “He spread it out.” And “a 

slice of melon” is called: BIYR- BIYJIM- QA’rUVN- bir bicim qaiun, from: BIYJ-DIY biddi “He cut.” 

Example of nun: you call “a flood”: ’AQIN- aqin, from: SUW- ’AQ-DY suw aqdi “The water 

flowed.” And you call “a pile of dirt”: YIYITN' TUB-RA’Q- yiyin topraq, from: TUB-RA’Q Yir-DIY 

topraq yiydi “He piled up the dirt.” 

The vav is seldom found alone without an accompanying word following it. Example: you call 

“a cupping glass”: SUR-rUV soryu, from: SUR-DIY sordi “(The animal) sucked (the milk or blood).” 

:: TUR-ruV YIYR- turyu yer “A place to stay.” 

These are the principles upon which all the dialects turn, like the Pole upon which turns the Heav¬ 

enly Sphere. They are general rules for all verbs, biliteral, triliteral, quadriliteral, quinquiliteral, or longer. 

We have given a summary explanation in this place, and will dwell on each point as it comes up afterward, 

God willing. 

On the Scope of Word Patterns 

Biliteral, lightened [i.e., with short vowel]. Example :: ’AT- at “Horse.” ’AR ar “Man.” 

Triliteral. ::’AZUQ-azuq “Provisions.” YAZUQ yazuq “Sin.” 

Quadriliteral. :: 

1. MS. ayraf a'ram, the first word should be read abraq. 
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[I. 16/16] 13 

YAFMUR’ yaymur “Rain.” JAr-MUR caymur “Turnip.” 

Quinquiliteral. :: QURUr-SA’Q quruysaq “Stomach.” QUpUR-FA’Q- quduryaq “One of the two 

tails of a gown.” 

Sextiliteral. The “girth” of a saddle is: KUMUL-DURUK' komiildiiriik. The “crupper” is: 

QUDUZ ruVN- quduzTfln. 

Septiliteral. This is rare, in nouns. An example is: ZARrNJMUVD- zaryuncmud — the name 

for a type of basil. 

There is no pattern beyond the septiliteral. 

On Nominal Augments 

Nominal augments [consist first of all of] madd (“prolonging”) and lin (“softening”) letters. 

Example of madd: “A sack of wheat” is called: TATA’R- tayar. And “a firebrand” is: JAW’R- 

Cawar. 

Example of lin: “a protected place or reserve” is called: QURIYT- qoriy. Something “clean” is: 

’ARIYr- any. Something “ready” is: ’ANUVQ- anuq. “A witness” is: TANUVQ- tanuq. 

Example of hamza: “a stallion” is called: ’AD-TIR- adyir. “Rhubarb” is: ’SFVN isyun. 

Example of nun: “A smith’s hammer” is called: BAZ-TA’N bazyan. “Eroded land” is: QAZT’N- 

qazyan. 

Example of vav: “silk” is called: TUR-QUV torqu. A “light-witted” man is: QURFUV quryu. 

Example of ya': “A mound” is called: KUT-KIY kotki. A “frowning” face is: BUR-QIY burqi. 

It is permitted to drop the lin letter in pronunciation from words of the pattern fa'al or fu‘al or 

fi'al or fa'ul or fa'tl. For example, “wood” is called: YAir’J- yiyad, but you are permitted to say: YirAJ- 
yiyaC. Similarly, “the opposite bank of a canal or a river” is called: YuriJVJ- yoyuC, but it is permissible 

to pronounce it: YUrUJ- yoyuC. The same holds for the word: QURIYr- qoriy “Reserve”; you may also 

say: UQURir* qoriy. Shorter speech is more elegant than that which is lengthened. 

The remaining points will be mentioned in the course of the book, God willing. 

On Verbal Augments and their Formation 

Verbs [i.e., verbal stems] may be biliteral, triliteral, quadriliteral, quinquiliteral, or sextiliteral. 
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[I. 18/19] 14 

Verbal augments [i.e., suffixes to nominal or verbal roots] consist of the following ten letters: alif, ta’, ra’, 

sin, Sin, qaf or kaf, lam, nun, lam-alif, ya’. Each is suffixed with a different meaning. 

The alif [forms verbs from nouns.] Example :: TAB'ZA’DIYtapz'adi“He envied,” from the root: 

TABIZ' tapiz “Swamp.” :: QUB'ZA’DIY qopzadi “He played the lute,” from the root: QUBUZ' qopuz 

[“Lute”]. 

The ta’ is used to transitivize a verb. Example :: TARir ’ARITIY tariy aritti “He cleaned the 

wheat (or other)”; :: TUVN' QURUTY ton qurutti “He dried the garment (or other).” The respective 

roots are: ’ARIYDIY arldi “It was clean,” and: QURIYDIY quridi “It dried.” 

The ra' is usually compounded with ta’ to transitivize a verb. Example :: BAR'DIY bardi “He 

went”; BAR'TUR'DIY barturdi “He caused to go.” KAL'DIY kaldi “He came”; KAL'TUR'DIY kalturdi 

“He let come.” 

The sin is added to verbal roots with the meaning that one desires to perform the action. Example 

:: SUVW ’IJSADIY suw icsadi “He desired to drink the water.” :: ’A§' YAIYSADIY aSyesadi “He desired 

to eat the food.” 

It may also be added with the meaning of [the Arabic pattern] tafa'ul, when one pretends1 to 

perform a certain action, but does not actually do so. Example :: TJL MAN'DIYN' YARMA’Q ’ALLM'- 

SIN'DY ol mandin yarmaq alimsindi “He pretended to take from me the dirham (or other).” :: ’UL 

MAN K’ KULUM'SIN'DY ol maqa kiiliimsindi “He [pretended] to laugh at me.” 

The Sin is added with the meaning of mufa'ala, when the action is mutual. Example :: ’UVR'DIY 

urdi “He struck”; ’URUS'DIY urusdi “He struck back or fought.” TUR'DIY turdi “He stood up”; TURUS- 

DIY turuSdi 

[I. 19/20] 15 

“He stood up to someone or withstood.” The idea of competing or vying may also be present with this 

type; we shall discuss that in its proper chapter [see, e.g., 325 G]. 

The qaf is added with the meaning of maful, when one is overcome or forced. Example :: ’AR' 

’AJIYQDIY ar aCiqdi ‘ ‘The man was overcome with hunger (from being imprisoned or detained).” :: 

YIL-QIY YUTUQ-DIY yflqi yutiqdi “The cattle were burnt (i.e. frostbitten) by a calamity that overtook 

them.” Usually in this type the qaf is compounded with sin. Example :: ’AR- ’AR-SIQ-DIY ’ar arsiqdi 

“The man was deceived.” :: ’AR' SUY'SUQ'DIY ar soysuqdi “The man was stripped of his wealth.” 

The kaf alternates with qaf in this meaning for words with rikka or imala, or that have kaf. Exam¬ 

ple :: QAJTIN ’R' YIT'SIK'TIY qatyin ar yetsikti “The fleeing man was caught up with.” :: ’UL ’AR' 

BIL'SIK'TIY ol ar bilsfkti “That man was recognized and his hidden affair became known.” 

14 1. ara, altered to uriya; thus throughout the text. 
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The lam is added to verbal roots when the agent of the action is not mentioned. Example :: ’AR' 

’UVQ ’ATIY air oq atti “The man shot the arrow”;:: ’UVQ ’ATIL'DIY oq atildi “The arrow was shot.” :: 

BUVZ' TUQIYDIY bbz toqldi “He wove the cloth”; then :: BUVZ' TUQIYL'DIY boz toqlldi “the 

cloth was woven.” 

The nun is added with the meaning of direct association of the agent with the action, with no 

intermediary. Example :: ’UL YAR'MA’QIN ’ALIN'DY ol yarmaqin alindi “He seized his dirhams by 

himself.” ;; UL MAN'DIYN’ TAW’RIYN' QULUN DIY ol mandln tawarin qolundi “He took it upon 

himself to ask me for his money.” 

The lam-alif is added only to nouns to form verbs. Example BAIYK' QUVS'LA’DIY beg 

quiladi “The emir hunted 

[I. 21/22] 16 

birds”; QUVS' quS meaning “birds” is an indeclinable noun, and when lam-alif is affixed to it, it then acts 

like a simple verb in all respects. This is an important principle, and must be memorized. BAK KAN'- 

DA’ QIY§ LA’DIY beg kanda qlSladi “The emir spent the winter in the city”; QIY§' qis is “winter,” and 

becomes a verb when lam-alif is joined to it. 

The ya’ is compounded with lam for verbs meaning that the action was about to be performed 

but had not yet taken place. Example :: ’UL TURTA’LIY QAL'DIY ol turyali qaldi “He was about to 

stand up,”1 :: ’UL BARrA’LIY QAL'DIY ol baryali qaldi “He was about to go but had not yet gone.” 

Learn these principles! 

On the Order of the Patterns 

We begin with biliterals, then triliterals, quadriliterals, quinquiliterals, and sextiliterals. 

We put first those with unvowelled middle radical, then those that are vowelled with various 

vocalizations; after this, those with prefixed augments, namely hamza and the like; then those with aug¬ 

ments between the first and second radicals, in their various vocalizations; finally, those with suffixed aug¬ 

ments. 

This is the method for every pattern that I have explained; and these are the sum of the nominal 

patterns in every book. 

On the Order of Letters 

We begin with nouns ending in ba’, and go on from there, following the course of the entire 

alphabet, according to the model of the foremost litterateurs, and in imitation of the arrangement 

16 1. Gloss in a later hand: “but did not stand.” 
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[I. 22/23] 17 

in Arabic dictionaries. At the same time, we have taken into account the initial consonant of words, and 

also their articulation; the closer a letter is to hamza, the earlier does it appear in the [words of a given] 

pattern. We have not put the [Arabic] copula waw among the words, since it has no place in this lan¬ 

guage; so understand! 

On Adjectivals that are not Mentioned 

The following adjectivals may be formed [from verbs] in any chapter, each with its characteris¬ 

tic meaning. 

1) The participle expressing infrequency of the action. Example :: BAR'DIY ’AR' bardiar “The 

man went”; participle :: BARDAJIY ’AR- bardaCi ar “The going man, the man who went.” KALDY 

’AR- kaldi ar “The man came”; KALDAJIY ’AR- kaldati ar “The coming man, the man who came.” This 

type of adjectival will not be mentioned [in the noun sections]. 

2) The participle expressing continuity or frequent occurrence of the action. Example :: ’UL 

’AR- ’UL ’AWKA’ BARATA’N ol ar ol awka baryan “That man is one who goes frequently to his house.” 

:: ’UL KiSY ’UL BIYZK’ KALAKA’N ol kisi ol bEzkS kalgan “That man is one who comes to us often.” 

This type of adjective will not be mentioned. 

3) The participle expressing intent and desire to perform the action. Example :; ’UL ’AR- ’UL 

’WK’ BARlPSA’Q- ol ar ol awka barrysaq “That man is one who intends and desires to go home.” ::’UL 

K§Y ’UL BYZKA’ KALIK'SA’K" ol kiS ol bizka kaligsak “That is a person who is desirous of coming to 

us.”1 

4) The participle expressing that one ought to perform the action. Example :: ’UL ’AWKA’ 

BARTILIQ [sic] ’AR-DY ol awka baryuluq 'ardi “He should have gone home.”1 The Oyuz replace this 

lam by sin for this meaning, in all 

[I. 23/25] 18 

chapters [see 296 G]. [Another example] :: ’UL YIKT- BIYZ KA’ KALKUVLUVK ’AR'DIY ol yigit 

bizka kalgUliik ardi “That young man ought to have come to us.” 

5) The participle expressing that one is about to perform the action. Example :: MAN ’AW'KA’ 

BARIYPLIY MAN mSn awka barryii min “I am about to come to you.”1 

All of these adjectivals were derived from the same verbal roots. By analogy with these you may 

deduce the adjectivals in these meanings from all verbs. 

17 1. Gloss in later hand; “This will not be mentioned.” In the body of the text the words “not 

mentioned” are crossed out after the first sentence of 4) and 5). 

18 1. See note to previous page. 
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The passive participle (?)2 is also left unmentioned, except in connection with [the sections ex¬ 

plaining] rules, in order to explain the scope of the rule and the manner of the variants of this form among 

the people (?). 

As for the formation of plurals and singulars, the comparison of adjectives, diminutives, and other 

types of inflection- none of these is mentioned, since I have devoted to them another book, named: kitSb 

jawahir an-nahw ft luyat at-turk (“The Gems of Grammar of the Turkic Dialects”), and you may study it 

for these grammatical rules, God willing. 

On Infinitives that are not Mentioned 

Infinitives or verbal nouns are of two sorts: 1) the infinitive absolute — this is mentioned in the 

verb sections along with the preterite and the aorist;3 and 2) the infinitive construct, which has the meaning 

of a hal (adverb describing a condition) — I do not mention this except when necessary. 

Example of the infinitive absolute :: BAR'DIY bardi “He went,” BARIYR- barir “He goes,” 

BAR MA’Q- barmaq “A going, to go.” KAL'DIY kaldi “He came,” KALIYR' kafir “He comes,” KAL- 
MA’K' k&lmak “A coming, to come.” 

Examples of the infinitive 

[I. 25/26] 19 

construct :: MANIG BARTIM' BULSA’ MAN K’ TUSlTYL mSnig baryim bolsa mana tuSyil “When the 

time comes for me to go, meet me.” :: KAYIK' KALKIY BULSA’ ’UQTA’ kayik kaligi bolsa oqta “When 

the game appears, shoot at it.” Proverb [= 286 G, 293 G]: TA’Z' KALIKIY BURK'JIYKA’ taz kaligi P 

borkCika “The bald man’s coming to a hatter (is inevitable).” The rule for this type of infinitive is to add 

to the stem yayn or qaf in words that have qaf or iSba‘ [or kaf otherwise; see 286] . Example :: BARIT' 

BAR'DY bariy bardi “He went a direct going.” :: ’UL QULIN ’URUT ’UR'DIY ol qulin uruy urdi “He 

gave his slave a real beating.” The qaf or [hard] kaf is only found in construct [ to a personal pronoun], 

never alone like the yayn [or thin kaf]. Example :: ’ANIG' YURUQIY NATAK anig yoriqi natag “What is 

the manner of his walking, how is his conduct?” This type of qaf may also be an alternant of yayn. The 

[thin] kaf is used in words that have kaf or rikka. Example :: ’ANIY SUKUK' SUK'TIY ani sokiig sokti 

He reviled him greatly.” :: ’UL QULIN TABIK TAB'DIY ol qulin tapig tapdi “He gave his slave a strong 

kick.” This type is used for emphasis and affirmation, as in the words of God Most High and Blessed: wa- 

kallama llahu miisa takliman (Q.4:162 “and unto Moses God spoke directly”). 

My sole purpose in mentioning these types of rules is conciseness and completeness, since these 

rules have a general application. Every rule that I mention, and every principle that I establish holds good 

for all of these dialects, and so must be learned, God willing. 

2. al-mawfuf alladi waqa'a ‘alayhi l-fi‘l: this is probably a roundabout expression for the passive 

participle, elsewhere called maful and discussed after the fa’il (active participle) section in the sections 

explaining rules; see, e.g., 351, 425, 583. The last part of the sentence is also troublesome: ibanatan li- 

jarayan al-qiyas wa-i‘laman kayfiyya luyat hada l-harfmin an-nas. 

3. MS. ‘abir, read yabir. 
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On What is Mentioned in the Book and What is Not 

Of the names of mountains and deserts, and of rivers, lakes, and other bodies of water, I have men¬ 

tioned 

[I. 26/27] 20 

those which are within the territories of Islam, since their names are on people’s tongues. I have mentioned 

them because they are well known; but the majority of them I have left unmentioned, because of their 

obscurity. As for those that are in the lands of Polytheism, I have mentioned a few and have avoided the 

rest, since there is no profit in mentioning them. 

Foreign words in this language are not mentioned. 

The same for proper names of men and women, except that I have mentioned those that are well 

known and widespread, and which therefore require to be known exactly. 

On the Classes of the Turks and an Outline of their Tribes 

The Turks are, in origin, twenty tribes. They all trace back to Turk, son of Japheth, son of Noah, 

God’s blessings be upon them - they correspond to the children of Rum, son of Esau, son of Isaac, son of 

Abraham, God’s blessings be upon them. Each tribe has branches whose number only God knows. I shall 

mention only the great tribes and leave the little ones, except for the branches of the Oyuz-Turkman — 

their branches I shall mention, along with the brands of their cattle, since people need to know them [see 

4041 o-yuz]. 

[In the following list] I outline the geographical position of each of their tribes in the eastern 

world.1 They are listed in order [from West] to East, both pagan and Muslim, beginning with those closest 

to Rum. First is: BAJANAK' baCanak, then: QIFJA’Q' qifdaq, then: ’UHJZ' oyuz, then: YAM’K' 

yemak, then: BA5riR'T' bas7irt, then: YAS’MIL’2 basmil, then: QA’Y‘ qay, then: YABA’QUV yabaqu, 

then: TATA’R’ tatar, then: QIRQIZ qirqiz. The last one is closest to Sin. 

[I. 28/28] 21 

All of these tribes are opposite Rum, extending toward the East. 

Then: JIKIL «jgil, then: TUXSY tuxsi, then: YATM’ yaTma, then: TRA’Q oTraq, then: JARUQ 

caruq, then: JUMUL iomiil, then: ’UYTUR ujryur, then: TANKUT taqut, then: XITA’Y xitay which is 

Sin, then: TWFA’J tawyafi which is Masin. These tribes are middling between South and North. 

Each of them is shown in the following circle (map).1 

20 1. I.e., excluding the conquests of the Turks in the Near East and Anatolia. 

2. Y altered from B as throughout the text. 

21 1. The map covers MS. 22-3. The original is in four colors, the key given in the'four corners as 

follows: Rivers are gray. Seas are green. 

Sands (deserts) are yellow. Mountains are red. 
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[I. 29/29] 24 

On the Turkic Dialects 

The most elegant of the dialects belongs to those who know only one language, who do not mix 

with Persians, and who do not customarily settle in other lands. Those who have two languages and who 

mix with the populace of the cities have a certain slurring (rikka) in their utterances - for example, Soy- 

daq, Kancak and Aryu. The second category are such as Khotan, Tiibiit and some of Tangut - this class 

are settlers in the lands of the Turks. I shall now outline the language of each of their groups. 

The language of the people of Jabarqa is unknown because of their distance and the interposition 

of the Great Sea between them and Mafln. 

The people of Ma$in and of Sin have a language of their own, although the sedentary population 

know Turkic well and their correspondence with us is in the Turkic script. 

Also the language of Yajuj and Majuj is unknown because of the Barrier and the interposition of 

the mountains and the sea that is near Masin. 

Tiibiit have a language of their own. Khotan also have both a script and a language of their own. 

Both of these do not know Turkic well. 

The Uighur have a pure Turkic language, and also another language which they speak among them¬ 

selves. [And they have two] writing systems, one in the Turkic script composed of twenty-five1 letters 

which I have enumerated above [6] and in which their correspondence is written, and another which they 

have in common with Sin and in which they write their scriptures and registers — no one can read it except 

their priests. 

Those that 

[1.30/29] 25 

I have named to this point are sedentary peoples. 

Among the nomadic peoples are the fiomiil — they have a gibberish (ratana) of their own, but also 

know Turkic; also Qay, Yabaqu, Tatar and Basmil1 — each of these groups has its own language, but they 

also know Turkic well. 

Then Qirqiz, Qifcaq, Oyuz, Tuxsi, Yayma, Cigil, Oyraq,2 and Caruq — they speak pure Turkic, a 

single language. 

Approaching these is the language of Yemak and BaSyirt. 

1. MS. “twenty-four.” 

1. MS. Y AS'MIL, Y altered from B. 

2. MS. ’HPRA’Q'; I by a later hand (dark black ink, thin pen). 

24 

25 
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As for the language of Bulyar, Suvar, and Bacanak, approaching Rum, it is Turkic of a single type 

with clipped ends (?). 

The lightest of the dialects is that of Oyuz. The most correct is that of Yayma and Tuxsi, and those 

who dwell on the rivers Ila, Artis, Yamar and Atil, as far as the country of Uighur. The most elegant is 

that of the Khaqani kings and those who associate with them. 

The people of Balasayun speak both Soghdian and Turkic. The same is true of the people of Tiraz 

(Talas) and the people of Madinat al-Bayda’ (Isbijab). 

There is a slurring (rikka) in the speech of the people of the entire country of Aryu, which is consid¬ 

ered to extend from Isbijab to Balasayun. 

Kashgar has villages in which Kaniflkl is spoken, but in the main city [they speak] Khaqani Turkic. 

The main part of the lands of the Turks, from the area next to Rum up to Majin, is five thousand 

farsakhs long by three thousand wide, making a total of eight thousand farsakhs [sic]. I have indicated all 

this in the circle (map) in the shape of the earth so that it may be known. 

On Dialectal Differences 

There is very little variation in the basic language (afl al-lujat [lit. the root-form of the dialects]). 

Differences occur only in certain letters 

[1.31/31] 26 

by virtue of alternation or elision. 

Thus, the Oyuz and Qif£aq change every ya’ at the beginning of a word, whether nominal or verbal, 

into alif or jtm. For example, the Turks say: YADKIN yelgin for “traveller”; they say: ’ALKIN elgin. 0 

The Turks call “warm water”: YILir SUVW1 yiliy suw; they say: TLir iliy with alif. Likewise, the Turks 

call “a pearl”: YINJUV yintti; according to them it is: JINJUV jinCii. And the Turks call “the long hair 

of a camel”: YUrDUV yoydu; with them it is: JurDUV joydu. 0 

The Aryu change every medial or final ya’ to nun. For example, the Turks call a “sheep”: QUVY^ 

qoy; they say: QUVN; qdn. The Turks call “a poor man”: JIYrA’Y: Ciyiy; they say: JirA’N: ciyan. 

And the Turks say: Q’YUV NA’NK qayu naq meaning “which thing?”; they say: QA’NUV qanu with 

nun. 

3. mahdufa al-atraf ‘ala namaf wahid. This has been translated as follows: “aber in ein- und 

derselben Weise verstummelt” (C. Brockelmann, “Mahmud al-Kasghan iiber die Sprachen und die Stamme 

der Turken im 11. Jahrh.,” Korosi-Csoma Archivum 1.1, 1921, p. 38); “mit gleichmassiger Elidierung der 

Suffixe” (O. Pritsak, “Kasgans Angaben iiber die Sprache der Bolgaren,” ZDMG 109, 1959, p. 106); “bir 

duziiye kelimelerin sonu kisaltilmi$” (Tercume I, 30). 

26 1. Originally SUVF, two dots added to F by later hand (brown ink). 
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The Oyuz, Qifdaq and Suvarin change every initial mim to ba’. For example, the Turks say: MAN 

BARDIM man bardim meaning “I went”; these groups say: BAN BARDUM ban bardum. 0 The Turks 

call “broth”: MUVN^miin; this class call it: BUVN^ biin. 0 

The Oyuz and those who follow them change every ta’ to dal. Thus, the word for “camel” is: 

TAW AY tewe but they call it: DAVAY dava. Also, the Turks call a “hole”: ’UVT; Ot; they say: ’UVD: 

iid. [However,] most dal’s among the genuine Turks correspond to ta’ in Oyuz dialect.2 For example, the 

Turks say: BUGDA’ bogd'a for “dagger”; with them it is: BUKTA’ bogta. 0 The “service tree” is: 

YIKDA’ yigda in Turkic; in Turkman-Oyuz it is: YIGTA’ yigta. What I leave unmentioned is according to 

this rule. 

Every fa’ produced between the points of articulation for Arabic fa’ and sound ba’ (i.e., w) in 

(I- 33/31] 27 

genuine Turkic is changed to vav by the Oyuz and those who follow them. Thus, the Turks call “a house”: 

’AW' aw; they say; 'AV av. The Turks call “the hunt”: ’AW aw; they say: ’AV- av with vav. I shall write 

the genuine form of the word, and you should alter the letters for this class of alterers whom I hve named. 

0 

The Yayma, Tuxsi, Qiffcaq, Yabaqu, Tatar, Qay, Comiil and Oyuz all agree in changing every dotted 

dal to ya’. They never pronounce it dal. For example, all those other than this class call the “birch”: 

QADING1 qadin; these groups call it: QAYING1 qayin. 0 And “an inlaw” is called: (JADIN' qadin; but 

by them: QAYIN: qayin. 

Similarly, every dotted dal in the speech of Cigil and other Turks is changed to zay by some of 

Qifcaq, Yem'ak, Suvar, Bulyar and those[ in the area] stretching to Rus and Rum. Thus, the Turks call “a 

foot”; ’ADAQ: adaq; they call it: ’AZAQ azaq. The Cigil Turks say; QARIN' TUDTY qarin to<Jti to 

mean “His belly was full”; they say: TUZDIY tozdi with zay. You may form the other nouns and verbs by 

analogy with these examples. 

In summary, the dal of the Cigil dialect corresponds to ya’ in the dialects of Yayma, Tuxsi, Oyuz, 

and part of Aryu going up to Sin; and to zay in the dialect of Qifcfaq, etc., going down2 to Rum. We shall 

explain everything in its proper place. 

The people of Khotan and K’ancak change every alif at the beginning of a word to ha’. For this rea¬ 

son we do not consider them among the Turks, since they insert into the speech of the Turks what does not 

belong to it. For example, the Turks call “father”: ’ATA’ ata; they say: HATA’ hata. And “mother” is: 

’ANA’ ana; but they say: HANA’ hana. 0 

The ra’ may alternate with 

27 

2. In MS. this is turned around. 

1. Final G altered from K by later hand (addition of three dots in brown ink). 

2. MS. mutasfilan, read musfilan. 
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[I. 34/33] 

lam - this will appear in its proper place [e.g., 145 arqa-, 215 tarqa, talqa], The z5y may alternate with 

sin, and vice versa - this too will be explained [e.g., 53 az, as, 510 qaz/qas]. 

The Oyuz change every yayn1 in nouns of time and place to alif. Thus, the Turks say: BAR'FUV 

YIYR- baryu yer meaning “A place of going”; the Oyuz change this to: BARA’SIY YIYR barasi y§r. The 

Turks say: TURTUV ’UrVR^ turyu uyur meaning “The time for standing”; the Oyuz say: TURA’SIY 

TJFVR- turasi uyur. 0 

The qaf may alternate with kaf, and vice versa — this will appear in its proper place, God willing. 

This completes the topic of alternation of letters. 

As for elision: the groups of Oyuz and Qifcaq agree in eliding every medial yayn in nouns and in 

the [de-] verbal form expressing continuity of action. An example in nouns is the word for “white-footed 

crow”: JUMITJQ Cumyuq which they call: JUMUQ Cumuq dropping the yayn. The Turks call “the 

gullet”: TAMTAQ tamyaq; they say: TAMAQ^ tamaq. A [de-] verbal example :: ’UL ’AWKA’ BAR- 

ATA’Nl ’UL ol awk'a baryan ol “He is one who frequently goes home”; the Oyuz say: BARA’N ’UL baran 

ol with the same meaning. The Turks say: ’AR' QULINY ’URAPA’N ’UL ar qulini uryan ol “That man is 

one who constantly beats his slave”; they say: ’URA’Nl uran. They also drop kaf in nouns, for the sake of 

lightness; and, in verbs, the kaf which corresponds to yayn in the above meaning. 

This is the scope of all the Turkic dialects. What remains will be mentioned in the course of [the 

sections explaining] rules. 

For the sake of lightness and conciseness I have put together in a single line all the chapters of the 

fath, the damm, and the kasr.2 

There is no power and no strength save with God 

Most High. 

[I. 37/34] 

In the Name of God the Merciful the Compassionate 

Book of Vowel-Initial (hamz) Nouns 

Chapter of Biliterals 

B 

28 1. MS. ‘ayn. 

2. This indicates the usual order of entries; e.g. 29-30: ’AJ (ac), ’UJ (iic, uc), ’IJ (ic); 95: AT- 

(at-), ’UT- (ut-, ot-, lit.), ’IT- (it-), ’IYT- (et-). 
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’B' ap A particle of emphasis and exaggeration. To exaggerate in describing something ap 

as good :: ’AB- ’ADKV N’NK ap adgii naq “A very (jiddan) good thing.” 0 

:: ’AB- ’AQ' ap aq “Very pure (nasi‘ jiddan) white.” Oyuz dialect. ap D 

’AB- ap A particle meaning “not (la)” Thus :: ’AB- BUV ’AB- ’UVL ap bu ap 61 “Neither 

this nor that.” 

’UB- up A particle of emphasis for colors. Thus, in Cigil dialect :: ’UB- ’URUNG1 up Up D 

iiriin “Pure (yaqaq) white.” 

’UB- ’UB- ob ob A particle used when an ass stumbles, as the Arabs say la‘an meaning ob 

“Up! (inta'iS).” 0 

’UP- op — with hard ba’ — “Threshing ox (ar-rakis min at-tlran).” Aryu dialect. op 

T 

’AT- at “Horse (faros)." With ilba‘ of the alif. Proverb: QUVS QANATIN^ ’AR- at 

’ATIN) quS qanatin ar atin “The bird (reaches its goal) by wing (and similarly) the man (reaches P 

his goal) by horse.” 0 

’AT) at — with isniam of the alif — “Meat (lahm).’’ 0 “Soft (sahl) ground” is called: at 

’AT- YIYR at yer. 0 

’UT- ot “Plant (nabt)." ::’UT-’UNDY ot ondi “The plant grew.” ot 

’UT- ot A word used for any kind of “fodder (‘alaf).” Thus :: ’AT'QA’ ’UT- BYR'KYL 

atqa ot bergil “Feed (i'lif) the horse.” 0 

’UT- ot “Medicine (dawaThus :: ’UT- ’IJ-TIM ot iftim “I drank the medicine.” 

From this comes the word for “doctor (tablb)”: ’UT’JY otaCi. 0 

’UT- ot “Poison (summ).” Thus :: BAK ’NK’R- ’UT- BIYRDIY beg aijar ot berdi “The 

emir made him drink poison.” 0 

’IT- it “Dog (kalb)." it 

J 

’AJ- a£ An utterance used in the same way as the vocative particle (ya‘ an-nida’) in a6 

Arabic. :: ’AJ BARUV KAL) aC barii k’al “You! come here! (ta'alaya hada)” 0 

’UJ- iic The number “three (talata)." ut 

29 1. G altered from K by later hand (addition of three dots in brown ink). 
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Thus :: ’Up YARMA’Q U6 yarmaq “Three dirhams.” 0 

’UJ' ud — with isba' of the alif — A well-known city. 

’Up uc A mountain tree from which are made pens for writing Turkic; also spindles and 

staffs are made from it. 

’Ip id “The inner part (batin)” of anything. Hence “a girdle (wiSah)” is called: ’Ip 

QUR/ ic qur meaning “inner belt”; and “a secret (sirr)" is called: ’Ip SUVZ_; id soz meaning 

“inner words.” ’Ip ’AT' id at “The tender meat attached to the liver.” 

R 

’AR' ar “Man (rajul)." The plural is: ’ARAN aran which is irregular, since the plural 

marker is: LA’R: -lar. 

’IR' ir A particle alluding to shame. Thus :: ’AR' TR' BULDY ar ir boldi “The man was 

ashamed (xajila).” 

Z 

’UZ iiz “Grease (dasam).” Hence :: ’UZLUK MUVN' iizliig mun “Greasy (dasima) 

soup.” 

S 

’US US “Discrimination (tamytz) between good and evil.” Oyuz dialect. Thus :: ’UL 

’US' BULDY ol us boldi “He discerned (‘aqila) good from evil.” 

’AS 8s “The prey (jazar) of beasts of prey.” 0 

’US' Us “Vulture (nasr).’’ 0 

KLDY MANK’ TT 

’AY'DYM ’M'DY YA’T 

QUS'QA’ BULUB' ’AT 

SNY TILA’R ’US' BURY 

“An Uighur infidel came to me; 

I killed him and made him prey 

for vultures.”1 

Verse: 

kaldi maqa tit 

ay dim amdi yat 

qusqa boiup at 

sani tilar us bori 

[A Tat came to me 

I said, “Now lie down!2 

Be meat for the birds 

May vultures and wolves seek you.”] 

1. Gloss: “and beasts of prey.” 

2. Or possibly: “Now, foreigner!” 

30 
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§ 

’U§ oi A particle meaning “thus (hakada).’’ :: ’U§ MUNDAr QYL o§ munday qll “Do os 

thus.” 

’U§ o5 A particle meaning “now (al-an).’’ :: ’U§ KALDUKUM BUV o§ kaldiikum bu 

“I have just come (haduri al-an).’’ 

’U§ ’U§ o5 o§ A particle used to incite oxen to drink water. 

’U§ 68 “The core (qalb)” of a tree or branch or horn. Thus :: MUNKUZ ’USY miiniiz os 

osi “Core of a horn.” Also the “tail bone (‘asib ad-danab)” of a bird or a horse is called: ’U§ 65. 

’!§ iS “Soot (.sincij')" of a lamp; “smoke (duxan)” found on a wall, or other. Thus :: i§ 

TUVN^ ’I§ BULDY ton i5 boldi “The garment was sooted with smoke (tadaxxana).” 

[1.40/37] 31 

Q 

’UQ oq “Arrow (sahm).” oq 

’UQ1 2 oq “Beam (ja’iza) of a house.” Thus :: ’AW3 ’UQIY aw oqi “Beam (sahm) of a 

house.” 0 

’UQ' YILA’N oq yilan “A viper (afa) which hurls itself at a man.” 

’UQ oq “Lot (qur‘a)” used in dividing up lands or shares of property. 

’UQ' oq A verbal emphatic particle. Thus :: BARTIL ’UQ' baryil oq “Do go! (idha- 

banna).’’ 0 

’UQ oq A particle which accompanies circumstantial expressions. Thus :: BAYA’ ’UQ' 

KALDIYM baya oq kaldim “I came just now (qabla hadihi s-sa'a haqiqa*<™).” :: ’AM'DY ’UQ 

’AY'DYM amdi oq aydim “I said just now (sa'at’i$n) 0 

’IQ' iq “Hiccup (rabw) arising from the chest when one drinks cold water and eats bread iq 
on top of it.” Thus :: ’ANY ’Q TUTY ani iq tutti “He had hiccups.” 

L 

’UL^ ol A particle expressing the meaning “he (huwa).” Thus :: ’UL ’ANDAr ’AY'DY ol 
ol anday aydi “Thus said he.” 

31 1. Q altered to W by later hand (addition of one dot in brown ink). 

2. W altered from Q by later hand (one dot in brown ink). 
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’UL ol A particle alluding to the meaning “that (daka)" also. :: ’UL ’AR' ol ar “That 

(dalika) man.” 

’UL ol An emphatic particle added to nouns or verbs. Thus :: ’UL MANK ’UFLUM ’UL 

ol manig oylum ol “He is definitely(haqiqatan) my son.” 0 :: ’UL ’AWK’ BARMIYS ’UL- ol 

awka barmiSol “He definitely went home.” 

M 

’ANL am “Medicine (‘ilaj).” Hence “a medicine man (mu'alij)” is called: ’AM'JY amci. am 

’AM am “Vulva (jahaz al-mar’a).” Oyuz and Qiftaq dialect. 0 am D 

’UM urn “Trousers (sarawil).” iim 

’IMl im “Password (aniara)” which the king designates among his troops; it is the name im 

of a bird or a weapon, or some other word, used as a challenge (?)3 when two groups meet, so that 

each party may know their own men in order not to attack one another by mistake. When two 

men meet at night one asks the other the signal (‘alama), and, if he answers with the right pass¬ 

word, he lets him pass since he is of the same party; but if the one challenged mentions a signal 

which is different from the password of the challenger, he attacks him. Proverb: ’IM^ BILJSA’ P 

’AR- ’ULM’S im bilsa ar olmas 0 

[1.42/38] 32 

“If a man knows the signal he won’t be killed” - by mistake at the hand of one who will recognize 

it. 

N 

’UN- iin “Voice (sawt).’’ It is permitted to say: ’UVN un. iin 

Doubled 

’ARA arra “Urine (bawl).” This is a particle used to incite an ass to leap the female; one arra 

repeats it two or three times until he leaps. This agrees with Arabic, since arr means “copulation” 

in Arabic. 0 

’URA urra “Hernia (udra)," in men. Oyuz dialect. urra D 

’IRA irra “Shame (xajla).” This may occur either light [i.e. 30 ir] or heavy [i.e. irra]. irra 

Final Weak 

3. MS. y.t.f.’.k, probably in error for yutasa’alu (or possibly yutafa”alu). 
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”■ a A particle expressing bewilderment. Thus:: ’UL MANY QILDY ol mani a qildi a 

“He made me bewildered (mutahayyir0 

’UV;1 u “Sleep(nawm)." Hence :: ’UDIYDIYM udidim “I slept (nimtu).” The t>av u 

drops because it falls between damma (U) and kasra (I). 0 

’UVA’2 ii (?) A particle of response to a caller. If a person is addressed, “O Muham- ii ? 

mad!,” then he responds: ’UVA’2 U meaning “What do you command?” 

u3 “Surety (kafala)." :: MAN ’ANY ’UVQA’ ’ALDIM man ani uqa aldim “I stood u 

surety (kafaltu) for him.” 0 

’A10V4 5 — with isba‘ of the alif — A particle of refusal of an order. 0 6 

’AIY; e (?) “An orange-colored brocade.” 0 ’AY) BITIKY e bitigi Name of a roll e ? 

(turriar) in which are written the provisions (pay? [arzaq]) of the troops and their names. 0 

TY) i An utterance of refusal (inkar), like: ’UAV) 6. i 

Nasal 

’ANG;5 §q “Cheek (xadd).’’ :: QIZIYL’ANG:5 qizllan “Red cheek.” an 

’ANAGS aq Name of a bird whose fat is used as a medicine. When the palm of the hand an 

is coated with it, it penetrates to the other side. 0 

’ANG).5 aq An Oyuz particle meaning “no (la)" When a person is ordered to do some- D 

thing he says: ’ANK ’ANK an aq meaning “No no.” 0 

’UNG;S on “Front (quddm)." :: ’UL MINDA’6 'UNKDUN BAR DIY ol minda ondiin on 

bardi “He went in front of (quddam) me.” 0 

’UNG’5 on “The color (lawn)” of a thing. :: YA’SlL ’UNK LUK^TUVN1 yaSil onliig ton 

“A green-colored garment.” 0 

’UYNG)5 ’IY§ on iS “An easy (sahl) matter.” It is the shortened form of: ’UNGA’Y)5 on 

only. 0 

’UNG'5 ’ALIK) on alig “The right (yumna) hand.” Cigil dialect. 0 D 

32 1. Marginal gloss: ’UDUV. 

2. Final alif (’) apparently added later. 

3. Entry word missing; marginal gloss: ’VQ’. On these words, see ED. 1. 

4. U crossed out and A added by later hand (brown ink). 

5. G altered from K by later hand (three dots in brown ink). 

6. Second A added by later hand in brown ink (to indicate nunnation, thus: mindan). 
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[1.44/41] 33 

End of Biliteral Chapters 

Chapters of Triliterals 

Chapter: fa'l, fu'l, fi‘l, quiescent second radical, in its various vocalizations 

B 

’ALlB- alp “Brave (suja‘)." Proverb: ’AL;B1 YATIYDA”ALJAQ JUITYDA’ alp ya-ylda alp 

aldaq doyida “The warrior (batal) (is tested only) when he confronts the enemy (just as the for- P 

bearance of) the gentle (is tried) in a dispute.” Verse: 

’AI/B- ’AR TUNK’ ’ULDIYMUV 

’YSYZ ’2VN QALDIYMUV 

’UD-LAK ’UVJIN ’ALDIYMUV 

’AMDY YURAK YIR'TILUVR 

alp ar toqa oldi mii 

eslz aZun qaldi mu 

odlag oCin aldi mu 

amdi yiirak yirtilur 

V 

“Has King Afrasiyab died? Does the wicked world remain (empty of him)? Has Time exacted 

its revenge upon him? Now the heart bursts (out of grief for his kingdom and out of rage against 

Time).” 

T 

’ART SAp art sac “Hair of the nape (qafa),” since: ’AR T art is “neck (raqaba)." art 

’ART: art “Pass (‘aqaba) in the mountains.” Proverb: ’AR MAKUVKA’ ’SlK ’AR T P 

BULUVR armagiika esik art bolur “For the lazy man a threshold becomes a mountain pass.” 

’UR T; urt “Eye of a needle (samm al-xiyat).” 0 urt 

’UR’T' ort “Blazing fire (hariq).” ort 

’AS-T ast “Alleys (aziqqa)." Cigil dialect. ast D 

D 

’AN-D‘ and “Swearing an oath (halif).” Hence :: ’AN'DQ' andiq “Swear! (ihlif).” and 

Q 

’R Q_ arq “Feces (‘adira).” 0 “The slag (xabat) of iron” is called: TAMUR ’AR'QY arq 
tamiir arqi. 

’URQ urq The lightened form of: ’URUQ uruq [45, “rope”] - in Oyuz dialect. Hiis is urqD 

like [Arabic] 'unq and ‘uriuq (“neck”). 0 
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’IR'Q; irq “Divining, taking omens, drawing out what is hidden (kahana, fa’l, ixraj ad- irq 

damtr).” 

K 

’AR'K ark “Authority; power to act (saltana; nafad al-amr).” 0 ark 

’UR'K ork “Halter (zinaq)” for lambs; “tether (tawila)” for horses. ork 

’IR K; irk “A four-year-old sheep (da’n [defined]).” 0 irk 

’IL;K; ilk “The first (awwal)” of anything. :: ’ILK SAN BARTlYL ilk san baryil “You ilk 

go first.” 

Defective 

B 

One says to a man who brags about something and then is unable to prove it: ’UVB' ob 

’UVB- ob ob. 

T 

’UVT- ot “Fire (nar).” ot 

[1.46/43] 34 

Proverb: ’UVT TIYSA’ ’AHYZ KUYMA’S ot tesa a-ylz koym'ds 0 “If one says ‘Fire’ his P 

mouth does not catch fire.” This is coined about someone who apologizes for something he said. 

0 

’UVTj iit “Hole (taqb)” in a wall or a piece of wood. With samma of the vav. 0 ut 

’UVT; ot “Gall (marara)." With less samma than the former. ot 

J 

’UVJ- oc “Seeking vengeance (hiqd).” Verse: 5c 

’VJ KAK; QMUr KiSY NINK YALINKUVQ ’ UVZA’ ’ALYM BYL V 

’DKVLVKVK ’UVrANJ’ ’ALIKYNK BYL’ TLYM QYL 

6c kak qamuy kiSiniq yalnuq Sza alim bll 

adgulUkUg uyanSa algin bU'4 talim qil 

“Vengeance (ta’r) is claimed like a debt, therefore guard against it by doing good to strangers and 

travellers as much as you can.” 0 
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[Know that vengeance (hend.), of all people, is a debt claimed upon a man 

Do good, as much as is in the power of your hand.] 

’UVJ ut The “extremity (taraf)” of a thing. :: BUTAQ^ ’UVJIY butaq ufci “End (taraf) fi£ 

of a branch.” 0 

’UVJ ’YL ficel “Frontier (tayr).” 0 

’UVJ u£ The “depletion (nafad)” of a thing. Oyuz dialect. :: BUVY'DA’ NA’ ’UVJ D 

BA’R boy da na uc bar “There is no depletion in number (nafad. . . katratan) among the people.” 

D 

’UVD; 6d “Time (zamdna).” With samma of the vav. Proverb: ’UVD’ KAJ’R KI§Y 6d P 

TUVY'MA’S' YALINKUVQ ’UVPLIY MANK'KUV QALMA’S' od kadar kiSi tuymas, yalrjuq 

oyli m’angii qalmas 0 “Time (zaman) passes and man does not perceive it, the sons of Adam do 

not live forever.” 

’UVD' ud “Ox (baqar).'’ Cigil dialect. :: ’UVD' YYLY ud ylli One of the twelve years ud D 

in Turkic. 

R 

’UVR' ’AT' or at “A horse between sorrel and bay (bayn al-aSqar wa-l-kumayt).” 

’UVR' or — with Samma — The “waist (mahall al-xashatayn)’’ of a cloak. 0 

’YR' Fr (er ?) “Awl (mitqab)” 

’IYR er “Ground (ard)." Variant of: YIYR'1 yer. 

Z 

or 

or 

ir (er?) 

er D 

’UVZ Uz “Grease (dasam).” With Samma. Hence :: ’UVZ'LUK ’A§; Uzliig a5 “Greasy fiz 
(dasim) food.” 0 

’UVZ Uz “Deaf (afamm).” ::’UVZKI§Y Oz kiSi. 0 

’UVZ; tiz “Self (nafs).” 0 Verse: 8z 

KVRKLVK TUNVr ’VZVNK K’ korklug toniy Sziiijka V 

TATLYT ’SYT ’ADIYN'Q’ tatlly asly adinqa 

TUVTTIYL' QUNUVQ ’AriYRLYP tfityil qonuq ayirliy 

YADSUVN JAWIYNK BUDUVN'QA’ yadsfin Cawiq bodunqa 

34 1. Two dots of first Y in brown ink. 



“Put on fine garments for yourself; make tasty food as a portion for others; honor the guest, 

so that he spread your fame among the people.” 0 

’UVZ; oz “Valley (wadi) in the mountains.” :: 

[I. 47/46] 

TAT; ’UVZIY tay dzi “Mountain valley.” 

’UVZ; KlSY 6z kisi “A person who is a kinsman (qarib).” :: BUV BIZNIK' ’VZ; KI§Y 

’UL bu biznig oz kisi ol “This is one of our kinsmen.” 

’UVZ oz “The heart and what is inside the belly (al-qalb wa-ma tahwi ‘alayhi l-batn).” 

:: ’UVZUM ’AP'RIYDIY oziim ayridi “I have a belly-ache (waja'a mafibatni).” 

’UVZ; oz “The core (qalb) of a tree” :: YIAf’J ’UVZIY yiyaC ozi — like the pith (jum- 

mar) of a date palm, or the like. 0 

’UVZ KlSlY uz kisi “A person who is skilled and expert in his craft (san‘ al-yad, mahir 

fi hirfa)." 0 

’UVZ QUNUQY oz qonuqi [“The soul’s guest”] Name for “a part of the body that 

palpitates (ma yaxtaliju min al-jasad).’’ It is said to be the spirit (rub). The following verse 

speaks of it in this sense. Verse: 

BAR DY KVZVM YARVQY 

’AL'DIY ’UVZVM QUNUQY 

QANDA’ ’RNJ QANIYQY 

’AM DIY ’UVDIYN ’UVDTURVR 

bardi koziim yaruqi 

aldi oziim qonuqi 

qanda arinC qanlqi 

amdi udin odyurur 

“The delight of my eye has gone; he took away my spirit (when he departed). Where can he be 

now? He wakens me from sleep.” 

S 

’IYS iS “Work, affair (‘amal, amr).” :: NA’ TYPING'1 BA’R nalSin bar “What is your 

affair or your work?” 

’Y§ §5 “Companion (fahib).” “One who has a familiar spirit (ma'ahu tabi'a min al- 

jinn)” is called: ’YSLK eslig. Verse: 

’NINK ’Y§YN KAJUVRDUM anil} Mn kadUrdUm 

’YSYN YM’ QJUVRDUM eSln yema qadurdum 

35 1. G altered from K by later hand (three dots in brown ink). 
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’VLVM ’VTIN ’IYJVRDUM 

’YJ-TY BULUB YVZY TURN [sic] 

tilfim dtin icurdiim 

icti bolup yuzi turi 

“I put an end to his affair (amdaytu amrahu) (by killing him); and I made his companion flee; 

I gave him the potion of death to drink; he drank it with a sour face.” He means, “I made him 

taste death.” 

r 

’UVP 67 “Any of the ribs (dil‘) in the upper part of a tent.” U7 

Q 

’UVQ 6q “Share (tiastb) of an inheritance.” Thus ::’NK’R' BYR- ’UVQ' TKDY anar blr 

oq tagdi “He received a share of the inheritance.” 

K 

’UVK tig “Understanding (‘aql, fitna).’’ From this comes the title: ’UVKA’ tiga for a 

man of understanding and ripe old age. 

One calls “any animal that has reached maturity (intafafa sinn, kabura)”: ’UVK og. “A 

four-year-old (alladi jaioaza arba‘ sinln) horse” is called: ’UVK ’AT- tig at. 0 

’IYK ik “Spindle (miyzal).” A variant of: YYK ylk. 0 

’IYKj ig “Sickness (mar ad).” 

[I. 49/48] 

L 

’UVLl ul “The foundation (uss)” of any kind of wall. Thus :: T’M/ ’UVLIY tam uli 

“Foundation of a wall.” 0 

'UVL; NA’NK; ol nSn “Anything damp ('rath).” Thus ::’UVL; TUVN: til ton “A damp 

garment.” The Oyuz do not know this word. 0 

’IYL el “Realm or province (wataya)." :: BAK ’IYLIY beg eli “The emir’s realm or el 

province.” 0 

’YL el “Courtyard (fina’).” Thus:: QABUr’YLY qapuy eli. 0 

’YL el A word used for “horses (xayl)” since horses are the Turk’s wing. Hence a 

“groom (sa’is)” is called: ’IYL BA§IY el ba£i which translates as “head of the realm or province” 

but refers to a groom of horses. 

og 

Ik D 

ig 

36 
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’IYI/ el “Peace (sulh) between two kings.” :: ’IYKY BAK BIYR'LA’ TYL;BUL;DIY 

eki beg birla el boldi “The two emirs made peace between themselves (salaha . . . ma‘an).” 

’IYL: KlSlY el kiSi “A vile (la’im) man.” 

’YL;QUV§; el quS “Vulture (raxma)." 

M 

:: ’AR' ’UVM; BULDY ar om boldi “The man had upset stomach and sluggishness 

(ittaxama, yamita) from eating meat.” 

N 

’UVPT on The number “ten (“aSara).” 0 

’UVN; iin “Voice ($awt).’' With long or short vowel. 

’UVN; un “Flour (daqlq).” 0 

’IYN YIYR" en yer “A downward slope (habu{) of the ground.”::*IYN YUQ en yoq “A 

decline (habta) and an incline.” 0 

’IYN; en The “breadth (‘ard)” of anything. :: BUV BUVZ; ’IYNIY NJA’ bu boz eni 
nafii “What is the breadth of this cloth?” 

’IYN; Tn The “den or lair (‘ann, wijar, ma’wa) ” of a lion, fox, or any beast of prey. 

You may say: YIYN;yin with ya\ 

’IYN in “Sheep dung (fart al-yanam).” A variant of the form with ya’ [i.e. yin]. 0 

Final Weak 

Y 

’UVY' oy “Ravine (al-huwwa fil-ard).” 

’UVY;’AT oy at “Ash-colored (dayzaj) horse.” 0 

End of the chapters of the quiescent second radical. 

Chapters of the Vowelled Second Radical 

Chapter: fa‘al, fa'ul, fa'il, vowelled second radical, in its various vocalizations 

T 

on 

un 

un 

en 

in 

D 

oy 

BYR- ’ADUT NA’NK; bn adut nan “A handful (hafha [defined]) of something.” 0 adut 
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[I. 51/50] 

’RT’T orut ot “Year-old dried grass (dawil [defined]).” 0 orut 

’UJUT ociit “Vengeance, desire for revenge (ta’r, hiqd).” Its root is: ’VJ oc. 0 oCiit 

’UrUT tryut Name for a leaven (xamlr) used to make beer, as follows. Various herbs are u-yut 

mixed with flour made from sprouted barley; [the mixture] is then kneaded, cut into portions the 

size of hazelnuts, and left to dry. The resulting leaven is crumbled and sprinkled over wheat that 

has been cooked together with barley, in the ratio of one portion (lit. hazelnut) of leaven to one 

mann of cooked wheat. The wheat is then wrapped in something clean and left to ferment for 

three days, after which it is taken out and put into a vat and left to ferment for ten more days. 

Finally water is poured on top and it is strained. This is “wheat wine (sarab al-hinta).” 0 

’AWAT' awat A particle meaning “yes (na‘am)." There are three variants. ’AWATl awat 

awat belongs to Yayma, Tuxsi, Qifcaq and Oyuz.1 0 ’MAT ’V ATl YAMAT^ amat, a vat, yamat D 

belong to the rest of the Turks. 

’UWUT uwut “Modesty (haya')." uwut 

’UWUT[sic] oqut “Invitation or summons(da‘wa),” to a meal or a sultan. 0 oqut 

’KIT agit A medicine which is rubbed on the faces of babies to ward off demonic pos- Sgit 

session and evil eye. It is made from herbs mixed with saffron, or the like. 

’UKUT ogiit “Advice (‘iza).” 0 Verse: ogiit 

’LrYL ’UKUT MINDYN ’UrVL ’AR'DAM TIYLA’ V 

BVY'DA’ ’UVLr BILKA’ BULUB BILKYNK ’UVLA’ 

alyll ogiit mindin 07UI ardam tila 

bdyda uluy bilga bolup bilglij ula 

“Take counsel from me, my son, and seek virtue, so that you become a chief of the people and dis¬ 

pense wisdom and virtue among them.” 0 

’UKIT; ogit “Grinding (tahn)” of grain, or other. ’UKITJIY ogitJi “Grinder (tahin).”2 ogit 

’AIKAT’ eg’at “The maidservant (xadima) sent with the bride on the night of the nuptial egat 

procession to serve her.” 

’IYKIT lgit “Lie (kadib).” CVyuz dialect. Hence :: ’IKT SUVZ; igit soz “Lying words.” Igjt 

37 1. Originally wa-l-yuzziyya, changed to uia-li-l-yuzziyya by later hand (brown ink). The text is 

confused. 

2. In MS. this entry comes before the verse s.v. Ogiit. 

3. MS. qatl. 
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’ULUT olUt “Killing (qital).” Hence “a killer (qatil)”3 is called: ’ULUTJY dlutgi. olut 

’ULUT ’AR' olut ar “A man who is mature, in his prime (kahl, tarr).” 0 olut 

[I. 52/52] 3g 

J 

’ATAJ^ ’UnjVL atac oyul A boy who acts like an old man (mutasayyix), as though he atac 

were “father of the people.” 

’TJ atiC “The hole used as a target in the children’s game of‘walnuts’ (mizdat [define]).” atiC 
0 

’iSlJ e£C “Kettle (qidrJ.” Proverb: ’§IJ ’AYUVRl TUVBUM: ’ALTUVN). QMIJ esif 

’AYUVR^ MAN QANDA’1 MAN e5ic ayur tupiim altun.qamic ayur man qanda man “The kettle P 

claims its bottom is gold, the ladle says, ‘Where am I?’ ” 0 This is coined about someone who 

brags in the presence of one who knows him. 0 

'KAJ: akac A little girl who acts sagely, as though she were “sister of the people (uxt akac 

al-qawm).” She is given this name as a sign of affection. 0 

’AMAJ' amaf “Target (hadaf).” ama5 

’AMAJ amaf “Plow (jaddan [defined]).” 0 

’ULJ oli{ A particle of affectionate address for sons. :: ’ULJM olifcim “My dear son oli8 
(bunayya).” Qarluq dialect. 0 pj 

’ANAJ ana£ A little girl who acts sagely, as though she were “mother of the people ana£ 

(umm al-qau>m).” She is given this name as a sign of affection. 0 

’ANUJ aniiC “Cataract on the eye (zafra al-‘ayn).” anii£ 

R 

’ATIR; ayir Anything “heavy (taqil).” A person who is “honored (mukarratn)” by a ayur 

people or an emir is called: ’AHYR^LIYP KI§Y ayirliy kiSi. :: TANKRY MANIY ’AriYR^- 

LA’DIY taijri m'ani ayirladi “God honored (akrama) me.” When a portion of the night 

(hudu’2 min al-layl) has passed, one says: ’AHYR^ ’ADA’Q ’AM RUL'DY ayir adaq amruldi (P) 

meaning , “The heavy foot is still”; the intention is, “He has reached the way-station, though his 

journey was slow.” 0 

38 1. QANDA’ altered to QAYJDA’ by later hand (brown ink). 

2. MS. huduww. 
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’AriYR-NA’NK' a-yir nan “A high-priced (yalifi t-taman) object.” 0 

’UrUR ’AT" 07ar at “Horse with a blaze on the forehead (ayarr).” This word agrees o-yar 

with the Arabic in sound and sense, except that the alif has fatha in Arabic and damma in Turkic. 

0 

’UrUR: u-yur “Time (waqt).” NA’ ’UTUR'DA’ KAI/DIYNK; n'a uyurda kaldlq “At u-yur 

what time did you come?” 0 

’UrUR: u-yur “Reign (dawla).” :: BAK ’UTURIYN'DA’ MANIK; ’IYSIYM ’IYTII/DIY 

beg u-yunnda mar.iglsim etildi “My affairs prospered during the reign of the emir.” 0 

[I. 54/53] 39 

’UrUR; u-yur “Opportunity (imkan, fursa)” for a thing. Hence :: BV ’Y§ ’UrURJLUr 

BUL'DIY bu iS u-yurhry boldi “This matter became opportune.” 0 

’UrUR' u-yur “Compensatory gift (‘iwad)." Oyuz dialect. :: ’AT'QA’ ’UrUR ’AL'- D 

DIYM atqa u-yur aldim “I received a compensatory gift for the horse.” 0 

’UrUR; u-yur “Good fortune (xayr, baraka).” O-yuz dialect. One says to a traveller: D 

YUVL' >urUR BUL'SUVN yol u-yur bolsun “May the journey be fortunate.” This expression is 

used only in the case of travel. 0 

’AKIR agir “Galingale (wajj),’’ which is used as a medicine for stomach ache. Proverb: agir 

’AKIR BULSA’ ’AR‘ ’ULIMA’S^ agir bolsa iir olmls 0 “If a man has galingale he won’t die” P 

from stomach ache, since he can take it and find relief. [This is coined] as advice to prepare for 

something before the need for it arises. 0 

’UGUR/ tig Ur “Millet (duxn).” Among the Turks; the O-yuz do not know this. 0 ugiir D 

YA’P’UKRY ya-yugiiri “Sesame (simsim).” Oyuz dialect. D 

’UGURl Ogiir Any “flock (sirb, qatl'),” of sheep, antelope, slave-girls, grouse, or camels. ogiir 

0 

’AMIR- imir “Gloom, mist (dajn, dabab).” Oyuz dialect. imirD 

Z 

’UBUZl obuz “Any roughness of terrain (hull yilaz min al-ard).” Hence :: ’UVY obuz 

’UBUZ oy obuz “Rugged land (ya’it wa-fadfad).” 0 

39 1. First alif (’) added by later hand (brown ink). 

2. Z altered from R (dot added in brown ink). 
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’ATIZ atiz “A strip of land between two embankments (kull iatba min al-ard bayn al- atiz 

‘arimayn).” 0 

’UJUZ NA’NK uCuz nai} “Something cheap (raxif).” And a “despicable (dattl, muhan)” ucuz 

person is called: ’UJUZ: ucuz. Hence :: BAK ’ANY ’UJUZ;LA’DIY beg ani uCuzBdi “The emir 

belittled (ahana) him.” 

’UDUZ; uduz “Mange (jamb)." Proverb [= 446 yin]: TLKV ’VZ ’YNIKA’1 ’UR SA’ uduz 

’UDUZ:2 BULVR tilkii 5z yinka iirsa uduz bolur 0 “When a fox yelps at its own den he becomes P 

mangy (yajrabu).” This is coined about someone who blames his own tribe or clan or city, to 

rebuke him and his fault-finding. 

Any ground, or other, that is “raised (murtafi1)" is called: ’APIYZ YYR adiz yer. ’PIYZ adiz 

TT'adiz ta-y “An inaccessible (mani‘) mountain.” 0 

’Aruz ayuz “Beestings (liba')." With zay between the two points of articulation. Pro- ayuz 

nunciation with regular zay [i.e. a7uz] is permitted. 0 (ayuz) 

[1.55/55] 40 

’AFlZ'1 ayiz “Mouth (fuha) of a river; mouth (fam) of a waterskin or a wire jug or a ayiz 

well.” 0 ’AriZl ayiz “Mouth (fam) of a man or animal.” Proverb: ’AriZ YIYSA’ KVZ’ P 

’UYA’DUVRl a7iz yesa k8z uyadur 0 “When the mouth eats the eye is ashamed.” This is 

coined about someone who has “eaten” another person’s gift and then is ashamed for failing to do 

what he should in return. 

UrUZ_ oyuz A tribe of the Turks; the Turkman. They consist of twenty-two branches, oyuz 

each of which has a distinctive brand (‘alama, sima) on its animals by which it is known from the N 

others. The chief of them is: QINIQ- qiniq to which our present sultans belong; 0 the brand on 

The second is: QAYir qayry. Their brand is IV! 
The third is: BA’YUN'DUR' bayundur. Their brand is f— J 

their animals is 

The fourth is: ’IWA’ ewa — with hamza, or else with ya’: YW’ yewS. Their brand is 

The fifth is: SAL'FUR^salyur. Their brand is 14- 

The sixth is: ’AF;§A’R^ afSar. Their brand is ^ . 

The seventh is: BAKTILY baktili. Their brand is . 

The eighth is: BUKJDUZ: biigdiiz. Their brand is 

40 1. Z altered from R by later hand (dot added in brown ink). 

2. Brands are in red ink; numbers over brands are in pencil. 
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The ninth is: BAYA’T' bayat. Their brand is IKt 

The tenth is: YAZOR yazyir. Their brand is 42:. 

-f- 
The eleventh is: ’AY'MUR aymiir, Their brand is 

The twelfth is: QR’BULK qara boliik. Their brand is 

The thirteenth is: ’L-QA’ BULUK alqa boliik. Their brand is 

The fourteenth is: TKDIARl igdir. Their brand is ^ . 

The fifteenth is: ’URAKIR" iiragir — the hamza alternates with ya’: YURAKIR- yiiragir. 

Their brand 

The sixteenth is: TUVTIR'Q’ tutirqa. Their brand is VA 3 

The seventeenth is: ’UVLA’ YUNDLUr uia yondhry. Their brand is --*1 . 

The eighteenth is: TUVKAR: tog'ar — the vav may drop: TUKAR^ togar. Their brand is 

[I. 57/57] 

The nineteenth is: BAJANAIC bacanak. Their brand is <2^0 | . 

The twentieth is: JUVf/ri/DAR;1 (Suvuldar. Their brand is /^\ . 

The twenty-first is: JAB'NY Capni. Their brand is 

The twenty-second is: JARUQLUr Caruqluy. They are few in number and their brand is 

unknown. 0 

41 

Mahmud says: I have mentioned all of these subtribes because they must be known. 

These brands are all signs of their animals and horses. Each branch knows its cattle by means of 

these signs when they mingle. 

These are the principle subtribes. Then each subtribe is composed of sub-branches, which 

I have omitted for the sake of brevity. The names of these subtribes are the names of their ances¬ 

tors who gave birth to them in olden times. They trace back their ancestry to them, just as among 

the Arabs one says “Banu Salim” or “BanO Khafaja.” 0 

41 

3. Brand in margin, now invisible because of repair on the MS. 

1. A altered from U by later hand (brown ink); second U crossed out (? — unclear). 
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’UKUZ ogiiz Any “flowing river (wadi jari),’’ such as theJayhun (Oxus) or the Euphra- ogiiz 

tes. When this word is used in a specific sense among the Oyuz it applies to a river called Wadi D N 

Banakat [Syr Darya?]; their cities are along it, and those among them who are nomadic camp 

along its banks. This word is used in the names of many rivers in the lands of the Turks; also of a 

frontier town called: ’YKY ’UVKVZ eki ogiiz — it is a town between two rivers: ’ILA’ ila and: N 

YAFINJ yawing. 0 

’UKUZ okiiz “Ox (tawr)” Proverb: ’UKUZ ’AD’QY2 BULTlNJA’ BUZTUV BASlY okiiz P 

BULSA’ YIYK okiiz adaqi boPyinda buziPyu baSi bolsa yeg “Better to be the head of a calf3 than 

the foot of an ox.” This means that ruling oneself is better than submitting to another. 

S 

’AWUS'4 awus awus 

[I. 58/59] 42 

“Wax (mum).” BuPyar dialect. 0 D 

’UVLA’S" KUVZ^ bias koz “A gently-glancing (latlfa ar-runuww) eye,” like the eye of a bias 

drunken man. Verse: 

BULN’R MYNY ’UVLA’S' KVZ bulnar mini bias kbz V 

QAR’ MNKYZ QIYZYL' YUVZ qara marjin qizil yuz 

’ANDYN TM’R TVK’L TVZ andin tamar ttikal tuz 

BULNA’B YAN’ ’UVL QAJ’R bulnap yana ol qagar 

“This drunken (sakra) eye captivates me; with a bright face and a charming mole upon it; as if 

charm dripped from his cheeks; then you flee from me after taking me captive.” 

s1 

’UBU§ opiiS “A kiss (taqbil), between two people.” bpiiS 

’ATIS^ atis “Shooting at one another /muramSt).” atiS 

’ATAIS^ atiS A man’s name. 0 N 

’UTUS utuS Also [a man’s name]. 0 utuS N 

2. Q altered from F by later hand (one of dots in brown ink). 

3. MS. ‘ijjawl (?), read ‘i/7, 

4. W altered from Q by later hand (one of dots in brown ink). 

42 1. MS. S. 
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’UTU§1 otiiS — with iSmam of the alif — [A word used] in a game, as follows. Boys sit otU5 

themselves in a circle and one of them pushes the boy next to him and says: ’UTUS ’UTU5> otii§ 

otiiS meaning “Pass the push (‘addi ‘anka l-qams) to the one next to you.” This goes on until they 

reach the end of the circle. 

’TI§ itiS “Two people pushing each other with the hand (al-mudafa‘a bayn itnayn bi-l- itii 

yad)." 0 

TJJAS; o£aS “Wager (muxatara)." Hence :: ’UL MAN'NIG2 BIRLA’ ’UVJASdIY ol ocaS 

m'aniq birla oCaSdi “He made a wager (xatara) with me over something.” 0 

’ADAS adaS “Intimate friend (xidn).” 0 ada§ 

TDlS idiS “Drinking-bowl (qadah).” Among the Yayma, Tuxsi, Yemak, Qyuz and Ar>u idil D 

it means “any kind of pot or vessel (qidr, tawr, ina’).” 

’ARI§1 arts “Warp (sada)." ’AIRI§:3 ’AR'QA’P ariS arqay “Warp and woof.” 0 arig 

’URU§luru5 “A quarrel (musdjara).” Also, “a battle (harb).” 0 urug 

’AHS- ayiS “Ascent (sa‘ud).” 0 ayis 

’Urui oyus “Clan (‘aStra).” 0 o-yus 

’UWU§ uwuS “Crumbs (futat)" of a thing. “Bread crumbs (duqaq)" are called: uwuS 

’UWUS;4 ’ATMA’K; uwuS atmak. 0 

’UQU§^ uqug “Intelligence (fittia).” An “intelligent (fatin) person” is called: ’UQV§j- uqug 

LUr KI§IY uquSlu7 ki§i. 0 

’VKUV§' NA’NG;5 iikiis nan “Much or many (katir) UkU§ 

[1.60/62] 43 

of anything.” Proverb: TIYRIYK ’ASAN BULSA’ TA’NG1 ’VKV§ KURUVR tirlg asan bolsa tan P 

ukiiS korur 0 “When one is alive and healthy one often /katiran) sees wonders.” 0 

2. Three dots of G in brown ink; sukun (*) in pencil (?). 

3. A crossed out and I (with hamza) added in brown ink; other hatnzas on this line and on next 

line (ayiS) also in brown ink. 

4. Three dots of W in brown ink. 

5. Three dots of G in brown ink, 

1. Three dots of G in brown ink. 43 
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“An unruly (J}amn) animal” is called: ’VKVS YLQY Ugils yilqi. 0 UgiB 

’ALI§ aliS “The draw-off points of a reservoir (fuhat ai-Sirb wa-l-ansiba’).” 0 alis 

’ALU§( aluS Name of a village belonging to Ka£yar. alu§ N 

’ALIf^ aliS “Suing the debtor for the debt (al-mu’axada bi-d-dayn li-l-yarim).” Hence:: aliS 

’ALlS BIYRIYS aliS beriS “Taking and giving what is due (axd haqq wa-i‘ta’ haqq)." 

’ULU§ UliiS “Share (n'asib)." The root-form is with kaf instead of <;7n: ’UVLUK iiliig. iiliiS 

This is like the alternation of kaf with $tn in the Arabic feminine suffix, as in the verse of Majnun: 

fa-‘ayn3Si ‘ayriaha wa-jiduSi jiduha2 3 (“Your eyes are her eyes and your neck is her neck”) — he 

means ‘aytiaki and jlduki. 0 

’ULU§ ulus “Village (qarya)" in Cigil dialect. Among the people of Balasayun and the ulus D 

neighboring Aryu country, “City (balda)." Hence the city of Balasayun is called: QUVZ‘ N 

’VLUV§: quz uluS. 0 

’ULS iilUs “Distribution of shares (tafriqa al-ansiba’) among the people.” The Sin is an iiliis 

alternant of kaf [i.e. iiliig], as in the variant reading [Qur’an 19:24]: qad ja'ala rabbusi tahtasi D 

sariyyan3 (“thy Lord has set below thee a rivulet”) — instead of rabbuki and tahtaki, 

r 

’AJir aCi-y Name for “a gift (jd’iza) of the sultan.” Thus :: XA’N; MANKA’ ’AJir aciy 

BIYR DY xan mana a«7 berdi “The king gave me a gift (afaza).’’ 0 

’AJir aCry “Savoring life (tana“um).” Hence :: ’VZVNKNY ’JirLir TUT dzunni 

aciyliy tut “Enjoy some fine food (nauim nafsaka bi-l-aydiya as-saliha).” 0 

’AJin aciy “Bitter (murr),” of anything. 

’ADir adiy “Bear (dubb).” Proverb [= 167 taw]: ’AWJY4 NAJ’ ’AL BIL;SA’ ’ADIT adiy P 

’ANJ’ YUVL BILYR; awdi nafia al bilsS adiy anfia yol bifir 0 “As many tricks as the hunter 

knows the bear knows ways (of escape).” This is coined about two clever people who have a 

dispute. 0 

'ADir adiy “One who has recovered (sahi) 

[1.60/63] 44 

from drunkenness.” Thus :: ’AS'RUK ’ADIT asriik adiy “Drunk and sober (sahi). ” 0 

2. MS. jidaha (a in brown ink). 

3. Tasdid over r crossed out in brown ink. 

4. W altered from Q by later hand (one dot in brown ink). 
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’ADir adiy Name of one of our villages. 0 N 

’UDUr ’AR' oduy ar “A man (or other) who is awake (yaqzan)." 0 oduy 

One calls “a man of wakeful heart (mutayaqqiz al-qalb)”: ’UDUr KVNKUVI/ LUVKl 

’AR' o^uy koniillQg ar — this means an “intellegent (fatin)” man. 0 

’ARir ariy “Tent band (izar al-xiba’)." Barsyan dialect. 0 ari7 D 

ARirNA’NK ari7 nan “Something clean (nazif).” 0 

’URUr uru7 The “seed (habb)" of anything. “Seed for sowing (badr)” is called: ’URUF uru7 

uru7. Thus:: ’URUr ’AKTIY uruy akti “He sowed the seed.” “Relatives (aqarib)” arelikened 

to it, and are called: ’URUr TARir uru7 tari7- 0 

’AZir azi7 The “canine tooth (riab)" of any animal. 0 aziy 

’ASIT asi7 “Profit (ribh)0 asi7 

’USUr OSU7 The “correspondence (tahayul)” of one thing to another. Hence :: BV 0SU7 

’YSl ’USTIY MUNDAT bu iS OS71 munda7 “The following corresponds (muhayala) to this mat¬ 

ter.” 0 

’ALIT ali7 Anything “bad (radt’).” O7UZ and Qifcaq dialect. ali7 D 

’ULUF ulu7 Anything “large (kablr).’’ uhry 

TLir SUVF ili7 suw “Lukewarm (fatir) water.” Its root-form is with yd’: YILIP ili7 

yiliy [450]. Verse: 

’ULUr LVQUr BULSA’ SAN ’DKV QILYN 11I117 V 

BULrYL KISIYK BAK'LA’R QATIN YX§Y ’VLA’N 

uluyluquy bulsa sin adgii qilfn 

bolyil kiSlg beglar qatin yaxSi ulan 

“When you gain great prestige and influence (jah u/a-basfa) then behave correctly. Be before the 

emirs a good joiner, one who presents well people’s affairs (wasfal xayr hasan al-mahdar li-amr an- 

nasj.” 

Q 

’ACUQ a<5uq “Open (maftuh),” of anything. Thus :: ’AJUQ QABUP aduq qapuy “An aiuq 

open door.” “Sky that has become clear (mufhiya)” is called: ’AJUQ KUVKl aCuq kok. 0 

And “a matter that is clear (bayyin)” is called: ’AJUQ' ’IY§' aCuq i§. 0 

44 1. Three dots of S faintly visible (brown ink?). 
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’UJAQ^ ocaq “Stove or fireplace (kanun).” 0 o6aq 

The Khaqaniyya address an elder brother (ax akbar) by saying: ’AJIQIM eciqim insert- eciq 

ing a qZf [to edim, see 56 efci], but only when joined to the first person suffix; it is not permitted D 

to say: ’AJIQING eCiqin in the second person. 0 

[I. 63/65] 45 

’ADAQ adaq “Foot (rijl).” adaq 

’DUQ N’NK aduq nan “Something unknown (majhul).” Its root-form is: ’APDUQ' aduq 

ayduq meaning “Changed, disguised (mutayayyir, mutannakir)." This is derived from the phrase: 

’N?K MANKZY ’AF'DY anig (anin?) manzi aydi “His color changed (tayayyara)." The yayn is 

dropped for lightening /taxfif). 

One calls a “sleepy /wasnan)” man: ’UDIQ ’AR' udiq ar. 0 udiq 

’IDUQ iduq Anything “blessed (mubarak).” Its root-meaning is that any animal that is iduq 

set free (yusayyabu) is called: TDU(£ iduq. One does not burden its back nor milk its udder nor 

shear its wool, because of a vow which falls on its owner. 0 

’IDUQ TAT1' iduq tay “A mountain that is inaccessible and long (mani‘ tawtl).” 0 

’ARIQ ariq “Canal fnahr).’’ Proverb: ’ArYL DA’ ’UrLA’Q TUrSA’ ’ARIQ DA’ ariq P 

’VTIY ’UVNA’R^ ayilda oyliq tu7sa ariqda oti onSr 0 “When a kid is born in the pen, grass 

for it grows in the canal.” 0 This is coined to advise someone not to be too concerned with 

making a living. 0 

’ARUQ’AR' aruq ar “A man (or other) who is tired out (mu‘yi).’’ 0 aruq 

'ARUQ^ TURUQ aruq turuq Name of a mountain pass between FarYana and Kacyar. 0 N 

'ARU/Q: aruq “Emaciated (mahzul).” Oyuz and Qifiaq dialect. 0 D 

’RUQ uruq “Rope (latan).” uruq 

’AZUQ^’UVQ azuqoq “Stray arrow (sahm al-yarb)” - i.e. of which one does not know azuq 
who shot it. 0 

’AZUQ^1 MUNQ^ azuq munuq “A runaway, a stray (abiq, dall).” 

’AZAQ) azaq Name of a chief among the Oyuz emirs. 0 azaq N 

45 1. U (brown) altered from original A (black). 
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’AZUQ) azuq “Provisions (zad)." Proverb [= 172 sart]: SAR'T NI?K ’AZUQY ’ARIQ2 azuqP 

BULSA’ YUVL ’UVZA’ YYR- sartnlg (-nin?) azuqi arry bolsa yol uzS yer 0 “When a mer¬ 

chant’s provisions are clean he can eat them (sitting) on the (open) road.” This is coined about 

someone who brags about his loyalty but runs away when it comes to proving it. 0 

“A matter that has lasted long (tala)” is called: ’UZAQ^ TY§; uzaq Is. Hence :: YAL’- uzaq 

VAJ. UZAQ BAR DIY yalavac uzaq bardi “The messenger has been gone long (abta’a).” 

’UZUQ’AT- ozuqat “A horse that runs in front (sabiq),” in a race, or other. 0 

’ASAQ aSaq “Foot of a mountain (safh).” Oyuz dialect. 

’A§UQ asuq “Anklebone (ka‘b)” of a man 

[I. 64/67] 

or other. 

“Things that are small (fiyar)” are called: ’U§AQ( NA’NIC u£aq nan. Hence “babies uSaq 

(fibyan)” are called: U§AQ" ’UI'L’N uSaq cylan, and “chips (duqaq) of fire-wood” are called: 

‘USAQl ’UVTUNKl usaq otuq. This word is not used for the singular but only for the plural. 0 

’§UQ uSuq “Iron helmet (bayda al-hadid)." The alif is an alternant ofya’ [i.e. yusuq], usuq 

as one says [in Arabic] alma'i or yalma'V (“brilliant”). D 

’UrUQ uyuq “Overshoe (jurmuq).” 0 uyuq 

IwlQ The “she-antelope (zabya)" which frequents stony tracts and deserts. 0 iwiq 

’ALUQ’AR" oluqar “A sturdy (adla‘) man.” 07uz dialect. 0 oluq D 

’ULUQ^3 oluq (olaqf) Something hollowed out (yunqaru) of a tree trunk, such as a (olaq?) 

“trough (mi'laf),” for cooling juice or watering animals. 0 

’ULUQl TUVNJ oluq ton “A garment that is shabby, worn out (xalaq, bati).” The same 

for anything worn out. 0 

’ULUQ oluq “Small boat (zawraq sayir).” Its root-meaning is the first [i.e. “something 

hollowed out...”]. 0 

ozuq 

asaq D 

asuq 

46 

2. The word is crossed out and there is a marginal gloss: ’Rr in a different hand. 

46 1. MS. almayi wa-yalmayi. 

2. W altered from F by later hand (two dots added in brown ink). 

3. There is a V inserted in brown ink between the alif (’) and L; second U (brown) altered from 

original A (black). 
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’ULUQ uluq “Withers (minsaj) of a horse.” Proverb: ’ULUQ YAHRIY ’UrUVL' QA’ uluq P 

QALIYR; uluq yayri oyulqa qallr “The sore of the withers remains (an inheritance) for the son.” 

This means that it will not heal quickly since it is the place where the joints and sinews are gath¬ 

ered. 0 

’ALIQ aliq “Beak (minqar) of a bird.” Oyuz dialect. aliq D 

’ANUQNA’NK;. anuq nan “Something ready (hadir)." Proverb [= 278 san-]: ’ANUQ anuqP 

’UTRUV TUTSA’ YUVQA’ SA’NM’Sj^ anuq utru tutsa yoqqa sanmas 0 “If one offers what 

food is available (al-hadir min at-ta‘am) (to the guest then hospitality) is not reckoned as nought.” 

This is coined to advise a person to offer what he can as host. 

K 

A baby word for “bread (xubz)” is: ’ABAK apak. 0 apak 

’ATAK/ atak “Skirt (dayl).’’ 0 atak 

’ATUK atiik “Boot (xuff).” 0 'atiik 

’UTUK4 otiig “A petition (qiffa, haja) which is addressed to the sultan.” Its root- btiig 

meaning is “imitating or recounting (hikaya)” a thing. 0 

’UTUK otiig “Dysentery (hayda).” :: ’NK’R ’UTVK TUTY anar otOg tutti “He had a 

case of dysentery.” 0 

U’UTK) iitiig “An iron (hadida), like a trowel, which is heated and used to warm the nap iitiig 

of a garment to make it smooth.” 0 

’IJUK iciik “A fur (farw),’’ made from sable i£iik 

[1.66/69] 47 

or squirrel, or the like. 

’UpiYK- ii{jig “Passion, desire (hayajan aS-Sawq wa-l-‘iSq).’’ Verse: ii^Ig 

’UVD| YK MYNY QUMITY Udlg mini qomitti V 

SAQINJ MANK’ YUMITY saqinf mat]a yomitti 

KVNKLVM ’NK’R ’AMITY koqliim aijar amitti 

YVZUM MANIK SAR'FARUVR yuziim manig saryarur 

4. There is a V inserted in brown ink between the alif (’) and T. 
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Longing for the beloved (aS-Sawq wa-t-tahannun ila l-malfbub) roused me, and care joined me, 

when my heart inclined toward him, and so my face is yellow.” 0 

’ARUK ariik A general term for peaches, apricots and plums. They are distinguished ariik 

from one another by adjectives. Thus “peach (xau>x)” is called: TUVLUK/ ’ARUK tulUg ariik 

[“hairy”]; “apricot (miSmS)” is: SA’RIT ’ARUK sariy ariik [“yellow”]; and “plum (ajas)" is: 

QAR’ ’ARUK qara ariik [“black”]. 

One calls anything “plaited (madfur)”: ’URUK^1 oriik. Thus a “braid (dafir)” is called: oriik 

’URUK SAJ^ oriik sa£. 0 

’URUK(_ oriig “Staying in a place for a period of time (al-iqama . . . muddatan).” Hence oriig 

:: SUV ’UVN; KUVN^ ’URUK BULDY sii on kiin oriig boldi “The army stayed in one place for 

ten days without leaving or raiding.” The same for an emir or a tribe when they halt (aqama). 0 

“Anything that has rotted (baliya)” is called: ’IRI'K NA’NK irig nan. Thus “moldering irig 

(hatim) fire-wood” is called: ’IRIK ’UTVNK' irig otuq. 0 

’ARIK/ NA’NK arig riln “Anything that melts (da’ib),” like butter, or the like; also arig 

anything that has melted after being frozen. 0 

TRUK eriik “A breach or crack (tulma)" in a wall, or other. Proverb: KUNDA’’IRUK eriik P 

YUQ BAKDA’ QIYIQ; YUVQ kunda eriik yoq, begda qiyiq yoq 0 “There is no crack in the 

(disc of the) sun (just as) there is no breach of promise in the emir.” This is coined to advise 

emirs not to break their promises. 0 

’ARUIK^2 ariik “Anything used in tanning skin (ma yudbayu3 bihi l-jild).” Hence:: ariik 

TARTY ’ARUIK'LA’DIY2 tari ariikladi, “He tanned (dabceya) the skin.” 0 

’ARIYK;4 YIYLlQIY erig yilqi “A lively (fariha) animal.” Thus :: ’RIYK4 ’AT' erig at erig 

“A splendid (rayi‘) horse.” The Oyuz do not know this word. D 

’RIK ’R irig ar “A man who is steadfast and resourceful (jalad, riafid fil-umur).” Pro- irig 

verb: ’ARIK TYRINIY YA’PLIYT ’AR^MAKUV BA’SIY Q’NlLIYP irig erini yayliy, armagu P 

baSi qanliy 0 “The steadfast one has greasy lips (since he works hard and so gets good food and 

fat meat which makes his lips greasy); the lazy one (who is too lazy to work gets hit and so) has a 

bloody head.” [This is coined] to advise steadfastness and leaving off laziness. 0 

TRIG NA’NK irig nan “Anything rough (xalin).” 0 

47 1. 

(brown). 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Original A (black) over the alif (’) altered by later hand to hamza (brown); and U added 

U in pencil (?). 

Altered from yudbayu (dot of dal changed to sukun in brown ink). 

Y added by later hand (brown ink). 
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One calls a “scabby head (ra’s al-jarban)”: ’IRIIC irig. 0 

’AZIK ezig “A lengthwise scratch (xadsa . . . tulan) in the skin.” 0 ezig 

’UZUIC oziik A title for women, as in: ’AL'TUVN^’UZUK^ altun oziik meaning “Pure oziik N 
of Soul as Pure Gold (naqiyya an-nafs ka-d-dahab al-xdlis)” and : ’AR'TINY ’UZUK artini oziik 
“Pure of Body as a Pearl (fdfiya al-badan ka-d-durra)" — since a peerless pearl is called: ’AR'DINY 
ardini and there is assimilation [cf. 82 ardini]. This title is for the women of Cigil. Its root is: 
’UVZi dz “soul” with kaf joined to it in the meaning “that very thing,” as one says: ’UL ’AR'NY 
’UK/1 KALDUR ol Smi ok kaldiir “Bring that very man.” 0 ’UQ* oq is used instead with words 
that have isba‘ or qaf or yayn. 0 

’UZUK oziik Any “land that is swampy or flooded (ma stanjala min al-ard fa-sara 
hiyad).” Similarly, “an arm of a river (xalij min al-awdiya)" is called: ’UZUK SUVW2 oziik suw. 
0 

’UZAK/3 ozak “Spinal cord (abhar).”4 It is a vein inside the spine, the one the Prophet ozak 
referred to when he said: “The food I ate at Khaybar causes me renewed pain each year; this was 
the time my spinal cord was cut.”s 0 

’U&JK- iiziik “Spelling (hija’).” Hence:: BITIK ’U&JKLA’DIY bitig iiziikladi “He U2uk 
spelled out the writing (haja l-huruf wa-l-kitdb).” One calls every “letter (barf ) of the alphabet”: 
’U^UKl iiziik. Thus:: BUV NA’ ’U2UK1. ’UI/ bu na iiziik ol “What is this letter?” With zcty 
between the two points of articulation. 0 

’SIK YIYRi asik yer “Steppe (sahab) land” — it is the “stretched out one (madida).” asik 

48 1. There is a V in brown ink inserted under the K. 

2. W altered from F by later hand (two dots in brown ink). 

3. There is a V and an alif (’) inserted in brown ink between the three consonants (thus: ozak). 

4. MS. abhur, u altered from a by later hand (brown ink); u in abhuri in the following Hadith is 
also in brown ink. 

5. Originally: ma zalat ukla xaybar tu'addunl fa-ha4a awan qafa'at abhart (MS. abhurt - see 
previous note). A later gloss has altered this to read: m2 zalat ukla xaybar tu‘awidum ft kull ‘am hatta 
kana hada awan qat‘ abhurt (“The food I ate at Khaybar keeps coming back to me each year; this was the 
time my spinal cord was cut”). In Arabic idiom, “to cut the spinal cord” means “to cause intense pain.” 
Cf. Bukhari, Bk. 64, no. 83 (ed. Krehl, Vol. Ill, p. 184, three lines from bottom): qdlat ‘a’isa kanan-nabi 
. . . yaqulu fi maradihi Uadi mata fthi yd ‘3 isa ma azdlu ajidu alam at-ta‘am alladt akaltu bi-xaybar fa-hada 
awan wajadtu nqita' abhari min dalika s-samm (“ ‘A’iSa said: The Prophet . . . used to say during the ill¬ 
ness from which he died: O ‘A’isa! I still feel the pain of the food I ate at Khaybar; this was the time I 
felt my spinal cord cut from that poison”). 
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’ISIK NA’NK isig nan “Something hot (harr)." Thus :: ’ISIK KUVN: isig kiin “A hot isig 

day.” 0 

’ASUK asuk “Coverlet (datar).” 0 ’ASUK asuk The name for any brocade which is asiik 

sent to cover the grave of a dead emir or king as a sign of honor to him; it is afterward divided 

among the poor. 0 

’uSlK/ iiiik [“Frost”] The cold which scorches (al-bard alladiyahriqu)6 fruit and pre- usik 

vents it from growing. 0 

’ALIK: 'alig “Hand (yad).” alig 

[1.69/72] 49 

One calls the “right hand”: ’VNG1 ’ALIK on alig - the Oyuz call it: SA'P’ALIK say alig. One D 

calls the “left hand”: SUVL’ALIK sol alig — this is common to both. 0 

’UVLUK oliig “Dead (mayyit),” 0 oliig 

’UVLUK Oliig — with ismam of the alif — “Share (nasib).” 0 uliig 

TLIK ilik “Marrow (muxx)” — in Oyuz dialect; among the Turks it is: YILHCyilik. ilik D 

The alif is an alternant of the ya\ 0 

’AMIK amig “Female breast (tady)." Also the “male breast (tunduwa)” is called: amig 

’AMIK amig. 

One calls a “warm (fatir al-harr) day”: ’AIMIK/ KUVN emik kun. Similarly, anything emik 

“which becomes warm (saxuna) after being cold but whose heat is not intense (lam yaStadd 

Ijarara)” is called: ’AMIK: emik. 0 

’ANUK: aniik “Lion whelp (Sibl al-asad).” The “young /u>alad)” of a hyena, wolf or dog aniik 

is: ’ANUK aniik. 0 

One calls the “teeth (asnan) of a lock”: KIRTULK [sic] ’ANVKY kiritlik aniiki. 

L 

’BUL2 abul (?) Name of one of our villages. 0 abul? N 

’ATIL atil Name of a river [the Volga] in the country of Qiftaq which flows into the atil N 

Bulyar Sea; it has an arm (xattj) which flows over Rus. 0 Verse: 

49 

6. Altered from yahtariqu by later hand (brown ink). 

1. Three dots of G in brown ink. 

2. U in pencil (? — unclear). 
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’ATIL SUWY ’AQ’ TRVR 

QYA’ TUBY QAQ’ TRVR 

BLYQ TLYM BAQA’ TRVR 

KVLUVNK TQY KUS’RUVR 

atil suwi aqa turur 

qaya tiipi qaqa turur 

balTq talim baqa turur 

kolun taqi koSariir 

V 

The water of the Atil River flows, striking against the 

frogs in the pool which fills up from its overflow.” 0 
foot of the cliff; there are many fish and 

. ’5!i .*7“ “SheePfold (marbad al-yanam)” Among the Oyuz it is “sheep dung (rawt a-yil D 
a -yanam). This is because of the close connection between the two, just as [in Arabic] both rain 
and clouds may be called “sky,” 0 

rlUrUL 07Ul “Son (ihn)-" “A boy other than a son” may also be called: ’UrUL‘o-yul. o-vul 
urUL NA’ TIYR^bu oyul na ter “What does this boy (sabi) say?” The plural is: ’UPLA’N' 

oylan - this is irregular; according to rule the plural should be: ’UH/ LA’R' oTulIar - this is G 

like: ’ARAN^ aran for “men”; both of them [i.e. 07lan and OTulIar] are found. 

pie.” 0 
’UKIL iikil “Much or many (kafir)." QifCaq dialect.:: ’UKIL K§Y iikil ki5i “Many peo- ukil D 

’AMUkl3 amul “Quiet (sakin)” of anything. Thus one who is “forebearing (haUm)” is amul 
called: ’AMUL- amul. ' Verse, 

[I. 71/74] 
50 

QANJA’ BAR DINK ’AY ’UrUL 

’AR-DIYNK MUNDA’ ’INJ ’AMUL 

’ATIN ’AM-DY SAN TVNKVL 

QYLDYNK ’RSA’ QYLMTV 

qanca bardin ay 07UI 

ardirj manda end amul 

attin amdi san tiiniil 

qlldlq arsa qilmayu 

Scolding a boy who had been with him but went away leaving his horse behind, who then came 

back looking for it - he refuses to give it back to him, because of his turning against him, saying: 

‘You were tranquil and contented (salim sakin hasan al-hal mahbur al-bal) with me, so why did 
you turn away from me?” 7 

[Where did you go my boy? 

You were content and quiet with me. 

Now give up the horse, 

For you have done what should not be done.] 

V 

M 

BIYR- ’UBUM^MUVN; bir opiim mUn “A sip (haswa) of soup.” 0 

3. V inserted betwen M and L by later hand (brown ink). 
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’ATIM ’AR- atim ar “A man skilled at shooting, a marksman (hadtq fl r-ramy, muqar- 

tis).” 0 

BIYR' ’URUM’UT bir orum ot “One cutting (qadr ma yuxtala marratan) of herbage.” 

0 

’UZUMl iiziim “Grapes (Hnab)." 0 

BIYR' ’ATIM YIYR1 bir ayim yer “An elevation in the ground that can be climbed in 

one step (sa‘ud . . . qadr mayas'adu daf‘atan ‘alayha).” 0 

BYR ’AQIM SUVW2 bir aqim suw “One flowing (qadr ma yasilu marratan) of water.” 

0 

BIYR- ’AKIMl YIYR" bir akim yer “Land of an amount that can be sown at one time 

(qadr ma yubdaru marratan wahidatan)0 

BIYR- ’UKUIMl YARlMA’Q bir iikiiin yarmaq “A pile (kawma) of dirhams.” The mim 

is an alternant of nun [i.e. iikUn]. 0 

’ALIM alim “The claim on a debt (ad-dayn alladi ‘ala insan).” Proverb [= 206 berim]: 

’ALIYM'JY ’ARjS'LA’N^ BYRYM JIY SIjTA’ISPallmci arslan berlmci sicyan 0 “The creditor 

(da’in) is (like) a lion (in his charge), the debtor is (like) a mouse (because of the fear that falls 

upon him).” 0 

’ULUM- olum “Death (mawt)." 

N 

’ATAbt atan “Gelded camel (al-xasi min al-ibil).” Proverb: ’ATANl YUVKY ’AS 

BULSA’ ’AJ Q’ ’AZ KURjNUVRl atan yiiki as bolsa acqa az kornur 0 “Even a gelded camel’s 

load of food seems a small amount to a hungry man” — because of his overwhelming hunger. 0 

’UJUN) iidiin A particle which expresses “cause or sake (ajl).” :: SANIK/ ’UJUN) 

KALDIM sanig iiCUn kaldim “I came because of (li-ajl) you.” 0 

’!JI_N: iCin A particle which expresses “among (bayn).” :: ’ULA’R^’IJIN ’AY^TI§^DIY 

LA’R(_olar iCin etiSdilir “They became reconciled among themselves (ta§alahu ftma baynahum).” 

0 ’ 

’UDUN udun Name of the city of Khotan. The inhabitants of Khotan. 

50 1. Two dots of Y in brown ink. 

2. W altered from F by later hand (two dots in brown ink). 
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are also called: ’UDUN udun. 0 

’ADIN; adin A particle meaning “other (yayr).” Cigil dialect. 0 

’ARAN' TUVZ; ar'antiiz Name of the constellation “Libra (al-mhan).” It is one of the 
lunar mansions. 0 

ARAN; a ran “Men (rijal)” — an irregular plural. 

’ARAN; aran - with t'sba' of the alif - “Stable (art)." 0 

’URAN oran “Bad (racfi)," of anything. Oyuz dialect. I consider it to derive from Per¬ 

sian vtran “ruined (xarab)." When the Oyuz mixed with the Persians they forgot many Turkic 
words and used Persian instead. This is an example. 0 

TRIN' erin “Lip (Safa)" 0 

’UZUN uzun “Long (tawil)" of anything. 

’a2uN1 azun “World (dunyd)." :: BUV ’A2uN;bu aiun “This world (ad-dunya)." ’UL 

’AZUN ol a2un “The other world (al-axira)." Cigil dialect. With zay between the two points of 
articulation. 0 

’ASAN; 'asan “Sound or well (salim),” of anything. Thus :: ’ASAN'MUV SAN''asan 

miisan “Are you well?” It may also be used to mean “well-being (salama)” as in the proverb: 

’ASANDA’ TYWAK- YUVQ;Ssjlnda ewak yoq 0 “There is no haste in well-being.” This is 
coined to advise someone to act slowly. 0 

’ASIN; asin “Breeze (nasim).” 0 

’USUN; oSiin “Shoulderblade (ra’s al-katif)." 

’ArAIN ’AR- ayin ar “A man with a nasal voice (ayarm)" This agrees with the Arabic 
in sound and sense. 0 

’UrAN' uyan “Having power over things (al-qadir ‘ala 1-aSya’)." Thus God is called: 
’ULAN TANK;RIY uyan tanri meaning “God almighty (al-qadir).” 0 

’AWIN: awin “Grain of seed (habb).” 

’AQIN aqin “Flood (sayl)." “A flash flood (at!)" is called: MUNDUZ’AQIN munduz 

aqxn. This word can be used metaphorically for a “night raiding party (al-katiba al-muylra layl™) » 

Thus one says: ’AQINJY KAL;DIY aqinCi kaldi which means “The raiding party came pouring in 
like a flash flood.” ° r r r & 

51 

adin D 

aran 

aran 
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’AKIN' agin “Shoulder (katif).” 
agin 
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’AKIN akin “Sown land (mazra'a).” Oyuz dialect. 0 'akin D 

’KIN agin A piece of cloth (kirbns) that is a span and a half wide and four cubits long; agin 

the Suvar use it for their merchandise. 0 D 

’UKUN; iikiin A “heap (kawma)" of dirhams or roses or other iikiin 

[I. 74/78] 52 

things. “Heaped up (mujtamV) earth” is called: ’UKUN TUB'RA’Q]_iikiin topraq. 0 

’ALIN; alin “Forehead (jabha)." 0 ’ALIN alin “The brow (hayd, rukuh) of a moun- alin 

tain.” 0 

’ULUN ulun “Shaft (qidlf) of an arrow.” ulun 

Doubled 

B 

’UBUB' Upiip “Hoopoe (hudhud)." A variant of: ’UB'KUK iipgiik. iipiip D 

K 

’AKAK' ’§L’R akakeSTar “Prostitute (mumisa), of women” 0 Jik'ak 

’UKAK; iikak “Box (tabut, funduq).”1 0 iikak 

’UKAK; iikak “Tower (burj) on the city wall fortified for battle.” 

L 

’ILAL; ilal A particle meaning “yes (no!am).” Khaqan dialect. It is used in replying to ilal D 

emirs and kings. 

Initial Weak 

T 

’A’T; at “Name (ism).” ’A’T at “Title (laqab).” Thus :: BAK ’NK’R; ’A’T; BIYR'DIY at 

beg aqar at berdi “The emir gave him a title (laqqaba).” Thus “a chief of the people (kabir al- 

qawm)" is called: ’ATLr atliy [lit. “Having a name”]. 

52 1. Altered from §unduq (waw in brown ink). 
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J 

’A’J ac “Hungry (jurtan).” Proverb: ’A’J N’ YYM’S TOQ NA’ TIYMA’Sj SC na yemSs, ac P 

toq na temas (“What won’t the hungry one eat? What won’t the full one say?”] This means that 

the hungry one will not turn away from any food put before him, though he is held blameworthy 
by the full one who despises it. 

D2 

’A’CV3 Id Anything “manufactured fmasnu’),” such as brocade, and the like. It may be Sd 

shortened to: ’AD'3 ad — this is the better pronunciation. :: ’ADKUV ’AD'* adgii ad “A good 
manufactured item.” 

D 

”D' ad “Good omen (fa’l jayyid).” Thus :: ’IKLIK TUTZrY ’A’D BULVR iglig tutzuyi §d (P) 

ad bolur “The testament of a sick man is a good omen (fa’l tiasan) (for him).” This phrase is used 
to request a sick man’s testament. 

R 

’A’R' BURIY ar bori “Hyena (4abu‘)." 0 

”R' NA’NK ir nan “[Something] chestnut- (afhab) colored.” 
’AR'SAIL arsal with an augment. 

It may also be called: 

Verse: 

KRUB' NJUK QJMADINK 

YAMAR SUWIN KAJMADINK 

TAWA’RINK'NY SAJMADINK 

YYSUV SNY ’A’R' BURY 

koriip nadiik qacmadiq 

yamar suwin k'aimadin 

tawarinni safimadii) 

yesii sani ar bori 

Describing one of the routed soldiers whom he has taken: “When you saw me why did you not 

flee from me and cross the Yamar tributary (xalij)? Why did you not cast off your belongings 

(and escape with your life)? So now may (you be killed and) the hyena eat you.” 

ar 

V 

[1.76/80] 53 

Z 

’A’Z'N’NK az nan “Something little in amount (qalil).’’ 

’A’Z az “Ermine (qaqum).” A variant of the form with sin [i.e. as], which is more ele- D 
gant. 0 

2. Original D altered to D (heading letter in red ink, dot in black). 

3. D altered from original D (dot in brown ink). 
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’A’lZ1 ez Any “lengthwise scratch (xadsa . . . tulan)" in the ground or the skin. 0 ez 

QZL ’UZ qizil ez A winter pasture in the Kas'yar mountains. N 

S 

’A’S as “Ermine (qaqum)." A variant of the form with zay [i.e. az]. This is used as a as D 

name for slave-girls. N 

S 

’A’§ 15 “Food (ta'am).” 15 

One calls the “repaired part (ru’ba)” of a vessel: ’§ 15. Hence :: ’AYQ ’A§L’ ayaq a51a 

“Repair (ir’ab) the bowl.” 

r 

’AT ay “Space between the thighs (al-masafa allati bayn al-faxidayn)." ::YUVZ’AT- ay 

MINK ’APDIN: KJTY yuz at manig aydin kaJti “A hundred horses have passed between my 

thighs.” It is similar to the span between two Fingers. 

W 

’A’W Iw “Hunt (sayd).” ::bAK ’AWQA’ JIQ'TY beg awqa fciqti “The emir went out to aw 

hunt.” o" 

’UW2 aw “House (bayt).” With iimam of the alif. The shortened form is more elegant: aw 

’UW2 aw." 

Q 

’A’Q aq “White (abyad)” of anything. Oyuz dialect. Among the Turks it is used for aq D 

horse colors: ’A’Q‘ ’AT- aq at “Gray (ashab) horse.” 0 

’A’Q SAQA’L ’AR- aq saqal ar “A white-bearded (asyab) man.” Oyuz dialect. 0 D 

”Q SA’Y aq say Name of a place. ’A’QTAR’K aq terak Name of a ford of the Ila River N 

in Yayma. 

L 

’A’Ll 11 An orange-colored brocade used to make kings’ banners and to cover the saddles 11 

of their favorite horses. Also the color “orange (naranji)” is: ’A’L al. 0 

53 1. First alif (’) crossed out (black ink). 

2. U (brown) altered from original A (black); the second occurrence of the word is crossed out 

(black ink). 



’A’L/ al “Cunning, deceit (makr, xadi'a).” Proverb [=410 kosgiik, 622 arslan]: ’A’LIYN 

’AR/S'L’Nl TUT’R/ KVJUN ’YUQ TUTM’Sl alln arslan tutar, kiiJiin oyuq tutmas “You can cap¬ 

ture a lion by trickery (htla) but you cannot capture a scarecrow by force.” This is coined to 

advise a person to use trickery for something when he cannot get it by force. 0 

V 

’ALA’ ala “Leprous (abras),” of a man. :: ’ALA’’AT' ala at “Spotted black and white 

(arqat),” of a horse. 0 

BAK' ’ALA’ BULT5IY3 beg (xanqa) ala boldi “The emir rebelled against (xalafa . . . wa- 

xaraja ‘ala) the king and came to terms with his enemy.” 0 

[I. 77/82] 

’ALA ala Name of a summer pasture near Far7ana. 0 

’ALA’ YIPJ ala yiyaC Name of a place on the frontier. 

Another Type 

^A”Y' [sic] ay “Moon (qamar)." “The full moon (bard)” is called: TUVLUN ’A’Y' 

tdlun ay. 0 

’A’Y' ay “Month (Sahr),” also. Verse: 

QISQA’ TTIN [sic] KAL'SA’ QALY QUTLUr YA’Y 

TUN KUN KAJ’ ’LQNVR ’UD'LK BILA’ ”Y 

qilqa anun k'ilsa qali qutluy yay 

tiin kiin kaca alqinur odlag bila ay 

“Prepare for winter when blessed summer comes, for Time runs out and months come to an end 

with the passing of night and day.” The reason “month” is called by the word for “moon” is 

simply that the passing of the month is known by it. Proverb [= 146 imla-]: ”Y' TULVN BUL 

SA’ ’ILKIN TM'LA’M’S1 ay tolun bolsa algin imlamas 0 “When the moon is full one does not 

point to it with the hand” — since anyone who has eyes can see it. This is coined about any mat¬ 

ter of which the defect is apparent. 

Medial Weak 

T 

’AVUT avut A variant of: ’AE>UT adut [36] meaning “handful (hafna).” 0 

54 

3. In lower margin: X’NQ’. 

1. U above first alif (’) crossed out in brown ink. 
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’UVUT2 uvut A variant of: ’UWUT^uwut meaning “modesty (hayd’).” 0 

’AVAT avat Equivalent of: ’AWAT *awat meaning “yes (na'am).” 

The principle is that every wa’ between the two points of articulation may alternate with 

vav. For example, one calls “messenger”: YALA’VAJ yalavad or: YALA’WJ yalawac. One calls 

“[the plant] furtut”: YAW A’ yawa or else with vav: YAVA’yava. Thus. 

”VN avan “Trees (Sajar)." Dialect of Sayram, which is Isbijab. 0 

AVINj3 4 avin “Grain of seed (habba).” Variant of: ’AWIN awin. 

With ya’ 

’UYAZ uyaz “Small gnats (al-hamaj min al-ba‘ud).” Oyuz dialect. 

r 

’AYir ayiy “Bear (dubb).” Dialect of Oyuz, QifCaq and Yayma for: ’DIT adiy. 0 

’Yir ayiy A particle corresponding to [the Arabic verb of praise] ni'ma4 and also to 

[the verb of blame] bi’sa. Thus :: ’AYir ’AIDKUV ayiy adgu “What a good (thing)!” :: ’AYir 

YAWUZ NA’NK^ayiT yawuz nai} “What a bad thing.”5 This particle is used as an emphatic pre¬ 

fix (yadxulu ta’kidan) for “good,” or other. 

Q 

’AYAQ ayaq “Bowl (qas'a).” The Oyuz do not know this; they call a “bowl”: JANAQ' 
canaq. “ “ 

’AYAQ ayaq “Foot (qadam).” Variant of the form with dal [i.e. 45 adaq]. 0 

’AYIQ- ayiq “Promise (‘ida).” 

[I. 79/84] 

Thus :: ’NIK MANK’ ’AYIQIY BA’R anig mana ayiqi bar “I have his promise.” 0 

’UYUQ oyuq “Scarecrow, waymark stone (xayal, tram).” Oyuz dialect. 

Verse [=193 qonuq] 

2. First U (brown) altered from original A (black). 

3. Three dots added above V in brown ink. 

4. MS. na'am. 

5. “thing” added in margin in brown ink. 

uvut D 

avat D 

avan D 

avin D 
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ayiy D 

ayiy 

ayaq D 

D 

55 

oyuq D 
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BAR DIY ’ARAN QUNUQ KRUB- QUTQ’ SAQ’R V 

QALDIY YAWUZ ’UYQ KRUB- ’WNY YQ’R 

bardi aran qonuq koriip qutqa saqar 

qaldi yawuz oyuq koriip awni yiqar 

“Gone are [the men] who, when they found a guest, used to reckon him as good luck; left are 

[the bad ones] who, when they see a waymark stone or a scarecrow (in a desert), tear down their 

tents (for fear lest it alight as their guest).” 

K 

’UYUK1 oyiik “Any ground that is elevated (murtafi'), like a mound (tall).’’ Oyuz dia- oyiik D 
lect. 0 

’UYUK YIYR oyiik yer “Quicksand (al-'anik min ar-raml)" which is sand in which the 

feet sink and from which it is difficult to pull them out because of water, or other. 0 

’IYK iyik A variant of: YIYK yik meaning “spindle (miyzal).’’ 0 

N 

’UYUN oyun “Game (la'ib)." 

Medial and Final Weak (mu'tall al-‘ajz) 

Y 

’AYA’ aya “Palm of the hand (kaff)." 0 aya 

’UYA’1 uya “Nest (wakr, ‘uss) of a bird.” Uya 

’UYA’ uya “Brother, relative fax, qarib).” Verse: 

TAWAR’UJUN TNKRY [sic] ’DLMADB tawar iiciin tanrini adlamadip V 

’UYA’ QADA§ ’uriLNY JIN"LA’ BUPR uya qadas oylini Cinla bo7ar 

Describing lack of affection among brothers: “A man sees his wealth and does not pay attention 

to God, but he strangles his own brother’s son for the sake of wealth.” 0 

[ For the sake of wealth he pays no heed to God / But truly strangles his own brother’s son] 

Final Weak 

B2 

55 1. First U (brown) altered from original A (black). 

2. B originally (?) P (two dots scratched out?). 
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’ABA’2 aba “Mother (umm)." Oyuz dialect. Among the Qarluq Turkman it is pro- aba, apa 

nounced with hard ba’ [i.e. apa]. 0 D 

’BA’2 apa — with i$ba‘ of the alif — “Bear (dubb).” Qifcaq dialect. 0 apa D 

’BA’2 aba “Father (ab).” Tiibut dialect — as though it were a remnant in their language aba D 

from Arabic; they are the descendants of Tabit, a man from Yemen who fled to the country of 

the Turks and sired them. 0 

’ABA’2 BA§Y apa basi “The tannum plant” — it grows like cucumber (qita’) and has apabasi 

a thorny stem; it is eaten in the mountains. 0 

’BY abi A man’s name. 0 abi N 

’UBA’ oba “Tribe (qablla).” Oyuz dialect. 0 oba D 

’UBUV1 opu “White lead (isfldaj).” opu 

T 

’ATA ata “Father (ab).” 0 ata 

[I. 81/86] 56 

’TA’SATUVN atasa-yun “Doctor (tabib)." 

J 

’AJA’ £6a Equivalent of: ’AKA’ aka meaning “Elder sister (uxt akbar).” The/imisan aca D 

alternant of kaf [i.e. 57 Ska], as [Persian] jarm andgarm (“warm”), junbad andgunbad (“arch”). 

0 

’AJY aSi “Sly old woman (Sahla).” BarsTan dialect. 0 aci D 

’UJA’ uca “Back (zahr).” 0 u6a 

TJIY e<5i “Elder brother (ax akbar sinnan).” eCi 

D 

’UDV udu “Mound (akama).” From this one calls a “sanddune (katib)’’: QUM ’UDV udu 

qum udu. Also from this, a city in ArTu is called: 'UDV KAN'D udu kand. 0 N 

56 1. MS idattaqa'a, read ida rtafa‘a (?). 
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’UPV udu [A particle] meaning “behind (xalfa).’’ :: MAN ’ANI?K ’UDV KALDIM 

man anig (ani^ ?) udu kaldim “I came behind him.” :: MAN SANIK ’UDV BAR'DIM mkn sanig 

udu bardim “I followed (iqtafaytu) you.” 0 

’ipiY idi “Master (sayyid, mawla).”--’lDlM NA’ TIYRidim na ter “What does my mas- idi 

ter (mawlaya) say?” And “God (altah ta'ata)’’ is called: ’ipiY idi. They say: TpiMIZ YAR- 

LIFY idimiz yarliyi “The command of our Lord (rabb)." 

R 

’ARA’ ara “The middle (wasat) of something.” Thus :: KSY ’ARA’ KIR’DIM kisi ara ara 

kirdim “I came in among (bayna) the people.” 0 

’ARIY ari “Hornet (zanbur).” This agrees with Arabic, since al-ari in Arabic is “honey,” ari 

and in Turkic it is that from which honey is produced. The Cigil Turks call “honey (‘asal)”: D 

’ARIY YAriY ari yayi meaning “bee butter (samn an-nahl)." 0 

’UVRUV oru “A pit (hufra)" that is dug out for keeping wheat, turnips, or the like. 0 oru 

’URIY on “Outcry (siyah, jalaba).” Proverb: ’URIY QUB^SA’ ’UTUS ’AQLlSUVR ori P 

YATY KALSA’ ’IMRAM TABTaSuVR' [sic] ori qopsa oyuS aqlisur, yayi kalsa imram teriSur o 

“When the call for help ($urax) is raised1 the clan gathers (to it to help the caller); when the 

enemy comes the parties gather (to fight them).” This is coined to advise someone to band 

together with his kinsmen (at-ta’allub fi l-umur).” 0 

’URIY uri “Male child (ad-dakar min al-awlad).’’ :: ’URIY ’UVrL’N’ uri oylan “Male uri 

children.” 

Z 

’AZUV azu An utterance giving an alternative (taxyir) between two things. Thus :: azu 

’UZUM YJYKIL ’AZUV QATUVN YYKL Uziim yegil azu qayun yegil 

[1.82/88] 57 

“Eat grapes or else (aw) melon.” It is usually used in interrogative sentences. ::KALIRlMUV 

SAN ’AZUV BARJYR^ MUV SAN kalir mii san azu barir mu san “Are you coming or (am) going?” 

0 

’UZA’ oza “Former times (ad-dahr as-salif).” Hence :: ’UZA’QIY BIL’KA’ ’N)JA’ oza 

’AY'MIYS ozSqi bilga anca aymiS “Thus spoke the sage of former times.” Verse: 

’AR’DY ’UZA’ ’ARAN LA’R' 

’AR'DAM BAKIY BLIK’ TA’P 

'AY’DY ’KUS ’KUT LA’R’ 

KUNKLUM BULUR ’NKAR SAT 

ardi oza aranlar 

ardam begi bilig tay 

aydi iikiiS ogiitfar 

koqliim bolur anar say 

V 

“There were in olden times (ad-dahr as-sabiq) men, masters of virtues, mountains of wise sayings 

and knowledge, who spoke many words of counsel; the heart is purified by (mentioning) them.” 0 
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’UZIY ozi “Ravine (fajj) in a mountain.” Cigil dialect. 0 ozi D 

’IZIY izi “Year after next (qubaqib [defined]).”1 Thus :: ’AR'QIN ’IZIY arqin izi izi 

“Next year and the year after.” 

S 

’ASUV asu “Red ocher (muyra [defined]).” asu 

r 

’ATUV ayu “Poison (samm).” 0 ayu 

’AITY ayi “Brocade (dtbaj).” From this one calls a “treasurer (xazin)’’: ’AflYJIY2 ayi 

ayifci because he guards it. 

W 

’AW5 awa A particle expressing “pain (ta’allum),” corresponding to Arabic wawayli awa 

said by a person experiencing pain (tawajja'a) from something. ’W’ ’W’ awa awa. 0 

’UWA’ uwa Name of a food made by cooking rice, putting it into cold water and strain- uwa 

ing it, then adding sugar and ice and letting it cool. It is eaten as a cooler. 0 

’IW’ ew'a A branch of the Oyuz. ewS N 

Q 

’AQIY aqi “Generous (jawad)." Hence “a walnut that is easy to shell (farik)’’ is called: aqi 

’AQIY YATA’Q^aqi yaySq meaning a “generous” walnut. 

K 

’AKA’ aka “Elder sister (uxtakbar)." The Oyuz say: ’AZA’aza. aka D 

aza 

’UKA’ oga The title for a man of the common people who is intelligent, mature, and Oga 

experienced in affairs. He is one degree below the Tegin. The origin of this is that when Du-1 

Qarnayn arrived in Sin the king of the Turks sent toward him a detachment made up completely 

of young men in order to engage him in battle. The vizier said to him: 

57 1. The definition reads: al-‘am alladi yatlu l-muqbil; the last word is crossed out and replaced by 

l-qabil in a later hand. 

2. Y- (brown) altered from original N (black). 
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[I. 84/90] 58 

“You have sent young men against him, but there ought to be with them some mature man, 

advanced in years, experienced in war.” He said: ’UVKA’ oga meaning, “A mature man (a- 

kahl)V' and he answered, “Yes.” So he sent a mature man. They attacked the vanguard of Du-1 

Qarnayn and routed them. One of the Turks struck one of the soldiers of Du-1 Qarnayn and cut 

him near the navel. The one thus killed had tied a purse of dinars round his middle, and now the 

purse split open and the dinars came pouring out, mixed with blood. In the morning the detach¬ 

ment of Turks saw the dinars mixed with blood and wondered what it was. Someone said: ’AL'- 

TUN QA’N^ altun qan meaning “gold and blood” — and a great mountain that was there was given N 

this name. It is a mountain surrounded by nomads, near Uighur. Du-1 Qarnayn made peace with 

him after that. 

L 

’ALA’ ala “Leprous (abras)."_ Proverb: KI§Y ’ALA’SIY ’IJ'TIN YILQIY ’ALA’SIY ala P 

TASlTIYN; kiSi alasi ictin, yilqi alasi tastin 0 “The leprosy of a man is1 on the inside”2 — by 

this is intended the concealing of rebellion (muxalafa) — “the leprosy of animals is on the outside 

(of the body, apparent).” This is coined about someone who uses flattery while scheming treach¬ 

ery. 0 

’ALA’ "ala A particle meaning “slowly (ruwayd).” :: ’ALA’ ’ALA’ ala ala “Slowly, ala 

slowly.” You may also say: ’ALA’KIL SlSgil with the addition of kaflam. 0 

’ULA’ ula “A waymark in the desert ($awa [defined]).” Proverb: ’ULA’BULSA’YVL ula P 

’ZM’S BLIK BULSA’ SUVZ YAZMA’S ula bolsa yol azmas, bilig bo Isa soz yazmas 0 “If there 

is a waymark (iram) in the desert one cannot lose the way; if there is intelligence (in a man) one 

cannot err in speech. 0 

TLA’ ila Name of a river [ the Ili]. On its banks camp two tribes of the Turks, namely ila N 

Yayma and Tuxsi, and a group of Cigil. It is the “Jayhun” (the “Oxus”) of the Turk country. 

[1.85/92] 59 

’ILY QABUP ili qapuy “A door (or a bolt) that opens without a key (yanfatihu min ili 

yayr miftah).” 

M 

’UMA’ uma “Mother (umm).” Tiibiit dialect—as though it were a remnant among them uma D 

from Arabic. 0 

58 1. gloss: “hidden.” 

2. MS. ft zahirihi, in error for ft batinihi. 
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’UMA’ Uma “Guest (dayf) who stays in one’s house.” Proverb: ’UMA’ KAL]SA’ QUT 

KALYR iima kalsa qut kalir 0 “When a guest comes (to you) good luck comes (with him).” 

That is, he should be considered a blessing, not a burden. Verse: 

KAL SA’ QALY YAR'Lir BULUB YUNJir ’UMA’ 

KALDUR ’ANUQ BULMIYS ’A§ir TUTM’ ’UMA’ 

kalsa qali yarliy bolup yuncry iima 

kaldiir anuq bolmis asiy tutma uma 

“When a guest comes (to you) tattered and distressed, then offer (him) what food is available and 

don’t keep him waiting and hoping.” 0 

N 

’ANA’ ana “Mother (umm).” 0 

’INY ini “Younger brother (ax afyar fis-sinn).” 0 

Nasal 

T 

’ANGIT)1 aqit “Ruddy goose (nul}am)." It is a red bird, similar to a duck. 0 

’NKUT2 aqut “Funnel (qam‘) for wine.” Proverb: YURT' [sic] KIJK BULSA’ ’NKUT 

BADUK ’UVR' bart kicig bo Isa anut badiik ur “When the wine measure is small, put in a big 

funnel.” 0 This is coined to advise someone to pretend to people that a small matter is big. 0 

R 

’ ANGAR^1 anar A particle meaning “to him (lahu).” 

“I said to him.” 

’ANGAR1 ’AY'DIM anar aydim 

Verse: 

’AY'DM' ’ANKAR SA’WUIK 

BIZ'NY TAB’ NA’ ’LUK [sic] 

KJTNK BALZAY [sic] K’RIK 

QIRL’R ’ADIZ BA’DUK 

aydim anar sawiik 

bizni tapa naliik 

k'actii^ yazi karik 

qirlar adiz badiik 

Describing the phantom of the beloved: “I said to him, O my beloved! how did you cross over to 

us, passing over the stretched-out deserts and the lofty mountains?” 0 

’UNGUR;1 iirjiir “Cave (kahf).” 0 

’INGIR^1 irjir “Twilight (sudfa)” — i.e., the mixture of light and darkness. The Oyuz 

call it: TMIR'imir [39]. 0 

Uma P 

V 

ana 

ini 

anit 
> 

anut P 

anar 
> 

V 

iiniir 
> 

inir D > 

59 1. Three dots of G in brown ink. 



’ANGIZ'1 ai}iz “Stubble (jill)" - i.e., the stalks of wheat, or other, after it has been aniz 

reaped. 

S 

“A man who turns right 

[I. 87/94] 60 

and left as though he were a foreigner (a‘jami)" is called: ’INKAS KI§Y anas ki§i. "anas 

L 

’ANKIL ’AJUQ QABUr anil aduq qapuy “wide open (futuh jiddan) door.” anil 

N 

’UNKIN onin A particle meaning “other than (yayr),” :: BUV ’ATA’1 ’UNKIN KAL- onin 

DUR' bu atta oqin kaldiir “Bring a horse other than this one.” 

End of the Chapters of Simple Roots 

Chapters of Augmented Roots 

Chapter: afal, in its various vocalizations 

T 

’ARMUT armut “Pear (kumutra).” armut 

J 

AR'TUJ' artuC “Juniper (’ar'ar),” In Kas^ar there are two villages named: ’AR'TUJ2 artuC N 

artuC. 0 

’UJLJ Wlat A “featherless arrow (mi'rad) used to shoot at rabbits, and made of three iiClaC 

sticks (taldt qudban) joined at the tip by a piece of iron.” 0 

’UDrj odyuJ “Firebrand (as-Su'la min an-nar).’’ 0 odyuS 

60 

2. Three dots faindy visible over the K. 

1. Second A: another A in brown ink (indicates nunnation: attan). 

2. J altered from H by later hand (dot in brown ink). 
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’ARTUJ; aryuC Anything “by which one is deceived (yaytarru bihi l-insan).” “The aryuc 

world (ad-dunya)" is called: ’ARTUJ ’A^UN aryu£ a2un meaning “Deceitful (yarur) world.” 0 

’AR/KAJ^ arkaC “He-goat (toys).” Proverb: ’ARKAJ ’ATIY ’AM BULVR ’AJ'KUV arkaC P 

’ATIY YAIL' BULUVR' Srk'ac ati am bolur, aCkii ati yel bolur 0 “He-goat’s meat is medicinal, 

she-goat’s meat is flatulent (generates wind in the belly).” 0 

’UR'KUJJ3 arkaC “Wave (mawj).” Hence :: SUVW4 ’UR KUJXAN'DIY suw arKaclandi 

“The water was wavy (maja).” 0 

’URKUJ) orgiic “A woman’s braid or tuft (ijlajTra, qunza'a)." 0 ’URKUJ orgii£ brgiiC 

“Trivet (utfiya)." 

R 

’ADriR adyir “Stallion (fahl),” of horses. 0 adyir 

’UL/KAR( Ulkar “The Pleiades (at-turayya).” 0 There is a battle tactic called: ’UL- tilkar 

KAR JARIKl iilkar carig — the troops fall back in squadrons on all sides, then when one squadron 

rounds to attack, the others follow. Using this stratagem they are seldom routed. 

Z 

’ARWUZ arwuz A man’s name. 0 arwuz N 

’AR KUZ SUVF argiiz suw 

spring.” 

“Thaw water (duwaba) of snow and ice at the beginning of 

Verse: 

argiiz 

YA’Y BARVBAN ’ARKUZY 

’AQ-TIY ’ AQIN MUNDUZIY 

TUIDY YARUQ YULDUZIY 

TINKL’ SUVZUM KULKVSUZ 

yay yaruban argiizi 

aqti aqin munduzi 

tuydi yaruq yulduzi 

tiqla soziim ktilgusiiz 

V 

[I. 88/96] 61 

“Spring dawned; the thaw water (dawaba) (of ice) and the flash flood flowed; the shining star rose; 

listen to my words (which are strange) without laughing.” 0 

’UK SUZ ogsiiz “Orphan (yatim)\ bewildered (hayran)” Its root-form is: ’VKSUZ ogstiz 

5gsiiz derived from: ’UVK/ og meaning “understanding (‘aql, fitna).” 

S 

3. First U (brown) altered from original A (black). 

4. W altered from F by later hand (two dots in brown ink). 
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’UTAMIS' utmiS A man’s name. 0 

’AD'RlS adriS “Fork of a road (ra’s hull tariqayn)0 

UDRU§ iidriiS “Choosing (muxayara) among things.” 0 

’ADnS adyis Name of a pi ace. 0 

’UDKlS adgiS A tribe of the Turks who have settled in Ozjand. Its root-form is the 
metathesis of this: ’AK'DIS agdis. 0 

ARTI§ ?UI Name °f a river [the Irtishl in the stePPes of Y«nak which flows into a 
lake there and which has many arms and tributaries. It is called: ’ARTlS SUWIY artiS suwi. It 

is derived from the word: ’ARTlS arti§ [122] meaning “Compete with me in crossing (barinl1 

ji l-mu‘abara) [to determine] which of us is stronger in crossing it.” 0 

’IRTAS; irtas The “inquiry, claim, calling to account (tafahljus, mutalaba)" that occurs 

among a people over a certain matter. Thus :: ’IRTA.S; QUB;DIY irtaS qopdi “The inquiry (baht 

tafahhuf) was stirred up.” 0 ’ ’ 

’ARQlS arqiS “Caravan (‘Tr).” Proverb: YIRA’Q YIYR SA’WIN ’ARQI§ KALDURUVR 

yiraq yer sawin arqiS kildiirur 0 “The traveUer (safr) brings news of a distant land/’ This'is as 

in the verse: wa-ya’tlka bi-l-axbari man lam tuzawwidi (“There will bring you the news one whom 

you have not provisioned”).2 0 

,vt r, ’arQI5 »qis Name of the “envoy (mursal)" to someone in a distant country. Thus :: 

IK ARQISY KALDIY anig arqisi kaldi “His messenger (rasul) came.” It can also mean “mes¬ 
sage (risdla).” 

’ALQlS alqiS “Eulogizing, recounting the strengths and virtues (tana', du‘a', dikr ayadl 

‘add manaqib) of a man.” :i ’UL BAK' KA’ ’ALQIS BIYR'DIY ol begki alqis berdi’“He eulo^ 

gized (atna ‘ala) the emir.” :: YALA’VAJ'QA’ ’ALQIS' BIYR'KIL yalavacqa alqiS bergil “Call 

blessings (salli) upon the Prophet (peace be upon him).” 

r 

’UTRUr otruy “Island (jazira)." 0 

ATLir ’AR' atliy ar “Horseman (rajul farts).” 0 

’UTLUrTT otluytay “Grassy (mu'iib) mountain.” 0 

1. MS. barinl. 

2. From the end of the Mu’allaqa of Tarafa; meaning news of one’s death. 

utmiS N 

adrig 

iidriiS 

a^yiS N 

adgiS N 

(agdiS) 

artiSN 

irtaS 

arqig P 

alqis 

otruy 

atliy 

otluy 

61 



’ITLr ’W itli'y aw “House with a dog (du kalb).” 0 itlty 

’ARTir artiy A woman’s “bodice (sudra)." 0 artry 

’ARTir arti7 “[One of] the two balanced halves of a load ([ahad] ‘idlay al-himl).” 0 

’APRir ayriy “Pain (waja‘)" in general; then the pain of any specific member is named aTrry 

by that member.3 0 

’ArRUr SUNKVKY oyruy suniiki “First vertebra of the neck (fahqa)." 0 oyruy 

’UrRUr oyruy “The bend of a valley (jiz‘ al-wadi).” :: 

[I. 90/96] 62 

TAT ’iTRUrY tay oyruyi “Jag (munqata') of a mountain.” 

’TLQ utluq Name of a city near Taraz. 0 ’UTLUQ' utluq means “stable (an)" in utluq 

their dialect.1 0 N D 

’UjrUQ ufryuq “The common cold (zukam)." 0 udyuq 

’ADRIQ adriq A plant called in Arabic at-til (“peat”). 0 adriq 

’ADRUQ^ adruq A word meaning “other (jayr)” in Oyuz dialect. The Turks say: adruq D 

’ADIN; a din for “other.” Proverb: ’ApiN K^Y NA’NKY NANKSINMA’S2 adin kiii nani nan- P 

sinmas “The property of another cannot be considered property” — even if it is in your hand, 

since it can be reclaimed. 0 

’UPLUQ udluq “The thick part of the bone of the foreleg (mustaylaz ‘azm ad-dira').” udluq 

0 

’UD'LUQ3 udluq “Stable for cows (mabit al-baqar min al-ari).” Aryu dialect. 0 udluqD 

’UD'MAUQ3 udmaq4 “Follower, servant (tabi‘,iakiri)." 0 udmaq 

3. ila a'da’ihi is crossed out and replaced in the margin by ilayhi. 

62 1. ft lujatihim — this must refer to the dialect of the place just mentioned, apparently a place 

named after a stable, which in their dialect was utluq instead of udluq (below). Another word in this 

dialect appears at 251:9 where the place is spelled: ’TLIQ. 

2. Gloss above word in a later hand: NNK S’NM’S nan sanmas. 

3. D' altered from original D in these two words: dot of D (black) changed to sukiin (brown). 

4. Gloss below word in a later hand: ’UYMAQ uymaq. 
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’ARlTUQl artuq “Excess (ziyada).” 0 artuq 

’URTUQl5 ortuq “Partner (sank).” Proverb; ’UR'TUQ-5 ’AR'DAN ’ARTUQ ’LM’S ortuqP 

ortuq ardan artuq almas “One does not take from one’s partner an excess (in the share [of the 

profit]).” This is coined to advise someone to be equitable. 0 

’^MUQ aZmuq “White alum (sabb abyad).” The baldness of a scabby-head is likened to aimuq 

it, thus: ’ A^MUQ TA’Zl aZmuq taz that is to say, as though the head of the bald man were spat¬ 

tered with alum. With zay between the two points of articulation. 0 

TS'RIQ isriq A word said when treating babies for demonic possession or evil eye. One isriq 

fumigates the [victim’s] face with incense (yudaxxanu wa-yubaxxaru fl wajhihi), then says: 

’SRIQ ’ISRQ isriq isriq meaning “Be bitten (kun ma‘diid) O jinni!” 0 

’USRUQ osruq “Fart (rudam).” 0 osruq 

’USRIQl usriq “Sleepy (wasndn)" of a person. usriq 

’APDUQ KISY ayduq kiSi “A stranger, one whose identity is unknown (ad-daxil alladi ayduq 

ta yu'rafu manhuwa).” ’DTUQ adyuq is a variant, by metathesis. 0 D 

’ArRUQ: aTruq “Heavy merchandise (taqal al-mata‘).”6 Thus :: ’APIR ’APRUQl ayniq 

QAYUVDA’ QALJ3IY ayir aTruq qayuda qaldi “Where was the baggage (al-haml wa-t-taqal) 

left?” 0 

’IWRQ iwriq “Ewer (ibriq). 

the fed’ was changed to wa’ in Turkic. 

This agrees with Arabic in sound and sense, except that 

Verse: 

iwriq 

[I. 92/100] 63 

’IWRQ BASY QAZLAYUV 

SATRQ TULUV KUZLAYUV 

SAQINJ QUDY KIZLAYUV 

TUN KUN BILA’ SAWNALIM' 

iwriq basi qazlayu 

saTraq tolu kdzlayii 

saqini qodi kizlayii 

tiin kiin bila sawnalim 

V 

“The head of the ewer is (upright) like (the neck of) a goose and the cup is full like the eye, so 

let us bury sadness under it and be joyful night and day.” 0 

’UQ RUQ uqruq “Lasso (wahaq).” Proverb [cf. 539 ya]: TATir ’UQRUQN ’AK'M’S ucpruq P 

TNKIZNY QAYTIQN BUKM’S taTig uqruqin agmas, taqizni qayyuqin bogmas 0 “The (lofty) 

mountain cannot be bent with a lasso, 0 the sea cannot be dammed up with a boat.” 0 This 

means that an important matter cannot be rejected for a weak cause. 0 

5. Second U is perhaps A (scratchy, cannot be distinguished); therefore ortaq? 

6. Later changed to at-taqal wa-l-mata‘. 
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’UQLUQ oqluq “Quiver (kinana).’’ 0 oqluq 

’ALJAQ al£aq “Forbearing, gentle (halim zarif).” 0 alCaq 

’ULDUQ’AT- olduqat “A shoeless (ha.fi) horse (or other).” 0 olduq 

’ALHJQ alyuq Name of a village belonging to Kasyar. 0 alyuq N 

’AMRAQ KUNKUL amraq koqiil “A warm, pure (mdhmum naqi) heart.” amraq 

K 

’IB'RUK ipriik “A mixture of curdled and fresh milk (an yuxlata r-ra’ib bi-l-laban al- ipriik 

halib)” which is drunk as a laxative by one who is constipated from drinking sour (rati’a) or 

churned milk (maxid). 0 

’BMAK apmak “Bread (xubz)." Dialect of Yayma and Tuxsi and part of Oyuz and Qif-apmak D 

Caq. In Arabic there is an equivalent of this [i.e. the alternation p-t in apmak ~ atmak] in the 

alternation of waw and ba’, because of the closeness of the points of articulation, and then of ta’ 

and waw, as in the oath bi-llahi wa-ltahi ta-llahi (“By God!”). 0 However, this rule is rarely G 

applied in Turkic. 0 

’AZTLIK1 atlik “Meat hook (mi'laq al-lahm).” Also, “a sheep prepared for the slaughter atlik 

(uhdirat li-d-dabh)” is called: ’ATLIK QVY atlik qoy meaning “meat sheep.” 0 

“A corpulent (daxm) man” is called: ’ATLIK KI§Y atlig kifi. Also “one who owns meat atlig 

(sahib al-lahm)” is called: ’ATLIG2 KI§Y atlig ki£i. With a thin kaf. It is my intention not to G 

mention adjectivals except those that would not be known if they were not mentioned. 0 

’ATRAK atrak “Ruddy (asqar),” of a man. Oyuz dialect. 0 atrak D 

’UTRUK3 otriik “Scheming (muhtal).” Oyuz dialect. Verse: otriik D 

’UT'RUK3 ’UTN ’UrRIY LAYUV YUZKA’ BAQ’R V 

’ILKIN TUSB- BIR’MIS ’§r BASRA’ QAQ’R 

otriik utun oyrilayu yiizka baqar 

elgin tustip bermiS aSiy basra qaqar 

[I. 94/102] 64 

“(There has remained from among men) he who is scheming (da hila) and ignoble, who looks into 

63 1. First I (black) crossed out in brown, 

2. Three dots of G in brown ink. 

3. Second U altered from original A (?). 
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(a guest’s) face as though he were a thief, who vaunts over the traveller-guest what he feeds him 

and hits him over the head with it [i.e. throws it in his face]0 

’UTLUK otliik “Advice (‘iza).” One may also use: ’UVUT'oviit for “advice”; its root- otliik 

form is: ’UKUT' ogiit. 0 

’ATMAK atmak “Bread (xubz).” 0 atmak 

’IJ'LIK iclik “Saddle cloth (waliyya as-sarj).” 0 idlik 

’IJ'MAK icm'ak “Fleece, sheepskin (farw al-birqan)." 0 idmak 

’IPRIK i^rig Something “rough (xasin).” Aryu dialect. Its root-form is: IRIK irig. 0 idrig 

D 

’UDLAK1 odlag “Time (zaman)." Verse [= 462 yundiy]: odlag 

’UDLK QAMUr KUFRADIY odlag qamuy kawradi V 

’AR'DAM ’ARir SAWRADY ardam ariy sawradi 

YUNJir YAWUZ TAWRADY yundiy yawuz tawradi 

’AR DAM BAKY JARTILUVR ardam begi dirtilOr 

“Time has become weak and virtues few, the weak and obscure have grown strong, since the emir 

of virtues passed away” — meaning Afrasiyab the king. 0 

’UDRAK NA’NK iidrag narj “Anything thriving, prospering (rayi‘ [defined]).” iidrag 

’ADLIK NA’NK adlik naq “Anything that can be put to good use (yuntafa'u bihi).” 0 acjlik 

’URPAK iirpak “Shaggy of an animal or man. 0 iirpak 

’ARTIK artik “A well-travelled road (tarlq masluk).” 0 artik 

’URTUK2 ortiig “The covering (sutra)” over anything, such as a saddle cover, or the ortiig 

brocade used to cover the graves of nobles; also “the cover (yita’)” of anything. 0 

’URJUK orciig “Braid (dafira).” Oyuz dialect. It is the metathesized form of: ’UR- ordiig 

KUJ3 orgud [60]. 0 

64 1. 
2. 
3. 

Dot of D partially altered to sukun(') in brown ink. 

Second U altered from original A (?). 

First U altered from original A (?)• 
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’URDAK ordak “Duck (iwazz).’’ Proverb: QA’Z' QUBSA’ ’URDAK KUVLG ’K’NVR 

[sic] qaz qopsa ordak koliig ellSniir (?) “When the goose4 rises from the pond the duck takes 

possession of it.” This is coined about an obscure person who lords it over a people after their real 

master leaves. 0 

’ARSAKl ’§L’R arsak eslar “Prostitute (mumisa bayiya).” Proverb: ’ARSAK ’ARK’ 

TKM’S TYWAK ’AWK’ TKM’S arsak arka tagm'is, ewak awka tagmas “The hasty prostitute (al- 

‘ajul min al-bawayi) rarely finds men (because of her extreme haste 

[I. 95/104] 

which does not accord with her purposes; similarly) the hasty man does not get home (since he 

jades his riding animal in his haste.)” This is as the Prophet said, “The traveller stranded because 

his mount died has neither crossed a land nor left a mount alive.” This is coined to advise some¬ 

one to leave off haste. 

’ARLIK arlik “Manliness (rujuliyya).” 

’ARNAK arnak “Finger (isba‘).” A variant of ’R'NG’K1 arnak. 0 

TYZ’LIK izlik “Sandal (hida’)” of the Turks, made from camel hide. Proverb: TZLIK 

BULSA’ ’AR- ’ULDIYMA’S- ’IJLK BULSA’ ’AT* YAFRIYM’S izlik bolsa ar oldimas, iilik bolsa at 

yayrimas “When there is a sandal (accompanying) a man he does not go barefoot; when there is a 

saddle cloth (on the back of) a horse he does not get galled.” [This is coined] to advise prudence. 

0 

’AS'RUK asriik “Drunk (sakran).’’ 0 

’AwSUK awsiik “Beam, rafter (“arida).” 0 

TLRUK ilriik “Rue (harmal)." Dialect of U2.- 0 

’UMZUK2 iimziik “Tip of a saddle-tree in front or back (taraf hanw as-sarj muqaddaman 

uia-mu’axxai•an)” 0 

’IK'DUK igdiik A food made from milk and curdled milk, similar to cheese. 0 

’AKRIK agrik “Yarn (yazl).” 0 

’UG'RUK’1 iigriig “Rocking of a baby’s cradle (tahrik al-mahd li-s-sabi).” 0 

4. MS. xayt in error for batt. 

65 1. Three dots of G in brown ink. 

2. First U altered from original A (?). 

ordak 

P 

arsak 

P 

65 

arlik 

arnak D 

izlik P 

asriik 

awsiik 

ilriik D 

iimziik 

igdiik 

agrik 

iigriig 
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’AK'SlK/ akSg Anything “sour (muzz} ’’such as a sour pomegranate. 0 aksig 

’AKSUK agsiik “Defective (naqis)," of anything. :: ’KSUK YARMA’Q agsiik yarmaq agsiik 

“A defective dirham.” 0 

’UG'MAK1 iigm’ak “Woman’s earring (xurs, halaqa)” of gold or silver. 0 It is an iigmak 

infinitive in root-meaning. 0 

One calls anything “piled up (mukawwam)”: ’UKMA’K UkmSk. It is also an infinitive iikmak 

in its root-meaning. 0 

’ANDAK andak “Roof (sath).” Oyuz dialect. 

L 

’UJKUII/ iiggil “Triangle (mutaliat [defined]).” 0 

’R'SAL SAJ" arsal sac “Chestnut (ashab) hair.” 0 

’ASTAL ’UrUL aStal oyul “Child of a man’s old age (‘ujza walad ar-rajul).’’ 0 

andak D 

iicgil 

arsal 

’ANDIK ’AR' andik ar “A simple-minded (ablah) man.” Proverb: ’ANDIK ’UMA’andikP 

’AWLIKNY ’AlTR'LA’R' andik iima awligni ayirlar “The simple-minded guest is one who enter¬ 

tains the host.” This means that it is the guest who should be entertained. Verse: 

[I. 97/106] 
66 

’AN'DIK KlSlY TAYTILSUVN 

TYLTURV YATILSUVN [sic] 

TUQLY PURY YAYTILSUVN2 

QDrV YM’ SAWLSUVN 

'andik kiSi tetilsun 

el torii etilsun1 

toqli bori yetilsiin 

qadyu yema sawulsun 

“(We shall uncover trouble with the sword,) so that the simple-minded come to his senses, the 

realm prosper, the wolf walk with the six-month lamb close behind, and care leave us. 0 

V 

66 1. The translation (tasluhu) requires this reading. Possibly the initial alif (’) was omitted by an 

over-zealous scribe who thought it was otiose after the V of TURV and did not belong with a Turkic word. 

2. First Y altered to Q in brown ink; qatilsun (“may lamb and wolf be joined together”) would 

be an excellent reading (cf. QB 461, 1040, 3096) but would not accord as well with the euphony of the 

rhyme position or with the translation (see next note). 

3. fa-yamli d-di’b ma’a 1-jada‘a min ad-di’b ma‘an xalfahu. The last four words are crossed out in 

MS., but the sense accords with 476 yetil- (lahiqa). Clauson (ED, 469) amends min ad-di’b to min ad-da’n; 

cf. 217 toqlu. 
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M 

’UTRUM 6trim “Purgative (dawa’ mushil).” 0 One calls “milkweed (subrum)’”: otrim 

SUVTl ’UTRUM sfit otrim. This is close to the Arabic [in sound and sense]. 0 

’AX §AMl axsam “Evening (waqt al-thayrib).” 0 axsam 

’AD'RIM’ adnm [“Saddle-pad”] The leather and felt that is beneath both sides of the ’adnm 
saddletree. 0 

’UPRUM iidrim The “best or choice (xiyar)” of a set of things. 0 iidrim 

’AR DAMl ardam “Refinement, virtue (adab, manqiba).” Proverb [= 169 til, 501 tU]: ardam 

’AR'DAM BASlY TIYL ardam baSi til “The head of virtue is the tongue” — the one who knows P 
how to speak well gains honor thereby. 0 

’US'TAMl iistam The “inlay (ma yura$$a‘u)” of gold and silver in the buckles of belts or iistam 

saddle straps. It is what the Oyuz call: SA’XT saxt [Persian loanword]. 0 D 

’IS'RIM KI§Y isrim ki£i “A man who clenches his teeth and scowls (mutaqabbid, isrim 
qatab)." 0 

TSKUM iSkiim “A large bowl-shaped tray (ma’ida ka-hay’a al-jafna) which is put before iSkiim 
the king.” It has no legs. 0 

BYR ’UQTAM YYR bir oqtam yer “A bowshot length (qadr ramiyya) of land.” 0 oqtam 

’AK'RIM' agnm “Whirlpool (?), a place where water collects (tayhiir4 5 al-ma’ wahwa agrim 
mustanqa'uhu ).” 

IM'RAM imram “All the groups of the realm when they embark boldly on a matter imram 

(hull jama'at min ahl al-wcdaya ida xadu fi amr).” :: ’MRAM TIYRlSTY [sic] imram tapraSti 

“The community (jama'a) was set in motion.” 

N 

’UTHJN ut-yun A broad strap on the saddle from the left* side; the ring of the girth is utyun 
attached to it and fastened with its tongue. 

’ARQUN arqun “A horse that is crossbred from a wild stallion and a tame mare.” It is arqun. 
the fastest racehorse. 0 

4. Clauson (ED, 113) amends to tayhuwa-, but cf. tayhiir “quicksand” at 199 tarim. Normally 

wahwa introduces a definition of the Arabic key-term translating the Turkic; here in error for wa-? 

5. MS. ansa, error (?) for aysar. 
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’URKAN- organ “Thong of a camel’ girth (nis‘).” Oyuz dialect. 0 

’ARjKAN) arkan A particle meaning “at the time of (halata)" such-and-such. 

[I. 98/108] 

Thus :: ’UL KALUR ’ARKA’hP KURT)UM ol kaliir arkan kordiim “I saw him at the time of his 
coming.” 0 

’IRKIN SUVW irkin suw “Water that has collected in a place (mustanqa‘)." The same 

for anything “gathered together (mujtama‘).” From this comes the title of the Qarluq chiefs: 

KVL/ ’IRKIN kol irkin meaning that his intelligence is “gathered together like a full pond.” 0 

’IRKIN YATMUR irkin yaymur “Rain which lasts for days (da’im ayydman).’’ 0 

’ARQUN arqun The word for “next year (al-‘am al-muqbil).” Thus :: ’ARQUN ’YZY 

arqun Tzi “Next year and the year after.” 0 

’URKUN iirkiin “The panic (hazahiz) that befalls a people because of the enemy so that 
they flee to forts and castles.” 

’UTRAN otran “Trousers (sarawil).” I heard it in Yayma. 0 

’IJ'KIN ’AR" ickin ar “A man who has come over from the enemy and whom they grant 

safe conduct (daxala min al-'aduww mustasliman wa-dmanu.hu). ” 

’US'TUN iistiin A particle meaning “above (fawq).” :: ’ANDA’1 ’US'TUN anda iistiin 
“Above it.” 0 

’ASTIN astin A particle meaning “below (taht).’’ It is an uncouth word; the more ele¬ 
gant form is: ’ALTIN altin. 0 

’AWRAN awran “Something built in the shape of a smith’s furnace and used for bak - 
ing.” 

’ALTIN altin A particle meaning “below (taht).” 0 

’iSrUN iSyun “Rhubarb (ribas).” 0 

’A§KIN TUBRA’Q aSkin topraq ‘ ‘Earth (or sand) that is poured out (munhdl).” 

“Riding at a gallop (safar mu'adcR)” is called: ’A§KIN aSkin. Hence “a mounted express 

courier” is called: ’ASKINJY aSkinbi. 0 

’AMSAN amSan “Fleece, a skin made into a fur (burqan, jild yuttaxadu minhu l-farw).” 

0 

organ D 

arkan 

67 

irkin 

N 

arqun 

iirkiin 

otran D 

i£kin 

iistiin 

astin 

D 

awran 

altin 

iSyun 

aSkin 

amSan 

67 1. Second A: another A added in brown ink (indicates nunnation, thus: andan). 
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’ANDA^N2 andan An Oyuz word meaning “after that (ha‘da dalika).’’ Thus::’ANDAN 

’AY'DIM andan aydim “I said after that (ba'dahu)." The Turks say: ’ANDA’ anda with alif, but 

the meaning is “there (hunaka)” [78]; thus :: MAN ’ANDA’ ’ARDIM man anda 'ardim “I was 

there.” 

Doubled 

T 

’ARTUT artiit “A gift (hadiyya),” such as a horse, or the like, offered in the presence of 

emirs, or others; then every gift came to be called: ’ARTUT artiit. 

Q 

’ARQUQ KlSlY arquq kiSi “Obstinate (harun)," of a man. 0 ’ARQUQ arquq “A 

wooden obstruction (xaSaba mu'tarida) between two walls or columns.” 

K 

’UBKUK iipgiik “Hoopoe (hudhud).” Cigil dialect. 0 

[I. 100/110] 

’AM-KAK amgak “Hardship (mihna).” Proverb: ’AMKAK ’AKINDA’ QALMA’S 

amgak aginda qalmas 0 “Hardship does not remain (stuck) to the shoulders (of those who are 

deprived or afflicted).” This is similar to the words of God Most High [Q.94;6]: “truly with 

hardship comes ease.” 

’UM'KUK iimgiik “Fontanel — i.e., the soft part of the skull (al-qurquf wahwa rama'a1 

ar-ra’s).” Verse: 

’AY'DY SANIK ’UVDV 

’AM-KAK TALIM~’YDV 

YUMSAR QTir ’VDV 

KUNK-LUM- SANK’ YUKRUK 

aydi sanig udu 

amgak talim Idu 

yumSar qatiy udu 

konliim sana yiignik 

Describing the passing phantom of his beloved, he says [cf. 59 anar], “How did you cross these 

hard mountain paths to us?” and he answers: “I endured hardships because of you, and so the 

mountains softened; my heart is racing toward you.” 0 

’ASKAK asg'ak “Ass (himar).” One of two dialectal variants, the other being: ’§YA’K 

aSyak. The yd’ is an alternant of one of the doubled letters. The same thing is permitted in Arabic 

2. Second A: another A added in brown ink; also second alif (’) in brown ink. 

andan D 

artiit 

arquq 

iipgiik D 

68 

amgak P 

iimgiik 

amgSk V 

asgak D 

68 1. MS. rimdya. 
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as in the phrase taqadda l-bazi - its root-form is taqaddada (“the hawk swooped”); or in the words 

of God [Q.75:33]: tumma dahaba ila ahlihi yatamafta — i.e. yatamattatu (“then he went to his 

household arrogantly”); or [Q.91:10]: wa-qad xaba man dassaha — its root-form is dassasaha 

(“and failed has he who seduces it”).2 0 

'ARKAK arkak The “male (dakar)” of any animal. Thus “cock (‘utrufan)” is called: arkak 

0 ’ARKAK TAQTV arkak taqayu. 0 

’INKAK ingak “Cow (baqara),” 0 ingak 

’INKAK ingak “Female turtle (al-unta min as-satahif).” Oyuz dialect. D 

Initial Weak 

R 

UY FUR uyyur The name of a principality (wilaya) composed of five cities, which Du-1 uyyur N 

Qarnayn built when he made peace with the king of the Turks. I was told by Nizam ad-Dln 

Israfil Toyan Tegin, son of Muhammad fiaqir Tonqa Khan, on the authority of his father, who 

said: When Du-1 Qarnayn arrived in the vicinity of the principality of Uighur, the Khaqan of the 

Turks sent toward him four thousand men. The wings of their caps were like the wings of falcons, 

and they could shoot backward and forward equally. Du-1 Qarnayn was astonished at them 

[I. 102/112] 69 

and said [in Persian]: in3n xud xurand, meaning “These are independent in feeding themselves” - 

they have no need of anyone’s food since game never escapes them but they eat it whenever they 

wish. Therefore the principality was named: XUDXUR xudxur. Afterward, the [first] xa’was G 

changed to alif. This is the case with gutteral letters; they alternate with one another, especially 

xa ’ with alif and alif with xa 

Mahmud, the author of this book, states: In accordance with this, our forefathers, the 

emirs, used to be called xamir, since the Oyuz were not able to say ’amir; they changed the alif to D 

xa’ and said xamir. Our forefather — he was the one who conquered the lands of the Turks from 

the Samanids - used to be called: al-’am'ir ?JRKYN (?).* They changed the alif to xa’ as I 

showed you. 

2. The Arabic words taqadda, yatamatta and dassa are spelled with final ya’ (alif maqsura); 

Kasyan considers this ya an alternant” of the final consonant in taqaddada, yatamattatu and dassasa, 

which are their respective “root-forms.” 

69 1. The text reads: . Atalay’s suggested reading is: xamir tegin (Terciime I, 

H2n.; Dizin, 832). Togan read the name “Beherkin” (sic; Atsiz Mecmua 17, 1932, pp. 133-4). The easi¬ 

est emendation is to: al-’amtr (error for al-xamir?) bahr tegin-, or, possibly: al-’amirnasr tegin. According 

to Pritsak (TM 10, 1953, pp. 243-4) he must be Buyra Khan Harun al-Hasan ibn Sulayman, who conquered 

Bukhara from the Samanids in 382/992, rather than Arslan Ilig Na?r ibn ‘All, who together with Maljmud 

of Ghazna brought an end to the Samanid state in 389/999. 
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Concerning Uighur: When they changed the xa’ to alif they made the dal in xud into a 

ya’ — this is an important rule, namely that dal may be made yZl’. Then they made the xa' in xur 

into a yayn — the alternation of xa’ with yayn and yayn with xa’ is permitted [in Arabic also] as 

in xatara ~ yadara (“he betrayed”). 

This principality consists of five cities whose people are the strongest of the infidels and 

the best shooters. They are: SULMY sulmi which Du-1 Qarnayn built; then: QUVJUV qoco; 

then: JANBALIQ janbaliq; then: BIYS BALIQ beS baliq; then: YANKY BALYQ yaiji baliq. 

S 

’AYTlS aytiS “The inquiring after one another’s health (an yas’ala r-rajuldn kull wahid 

minhuma hal al-axar)." 

r 

’AYITir aytiy A variant of: ’AYITlS aytiS meaning “the inquiring after one’s health 

(al-istixbar ‘an as-salama),” or the like. 

Q 

’AY'RUQ ayruq A variant [of 62 adruq] meaning “other (yayr)." Oyuz dialect. 

’AYRIQ ayriq “Peat (til)” — it is a tender plant. The Turks call it: ’DRIQ adriq, and 

the Oyuz change it [i.e. the d] to ya’. 0 

::’AYLUQ’AYLUQ ayloqayloq “Thus, thus (kadakada).” Oyuz dialect. 

Doubly Weak 

L 

’AY'LA’ ayla - Oyuz dialect - “Thus (ka-dalika).” :: ’AY'LA’ QILITL ayla qilyil “Do 

thus (kada).” 

’UY'LA’ oyla “Noon (zu.hr).” Oyuz dialect. The Qiftaq make the ya’ into zay and say: 

’UZLA’ ozla. 

Another Type 

Q 

’A’J'LIQ adliq “Hunger (maja'a).” 0 

[I. 104/114] 

’ASLIQ aSliq “Kitchen (matbax).”1 The Oyuz call “wheat (burr)”: ”A§'LIQ a§liq. 

N 

aytis 

aytiy D 

ayruq D 

ayriq D 

ayloq D 

ayla D 

oyla D 

acliq 

70 

aSliq D 
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K 

’SYAK asyak “Ass (hitriar).’’ ’ASKAKa§gak is a variant; the form with ya’ [i.e. aSyak] 

is more elegant. 

W 

’AWIYA awya “Quince (safarjal)." A variant.2 

Final Weak 

T 

’IK'TUV igtii “Stall-fed (‘atufa),” of an animal. 

R 

‘AQRUV aqruA particle meaning “slowly (ruwayd).” :: ’AQRV ’AQRV aqru aqru “Slow 

and gentle! (taraffaq ruwaydan).” 

K 

’ADKV adgii “Good (hasan),” of anything. Verse: 

QUS'NIY QUNUM ’AlTSQA’ 

QILIIL ’ANKAR ’AriR'LQ' 

’ARTUT ’ALIB- ’ANUNOL 

’AQKUV TAWAR- ’UHJRLUQ 

qosni qonum o7i§qa 

qilyil aijar ayirliq 

artiit alip anunyil 

adgii tawar uyurluq 

“Honor and respect your clansmen; when you receive a gift prepare a good recompense for it.” 

Another Type 

’AM'SuVYj amsuy A kind of plum (ajas); it is yellow. 

Nasal 

Z 

1. MS. mutbax - not a classical form; perhaps to be read mitbax “cooking implement.” 

2. Presumably aywa, the regular form, has dropped from the text. 

aSy ak D 

awya D 

igtii 

aqru 

adgii 

V 

amsuy 
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’ANKDUZ ai^duz “Elecampane (rasan)”3 — it is the root of a plant that is dug up and anduz 

used to cure horses of stomach-ache. Proverb: ’ANK'DZ BULSA’ ’A'P ’ULM’S ar^duz bolsa at P 

olmas 0 “If there is elecampane3 the horse will not die (of stomach-ache)” — since he can be 

made to drink it and then will recover. This is coined [as advice] for travellers to be prepared. 

J 

’INKLJ italic A mountain plant, similar to garlic, which is eaten with roast meat. italic 

K 

’NKLIK at^lik “Rouge (raxf)” — a red color used to paint women’s cheeks (wajariat). anjik 

N 

’UNKDUN ot^diin A particle meaning “front (quddam).” The Oyuz drop the dal and ot^diin D 

nun and say: ’UNK/ o^. :: ’NKDUN YURUT) ondiin yort “Ride in front (sir bi-farasika qud- 

daman).’’ They have the correct form.4 

Final Nasal 

’UL'DANK uldai} “Sole of a shoe (asfal al-xuff)." Proverb: TT'Q’ ’WUT ’AT'SA’ uldanP 

’ULDANK YIY(X)M’S itqa uwut itsa uldan yemas 0 “If one beats modesty into a dog it will 

not eat the sole of a shoe.” 0 This is coined to advise someone to behave modestly. The mean¬ 

ing is: One who is forced to be modest stops his bad behavior 

[1.105/116] 71 

out of modesty. 

L 

’2LNK azlaq “Chameleon (hirba’).” With zay between the two points of articulation. azlaij 

Oyuz dialect. 

D 

TZDANK izdar^ “A kind of net (sabaka) for catching fish.” One plants a row of thin 

stakes in the water leaving an opening in the middle of the channel, and throws the net over the 

mouth of the opening. The fish go into it and are pulled out all at once. 

izdaq 

S 

3. Originally turmus “lupine,” altered to rasan in pencil (?); EP has rasan. 

4. Referring to the Oyiz; presumably the second sentence and the example sentence should be 
reversed. 
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’AXSUNK' ’AR' axsutyar “A man who is brawling drunk (mu'arbid fisukrihi).” A dia- axsuij 

lect variant of: ’AXSUM axsum. D 

Initial Weak 

B 

’AY'BANG1 ’AR' ayparyar “Bald (asla‘) man.” Cigil dialect. aypaiyD 

’AY'DINK aydiry “Moonlight (faxt al-qamar).” aydiiy 

Final Weak 

’AR'INGA’bP* ’AR' arryan ar “Unmarried (‘azab) man.” Proverb: ’ARNK’bPKA’ artyan P 

’ALIK' QARIY BUVZUN ’UVM' TUIKA’MA’S' arnanka allig qari boziin urn tiikam'as “Fifty cubits 

of cloth are not enough for the trousers of an unmarried man” — since a stranger will not sew it' 

for him. This is coined to advise someone to marry. 

Chapter: afal, ufal, if'al, vocalized second radical, in its various vocalizations 

R 

’ARQA’R^ arqar “Mountain she-antelope (arwiyya [defined]).” Its horns are made into arqar 

knife handles. 0 

’SBA’R asbar “A mixture of moistened straw and bran that is fed to horses.” 0 aSbar 

’AlSL’R: eslar “Woman (mar’a).” Its root-form is: ’ASIYLA’R^eSilar meaning “noble eslar 

women (as-sayyidat min an-nisa’)”; the ya’ dropped for lightening since the word was used so G 

often. It is a plural used as a singular. There is a long story behind the giving of this name. 

r 
’UXSAT oxsay “Like or similar (sabih).” ::’ANIK'’UXSATIY anig oxSayi “One who oxsay 

resembles him.” 0 

’AR/QAT' arqay “Weft (luhma at-tawb).” arqay 

’UWRUVr owruy A variant of : ’UPRUVP oyriry [61-62] meaning the “joint (maf- owruy 

sil)” of a bone or the “bend (jiz‘, munqata1)”2 of a mountain. D 

’UWRUVr owruy “First vertebra of the neck (fahqa).” The more correct form D 

71 1. Three dots of G in brown ink. 

2. MS. jaz‘, manqata'. 
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[I. 107/120] 

for all three of these is: ’UrRUVroyruy. 

’UFRAT uyray “Aim, intention (qasd, ‘azima).” 0 

’ANDAT anday A particle meaning “thus (ka-dalika).” Thus :: ’ ANDAT ’AY'DIM 

anday aydim “Thus (kada) said I.” Cigil dialect, 0 

’NIPT inday (?) “Frame of a sieve (itar al-munxul wa-l-yirbal).” 

Q 

’UBRA’Q' opraq A “tattered (xalaq)” garment, or other. Thus :: ’UBRA’Q TVN" 

opraq ton “A tattered garment.” 0 

’ATrA’Q- at7aq “Bile, colic (sufar, qawlanj).” A plant with yellow flowers is called: 

’ATTA’Q atyaq. Any face that is yellow with grief is likened to it. 

UJMA’Qj ucmaq “Paradise (al-janna).” Verse: 

TURLK JJK YAZIL'DIY 

BARJIN YADM KARILDY 

’UJM’Q YARY KURUPDIY 

TUMLT YAN’ KALKUVSUVZ 

tiirliig cecak yazildi 

barcin yadim karildi 

ucmaq yeri koriildi 

tumliy yana kalgiisiiz 

Describing springs: “Varieties of flowers have split open, (as though) a brocade carpet has been 

spread, and the land of paradise has been seen; (the season has become so temperate that) cold 

will never return.” 0 

’AXSA’Q axsaq “Lame (a‘raj)." 

’ART’Q' NA’NK artaq n'ar^ “ Something spoiled or corrupt (fasid).’’ 0 

’URfA’Q oryaq “Scythe (minjal).” 0 

’Ur'RA’Q oyraq A tribe of the Turks inhabiting a frontier district called: QARA’ 

YITA’J qara yiyac. 

’ATLA’Q YYR- aylaq yer “A lonely or unfrequented (la anis bihi) place.” 0 

’UrL’Q oylaq “Kid (jady).” Proverb: ’UTLA’Q YLIK SIZ ’UrL’N BILK SIZ oylaq 

yiliksiz oylan biligsiz 0 “There is no intelligence in babies, just as there is no marrow in (the 

bones of) kids.” 

72 

uyray 

anday 

D 

inday ? 

opraq 

atyaq 

ucmaq 

V 

axsaq 

artaq 

oryaq 

oyraq N 

aylaq 

oylaq P 

K 
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’IS'TA’K istak “Inquiry, prosecution, investigation (talab, tatabbu1, fahs)” of a thing. 

Thus .; IS TAK QUB DIY istak qopdi “The inquiry (talab) was stirred up.” 0 

’US'TA’K iistag “Added amount (ziyada),” as when 100 is added to 1000. Thus :: MAN 

’US'TA’K BIYR'DIM' man iistag berdim “I gave him the added amount.” 

N 

’B'L’N apian A small animal of the rat (jirdan) genus. 

’ARTUVN aryun A small animal of the rat (jirdan) genus. Its body is as long as half a 

cubit, and it is used to hunt out small birds in the crevices of walls. If it attacks a sheep, its flesh 

turns yellow; and if it attacks a man 

[I. 108/120] 

in his sleep, he suffers retention of urine. 0 

’LTVN altun “Gold (dahab).” 0 

’UMK’N omgan “Jugular vein (wadaj).” 0 

’IN'KA’N ingan “She-camel (naqa).” Proverb: ’IN'KA’N ’INK'RASA’ BUTUV BUZ- 

LA R ingan irynsa botu bozlar 0 “When the she-camel moans the baby-camel grumbles (in 

answer). 0 This is coined about the longing of relatives for each other. 0 

Initial Weak 

S 

’UYN’Sj oynaS “A woman who has an illicit lover flaha man yarhaquha haraman).’’ 

Q 

’UYN’Q’SL’R oynaqeSlar “A coquettish (tula‘a xuba’a) woman.” 

N 

’AYlRA’N; ayran ‘Churned milk (mdxid).” 

With Final Vav 

r 

’UYNATUV YIYR- oynayu yer “Playground (miVab).” 

istak 

iistag 

apian 

ary un 

73 

altun 

omgan 

ingan P 

oynaS 

oynaq 

ayran 

oynayu 

72 1. Dot of B in brown ink. 
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Defective 

N 

’ULYA’N-1 ulyan A sweet-smelling edible root of a plant (ar-ral [? — defined]). ulyan 

Nasal 

K 

’ARNK’K "arnak “Finger (isba‘).” Proverb: BIYS ’RNK’K TUVZ ’ARMA’S bes arnak arnak P 

tiiz armas “The five fingers are not equal” — and likewise people are unlike one another. 

’URNGA’KJ1 2 Urnak “Gypsum (jass)." u™»k 

Chapter: fa'al, fa'ul 

J 

’ALUVJ alud “Yellow plum (? barquq).”3 aluc 

’ULA’R ular “Partridge (ya‘qub).” ular 

Z 

’UVSUVZ KISY usuz kiSi “A sleepless (Saqdan) one.” 0 usuz 

TSIYZ esiz “Naughty (a‘ram),” of a child. 0 eslz 

’ADIYZ adlz “Raised (murtafi')." of anything. adiz 

§ 

’AIKYS egis “The filings of any ore which is smelted (suhala hull ma yudabu min al- egiS 

jawahir).” 0 

’IKYS igiS “Unruly (fyariin),” of an animal. igi£ 

K 

’AIWA’K ’AR- ewak ar “A hasty (‘ajul) man.” 0 ewak 

73 1. Y altered from B by later hand (one dot in brown ink). 

2. Three dots of G in brown ink. 

3. MS. barud. 
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’A/LUVK 4 aliik “Mockery (suxriyya).” aliik 

r 

’ULAT ulay “A horse which an express courier takes by order of the emir and rides ulay 
until he finds another.” 

’ULAT ulay5 “Patch (ruq‘a) of a garment.” 

Q 

’UX’Q oxaq “The juice of dried apricots (‘usara faliq al-miSmiS)”6 which is drunk. 0 oxaq 

’US’Q usaq “Slander (namima).” :: ’US’Q SUVZ uSaq soz “Words of slander.” uSgq 

L 

’USA’Ll KI§IY osal kisi “A negligent ( yafil ft l-umiir) person.” 0 osal 

’IN’L inal The name for any young man whose mother is a Khatun inal N 

[1.110/122] 74 

and whose father is a commoner. This is the root-meaning. 

N 

’UJA’NP ucan “A boat with two sails (safina dat jariakayn)Qifcaq dialect. uban D 

Initial Weak 

’AYA’S' KVK ayas kok “Clear (mu$hiya) sky.” Thus mamlukes may be called: ’AYA’S ayas N 
ayas, likening to it the clearness (safa’) of their faces. 

N 

’UTUVIT utun “Shameless, vile (waqih, la’im).” utun 

4. I crossed out in brown ink. 

5. Gloss in brown ink below the word: YMT yamay. 

6. MS. muSsamS. 
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Final Weak 

K 

’UKA’Y' ’ATA’ ogay ata “Stepfather (rabb)." One calls a “stepson (rabib)”: ’UKA’Y' ogay 

’UrUL ogay oyul 0 and a “stepdaughter (rabiba)”: ’UKA’Y] QIYZ ogay qiz. 

M 

’UMA’Y' umay [Placenta] “Something that emerges from the woman’s womb after umay 

giving birth”; it ir like a container (huqqa) and is said to be the companion ($ahib) of the child in 

the womb. Proverb: ’UMA’Y'QA’ TBNSA’ ’EUTIL BULVR umayqa tapinsa oyul bulur 0 “One P 

who worships that one [i.e. umay] will get a child.” They1 draw a good omen from that. 

Chapter: fa'li (fa‘laj,2 in its various vocalizations 

B 

’ARBA’ arpa “Barley (Sa'lr).” Proverb; ’ARBA’SIYZ ’AT' ’ASUVMA’S ’ARQ’SIYZ arpa P 

’AL B JARIYK SIYUVMA’S arpaslz at [art] asumas, arqasiz alp c'arig siyumas 0 “The horse is 

not able to cross the mountain pass until he nibbles on some barley; (and also) the warrior is not 

able to break the battle line except with a backer to help him.” This is coined to advise helping 

one another. 

T 

’URTV ortu The “middle (wasat)” of anything. Thus :: ’URTV ’ARP ortu ar “Middle- ortu 

aged (tawassata min 'umurihi) man.” :: ’AW' ’UR'TUVSIY aw ortusi “Middle of the house. 

:: KUVN ’UR'TUV kUn ortu “Noon (zuhr).” Cigil dialect. 0 D 

’AIR'TA’ erta “Early morning (bukra).” ertia 

J 

’AR'JY arCi “Saddlebag (haqiba)." ar^' 

D 

’URDUV ordu “Residence of a king (qasaba al-malik).” Thus the city of KaSyar is 

called: ’UR DUV KAND ordu kand meaning “City of Residence of Kings (balda al-iqama wa- 

qasaba al-muluk).” ’URDUW ordu A residence near Balasayun. Balasayun also is called: QUVZ 

’URDUV quz ordu from this word. 0 

74 1. Gloss: “Women.” In the text, after the heading “Proverb” comes “of women” (matal an- 

nisa’, altered in brown ink to matal li-n-nisa’), later crossed out. 

2. This reading in brown ink. 
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’URDUV BA§Y ordu basi Name for the “bedmaker (farras)” of kings. 0 

’URDUV ordu The “burrow (nafiqa’)" of a gerboa; the “hole (hijr)” of a weasel; the 

“underground habitation (maskan . . . 

[I. 112/124] 75 

tahta l-ard)” of any animal. 0 

’UR'DUV T’L ordu tal “Depilatory paste (nura)." One of the two variants [Cf. 84 ordu tal 

ardutal]. 0 D 

’AK/DUV agdii “A crook-headed knife (sikkin mu'aqqaf ar-ra’s)’’ used to hew out sheaths agdii 

for swords, or other. 

’KDY iigdi (?) “Slaughterhouse (madbah).” 0 agdi ? 

’AMDIY amdi A particle meaning “now (al-ana).” :: ’AM'DIY KALDIM amdi k'aldim amdi 

“I came now.” The Oyuz have kasra with the alif and say: ’IM'DIY imdi. Verse: D imdi 

’UBKAM KLIB' ’UTRADIM opkam kalip uyTadim V 

’ARS LAN LAYUV KUK RADIM arslanlayu kokradim 

’ALB' LA’ R BASIN TUTRADIM alplar basin to-yradim 

’AM'DY MANY KYM TUT’R amdi mani klm tutar 

“I went toward the enemy in a raging fury; I roared like a lion and cut the warriors’ heads; (I 

called out in the midst of the multitude:) ‘[Now] who can capture me?’” 0 

’UM43UV umdu “Coveting, begging (tama‘, su’al).” Hence “a beggar (sa’il)” is called: umdu 

’UMDUVJIY umduci. 0 

’ANDA’ anda A particle meaning “there (huriaka)." anda 

R 

’UB'RIY opri “Pit or hollow (hufra).” °pri 

’UTRA’ otra The “middle (wast)” of anything — i.e. the middle of anything that has otra 

sides. It is a metathesis of: ’UR'TUV ortu. 0 

’AYRUV ayru A particle meaning “if not (in lam).” Thus :: MUVNY TIYLA’MASA’ ayru 

SAN ’AYRUV NA’ KRA’K muni tilamasa san ayru na karak 0 “If you are not (ida lam) 

pleased with this, then what do you want?” 0 

’AD'RIY adri “Winnowing fork (midra)" — i.e., the instrument used to winnow wheat adri 

in order to cleanse [the chaff from the grain]. And anything bifurcated (lahu su'batan) is: ’AD’- 

RIY adri. Thus “man (insan)” is called: ’AD'RIY BUT'LUT adri butluy meaning “split at the 

thighs (munfarij al-faxidayn).” 
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U’UTRUV1 utru “Opposite or facing (qubala)” anything. :: ’UVL MANK’U’UTRUV1 utru 

KALDY ol mai^a utru kaldi “He came to meet me (bi-qubalati).” 0 

’AS'RA’ asra A particle meaning “under (tahta).” asra 

’ISRA’2 isra A word meaning “beyond that place (diina dalika l-makan).” Thus :: ’UL isra 

’ANDAN ’IS'RA’ ’UL ol andan isra ol “He is after or beyond (ba'da, diina) that.” 0 

’AIS'RIY esri “Leopard (nimr).” 0 “A rope with black and white strands (mubal- esri 

laq)” is called: ’AIS'RIY YA§ir esri yikiy. Also anything that is two-colored (du lawnayn) is: 

’AIS'RIY esri likened to the color of the leopard. 0 

’UrRIY o-yri “Thief (liss).” 0 °Tri 

:: BUM3 [sic] NA’NK’ANIK’UPRY’UL bu n'aijanig oyri ol “This 

[I. 114/126] 76 

thing is below (diina) that.” The root-form is with kasr of the yayn [i.e. oyiri] ,but it was light¬ 

ened, as one says [in Arabic] ibil or ibl (“camels”), udun or udn (“ear”). 0 

’AGRIY agri Anything “crooked (mu‘wajj).'’ Proverb: YLA’N KANDUV ’AKRIY- agri P 

SIYN BILM’S TAW AY BUVY'NIN ’AKRY TYR yilan kandu agrisin bilmas, tewe boynin agri ter 

“The snake does not know its own crookedness (‘iwaj) but claims that the camel’s neck is crooked 

(mu'wajj).” This is coined about someone who lays blame where he himself is to blame. 0 

’UK'RA’ iigra “Noodles (ipiyya)” It is similar to: TUTM’J tutmafi 0 except iigra 

that it is finer. 0 

’AILRIY elri “Kid-skin (badra [defined]).” You may say: ’AIL'DIRIY eldri with a dal elri 

augment. 0 

’ZRV [sic] arzu “Jackal (ibn au>a).’’ With zay between the two points of articulation. 

You say about people who “stand around (haffu hawla)” something; K$Y ’2RVLYV TURDIY 

ki§i arZulayu turdi meaning “The people crowded around him (izdahama . . . hawlahu) as jackals 

crowd around a person to eat him.” 

1. Second (originally first) U crossed out in brown ink. 

2. Gloss in brown ink below the word: BSR’. 

3. Later gloss (black): BV. 

1. Altered to QRY(?). 76 
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S 

’AR'SUV arsii “Vile or depraved (radal),’’ of anything. Oyuz dialect. arsii D 

r 

’AR'TV aryu “Ravine between two mountains (al-lihb2 bayn al-jabalayn)." From this aryu 

the country between Tiraz and Balasayun was named: ’ARTU aryu since it is between two moun- N 

tains. 0 

’URrA’ urya “A tall many-branched tree (dawha).” Oyuz dialect; also Aryu dialect. 0 urya D 

’IM P imya “Treasurer (al-xazin li-l-amwal wa-l-qayyim ‘ala jam'iha)." 0 imya 

’NrA’ ’AR' inya ar “A vile or depraved (radl) man.” Anything “fallen or base (saqit)” inya 

is called: ’NrA’ inya. 

W 

’IR’WY QULA’Q irwi qulaq “A pointed, thin (mu’allala, haira) ear.” 0 irwi 

’IR'WY irwi An Indian medicine. 

Q 

’AR'QA’ arqa “Back (zahr).” arqa 

’AR'QA’ arqa “Backer (zahir), one who helps you in misfortune.” As in the saying: 

’AR'QA’SIZ- ’ALB' JARIK SIYUVMA’S arqasiz alp carig siyumas “The warrior cannot break the P 

battle line except with a backer.” [See 74 arpa P.] 

K 

’UB'K’ opka “Lung (riyya).” 0 ’UB'K’ opka “Anger (yayz).” The reason it is called opka 

this is that anger rises in the lung, and the two are closely connected, just as [in Arabic] “rain” 

may be called “sky.” 0 

[1.115/128] 77 

’UTAKY otki “Compensatory gift (‘iwad).” Cigil dialect. :: BUV ’ATQA’ ’UTAKY otki D 

BYRDIM bu atqa dtki berdim “I gave a compensatory gift for this horse.” 0 

2. Later addition: wahwa ma. 
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’AJ'KUV aCkii “Goat (‘anz).” 0 aCkii 

’U'KUV iCkii “Drink (maSrub),” of anything. 0 iCkii 

’APKUV adgii “Good (hasan).” Verse [= 277 kill-] adgii 

KUL SA’ KISY ’AT-M’ ’ANK’R; ’UR;TAR; KULA’ V 

BAQIL ’ANK’R ’ADKUVLKUN ’APZIN KULA’ 

kiilsa kiSi atma aqar ortar kiil-a 

baqqil ar^ar adguliikiin a7zin kiila 

“When a person conies toward you smiling, don’t pour hot ashes on his face [i.e. put him to 

shame] , but regard him with kindness (ihsan) and a laughing mouth.” 0 

’AR'KIY arki A particle of doubt (Sakk). Thus :: ’UL KALIR- MUV ’AR'KIY ol kalir arki 

mii arki ‘Is he coming or not (am la)?” It takes the place of an interrogative (istifham). 0 

’URKV orgii “Hump (sanam).” 0 orgii 

’AS'KV1 asgil “Winnowing basket (minsaf).” jisgii 

’AS KY aski Anything “old, worn out (qadtm, balin).” Hence :: ’AS KY TUVN 'aski ton aski 

“A tattered (xalaq) garment.” 

’ULKUV iilgii “Measure (fayman).” yjgjj 

’AL'KA’BULA’Q alka bulaq A tribe of the Turks. alka N 

L 

'UPLA’ oyla “Young man (fata).” Aryu dialect. 0 oyla D 

’UTLY oyli “Parsnip (? hinzab).” It is a sweet white carrot (jazar) cultivated in the city oyli 

of KaSyar and eaten. 0 

M 

’DMA’YLQY i<Jma yilqi “Set free (sa’iba), of an animal.” idma 

’UVR'MA’ SAJ‘ ormasae “Braid (dafira).” 0 6rma 

’AZlMA’Nl2 azma [Gelded ram] A ram of which the skin of the testicles has been cut azma 
so that it is no longer able to mount the female. 0 

77 1. VU added in brown ink between alif (’) and S (thus: Svusgii). 

2. N' added in brown ink. 
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’U^MA’ U2ma “Mulberry (tut).’’3 With zay between the two points of articulation. 0 Uzma 

’USMIY TARIM usmi tarim Name of a large river which flows from the land of Islam usmi N 
toward Uighur and there is absorbed in the sand. 0 

’ARM’ agm'a “Arch (taq)” in a house. Sgma 

’UK'M’ TUBRA’Q) Ukma topraq “Piled up (mukawwam) earth.” The same for anything ukma 
piled up. 0 

’ALjMA’ alma “Apple (tuffah).” Oyuz dialect. The Turks say: ’LMLA’ almila. 0 

’ULMA’ olma “Jar (jarra).” 0 

N 

alma D 

olma 

TJTNUV otnii A particle used in connection with loans. :: MAN YARMA’Q ’UT'NUV otnii 
BIYRDIM manyarmaq otnii berdim “I gave the dirham as a loan (qardan).” 0 

’AS-NUV a§nu A particle meaning “before (qabla)." :: MAN ’ANDA’4 ’AS’NUV a§nu 
KALDIM mananda a5nu kaldim “I came before him.” 0 

’ANDA’ anda5 A particle meaning “there (hunaka)The Oyuz anda 

[I. 117/130] 78 

change the final alif to nun [i.e. 67 andan] when the meaning is “after (ba‘da)"; but when the D 

meaning is “there” they agree with the others. The alternation of alif and nun is permitted in 

Arabic, as in the words of God [Q.26:23]: wa-ma rabbu ’l-‘alamtn (“And what is the Lord of all 

Being?”) in the story of Moses — the alif is an alternant of nun, since it is not permitted when 

inquiring about rational beings to say ma hada (“What is this?”), but rather man (“Who?”); or in 

the words of God [Q.96:15]: la-nasfa‘an bi-n-riasiya (“We shall seize him by the forelock”) — the 

alif is an alternant of nun [i.e. la-nasfa‘an, with nun instead of tanwm] ; 0 or in the verse of al- 

A‘3a: 

wa-la n-nusuba1 l-mansuba la ta‘budannahu 

li-‘aqibatm wa-llaha rabbaka fa-‘buda 

— meaning fa- budan ( Do not worship the idol that is set up, lest there be a consequence, but 

God your Lord, [Him] worship!”).2 

3. 

4. 

5. 

78 1. 

2. 

20: 

MS. tut. 

Second A: another A added in brown ink (indicates nunnation, thus: andan). 

This entry is out of order here; see 75 anda. 

MS. n-nasba (vowels in brown ink). 

Cf. R. Geyer, ed., Gedichte von . . . al-’A'Sa (Gibb Memorial Series, 1928), no. 17 (p. 103), v. 
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Chapter: fa‘la 

’IKY ekki The number “two (itnan)." ekki 

Nasal with Jim 

Chapter: fu'ul 

T 

’UTNJ 6time “Loan (qard)." :: MAN’NK’R YARMA’Q’UTN:J BYR'DIM man aijar otiinc 

yarmaq otiini berdim “I loaned (aqradtu) him the dirham.” 

One calls a matter that is “disgraceful, reproachable (mundiyya, mu'ayir)”: ’UVTUNJ utunc 

’Y§ utunf iS. Its root is from: ’UWT' uwut “modesty or shame (haya’).” 

J 

’UJNJ iiciinc The [ordinal] number “third (talit)." ’IKNJ ekinc-“Second.” This is a UciinC 

rule, namely that for any number below ten one adds to the root word nun and jim to express G 

that it follows the number that is before it: TVRTNJ tortiinC “Fourth,” BY§NJ beSinc “Fifth” — 

the roots are: TUVRT tort “Four,” BYS bes “Five” — nun and jim were added to express this 

meaning. It is permitted to express the tens in the same way: ’VNNJ onunC “Tenth,” YKRMNJ 

yigirminc “Twentieth.” 0 This is a regular rule. 0 

’ARINJ arinC A particle meaning “perhaps (la'alla).” Thus :: ’UL KALDIY ’ARINJ arinC 

ol k'aldi arinc “Perhaps he has come.” 0 

’URUNJ urun6 “Bribe (ruswa).” urunC 

[I. 118/132] 79 

TRINJ erinC “Comfort, happiness (at-tana“um wa-t-taqallub fi n-ni‘ma).” In some dia- erinc 

lects it is: ’RIN/Y^ ere2 (?) with zay between the two points of articulation. 0 D 

W 

’AWINJ awinc “Friendliness or familiarity with a thing (al-mu’anasa bi-s-lay’).” :: awinC 

MANK’ ’AWIN'DY mana awindi “He was friendly (anasa) with me.” 

tva-da n-nusubi l-mansubi la tansukannahu wa-la ta'budi l-awtana wa-llaha fa-'buda 

with the variant: 

wa-la n-nusuba l-mansiiba la tansukannahu bi-‘aqibatin wa-llahu rabbuka fa-‘buda 

For the grammatical principle, see Wright I, 61 D. 
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K 

’IKINJ ekinC The “second (tani)" of something, in numbering. 0 

’UKUNJ okiinc “Regret (hasra).” :: ’UL TALIM ’UKUNJ ’UKUNDY ol talim okiinc 

okiindi “He had many regrets (tahassara bi-hasarat katira)." 0 

’UGUNJ1 ogiinc “Self-praise (tamadduh).” :: BUV TYS’QA’2 NA’ ’UGUNJ1 KARA’K 

bu isqa na ogiinC kar'ak “Why must there be self-praise in this matter?” 

L 

’ILINJ'3 YVL ulinc yol “A winding (multawi, laysa bi-l-mustawi) road.” The same for 

anything winding (multawm). 

TALANJ ilanc “Reproach (ta‘yir) to an advisor over a matter of which it appears that 

his view was unsound.” 

M 

’UMNJ umunc “Hope (raja’).” :: ’UMNJ TANKRIY KA’ TUT umunC taryrika tut 

“[Put] your hope in God (may He be exalted).” 

’UNNJ YARMA’Q onunJ yarmaq “The tenth (‘asir) dirham (or other).” 0 

’INANJ inanC “Reliable (mu'tamad).” From this comes the name: TNANJ BAK inane 

beg meaning “Reliable Emir.” 

Another type: fa'anla, in its various vocalizations 

T 

TATINJUV NA’NK atinfcu nar^ “Something thrown (matruh).” 

’ITNJUV NA’NK itincii n'ai^ “Something pushed (madfu‘).” 

D 

’IDINJV SAJ idincu sac “A man’s hair which he lets loose after confining it (arsala ba‘d 

al-awl).” The same for other things. 0 

1. Three dots of G in brown ink. 

2. Altered to: ’iS'KA’ ilka. 

3. Altered to: ’AYLANJj_ (Y in brown ink). 

4. MS. karb. 

ekinc 

okiinfi 

ogiinC 

ulinC 

ilanC 

umunc 

onunC 

inane N 

atincu 

itincii 

idincu 

79 
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One calls “an animal that is set free (sa’iba)”-. ’IDINJV YILQY idincu yilqi. 0 

’IARINJV irincii “Sin (itmirinCii 

W 

’AWINJV NA’NK awincu n'aij “Something with which one enjoys pleasure and familiar- awincu 

ity (yuta'allalu bihi wa-yusta’nasu).” Thus slavegirls may be named: ’WINJV awindu. N 

Q 

’AQINJY aqinci “Night raiding party (as-sariyya allati tadhabu laylan wa-tubayyitu aqinci 

l-‘aduww).” 

Nasal with Kaf 

’ABAN'K apar^ A particle meaning “if only (law).” :: ’ABANK SAN BARSA’ SAN 

apai^san barsa san “If only you went.” 

T 

’UTN'K otui^ “Firewood (Piafab).” 

R 

otui^ 

’URN'K iiriin “White (abyad)” of anything. The Ctyuz say: ’Q aq. urttijD 

’URN'K iiriii^ “White of the nail (kadab*[defined]).” : :TIRNK’Q ’URNKY tiriyiq iiriity 

“White (bayad) of the nail.” 

’URNK Uriir^ “Diviner’s fee (hulwan al-kahin).” :: ’LIK ’URNKY BIYR alig uriir^i ber 

“Give the fee! [lit. the white of hand].” 

[I. 120/134] 80 

’URANG1 orai^ Name of a place near Rum. It is toward the north, over against Rum. orai^N 

The more correct form is: VARANK varary 0 

’IRINK irir^ “Pus (qayh, sadid).” iriij 

§ 

’USANK TA’§i iisar^ taS “Smooth (malsa’) rock.” A variant of: YU$AUNK yiisar^ iiSai^D 

L 

’ALANG1 YAZIY alai^ yazi “Level (qarqar) plain.” It is a metathesis of: ’NKL aryl alaij 

[60] which is used for an “open (futuh)” door. 
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• Doubled 

’ANGAK'1 ar^ak “Jaws, jawbone on either side of the mouth (al-madiydn wa-l-fanihan artak 

min janbatay al-fam)." 0 

’ANKAK arjak “The string (xayt) with which a woman ties her veil.” 0 

’UNKIK oiyk “False earlock (sudy . . . yur***1) which women make from goat’s hair.” oryk 

It is called: ’UNKIAK YURKAY’K otyk yorgay&k. The root is: ’UNKY ory meaning “other.” 0 

’UNK1UK oiyk “The silk tassels (adnab, adan) of a pillow.” 0 

Final Weak 

’UNKIY diy A particle meaning “other (yayr)." The yd’ is an alternant of nun: ’UNKIN Oty 

oniiy This is like the alternation of yd’ and nun in Arabic, as in inkamana and inkarna,2 “It was 

hidden.” 

Another Type 

’ARNKAYUV arrjayii “A man with six fingers (lahu sitta asabi1).” 0 ariyiyii 

’ARNKAYUV arnayii “A very short (qasir . . . jiddan) man” — one who is two cubits tall. 

Chapter: fa'alii, fu'dlu, fi'alu, in its various vocalizations 

T 

’ULA’TUV iilatii [Silk handkerchief] “A piece of silk which a man keeps in his pocket iilatii 

to clean his nose with.” 

J 

’ALAJUV alacu “Large tent (faza, fustdt).” 0 alacu 

’AB’JIY abaCi “Nightmare (jdtum).” To frighten a baby one says: ’ABA’JIY KALDIY abaCi 

abaCi kaldi meaning “Nightmare has come.” 0 

’AFIN'J Y ayici “Keeper of brocade (xazin ad-dibaj).” a7iCi 

r 

80 1. Three dots of G in brown ink. 

2. inkama is spelled with final ya’ (= alif maqsura). 
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’ULATUV NA’NK ulayu nSl^ “Anything by which something is mended (ma yusalu ulikyu 
bihi s-say’).” such as the patch of a garment. 0 

:: BUV ’UrUR ’UL BURIY ’ULIYruV bu uyur ol bori uliTU “This is the time for the uliyu 

howling (‘uwa’) of the wolf (or other).” 

Q 

’ABA’QIY abaqi “A scarecrow (xiyal) that is set up in vegetable gardens to ward off the abaqi 
evil eye.” 

’ATA’QIY ataqi ataqi 

[I. 122/136] 81 

A word of affectionate address, meaning “O my father (yd abati).” 

K 

TTA’KUV itagu “The wooden frame on which the turning millstone is mounted.” It is itagu 

raised if one wants coarse flour, and lowered if one wants white flour or the like. 0 

TJA’KV ifiagii [Intestines] The name for what is enclosed by the ribs. 0 ifcigii 

ULIYKA olig’a “The plant of birdlime (nabt ad-dibq)," which is the residue (? sart). oliga 

INA KV inagii Name of a sickness which takes hold opposite the navel, like colic. inagii 

K 

’AB’KY abaki A particle, said when belittling (istiqlal) something. abaki 

M 

’ANUVMY anumi “Elephantiasis (judam).” anumi 

’IKA’MA’ egama “A type of lute (naw‘ min al-mazahir).” egkm’a 

Doubly Weak 

K 

’AYA’KV ayagii “Rib (dil')" One calls the “ribs (adla'j” of a tent: ’AYA’KUV ay'agU. ayagii 

0 And “a piece of land in the middle of a mountain, like an incline (sa‘ud)” is called: ’AYA’KUV 

YIYR' ayagii yer. 
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With Nun Final Augment 

’SYJA’N aSijan Name of a city on the stages of the journey to Sin. aSijan N 

’ALUVJYN alufiin An edible plant with nodes (anabib). aluCTn 

D 

’RUMDUVN [sic] arudun “Dye (siby)” arudun 

r 

’URA’FVN urayun An Indian drug used as a medicine. urayun 

K 

’UTUVKA’N otiikan Name of a place in the deserts of Tatar near Uighur. otiikan N 

Another Type 

’ALIMALA’ almila “Apple (tuffah)." almila 

K 

’AR'MAKUV armagii “Lazy (kaslan).” Proverb: ’AR'MAKUVK’ BULUIT' YUK arm’agii 

BULUVR armagiika bulit yiik bolur “For the lazy one the (shadow of a) cloud is a burden.” P 

r 

’UrLATUV oylayu “Accustomed to or raised in luxury (muna“am, murabba fi ni'ma).” oylayu 

Thus Khatuns (princesses) are called: ’UrLATV QA’TUVN oylayu qatun. 0 

’UXSATUV oxsayu “Plaything (lu‘ba).” It is used as a nickname for women. 0 oxsayu N 

Chapter: afa‘ul, in its various vocalizations 

T 

’ARUVBA’T arubat “Tamarind (tamr hincR).” 0 arubat 

’URATUVT urayut “Woman (mar’a)." 0 urayut 

’AR’MUVT aramut A tribe of the Turks near Uighur. 0 aramut 

’AR’MUVT aramut Name of a place. N 
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J 

’IQYLA’J iqilac “Courser (faras rayi‘ jawad).” Proverb: ’A LTV ’ARIKA YAWRIT'M’ 

TQYLA’J’AR'Q’SIN YAPRIPM’ alp arig yawritma iqilaC arqasin yayritma 0 “Do not harm 

and weaken the man who is a warrior, do not gall the back of the courser (jawad 

[I. 124/139] 

sabuh).” This [is coined] as advice for emirs. Verse: 

TQYLA’JIM- ’IRK' BUDDY iqilabim erig boldi 

’RIK- BULTUV YARIY KURDY erig bolyu yeri kordi 

BULIT' ’UVRUB' KUVK’ ’UR'TUL'DIY bulit oriip kok ortuldi 

TUMAN TUVRUB' TULIY YAPDIY tuman turup toli yaydi 

“My courser (jawad) galloped swiftly,1 because he saw that that was proper for him; when the 

cloud rose covering the sky, and the mist piled up and the hail poured down.” 0 

’ALA’VA’N alavan “Crocodile (timsah).” 

Chapter: afaldn 

’AR BAPN arpayan A plant similar to barley (sa'ir) that grows ears but without seeds. 

0 

’AR'MArA’N armayan A “gift (hadiyya)” which a man returning from a successful 

journey brings for his relatives. Oyuz dialect. There is another variant: YAR’MAQA’N [sic] 

yarmayan which is more correct.2 0 

Chapter: fi‘inli, in its various vocalizations 

T 

’ITINDY NA’NK itindi nai^ “Something pushed (madfu‘).” 

Q 

’AQINDIY SUVW aqindi suw “Flowing (sa’il) water.” 0 

’AKIN'DY TARir akindi tariy “Sown (mazru1) seed.” 

’UKUNDIY KSY ogiindi kiSi “A man praised (mamduh) by every tongue.” 0 

iqilac 
P 

82 

V 

alavan 

arpayan 

armayan 

D 

itindi 

aqindi 

akindi 

ogiindi 

82 1. MS. sabaha , . . wa-a‘adda ft s-sayr\ for a‘adda read ajadda (or, less likely, a'adda, cf. 67 aSkin). 

2. MS. AMUJ (overlined, as if Turkic), in error for asajih. 
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T.KINDY NA’NK ekindi nar^ “The second (tani) thing” - in numbering. 0 

’AK1NDY ekindi “Time of the afternoon prayer (waqt salat al-‘asr).” 

End of the Triliteral Chapters 

Chapters of Quadriliterals 

Chapter: afal 

Doubled 

AR' PAT’ ir7a7 “Fishhook (as-Hisf alladi yusadu bihi s-samak).” 0 

’IRTT ir7a7 “Grapnel (xuttaf) used to drag ice from the source to the icebox.” 

With ya’ suffixed to this pattern 

::BUV YSir ’IMTILY QLDIY bu iSi7 imtili qildi “He performed this matter without 

deliberation, haphazardly (min yayr tadahbur wa-la rawiyya jazafan)Cigil dialect. 

J 

’UM'DUVJY umduci “Beggar (sa’il).” 

’AR-QUJY arquci “Mediator (mutawassit) between two men; go-between (rasul) of the 

two families in a marriage.” 

D 

■A-F- DINIY ardini Peerless pearl (durryattm).” From this comes the name for women: 

’AR'TINY ’UZK artini oziik meaning “With a body like a peerless pearl” — the dal assimilates into 

ta’ as [Arabic] muddakir 

[I. 126/141] 

from the root-form mudtakir (“remembering”). 

R 

’USBRY usbari “[A dish made by] crumbling (yufattu) bread baked in ashes into butter 

and adding sugar.” 0 

Chapter: fa“ul, doubled middle radical 

’UTUZ YARMA’Q ottuz yarmaq “Thirty (taldtuna) dirhams (or other).” This word 

may also be used for “three (talata).” Among the Ya7ma, in: KUNKUT kiiqiit I heard them say: 

’UfUZ ’IJA’LIM ottuz icilim when they meant “Let us drink three,” though the word means 

thirty. In my opinion, they drank three each /tateri*” Verse: 

ekindi 

ir7a7 

imtili 
D 

umduci 

arquci 

ardini N 
artini 

83 

usbari 

ottuz 
D 
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’UTZ ’IJB' QIQRALIM 

YUQ’RU QUBB SAK'RILIM 

’AR'SLAN LAYUV KUK'RALM 

QJTY SAQNJ SAWNALIM 

ottuz icip qiqralim 

yoqar qopup sekrilim 

arslanlayu kokralim 

qaCti saqinc sawnalim 

“Let us drink three, let us stand up and shout, let us roar like a lion, and let us rejoice that care 

has fled from us.” 

V 

According to another tradition: ’UTVZ ’IJB' QIQRALIM ottuz icip qiqralim means: “Let each 

one of us drink three each.” 0 

“One who is impudent, treacherous, shameless, wicked (waqih, yaddar, xali al- idar, essiz 

Sirrlr)” is called: ’ISIZ KISY essiz kisi. The doubling [of the s] is for exaggeration. 0 

’ASIZ essiz A word of sighing for a loss (talahhuf), like Arabic yd asafd (“Alas!”). Thus 

:: ’ASIZ ’NIK YKTLIKY essiz anig yigitliki “Alas (yd lahfa) for his youth!” 0 

’IKZ’UrL’N ekkiz oylan “Twins (taw’aman).” ekkiz 

r 

’ARir N’NK arrfy nil} “Something very clean (nazif jiddan).” The doubling [of the r] arriy 

is for exaggeration. 

K 

’LIK YARM’Q allig yarmaq “Fifty (xamsuna) dirhams (or other).” allig 

Chapter: fa'alia,1 2 quiescent third radical 

r 

’AWIJ'IA’ awicya “Old man (sayx).” 0 awicya 

With Damma on First Radical 

M 

’UDIT'M’ uditma “Moist cheese (jubun ratub).” uditma 

With Kasra on First Radical 

83 1. MS. , read li-nusarra. 

2. MS. fa’lal. 
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r 

’ILIMrA’ elimya “Secretary (katib)’’ who writes the correspondence of the sultan in the 

Turkic script. 

Chapter: afalil 

T 

’ALBA’TUT alpayut “A hero, a brave (mubariz, buhma).” Verse: 

BUDRAJ YMA’ QUDR'DIY 

’ALBATUTIN ’UDR'DIY 

SUVSIN YAN’ QDIR DIY 

KLK’LIMAT ’IR'KASUVR 

budrafi yema qudurdi 

alpayutin iidiirdi 

susin yana qadirdi 

kalgalimat irkisiir 

“BudraC (the name of a former emir of the Yabaqu) turned back his troops, chose 

[ And Budrac went beyond the limit 

He chose his braves 

He turned round his troops 

They are assembled to come (against us).”] 

[I. 128/144] 

his braves (abtal) and assembled to approach.” 

Q 

’ADTIRA’Q^ adyiraq “White-footed mountain goat (al-a‘sam min abwu'ul).” It corre¬ 

sponds to the ram (kabs) among sheep. 

’ADTIRA’Q SUWY1 ad7iraq suwi Name of a river in Ya7ma. 0 

’R'QJQ arqicaq Name of an instrument with which medicine is poured into the corner 

of the mouth. It is similar to a sukurja [a type of bowl] and has a spout (mat'ab). 

L 

’AR'PUVTA’L ardutal “Depilatory paste (niira).” 

Chapter: fa‘luli 

T 

elinrya 

alpayut 

V 

84 

adyiraq 

N 

arqicaq 

ardutal 

84 1. W altered from F by later hand (two dots in brown ink). 
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’SKURTY [ sic] esgiiti An embroidered Sini brocade of the silk variety. eSgtiti 

Z 

’WZUVRIY awruzi “Mixed (majliit)” of food, such as wheat and barley flour mixed awruzi 

together and baked. 

Chapter: fa'landi 

D 

’UDRUNDIY NA’NK Udriindi nai^ “Something chosen (muxtar).” 0 iidriindi 

’AWDIN'DY NA’NK awdindi nat^ “Gleanings (luqata) of anything.” awdindi 

This chapter consists of deverbal nouns corresponding to the Arabic pattern fu'ala for G 

what is left over from something. 

Chapter: fu'ulin 

Nasal 

N 

V _ _ 

’UNKUVZIYN^ oiyizin “A ghoul (yiil) that attacks a man in the desert.” 

End of the quadriliteral chapters 

oiyizin 

Chapters of Quinquiliterals 

Chapter: fa'al'al, in its various vocalizations 

This chapter contains simple nouns, adjectivals, and nouns of the place in which some¬ 

thing is situated. One ought to be able to form the nouns of place and the adjectivals by applying 

the rule, but there are some which one could not know unless mentioned. They are therefore 

mentioned here so that the rule may be applied by the one who understands it. 

r 

“A modest (raqiq al-haya’) man” is called: ’WUTLr KISY uwutliry kisi. 0 

TIRLIT ’AR' a7irli7 ar “A man who is honored (mukram) among the people.” 

’UrRLyir ’YS U7urlu7r5 “An opportune (alladi waqa‘afi imkanihi) matter.” 

uwutlu7 

0 a7irli7 

U7urlu7 

2. MS. du ajrab. 
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:: ’UVY ’UBUZLUr YYR oy obuzlu7 yer “Land with rugged terrain (dat yitan wa- 

huzuna).” 0 

’UDZLUr KISY uduzlu7 kiSi “Man with mange (du jarab)."2 0 

TUZLUr’AR' ayuzluyar 

[I. 130/146] 

“A man with beestings (du liba’).” 0 

TUSLr ’AR' 07uslu7ar “A man with a clan (lahu ‘asira).” 0 

.T-1 ’AR uquSliry ar “An intelligent (fatin) man.” 0 

’AJimr ’AR’ a£ryli7 ar “A man who savors life (muna“am).” Proverb: ’AJlTLr 
.2 QRYM’S acrylfy ar tark (sap ?) qarimas “A man who savors life (du ni‘ma yatana“amu 

fiha) does not age quickly.” 

’AJlTLir KB aci7li7 kiip “A vat which sours whatever is poured into it (du hamudat 

muhammid ma subba fihi).” 

’DlTLir TAT adi7li7 ta7 “A mountain with many bears (du dubh katir).’’ 0 

’URUrLr ’ALTVN uru7lu7 altun “Gold (or other) that is struck or minted (mau>du‘).” 

0 

’AZlTLir ’AT' azi7li7 at “A horse that is full grown, that has all his teeth (qarih).” 

Also for any animal whose canines (nab) have appeared. 

’UJUQLUr3 ’AW oCaqlry aw “A house with a stove (du kaniin).” 0 

’AJUrLT4 K§Y aduqluy kigl “A cheerful, good-natured (talq, hasan al-xuluq) person.” 

’ASlTLirTYS asrylrylS “A useful (du manfa'a) deed.” 

’ADArLir4 NA’NK adaqliy nar^ “A thing with feet (du arjul).” 0 

’ARIQ'Lir YYR ariqliy yer “A land with a canal (dat nadir)." 0 

85 1. Waterstained. 

2. Waterstained; hitherto read: S’BVK Sabiik. 

3. Second (originally first) U amended to A (black ink). 

4. First r amended to Q (black ink). 

obuzliry 

uduzluy 

ayuzluy 

85 

07u51u7 

uqusluy 

aCtylry 

P 

adi7li7 

uruyluy 

azi7li7 

ocaqli7 

aCuqlu7 

asi7li7 

adaqliy 

ariqliy 
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U’URQ'LUr QUVA’ uruqluy qova “A bucket with a rope (du habl).” 0 uruqluy 

’ZUIQLIT ’AR' azuqluy ar “A man with provisions (du 2ad).” Proverb: ’AZUIQLIT azuqluy 

’AR'MA’S'5 azuqlU7 armas 0 “One who has provisions for the journey does not get tired P 

(since he is strong and well nourished).” 0 

’ARAN'Lir ’AW aranliy’aw “A house with a stable (du istabl).” 0 aranliy 

’ATANLIT'AR' atanli7 ar “A man with a gelded camel (ba'ir xasi)." 0 atanli7 

’ULARLlTT’r ularli7 tay “A mountain with partridges (du ya'aqib)." ' 0 ularliy 

’ALIML1T’AR' alimliy ar “A man who is a creditor (da’in).”6 alimliy 

’ALINLir’AR' alinliyar “A man with a large forehead (du jabha ‘azima).” 0 alinliy 

’ULUNLUr ’AR' ulunluy ar “A man who has arrow-shafts (du qidah li-s-siham).” 0 ulunluy 

Q 

’URUNJAQ 

uruncaq. 

urunCaq “Deposit (wadi‘a, amana).” It may also be pronounced: ’URNJ’Q urunCaq 

Verse: 

’URNJQ ’AL'B' YARMADY 

’ALIMLr KURV’ARMADY 

’DA§LQ ’UZ’ TURMADY 

QLIN ’RAN TRKSVR 

uruncaq alip yerm'adi 

alimliy korii armadi 

adaSliq iiza turmadi 

qalin aran tergaSiir 

V 

Reproaching a man: “He was not loath to take a deposit and then to put off the one to whom 

it was due when he saw him; nor has he continued in friendship. Now he has mustered a huge 

army (and is advancing toward me with it).” 0 

’UrULJUQ oyulCuq “Womb (rahim),” of a woman. oyulCuq 

’AflUR'SUQ7 ayirSuq “Spindle whorl (filka al-miyzal).” 0 ayirSuq 

wiya 

’UrUL/MAUIQ) oyulmuq “A straight piece ui wuua su Vi bang 1 
l- 

[I. 131/149] 86 

fi qiwam al-‘arida)." 0 

5. Gloss between the two words: ’ARUQ (thus: azuqluy aruq armas). 

6. MS. dayn. 

7. A altered to U in brown ink. 
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’UJZLUQ uCuzluq “Cheapness (ruxsa),’’ in prices. 0 

’UJUZLUQ uCuzluq “Humiliation, belittlement (madalla, sayar).” 0 

’ADIA§:LIQ adasliq “Friendship (sadaqa).” 0 

’ADAQLIQ adaqliq “Wood used to make legs for trellises (suq al-‘aris) in vineyards.” 0 

’UDUQLQ uduqluq A person’s “neglect, unawareness (yafla, tariawum)”1 of a thing. 0 

’ypUPLUQ oduyluq “Wakefulness or awareness (at-tayaqquz fi l-urnur).” 0 

’ARITLIQ artyliq “Cleanliness (nazafa).” 0 

’URUrLUQ BUrDA’Y unryluq bu7day “Wheat that is stored for use as seed grain 

(alladi udduxira li-l-badr).” 0 The same for any other seed or grain. 0 

’AJITLIQ acryliq “Bitterness (marara).” 0 

YUVZ ’ AJUQLQY yuz acuqluqi “Openness (talaqa) of face.” 0 

QBUr ’AJIQLIQY qaptry afiiqliqi “A door’s being open fan yakuna . . . maftuhan)." 0 

’UJAQLIQ YYR_^ oCaqliq yer “Place for a stove (maw4i‘ al-kanun).” 0 :: ’UJAQLIQ 

TITIK ofiaqliq titig Any “clay (or other) used to make a stove.” 0 

’ARUQLQ aruqluq “Tiredness fi'ya’).” 0 

’URUQLUQ YUVNG2 uruqluq yui^ “Wool that is to be made into a rope (u'idda li- 

yuttaxada minhu l-habl).” 0 

’AZUIQLIQ azuqluq “Something prepared as provisions (ma u'idda li-z-zad).” 0 

’UZAQlRIQ uzaqliq “Being slow or late (ibta’) for something.” 0 

’USAQLIQ usaqliq “Childishness (tasabi) in a matter.” :: ’USAQLIQ QILM’ uSaqliq 

qilma “Don’t be childish.” 0 

’ULUrLUQ ulu7luq “Grandeur, glory fkibriya’, iaraf)." Thus :: ’ULFLUQ TNKRIY- 

KA’ ulu7luq taiyrika “Grandeur belongs to God (Glorified and Exalted).” 0 ’ULUrLUQ 

ulu7luq “Old age (al-kibrfi s-sinn)." 0 

uCuzluq 

adasliq 

adaqliq 

uduqluq 

odu7luq 

ari7liq 

uru7luq 

aCi7liq 

aCuqluq 

aCiqliq 

oCaqliq 

aruqluq 

uruqluq 

azuqluq 

uzaqliq 

usaqliq 

ulu7luq 

86 1. MS. tana’um. 

2. Three dots of G in brown ink. 
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U’AMJVLIQ YYR amaCliq yer “A place where a target for shooting (hadaf li-r-ramy) can 
be set up.” 0 

’ANUQLQ anuqluq “Readiness (al-isti'dad ft l-umur)." 

K 

’UZTLK dzUtluk “Stinginess (dinn) over a thing.” 0 

’AKATLIK QARA’BA’S egatlik qarabaS “The maidservant who is to be sent with the 

bride on the night of the nuptial procession.” And “the bride (‘arus)” is: ’AIKAIT'LIK egatlig. 

This is a general rule. When ‘the suffix is with the hard kaf [i.e., -lik] the meaning is the 

place where the noun is, or that it is a thing stored up or made ready for the noun, or an infinitive. 

When it does not have any of these three senses, but the intended meaning 

[I. 133/151] 

is the possessor or companion (sahib) of the noun, then it is with the thin kaf1 [i.e., -lig]. Thus: 

’AKATLIK egatlik — with the hard kaf — means that the slavegirl is made ready to be sent as the 

bride’s maidservant; and if the kaf is made thin [i.e. egatlig] the meaning is that the bride has or 

is the possessor or companion (sahiba) of the maidservant. The meaning is thus in all of these 

cases. 0 

’TJLK atiClik “Place where the hole is dug for the game of ‘walnuts’ (al-mawdi‘ alladi 

yuhfaru fihi l-mazda li-la‘ib al-jawz).” 0 

’ADAR'LIK adarlik [Saddletree] “The wooden frame on which the saddle is placed.” 

The “possessor of a saddle (sahib as-sarj)” is with the thin kaf [i.e. adarlig]. 0 

’UKUR’LUK iigiirluk “Place where millet (duxn)2 is put.” The owner of it is with thin 

kaf [i.e. iigUrliig]. 

’UGURLK ’AR' ogurliig ar “A man who has a flock (du qati‘) of sheep, or other.” 0 

“A stallion with mares (lahu rirriak)” is called: ’UKUR'LK ’ADTlR- ogUrlUg ad7ir. 

’ADIZLIK adizlik “Elevation (irtifa1).” 0 

’ISIZLIK esizlik “Evil (Sarr).” 0 

amacliq 

anuqluq 

oziitliik 

egatlik 

egatlig 

G 

87 

aticlik 

adarlik 

adarlig 

iigiirlUk 

iigUrlUg 

ogurliig 

adizlik 

esizlik 

87 1. MS. fa-l-bi-kaf, read fa-bi-l-kaf. 

2. MS. duxn. 
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’ATAK-LIK BUVZ ataklik boz “Cloth that is to be made into a skirt (dayl).” If a gar¬ 

ment is characterized by a skirt it is called: ’ATAK'LIK TUVN ataklig ton meaning “A garment 

with a skirt” — with the thin kaf. 0 

’ATUKLUK SArRIY atiiklUk saTri “Leather that is to be made into a boot (xuff).” 0 

’UTKLK K§Y otiiglUg kiSi “A person with a petition (du haja) for the sultan.” 0 

U’UZK'LUK Uzukluk “A being cut off (inqita‘un).” 0 

» 

’URUMJK oriimcak “Spider (‘ankabut).” 0 

TALARSUK ilarsiik “Waistband (tikka) of trousers.” 0 

’ISIK'LIK isiglik “Heat (harara).” 0 

’SIK'LIK isiglik “Love, affection (hubb mawadda).” :: KUNKUL’ISKLIKY KAR’K 

koryil isigliki karak “There must be warmth of affection (harara al-mawadda) in the heart.” 

’ARUKLUK ariikliik “Peach orchard (manbit al-xawx).” 0 

’YRIK’LIK eriglik “Liveliness (faraha),” of animals. 

’ASIK LIK Y|rA’J esiklik yfyaC “A piece of wood (or other) to be used for a threshold 

(‘ataba).” 0 

’ASUK LK BARJIN aSiikliik barcin “Brocade that is to be made into a coverlet (ditar).” 

The owner of one is with thin kaf [i.e. asuklug]. 0 

’AWAK'LIK ewaklik “Haste (al-'ajala fl l-umur).” 0 

’AKAK'LIK akaklik “Wantonness, shamelessness (xala'a, qiha),” of a woman. 0 

’UKAK'LIK ukaklik “Any piece of wood that is to be made into a box (sunduq).” 

“A wall on which there are towers (‘alayhi bum]).” is called: ’UKA’KLIK TA’M- iikSklig 
tam. 0 

’LIKLIK aliglik “Gloves (quffazan).” 0 

AMIKLIK ’ASjLA’R amiglig eslar “A nursing (murdi'a) woman.” 0 

[I. 135/153] 

Proverb: ’AMIKLIK ’URATUT KUSA’KJY BULUVR amiglig uraTut kiisagci bolur 0 “A 

nursing woman gets food-cravings” — so she is given whatever suits her. 0 

ataklik 

ataklig 

atiiklUk 

btiigliig 

iizuklUk 

oriimtfak 

ilarsiik 

isiglik 

ariikliik 

eriglik 

esiklik 

asuklUk 

aSiikliig 

ewaklik 

akaklik 

ukaklik 

ukaklig 

aliglik 

amiglig 

88 

P 

’NUKLUK’ARS’L’N anukliig arslan “A lioness with cubs (dat asbal)." 0 aniikliig 
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Chapter: fa'al'an, first and second radicals vowelled, in its various vocalizations 

This chapter is concerned with participles denoting frequent occurrence of the action. It G 

corresponds to the Arabic pattern mifai for an adjectival expressing the frequent occurrence of 

the action, as mit'am “often feeding” and mihrab “often making war.” It has final nun, but most 

of Oyuz and Qifcaq make this nun a qaf. For example, a “quick-tempered (dajir)” man is called: 

BUSPA’N' buSyan; the 07uz say: BUSAQ' busaq — dropping the yayn altogether. This is a genu¬ 

ine rule. 

T 

:: ’UL ’AR' ’UL ’UVZIN K§DAN ’BTPN ol ar ol dzin kiSidan opit7an “He is a man opit7an 

who habitually hides (min ‘adatihi l-ixtifa’) from people.” 0 

:: ’UL KUB ’UL SUJIK'NY ’AJITPN ol ktip ol sii&igni acityan “It is ajar which always acityan 

sours (abadan yuhammidu) something sweet (that is poured into it).” 0 

:: ’UL [sic] BUV ’UT ’UL KSINY ’UpiTTA’N bu ot ol kisini udityan “This is a.drug udityan 

which always puts people to sleep (yurqidu).” 0 

:: ’UL KSY ’UL TARir ’ ARIT'PA’N ol kiSi ol tarry arityan “That man is always cleaning arityan 

(yunqi) the wheat (or other).” 0 

:: ’UL KI§Y ’UL YUVLDAN ’AZIYTPN ol ki§i-ol yoldan azit7an “This is a person who azit7an 

always leads people away (yudillu) from the road.” 

:: BUV ’AR' ’UL ’IYSir ’AZITTATT bu ar ol Tsiy uzatyan “This is a man who always uzatyan 

prolongs (yutawwilu) an affair.” 0 

:: BUV ’AR ’UL ’ATIN ’UZITFA’N bu ar ol atin ozityan “This is a man who always ozityan 

makes his horse run ahead (yusbiqu).” 0 

BUV QUYA’Sl ’L KISINY ’USITTA’N bu quyaS ol ki§ini usityan “This is a summer usityan 

heat that makes one thirsty (mu'attiS).” Verse: 

’usrrrA’N quy’5 qabsady 

’MNJLr ’D§ yaysady 

’ARTS SUWIN KAJSADIY 

BUVDUN ’ANIN ’URKUSVR 

usityan quyaS qapsadi 

umuncluy ada5 tapsadi 

’art 15 suwin kaCsadi 

bodun anin urkiisur 

V 

“The summer heat encompassed us, the longed-for friend envied us, (the enemy) was about 

[I. 137/155] 89 

to cross1 the ArtiS River; because of that the people were panic-stricken.” 0 

89 1. MS. ta'yura, read ya‘bura. 
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:: BUV KAYK ’UL ’ITir TTQ’ ’AITTPN bu kayik ol itiy tayqa ayityan “This is game a7it7an 

which always makes the dog climb (yusa“idu) up the mountain.” 0 

:: BV TT 'L TAWRA’Q ’AQIN ’AQITPN bu tay ol tawraq aqin aqityan “This is a moun- aqityan 

tain which makes the rainfall stream quickly (sari‘ al-isala li-l-matar).” 0 

BV BITK ’L KSlNY ’UQITPA’N bu bitig ol kisini oqityan “This is a book which often oqityan 

causes one to read it (katiran ma yuqri’u) (because of its length).” 0 

:: BUV ’R' ’L ’ITIN ’ULITr’N bu ar ol itin ulityan “This [is a man who] often makes ulityan 

his dog bark (yunbihu).” 

:: BUV ’AR' ’UL SUVZ ’UNITTA’N bu ar ol soz unityan “This is a man who often for- unityan 

gets (katir an-nisyan) words.” 

:: BUV ’R- ’UL ’YSIT ’ANUITPN bu ar ol I§iy anutyan “This is a man who is always anutyan 

prepared (yasta'iddu) for things.” 0 

:: BUV ’R‘ ’L QUSir ’UJUR'PN bu ar ol qusiy ucuryan “This is a man who often flies ucuryan 

(katir al-itara) birds. ” 0 

:: BV ’AS ’UL KSlNY ’AJURT’N bu as ol kisini acuryan “This is food which is (quick aCuryan 

to digest and) quick to leave hungry (sari‘ al-ija’a).” 0 

:: BUV ’AR' ’L TALIM ’ASUR-PAN bu ar ol talim asuryan “This is a man who often asuryan 

sneezes (katir al-‘utas)." 0 

:: BUV ’AR' ’L ’USUR'TA’N bu ar ol osuryan “This is a man who farts much (darrat).” osuryan 

0 

:: ’ISIRTA’N TT isiryan it “A biting (‘aqur) dog.” isiryan 

r 

V _ 

’AWUZruVN awuzyun The “acacia leaves (qaraz)” used in tanning hides. 0 awuzyun 

:: ’UL MANIK BIRLA’ ’UQ ’ATISPA’N ’UL ol manig birla oq atisyan ol “He customar- atiSyan 

ily competes with me in shooting arrows (min ‘adatihi an yuramiya ma‘i n-nabl mubaratan).” 

K 

:: BV ’AR' ’L SUVT ’UBURTvA’N bu ar ol siit opiirgan “This is a man who customarily opiirgan 

gives others milk to sip (ihsa0 

:: BUV ’R' ’L TLM SUJK ’IJURK’N bu ar ol talim siicig i5urgan “He is a man who fre- iciirgan 

quently gives people wine to drink (yasqi).” 0 
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:: BUV ’IT ’L KAYIK'NY ’ADARK’N bu it ol kayikni edargan “This is a dog who 

habitually chases after (min ‘adatihi tilab) game.” Also used to describe a man who always seeks 

revenge (yatlubu hiqdahu da’irnan). 0 

:: BUV ’R' ’L ’YSr ’AWURK’N TAWURKA’N bu Sr ol isry awiirgan tawiirgan “This is 

a man who wheels and deals (huwwal li-l-umur wa-qullab).” 

BUV ’R' ’L TAKM’ N’NK NY ’UDURK’N bu ar ol tagm'4 nanni iidiirgan “This 

[I. 139/157] 

is a man who always chooses (yuxayyiru) among things.” 

:: BUV ’R' ’L KVZIY ’U§AR'KA’N bu ar ol kozi iisargan “This is a man who is always 

bleary-eyed (yatahayyaru tarfuhu) (from hunger or the like).” 0 

’KURKA’N iigiirgan A grain plant. It is eaten by the Qarluq Turkman. 0 

:: BUV ’A§L’R ’L TALIM YIB' ’AKIRTC’N1 bu eSlar ol talim yip agirgan “This is a 

woman who spins much (katira al-yazl).” 0 

:: BUV ’AR' ’L ’TILK’N SAYILP’N bu ar ol itilgan sapil7an “This is a man who is a 

bustler, one who goes in and out among affairs (xaruj waluj-jl l-umur)." 0 

’TILK’N itilgan [Glanders?] A disease affecting horses. It consists of boils which are 

lanced (yudadyusaqqu ‘anha) so that the horse recovers. It is called xunam in Persian. 0 

:: MANK ’IYSIM ’ADKUV LKUN ’ATILK’N ’UL manig iSim adguliikiin etilgln ol “My 

business always prospers (yansalihu) with goodness.” 0 

:: BV Y§ir ’UL ’UZULK’N bu yisfy ol uzUlgan “This is a rope which always snaps (yan- 

qati'u)." 0 

:: BUV ’R- ’L ’UB^KA’N ’URULK’N bu ar ol opkan iiriilgan “This is a man who is 

always swollen (yantafixu) with anger (like a wineskin).” 0 

:: BUV YIB ’UL ’ASILKA’N2 bu yip ol asilgltn “This is a rope that is always stretched 

out (yamtaddu).” 

:: BV QAYIR’ ’L. ’A§ILK’N bu qayir ol aSilgan “This is sand that is always pouring out 

(yanhalu ).” 

edargan 

awiirgan 

iidiirgan 

90 

iisargan 

iigiirgan 

Sgirgan 

itilgan 

etilgan 

iiziilgan 

iiriilgan 

asilgan 

asilgan 

90 1. Sukun (') (brown) altered from original U (black). 

2. Three dots of § in brown ink. 
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:: BUV BUTAQ ’L AKILKA’N bu butaq ol agilgan “This is a branch that is always 

bending (yatamayalu).” 0 

:: BUV NA’NK ’L TUTJY ’UKUILKA’N bu nanol tutci iikiilgan “This is something that 

is always piled up (yatakaw'wamu) 

Another Type 

D 

’URUM'DA’Y^ urumday A stone used as an antidote to poison. 0 

Chapter: afalal 

’R'SALIQ arsaliq “Hermaphroditic (xunta),’’ of an animal. Oyuz dialect. 

With Damma on First Radical 

J 

’USKBJ iiskabac “Raisins (zabib).” 

K 

’UK'RAYUK ograyiik “Custom (‘ada).” [Verse] describing Time in the elegy of King 

Afrasiyab: 0 

’KRAYKY MUNDAT ’UQ 

MUNDA’ ’DIN TILDAT3 ’UQ 

’ATSA’ ’AZUN ’UrRAB' ’UQ 

TATLAR baSiy kar-tiluvr 

ograyiiki munday oq 

munda adin tilday oq 

atsa akun uyrap oq 

taylar ba§i kartiliir 

“Thus is the custom (of Time); any other (of death’s causes) is a mere pretext; for were Time to 

shoot an arrow toward the mountain tops, they would break apart.” 

Chapter: fu'alil 

Q 

[I. 141/ 160] 

’USA’YUQ’R- osayuqar “A negligent (yafil) man.” 

Another Type: Defective 

agilgan 

iikiilgan 

urumday 

arsaliq 

D 

uskabac 

ograyiik 

V 

91 

osayuq 

3. L altered to K by later hand (upper stroke in brown ink). 
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Q 

’YAD'SILIQ ’R' uyadsiliq (?) ar “A man who is overcome with shame (yalaba ‘alayhi U 

hay a’).” 

Another Type 

H 

’VHY Uhi “Owl (bum)." Most of the Turks call it: ’UVKIY ugi with kaf, and this is 

more correct, since there is no ha’ in Turkic. 

Nasal 

J 

’UTKUNJ otgUnc “Imitation or recounting (hikaya).” Thus :: ’UTKUNJ ’UTKUN'DIY 

otgUnd otgundi “He gave an imitation or a recounting.” 

Chapter: fa'alil 

Nasal 

R 

’LA’NKIR alaiyr One of the rat (jirdan) genus, namely “the gerboa (yarbu1).” The 

Turkman eat it. 

Q 

’UNKA’MUQ’AR' onamuq ar “A right-handed (ayman)1 man.” 

K 

’UNKA’YUK NA’NK oijayuk nai^ “Something which is peculiar (xass) to a thing.” And 

“anything by which a man is distinguished from others (xussa bihi)” is to him an: ’UNKA’YUK 

o^ayiik. 

Another Type 

Q 

’UTUNKLUQ otunluq “Woodshed (muhtatib)." 

uyadsiliq 

9 

Uhi D 

otgund 

alanir 

onamuq 

or^ayuk 

otunluq 

91 1. MS. aysar “left-handed.” Cf. 244 solamuq. 
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End of the Book of Vowel-Initial (hamz) Nouns 

Praise be to God 

In the Name of God the Merciful the Compassionate 

Book of Verbs 

Chapter of Biliterals 0 

Know that in the verbal section of every book we shall mention the preterite, the aorist, G 

and the infinitive. We shall also explain the usage of the preterite, but not bother with the aorist 

or infinitive, since this would be unnecessary. [They will be mentioned] however, since the form 

of the aorist and the manner of its vocalization cannot be predicted. The same holds true for the 

infinitive. One would not be able to distinguish the rakik from the musba‘ or the murrial from the 

mufaxxam [i.e., whether the infinitive will be with -m'ak or -maq] unless it was mentioned. 

The rule for all verbs is that if the infinitive has kaf [i.e. -mak] then the preterite and 

aorist will contain imala or rikka [i.e., palatalization, or front vowels]. 0 The infinite with 

qaf [i.e. -maq] requires that the stem have qaf or iiba‘ [i.e., velarization, or back vowels] or yayn. 

The one with kaf requires the word to have kaf or imala [or] rikka. This is the basic rule with 

regard to all verbs and infinitives. 

B 

[I. 143/163] 92 

:: ’UL MANIY ’UB’DIY ol mani opdi “He kissed (qabbala) me.” ’UBA’R' ’UBMA’K op- 

opar opmak. Proverb: TA’Sir TS'RUVMASA’ ’UBMIS KRA’K taSPy isrumasa opmis kar’ak “One P 

who cannot bite a stone should kiss it.” This is coined to advise someone to be gentle in a manner 

in order to attain his goal. 0 

:: MUVNj. ’UB'DY miin opdi “He sipped (hasa) the soup (or other).” ’UBA’R' ’UB¬ 

MA’K opar opmak. 

J 

:: QBUr ’AJ'DIY qaptry acdi “He opened (fataha) the door (or other).” ’AJA’R a£- 

’AJM’Q aCaraCmaq. 0 

:: QUS ’UJ'DIY qus ucdi “The bird flew (tara)." :: ’ANIK QUTIY ’UJ'DIY anig quti uc- 

u£di “His luck flew away (dahabat)." :: ’AR' ’AT'1 QUDIY ’UJ'DIY ar attin qodi ucdi “The man 

fell down (saqata) off the horse.” ’UJA’RJ ’UJMQ u6ar uCmaq, for all of these. 

92 1. Gloss: D’N above line in a later hand (black ink). 
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:: ’UVT' ’UJ'DIY ot oCdi “The (flame of) the fire died down (sakana).” :: ’R'NINK ofi- 

UBK SIY UJ DY arnin opkasi ocdi “The man’s anger died down (sakana).” :: ’AR' TIYNY 

’UJ’DIY ar tini dCdi “The man’s breath was cut off (inqata'a).” ’UJA’R ’UJM’Q [sic] dear oCmak, 
for all of these. 0 

:: ’AR’ SUVW2 ’UIJ’DY ar suw i£di “The man drank (iariba) the water (or other).” ic- 

For anything that “drinks (fariba)” a thing or “absorbs liquid (nasifa)” one says: TJ’DIY iedi. 
’tfIJA’R*3 ’UIJMA’K3 icaricmak. 

R 

:: ’L ’NDAT ’AR’DY ol anda7 ardi “He was (kdna) thus.” ’ARUVR' ’AR’MA’K ariir ar- 
armak. 0 

:: ’L ’UVT’ ’UR’DY ol ot iirdi “He blew on (nafaxa) the fire (or other ).” :: ’IT ’UR’- iir- 
DIY it Urdi “The dog barked (nabaha)” ’URA’R' ’URMA’K iirar iirmak. 

:: ’LKINDA’KY NA’NKNY YYRDA’’UVR’DIY4 algindaki naiyii yerda urdi “He put ur- 

(wada'a) the thing which was in his hand on the ground.” Proverb: KMUS KUNKA’ ’URSA’ P 

’ALTUN ’DA’QIN KALIYR; kiimiig kiinka ursa altun adaqin kafir 0 “When dirhams [lit. silver] 

are put out in the sun, gold comes walking to it.” This is coined to advise someone to spend a 

dirham in order to satisfy his need. ’L QULIN ’UVR’DIY ol qulin urdi “He struck (daraba) his 

slave (or other).” ’URUVR’ ’UR’MA’Q urur urmaq. 0 

:: ’UL YYR’NY ’ZDIY ol yerni ezdi “He [scratched] the earth,” or he “scratched ez- 

(xadaSa)” the skin, or the like. ’UIZA’R‘S ’UIZMA’K5 ezM ezmak. 0 

[I. 145/165] 93 

UL YIB UZDIY ol yip iizdi “He cut or snapped (qata'a) the rope or string (or other).” iiz- 
’UZA’R’ ’UZMA’K Uzar Uzmak. 

S1 

:: L Y§ir A§(DIY2 olyisiyasdi “He stretched (madda) the rope (or other).” ’ASA’R2 as- 
’A§ M’K2 aslr 'asm'ak. 

2. W altered from F by later hand (two dots in brown ink). 

3. U crossed out in brown ink. 

4. U (brown) altered from A (black). 

5. Hamza over alif in black; I in red; U in brown. 

93 1. MS. §. 

2. Three dots of § in a later hand (black). 
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:: ’ASIN ’AS'DIY asin 'asdi “The breeze blew (tanassama).”* :: TARlPAS'DIY tariy 

asdi “He winnowed (nasafa) the wheat (or other).” The same for wind that “blows up (nasafat)” 

dust. Transitive or intransitive. 

:: ’AR' ’US'DY ar usdi “The man was thirsty (‘atisa).” ’USAR' ’USMA’Q usar usmaq. us- 

:: MAN ’AY'LA’ ’US'DUM man ayla usdum “I thought (zanantu) so.” Oyuz dialect. D 

[ Aorist and] infinitive the same [as above] . 

§ 

:: ’L QAYIRTIY ’AS^DIY ol qayirni a5di “He poured out (ahala) the sand.” The same a§- 

for pouring flour into a sack, or other. :: ’ATLT ’AS13IY atli-y asdi “The horseman trotted, 

galloped (xabba, rakatfa).” :: ’§J QAY'NA’ ’S'DY3 4 esic qavna asdi “The kettle boiled over (aylat 

. . . yalayanan).” ’A§’R ’ASM’K asar asmak. 0 

:: ’UL ’UQ ’USDY oloqiisdi “He bored a hole (taqaba . . . bi-l -mitqab) in the arrow (or iis- 

other).” :: ’ATM’KA’ TALIM K§Y ’US'DY atmakka talim kisi usdi “Many people crowded 

(izdahama) around the bread (or other).” ’U§’R ’U§M’K ii§ar iismak. 

W 

:: ’L ’TM’K ’UF'DIY olatmakuwdi “He crumbled (fatta) the bread (or other).”’UW’R' 

’UWM’K-QS uwaruwmaq. 0 

:: KURNJK’ KI§Y ’AWDIY koriincka ki§i awdi “The people surrounded a thing (haffa 

. . . hawla Say’) to look at it.” ’AIWA’R ’AWM’K [sic] awar awmaq. 

R' ’WDIY ar ewdi “The man hurried (‘ajila).’’ 

’UDV BA’RIB' ’KUS ’WDIM 

TLIM YUVRIB' KUJY KAWDIM 

’ATIM BIR'LA’ TKUV ’IWDIM 

MINY KVRUB6 YASIY7 ’APDIY 

Verse: ew- 

udu barip UkiiS ewdim V 

talim ySrip kUci kawdim 

atim birla tagii awdim 

mini koriip tiisi8 a-ydi 

3. MS. yunassamu. 

4. QAY'NA’ is crossed out and QYN’R put in margin by a later hand (black ink) as belonging 

before ’2j. 

5. K is original; Q is added by later hand (brown ink). 

6. Altered from KRUB. 

7. Two dots of first Y in brown ink. 

8. The reading yeni is also possible (cf. 116 Urp3r-) and was adopted by Brockelmann (Volks- 

poesie 1,6) and subsequently; but 91 ay- means “change color” and 535 tii means “hair” or “color” (spe¬ 

cifically of an animal’s coat). 
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Describing a wolf: “I hurried while chasing him, I weakened his strength through much running, 

until I overtook him with my horse; when he saw me his skin shuddered.” ’IW’R ’IWM’K ewar 

ewmak. 

Q 

:: SUVW ’AQDY suw aqdi “The water (or other) flowed (sola).” :: YATY ’AQT)IY 

yayi aqdi “The enemy (squadrons) advanced (ja’at).” ’AQA’R AQM’Q aqar aqmaq. 

:: ’UL’AR TYSIN’UQDIY ol ar isin uqdi “That man understood (fatina) his business.” 

’UQ’R UQM’Q uqar uqmaq. 

K 

[I. 147/168] 

’L TRT’AK'DIY ol tarry "akdi “He sowed (badara) the seed.” The same for “spreading 

(darra)” powder or medicine over a thing. ’AK’R ’AKM’K akar akm'ak. 0 

:: ’L YRM’Q ’UKDY ol yarmaq iikdi “He piled up (kawwama) dirhams (or other).” 

’UK’R ’UKM’K iikar iikmak. 0 

:: ’L BUTQ ’AKDIY ol butaq agdi “He bent (‘atafa) the branch (or other).” ’AK’R 

’AKM’K agar'agmak. 

L 

:: ’L ’LMIN ’ALDIY ol alimin aldi “He collected (qabada) his debt.” :: BAK ’YL 

’ALDIY beg el aldi “The emir captured (axada) the province.” ’ALIR’ALM’Q alir almaq. 0 

:: ’AT BlSlB ’ULDIY at bisip oldi “The meat was cooked to shreds (tubixa . . . hatta 

taharra’a min at-tabx).” The same for a garment that “is shabby or worn out (uxliqa, baliya)” 

from long use. ’ULUR ’ULM’Q olur olmaq. 0 

:: TK’N TVNUr’ILDY tMn toniry ildi “The thorn caught on (jadaba) the garment (or 

other.” :: ’R' TA’PDAN QUDIY ’ILDIY ’ar taydin qodi ildi “The man came down (nazala) from 

the mountain (or other).” ’ILAR liar — with na$b of the lam for the thorn [and] the garment; but 

for “coming down” with damm of the lam: ’ILUR iiur. ’LM’Q ilmaq — the infinitive has qaf for 

“coming down”; for “catching on” it is: ’ILM’K ilmak with kaf. 

M 

:: KNJ ’AN’SIN ’AMDY kanC anasin amdi “The baby sucked the breast (radi'a) of its 

mother.” The same for any animal that sucks the breast. ’AMA’R ’MA’K amar ammak. 0 

:: ’L MNDN N’NK ’UMDY ol mandin nan umdi “He coveted (tami'a) something from 

me.” ’UMA’R ’UMA’Q umar ummaq. 

aq- 

uq- 

94 

ak- 

iik- 

ag- 

al- 

ol- 

il- 

am- 

um- 
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N 

’UT 'UNDY ot ondi “The plant1 grew (nabata).” :: ’L ’WK”UNDY ol awka ondi “He 

went (dahaba) home” - Uighur dialect. ’UN’R ’UNM’K onar onmak. 0 

.. L T TDN QUpY ’INDY ol taydin qodi endi “He came down (mzala) from the moun- 

tain (or other).” The nun is an alternant of lam [i.e. il-] as in Arabic: rajul Satn al-asabV wa- 

satluhu (“a man with rough fingers”), or: kabn ad-dalw wa-kabluhu (“fold of a leathern bucket”). 

Doubled 

T 

[I. 149/170] 

’AR‘ ’UQ ’ATIY ar oq atti “The man shot (rama) the arrow (or other).” :: TANK ’ATIY 

tan atti “Dawn broke (inbalaja).’’ ’UL ’ATIY N’NKNY :: ol atti nUnni “He threw away (taraha) 

the thing.” ’AT’R ’ATM’Q atar atmaq. 

:: ’UL ’ANY ’UTY ol ani utti 

’UT’R ’UTM’Q utar utmaq. 
“He defeated (qamara) him (in the game, or other).” 

Verse; 

QI§ YA’Y BILA’ TUQS'TY 

QINKR KVZUN BAQg'TY 

TUTS;QALY YQSTY 

’UTrA’LIMAT" ’UTRASUVR 

qis yay bila toqiSti 

qir^ir koziin baqiSti 

tutusqali yaqisti 

ut7alimat uTraSur 

“Winter debated and quarreled with summer, each looked askance [at the other] , each drew near 

the other to capture him; each desires to defeat (yayliba, yaqmara) the other.” 

:: UQ KAYIKTAN_ ’UTY oq kayiktan otti “The arrow pierced (nafada) the deer (or 

other).” The same for anything that “pierces or passes through (nafada) something. :: QARIYN- 

’UTY qarin otti “He moved his bowels (atlaqa l-batn wa-masa).” ’UT’R ’UTM’K otdr otmak. 0 

:: ’UL BA’Sr ’UTY ol basiy Utti “He singed the hair (asata $a‘r, ahraqa) of the head (or 

other).” ’UT’R’UTM’K Utar utmlk. 0 ‘ 

ut- 

V 

ot- 

Ut- 

:: ’L ’NY ’ITY ol ani itti “He pushed him down (sadama u>a-dafa‘a . . . hatta asqafa) to 

the ground with his hand or foot.” ’IT’R ’ITM’K itEr itm'Ik. 0 

TNKRY MANIK ’Y§M ’IYTY taiyi manig iSim etti “God made my business prosper 

(aslaha). ’ :: L YUKNJ ’YTY ol yUkUnc etti “He performed the prayer (salla)” — Oyuz dialect. 

94 1. MS. nayt, read nabt. 
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Anything that they “do (fa'alu)” they express with the word for “do well (salah)”: TYTY etti. 

The Turks say: QILDY qildi for “do (‘amila)” [277], The latter word, however, is used [among 

the Oyuz] for copulation; for this reason they [i.e. the Oyuz] avoid this word and use the other 

instead, in order not to embarrass the ladies. ’lYT’R TYTM’K etar etmak. 0 This word may 

also be found in the Initial-Weak1 Chapter. 

Defective 

B2 

:: ’AR' SUVW ’UVB'DY ar suw opdi “The man gulped down (‘abba) the water (or op- 

other).” ’UVBA’R ’UVBM’Q opar opmaq. 

J 

:: ’AR' ’’AJ'TIY3 ar acti “The man (or other) was hungry (ja'a).” ”AJA’R'3 ’A’J'- 

MA’Q'4 acar acmaq. 

[I. 150/172] 

R 

:: ’AR' ’A’ARDIY ar ardi “The man (or other) was tired (‘ayya).” :: ”UL ’A’ARTDIY ar- 

ol[ani]ardi “He deceived (yarra) him.” ’ARA’R' ’ARMA’Q arar armaq. 0 

:: ’UL SAJ ’UVR'DY ol safc ordi “He plaited (rammala, nasaja) the hair (or other).” or- 

’UVRA’R' ’VR' MA’K orar ormak. 

:: ’UL ’UT' ’UVR'DIY ol ot ordi “He cut (qata'a) the grass.” The same for “mowing 5r- 

(hasada)" a field, or other. ’UVRA’R ’UVR'MA’Q orar ormaq. 0 

:: ’AR ’IYR'DY ar erdi “The man was lonely (istawhaSa)” — this is from lack of com- er- 

pany. U’L T’M ’IYRDY ol tam erdi “He made a breach in (talama) the wall (or other).” ’IYR’R 

’IYRMA’K erar erm'ak. 0 

:: BULT ’UVR'DY bulit ordi “The cloud rose up (naia’at).” :: QUVY ’UVR'DY qoy or- 

6rdi “The sheep got up (nahadat) from their pen and were driven out to pasture.” The same if 

they “pasture at night (nafasat taht allayl)." :: ’L SFDJ ’VR'DY ol sawdic 5rdi “He wove (ram¬ 

mala) the basket.” The same for any material that is woven by hand, such as thread or palm 

leaves. ’UVRA’R ’VR'MA’Q [sic] 5rar Brmlk. 

95 1. I.e. with y as first radical after hamza; cf. section headings at 68, 73, 74. 

2. MS. R. 

3. First alif (’) added by a later hand (black ink). 

4. Second alif (’) added by a later hand (black ink). 
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Z 

:: ’L YUVL ’’AZDY1 ol yol azdi “(The man) lost (dalla) the way.” ’’A’ZA’R1 ”AZ- az- 
MA’Q1 azar azmaq. 

:: NIK ’ATY ’UVZ’DY anig ati ozdi “His horse ran ahead (sabaqa).” The same fora oz- 

person who runs ahead of another. ”UVZ’R ’UVZMA’Q ozar ozmaq. 

S 

" L ’AT" "AS’DY ol at asdi “He hung (‘allaqa) the meat (or other, on a peg).” The as- 

same for a man who is “hung or crucified (suliba).” ’’ASA’R1 ’AS'MA’Q asar asmaq. 

§ 

:: ’L TAT ’’ASDY1 ol ta7 asdi “He crossed over (jawaza) the mountain (or other).” as- 
”A§’R ’’ASM’Q1 asar asmaq. 

r 

L TA r Q’ ’ArDY ol ta7qa a7di “He climbed (sa‘ada) the mountain (or other).” a7- 

”APR ’ArM’Q a7ar a-ymaq. :: BULIT ”AIDY bulit §7di “The cloud rose up (nasa’at).” :: ’NIK 

YVZIY ”ArnY anig yfizi a7di “His color changed (tayayyara lawnuhu).” 

W 

:: NKAR KSY ’’AW^DIY1 anar kisi awdi “The people crowded (izdahama) upon him.” aw- 
’’AW’R1 ’’AWM’Q1 awarawmaq. 

K 

:: ’UL MANIY ’UVK;DIY ol mani dgdi Bg. 

[I. 152/174] 97 

“He praised (madaha) me.” ’UVK’R ’UVKM’K ogar ogmak. 

Final Weak 

:: ’L MANK’ SUVZ ’AY'DY ol mana sdz aydi “He spoke (qala . . . kalaman) to me.” ay- 
’AYUVR ’AY'M’Q ayur aymaq . 0 

96 1. First alif (’) added by a later hand (black ink). 
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’UL QTtJVN ’UVY'DY ol qayun oydi “He scooped out (qawwara) the melon (or 

other).” ’UVYA’R ’UVY'M’Q oyar oymaq. 0 

:: ’L ’VNUr ’UY'DIY ol unu7 uydi “He pressed (dayata) the flour (or other) [in the 

sack]” so that it remained firm and wholesome. ’UYA’R ’UY'M’Q uyar uymaq. 

:: ’AR‘ ’ANKDIY ar ai^di “The man was bewildered (tahayyara).” ’ANK’R ’ANKM’K 

2qar ai^mSk. 

:: ’L YAPJ ’UNKDY ol yiyac iii^di “He bored a hole (naqaba) in the wood (or other),” 

The same for “sapping (naqaba)” the foundation of a wall, or other. ’’UNK’R ’UNKM’K ii^ar 

Liqmak. 

:: BARJIN’ BUDVFY 'UNKDIY barcin boduTi ondi “The color of the brocade (or 

other) faded (in)amasa, dahaba).” ’UNK’R ’UNKM’Q oi^ar otynaq. You may also say: ’UN- 

KUQlTY onuqti [116], 

Rule. The imperative in this chapter is biliteral, as in: YARMA’Q ’AL yarmaq al “Take 

the dirham”; ’ATIN TL attin il “Dismount from the horse.” 0 Then you should know that the 

verbal system in this language turns on the imperative. The form that is fixed in the imperative 

is the stem upon which the derivational suffixes turn. 0 The negative of all verbs is formed by 

adding mlm and alif after this stem, for example: ’AL'MA’ alma “Do not take”; ’IL'MA’ ilma 

“Do not come down.” All the grammatical rules will be thoroughly discussed in the Book of 

Sound Words [279ff. ], God willing. 

End of the Biliteral Chapters 

Chapter of Triliterals 

Chapter: fa‘al, vowelled second radical, in its various vocalizations 

:: ’L MANK’ SUVT' ’UBUR'DY ol maqa siit opiirdi “He gave me milk1 (or other) to sip 

(ahsa).” ’BRUR^ ’BUR(MA’K opriir dpiirmak. 

:: ’L SIBUZ FUV2 ’TURDIY ol sibizyu otiirdi “He sounded (sayyaha) the flute (or 

other).” ’UTRUVR^’UTUR;MA’K otriir otiinnak. 

97 1, MS. “soup”; possibly sut is in error for mun. 

2. First U (brown) changed from A (black) (?). 
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:: TJL SAJ ’UTUR'DIY ol saJ oturdi 

[I. 154/176] 

“He trimmed (qassa) the hair (or the garment, or the like).” ’UTRUR ’UTR/MA’Q otrur oturmaq. 

0 

:: ’L TA’M ’UTURDY ol tarn otiirdi “He pierced (taqaba) the wall (or other).” ’UTRR 

’UTRMA’K otriir oturmak. 0 

:: ’UL QU§ ’UJURDY ol qus uiSurdi “He made the bird fly (atara).” :: ’UL ’ANY 

’ATIN ’UJURDY ol ani attin uiiurdi “He made him fall (asqata) off the horse (or other).” ’UJ- 

RUR ’JURMA’Q ucrur ucurmaq. 0 

:: ’UL ’UTUr ’UJURDY ol otu7 dciirdi “He put out (atfa’a) the (flame of) the fire.” 

:: ’ANIK ’UBK’SIN ’JURDIY anig dpkasin oifiirdi “He calmed (askana) his anger.” :: ’UL ’ANIY 

’RUB TIYNIY ’UJURDY ol ani urup tini ociirdi “He beat him until he silenced him with death 

(askata na’matahu)." ’UJRUR ’UJR'MA’K dEriir 6£iirmiik. Proverb: ’VTUr ’pTUJ BIR'LA’ 

’UJR'MA S' otu7 od7uc birla ociirmas “You cannot put out a fire with a firebrand.” This means 

that one civil disturbance cannot be calmed down by means of another like it, but only by peace. 

0 

:: ’UL ’ANKAR SUVW ’IJURDY ol at^ar suw iCiirdi “He gave him water (or other) to 

drink (aSraba)." ’IJ'RUR ’IJURMA’K icriir iCiirmlk. 0 

:: ’L ’DKVNY YAWJLA’Q'TAN ’AD1RDIY2 ol adguni yawlaqtan adirdi “He chose, dis¬ 

criminated (ixtara, mayyaza) good from evil.” ’ADIRUR2 ’ADIR'MA’K2 [sic] adirur adirmaq. 

Proverb: ’AT'LY TIRNG’Q'LY1 ’ADIRMA’S' atli tirqaqli adirmas “You cannot separate (la 

yufarraqu) the fingernail from the flesh.” This is coined about kinship; the meaning is, “There is 

no more separation between kin than between the fingernail and the flesh.” 

:: ’L’ADIRjDIY2 NA’NKNY ol UdUrdi napni “ He chose or preferred (ixtara)3 the thing, 

’ADIRUR2 ’ADIRMA’K2 iidrur Udiirmak. 0 

:: MN ’ANY ’ADAR(DIM man ani edftrdim “I followed in his tracks (iqtafaytuhu wa- 

ttaba'tu atarahu).” ’A/DA’RUR MN’/DARJMA’K edlriir man, edarmSk. 0 

’AR' ’ASUR:DY ar asurdi “The man sneezed (‘atisa).” ’ASURUR4 ’ASUR'MA’Q asrur 

asurmaq. 0 

98 1. Three dots of G in brown ink. 

2. First A and I apparently by a later hand (black ink). 

3. MS. ixtiyar. 

4. First U (brown) changed from sukun (') (black). 
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:: ’AR' ’USRDY ar osurdi “The man farted (radama).” ’US'RUR ’USR'MA’Q osrur 

osurmaq. 0 

:: ’IT' TSIR'DY it isirdi “The dog (or other) bit (‘adda)." Proverb: ’IT-’SIR'MA’S’AT 

TABjM’S TIYMA’ it isirmas at tMpmas tem8 “Don’t say that the dog won’t bite (ya'qiru) and the 

horse won’t kick” — since that is what they are likely to do. ’JS'RUR ’ISIR'MA’Q isrur isirmaq. 

0 

[I. 156/178] 

’ANIK KVZY ’uSARDY anig kozi iisardi “His eye was dazzled, bleary (sadirat, irmad- 

dat)1 from looking closely or from hunger.” ’US’RUR ’USAR'MA’K iiSariir iiSarmik. 0 

:: ’AR' SUNKK ’UTURDY ar siii^iik oyurdi “The man disjointed (tabbaqa, fasala) the 

bone.” ’UrRUR ’UrUR'MA’Q OTrur oyurmaq. 0 

:: ’L MANY YVLDIN ’AWURDY ol mani yoldin awiirdi “He turned me away (sarafa) 

from the road.” :: ’L ’L [sic] ’AY’Q ’AWURDY ol ayaq awiirdi “He turned over (qalaba) the 

bowl (or other).” ’WR’R ’WRMA’K awrlr awiirmak. 

:: BAK KAND ’KIRDIY beg kand agirdi “The emir besieged (hasara) the city.” :: 

’URATUT YIYB ’AKIRDIY urayut yip agirdi “The woman spun (yazalat) the yarn.” :: SUVW 

KAMIYNY ’AKIRDIY suw kemini agirdi “The water turned the boat around (adara).” ’AKIR’R 

’AKIRMA’K Sgirar agirmSk. :: ’L MNY ’Y§Q’ ’KRDY ol mani ISqa agirdi “He directed (aldsa) 

me to the thing.” 

:: TLQ’ ’LRDY talqa alardi “The sour grapes (or other fruit) were varicolored (talaw- 

wana).” :: KSY YIYNIY ’ALAR'DIY kiSi yeni alardi “The person’s body (or other) was leprous 

(barisa).” :: ’ANIK KVZY’ALAR'DIY anig kozi alardi “His eyes were dazzled (bariqa).” ’ALA- 

’RUR ’ALAR'MA’Q alarur alarmaq. 0 

:: MANIK KVZUMA’NA’NK’ILAR'DIY m'anig koztim'a nan il’&rdi “The thing appeared 

in outline (t'axayyala) to my eye (in the distance or in the dark).” Verse |= 407 qaq |: 

QAQ’L’R QAMr KUL’RDY 

TArLA’R BASY ’ILARDY 

’AZUN TINIY YILIRJDY 

TV TV JAJAK JARKASVR 

qaqlar qamuy kolardi 

taylar baii ilardi 

azun tini yilirdi 

tii tii cecak cargasiir 

“The ponds filled with water, and the mountain tops appeared in outline [i.e. silhouetted]; the 

breath of the world became warm; (the trees blossomed and the calyxes split open so that) flowers 

of every variety were lined up in ranks.” 

osur- 

isir- 

P 

99 

iiSar- 

oyur- 

awiir- 

agir- 

alar- 

ilar- 

V 

99 1. MS. imtaddat. 
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R 

’URATT ’UrLINK’ SUVT 'AMUZDY ura7ut oyli^a sUt amuzdi “The woman suckled amiiz- 

(arda'at) her son with milk.’’ ’AMUZR ’MUZMA’K amziir amiizmSk. 

§ 

:: ’L MANIK BR'L’ ’BUSDY ol manig birla opiisdi “He kissed (qabbala) me and I kissed opiiS- 

him.” ’UB§UR ’UB5M’K opSir opii&mak. 

:: ’UL MANIK BRL’ ’UQ ’ATlSjDY ol manig birla oq atisdi “He vied with me in shoot- ati5- 

ing arrows (barani fi r-ramy).” The same for “throwing (tarh)” anything. ’ATISUR ’ATISM’Q 

atisur atiSmaq. 

:: ’UL ’NIK BIRL’YARMA’Q’UTUSdY ol anig birla yarmaq utuSdi “He made a wager utus- 

with him (qamarahu wa-xatarahu) 

[1.157/180] 100 

for a dirham (or other).” ’UTSUR ’UT§M’Q utSur utuSmaq. 

:: ’L ’NIK BRLA’ ’ITISDY ol anig birla itisdi “He pushed him mutually (dafa'a ma'ahu).” iti§- 

’ITISVR ’ITISMA’K itisiir itiSm’ak. The same for helping or competing in pushing something. 

’ITISVR ’ITISM’K itiSdr itiSmSk. 0 

:: ’AL MANK’ QABUr’AJISDY ol ma^a qapu7 aciSdi “He helped me in opening (fath) acik- 

the door.” The same for competing. ’AJISVR ’AJISM’Q acisur acismaq. 

:: ’UZUM ’AJI§DY iiziim aciSdi “The grapes were thoroughly sour (hamuda . . . ba'duhu 

fi ba‘d).” ’AJlSVR ’AJISM’Q adisur acismaq. 

:: ’L MANIK BIRLA’’UJASJDIY ol manig birla oca§di “He competed (bara) with me in 66as- 

something.” ’UJA’§VR ’JASM’K dcaSiir ocasmik. 

:: ’L MANK BIRL’ SUVT ’JJI§DY ol manig birla sut itisdi “He vied with me in drinking ieiS- 

(surb) the milk (or other).” ’IJlSuVR TJISMA’K iciiiir icismak. The same for helping. 0 

This very pattern has two usages. One is to make the verbal stem mutually transitive, like G 

the Arabic pattern mufa'ala, or else to give the sense of helping to accomplish the verbal action or 

of competing in it. 0 The other is to make the verbal stem intransitive but extending to all 

parts of the subject, as in; SIRKA’ ’AJiSDY sirka afiiSdi “The vinegar was thoroughly sour 

(hamuda . . . ba'duhu fi ba‘d)’’\ or in: TUVN TAR'NY TJI§DY ton tarni iciSdi “The garment 

totally absorbed (nasafa . . . fiajza’ihi) the sweat.” There are many verbs of this type. 

:: ’AR' ’APA’QY ’ADISDY ar adaqi adisdi “The man straddled (fahija) his legs.” adiS- 

’AQSVR ’dSm’Q adisur adiSmaq. The same for any pair of which one is separated (infaraja) from 

the other. ’ADI§VR ’ADISm’Q adiSur adiSmaq. 
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. , ;; L MAlNI,K ®RL’ 'UDUISDIY ol manig birla udiSdi “He vied with me in sleeping 
( wm) (to ^e which of us could sleep more).” :: ’ADA’Q- ’UDISDY adaq udigdi “The foot wa! 
asleep or numb (xadarat).” YUrRUT ’UDISDY voYrut udigdi “Th<. 1i ' , , 

’UDlSvR ’UplSM’Q udiSur UdiSniitp ^ “'dl'd 

, - :: -’L MANK' 'ARTUT ’IDISDY ol maija artiit idiSdi "He exchanged gifts with me 
(ahdam wa-inn t aydan ahdaytUhU Say ’).” Also of any thing 

[I. 159/182] 

that you vie with someone in sending or releasing (itlaq). ’IDSUVR ’IDISm’Q idiSur idiSmaq. 0 

’AjuSvr* ekW “Each °f them decdved ^the other’’ 

"The but,er °,h") ”"“d M***” 

Also f r' NIK BRLA tRU§DY anig bm UruSdi “They quarrelled with each other (tdsaiara) ” 

Proverb- "ALIV^LA’R°'RIR ■'t'/v°’no ^ (tahSraba>- V^SIJVR ’URUSWQ urgur uruSmaq. 

begllr birla turu§ma “D u , ^ 5 BAKL’Rl B]RL’ TyRU§M*’ %lar birla urustna, 
glar birla turugma Do not battle with brave warriors, do not stand opposed to emirs.” 

Verse [= 181 qilie] :2 

’ARAN- ’ALBY ’UQIS TIYLA’R aran alpi oqigtilar 

QINIKR KUVZUIN BAQlS'TIYLA’R qinir koziin baqiStllar 

QAMUr TULMUN TUQlS'TIYLA’R qamuy tulmun toqigtllar 

QILJ QIN-Q’ KUJN Sir-DY qilic qinqa kiiciin siTdi 

“The wamiocs called out to [i.e. challenged] one another, the, looted [a, one another] askance 

.ey dtd battle with all then weapons, until the swords could (hatdlyj fi, i„,o their scabbardi 
(because of the great amount of dried blood on them).” 0 

fire ” The sa^ ^ ’y,RUS-DiY ol maiia UriiSdi “He helped me blow (nafx) on the 
fire. The same for competing. ’URSVR ’URy5M’K UrgGr uriismak. 7 

the rope’’ The ^ ol yisi^ “He helped me in plaiting (tawdin) 
0 P ’ f°r VyUlg ln weavln8 (rami) anything. ’URU§VR ’URSM’K orgOr oriismSk. 

101 1. Madda over alif (’) in brown ink. 

2. Either this is meant to illustrate 
here for urugtilar. 103 oqig- and is out of place here, or else toqigtllar is in 

udis- 

idis- 

101 

aris- 

Mis- 

urug- 

P 

V 

iiriis- 

oriis- 

error 
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When one wishes to distinguish helping from competing, this is done according to the G 

accompanying adverbial (harf as-sila). When the verb is accompanied by MANKA’ ma^a, a parti¬ 

cle meaning “to or for me (IT),” the intention is “helping”; when it is accompanied by MANIK 

BIRJLA' manig birla, a particle meaning “with me (ma‘l),” the intention is “competing.” This is 

a root-principle for all reciprocal verbs. For the third person one says ’ANKAR- arjar — a particle 

meaning “to or for him (lahu)” — if the intention is “helping”; or if the intention is “competing 

or contesting (mubarat, musajala)” one says 

[I. 160/184] 102 

’ANIK BIRLA’ anig birlS meaning “with him (ma'ahu).” This should be memorized! 0 

:: ’L MANK’ ’UZM ’UZ§DY ol mana iiztim iiziiSdi “He helped me in picking (qatf) the UziiS- 

grapes.” The same for breaking (hadq) a rope, or other; also for competing. ’UZSVR ’UZSM’K 

UzUSur UzUsmSk. 0 

:: ’UL MANIK BIRLA’ ’AT- ’UZUSDY ol manig birla at ozusdi “He competed with me ozu5- 

in racing ( sibaq) horses.” The same for helping. ’UZUSVR ’LJZSM’K [sic] ozuSur ozusmaq. 

:: ’UL MANK’ ’AT" ’ASLSDY ol ma^a at asiSdi “He helped me hang (ta'liq) the meat asis- 

(on a peg).” ’ASlSVR ’ASiSMA’Q asiSur asiSmaq. 

:: ’L MANK’ YIB ’ASISJDIY1 ol ma^a yip asisdi “He helped me stretch (madd) the Ssi5- 

rope.” The same for competing. ’ASlSuVR1 ’ASlSM’K1 asiSur asiSmSk.- 0 

:: TSI§DY NA’NK isigdi na^ “The thing became hot (harm) — i.e. the heat extended isi5- 

throughout (ta'adda l-harara fi ajza’ihi).” ’ISI§VR ’ISISM’K isiSur isi§mak. 0 

L MANK TUBRA’Q ’A§lSDY ol ma^a topraq aSiSrli “He helped me in pouring out asiS- 

(ihala) the earth.” The same for competing. ’ASI§VR’AS1§M’K aSisur aSiSmak. 0 

:: ’L MANIK BRL’ TTQA’ ’A.n§DY ol manig birla ta^qa ayiSdi “He vied with me in ayis- 

climbing (su‘ud) the mountain (or other).” ’An§VR ’AHSm’Q ayisur ayismaq. 0 

:: ’L MANIK BIRLA’ BIYRJ.’ALTUVNDA’2 ’AriSDY ol manig birla bir altunda ayiSdi 

“He raised the price by one dinar (yala fis-si’r bi-dinar).” :: BAKL’R BIYR ’KINDY BRL’ 'An§-- 

DY begljr bir ekindi birla ayisdi “The emirs dashed (tadaffa'at) against one another.” 0 

:: L MANK’ ATM’K ’UWUSDY ol ma^a atmak uwusdi “He helped me in crumbling uwus- 

(fatt) the bread (or other).” The same for competing. ’UWSVR ’UWS)M’Q uwsur uwu§maq. 0 

:: KSYL’R ’IYSQA’ ’AWISDY kisilar iSqa ewiSdi “The people were hasty (‘ajila) in the ewiS- 

matter.” ’IYWjSuVR TYWSM’K ewiSiir ewismak. 0 

102 1. Three dots in brown ink faintly visible over the S. 

2. Final A: another A in brown ink (indicates nunnation, thus: -dan). 
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awb).” 

:: SUWL'R ’ AQlSDY suwlar aqisdi “The waters flowed together (tasayalat. . . min kull 

Verse: 

QA’Rl BUVZ QMT’arusdy 

TPL’RSUWY ’AQlSDY 

KUKSIN BULT- ’URUS;DIY 

QAYITJQ1 BLUB ’KRSVR 

qar buz qamuv ariisdi 

ta7lar suwi aqiSdi 

koksin bulit ortisdi 

qayTuq bolup iigrisiir 

Describing summer: “The snow and ice have melted, and the [mountain] streams have flowed 

together; 

[I. 162/186] 

a green cloud has risen up and sways (in the air) as a boat rocks (in the water).” 0 

:: ’ULA’R BUV ’IYSIT ’UQUSTIYLA’R olar bu iSry uqugtilar “They have understood 

(fatinu) this matter.” ’UQUSVR L’R ’UQUSM’Q uquSurlar uqusmaq. 0 

:: ’ULA’R- BYR- ’KINDY BRL’ ’UQISTIYLA’R olar b& ekindi b’lrla oqiStilar “They 

called (da‘a) one another.” ’UQISUVR ’UQI§M’Q oqisur oqiSmaq. 0 

:: ’L MANIK BRL’ BITIK ’UQISDY ol manig birla bitig oqiSdi “He competed with me 

in reading (qira’a) the book.” The same for helping. 0 

:: ’L MANK’ TRlT ’AK.ISDY ol mat^a tari7 aki§di “He helped me sow (badr) the grain.” 

The same for competing. ’AKlSVR ’KlSM’K akisiir akismak. 0 

:: ’L MANK’ JUK’N ’AKlSDY ol mar^a cogan agiSdi “He helped me bend ('atf) the polo 

stick (or other).” The same for competing. ’AKlSVR ’KlSM’K agisiir agiSm’ak. 

:: ’IKY ’RAN ’UKU§DY ekki aran ogiiSdi “The two men praised each other (tama- 

daha).” ’UKUSVR ’KU§M’K ogiiSGr ogiiSmak. 

:: ’L MANK’ TARir U’UK§DY ol maqa tari7 ogiSdi “He helped me grind (tahn) the 

wheat (or other).” U’UK/SVR1 U’UK/Sm’K1 ogiSur ogiSmSk. 0 The same for competing. 

:: KISYLA’R ’IYSTA’ BIYR BIYRIK’ TKA§;DIYLA’R kiSllIr I§ta blr birka igasdillr 

“The people depended (ittakala) upon one another in the matter.” ’IKA§VR TKA§MA’K ig’a&ir 

igaSmak. 0 

:: ’L MANK’ TAMUR ’IKA§DIY ol maija tamiir egaSdi “He helped me file (sahl) fhe 

iron (or other).” TKA§VR ’IKA§M’K egaSur egaSmak. 

aqis- 

V 

103 

uqus- 

oqiS- 

akiS- 

agi§- 

ogiis- 

ogiS- 

igag- 

egas- 

103 1. I crossed out in brown ink. 
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:: ’IKY BUPRA’ ’IKASDIY ekki buyra egasdi “The two [camel-] stallions pushed and 

bit one another (tasadama, ta'adda)." Proverb [—409 kokagiin]: ’IKY BUrRA’ ’IKA’SUVR P 

’UTRA’ KUKA’KU VN; YANJILUVR/ ekki buyra egaSiir otra kokagiin yanfiilur 0 “Two 

stallions clash (yatasadamu) and a blue fly is crushed in between.” 0 This is coined about two 

emirs who do battle with the result that between them the weak are killed. 

:: ’L MANK’ ’ALIM ’ALISDY ol mar^a alim aliSdi “He helped me to collect (qabd) my alis- 

debt (or other).” ’ALISUVR ’ALISMA’Q aligflr aliSmaq. 

:: TKYNA’NKBIRLA”ILI§DY ekki nli^birla iligdi ‘ ‘The two things were caught on or ilig- 

stuck to (ta'allaqa) one another.” TLlSUVR/ ’ILlSMA’K iligur iligm'ak. 

:: QANiJIQl ’ILISDY qanCiq iligdi “The dog’s penis was stuck inside the bitch.” 0 

:: ’ADTIR ’ILISDY adyir ilisdi “The two horse- (or camel-) stallions bit each other 

(ta‘adda)." 

[I. 164/188] 104 

:: BURY BARJA’ ’ULISDY bori barca ulisdi “The wolves (or other) howled (‘awat)." uliS- 

Verse: 

’ULSiB ’ARN BUVRLYV ulSip aran bbrlayu V 

YRTN YQ’ ’UVR LAYV yirtip yaqa orlayu 

SIQRIP ’VNY YVR LAYV siqrip uni yurlayu 

SIPTAB KVZY ’UR TULVR siytap k6zi ortulQr 

“The men howl like wolves (in grief over Afrasiyab), they tear the collar with wailing, they warble 

like a singer, and cry until the eye is covered (with tears).” ’ULlSUR ’ULISMA’Q uligur uligmaq. 

:: ’ULA’R ’KY TW’RIN ’ULASDY olar ekki tawarin iilagdi “Each of the two divided ulSs- 

(mayyaza) his property and took his share (axada hissa).” ’ULA§UVR ’ULASMA’K iilagur iilag- 

mak. 

:: BYR N’NK BIYRK’ ’ULASDY bir naij blrk’a ulasdi “One thing was joined (ittasala) ulas- 

to another.” ’ULASVR ’ULA§M’Q ulagur ulagmaq. 

’ULlS’DY NA’NK oligdi nai^ “The thing was soaking wet (ibtalla, nafadat al-rutuba fi olig- 

ajza’ihi).” ’ULlSuVR-’ULlS'MA’K oligUr oligm'iik. 

:: ’L MANIK BRL’ TATDIN QUDIY ’ILI§DY ol manig birla taydin qodi iligdi “He ilis- 

competed with me in coming down (nuzul) from the mountain.” ’ILISVR ’ILISM’Q ilisur ilismaq. 

0 

:: ’UL MANIK BRL’ TUBIQ ’ILlSDY ol manig birla topiq iligdi “He competed with me 

in catching (ta‘liq) the ball; he had a contest with me to see which of us was the better catcher 

(a'laq).” ’ILlSUR’JLI§MA’K iligiir ilismak. 0 
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’AMSDIY ’AR' amuSdi ar “The man (or other) hung his head in silence due to being amuS- 

blamed or rebuked (sakata . . . mutriqan min ‘itab aw la’ima).” ’AMUSUVR ’AMlSMA’Q amu§ur 

amusmaq. 0 

:: BUV TYSir ’ULA’R QMr ’UNAS1 DIYL’R ’ bu l§i"y olar qamuy unaSdilar “They unas- 

came to terms (taradaw) over this matter (or other).” ’UN’SUVR L’R ’UNASMA’Q unasurlar 

unaSmaq. 0 

::’UL MANIK BRL’TATDIN’INISDY ol manig birla taydin eniSdi “He competed with enis- 

me in coming down (nuzul) from the mountain.” TN1§UVR ’NISM’Q enisur eniSmaq. 

Q 

:: ’AR' ’AJIQ'TY ar aciqti “The man was convulsed with hunger (tadawwara. . . min aciq- 

al-jii‘).” ’AJIQA’R 'AJIQM’Q aciqar aiiqmaq. 0 

:: ’YS "UJUQTY is ucuqti “The matter came to an end (balaya . . . axirahu).” ’UJU- utbq- 

QA’R ’UJQlM’Q ucuqar uCuqmaq. 0 

:: ’AR' ’USUQ'TY Sr usuqti “The man was thirsty (‘atisa).” ’USUQ’R ’USUQ(M’Q usuq- 

usuqar usuqmaq. Proverb: ’SUQMlS'Q’ SA’QIT QAMT SUVF KURNVR usuqmiSqa saqiy P 

qamu7 suw korniir “The thirsty one sees every mirage as water.” This is coined about a man in 

need, who sees in every 

[1.166/191] 105 

thing the fulfillment of his need. 0 

:: ’L ’WK’ ’ASUQlTY ol awka asuqti “The man longed (iStaqa) for home.” The same asuq- 

for anyone who craves or longs for (mula‘, muStaq) something. ’ASUQ’R ’ASUIQM’Q asuqar 

asuqmaq. 0 

:: ’AR: ’AFUQ'TY ar aTuqti “The man was poisoned (summa).” This is intransitive, as aTuq- 

[Arabic] humma r-rajul (“The man was feverish”) from al-l}umma (“fever”). ’AFUQ’R ’AIYJQ- 

M’Q a7uqar aTuqmaq. 0 

:: ’AR' ’ALIQTY ar eliqti “The man was vile or corrupt (la’uma).” :: BA’S’AILIQ'TY eliq- 

bas eliqti “The wound festered (tanaffata, fasada).” The same for anything that becomes spoiled 

(fasada) from the glance of a menstruating woman, a confined woman, or one polluted. ’AILI- 

QA’R ’AILIQMA’Q eliqar eliqmaq. 0 Verse: 

BA’SlY ’ANIK ’ILIQTY1 basi anig eliqti V 

Q’NY YUZUB TURQTY qani yiizup turuqti 

104 1. DIY L’R added in brown ink. 

105 1. A (brown) altered from original U (black). 



BA’Lir BULUB TAriQ TIY 

’M'DY ’NY KYM YAT’R 

baliy bolup ta'yiqti 

amdi ani kim yetar 

191 

Describing a wounded man whose blood went cold: “His wound festered (tanaffata) but he 

climbed the mountain, though the blood in the wound was swollen and thick; who can reach him 

now? ” 

K 

’UrL’N ’ATIKTY oylan atikti “The baby put on flesh (tarabbala, kabura).” ’ATIK’R 

’ATIKMA’K atikar atikmak. 0 

’AR' TJIKTIY ar itikti “The man capitulated and went over to the other side (istas- 

lama . . . ft l-harb wa-daxala ila l-harb al-axar tayi‘an).” TJIK’R ’IJKM’K icikar icikmak. 0 

:: ’AR TIYNY U’UJKTY ar tini ociikti “The man’s voice was still (xafata) (in battle), 

or his breath was cut off (inqata'a) (from cold water being poured over him or from a severe 

blow).” ’UJUK’R ’UJKM’K oCiikar oeukmak. 

L 

:: SUVT- U’UBLDY siit opiildi “The milk2 (or other) was sipped (husiyat). This is a 

root - principle, namely that when you add lam to the preterite the verb becomes passive. U’UB- 

LUR ’U’UBLMA’K opliir dpiilmak. 0 

:: ’UQ ’ATILDIY oq atildi “The arrow was shot (rumiya).” ’ATILUR ’ATILM’Q 

atilur atilmaq. 

:: JAJ’K ’ATZIY ’ATILDY CebSk ayzi atildi “The calyx split open (tafattarat al- 

jama'a).” The same for any flower or blossom; also anything that splits open without leaving a 

gap (infaraja min Jayr baynuna). 0 

:: ’UL BUV TYS'TA’ ’TJTALDY ol bu Ista otaldi “He exerted himself, went to great 

pains (ta'anna, marasa s-sidda) in this matter.” ’UTALUR ’TALM’K otaliir otalmak. 0 

[I. 168/193] 

:: TARir ’UTALDY1 tariy otaldi “The superfluous leaves of the crop were cut off 

(quti'a)” — i.e., any [part of the] plant which one destroys in order not to let it spoil.2 ’UTA¬ 

LUR1 ’UTALM’Q1 otalur otalmaq. 

2. MS. “soup” — see 97, n.l. 

atik- 

icik- 

ociik- 

opiil- 

G 

atil- 

otal- 

106 

otal- 

106 1. 

2. 

A altered to U in brown ink. 

MS. fa-yufsiduhu, amend to kay-la yufsidahu, cf. 555:6. 
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•• QUVY BA§IY UTULDY qoy ba§i iltiildi “The head of the sheep (or other) was iitiil- 
singed (uhriqa 5a‘r).” U’UTLUR U’UTLM’K. iitliir iitiilmak. 0 

:: ’ATILDIY NA’NK itildi nli^ “The thing was pushed (dufi'a)." :: ’UFL’N ’AITILDY itil- 

OTlan itildi “The baby pushed himself forward, crawled (tara‘ra‘a, tazahhafa).” ’AITILVR' 
’AITILMA’K itlur itilmak. 

:: KVK 'AJILDY kok acildi “(The thing opened [infataha]; or) the sky cleared (taqaS- aCil- 

Saat). :: KUNKUL 'AJILDY koniil aCildi “The breast dilated with joy (iniaraha).” The same 

for anything that opens (infataha). ’AJILUVR 'AJILM’Q aCilur acilmaq. 

:: SUVF 'IJILDIY suw icildi “The water (or other) was drunk (Suriba).” ’IJI’LUR icil- 
’IJLM’K iCllir idilmak. 0 

:: AS RUK ADILDIY asriik adildi “The drunken man (or the man who fainted) came adil* 

to his senses (afaqa).” 'AD'LUVR4 'ADILM’Q3 adlur adilmaq. 

:: TUTrVN TDILDIY3 tutTun idildi “The captive (or the bound man, or other) was idil- 
released (utliqa)." TD'LR ’IDLM’Q idlur idilmaq. 

’AR‘ ’URULDY "ar uruldi “The man (or other) was struck (duriba).” ’URLVR' urul- 
’URULM’Q urlur urulmaq. 

:: TIRKY 'URULDY tergi uruldi “The table was set (wudi'at).” : TUVr 'URULDY 

tU7 uruldi “The sentry drums were beat (duribat).” 0 

:: TARir 'URULDY tari7 oruldi “The grain was reaped (husida).” Verse: orul- 

QUR'VIY JUVAJ QURLDY 

TUV7UM TIKIB 'URULDY* 

SUVSIY 'TN [sic] 'RULDY 

QANJUQ QAJ’R 'UL TUT’R 

qarvi cuva£ quruldi 

tuTum tikip uruldi 

siisi anin oruldi 

qanc-oq qaSar ol tutar 

V 

Describing a battle: “When the royal canopy was unfurled in it” — i.e. the canopy made of silk 

for the kings of the Turks under which they seek shade in the summer heat and protection from 

rain and snow — “when my banners of war [were set up and] the drums beat, there the enemy 

troops were mowed like grain; now how can the greatest of them [i.e. Tutar] flee from me? ” 0 

:: 'URK’N 'URULDIY organ oriildi “The thong of the camel’s girth (or other) was oriil- 

plaited (rummila).” 'URLUR'URLM’Q [sic] orliir oriilmak. 0 

:: 'AR' 'UWK’SINDA' 'URULDY ar owkasinda uruldi “The man was puffed up (intafaxa) iiriil- 

3. 

4. 

5. 

D altered from D by later hand (dot in b rown ink). 

Amended from 'AD'LR. 

Originally 'UZLDY, dot of Z altered to U in brown ink. 
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[1.169/195] 107 

in anger.’ :: Q’B ’URULDY qap uriildi “The wineskin was blown up (nufixa fi).” :: ’UVT 

URULDY 5t uruldi “The fire was blown (nufixat).” It is transitive or not transitive. Proverb: 

YALNKUQ1 ’URULMI§ QA’B' ’UL ’ArziY YAZXB' ’ALQINVR yalijuq urulmis qap ol, ayzi P 

yazlup alqinur “Man is (like) an inflated (manfiix fihi) wineskin; when the mouth opens the wind 

goes out [he expires] .” 0 

:: ’AR' ’IRILDY2 SARILDY ar erildi sarildi “The man was shaken with grief and re- eril- 

morse (ihtazza . . . min yamm wa-lama nafsahu fihi).” TRILUR2 ’RILM’K erliir erilmak. 0 

:: ’ANIK ’ATY ’IZULDY anig ati ezildi “His flesh was scratched (xudisa).” Also of any- ezil- 

thing that is scratched lengthwise (xudita tul™). TZLUR ’ZLM’K ezliir ezilmlk. 0 

:: YUVL ’AZILDIY ydl azildi “The way was lost (dulla).’’ ’AZILUR’AZILM’Q azilur azil- 
azilmaq. 0 

:: AR UZALDY ar oziildi “The man suffered and persisted in a matter without find- ozal- 

ing speedy relief (ta‘ayya, baqiya fi amr la yanfariju ‘anhu sarl‘an).” Hence :: ’IK'LIK ’UZALDY 

iglig ozaldi “The sick man was tenacious in giving up the ghost, as though he were too strong for 

death to be decreed against him (‘asura ‘ala l-marid naz‘ ar-ruh ha~annahu la yuqda ‘alayhi min as- 

Sidda).” ’UZA’LUR ’UZALM’K oz&liir ozaimlk. 0 

’UZLDY NA’NK iizuldi nan “The thing was cut or broke (inqata'a)." ’UZALUR iiziil- 
’UZALM’K iizliir iiziilmak. 0 

:: YA$ir ’ASILDY yisiy asildi “The rope (or other) stretched (imtadda).” Also if it is asil- 

stretched by someone (mudda). ’AS'LUR ’ASILM’K asliir asilmak. 

:: BYR NA NK BYRK’ ’ASILDY bir naij birk'a asildi “One thing was hung on or stuck asil- 
to (ta'allaqa) another.” ’AS'LUR’ASILM’Q aslur asilmaq. 0 

:: TM K ’USALJDY atmak usaldi “The bread (or other) crumbled (tafattata).” ’U§’- usal- 
LUR ’U§ALM’Q usalur uSalmaq. 

:: ’NIK ’UZA’ YUrUR'QA’N ’A§UL(DY anig iiza yoyurqan asiildi “He was covered asiil- 

(duttira) with a coverlet.” The same when a thing is put as a cover (yuttiya) over something. 

’ ASULUR ’ASULM A’K aSiiliir asiilm'ak. 

::QUM ’ASILDY qum aSildi “The sand (or other) was poured out (inhala).” ’AS'LUR aSil- 
’SILM’K aSliir a'Silm'ak. 0 

:: ’NIK ’LKY ’IYSQ’ ’I§ILDY anig algi iSqa iSildi “His hand became accustomed ('man- iSil- 
nat) to the job (or other).” ’A§LUR ’ISlM’K iSliir ikilmak. 0 

107 1. Q altered from V by later hand (brown ink). 

2. First I in Red ink. 
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:: ’NIK 'WY 'USALDY anig awi iiSaldi “His house was searched (buhita).” The same for iisal- 

anything that you search. ’US’LUR ’USLM’K iisaliir ii&almak. 0 

U’UWLDY NA’NK uwuldi nEn uwal- 

[I. 171/197] 108 

“The thing was crumbled (futta).” ’UWLUR ’UWLM’Q uwlur uwulmaq. 0 

:: BV SUVZ ’UQULDY bu soz uquldi “These words were understood (‘urifa).” ’UQ- uqul- 

LUR ’UQLM’Q uqlur uqulmaq. 0 

:: BTIK ’UQILDIY bitig oqildi “The book was read (quri’a).” ’UQILUR ’UQILM’Q oqil- 

oqilur oqilmaq. 

:: TARIT’JKILDY tariT akildi “The grain was sown (zuri‘a)” The same for anything akil- 

that is spread (durra) over a thing. ’AKI1/ILUR ’AKILM’K akiliir "akilmak. 0 

:: YT’J ’AKILDYyiTaC agildi “The branch (or other) bent down (mala)." ’AKILUR agil- 

’AKILM’K agiliir agilmak. Proverb [cf. 539 ya]: QURT YPJ ’AKILM’S QUR/MIS KIRS TU- P 

KULM’S quruT yi7af agilmas,qurmis kiris tiigiilmas 0 “Dry wood cannot bend (yan'atifu), a 

strung bowstring cannot be tied.” 0 This is coined about anything that has passed beyond the 

limit of its usefulness and cannot return to its original state even if one wishes it to. 

:: TUBR’Q ’UKULDY topraq iikiildi “The earth (or other) was piled up (takawwama).” iikiil- 

’UKULUR ’KULM’K iikliir Ukultnak. 

:: ’AR' ’UKULDY ar ogtildi “The man was praised (rnudiha)’UKULUR ’UKLM’K ogiil- 

ogliir ogUlmak. 

:: MANDIN ’UBAN^DIY mandin opindi “He hid (ixtafa) from me.” ’UBANUVR opin- 

’UBANM’Q opinur opinmaq. 

:: ’UL MUVN ’UBUN^DIY ol miin opiindi “He pretended to sip (yahsu) the soup.” opiin- 

U’UBNUVR ’UBUNjM’K opnur opiinmak. 0 

Some verbs formed with the nun suffix have this meaning, namely that the subject pre- G 

tends to do the action but does not really do it; or else that he is independent in doing the action 

and requires no help from anyone else. 0 

:: ’UL N’RUV ’AITNDIY ol naru itindi “He crawled (tazahhafa) to the other side.” itin- 

The same if something rolls (tadahraja) due to the force of something else. ’AIT'NUVR ’AITN'- 

M’K itniir itinmak. 0 

:: ’UL ’UQ ’ATINDIY ol oq atindi “He pretended to shoot (yarmt) the arrow.” atin- 

’ATINUVR ’TINM’Q atinur atinmaq. 

:: ’UL MANDIN ’UTANTDY ol mandin utandi “He was embarrassed in front of me utan- 

(istahya minnl).” ’UTANUVR ’UTANM’Q utanur utanmaq. Oyuz dialect. D 
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• • yi' 1^-6- UTUK UTUNjDY ol xanqa otiig oHindi “He addressed a petition otiin- 

(rafa‘a qissatahu) to the king (or other).” Its root-form is: ’UTKUNlDY otgiindi meaning “He 

mimicked or narrated as he had heard (haka kama sami'a).” U’UTNUVR ’UTUNM’K otnOr 
otiinmak. 0 

:: BAK’ARIN’AJINDIY beg arin acindi “The emir agin- 

[I. 173/199] 109 

entertained, favored (akrama, na“ama) his troops (or other).” :: ’AR" ’ATIN ’JNDY ar atin acindi 

“The man favored (ahsana) his horse (with fine barley or fodder).” 0 :: ’AR" QUVYN ’AJINDIY 

ar qoyin acindi “The man pretended to open (yaftahu) his blouse.” The same for a sick man or a 

baby in the cradle who throws off (kasafa) the coverlet. ’AJ'INUR1 ’AJNM’Q acnur acinmaq. 

.. AR DUNDY ar odundi “The man woke up (istayqaza . . . min manamihi).” ’UD- odun- 
NUR ’UDNM’Q odnur odunmaq. 0 

:: ’UVT" ’UDNDY ot udindi “The fire was extinguished (xumidat, tufi’at)." ::YULA’ udin- 

U’UDNDY yula udindi “The lamp (or other) was extinguished (tufi’a).” ’UDNUR ’UDNMA’Q 

udnur udinmaq. 

:: NIK QUTIY U’UDNDIY anig quti udindi “His luck was extinguished (tufi’a).” 

Verse: 

’AM'DIY ’UVDN ’UDNDY 

KIYDIN TALM ’KUNDY 

’YL BULrA’LI ’IKANDY 

’ANDAr ’RIK KYM ’UTA’R 

amdi udin odundi 

kedin talim okiindi 

el bol7ali igandi 

anday arig klm utar 

odun- y 

“Now (the enemy) woke up from his sleep; then he repented2much, since he had balked at making 

peace; who can overcome the likes of that man (except I)? ” 0 

:: AR ARINDY ar arindi “The man wiped himself, washed (istataba, iytasala).” :: arin- 

AR ARINDY ar arindi The man applied depilatory and shaved his pubes (nawwarci . , . wa~ 

sta ana ida halaqa ‘anatahu).” ’ARINUVR ’ARINM’Q arinur arinmaq. 

.. UL UVZIN U URNDY ol ozin urundi “He struck (daraba) himself in repentance urun- 

over a matter.” The same for pretending to strike. :: ’AR" SUWLQ ’RUNDY ar suwluq urundi 

“The man wrapped his turban (ta'ammama)." :: ’URATUT BURNJUK U’URNDY urayut 

biirunciik urundi “The woman put on a veil (ixtamarat).” ’URNUR ’URNM’Q urnur urunmaq. 0 

AR SKY URNDY ar siki oriindi “The man’s penis was erect (na'aza).” ’URNUR oriin- 
’URNM’K orniir oriinmlk. 

109 1. Original sukun(') crossed out in brown ink and replaced by I. 

2. MS. nadima, read nadima. 
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:: ’AR' ’IYSQA’ ’IRNDY ar TSqa erindi “The man was indolent in the matter out of erin- 

boredom (takasala . . . mustawhisan).” ’AIRNUR ’AIRINM’K erniir erinmak. 

:: ’AT' ’SNDY at asindi “The horse stretched (madda) the rope to escape and nearly asin- 

broke it (kada an yaqta'a).” 

:: MAN ’ANK’R' ’ISNDIM men ai^ar isindim “1 loved (ahbabtu) him.” :: ’UL ’UVT'Q’ isin- 

TS1NDY ol otqa isindi “He warmed himself (istald) at the fire.” :: ’UL KUVN [sic] ISINDY ol 

kiinka isindi 

[I. 175/202] 110 

“He basked (tasarraqa) in the sun.” ’ISINUVR ’ISINM’K isniir isinmak. 

:: ’UL MANK’ ’ISAN'DY ol maija iSandi “He depended (ittakala, i'tamada) upon me in isan- 

the matter.” ’ISANUR TSAN(M’K iSaniir isanmSk. 

:: ’UL MANDIN ’ASUNDIY ol mandin asundi “He went ahead (sabaqa) of me.” asun- 

’ASUNUR ’ASUNMA’Q' asunur aSunmaq. 

:: ’UL MANK’ ’AWIND1Y ol maqa awindi “He was friendly (ista’nasa) to me.” ’AWI- awin- 

NUR ’AWINMA’Q awnur awinmaq. 

:: ’UL ’UVZINK’ ’ATM’K ’UWUNDY ol oziija atmak uwundi “The man crumbled uwun- 

(fatt) the bread for himself.” ’UWNUR ’WUNMA’Q uwnur uwunmaq. 

:: ’UL ’ALKIN ’UWUNDY ol algin uwundi “(That man) wrung (farraka) his hands 

(because of a misfortune that befell him or bad news or pain).” 

:: BTIK’UQIN'DIY bitig oqindi “The book was read (quri’a)." :: ’UL BTIK ’UQIN'DY oqin- 

ol bitig oqindi “He pretended to read the book.” ’UQINUR ’UQINMA’Q oqinur oqinmaq. The 

nun is an alternant of lam [i.e. oqil-]. 0 

:: ’UL’UVZINK’TARir’AKINDY ol oziqa tarry akindi “He sowed the ground (zira'a, akin- 

badr al-ard) by and for himself.” ’AKINUR ’AKINM’K akiniir akinmak. 0 

:: ’UL YA’ZUQINK’ ’KUNDIY ol yazuqii^a okiindi “He regretted, repented for (tahas- okiin- 

sara ‘ala, nadima) his sin.” The same for any repentance (nadama). ’UKNUR ’KUNM’K okniir 

okiinmak. 0 

:: ’UL ’UVZIN ’UKUNDY ol 6zin ogiindi “He praised (madaha) himself.” ’UKNUR ogUn- 

’KUNMA’K ogniir ogUnmSk. Proverb: ’UKUNKUVJY ’UM1NDA’ ’ARTA’TUR ogungUCi uminda P 

artatur 0 “The self-praiser (madih an-nafs) may ruin his trousers” - meaning that when he is 

put to the test he may not be able to prove his boast and then will be so embarrassed that he defe¬ 

cates in his trousers. This is coined to advise someone to stop praising himself. 0 

:: ’AT TKANDY at igandi “The horse (or other) was refractory (barana).” ’1KANUR igan- 

’IKANM’K iganiir iganmak. 0 
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:: QISRA'Q ’IKANDY [sic] qisraq alindi “The mare conceived (hamalat . . . fuluwwan alin- 

wa-‘aliqat).” Also :: ’UL.’ALMIN ’ALINDY ol almin alindi “He collected (qabd) his debt alone, 

without anyone’s help.” ’ALINUR ’ALINMA’Q alinur alinmaq. 

:: ’ULANDY NA’NK ulandi nan “One thing was joined to (ittasala) another.” ’ULA’- ulan- 

NUR ’ULANjMA’Q ulanur ulanmaq. 

[I. 172/204] 111 

:: U’ULNDY NA'NK ulindi n’a^ “The thing twisted and turned (iltawa, darn)” — such as ulin- 

a rope around a tree; or as a snake writhes and twists (tarta'isu, taltawi).” :: YUVL ’ULLJNDY yol 

ulindi “The road twisted (iltawa).” ’ULNUR ’ULNM’Q ulnur ulinmaq. 0 

:: MAN BUV ’Y§TA’ ’ULIN’DIM man bu T§ta olindim “I was weary (malaltu) of this olin- 

matter and all that I suffered because of it.” ’ULINUR MAN 'ULINM’Q olinur man, olinmaq. 0 

:: ’L ’NK’R ’IALIANJDIY1 ol ai^ar il&ndi “He reproached (‘ayyara) him (after he had ilan- 

depended on his judgment in a certain matter and it now appeared that it would have been better 

to do the opposite).” From this Gomes the word for “reproach (malama)”: ’ILANJ iI3n£. ’ILA’- 

NUR ’ILANM’K ilaniir ilanmak. 

:: TIK’N TVN Q’ TLINDY tikan t5nqa Hindi 

ment.” ’ILINUR ’ILINMA’K ilnur ilinmlk. 

? BDUV MANK’ ’AILIN'DY 

’M'K’K KURV ’ULINDY 

QILMSlNK’ ’ILANDY 

TUTfUN BULB ’UL QAT’R 

‘The thorn caught on (ta‘allaqa) the gar- ilin- 

Verse: 

yabdu2 (? ) maqa ilindi V 

amgak korii olindi 

qilmisina ilandi 

tutyun bolup ol qatar 

“The enemy [i.e. Yabdu] fell prisoner (usira) in my hand, and suffered hardships until he was 

weary with life (sa’ima l-hayat), then he repented and reproached himself for what he had done; 

now [as a captive] he has become hardened after being soft.” 0 

:: ’AR- YArY QA’ ’AILINDY3 ar yayiqa ilindi ‘ ‘The man was taken prisoner (usira) 

by the enemy.” :: KYK TUZAQ- QA’ ’ILINDIY kayik tuzaqqa ilindi ‘ ‘The game was caught 

(ta'allaqa) in the snare.” The same [aorist and infinitive as above]. 

:: MAN TNKRY DIN ’UMUNDUM man tamidin umundum “I put my hope (rajawtu) umun- 

in God (may He be exalted).” ’UMNUR ’UMNM’Q umnur umunmaq. 

Ill 1. Second A by a later hand (dark black, thin pen). 

2. The first letter could be b, t, n or y. Brockelmann (Volkspoesie 1,15) suggested Yabdu; 

Atalay (I, 205) Tapdu; also conceivable are Baydu and Taydu. Though translated “the enemy” it must be a 

proper name. 

3. First I by a later hand (dark black, thin pen). 
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:: ’UL YATY Q’ ’ANUN'DIY ol yjfyiqa anundi “(The man) prepared (ista‘adda) for the 

enemy (or other).” ’ANUNUR ’ANUNM’Q annur anunmaq. 

:: MAN’NK’R TNANTIIM man anar inandim “I trusted (Vtamadtu) in him.” ’INA’NUR 

’INANM’K-Q4 inanur inanmaq. Hence “a trusted emir” is called: ’INANJ BAK inane beg. 

Doubled 

B 

:: ’UL ’UZIN MANDIN ’UBATIY ol ozin mandin opitti “He hid (katama) himself 

from me.” The same for concealing or hiding (satara, katama) anything. ’ABITUR5 ’ABITM’Q5 

opitur opitmaq. 

T 

:: TA’Y ’ATITY tay atitti “The colt was reckoned to be a horse (tafarrasa . . . ay ‘udda 

min al-fursan).” This is like the Arabic: futtiyat al-jariya ay ‘uddat min al-fatayat (“The girl was 

reckoned to be a young woman”), 

[I. 178/206] 

Proverb: TA’Y' ’ATAIT/SA’1 ’AT' TINUVR ’UrVL ’ARADSA’2 ’ATA’ TINUVR tay atitsa at 

tinur,07UI aradsa ata tinur “When the colt is reckoned a horse, the horse rests (meaning the stal¬ 

lion rests from being mounted); when the boy is counted among the men, the father rests (since he 

can free him from want).” Verse [-514 tay]: 

TAKUR MAN IK SA’WMNY BLK’LKA’ AY 

TINUR QALY ’AT AITS A’1 QISRAQ SANY TA’Y' 

tagiir manig sawimni bilgafak’a ay 

tinur qali atitsa qisraq sani tay 

“Convey my words and say to the wise ones, that the mare rests when her colt is counted among 

the horses.” 0 

:: ’UL ’ANY ’ATATY ol ani otatti “He caused him to suffer hardship (awqa‘ahu fi 

muqasat al-mihna).” ’AT’TUR ’TTM’K otatiir otatmak. 

4. K original (black); Q by later hand (brown); circle in red. 

5. A smudged, reading doubtful. 

112 1. Two dots below second T in brown ink. 

2. D altered from D by later hand (dot in brown ink). 

anun- 

inan- 

opit- 

atit- 

112 

P 

V 

otat- 
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J 

:: ’UL SIR'K’ ’AJITY ol sirka afiitti “He soured (hammada) the vinegar (or other).” :: acit- 

UL NIK KVNK'LIN AJITIY ol anig kor^lin afitti “He pained his heart with misfortune (amadda 

. . . bi-faji‘a).” ’AJITUR ’AJITM’Q acitur acitmaq. 0 

D 

:: ’UL MINY ’UDITY ol mini uditti “He put me to sleep (anama).” ’UDITUR ’UDIT- udit- 
M’Q uditur uditmaq. 

:: ’UL YUrRUT’UDITY ol yoyrut uditti “He curdled (rawwaba) the yoghurt.” :: ’UL 

’UDITM’ ’UDITY ol uditma uditti “He curdled (jabbana) the cheese.” :: ’UL ’UT ’UDITY ol ot 

uditti “He put out (atfa’a) the fire.” The same [aorist and infinitive as above]. 0 

R 

:: ’UL TARIT’ARITY ol tarty aritti “He cleaned (naqqa) the wheat (or other).” ’ARI- arit- 
TUR ’ARITM’Q aritur aritmaq, 

:: ’UL QUVZIY ’ARITY ol qozi aritti “He gelded (mza‘a xu§ya) the ram (or other).” 

The same for circumcising (xattana) a boy. The same [aorist and infinitive as above]. 0 

:: ’UrLA’N ’ARATY o7lan ttratti “The boy was reckoned a man (‘udda . . . min ar- Sr8t- 

rijal).” Its root-form is: ’AJ.RDi.TIY aradti and [the dentals] assimilated, as one says [in Arabic] (arad-) 

muddakir (“one who remembers”) from ad-dikr (“remembering”). ’ARADUVR ’ARADJMA’K 

aradiir aradmSk. 

:: ’UL YAT’ARUITY ol ysfy ariitti “He melted (adaba) the butter (or other).” ’ARUI- Sriit- 

TUR ’ ARUITM’ K ariitUr ariitmak. 

Z 

:: ’UL ’ANKA’R YUVL ’AZITY ol anar yol azitti “He made him lose (adalla) the way.” azit- 
’AZITUR ’AZITM’Q azitur azitmaq. 

:: ’UL ’UrLA’N QULA’QIN' ’AZITY ol 07lan qulaqin ezitti “He slit (asrata) the boy’s ezit- 
ear.” The same 

[I. 180/209] 113 

for anything that one scratches lengthwise (xadaSa1 wa-sarata tau>lPn). ’AZITUR ’AZITM’K 

ezitiir ezitmak. 

113 1. MS. xadsin. 
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:: ’UL_ Y§r ’UZATIY ol yiSiy uzatti “He stretched (madda) the rope (or other).” :: 

L Y§r UZATIY ol isiy uzatti “He prolonged, postponed (tawwala, sawwafa, matala) the mat¬ 

ter.” ’UZA’TUR'UZATM’Q uzatur uzatmaq. 

:: ’UL ’ANIK QUL’QIN ’UZITY ol anig qulaqin uzitti “He deafened (taqqala sam‘, 

asamma) him (from talking too much).” :: SIR’K’ KUBJNIY ’UZTY sirka kupni Uzitti “The 

vinegar (or other) caused the vat to sweat (rasSaha) (because of its acidity).” ’UZITUR ’UZITM’K 

iizitiir iizitmiik. 

S 

UL URUQTSflY ASITIY ol uruqni a sit t i “He had the rope (or other) stretched 

(amadda).” ’ASTUR2 ’ASTM’K asitiir Ssitmak. 0 

:: TUVZLUr ’AT MINY ’USITIY tuzluy ’at mini usitti “The salted meat made me 

thirsty (‘attasa).” ’USITUR ’USITM’Q usitur usitmaq. 0 

:: ’UL MUVN TSITY ol mun isitti “He warmed (saxxana) the soup.” The same for 

heating (ahma) iron, or other. :: ’AR' TSITY ar isitti “The man had a fever (humma).” The lat- 

teris intransitive, the former transitive. ’SITUR ’SITM’K istiir isitmSk. 

S 

:: UL MANK A§ ASATIY ol mai^a aS asatti “He fed (at'ama) me the food.” Most of 

the Turks use this word for the food of kings and nobles, but the Oyuz use it for everyone. 

’ASATUR ’ASAT)M’Q a&atur a&atmaq. The OTuz follow the rule [in this matter]. 0 

:: ’UL MANK’ YUHJRQA’N ’ASUTIY ol maqa yoyurqan asiitti “He ordered someone 

to cover (dattara) me with a coverlet.” The same for anyone who orders someone else to conceal 

(satr) a thing. ’A§UITR’ASITM’K-Q3 aSutiir afiitmak. Verse: 

’IDUV BYRB’ BU§TUM 

TAW’R’ YUVLUr TASUTUM 

’RAN ’ASIN ’STM 

YUKN BARJA’ ’UZY JTDY 

idu berip boSuttum 

tawar yuluy tasuttum 

aran asin aSiittiim 

yiikin barca ozi Ciydi 

Describing a captive: “I let him go free; (he ransomed himself for something, and) I had the ran¬ 

som conveyed to its place; I ordered the men’s corpses to be concealed (satr) (underground); 

their chief tied his load with his own hand, (not finding anyone to help him).” 

:: ’UL MINY TUMLir QA’ ’USlTIY ol mini tumliyqa iiSitti “He put me out in the cold 

(awjadani l-qurr).” :: ’UL SUJUK ’USITY ol siiciig USitti 

2. Three dots in brown ink faintly visible over the S. 

3. K black; Q brown (? — not clear). 

uzat- 

Uzit- 

asit- 

usit- 

isit- 

aSat- 

D 

a§Ut- 

V 

US it- 
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114 

"He put the^sweet juice, out to be cooled (wada'a . . . li-l-bard hatta wajada l-qurr)” - this is a type 

of drink. ’USUTUR ’USTM’K uSitiir iiSitmak. 

:: ’UL ’ATMA’K ’USATIY ol atmSk usatti “He crumbled (fatta) the bread (or other).” Usat- 

The same for crushing or crumbling (radda, fatta) anything. ’USATUR ’USATM’Q usatur usatmaq. 

:: ’UL ’NIK ’VIN ’AUSAITJY1 ol anig avin usatti “He (the man) ordered someone else Usta- 

to search (baht) his house.” The same for searching anything. ’AUSAITUR1 ’USAITMA’K1 

iiSatur iisatmak. 

Proverb: QULA’Q ’ASlTSA’ KVNKVL BILYR KVZ KVRSA’ ’UDIK KLYR qulaq esit-P 

e§tisa konOl bilir, kozkorsa iidig kafir 0 “When the ear hears (samVa) (the words) the heart 

knows (it), when the eye sees (its beloved) desire is aroused.” 

r 

.. UL ANY TA r QA ATlTIY ol ani t§7qa a^itti “He made him climb (as‘ada) the ayit- 

mountain (or other).” :: TANKRIY BULIT ’AHTY tanri bulit ayitti “God raised up (ansa’a) 

the cloud.” ’AriTUR TlTM’Q a7itur aTitmaq. 

Q 

.. TANKRIY AQIN AQITIY t’ai^ri aqin aqitti “God caused the flood to flow (asala).” aqit- 

:: UL SUVW ’AQITIY ol suw aqitti “He made the water flow (ajra).” :: BAK ’AQINJY ’AQITY 

beg aqinci aqitti “The emir sent (ba'ata) a raiding party against an enemy.” ’AQITUR ’AQITM’Q 
aqitur aqitmaq. 0 

: : ’L MANK’ BTIK ’UQITY ol mai^a bitig oqitti “He had me read (aqra’a) the book (or oqit- 
other).” ’UQITUR ’UQTM’Q oqitur oqitmaq. 

K 

:: UL TARir ’AKITY ol tari7 akitti “He had the seed sown (abdara).” The same for a akit- 
powder that one spreads (darra). ’AKITUR ’KITM’K akitur akitmak. 

:: L TARIT UKITY ol tari7 ogitti “He had the wheat (or other) ground (athana).” ogit- 
’UKITUR2 ’UKITM’K2 ogitiir ogitmak. 

:: 'UL ’ANY ’IKITY ol ani igitti “He reared (rabba) him.” Its root-form is: ’AKIDTIY igit- 
igidti - the dal assimilated to the fa’. TKIDUR ’IKIDMA’K igidur igidmak. ' (igid-) 

114 . 1; . FlISt A and flrst 1 in a later (black ink, thin pen) - confusion with eSit-, of which the 
entry is missing except for the proverb. 

2. First U in red ink. 
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L 

:: ’UL YIB' ’UVLATIY ol yip ulatti “He had him attach (awsala) the rope to him.” ulat- 

’UVLATUR 'ULATM’Q ulatur ulatmaq. 0 

:: ’UL ’ANY ’RUB ’UVLITIY ol ani urup ulitti “He beat him until he made him howl ulit- 

(a'wa) (like a wolf).” ’UVLITUR ’ULITM’Q ulitur ulitmaq. 

:: ’UL ’ANIK BUY'NIN ’UVLITY ol anig boynin ulitti “He twisted (alwa) his neck (or 

other).” The same for anything. ’UVLITUR’ULITMA’Q ulitur ulitmaq. 

:: ’UL TUVN ’ULIUTY ol ton olitti olit- 

[1.184/2131 115 

“He moistened (balla) the garment (or other).” ’ULITUR ’ULITM’K olitiir olitmak. 

:: ’UL QATUVN ’AWK’ TLATY ol qayun awka elatti “He brought (dahaba bi-) the elat- 

melon (or other) home.” ’JLATUR ’LATM’K elatiir elatm’ak. 

:: ’UL JlTA’Y QA’ YARMA’Q ’ULAITY ol ciyayqa yarmaq ulatti “He ordered that the iilat- 

dirhams be distributed (taivzi1, tafriq) among the poor. ” ’ULATUR ULATM’K iilatiir iilatmak. 

M 

:: TA’M' ’AMITIY tam amitti “The wall (or other) was leaning so as to fall (mala . . . li- amit- 

yasquta).” :: KUNKLUM ’ANKAR ’AMITIY koi^liim ai^ar amitti “My heart inclined (mala)1 to 

him.” ’AMITUR ’AMIT'M’K "amitUr amitm^k. Verse: 

QULA’N TUKA’L QUMTY 

’AR-QA’R SUQAQ YUMIUTY 

YAYLT TAB’ ’AMITIY 

TZKQ [sic] TRUB SAKRlSuVR 

qulan tiikal qomitti 

arqar suqaq yomitti 

yaylay tapa amitti 

tizgin turup sekriSur 

Describing spring: “(Spring) has roused the wild ass2 and the mountain goat3 and female and male 

antelope have come together; they inclined (malat) toward the summer pasture, and stood in rows, 

leaping (with joy).” 

V 

N 

:: ’UL YArY-Q’TULUM ’ANUTIY ol ya7iqa tulum anutti “He prepared (a‘adda) the anut- 

weapon for the enemy.” The same for anything that is prepared. 'ANUITVR' ’ANUTM’Q 

115 1. 

2. 

3. 

MS. amala. 

MS. ‘nr, read ‘ayr. 

Sic (wa‘l); therefore tiikil (“all”) is perhaps an error for tSka. 
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anutur anutmaq. Proverb: TULUIM ’ANUTSA’ QULUIN BULVR TULUM ’UNUTSA’ BULUN 

BULVR tulum anutsa qulun bulur, tulum anutsa bulun bolur 0 “One who prepares his wea¬ 

pon (for the enemy) finds a colt, one who forgets (to prepare) [his weapon] becomes a captive.” 

[This is coined] to advise preparedness. 0 

:: MAN ’UNA’MA’S ’AR'DIM ’UL MINY ’UNATIY man unamas ardim ol mini unatti 

“I was displeased (abi) with this but he made me pleased with it (ardani fihi).” ’UNA’TUR 

’UNATM’Q uriatur unatmaq. 

:: ’L SUVZIN ’UNTY ol sdzin unitti “He forgot (nasiya) his words (or other).” ’UNI- 
TUR ’UNITM’Q unitur unitmaq. 0 

:: UL QUVYIN TYNATIY ol qoyin enatti “He ordered his sheep to be earmarked 

(i‘lam [defined]).” TNATUR ’INATMA’K enatUr enatmak. 

Defective 

:: ’UL MANK’ SUVZ ’YTY ol ma^a soz ayitti “He asked for (sa’ala) some words from 

me. ’ The Oyuz say: MAN ’ANK’R) SUVZ' ’AYITIM man aiyir soz ayittim meaning “I talked 

to him (takallamtu ma‘ahu wa-qultu lahu kalaman)” — this is not according to rule. ’AY'TUVR 

’AYITM’Q aytur ayitmaq. 

:: UL MINDIN ’UYATIY ol mindin uyatti “He was ashamed before me (istahya 

minniIts root-form is: ’UYA’D'TIY uyadti - it was assimilated. ’UYA’DUR' ’UYA’D'MA’Q' 

uyadur uyadmaq. 0 ’ 

[I. 185/216] 

Final Week 

B 

:: ’UL ’ANY KSIYDIN ’ABIYDIY [sic] ol ani ki§idin opidi “He concealed (satara, 

uxfa) it from the person. The same for anything that you hide (warayta) from someone else. 

’ABITUR' ’ABITM’Q [sic] oplr oplmaq. 

Nasal 

.. AR YUVZIY UNKUQTIY ar yiizi oryjqti “The man’s face was drawn (sahuma).” 

:: BARJIN ’UNKUQTIY barcin oiyjqti “The brocade (or the like) lost its sheen (dahabat tara- 

wa),” ’UNKUQ’R ’UNKUQM’Q o^uqar oijuqmaq. 

L 

:: SUKAL UNKUL TY sokal onulti “The sick man recovered (indamala).” :: ’IYS 

’UNKUL'TIY is onulti “The matter was set right (istaqama) (that had been muddled).”1 ’UNK- 

LVR ’NKULM’Q or^lur oiyilmaq. 

P 

unat- 

unit- 

en'at- 

ayit- 

D 

uyat- 

(uyad-) 

116 

opi- 

o^uq- 

oijul- 
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End of the Triliteral Chapters 

Chapters of Quadriliterals 

Chapter: fa‘laldi, unvowelled second and fourth radicals, in its various vocalizations 

R 

:: ’AR' ’URBAR'DIY ar iirpardi “The man bristled (tanaffaSa,1 izba’arra) (with anger, 

or for a fight).” :: TAQTUVN [sic] ’URBART3IY taqayu iirpardi “The cock bristled (taqazza'a) 

for the fight.” :: ’ANIK TIYNIY [sic] ’URBAR’DIY anig yeni iirpardi “He had gooseflesh (iqSa- 

arra jilduhu)." ’UR'BARUR ’URBAR/MA’K iirpariir iirparmlk. 

:: ’ANY ’UB’TURDIY ani optiirdi “He ordered him to kiss (qabbala) someone else.” 

’UBTURR ’UBTURMA’K optiiriir optiirmak. 0 

:: ’UL ’UQ ’ATUR’DIY ol oq atturdi “He ordered the arrow to be shot (ramy).” The 

same for having something thrown (afraha). ’ATURR ’ATURMA’Q atturur atturmaq. 0 

:: SIBUZ I\JV ’UTURDY sibiz7U ottUrdi “He sounded (sayyaha)3 the flute.” The same 

for anything which brings forth a sound by your action (hadata minhu s-siyah bi-fi‘lika)’UT- 

RUR ’UTURMA’K ottUriir dttiirmak. 0 

:: ’UL MANIK TY§IM TYTUR’DIY ol manig i§im ettiirdi “He ordered my affair to be 

settled (islah).” :: ’L ’TUK ’YTRDY ol atiik ettiirdi “He ordered his boot to be repaired (islah).” 

The same for other things. ’YTURR ’YTURMA’K etturiir etturmSk. 

:: ’UL QABUr ’AJ’TURDIY ol qapiry acturdi “He ordered the door to be opened 

(fath).” The same for anything that one orders to be opened. ’AJ’TURR ’AJ'TURMA’Q atturur 

acturmaq. 

:: ’UL MANK’ SUVF TJ’TURDIY ol mai^a suw iCtiirdi “He made me drink (aSraba) the 

water (or other)”’ TJ'TURUR TJ'TURMA’K ieturiir ictUrmSk. One may say: TJUR’DIY iciirdi 

[98] with this meaning. 

[I. 187/218] 

Proverb: SUVF ’IJUR’MA’S’ K’ SUVT’ BIYR’ suw iCurmaska slit ber 0 “To one who does not 

give you water, give him milk to drink” — meaning, requite with good one who harms you. 0 

iirp'ar- 

optiir- 

attur- 

ottiir- 

ettiir- 

aCtur- 

ictiir- 

117 

P 

116 1. 

2. 
3. 

MS. msws, read musawwas. 

MS. tanaffasa. 

MS. sannaha. 
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The root-principle of these verbs is that they are doubly transitive, one of the agents 

ordering the action to be performed, the other carrying out the action directly by his order. These 

verbs consist of biliteral roots plus a suffix of two letters [i.e. t and r] giving this meaning. This 

type could not be known by the rule, and therefore I mention it here. 0 

:: ’AR' TA’SlT ’AX'TAR/DIY ar taSiy axtardi “The man turned over (qallaba) the 

stone.” :: TUBIY YlTA’Jir ’AX’TARTMY tupi yiyatiy axtardi “The wind felled (asqatat) the 

tree.” The same for anything that turns over (qalaba) something. The xa’ is an alternant of yayn 

[i.e. aytar-], as one says [in Arabic] xattar or yaddar (“traitor”), xurriar an-rias uia-yumaruhum 

(“crowd of people”). :: ’UL YYR' ’AXTAR'DIY ol yer axtardi “ He turned over (‘azaqa, karaba) 

the soil.” ’AXTARUR’AXTARMA’Q axtarur axtarmaq. 0 

:: ’UVN YARMA’Q ’UZA’ BIYR’ ’AR’TUR'DIY on yarmaq iiza bir arturdi “He added 

(zada) one dirham to ten.” 0 :: ’AR'’AR’TUR'DIY Sr arturdi “The man exceeded his proper 

limit (‘add . . . tawrahu).’’ ’ARTURVR ’AR’TURMA’Q arturur arturmaq. Verse: 

KALDY BARUV ’AR’TURV 

BYR’DIY TYLIN ’AR’TURV 

MUBDA’ QAILB’ ’ULTURV 

BUKRIY BLB ’UN BUT’R 

kaldi barii arturu 

berdi elin artiirii 

munda qalip olturu 

biikri bolup iin biit'ar 

Describing a captured emir: “He came to me (with an enormous army) boasting and overstepping 

his bounds (yaslifu wa-ya‘du tawrahu); then he presented to us his realm, and stayed sitting among 

us with humped back and subdued voice.” 0 

:: ’NIK YA’ZUQIN ’AR'TURDIY anig yazuqin artUrdi “He pardoned (safaha ‘an) his 

sin.” :: ’NIK ’Y§IN ’AR’TURDIY anig iSin artiirdi “He permitted (ajaza) his affair” — meaning 

that he accepted (qabila) it. The same for anyone who lets a thing pass from a place (jawaza Say’ 

‘an mawdi‘). ’RTURR ’RTURMA’K arturiir arturmak. 

:: ’UL ’UTLY QULA’QIN ’AZTURDIY ol oyli qulaqin eztiirdi “He slit (aSrata) his 

son’s ear.” The same for any lengthwise scratch 

[I. 189/220] 

or line on the skin or the ground (hull xadS aw xat( fi l-jild wa-l-ard tawilan). ’AZTURR ’AZTUR- 

MA’Kezturureztiirm'ak. 0 

:: ’UL YB’ ’UZTURDIY ol yip uzturdi “He had the rope (or other) broken (ahdaqa).” 

’UZTURR ’UZTURMA’K uztiiriir iizturmSk, 

:: ’UL ’AR' ’AS'TURDY ol ar asturdi “He had the man (or other) hung or crucified 

(salb).” :: ’UL ’AT ’AS’TURDY ol at asturdi “He ordered the meat (or other) to be hung /ta‘liq) 

(on the peg).” ’AS)TURR ’ASTRMA’Q asturur asturmaq. 

:: ’URUQ ’AS'TURDIY1 uruq asturdi “He had the rope (or other) stretched (amad- 

da).”5 :: ’UL QAWIQ ’US'TURDY ol qawiq asturdi “He ordered the bran to be winnowed (nasf, 

tanqiya) out of the millet.” The same for winnowing (nasf) anything. ’US’TURR ’USTURMA’K 

asturiir astiirmak. 0 

axtar- 

aytar- 

artur- 

V 

artiir- 

eztiir- 

118 

iiztiir- 

astur- 

astiir- 
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:: ’UL MANKA’ ’USTARDIY ol maija Ustardi “He opposed (mara) me in a certain mat¬ 

ter :: ’UL QILMlS ’YSIN ’USTARDIY ol qilmiS Isin iist'ardi “He denied (jahada) what he had 

done.’’ The same for any denial (inkar, juhiid). ’USTARR ’USTARMA’K iistariir Ustarmak. 

Proverb [=209 tiiziin]; TVZUN BRL’ 'UR§ ’VTUVN BRL’ ’US'TAR/MA’ tiiziin birla urus, utun 

birla iistarmU “Quarrel with the gentle one (for he will put up with you), do not oppose (la 

tumari) the shameless one (for he will be vulgar and insulting).” 0 

:: ’UL MANK’ ’DKV SUVZ ’AI§TURDIY ol mai^a adgii soz eStiirdi “He let me hear 

(asma'a) good words.” Its root-form is: ’SlTURDIY esittiirdi, with doubled fa’. ’iSTURR TS- 

TURMA’K estiiriir eStiirmak. 0 

:: ’UL QUM ’AS(TURDIY ol qum astiirdi “He ordered the earth to be poured out 

(ihala).” The same for ordering flour to be poured into a sack. ’STURR ’STURMA’K astiirur 

astiirmak. 0 

:: ’UL ’UQ ’UYTURDIY ol oq UStiirdi “He ordered the socket of the arrow to be bored 

(taqb ru‘z).” The same for any boring of a narrow hole (taqb dayyiq). ’USTURR ’USTRMA’K 

ustiiriir iiStiirmak. 

:: ’UL SUVW ’AQTURDIY ol suw aqturdi “He ordered that the water be made to flow 

(tasyil, isala)." ’AQTURR’AQTURMA’Q aqturur aqturmaq. Verse [=452 yulaq]: 

’QTURR KVZUM YULA’Q aqturur kbziim yulaq 

TUSLANUR ’UR DAK YUrA’Q tiiSlanur ordak yuyaq 

“My eye flows (tasilu) springs of water, (such that there gather) and alight in them ducks and 

other such water birds.” 

::’UL MANK”NIK SUVZIN’UQlTURDIY ol mana anig sozin uqturdi “He made me 

understand (afhama) his words 

[I. 190/233] 

(or other).” ’UQTURR ’UQTURMA’Q uqturur uqturmaq. 

:: ’UL TARir’AK/TURDY ol tariy aktiirdi “He had the seed sown (abdara).’’ The same 

for a powder that one orders to be spread (darr). ’AKTURR ’KTURMA’K aktiiriir aktiirmak. 0 

:: ’UL JUKA’N" ’AKTURDIY ol cogan agtiirdi “He ordered the polo stick to be bent 

(‘atf)." The same for bending (imala) anything. ’AKTURR ’AKTURMA’K agtiiriir agtiirmak. 0 

:: ’UL MINY ’UKTURDIY ol mini dgturdi “He had someone praise (yamdaha) me.” 

’UKTURR ’KTURMA’K dgturur ogtiirmak. 0 

iistar- 

P 

est iir- 

aS tiir- 

iiStiir- 

aqtur- 

V 

uqtur- 

119 

aktiir- 

agtiir- 

ogtiir- 

118 1. Three dots faintly visible over S. 

2. MS. madda. 
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:: ’UL MINK YARMA’Q ’ANKAR ’UKTURDIY ol mil} yarmaq aijar Uktiirdi “He ap- iiktiir- 

pointed him to pile up (takwim) [a thousand] dirhams (or other).” ’UKTURR ’KTURMA’K 

iiktiiriir iiktiirmak. 0 

:: MAN ’NDAN YARMA’Q’ALTURDUM man andan yarmaq alturdum “I ordered the altur- 

dirham to be taken (axd) from him.” ’ALTURR MAN ’LTURMA’Q alturur man, alturmaq. 0 

:: ’L ’SIJ ’IJRA’ ’AT'’ULTURDY ol esic icra at olturdi “He overcooked ('hurra) the meat oltur- 

in the pot.” The same for wearing out (abla) a garment, or other. ’ULTUR [sic] ’ULTURMA’Q 

olturur olturmaq. 0 

:: ’UL ’AR- ’ULTURDIY ol Sr olturdi “The man (or other) sat down (jalasa).” ’UL- 

TURR’LTURMA’Q olturur olturmaq. Proverb: BUTVN ’UVM LK QANJA’ QULSA’ ’ULTURR P 

biitiin iimliig qanca qolsa olturur 0 “One whose trousers are sound sits as he wishes.” This is 

coined about one who is sure of his own chastity (ma’mun al-izar) and does not worry about sus¬ 

picion. 

:: ’L MANK’ KAYIK" ’ILTURDY ol maqa kayik ilturdi “He ordered me to catch (ta‘liq) iltiir- 

the game (in the snare).” The same for catching (ta'llq) anything. TLTURR ’ILTURMA’K iltiinir 
iltiirmak. 0 

:: ’UL ’UTRIY NY ’ULDURDIY ol oyrini oldiirdi “He killed (qatala, aniata) the thief oldiir- 

(or other).” ’ULDURUR ’ULDURMA’K oldiiriir oldiirmak. 0 

:: ’UL ’ANY TATDIN ’ILDURDIY ol ani taydin ildurdi “He brought him down (anzala) ildur • 

from the mountain (or other).” ’ILDURUR ’ILDURMA’K-Q ildurur ildurmaq. There is also a 

variant with nun: ’IN'DURDIY endiirdi. 0 (endiir-') 

:: TANKRY ’UVT ’UVNDUR'DIY taryri ot ondiirdi “God caused the plants (or other) ondiir- 

to grow (anbata).’’ :: ’UL ’ANY ’AWKA’ ’UNDURDIY ol ani awka ondiirdi “He sent him off 

(aSxasa) home.” The latter is Uighur dialect — the Oyuz do not know it.1 ’UNDURUR ’NDUR- D 

MA’K ondiiriir ondiirmak. 0 

:: ’L MINY ’ATTARDIY ol mini atyardi “He helped me mount (a'ana . . . ‘alarukub, atyar- 

arkaba) the horse (or other).” ’ATTARUR ’ATTARMA’Q atyarur atyarmaq. 0 

[I. 192/225] 120 

:: ’AT ’UTTARDIY [of]at otyardi “He grazed (ra'a) the horse (or other).” ’UTI’ARUR otyar- 

’UTrARMA’Q otyarur otyarmaq. 

:: ’UL MINIY ’UpTUR'DIY ol mini odyurdi “He woke me up (ayqaza . . . min manam).” odyur- 

’UDrURR ’UDrURMA’Q odyurur odyurmaq. 0 

119 1. la ta'rifuha — written above the line in a later hand. 
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:: ’UL ’ANY KIY’DIN ’UDPURDIY ol ani kedin oclyardi “He recognized him after think- od7ar- 

ing a while (‘arafahu1 ba'da tafakkur wa-mudda).” ’UDrARUR ’UDPARMA’Q octyarur od7armaq. 

0 

:: ’UL ’ATIN ’ARTURDY ol atin aryurdi “He jaded (a‘ya) his horse.” ’ARFURUR ar7ur- 

’ARrURMA’Q aryurur ar7urmaq. Verse: 

KUNK'LUM ’ANKAR QAYNAYV koi^liim at^ar qaynayu V 

’IJ TIN ’NKAR ’UYNAYV ictin ar^ar oynayu 

KALDY MANK’ BUYNAYV kaldi maija boynayu 

’UYNAB MINY ’ARTURVR oynap mini aryurur 

“My heart welled up toward (my beloved) when I played with him within the house; he came to me 

with haughtiness and arrogance, and played with me until he exhausted (a‘ya) me.” The same for 

an animal that you work to exhaustion (a'yayta). 0 

:: ’UL ’ANIY ’ AN)FART)IY ol ani anyardi “He made him swear an oath (hallafa).” an7ar- 

Its root-form is: ’ANDJTARTMY and7ardi — the dal is dropped for lightening. This is as in the (and7ar-) 

words of God [Q. 56:65]: fa-zaltum tafakkahuna (“and you would remain bitterly jesting”) — 

its root-form is: fa-zalaltum, but [one of the l’s] was dropped for lightening. ’ANTDPARVR 

’ANDTAR MA’Q and7arur and7armaq. 0 

:: ’L ’NIK YVZ1NG’ ’ALWIRDIY ol anig yiizina alwirdi (?) “He snapped back at him alwir-? 

(lit. jumped in his face with words) as though he wanted a quarrel (watabafi wajhihi fikalam ka- 

annahu yurldu muSajaratahu).” ’ALWIRA’R) ’ALWIRMA’K-Q alwirar alwirmaq, alwirm'ak. 

:: ’UTRUM QARIN’UTKURDIY otriim qarin otgiirdi “The laxative loosened (atlaqa) otgiir- 

the bowels.” :: ’UL ’AWK’ BITK ’UTKARDY “(The man) got a letter through (anfada) to his 

home.” The same for anyone who passes something through (anfada . . . ‘an) a thing. ’UTKRUR 

’UTKURMA’K dtgurur otgiirmak. 

:: ’UL ’ATIN ’AWK’ ’IJKARDIY ol atin awka icgardi “He made his horse (or other) icgar- 

enter (adxala) the house.” TJ’KARUR ’J'KARMA’K icgariir icgarmSk. 

:: ’UL ’ANY BAKKA’ ’IJKARjDIY ol ani begka icgardi “He slandered (waSa bi-) him to 

the emir (or other).” 

:: ’UL KIJK SUVZUK ’PKAR/DIY ol kiCig sdziig adgardi “He heard some trivial words adgar- 

but considered them important and acted accordingly (kabbarahu wa-‘amila bihi).’’ This word is 

usually used in the negative, thus: 

[I. 194/227] 121 

’NK SUVZIN ’ADKARMADY anig sozin adgarmadi “He paid no heed (md !;itafala bi-, ma bald) to 

his words.” :: ’UL YAWUZ NA’NKNY ’ADKARDY ol yawuz nht^ni adgardi “He improved 

(aslaha) the thing which was bad.” ’ADKARUR’ADKARMA’K adgariir adgarmak. 

120 1. MS. ‘arrafahu. 
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:: ’UL YAT ’ARKURDIY ol yay argiirdi “He melted (adaba) the butter (or other).” 
ARKRUR ’RKURMA’K argUriir argiirmak. 

„ i: ’A§ QA”AURKURDY1 (ol) asqa argiirdi “He got to (adraka) the food before it was 

gone The same for anyone who gets to something before it is gone (adraka Say’an qabla an 

yanfalita). AUR’KURUR ’AURKURM’K1 arguriir argiirmak. 

:: TUVN ’AS-KIRDIY ton askirdi “The garment wore out (axlaqa) (or other).” ’AS- 
KIRUR" ’ASKIRMA’K askiriir askirmak. 0 

:: ’UL TTir KAYIKA' ’USKURDIY2 ol itiy kayikka USkirdi “He incited (ayra) the dog 

against t e game. The same for inciting a man against something. :: YILA’N ’US'KURDY2 

yilan uSkirdi “The snake hissed (nafaxat . . . bi-fiha).” The same for a person who whistles'(safara 

« .a so,°f a vulture that shrieks (safara). Proverb: ’US' ’USKURSA’ ’ULUVR us Uskirsa olOr 

0 “When the vulture shrieks (in a man’s face, it is a sign that) he (it?) will die.” They draw a bad 

omen from this. ’USKIRUR ’USkUIR'MA’K' iiskiriir uSkirmlk. 0 

„ . , , :: ’L U’UNWt-MS SUVZUK ’US-KURDIY ol unitmiS sdziig ugkiirdi “He remembered 

(tadakkara) the words which he had forgotten (or other).” ’US’KURUR ’USkURMA’K uskuriir 
uskurmak. 

When you wish to transitivize the intransitive verbs of this chapter, or to make one 

ou ly transitive, change the preterite marker dal into a doubled ta’ - one is the dal, which is 

assimilated, and the other is the ta’ of transitivity. For example, you say SUVZ ’USkUR’DIY 

soz u iirdi to mean He remembered the words.” To transitivize this verb, you say: ’USKURTIY 

ugkurtti meaning “He brought someone to remember what he had forgotten.” 0 Example of 

the doubly transitive verb: ’ANIK ’ATIN ’ARTURTIY anig atin aryurtti “He had someone jade 

his horse. Another way is to say: ’ARTUR TUR DIY aryurturdi meaning “He ordered the jad¬ 
ing ; 

[I. 195/229] 

’USKIRTUR-DIY USkirturdi “He caused the inciting” - but the first way is more elegant 
and more correct. ° 

§ 

:: ’RAN ’UR-EAST^ aran Urpagdi “The warriors (or others) bristled 

izba’arru) (with anger).” ’URIYASVR [sic] ’URYAgMA’K iirpaSUr urpaSmSk. 
/ taSa"ata/taSa“aba, 

Verse: 

’RAN ’ARir ’URBASUR 

’UVJIN KAKIN TR TA§UR 

SAQAL TUTUB TARTlSUR 

KUK'SIY ’AR’ ’UVT TUTA’R 

aran ariy UrpaSur 

o5in kakin irtaSUr 

saqal tutup tartiSur 

kogsi ara ot tiitar 

1. A in a later hand (dark black, thin pen). 

2. U’s in black but apparently the same hand as the brown of previous pages. 

argiir- 

askir- 

iiskir- 
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USkiir- 
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“The warriors look at one another askance with rage (yanzuru . . . bi-a‘yun Sazr hanaq^); they 

seek to take revenge upon one another; (the warriors) have caught hold of their beards (in the 

intense heat of battle; it is as though) the fire of rage smoldered in their breasts.” 

:: ’ULA’R' BUV SUZUK ’IR'TAISTIYLA’R olar bu soziig irt'aStilar “They inquired into 

(tafahhasii) this (matter or) word (or the like).” TR'TASUVR ’IR'TASmA’K irt’aSiir irtaSm'ak. 0 

:: YAL NIKUQ’IJIN' ’AR'TAS'DIY yal^uq icin artaSdi “The people were corrupted by 

each other’s example (fasada . . . ba'duhu bi-ru’ya ba‘d).” The same for anything of a large 

amount that becomes thoroughly corrupted (fasada ba'duhu ft ba‘d). ’AR'TASUVR ’ARTAS- 

MA’Q artaSur artaSmaq. 

:: ’ULA’R BUV ’IY§ir ’UR'TUSDIY olar bu illy ortiiSdi “They conspired to conceal 

(tawata’u ‘ala satr) this matter.” The same for anyone who helps someone else cover or conceal 

(taytiya, satr) a thing. ’UR'TUSUVR' ’URTUSMA’K ortiiSur ortiiSmak. 

:: BUVDUN BIYR' ’AKINDIYNIK ’AWLA’RIN ’URTAS DIY bodun bir ekindlnig 

awlarin ortasdi “The people burned (ahraqa) each other’s houses.” Likewise for other things; 

the same for cooperating or competing. ’URTASUVR ’URTASMA’K ortaSur ortaSmak. 0 

’UL MANIK BRL’ ’ARS L’N' DAN ’AR TISTIY ol m'anig birla arslandan artiSti “He 

vied with me in getting past (mujawaza ‘an) the lion (or anything frightening).” ’ARTISUR 

’ARTISMA’K artiSiir artiSmak. 0 

:: ’UL MANK’ ’ARJY ’AR'TI§DIY ol maiyi arCi artigdi “He helped me load (ilqa‘, 

liaml) the saddlebag (on the animal).” ’ARTlSUR ’AR'TI§MA’Q artigur artiSmaq. The same for 

competing. 

:: ’L ’ANIK BRL’ ’UQTAS'TIY ol anig birla oqtaSti “He had a shooting contest with 

him (ramahu1 bi-s-sahm)." The same for drawing lots (qara'ahu). ’UQTASUR ’UQTASMA’Q 

oqtasur oqtasmaq. 

:: ’UL ’ANIK BIRL’ ’UNDAS'DIY ol anig birla iindaSdi “They called to one another 

(tanadaya).” U’UN'DASUVR1 2 

[I. 197/231] 

’UNDASMA’K UndaSur UndaSmak. 

:: TUVN LA’R UBRAS'TIY tonlar opraSti “The garments (or other) began to wear out 

(axadat . , . fi l-bila).” ’UBRA’SUVR ’UBRASMA’Q opragur opraSmaq. Proverb [cf. 601 keij]: 

RANK’S LYK BLYK ’UDRASUVR KNK’S SYZ BLYK ’UBRASVR keijMg billg iidraSUr, kerjas- 

siz bilig opraSur [“Knowledge with counsel bears fruit, knowledge without counsel wears out.”] 

irtaS- 

artaS- 

ortiis- 

ortas- 

arti§- 

artiS- 

oqtag- 

iindaS- 

123 

opraS- 

P 

122 1. MS. ramahu. 

2. Original first U crossed out and second U written to right of the alif (’). 
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Management of affairs, when it is fertilized with counsel, daily grows better, but when it is with¬ 
out counsel, daily grows worse (yabla).” 

:: 'UL MANK’ MUVN U’UBR§DY ol mai^a mDn opruSdi “He helped me sip (hasw) the opriiS- 
soup (or other).” ’UBR§UVR ’UBR5m’K opriigur opriigmak. The same for competing. 0 

:: ’ULA’R' BIYR- BYR'KA’ BITK ’UTRUSDY olar blr blrka bitig otriigdi “Each of them otriig- 
got a letter (or other) through (anfada) to the other.” ’UTRUSUR ’UTRUSMA’K otrUSur otriig- 
mak. 0 Its root-form is: U’^TUK-RUlSDIY1 btgiiriigdi. The same for helping or competing 
in carrying through (tanfid) anything. 0 

:: ’UL ’NKAR ’UTUR'SdIY ol aryir utrugdi “He opposed (qawama) him in a certain utrug- 
matter.” :: ’UL MANK’ ’UTRUSDY ol maryi utrugdi “He faced (wajaha) me.” ’UTRSVR ’UTR§- 
MA’Q utrugur utrugmaq. 0 

:: ’L MANK’ KS'MA’ U’W-T-RUg-DY1 ol mai^a kSsma otrugdi “He helped clip (jazz) otrug- 
the forelock.” The same for anything of which the excess is cut off (yuqta'u ziyadatuhu) with 
scissors. U’y-TRUSVR’UTR§MA’Q otrugur otrugmaq. 0 

,. „ ’UVL MANK’ QU§ ’UJRUSDY ol mar^a qug ucrugdi “He helped me fly (itara) the ucrug- 
bird. ’ The same for helping or competing. ’UJRU§VR ’UJRU§M’Q ucrugur uCrugmaq. 0 

l i :: ’UL ’ANIK ’UBK’S!N MANHC BRL’ U’UJRUSDY ol anig opkasin manig birla oCriigdi oCriig- 
e helped me quiet (taskin) his anger.” The_same for.helping to extinguish (itfa’) the flame of a 

fire. ’UJRUSVR ’UJRUSMA’K oCriisUr bCriigmak. 0 

:: ’UL MANK’ SUVF TJRU§DY ol mai^a suw ifirtigdi “He helped me give water to drink ieriig- 
(saqy). The same for competing. ’IJRUSUVR' TJRU§MA’K iCruSlr icriigmSk. 0 

:: ’ULA’R ’IYKY ’ADRI^SDIY2 olar eki adrigdi “The two (companions) separated 
(tajaraqa, tazayala).” ’AD'RIKJSUVR- ’ypRIU§MA’Q adrigur adrigmaq. Verse: 

adrig- 

TUM’N JAIJAK TIZILDIY 
BUKUNDAN ’UL YAZILDIY 
’KU§ YATIB; ’UZAL DIY 
YYR'DA’ QUB’ ’ADRlSVR 

tiiman Cecak tizildi 
tugUndan ol yazildi 
iikiig yatip ozaldi 
yerd'a qopa adrisur 

Describing summer: “There are lined up varieties 

[I. 199/234] 

of blossoms and flowers; the calyxes have split open; how long they have endured under the 
ground; now they rise up out of the ground and separate (yanfariju) one from the other.” 

V 

124 

123 1. Second (original first) U changed to Sukun (? - unclear). 

2. Sukun (•) changed from U (confusion with 124 iidriig-); A added by a later hand. 
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:: ’UL MANK’ TVA’R ’UDURUSDY ol mai^a tavar iidriigdi “He helped me choose iidriig- 

(taxyir) the goods (or other).” U’DRUSUVR1 ’UDRUSMA’K udriigUr iidriigm'ak. The same for 

competing. 

:: ’IKY ’ADTIR' BRL’ TSRlSTIY ekki ad7ir birla isriSti “The two stallions (or other) isrig- 

bit each other (ta'adda).” ’IS'RlSuVR TS'RlSMA’Q isrigur isrigmaq. The same for helping or 

competing. 0 

:: ’IKY ’AR' ’AS'RUS'DIY ekki Sr asrugdi “The two men sneezed at each other (ta‘a- asrug- 

tasa) to see who could sneeze more.” ’AS'RUSUR ’AS'RUSMA’Q asrugur asrugmaq. 0 

:: ’ULA’R ’IKY ’US'RUSDY olar ekki osrugdi “The two of them competed in farting osrug- 

(rudam).” ’USRUSUR ’US'RUSMA’Q osrugur osrugmaq. 0 

:: ’IKY YArY ’UOlASDIY ekki ya7i UTragdi “The two enemies (or other) headed tr/ras- 

toward (qasada) each other.” U’TRASUR1 ’UrRA§M’Q UTragur UTragmaq. 

:: ’ULA’R BV ’YSQ’ ’ArRIS'TIY LA’R olar bu igqa aTriStilar “They commiserated aTrig- 

(tawajja'u) over this matter.” ’ Al’RlSVR ’ArRI§M’Q aTrigur aTrigmaq. 

:: ’L MANK’ SUNKUVK ’UrRU§TY ol mai^a siiijUk oTrugti “He helped me to disjoint OTrug- 

(tatbiq, fasl) the bone.” The same for competing. ’UrR§UR ’UTrSM’Q oTrugur OTrugmaq. 0 

:: ’NIK BRL’ TALM ’WRSTY anig birl'a talim awruSti “He often tried his strength awrilg- 

(marasa) with him.” :: ’UL ’ANIK QJMYS ’ATir ’AWRlSTIY ol anig qaCmig ati7 awriigti “He 

helped him turn back (radd wajh . . . ilayhi) the horse after it bolted.” :: ’UL MANK’ TAV’R' 

’AWRlSTIY ol mana tavar awriigti “He helped me turn the commodity (or other) upside down 

(taqlib [defined]).” ’AWRUlSUVR ’ AWRU§M’K awriigQr, awrigur‘awriigmak. 

:: YUN D QAMUr’UQRAWS'DY yond qamu7 oqragdi “The horses whinnied together oqrag- 

(tahamhamat) (for fodder, or other).” U’^QRASVR ’UQR$M’Q oqragur oqragmaq. Verse: 

YA§IN ’TB YA§ NADY yagin atip yagnadi V 

TUM’N TVRB TUS NADY tuman turup tiignadi 

’ADriR QSIR' KiSNADY ad7ir qisir kign'adi 

’KUR ’ALIB ’UQR§VR ogiir alip oqragur 

Describing spring: “The cloud lightened; the mist was stirred up; the stallions and mares (saw 

[I. 201/236] 125 

the traces of spring and) neighed; they whinnied together (for joy) and each stallion took his mares 

as a herd.” 

124 1. Sukun (') changed from U. 
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:: ’UL BAKK’ KAND:1 ’AKIRTS'TY ol begk'a kand agriSti “He helped the emir to agrig- 

besiege (muhasara) the fortress.” :: QIZ ’NA’SIY BIRLA’ YIB' ’AKRIS'TY qiz anasi birla yip 

agriSti “The girl competed with her mother in spinning (yazl).” The same for helping. ’KRlSVR 

’KRlSM’K agrigiir agriSmak. 0 

:: ’UL ’ANKAR BAYSlK U’-RRISTIY2 ol arytr begik iigrigti “He helped him rock ugris- 

(tahrfk) the cradle.” ’UKRlSuVR ’UKRI§MA’K LigrigUr iigrigm&k. 0 

:: ’ATIM BAR'JA’ ’AMRlS'TY Stim barCa amrigti “My flesh itched (ihtakka) (from amrig- 

mange, or other).” ’ AMRlSjJVR ’MRSm’K amrigur clmrigmak. 0 

:: QA’Ml LA’R' QAMUL ’AR^WASDY qamlar qamu7 arwagdi “The diviners murmured arwag- 

magical phrases (haynamat . . . bi-kalam).” The same for pronouncing a spell against demonic 

possession (raqaw min sa'fa), or the like. ’ARWASUR ’ARWAS'MA’Q arwagur arwagmaq. 0 

:: ’UL ’ANIK BIRL’ YUK ’AR’QAS'TIY ol anig birla yuk arqasti “They lent each other arqag- 

their backs to carry the load (Ijamala . . . muzahara^an)[de{ined])." ’ARQASVR ’ARQA§MA’Q 

arqagur arqagmaq. 

:: BUVY- ’IKY BILA’ ’ALQI§ TY boy (blr) ekki bila alqisti “The people destroyed alqig- 

each other (tafaria).” The same for competing in destroying (ifria’) something. ’AL'QlSUVR 

’AL QlS'MA’Q alqigur alqismaq. 

:: ’UL MANIK BRL’ ’ALQI§ ’ALQA§DIY ol manig birla alqig alqagdi “He competed alqag- 

with me in eulogizing (madb, tana’)." ’ALQAlSUVR ’ALQAlSMA’Q alqaSur alqagmaq. The same 

for helping. Verse: 

’LB LA’R ’ARIT ’ALQlSUR- 

KUJ BYR QLIB ’ARQAGUR- 

BYR BYR ’VZA’ ’ALQASUR' 

’ADKARMADIB' ’UQ ’TA’R 

alplar ariy alqigur 

kiiC bir qilip arqagur 

bir bir iiza alqagur 

adgarmadip oq afar 

V 

Describing a battle: “The braves are destroying one another (tufni ba'duhum ba‘dan); they have 

united their strength, lending one another their backs (muzahirin)-, they cooperate in eulogizing 

one another (yutni ba’duhum ‘ala ba'd b-t-ta'awun)-, each shoots his arrow, paying no heed to 

death.” 

:: ’UL MANK’ TAV’R TRTCISTY ol mai^a tavar irkiSti “He helped me collect (jam‘) irkig- 

property (or other).” The same for competing. ’IRTCISVR ’IR(KI§MA’K irkisiir irkigmak. 0 

:: ’UL ’ANKAR ’UVN ’ALKA§ TY ol ai^ar un algagti “ He aided him in sifting (naxl) alg'ag- 

the flour.” The same for competing. 'ALKASUR ’ALKASMA’K algagiir algaSmak. 0 

125 1. Brown ink resumes here. Originally KNDA’, A altered to sukun (') and alif (’) crossed out in 

brown ink; read k3nda? 

2. Sukun (') (brown) altered from U (black). 
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:: BUV ’YS TA’ BUVYl ’AM'KAS'TIY bu iSta boy amg'aSti “The people tired amgag- 

[I. 202/238] 126 

each other out (ta‘iba . . . ba‘duhum bi-sabab ba‘d) in this matter.” ’AM'KSUR' ’AM'KSMA’K 

amgasiir amgaSmak. 0 

BUVDUN TKN/DIY TAW’RIYN 'UBLA5DY bodun (bit) ekindi tawarln iiplagdi “The iiplag- 

people raided (ayara) each other’s property.” ’UBLASUR ’UBLASMA’K iiplaSiir uplagmak. 

:: ’UT'LASjDY NA’NK LitlaSdi nai^ “The things were pierced (intaqabat).” ’UTLSVR iitl’ag- 

’UTLSMA’K LitiaSOr Litlagmlk. 0 

This is used for plundering (nahb).1 

:: ’AL;B; LA’R ’UTLASDIY2 alplar atlagdi ‘ ‘The warriors fought closely (talahamat, atlaS- 

tajaladu).” ’UTLASUVR2 ’UTLaSmA’K2 atlaSUr atlasmlk. 

:: TTLlSDY NA’NK itlisdi nar^ “The things were pushed together (indafa‘at)." TTLSVR itliS- 

’ITLSMA’K itlisiir itlismik. 0 

:: QABUrLA’R ’AJ;LlS;DIY qapuTlar aSlisdi “The doors opened (infatahat).” The atlig- 

same for things that are locked. ’AJ'LI§UR ’AJ‘LI§MA’Q acligur aCligmaq. 

:: ’ULA’R BYR ’IKINDYNIY ’ADLA§DIY olar bir ekindlni adlaSdi “The two of them adlaS- 

sought to honor (tafaqqada . . . hurma) each other.” ’ADLA§UR ’DLA5m’K adlaSur adlaSmak. 0 

:: ’IWIQ BIYR BIYR’KA’ ’UDLA§^DIY iwiq bir birka udlasdi “The she-antelopes udlag- 

walked one behind the other (maSat . . . xalifatan).” ’UDLA§UVR ’UDLASMA’Q udlasur udlaS- 

maq. 

:: ’ULA’R ’IKY ’ARXASDIY olar ekki arlagdi “The two of them vied in manliness arlag- 

(tabaraya fi-r-rujuliyya).” ’ ARLASVR ’ ARLASmA’K arlaSur arlaSmak. 

:: BVDUN QMUr’URXASDIY bodun qamuy orlaSdi “The people raised a cry (saha, orlag- 

jalabu).” ’URlLASVR ’UR^LASMA’Q orlaSur orlasmaq. Its root-form is: ’URIYLASTJY orilagti. 

:: ’UZT.USDIY NA’NK uzliigdi n'ar)_ “The thing was cut or snapped (inqata'a).” :: BAKY iizliiS- 

KI§Y ’UZLSDY begi ki§i uzliigdi “The marriage between husband and wife was dissolved (inqa- 

ta‘at az-zawjiyya).”3 :: ’ALIM'LIf BYRIM'LIK’DIN ’UZLU5DY alimliT berimligdin uzliigdi 

126 1. This sentence apparently refers to the previous entry (iiplag-). 

2. U (brown) altered from A (black). 

3. w restored in brown ink above j. 
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“The debt was dissolved between the creditor and the debtor (infasala d-da’in min al-madyun)." 

’UVZLUSUVR- ’UZLUSMA’K QzluSur UzluSm'ak. 

:: ’UL MANIK BIR'LA’ TSlaS;DIY ol manig birla iSlaSdi “He vied with me in the i§la§- 

work (barani fi l-‘amal).” The same for helping. TSLASUVR' ’I5la5mA’K i51S5ur iSlaSmak. 0 

:: ’UPLA’N TPLASTY o^lan i"yla§ti “The babies cried (bakat).” A variant of the form ryla5- 

with ya’ [i.e. yi-ylaS-]. ’IPLASUR TPLA5MA’Q i7la§ur iylaSmaq. 

:: KI§Y ’AWLASDY kiSi awlSsdi “The people crowded (izdahama) about the thing.” awlas- 

’AWLASUVR ’AWLASMA’Q awlasur awlaSmaq. 

:: BAK BRL’ ’AWLASTY ’UY'NA’B' beg (anig) birla awlaSti oynap “The emir played awlaS- 

with him putting a house as the stake (u>aja‘ala baynahuma l-xatar baytan)." This is a root- G 

principle, namely 

[I. 204/240] 127 

that anything that is placed as the stake in gambling is mentioned along with the suffix: KSTY 

[sic] -laSti. ’AWLASVR’AWLASMA’Q [sic] awlasur awlaSmak. 0 

:: BYR NA’NK BYR’ ’UZA’ ’UK'LUSDY bir n'aij bir iiza iikliiSdi “One thing was heaped iikliiS- 

up (inkataba) on another” — of such things as sand, a swarm of locusts on reeds, a crowd of peo¬ 

ple. ’UKUL$VR ’UKULSMA’K UkliiSir Ukliismlk. 

:: TKM’ YANKA’Q'TIN' BUVDUN ’AQ:LI$DIY tagma yaqaqtin bodun aqliSdi “The aqliS- 

people crowded together (izdahama) from every side.” Also of waters that flow together (tasaya- 

lat) from every ravine. ’AQLISUVR ’AQJL,l5[MA’Q[ aqliSur aqlismaq. 0 

:: ’ULA’R QAMUr ’DAQ- ’AK'LASDY LA’R olar qamuy adaq iklaidilar This is an iklaS- 

expression for “mutual trampling (tawatu’)" upon a thing or for a group of people “agreeing 

(muwafaqa)” upon a matter; also, “They helped each other trample (wata’) with the foot.” 

’AKLASUR ’AK-lSmA’K iklaSiir ikl'aSmak. 

:: YLQY ’ARIP ’IKLASDIY yilqi ari7 iglasdi “The cattle (or other) were sick (mari- iglaS- 

dat).’’ TKLASUR ’IKLASmA’K iglaSUr iglaSmSk. 

:: BA’LIF LA’R ’AMLASdIY LA’R balfylar amlasdilar “The wounded treated each amlaS- 

other (ta'alajat).’’ ’AMLASUVR LA’R ’AM'LASM’K amlasiirlar amlaSmak. 

:: ’UL ’ANIK BIRL’ JUK’N ’UR'DIY ’UM'LASv ol anig birla Cogan urdi iimlaSii “He iimlaS- 

had a polo contest with him with trousers as the stake (‘ala xitar as-sarawil).” ’UMLA§UVR 

’UMLASmA’K umlasur UmlaSmak. 

:: ’UL ’ANIK BL’ ’ALKIN TM’LASDY ol anig bila algin imlasdi “He pointed (aSara) to imla5- 

him with his hand and the other did likewise.” ’AIM’LASUR1 ’AIM'LASMA’K1 imrasiir imlaS- 

mak. 0 

127 1. A crossed out in brown ink. 
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Q 

:: ’L YARMA’Q ’UTSUQ'TY ol yarmaq utsuqti “Some dirhams were wagered (qumira 

darahim [i.e. he lost them]) in the game.” The same for other things. ’UTSUQA’R ’UTSUQMA’Q 

utsuqar utsuqmaq. Proverb: SIN’MASA’ ’AR SIQA’R SAQIN'MASA’ ’UTSUQA’R sinamasa 

arsiqar saqinmasa utsuqar “When something is not tested one is deceived by it, when thought is 

not taken (at the outset of a matter) one is overcome (yuylabu).” This is coined [to advise] test¬ 

ing and caution. 

:: ’AR' ’AR'SIQ'TIY ar arsiqti “The man was deceived (yurra).” ’AR'SIQA’R ’AR'SIQ- 

M’Q arsiqar arsiqmaq. 

:: ’AR' ’URSUQ'TY ar ursuqti “The man underwent a beating (yuliba2 . . . fi d-darb 

wa-sara madruban). ’UR'SUQA’R3 ’URSUQM’Q ursuqar ursuqmaq. 

:: ’UL TAW’RIN ’AL'SIQ'TY ol tawarin alsiqti “He was plundered, deprived (huriba, 

suliba) of his property.” ’AL'SIQA’R ’AL'SIQ MA’Q alsiqar alsiqmaq. 

[I. 206/243] 

’AR ’ANTJIQTIY ar andiqti “The man swore an oath (halafa).” ANTDIQA’R ’AN)DIQ- 

MA’Q- andiqar andiqmaq. Verse [=450 yuluy]: 

QUYTASIB YTS’ ’NIK YVZYNK’ 

’ALSIQAR ’VKIN ’NIK SUVZYNK’ 

MINK K§Y YULUTY BVLB ’VZYNK’ 

BYR'KA’ LAR ’UDIN [sic] ’NIK KVZYNK’ 

qoyyaSip yatsa anig yuziqa 

alsiqar ogin anig sozli^a 

miij kisi yuluyi bolup ozlna 

bergalar ozin anig kozlija 

“One who lies with him and sees his face loses his mind (suliba ‘aqluhu) over his (song and his 

charming) speech; a thousand souls are ransomed for his beauty; [they will give their souls for his 

eyes]. 

K 

:: ’R TNJKTIY ar encikti “The man lost consciousness, shook, and shriveled up (daha- 

bat hassa . . . ka-annahu muyma ‘alayhi wa-rta‘ada wa-taqallasa) (from cold water being poured 

over him).” ’INJIKA’R ’INJIKM’K encikSr eneikmSk. 0 

’L BV ’Y§ Q’ ’USTUIKTY ol bu I§qa ostikti “He coveted, longed for (bari$a ‘ala, 

iitaqa) this thing.” ’USTK’R ’STKM’K ostikar ostikmak. Its root-form is: ’VZ TIKTY oz tikti. 

utsuq- 

P 

arsiq- 

ursuq- 

alsiq- 

128 

andiq- 

V 

(alsiq-) 

encik- 

ostik- 

2. MS. yulibat. 

3. Sukun (') (brown) changed from A (black). 
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[L] 

:: YPJ ’IRBALDY yi7ac irpaldi “The wood was sawn (nuSira . . . bi-l-minlar).” ’IR- 

BALUR’IRBALMA’K irpaliir irpalmSk. Proverb: ’NK’KAY'[sic] ’IRBALDY’Y§ or^ali irpaldi IS 

0 “The matter was meant to be made right but was sawn” - i.e. ruined (urida l-amr bi-l-islah 

fa-nuSira ya'ni ufsida). 0 

AR AT UVZA’ ’AR TIL'DY ar at iiza artildi “The man threw himself on the horse 

in a straddled position plqa . . . nafsahu . . . wahwa an yakuna nisf al-badan min janib wa-l-axar min 

janib).’’ :: TAPR ’ASyA’K ’UVZA’ ’ARTILDY taTar asyak iiza artildi “The sack (or other) was 

loaded (humilat) on the ass.” ’ARTILVR ’ARTILM’Q artilur artilmaq. 0 

.. Y§ AR UVZ RTILDIY is ar iiza ortiildi “The matter was obscure (ubhima) to the 

man.” :: KVK ’URTULDIY kok ortiildi “The sky was overcast (tayayyamat).” Its root-meaning 

is anything that is concealed (sutira) under a thing. U’WRTULVR1 ’URTULMA’K ortiilur ortiil- 

m§k. 

:: BUK’URTALDY biik ortaldi “The thicket (or other) was burned (uhriqat).” ’URT- 

LVR ’URTLM’K ortaliir ortalmak. 0 

:: ’IRTALDIY ’N’NK irtaldi nai^ “The thing was inquired into, sought after (fuhisa ‘an 

tuliba).” ’IRTLVR ’IRTLM’K irtalQr irtalmak. 

KNKLM ’IJN ’URTADY 

YTMY§ Y§r [sic] QARTADY 

KJMYS ’DUK ’IRTADY 

TUN RUN KJB ’IRTALUVR 

Describing the one he is eulogizing: “My heart burned [inwardly ] 

[I. 208/245] 

(at the pain of loss); the wound [which had healed] opened; he sought after bygone days; but 

Time caught up with him, while he was ever searching for (yatafahhasu1 ‘an) it [lit.: while day 

and night pass it is sought] .” 0 

:: MUVN ’UBRULDY mun opriildi “The soup (or other) was sipped (husiyat).’’ ’UBR- 

LUR ’UBRLM’K opriiliir dprulmSk. 0 

:: SVW ’USTALJDIY suw Ustaldi “The water increased (zada) or was added to (zida 

phi)-” The same for other things. ’USTALUR ’USTALM’K ustaliir iistalmSk. 0 

koqliim itin ortadi 

biitmls ba5i7 qartadi 

kacmis odiig irtSdi 

tiin kiin kacip irtalUr 

128 1. Second (original first) U crossed out in brown ink. 

129 1. MS. yatafashasu. 

irpal- 

P 

artil- 

ortiil- 

ortal- 

irtal- 

V 

129 

opriil- 

iistal- 
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:: ’IS'TALDY NA’NK istaldi naij “The thing was desired, sought after (tuliba, fuhisa).” istal- 

’ISTALUR ’ISTALM’K istalur istalmiik. 0 

:: BV SUVZ ’ASTILDIY bu soz eStildi “These words (or other) were heard (sumi'a).” eStil- 

’ASTILUR ’STILM’K eStilur estilmSk. 0 

:: ’AR ’APTILDY Sr aytildi “The man was knocked down (suri‘a).” Its root-form is: aytil- 

’APTARILDY aTtarildi. ’ATTILR’PTILM’Q aytilur aytilmaq. 0 

:: ’WDILDY NA’NK awdildi n§q “The thing was picked up (ultuqita)." ’AVDILUR awdil- 

’WDILM’K awdiliir SwdilmSk. 0 

:: ’UrL ’IK'DILDY oyul igdildi “The boy (or other) was reared (rubba).” TKDILUR igdil- 

’IKDLM’K igdiliir igdilmak. 0 

:: SBIzruV2 ’UTRLDY sibizyu otriildi “The flute (or other) was sounded (suyyiha otriil- 

bi-).” ’UTRLUR ’UTRLM’K otruliir otnilmak. 

:: SAJ U’UTRLDY sat otruldi “The hair (or other) was trimmed (qussa).” ’UTRLR otrul- 

’UTRLM’Q otrulur otrulmaq. 

:: YVL’ADRILDIY yol adrildi “The two roads diverged (tafarraqa).” The same for two adril- 

companions, or two teeth of which one is separated (tazayala) from the other. ’ADRILUR ’ADj- 

RIL'MA’Q’ adrilur adrilmaq. 

:: ’UDRULDY NA’NK iidriildi nSij “The thing was chosen, set apart (xuyyira, muy- iidriil- 

yiza).’’ The same for a party of men who are set apart (inhazat. . . janiban): :: ’NIK ’ARA’NIY 

’UD'RULDY anig arani iidriildi “His men were set apart (imtaza . . . janiban).” ’UD’RULUR 

’UDRULM’K udriiliir Udriilmak. 

:: ’ATM’K ’IS'RILDY atmak isrildi “The bread (or other) was bitten (‘udda).” TYS-- isril- 

RILUR ’IS RULM’Q isrilur isrulmaq. 

:: YUK ’AR'TIN ’SRULDY yiik arttin aSruldi “The load was brought across (ujiza) via aSrul- 

the pass (or other).” ’A5RULUR ’SRULM’Q aSrulur aSrulmaq. 0 

:: ’UL YIYR'KA’ ’UrRALDY ol yerka uyraldi “It was intended to go (qusidat) to those uyral- 

regions (or other).” ’UPRALUR3 ’APRULM’Q uyTalur UTralmaq. 

:: SUNKVK ’UrRULDY siii^iik OTruldi “The bone was disjointed (fusila, tubbiqa).” ottuI- 

’UrRULUR ’UrRULM’Q oyrulur OTrulmaq. Verse: 

2. Three dots faintly visible over S. 

3. First U (brown) changed from A (black); A (brown) changed from U (black). 
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BLJQ BALQ YUrRULVR balCiq baliq yoyrulur V 

JIPY YWR YirRILVR Ciyay yawuz yryrilur 

’RNKAK LARIY ’UFRULVR arqaklari o-yrulur 

’ADrj BL’ ’WR§VR odyufc bila SwriSur 

[I. 210/248] 130 

In the debate between Summer and Winter: “Clay and mud pile up; the wretched poor one 

crouches hunched up; his fingers split (yanfasilu) (from the severe cold), and he comforts himself 

with a firebrand.” 0 

:: ’AR' ’AWRILDY ar awriildi “The man turned away (raja‘a . . . min wajh) from his awriil- 

course.” The same for anyone who turns away (insarafa ‘an wijha) from his course. ’AWRULUR 

’AWRULM’K awriiliir awriilm'ak. 

:: KAND ’AKRIL/DIY kand agrildi “The city was besieged (huprat)." :: YIB^ ’AKRIL"- agril- 

DIY yip agrildi “The yarn was spun (yuzila)." ’AKRILUR ’KRLM’K agrilur agrilmak. 

:: BYSlK ’UKRILDY beSik iigrildi “The baby’s cradle was rocked (fyurrika).” ’UKRLUR iigril- 

’UKRLM’K ugriliir iigrilmak. 

:: QAY'NA’R ’ASJ ’AMRUL'DIY qaynar e§ic amruldi “The boiling pot subsided amrul- 

(sakana) (because cold water was poured over it).” :: ’AR' TIYNIY ’AMRULJDY ar tini amruldi 

“The man’s breath was still (sakana) (and he died).” Also of anything that subsides or is still 

after being stirred up. ’AMRULUR ’MRULM’Q amrulur amrulmaq. 

:: YirA’J TR IARDIY yi7ai iryaldi “The tree was shaken (nufidat).” The same for iryal- 

anything that is shaken (huzza). ’IRrALUR TRl’ALM’Q iryalur iryalmaq. 

:: ’AR'QlS [sic] ’ARWALDY arwi§ arwaldi “The spell was spoken (ruqiyat).” ’AR- arwal- 

WALR ’ARWALM’Q arwalur arwalmaq. 

:: BAK'KA’ ’AL'QIS ’AL'QAL'DIY begkfi alqis alqaldi “The emir was eulogized (ut- alqal- 

niya) and his virtues enumerated.” ’ALQALAUR ’ALQALM’Q alqalur alqalmaq. 

:: SUV TAL1M" TR'KIL'DY sii talim irkildi “The great army gathered (ijtama'a).” The irkil- 

same for anything which gathers until it becomes many, or which is gathered by someone; transi¬ 

tive or not transitive [i.e., passive or middle]. ’IRKILUR ’IRKILM’K irkilur irkiimak. 

:: ’URKNJ BULUB ’URTCULDY iirkUnc bolup iirkUldi “Panic broke out causing the iirkiil- 

people to flee (hazahiz . . . nufira).” ’URKULUR ’RKULM’K urkuliir urkulm^k. 

:: ’UVN ’ALKALDY un algaldi “The flour (or other) was sifted (nuxila).” ’ALKALUR 'alg’al- 

’ALKALM’K algalur Slgalmak. 

N 
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:: ’AR ’ARJISIN ’ARTINDIY Ar arcisin artindi “[The man] loaded (hamala) his saddle¬ 

bag (on the pack animal).” The same for other things. ’ARTINUR ’AR'TIN'M’Q artinur artin- 

maq. 

:: ’URATUT YVZIN ’URTUNDIY urayut yuzin ortundi “The woman unveiled1 her 

face; or else she veiled (satarat) it.” ’URTUNUR ’URTUNM’K ortiinur ortiinmSk. 

:: ’URTANDY NA’NK ortandi nat^ “The thing blazed up (ihtaraqa).” ’URTANUR^ 

[I. 212/251] 

’URTANM’K ortanur ortanm'Sk. BULIT ’URTANDY bulit ortandi “The clouds reddened 

(iljmarrat) (after sunset).” The Turks regard this as a good omen; hence the proverb: TUNL’ 

BULIT' ’URTANSA’ ’AWLUK ’URIY KALDURMlSjA’ BULVR TANKDA’ BULT ’URTANSA’ 

’AWKA’ YAFY KIRMlSjA’ BULVR tiinla bulit ortansa awliik uri kaldiirmiSda bolur, tai^da bulit 

ortansa awka yayi kirmiSd'a bolur “When the clouds redden at night it is as though the wife 

gave birth to a male son; when they burn (ihtaraqat) in the dawn (and the morning) it is as though 

the (raiding) enemy entered the house.” The second is a bad omen. 

:: ’UVZINKA’ YAMIYS ’AWDINJ3IY ozii^a yemis awdindi “He picked (iltaqata) the 

fruit (or other) for himself.” ’AWDIN'MA’K awdinmlk. 

:: ’L MANK’ U’UTRNDIY ol mar^a utrundi “He opposed (qawama) me.” :: YYL 

YirA’J'Q* ’UTRUNDIY yel yiyaCqa utrundi “The wind blew against (istaqbalat) the tree.” ’UTR- 

NUR ’UTRNM’Q utrunur utrunmaq. 

:: ’AR' ’IS'RIND'DY ar isrindi “The man clenched his teeth in anger (ikla’azza ya- 

daban).” Its root-meaning is for a cauliflower, or the like, when it is cooked and before it is done, 

water is poured over it so that it remains as if raw and does not cook any more. It is also used of a 

person with an easy manner who becomes severe (istadda). TS’RINUR ’IS'RIN'MA’Q isrinur 

isrinmaq. 

:: BA’LIT ’ArRIN’DIY baliy ayrindi “The wounded man (or other) was in pain (tawaj- 

jd‘a) (from his wounds).” ’ATRINUR ’ATRIN’MA’Q ayrinur ayrinmaq. 

:: UL BILIK ’UKRAN’DY ol bilig ograndi “He learned (ta‘allama) knowledge and wis¬ 

dom (or other).” ’UKRANUR ’UKRAN'M’K ograniir ogranmak. Verse: 

’AR-DAMTILA’ ’UKRANYN [sic] BULM’ KUW’Z 

’AR-DM SIZN ’KUNSA’ ’NKMKVD’ ’NK’R 

ardam tila ograniban bolma kiiwaz 

ard'amsizin ogiinsa ar^magiida a^ar 

“Seek wisdom and knowledge and learn it and do not be too proud to learn; he who claims wis¬ 

dom and education without learning will be bewildered when put to the test.” 0 

artin- 

ortiin- 

ortan- 
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P 

awdin- 

utrun- 

isrin- 

ayrin- 

ogran- 

V 

130 1. Sic (safarat) — this meaning is out of place here. 
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:: ’AR' ’UZLUQ’UKRAN DY ar uzluq ograndi “The man learned a craft1 (or other).” 

:: ’URATUT YIB‘ ’AG'RINDIY urayut yip agrindi “The woman spun (yazalat) the agrin- 

yarn for herself; or else she pretended to do it but did not really.” ’AKRINUR ’KRINM’K agriniir 

agrinmak. 

:: ’UL QILMlS ’Y§NK’ ’UXSIN;DIY ol qilmiS Tgii^a oxsindi “ He regretted (nadima) oxsin- 

what he had done.” ’UXSINUVR ’UXSINM’Q oxsinur oxsinmaq. 

:: ’UrL ’AR’SIN'DY oyul arsindi “The boy showed manliness (abda2 . . . min najsihi arsin- 

rujuliyya).” ’ARSINUR ’AR'SINM’K arsiniir arsinmak. 

[1.214/253] 132 

:: ’UL BUV ’AWNY ’AWSINDY ol bu awni awsindi “He reckoned this house as one of awsin- 

his own houses (buyut) and stayed in it.” ’AWSINUR ’AWSINM’K awsiniir awsinmak. 

:: ’L QU§NY ’ALIKDN TJ'QIN’DY [sic] ol quSni aligdin iCTindi “He let the bird go ieyin- 

(aflata) from his hand.” Proverb [ = 578 yalya-]; YAQ’DA’QIY YALTATALIY ’ALIKDA’KIY P 

TjriNUVR yaqadaqi ya^ayali aligdaki iCTinur 0 “One who licks (the food that falls)1 on his 

collar lets go (yaflitu aw yanfalitu) (the bowl, or other) that is in his hand.” This is coined to 

advise a person to hold on to what he has if he cannot get what he wants. :: ’AR" ’IJTINDY ar 

icTindi “The man broke wind (radama) in a party of people and was ashamed of it but could not 

hold it back.” ’IjriNUVR ’jriNM’Q i^inur iC-yinmaq. 

:: YITA’J ’IRTANDIY yryad ir7andi “The tree shook and swayed (ihtazzat, taharra- iryan- 

kat).” Also for anything else. TRFANUVR TRFANM’Q iryanur iryanmaq. 

:: TA’S’ASTINDY tas aSyindi “The rock was worn away or crushed (insahaqa).” Also aSyin- 

of anything that is worn away or crushed. ’A§riNUR ’A5riNM’Q aSyinur aSyinmaq. 

:: ’AL'QINDIY NA’NK alqindi natj“The thing was completely used up (nafada . . . bi- alqin- 

rummatihi)." :: ’AR" ’ALQINDY ar alqindi “The man died, perished (rriata, funiya).” ’AL'- 

QINUR ’ ALQINM’Q alqinur alqinmaq. 

’UL MANK’ ’UTlKUNDY ol maiyi dtgiindi “He vied (haka, bara) with me in some- otgUn- 

thing.” ’UTKNUVR ’UTKNM’K otgunur otgurnnSk. Proverb; QARTA’ QA’ZFA’ ’UTKUNSA’ 

BUTIY SINUVR qarya qazya otgiinsa buti sinur “When the crow vies with (haka) the goose (in P 

strength and flying) his foot breaks.” This is coined to advise a person not to exceed his limit. 

:: ’UL ’UVZINKA’ NANK ’IRKINDIY ol ozirta nai^ irkindi “He accumulated (jama'a) irkin- 

wealth (or other) for himself.” ’ IRKINUR ’RKINM’K irkiniir irkinm^k. 

131 1. MS. xirfa, read hirfa. 

2. MS. abda’a. 

132 1. MS. bifada, read nufada. 
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:: ’AT ’UT ‘IUS'KANDY at ot iskandi “The horse cropped (natafa . . . qalilan)2 the iskan- 

grass.” Also of someone who pulls out (natafa) hair or short grass. ’IS'KANUR ’IS'KNM’K 

iskaniir iskanmak. 

:: ’URATUT ’UVN ’ALKANDIY ura7ut un algandi “The woman sifted (naxalat) the algan- 

flour for herself.’’ ’ALKNUR ’ALKNM’K alganiir alganmak. 

:: ’L BUV ’IYSTA’ TALIM ’AM'KANDY ol bu iSta talim amgandi “He was overcome amgan- 

with fatigue (ta'ayyd) in this matter.” Hence :: XA’N QARjSlYQA’ ’AMTCAINDY xan qarsiqa 

amgandi “The king alighted (nazala) 

[I. 215/255] 133 

at the palace.” It means that fatigue (ta'ab) overcame him on his journey and he alighted. This is 

said of emirs and nobles out of extreme respect. ’AMKANUR ’AMKANM’K amganiir amganmak. 

The Otuz do not know this form. 0 p> 

:: ’ANIK TAW’RIY ’UBLANDY anig tawari uplandi “His goods were plundered (nuhiba) iipl'an- 

or he was raided (uyira1 ‘alayhi).” ’UBLANUR ’UBLANM’K tiplanur iiplanmak. 

:: ’AR' ’ATLANDY ar atlandi “The man mounted (rakiba).” :: ’UL TA’IQA’ ’ATl- atlan- 

LANDIY ol ta7qa atlandi “He climbed (sa‘ida) the mountain.” Oyuz dialect. The same for D 

climbing anything. ’ATLANUR ’ATLANM’Q atlanur atlanmaq. 

:: TUL’ATJ.LANDIY 07UI atlandi “The baby took on flesh (tarabbala).”2 Also of any- ’atlan- 

thing which becomes fat (samina) after being lean. ’ATLANUR ’ATLANM’K atianiir atlSnmak. 

:: TA’§ ’ITLINDY taS itlindi “The rock (or other) was pushed (indafa'a).” Also of a itlin- 

baby when he crawls (tazahhafa). Hence, in anger :: MANIK YVZDN ’TLN manig yiizdin itlin 

meaning “Depart (ujrub) from me.” ’TLNUR ’TLINM’K itliniir itlinmak. 

:: QABUr’AJj^LINDIY qapu7 aClindi “The door (or other) opened (infat aha).” A vari- aClin- 

ant of: ’AJILDY acildi [106]. ’AJLNUR ’AJLNM’Q aclinur aclinmaq. 

:: ’UJ'LANDIY NA’NK iiClandi nar^ “The thing became three (sara . . . talata).” :: ’IKY UClan- 

QA’Z ’UJ'LANDIY ekki qaz iiClandi “The two geese (or other) became three (tatallata)." ’UJ- 

LANUR ’UJLANM’K iicianiir iiclanmlk. 0 

:: TARir’IJ'LANDIY tari7 iclandi “The seeds of the crop swelled (in'aqada habbat)." iClan- 

Also of anything whose center (ivasat) is eaten when it becomes edible. ’IJLANUR ’JLANM’K 

iclaniir idlanmak. 

2. There is a second qalilan above the line. 

133 1. MS. yira, 

2. MS. tarayyala. 
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:: ’UJLANDIY NA’NK uClandi nan “The thing became pointed (du atraf).” ’UJLNUR 

’UJLANM’Q uClanur uClanmaq. 

:: ’DLANDY NA’NK adl'andi nai^ “The thing was made into goods and not left neglected 

( uttuxida ‘aracfn3 wa-lam yutrak muhmalan),” as a fur is made from a skin, or a boot from felt. 

’AQLANUR ’ADLANMA’K adlilniir adlanmSk. 

:: YLQY ’UDlLANlDIY yilqi Udlandi “The mares were in heat (daba'at, iStahat al— 

fuhula).” ’UDLANUR ’UDLAN M’K iidlaniir iidlanmSk. 

:: ’URA’KJT’AR'LANDIY ura^ut arlandi “The woman married (tazawwajat).” ’AR'- 

LANUR ’AR'LANM’K arlaniir arlanmak. 

:: BULIT ’UR'LANDIY bulit orlandi “The clouds rose up (naSa’at)." ’UR'LANUR 

’URLANM’K orlaniir orlanmak. It is better to say: ’UVR DY ordi [ 96]. Verse: 

’AY' QABUB ’AWLANB 

’AQ BULT ’URLANUB 

BIR BIR ’UVZA’ ’UKLNUB 

SAJLB SUWY ’NKRA§UVR 

ay qopup awlanup 

aq bulit orlaniip 

bir bir iiza ukl'anup 

saclup suwi anraSur 

0 

[I. 217/258] 

“When the moon rises with its halo surrounding it, then the rain clouds rise up (yartafi'u) and 

accumulate, until they scatter water (over the face of the earth and it flows) with a noise and a 

murmur.” They augur rain when the moon has a halo. 

:: ’URQ ’UVZlLUNDIY uruq iizlUndi “The rope (or other) broke (inqata'a)." ’UZL- 

NUR ’UZLUNM’K iizliinur iizlunmak. 

:: ’A.SAIJ: ’UZLANDY e5ic iizlandi “The grease in the pot rose to the top (irtafa'a 

dasam).” ’UZLNUR ’ZLNM’K uzlaniir iizlanmak. 

:: ’ASLINDY NA’NK aslindi nar^ “The thing was hung (ta‘allaqa) on another thing.” 

’AS'LINUR ’ASLINM’Q aslinur aslinmaq. 

:: ’AY^ ’AWLAN DIY ay awl'andi “The moon acquired a halo (dara).” :: ’L BUV 

’AWNY ’AWLANDIY ol bu awni awlandi “He acquired this house as a dwelling (maskan) and 

counted himself as one of its residents.” ’AWLNUR ’AWLNM’K awlanur awlanmak. 

:: ’ARUQ1 ’AR‘ ’UKLANDY aruq ar oglandi “The weary man rested (ajamma).” 

’UKLNUR ’UKLANM’K oglaniir oglanmak. Also when someone understands (fatina) something 

after not knowing it. Its root-form is: ’UVK'LANDIY oglandi. 

uclan- 

adlan- 

iidlan- 

arlan- 

orlan- 

V 
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iizliin- 

iizl'an- 

aslin- 

awlan- 

ogl'an- 

3. MS. 7aradan. 
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:: ’URA’TUT ’IK/LANDIY ura7ut iglandi “The woman went into labor (talq).” Also of 

a man who is slightly ill (marida qalilan).2 

:: 'AR ’AMLANT3Y ar amlandi "The man applied medicine (‘alaja) to himself.” ’AM'- 

LANUR ’AMLANM’K amlaniir amlanm'ak. 

Doubled 

[B] 

:: ’AR' BASlN ’URBATY ar baSin urpatti “The man ruffled (sa“ata) the hair of his head 

(or other).” ’URBATUR’URBATM’Q [sic] iirpatiir urpatmak. 

:: ’UL YPj ’RBATY ol yfyaC irp’atti “He ordered the wood (or other) to be sawn 

(naSr . . . bi-l-minSar).” TRBATUR ’IRBATM’K irpatiir irpatmak. 

T 

;; ’UL ’ARTATIY ol artatti (nat^ni) “He corrupted (afsada) the thing.” ’ARTATVR 

’ARTATM’Q artatur artatmaq. 0 

:: ’UL ’ANY ’R'TATY ol ani irtatti “He had it searched for (fahhasa ‘an, atlaba).” 

’IRTATUR ’IRTATM’K irtatur irtatmkk. 

’L BAR ’URTATIY ol biik ortatti “He had the thicket (or other) burnt (tahriq).” 

’URTATUR’RTATM’K ortatiir ortatmak. 

:: MAN ’ANY ’ISTATIM man ani istattim “I sent after him to be looked for (ba'attu fi 

atarihi li-yutlaba).”3 ’IS'TATUR ’IS'TATM’K istatur istatmak. 

:: BAK ’ANIY ’UQlTATIY beg ani oqtatti “The emir had him shoot an arrow (armahu 

bi-n-nabl).” ’UQTATUR ’UQTATMA’Q oqtatur oqtatmaq. 

X4 

:: ’UL MANIY ’ULXUTIY ol mani olxutti “He seated (ajlasa) me.” ’ULXUTUR ’UL- 

XUTM’Q olxutur olxutmaq. 

134 1. R altered to Z by later hand (dot in brown ink). 

2. There is a second qalilan over the first. 

3. Altered to yatluba. 

4. MS. J. 

igl'an- 

amlan- 

iirpat- 

irpat- 

artat- 

irt'at- 

ort'at- 

istat- 

oqtat- 

olxut- 
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[I. 219/260] 

Its root-form is with Jayn: ’ULTUTIY olyutti since the verb is never made transitive with *5' 

but with yayn; for example, in: ’UpTURDY odyurdi “He awakened him,” TUDrURDY todyurdi 

He filled him to satiety,” the verbs are made transitive with yayn. 

R 

.. UL TVN1N UBJRATY ol tonin opratti “He wore out (abla) his garment (or other).” 

’UBRTUR ’UBRATM’Q opratur opratmaq. 0 

.. UL TAW RIT UD_RATIY ol tawariy udratti “He made his wealth yield gain (tammara, 

namma)." ’UDRATUR’UDRATM’K iidratiir udratmak. 

:: ’UL ’ANY ’ArRITIY ol ani ayritti “He hurt (awja‘a) him.” ’ArRITUR ’APRITM’Q 
aTritur ayritmaq. 0 

oprat- 

iidrat- 

ayrit- 

:: ’UL MANIY TY§Q’ ’UPRATY ol mani iSqa uyratti “He directed (aq$ada) me into uyrat- 

a matter.” ’UrRATUR ’UFRATM’Q uyratur uyratmaq. 

:: ’UL MANK’ BLIK ’UKRATIY ol mana bilig dgratti “He taught (‘allama) me good ograt- 

manners and wisdom (or other).” ’UKRATVR ’UKRATM’K ogratQr ogratmak. 0 

L NK R BISK U WKRITY1 ol at^ar besik iigritti “He had him rock (tahrlk) the baby’s iigrit- 

cradle.” ’UKRITUR ’UKRITM’K iigritur Ugritmak. 0 

. QASlNMA Q MANIK YAYNIM ’AMlRITIY qaSinmaq m’anig yenim amritti “The amrit- 

irritation made my flesh itch (ahakka).” As when something itches in a man’s armpit or neck and 

the flesh tickles (yahtakku) making him laugh. ’AMRITUR ’AMRITM’K amritur amritmSk. 

S 

UL MNY ’AT’SATY ol mani atsatti “He made me desire meat (aqramanl2 ila l-lahm atsat- 

wa-Sahhani).” ’ATSATUR ’ATSATM’K atsatiir atsatm'Sk. 

:: UL ANY AXlSATIY ol ani axsatti “He crippled (‘arraja) him.” ’AXSATUR’AX- axsat- 

SATM’Q axsatur axsatmaq. 

:: UL ANIY AS_SATY ol ani aSsatti “He made him desire the food (mamia.hu3 t- assat- 

ta'am).” ’ASSATUR ’A§SATM’Q assatur assatmaq. 

i: ’UrLUM M_ANIY ’AW:SATY oylum mani awsatti “My child made me homesick awsat- 

(mannani wa-Sawwaqani ila l-bayt)” ’AWSATUR ’AWSATM’K awsatiir awsatmak. 

135 1. Second (original first) U crossed out in brown ink. 

2. Another -mani added by later hand in margin. 

3. MS. mannam (“He made me desire”); possibly ani is in error for mSni. 
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S 

:: ’UL MANIY ’ATA’MA’ ’UXjsATY ol m'ani atama oxsatti “He likened (sabbaha) me 

to my father.” ’UX§ATUR ’UXSATM’Q oxSatur oxSatmaq. 0 

:: ’UL ’ATMA’K ’UWlSATIY ol atm'ak uwSatti “He crumbled (fatta) the bread (or 

other).” ’UWSATUR ’UWSATM’Q uwsatur uwSatmaq. This is the correct form; there is also: 

’USATIY uSatti [114], 

:: ’UL ’NY ’LSATIY ol ani olSatti “He made him so hungry that he became dizzy 

(aja'a . . . ismadarra tarf).” ’LSATUR ’L5ATM’K olsattir olsatm'ak. 

r 

:: ’L YirA’J ’R lATIY ol yryaiS ir7atti 

[I. 221/263] 

“He had the tree (or other) shaken (anfada).” Verse: 

YKTLARIK T§LATUV 

YPJ YM§ ’IRLATUV 

QUL’N KAYK ’AWLATUV 

BADRAM QILB ’AWNALIM 

yigitlarig islatu 

yiyad yemiS iryatu 

qulan k'ayik awlatu 

badram qilip awnalim 

Describing a festival: “We’ll put the youths to work; we’ll have them shake trees and fruits; we’ll 

have them hunt the wild ass and other wild beasts; while we occupy ourselves with merrymaking 

for a few days.” 0 

:: ’UTL’N ’ULTATIY o7lan ulyatti “The baby grew (kabura).” Its root-form is: ’UP 

rA’D'TIY ufyadti, assimilated. ’ULFATUR ’LfATM’Q ukyatur ul7atmaq. 

K 

:: ’L QVY ’URKUITY ol qoy iirkiitti “He startled (naffara) the sheep (or other).” 

'URKUTURR [sic] ’URKUTM’K iirkutiir iirkUtmak. 

:: ’L ’ANY ’AMKTY ol ani amgatti “He wearied (a‘ya) him.” ’AMKTUR ’AMKTM’K 

amgStiir amgatmak. 

:: ’L ’VN ’ALKTIY ol un algatti “He had the flour sifted (anxala).” ’ALKTUR’ALKT- 

M’K algatur algatmak. 

L 

:: ’L ’NIK TAW’RIN ’UBLATY ol anig tawarin uplatti “He had his property plundered 

(anhaba).” ’UBLATUR ’UBLATMA’K iiplatur uplatmUk. 

oxSat- 

uw§at- 

olsat- 

iryat- 
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V 

ul7at- 

(ulyad-) 

iirkiit- 

amgat- 

algat- 

iiplat- 
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:: L QVY APLATY ol qoy atlatti “He had the sheep made into meat (lahm).” ’AT- 

LATUR ’ATLATM’K atlatiir atlatmak. 

.. L NA NKNY UKLUTIY ol n'aryii iiklitti “He increased (kattara, tammara) his 

wealth.” ’UKLITUR ’UKLITM’K uklitur iiklitmak. 

' ‘ L TAV RIN ’ADLATY ol tavarin adlatti “He ordered that good use be made (istah) 

of that part of his goods which had been neglected.” ’ADLATUR ’DLTM’K adlatiir adlatmlk. 

j :: 'L ’UrLIN ’UDLATY ol 07lin udlatti “He made his child follow (atba'a) behind 

him.” Also for other things. ’UDLATUR ’UDLTM’Q udlatur udlatmaq. 

:: L NKAR Y§ I§LATY ol a^ar ig iglatti “He made him do (ista'mala) the job.” 

’SLATUR ’ISLATM’K iglatUr islatmak, 0 

L YQ A§LATY ol ayaq aglatti “He had the vessel or bowl repaired (ar’aba).” 

’ARLATUR ’A§;LATM’Q aglatur aglatmaq. 

.. L KI§YNIY ’APLATIY ol kigini aylatti “He sent the people away (ab'ada) from him 

so that what he wanted would be exclusively his.” ’APLATUR ’APLTM’Q a7latur a7latmaq. 0 

.. L TAV RIN urLITY ol tavarin U7itti “He increased (tammara, kattara) his wealth.” 

’UrLTUR ’urLTM’Q U7litur U7litmaq. 0 

:: ’L MANK’ ’IWQ ’AWLATY ol maija iwiq awlatti “He had me hunt (asada) the female 

gazelle (or other).” ’AWLATUR ’AWLTM’Q awlatur awlatmaq. 

[I. 223/265] 

L ANKAR YAYR IKLTY ol a^ar yer iklatti “He made him trample (awta’a) the 

ground (or other).” ’KLTR ’KLTM’K iklatiir iklatmak. 

:: BUV YAYR ’ANY ’IK LTY bu yer ani iglatti “This place made him ill (amradat) 

(because it did not agree with him).” TKLATUR ’IK'LTM’K iglatiir iglatmlk. 

.. MAN ANY AM LATIM man ani amlattim “I had him treated with medicine (‘ilaij ” 

’AMLATUR ’AMLTM’K amlatiir amlatmak. 

.: MAN ANY TM-LATIM man ani imlattim “I ordered someone to gesture (aSara) to 

him by the hand or a wink of the eye.” TMLATUR MAN ’MLATM’K imlatiir man, imlatmik. 

atlat- 

iiklit- 

adlat- 

udlat- 

iglat- 

aglat- 

a7lat- 

U7lit- 

awlat 
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136 1. MS. xalfi, read xalfahu. 
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N 

:: ’AR' ’AD'NATY ar adnatti “The man changed (tayayyara) from what he was.” The 

same for anything that changes from what it was. ’ADNATUR ’ADNATM’Q adnatur adnatmaq. 

:: MAN NA’NK ’URjNATM man n'ai^ornattim “I put the thing in its place (wada‘tu . . . 

mawdi'ahu)." ’URNATUR MAN ’URNATM’Q ornatur man, ornatmaq. 0 

:: TANKRIY ’ASIN ’AS'NATY taryri 'asin asnatti “God made the breeze blow (nas- 

sama).” :: YA’K ’NY ’ZS'NATIY ySk ani asnatti “The devil made him yawn (awqa'ahu ft t- 

tu’abd’).” ’ASNATUR ’SNATM’K asnatiir asnlltmak. 

;; MN ’ANKAR ’US'NATUM man ar^ar osnattim “I likened (Sabbahtu) him to him and 

suspected (zanantu) that it was he.” ’US'NATUR ’US'NATM’Q osnatur osnatmaq. 

:: ’L ’TIN TUBRA’QA’ ’APNATY ol atin topraqqa a7natti “He let his horse roll 

(marraya) in the dust (or other).” :: YATA’Q ’ANIK TIYLIN ’AT-NATIY ya7aq anig tllin a7natti 

“(Eating) walnuts made his tongue so heavy (taqqala) that it seemed as though he had a speech 

defect (aratta).” ’ArNATUR ’ArNATM’Q a7natur a7natmaq. 0 

:: ’UL ’UQIN ’ULNATIY ol oqinulnatti “He had the shaft of his arrow repaired in such 

a way that the notch and head were reversed (islah qadh . . . hatta ju ila nihs^n) . ULNATUR 

’ULNATM’Q ulnatur ulnatmaq. 0 

Another Type; Defective 

:: ’L MANK’ SUVZ ’UVTURDIY ol mai^a soz Stiirdi “He reminded (dakkara) me of the 

words (or other).” ’UVTRUR ’UVTRMA’K Bturiir btUrmSk. 

:: ’L ’NKAR BILK ’YTURDY ol ai^ar bilik ittiirdi (?) “He had him twist (aftala) the 

wick.” ’YTURR’YTURMA’KlttUrurlttUrmik. Also of anything that is twisted. 

R 

:: ’L ’ANY ’IJUR'DY [sic] ol ani aCurdi “He made him hungry (asyaba) for it.” ’JURR 

’JURMA’Q adrur acurmaq. 

§ 

:: ’ULA’R ’IKY QATUVN ’UYU§DY olar ekki qa-yun oyu§di “The two of them vied in 

hollowing out (taqwir) the melon.” Also for helping. ’UY§UR ’USM’Q oySur oyuSmaq. 

[I. 225/268] 

:: ’UL ’ANKAR QA’B'Q’ ’UVN ’UY§DIY ol a^ar qapqa un uyuSdi “He helped him 

press (Sadd) the flour into the sack (or other).” ’UYSUR ’UYSM’Q uy§ur uyuimaq. 

K 

adnat- 

ornat- 

asnat- 

osnat- 

a7nat- 

ulnat- 

otiir- 

ittiir-? 

acur- 

oyu§- 
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uyuS- 
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:: ’ANIK ’ADA’QIY QUMDA’ ’UYK;TIY anig adaqi qumda iiytikti “His foot sank iiytik- 

(saxat) in the quicksand.” :: ’INIK ’ADA’QIY ’UYKTY anig adaqi iiyukti “His foot was injured 

by a stone (latamat al-hijara rijlahu wa-hafa).” ’UYKA’R ’UYKM’K iiykar uyiikmak. 

L 

:: ’NKAR SUVZ’AYILDIY ar^ar soz ayildi “The words were said (qila) to him.” ’AYI- ayil- 

LUR ’AYILM’Q aylur ayilmaq. 

:: YYR ’UYULDY yer oyuldi “The ground collapsed (harat, xasafat).” :: KUTV oyul- 

’UYULDY kiitii oyuldi “The roof was pierced (intaqaba) by the falling rain.” ’UYLVR' ’UYL- 

M’Q oylur oyulmaq. 

N 

:: ’L MANDIN ’UYALDIY ol mandin uyaldi “He was ashamed (istahya) before me in uyal- 

the matter and refrained from pursuing it” ’UYALUR ’UYALM’Q uyalur uyalmaq. 

:: ’L ’AR TYNf DIY (ol) ar iyindi “The man strained at stool (ajhada tabi‘atahu fi iyin- 

ixraj al-baraz).” ’IYINUR ’IYINM’Q iynur iyinmaq. 

Quadriliteral 

R 

:: L MANK’ SUVZ ’YTRDY ol mai^a soz ayturdi “He made me speak (takallum) to aytur- 

him.” ’AYTRUR ’AYTURMA’Q ayturur ayturmaq. 0 

:: ’L MANK’QATUVN’UYTURDY ol maija qaTun oyturdi “He made me scoop out oytur- 

(taqunr) the melon (or other).” ’UYTRR ’UYTURMA’Q oyturur oyturmaq. 

:: UL’UVN’UYTURDY ol un uyturdi “He had the flour pressed (Sadd, dayt) into the uytur- 

sack (or other).” ’UYTURR ’YTURMA’Q uyturur uyturmaq. 

:: L MANIY UYFURDIY ol mani oyyurdi “He woke (ayqaza) me.” A variant of the oyyur- 

form with dal [i.e. 120 odTur-]. ’UYTURR ’UYFURMA’Q oyyurur oyturmaq. D 

§ 

:: UYA R IKY ’AYIRlS'DIY olar ekki ayriSdi “The two of them parted (tazayald, ayris- 

tafarraqa)’AYRI§VR ’YRI§MA’Q ayriSur ayriSmaq. A variant of the form with dal [i.e. 123 D 

adris- ]. 

L 

:: SUVZ ’AYTILDY soz aytildi “He was asked (su’ila) about the statement (or other).” aytil- 

’AYTILUR ’YTILM’Q aytilur aytilmaq. 
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N 

:: ’L SUVZ ’AIYTINDY ol soz aytindi “He took it upon himself to question (su’al) 

the statement.” ’AIYTINUR ’AIYTINM’Q aytinur aytinmaq. 0 

:: ’L MANDIN BUV ’IYS'TA’ ’AY'MANDIY ol mandin bu ista aymandi “He was 

ashamed (istahya) before me and did not dare to pursue this 

[I. 227/270] 

matter.” ’ AYMANUR ’AYMANM’K aymaniir aymanmak. 

L 

:: TA’M ’IYRILDY tarn erildi “The wall (or other) was breached (intalama).” TYRI- 

LUR ’IYRILM’K eriliir erilmak. Hence :: ’AY* ’AIYRLDY ay enldi “The moon began to wane 

(axada . . . fi n-nuqsan) (toward the end of the month).” 0 

:: ’IY;SIL-DY N’NK aysildi nli^ “The thing diminished (naqasa).” TY^SILR TYSIL- 

M’K aysiliir aysilmak. 

:: TYS'Q’’IYWILDY isqa ewildi “There was a hurrying (‘ujila) to the affair.” ’YWILUR 

TYWILM’K ewiliir ewilm'ak. 

Doubled 

:: ’UL’ANY ’UY^NATIY ol ani oynatti “He let him play (al'aba) with it.” ’UYNATUR 

’UYNATM’Q oynatur oynatmaq. 

Another Type 

:: ’L TVNIN ’AYA’DIY ol tonin ayadi “He took good care of (fdna) his garment (or 

other)” :: XA’N ’ANKAR ’AYAT ’AYA’DIY xan ar^ar ayay ayadi “The king gave him an honor¬ 

ific title (laqqaba)." ’YA’R ’YA’MA’Q ayar ayamaq. 

Triliteral, Final Weak 

B 

:: ’L YPU ’IRBA’DIY ol yiyaC irp’Idi “He sawed (nasara) the wood (or other).” :: ’L 

YSir RBADIYol i§i7 irpSdi “He spoiled (afsada) the matter when he wanted to improve it.” 

’RBA’R ’RBA’MA’K irp'ar irpSmSk. 

T 

:: ’ARTA’DIY NA’NK artadi naij “The thing became spoiled (fasada).” ’ARTA’R 

’ARTA’MA’Q artar artamaq. 0 

aytin- 

ay man- 

139 

eril- 
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oynat- 
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:: ’UL ’UTNK ’URTA’DIY ol otur^ortadi “He burned (ahraqa) the firewood (or other).” orta- 

’URTA’R ’URTA’MA’K ortar ortlmak. 0 

:: ’R ’Y§r ’IRTA’DY ar i§i"y irtadi “The man sought after (talaba, tabi'a) the matter.” irta- 

’IRTA’R TRTA’MA’K irtar irtSmak.1 

TS'TA’DIY istSdi is like: ’IRTADY irtadi. TS'TA’R TS'TA’MA’K istar istamak. Verse: ista- 

YITLAB ’DUV ’IRTADIM 

BATRIM BASlN QARTADIM 

QJMYS QTUr TRTADM [sic] 2 

YTMUR KUNY [sic] QA’N SAJA’R 

yiylap udu irtadim 

bayrim basin qartadim 

qaCmiS qutuy istadim 

yaymur kepi3 qan safar 0 

‘I cried after (xalfa) my beloved, and I broke open the sore on my liver (after it had healed); I 

followed after (tabi'tu atar) fleeing Fortune;4 (my eye) rains [blood like] rain.” 0 

V 

:: ’L MANY ’UNDA’DIY ol mani iindadi “He called (da‘a, nada) me.” ’UNDA’R iinda- 

’UNDA’MA’K iindar iindam’ak. 0 

:: ’L YNJV ’AWDIYDIY ol yincii awdidi “He picked up (laqata) the pearls.” Also for awdi- 

[picking] any kind of fruit. ’AWDIYR ’AWDIYMA’K awdlr awdlmSk. 

:: UL YA TIYNIY’ALDA’DIY ol yayini aldadi “He deceived (xada'a) the enemy with alda- 

cunning and stratagem.” ’ALDA’R" ’LDA’M’Q aldar aldamaq. 

:: ’AT- ’ULDIYDIY at oldldi oldi 

[I. 229/273] 14( 

“The horse (or other) was unshod (hafiya).’’ ’ULDIYR ’ULDYMA’Q oldlr oldimaq. 

R 

:: TUVN UBRA DIY ton opradi “The garment (or other) was worn out (baliya).” opra- 

’UBRA’R ’UBRA’MA’Q oprar opramaq. 

:: UDRA DIY NA’NK iidradi naij “The thing had an abundant yield (katura ray').” iidra- 

’UDRA’R ’UDRA’MA’K iidrar iidramak. 

139 1. The word “Verse,” crossed out here, is written in by a later hand (black ink) above the next 

line before the verse. 

2. One of the two irtadim’s must be an error for istadim. 

3. The text reads kUni “the day (of rain).” 

4. MS. jidd (vowel in brown ink), read jadd. 
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:: ’ArRUVDY NA’NK ayrudi nai^ “The thing was heavy (taqula)." :: ’IKLK’ArRUV- 

DIY iglig ayrudi “The sick man became seriously ill (taqula, danifa).” ’APRUVR ’APRVMA’Q 

ayrur ayrumaq. 

:: ’NIK BASIY ’APRIYDIY anig basi ayridi “He had a headache (suddVa ra’suhu)." 

Also for the aching (waj‘) of wounds and limbs whatever they may be. ’ATRIYR ’APRIYMA’Q 

ayrir ayrimaq. The same for other aches and pains. Proverb: BYR' TUYIN BASY ’AFRIYSA’ 

QAMT TUYIN BASIY ’ATRIYMA’S bir toyin basi ayrisa qamuy toyin basi ayrimas “If one of the 

imams of the infidels has a headache, not all of them do.” This is coined about a man who refuses 

a thing while his companions desire it and eat it and accept it. 

:: BAK ’NKR ’UTRA’DIY beg ai^ar uyradi “The emir (or other) came toward (qasada) 

him.” ’UTRA’R’UrRA’MA’Q uyrar uyramaq. The same for any going somewhere (qasd). Verse: 

QUDSA’ QALY ’UTRAYIAN1 BIR'KIL TAQY ’AZUQLUQ 

QARriS QILUR ’UMA’LA’R YUNjr KRUB QUNQLUQ 

qolsa qali uyraban bergil taqi azuqluq 

qaryiS qilur iimalar yunciy koriip qonuqluq 

“When the guest asks you for provisions and comes to you for it give it to him; the guest will 

curse if his reception is bad.” 0 

:: ’AT' ’UQRA’DIY at oqradi “The horse whinnied to be fed (hamhama . . , istVlaft-n),” 

’UQRA’R' ’UQRA’MA’Q oqrar oqramaq. 

:: ’URATUT BlSlK U’UKRIYDY urayut beSik ugrldi “The woman rocked (harraka) 

the cradle.” Also of someone who intrigues through flattery (dassa l-makr fi tamalluq). :: ’UL 

’ANIY ’UKRIYDIY ol ani iigridi “He ‘rocked his cradle’ as though he were a baby.” ’UKRYR 

’KRIYMA’K iigrir iigrlmSk. 

:: MANIK YIYNIM ’AM'RIYDIY manig yenim amridi “My flesh itched (ihtakka).” 

’AM'RIYR ’AM'RIYMA’K amrir amrimak. 

:: ’UL SUVZNIY ’ANKAR ’AWR’DIY [sic] ol sozni aijar awzldi “He slandered [some¬ 

one] to him (ivasa ilayhi) with these words.” ’AWRA’R ’AWRA’MA’K Swzlr 3wz8mlk. 

S 

:: MAN ’ANY ’UBjSA’DIM man ani op^dim “I wanted to kiss (taqbil) him.” ’UBSA’R 

MAN ’UBSA’MA’K opsar man, opsamSk. 

[I. 231/275] 

:: ’AR' ’AT'SA’DIY Ur atsadi “The man desired meat (qarima l-lahm).” ’AT'SA’R 

’ATSA’MA’K Stsar atsSmak. 0 

ayru- 

ayri- 

P 

uyra- 

V 

oqra- 

iigri- 

amri- 

awzii- 

opsa- 

141 

Stsa- 

140 1. Y originally B (one dot in brown ink). 
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:: ’UL' ’UQ ’AITSA’DY ol oq atsadi “The man wanted to shoot (ramy) the ar*>w (or atsa- 

other).” ’AITSA’R ’AITSA’MA’K-Q atsar atsamaq. 0 

:: ’L ’UVTIN' ’UTUSA’DIY ol iittin otsadi “He wanted to get out (yaxruja) of the otsa- 

hole.” ’UTUSA’R ’UTUSA’MA’K otsar otsamak. Also for piercing (nufud) anything. 

:: ’UL TA’Sir ’AITSA’DIY ol ta§i7 itsadi “He wanted to roll (yudahrija) the stone (or itsa- 

other).” ’AITSA’R ’AITSA’MA’K itslr itsSmak. 

:: ’AR' QABUr ’AIJ'SA’DIY ar qapU7 acsadi “The man wanted to open (yaftaha) the acsa- 

door.” The same for opening anything. ’AIJ'SA’R ’AIJ'SA’MA’Q atsar acsamaq. 0 

:: ’UL SUVW TJISA’DIY ol suw icsadi “He wanted to drink (surb) the water (or other).” icsa- 

TJISA’R ’IJISA’MA’K icsamlk. 

:: ’AT ’AX(SA’DIY at axsadi “The horse (or other) was lame ('arija)." ’AXTSA’R axsa- 

’AX)SA’MA’Q axsar axsamaq. 0 

:: ’UL QULIN MANX’ ’IDISA’DIY ol qulin mana idsadi “He wanted to send (yab'ata) idsa- 

his slave to me.” ’IDJSA’R TDISA’MA’Q idsar idsamaq. 

:: ’UL ’ANY ’URUSA’DIY ol ani ursadi “He desired and intended to strike (yadriba) ursa- 

him.” ’URUSA’R ’URUSA’MA’Q ursar ursamaq. 0 

:: ’L YSr ’UZSA’DIY ol yisi7 iizsadi “He desired and intended to cut (yafydiqa) the iizsa- 

rope.” ’UZUSA’R ’UZUSA’MA’K iiz^r iizsimlk. 0 

:: ’UL’AR'T ’ASISA’DIY ol art aSsadi “He desired and intended to cross (mujawaza) assa- 

the mountain pass.” Also when one desires food (iStaha t-ta'am). ’A§)SA’R ’A§)SA’M’Q assar 

assamaq. 

:: ’L TA’PQA’ ’AriSA’DIY ol ta7qa a7sadi “He wanted to climb (su'ud) the moun- a7sa- 

tain (or other).” ’AriSA’R ’AriSA’MA’Q a7sar a7samaq. 

:: ’AR' ’AW\SA’DIY ar 'awsadi “The man longed for home (istaqa ila baytihi wa- awsa- 

tamanna).” ’AW)SA’R ’AW'SA’MA’K awsar awsamak. 

:: ’AR TWSA’DIY ar ewsSdi “The man wanted to hurry (‘ajala).” TAWSA’R TAWSA’- ewsa- 

MA’K ewsar ewsamSk. 0 

:: ’AR' SUVZUK' U’UQ'SA’DIY ar sdziig uqsadi “The man wanted to understand (yaf- uqsa- 

tina) the words.” ’UQUSA’R ’UQUSA’MA’Q uqsar uqsamaq. 

:: MAN BUTUQ ’AKISA’DIM man butaq agsidim “I desired and intended to bend agsa- 

(imdla) the branch (or other).” ’AKISA’R MAN AKISA’MA’K Hgsir mSn, Sgslmlk. 0 

:: ’UL MANY ’U’UKSA’DIY ol m'ani ogsadi “He intended to praise (yamdaha) me.” ogsa- 

’UKUSA’R ’UKUSA’MA’K ogsar ogsamSk. 0 
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:: ’ AKSUVDY NANK; agsiidi na^ agsii- 

[I. 233/278] 
142 

“The thing decreased (naqafa)." ’AKSUVR; ’AK;SUVMA’K agsiir agsGmak. 0 

:: ’UL TUBR’Q U’UK'SA’DIY ol topraq iiksSdi “He intended to pile up (takwim) (the iiksa- 

wheat or) the earth (or other).” ’UKUSA’R ’UKUSA’MA’K iikslr UksSmllk. 0 

:: ’UL ’AT- ’ALISA’DIY ol at alsadi “He desired and intended to buy (yastariya) the alsa- 

horse (or other).” ’ALISA’R ’ALISA’MA’Q alsar alsamaq. 0 

:: ’AR ’ULUSA’DY ar olsadi “The man intended and desired to die (mawt).” ’ULU- olsa- 

SA’R ’ULUSA’MA’K olsSr olsamak. 0 

:: ’AR TATDIN ’ILISA’DIY ar tjfydin ilsadi “The man intended to come down (yan- 

zila) the mountain (or other).” ’ILISA’R ’ILISA’MA’Q ilsar ilsamaq. 

:: KANJ ’AN’SIN" ’AMISA’DY kan£ anasin amsldi “The baby wanted and intended to 

suck (yurdi'a) its mother.” ’AMISA’R ’AMISA’MA’K amsSr amsamhk. 

:: ’AR' KTUVDIN ’ANISA’DY ar kiitUdin ensadi “The man desired and intended to 

come down (yanzila) from the roof (or other).” ’ANSA’R ’ANISA’MA’K ensar ensSmkk. The 

nun is an alternant of lam [i.e. ilsa-]. 

Rule 

Know that the sin and alif are suffixed to bi- and triliteral nouns and verbs with the 

meaning that the agent desires and intends to perform that action but has not yet done it. The 

rule also holds for nouns and verbs beyond the bi- and triliteral but is seldom applied. 0 

Examples of biliteral nouns. :: ’AR- ’AT;SA’DIY "Jr atsSdi “The man desired meat”; 

“meat” is: ’AT" St a biliteral, and when sin and alif are suffixed to it they create in it the meaning 

of intending and desiring. :: ’AR' ’AW;SA’DIY ar awsSdi “The man desired and intended his 

house”; “house” is: ’AW; aw a biliteral, and when these two letters are suffixed to it they give 

the meaning of desire and intention. 0 

Examples of triliteral nouns. The word for “sour” or “bitter” is: ’AJir aciy and to say 

“The man desired something sour” :: ’AR ’AJIPS’DIY ar alsadi. The word for “a sweet taste” 

is: TATir tatTy and to say “The man desired something sweet” :: 'AR TATIPSA’DY ar tatrysadi. 

[I. 235/280] 

Examples of words with augments. ’AR QATUVNSA’DY ar qaTunsadi “The man 

desired the melon.” :: ’AR' JNSTURKSA’DY ar CanistUruksadi “The man desired the well- 

known fruit” - it is the early fruit, like hazelnuts, Sini (?). The rule applies generally, but we 

indicate some and you may derive the rest. 0 
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Examples of biliteral verbs. :: ’AR’ QIYZIN ’UBSA’DY1 ar qizin opsadi “The man 

desired to kiss his daughter.” 0 :: ’ULYA’ ’ATISA’DY ol ya atsadi “He wanted to shoot the 

arrow. ” The roots are: ’UBDIY opdi “He kissed,”’ATIY atti “He shot.” 0 

Triliteral verbs. :: ’AR/ YUK KUTURSA’DIY ar yiik kotursSdi “The man wished to 

carry the load.” 0 :: ’UL QUS ’UJURUSA’DIY ol qug ucursadi “He wanted to let the bird fly ” 

0 

With augments. :: ’L TNKRYK’ KIYRTKINjSA’DIY ol taiyrika kertgiinsadi “He intended 

to acknowledge the unity of God Most High.” 

This rule sometimes differs with stems ending in ra’. In that case a yayn is added to those 

with isba‘ letters and a kaf otherwise. Thus :: ’L ’AWKA’ BARIPSA’DY ol awka bariysadi “He 

intended and desired to go home.” :: MAN SANIY KURUK'SA’DIM man sani koriigsiidim “I 

wished to meet you.” It is permissible to say BARISA’DIY barsadi instead of BARITSA’DIY 

bariysadi, and KURUSA’DY koradi instead of KURUK’SA’DIY koriigsadi; however, the form 

used is that which I have mentioned. The roots are BAR DIY bardi and KUR'DIY kordi. 0 

The same if the stem ends in lam. Thus :: ’UL ’ANDIN YARjMA’Q ’ALirSA’DIY ol andin yar- 

maq aliysadi “He intended to take the dirham from him.” 

The meaning of these two letters is derived from the word: SA’DIY NA’NKNIY sadi 

nai^ni meaning He counted the thing” 0 — as though the agent in respect to these descriptive 

words “counts” [them] among the things he intends and desires. 0 Thus :: ’AR SIAWSA’DY 

ar suwsadi “The man was thirsty” - meaning that he counted water 

[I. 236/282] 

among his desires. 

When the alif in these words is changed to ya’, it then means that the object named is 

altered from its original state and takes on the nature of what is connected with it. Example :: 

SUJK SUWSIYDIY siiCig suwsidi “The wine became watery’” 0 ’USM ’AJirSIYDY iiziim 

aciysidi “The grapes became sour and the sourness overcame (lit. broke the essence of) the sweet¬ 

ness.” This rule only holds for fluids and other things which alter from state to state. The mean¬ 

ing in these verbs is derived from the word: SIYDIY NA’NKNIY sidi naipi meaning “He broke 

the thing” - as though wateriness broke the essence of the wine, and sourness broke the essence 

of sweetness. 

Other examples may be drawn by analogy with these. It is a consistent rule in all the 
Turkic dialects. 

S 

144 

143 1. Sukun (') altered to U by later hand (brown ink). 
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:: MAN ’ANY ’UX]S’DIM man ani oxSadim “I soothed and caressed (lataftu, la'abtu) 

him.” Also of a woman sho speaks tenderly (tunayi) to her child. Proverb [=409 saqaq] : SA- 

QA’Ql BIJA’R) SAQ’L ’UXSA’R? saqaq bicKr saqal oxsar “He cuts the chin (in secret) while he 

caresses the beard.” 0 This is only coined about someone who intrigues treacherously while 

flattering. :: BYR NA’NK BYRK’ ’UXS’DIY blr na^birk'a oxSadi ‘ ‘One thing resembled (Sabaha) 

the other. 

:: ’AT' ’AX)§A’DIY atuxsadi(?) “The horses slept (nama).” This expression is particu¬ 

lar to horses and is not used of anything else. Dialect of Yemlk, Yabaqu, and most of the nomads. 

’UXSA’R ’UXSA’MA’Q uxsar uxSamaq. 0 

:: ’AR ’AJIB ’LS’DIY ar adip olSSdi “The man was so hungry that he became dizzy and 

almost fainted from hunger (ismadarra tarfuhu wa-kada an yuyla ‘alayhi min sidda al-ju‘).” Cigil 

dialect. ’LS’R ’LS’MA’K ol&r ol&mlk. 

r 

:: ’L YirA’J TRrA’DIY ol yryac ir7adi “He shook (hazza, nafada) the tree (to make 

its fruit fall).” Also for other things. ’IRrA’R TR'TA’MA’Q ir7ar myamaq. 

W 

:: QA’M' ’ARWA10S'1 ’ARlWA’DIY qam arwi§ arwadi “The diviner prepared a spell 

(raqa . . . ruqya).” VARWA’R) ’AR(WA’MA’Q arwar arwamaq. 

Q 

:: ’UL’ANIK 

[I. 238/283] 

’AWIN ’AR'QA’DIY ol anig awin arqadi “He examined (bahata) what was in his house and 

investigated (talaba) it and searched (fahasa) for what he thought was in it.” 07uz dialect. 

:: ’UL ’ANY QARTA’DIY ’ARQA’DY1 ol ani qaryadi arqadi “He cursed him and men¬ 

tioned his evil deeds (la'ana wa-dakara masa’at).” This is only used as a paired expression, never 

alone. It is derived from their word for “praise (tana’)'’: ’AL/QlS alqiS. From the frequent use 

in the paired expression, ’ALQA’DIY alqadi became used also for evil, even though its root¬ 

meaning was for good. Then the ra’ is an alternant of the lam; just as in the words of the Exalted: 

ka-annahum bunyanun marsus (Q. 61:4 “as though they were a building well compacted”), 

malsus is a variant reading. ’ARQA’R ’ARQA’MA’Q arqar arqamaq. 

K 

144 1. U crossed out in brown ink. 
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145 1. Q altered from (or to?) T. 
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:: ’L YUVNK ’I^ISK’DIY2 ol yur^ isk'adi “He plucked (natafa) the hair [i.e., wool] (or 

other).” ’SKA’R ’ ASK’MA’K iskar iskamlk. 

:: ’L ’VN ’ALTCA’DIY ol un algadi “He sifted (naxala) the flour (or other).” ’AI/KA’R 

’ALTCA’MA’K algar algSmak. 

:: ’AR' ’AM'K’DIY ar amgadi “The man suffered trials and hardship (imtahana wa-qasa 

l-mihna).” ’AM'K’R’AM'K’MA’K amgar amgSmak. 0 

:: ’L ’NIK TAW’RIN ’UB_;LA’DY ol anig tawarin iipladi ‘ ‘He plundered (nahaba)3 his 

property.” ’UBLA’R ’UBLA’MA’K iiplar uplamak. 0 

:: ’L QVYr ’AT(LA’DIY ol qoyiy atlldi “He made the sheep into meat (lahm).” ’AT- 

LA’R ’ATLA’RMA’K [sic] atlSr atlkmlk. 

:: ’AT- ’UTLA’DIY at otladi “The horse (or other) fed on fodder (i‘talafa).” ’UTLA’R 

’UTLA’MA’Q otlar otlamaq. 

N 

:: ’UL ’AT ’ATLA’NDY [sic] ol at atladi “He mounted (rakiba) the horse.” ’ATLANUR 

’ATLANM’Q [sic] atlar atlamaq.4 Verse: 

YLQY YRIN ’TLNVR 

’UTLAB ’ANIN ’TLNUVR 

BAKLAR SAMUZ ’ATLANVR 

SAFNUB ’UKUR ’SRI§VR 

yilqi yazin etlaniir 

otlap anin atlaniir 

beglar samiiz atlanur 

sawniip ogiir isriSur 

0 Describing spring: “The animals thrive in it [i.e., in springtime] ; they [graze and] put on flesh 

at that time; then the emirs find fat horses to mount; the herd rejoices (at the first signs of spring) 

and bite one another (from joy).” 0 

:: ’UL ’ANY ’ITL’DY ol ani itladi “He reviled and scorned him and considered him a 

dog (minjumla al-kilab).’’ ’ITL’R ’ITLA’MA’Q itlar itlamaq. 

:: ’L5 TVNUr ’IJL’DY ol tonuy icladi “He made a lining (bitana) for the garment.” 

’IJXA’R’IJ;LA’MA’K ifilar idlamlk. 0 

:: ’UL ’ADLA’DlY NA’NKIN ol adlSdi nar^in 

2. U crossed out in brown ink. 

3. MS. anhaba. 

4. Cf. 133 atlan-; the verse illustrates atlan-. 

5. Added in red ink. 
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[I. 240/286] 146 

“He manufactured the thing as goods (sana'a ,ardan).” ’DL’R ’DL’MA’K adlar adlamak. 0 

:: UL ’UVNUr ’UZVLA’DIY ol uniry ozladi “He baked the dough in the ashes (mal- ozla- 

lala).” ’UZL’R’UZLA’MA’K ozlar ozlamak. 0 

:: ’UL ’S'L’DY NA’NKNY ol usladi n’aiyii “He discriminated (fatana, mayyaza) between usla- 

good and evil.” Oyuz dialect. ’S'L’R ’S'L’MA’K [sic] uslar uslamaq. D 

:: ’L ’Y’Q ’ASLA’DIY ol ayaq asladi “He repaired (ra’aba) the bowl (or other).” asla- 

’§L’R ’ASLA’MA’Q aSlar aslamaq. 

:: ’AR/ ’iSL’DIY ar iSladi “The man (or other) worked (‘amila).” T§L’R ’ISlA’MA’K isla- 

islar islSmak. 

r 

:: ’UTL’N T^PLA’DIY1 oylan i7ladi “The baby cried (baka).” A variant of: YIP ryla- 

LA’DIY yryladi. ’irL’R ’^JPL’MA’Q1 iylar iylamaq. D 

W 

:: BAK ’AW ’AWL’DIY beg aw awladi “The emir went hunting (sdda s-$ayd),” :: awla- 

’ANK’R K§Y ’AWLA’DIY ar^ar kiSi awladi “The people crowded (izdahama) around him.” 

’WLA’R ’WLA’MA’Q awlar awlamaq. 

K 

:: ’UK'LIYDY NA’NK iiklidi nai^ “The thing grew (zada, nama).” ’UK'LAIR’UKLY- iikli- 

MA’K iiklir Uklimak. 

:: ’L YYRIK ’KL’DY ol yerig ikladi “He trampled (wati’a) the ground (or other).” ikla- 

’KL’R ’KLAMA’K iklar iklSmak. 0 

:: ’AR' ’IK'L’DY ar igladi “The man (or other) became sick (marida).” TKLA’R igla- 

’IKLA’MA’K iglar iglamak. 

L 

:: MAN ’ANY ’AM'LA’DIM man ani aml'adim “I treated him with medicine (‘alajtu, amla- 

dawaytu).” ’AMTA’R MAN ’AM'LA’MA’K amlHr man, amlSmak. 0 

146 1. A crossed out in brown ink. 
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:: MAN ’ANK’R ’IM'L’DIM man aijar imladim “I winked (yamaztu) to him (with my imla- 

eye) or pointed (asartu) to him (with my hand).” ’IM'LA’R MAN ’IM'L’M’K imlar man, im- 

lSmSk. Proverb [ = 54 ay]: ’AY' TULVN BULSA’ ’LKIN ’IM'LA’MA’S ay tolun bolsa algin P 

imlamas “When the moon is full one does not point to it with the hand.” This is coined about 

any matter that is obvious. 

N 

:: YIYR' ’ADNA’DIY yer adnadi “The land (or other) changed (tayayyarat).” ’AD- adna- 

NA’R ’ADNA’MA’Q adnar adnamaq. 

:: MAN BUV YYR'DA’ ’UR'NA’DIM man bu yerda ornadim “I settled (tawattantu) orna- 

in this place.” :: ’R(NA’DIY NA’NK ornadi naij “The thing was placed and stayed firm (tamak- 

kana mawdi‘an um-staqarra).” :: KUVN ’URJMA’DIY kiin ornadi “The sun set (yabat).” ’UR- 

NA’R ’UR'NA’MA’Q ornar ornamaq. 

:: ’UIUL ’AT’QA’ ’UZ^NA’DIY 07UI ataqa bznadi “The son was disobedient (‘ata, lam 

yanqad li-amr) to his father.” Also for others. ’UZNA’R ’UZNA’MA’K oznar oznamak. 

::’ASIN’AS'NA’DIY asin asnadi “The breeze blew (tanassama).” 

[I. 242/288] 

:: ’AR- TAS'NA’DIY ar asnadi “The man (or other) yawned (tatawaba).” TAS'NA’R TAS'NA’- 

MA’K asnSr asndmak. 

:: BYR NA’NK BYR NA’NKKA’ ’US'NA’DIY b'ir na^ bir nar^ka osnadi “One thing 

resembled (labaha) the other.” ’UVS'NA’R’US'NA’MA’K osnSr osnamak. 0 

:: ’AT ’APNA’DY at a7nadi “The horse rolled (tamarraya) (in the dust, or other).” 

:: ’AR' ’ArNA’DIY ar a7nadi “The man was tongue-tied (tata'ta'a lisan ar-rajul wa-n‘aqada ‘alay- 

hi).” ’ArNA’R ’ArNA’MA’Q a7nar a7namaq. Its root-meaning is “talking through the nose 

(al-yunna).” 

:: ’URNKARDIY NA’NK iirnardi n’aij “The thing became white (ibyadda)’URN- iiri^ar- 

KARUR ’URNKAR'M’K iirqariir iiri^armak. 

:: ’AR' ’ASKRDY [sic] ar osi^ardi (?) “The man suddenly stopped work and sat down osqar- ? 

(haruna1 min al-‘amal wa-jalasa).” ’SNKRA’R[sic] ’SNKRMA’Q osqarur osqarmaq. 

147 1. MS. hazuna. 
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§ 

:: ’UrLA’N ’ANKRASJDIY o^lan aqraSdi “The babies (or other) were in pain (adiyat).” aiyraS- 

’ANK.RASVR ’ ANKRSm’Q anrasur aipSmaq. 

:: ’INJC’N ’INK'RAN'DIY ingan iryandi “The she-camel (or other) moaned (hannat). ” iqran- 

’INKRNVR TNKRNM’Q inranur iiyranmaq. 

:: ’UZM’UNKINDY [sic] iiziim oi^landi “The grapes took on color (talawwana).” Also oql'an- 

of a man when he takes on color after an illness. ’UNKLNVR ’UNKLNM’K oi^laniir oi^lanmak. 

:: ’AR'NIY ’ANK/TURDY arni aqtiirdi “He confused (hayyara, adhasa) the man in the aqtiir- 

matter.” ’ANKTARUR ’ANKTRMA’K ai^tiiriir aijtiirmSk. 

:: ’L ’NKR YPU ’UNKTURDY ol ar^ar yi7aC iirjturdi “He had him pierce a hole (atqaba) iirjtiir- 

in the wood.” ’UNKTURUR ’UNKTURMA’K urjtiiriir untiirmlk. 

Another Type 

:: ’UL SUVZUK ’ANKLA’DIY ol soziig aqladi “He understood (fahima) the words (or an¬ 

other).” ’ANKLA’R ’NKLA’MA’Q ar^lar aqlamaq. O-yuz dialect. D 

End of the Quadriliteral Chapters 

Chapters of Quinquiliterals 

R 

:: ’L MANY ’UFUTTARlPIY ol mani uwutyardi “He made me feel ashamed (alja’ani ila uwutyar- 

l-haya’ hattd hayttu).” ’yWUTTARUR: ’UWUTTARMA’Q uwutyarur uwutyarmaq. 

K 

:: ’ANIK BA§IY TSIR’KNDY anig basi isirgSndi “His head broke out in heat rash (butur isirgan- 

bi-harara) (because he had not shaved it for a long while).” ’ISIR'KANUVR ’ISIR'KANM K isir- 

ganur isirganmak. 0 

:: ’AR TAWA’RINKA’ ’ASIR'KAN’DY ar tawariija asirgangi “The man regretted the asirgan- 

loss (ta’assafa ‘ala dahab) of his wealth.” ’ASIR'KANVR ’ASIR'KANM’K asirganur asirganmak. 

N 

[I. 244/291] 148 

’AR ’UWUTLAN'DIY air uwutlandi “The man was ashamed (istahya)." The Oyuz say: ’UTAN;- uwutlan- 

DIY utandi dropping some letters. ’UWUTLANUR ’UWUTLANJvlA’Q uwutlanur uwutlanmaq. D 

0 
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:: QYZ AKAT^LANDY qiz egatlandi “The bride acquired a maidservant (xadima) who 

was sent with her.” ’AKATLANUR ’AKATLANM’K egatlaniir egatlanmak. 0 

:: ’AR ’SlJLAJSTDY ar esidlandi “The man acquired a pot (qidr).” ’SIJLANUR ’5lJ- 

LANM’K eSidlaniir eSicl'anmak. 0 

•• NIK KVZY ANUJLANDY anig kozi aniidl'andi “His eye acquired a cataract (zafaraj.” 

’ANUJLANUR ’ANUJLANM’K aniidanur aniiclanmak. 0 

:: ’AR' ’ATIRLNDY ar aTirlandi “The man was honored (ukrima).” The nun is an 

alternant of tam [i.e. ayirlal-]. :: ’UL BUV ’AT'NIY ’AriR'LAN'DIY ol bu atni aTirlandi “He 

considered this horse expensive (yaU).” ’AriR'LANUR ’ATlR'LANM’Q aTirlanur aTirlanmaq. 
Also for considering a thing heavy (taqil). 

•• UrURLANlDY NA’NK UTurlandi naij “The right time came (hana waqt) for the 

thing. :: YUVL ’UrURLANDY yol UTurlandi “The journey became propitious (mubarak)” 

:: ’AT' ’UTRLANDIY at UTurlandi “A recompense was given (‘uwwida)1 for the horse (which 

had been given as a gift)” - Oyuz dialect. ’UTRLANUR ’UrRLANM’Q UTurlanur UTurlanmaq. 0 

:: YUN'D ’UKR'LANDY yond dgiirlandi “The horses formed a herd with a stallion 

(sarat dat fahl ’KURLANUR ’UKURLANM’K' ogiirlaniir ogiirliinmSk. The same for any 

kind of animals when they form flocks (qut'an). 0 

.. YYR ATUIZLANDY yer atizlandi “The land was made a watershed (musarat).” 

’ATUIZLNUR ’ATUIZLANMAK-Q atizlanur atizlanmaq. -0 

:: BUV NA’NKNY ’UJUZLAN:DIY bu naijni uduzlandi “He considered this thing cheap 

(raxis).” ’UJUZLANUR ’UJUZLANM’Q uduzlanur uCuzlanmaq. 

L TA T NY ADIZLANDY ol tayni adizlUndi “He considered the mountain to be a long 

barrier (mdni‘ tawil).” ’ADIZLANUR ’DIZLANM’K adizl'anur adizl'anmak. 0 

:: ’UTLA’N ’ISIZ'LANDY OTlan esizlandi “The baby was naughty (‘aruma).” ’ISIZ- 

LANUR ’AISIZLANM’K esizlaniir esizlanmik. 0 

:: ’AR ’UruZLAN'DIY 3r OTuzlandi “The man put on the dress of the Otuz.” ’UTUZ- 
LANUR ’UruZLANM’Q oTuzlanur OTUzlanmaq. 0 

:: AR’UKUZCANDY ar okiizWndi “The man became owner of an ox (tawr).” ’UKUZ- 

LANUR ’KUZLANM’K dkiizlaniir okiizl'anmSk. 0 

[I. 246/293] 

:: AR ’UrU§LANDIY ar OTuslandi “The man acquired a party and kinsmen (tahazzaba 

wa-sara du ahl wa- aStra). ’ ’UFU§LANUR ’UFUSLANM’Q OTUslanur OTuslanmaq. 0 

egatlan- 

esiclkn- 

aniiclan- 

aTirlan- 

uTurlan- 

D 

ogiirlan- 

atizlan- 

uduzlan- 

adizlan- 

esizlan- 

oTuzlan- 

okiizlan- 

149 

OTuslan- 

148 1. MS. ‘awd. 
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:: TARIT’URUPLANDIY tari7 uru7landi “The grain seeds swelled (iriaqada habba).” uru7lan- 

:: KBA’Z ’URUTLANDY kabaz unrylandi “The cotton formed seed (in‘aqada)0 Also for 

any kind of fruit. ’URUTLANUR ’URUrLANM’Q uru7lanur unrylanmaq. 0 

:: ’AW' ’UJUAQLAN'DY aw ocaqlandi “The house acquired a stove or fireplace ocaqlan- 

(kanun).” ’UJUAQLANUR ’UJUQLANM’Q ocaqlanur ocaqlanmaq. 0 

:: ’DAQLANDY NA’NK adaqlandi nSr^ “The thing acquired a foot (rijl).” Proverb: adaqlan- 

’ALIM KIYJ QAL'SA’ ’ADAQLANUR alim kec qalsa adaqlanur 0 “When the debt remains P 

(upon the debtor) for a long time it gets a foot” — that is, his creditor sends him a request. ’A- 

DA’Q'LANUR ’ADAQLANM’Q adaqlanur adaqlanmaq. 0 

:: SUVW ’ARIQlLANDY suw ariqlandi “The water was canalized (inta'aba).” 1 Also ariqlan- 

of land when it is characterized by eroded channels like canals (anhar). ’ARIQLANUR ’ARIQ- 

LANM’Q ariqlanur ariqlanmaq. 0 

:: ’AR' ’AZUQLANDY ar azuqlandi “The man obtained provisions (zad).” ’AZUQ- azuqlan- 

LANUR ’AZUQLANM’Q azuqlanur azuqlanmaq. 

:: TUVN ’ATAK'LA’N'DY ton ataklandi “The garment was given a skirt (dayl).” ataklan- 

’ATAK'LANUR ’ATAK LANM’K atakranur ataklanmSk. 0 

:: ’AR' ’ATUK'LANDY aratiikl'andi “The man obtained a boot (xuff).” ’ATUK'LNUR atuklan- 

’ATUKLANM’K atilklanur atukl'anmak. 0 

:: YrA’J' ’ARUK'LANDY yi7ad ariiklandi “The trees produced peaches, apricots, or ariiklan- 

plums (xawx, miSmiS, ajas).” ’ARUK'LANUR ’ARUKLANM’K ariikianiir aruklanm'ak. 0 

:: ’L BUV ’UrUR'DA’ YARMA’Q' QA’ TSIK'LAN'DY ol bu uyurda barmaqqa isiglandi 

“(The man) considered the time too hot (harr) to go.” ’ISIK'LANUR ’ISIK'LANM’K isiglaniir 

isigl’anmak. 

:: ’IT' ’ANUK'LAJSfDIY it aniikiandi “The bitch bore a puppy (jira’).” A NUK'LANUR aniiklan- 

’ANK'LANM’K aniiklanUr Sruiklanmak. 

:: ’AR' ’ATANLANDY ar atanlandi “The man obtained a gelded camel (ba‘ir xasi).” atanlan- 

’ATANLANUR ’ATANLANM’Q atanlanur atanlanmaq. 

:: BADIJ ’UZUM'LANDY badiC uzlimlandi “The trellis became covered with grapes iiziimlSn- 

(‘inab).” ’UZUM'LANUR ’UZUMLANM’K uzumlanur Uziimlanniak. 

Doubled, Irregular2 

149 1. Also pointed inba'ata. 

2. This section is out of place here; it belongs rather with the doubled section of the quadri- 

literals (134-137). 
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:: ’AR' TAWA’RIY ’UB'LAL'DY 'it tawari iiplaldi “The man’s property was plundered 

(nuhiba).” ’UBLALUVR’UBLALMA’K UplalGr UplUlmSk. 

[I. 248/295] 

:: QUVY ‘ ’ADLAL'DY qoy Utlaldi “The sheep was made into meat (lahm).’’’ Also for 

other things. ’ATLALUVR’ATLALM’K atlaliir atialmak. 

:: ’AD'LAL'DIY NA’NK iidlaldi “The thing was put to good use (usliha).”1 ’AD'- 

LALUR ’AD'LALMA’K Sdlalur adlalmak. Also of something that is taken good care of (uftuqida). 

:: ’AYA’Q ’AS'LALDY ayaq aslaldi “The vessel was repaired (ru’iba).” ’ASLALUR 

’ASLALMA’Q aSlalur aslalmaq. 0 

:: ’Y§ ’iSLALDY Is isliiidi “The deed was done (‘umila).” ’iSLALUR ’iSLALM’K 

islaliir islalmak. 0 

:: KYIK’AWLAL'DY kayik awlaldi “The wild beast was hunted (sida’AWLALUR 

’AWLALM’Q awlalur awlalmaq. Verse: 

’AWLALUR ’UVZUM ’ANIK TVZNK’ awlalur ozum anig tuziija 

’AM LALUR KUVZUM ’ANIK TVZNK’ amlalur kozum anig toziija 

Describing his beloved: “My soul is hunted by his charm; my eye is treated (for bleariness) by the 

dust of his (foot).” 

:: TKM’ TURLK ’YK ’IK LAL;DIY tagma tUrlug Ig igKldi “He was taken ill (murida) 

with every kind of illness.” ’IK'LALUR ’IKLALM’K iglaliir iglalmak. 0 

:: ’IK'LIK ’AM'LAL/DIY iglig amlaldi “The sick person was treated (‘ulija).’’ ’AM'LA- 

LUR ’AM LALM’K amlalUr amlalmak. 0 

:: KI§Y ’IM'LALDY kisi imlaldi “The man was gestured to (uSira) (by winking2 the'eye, 

or the like).” ’IMLALUR TM’LALM’K imlaliir imialmak. 

Quinquiliteral, Defective 

T 

:: ’AT- ’AR'BALANT)IY at arpalandi “The horse got some barley ($a‘ir).” Also for 

others. ’ARBA’LANUR ’ARBALANM’Q arpalanur arpalanmaq. 

iiplal- 

150 

atlal- 

adl'al- 

aslal- 

islal- 

awlal- 

V 

igl'al* 

amlal- 

imlal- 

arpalan- 

150 1. MS. aslaha. 

2. MS. ymr, read yamz. 
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D 

:: BAK BYR YYRK ’RDVLANDY beg bir yerig ordulandi “The emir took a place as ordulan- 

his personal residence (qasaba)." ’URDUVLANUR ’URDUVLANM’Q: ordblanur ordulanmaq. 

:: ’UL ’ANKAR ’UTRUVLANJDY ol ar^ar utrulandi “He stood opposite (wajaha) utruian- 

him.” ’UTRLANUR ’UTRLANM’Q utrulanur utrulanmaq. 

Q 

:: ’L MNY ’ARQALANJDY ol mani arqalandi “He took me as a backer or helper (za- arqalan- 

hir).” :: ’L TAT’NY ’ARQALAN^DY ol tayni arqalandi “He leaned (istanada) on the moun¬ 

tain.” ’ARQALANUR ’ARQALANM’Q arqalanur arqalanmaq. 

M 

:: YPJ ’UZUM'LANDY [sic] yfyafi iiZmalandi “The tree grew mulberries (tut).”3 ii2malan- 

’UZUM'LANUR ’UZUMLANM’K U^malSniir iiim'aranmSk. 

Another Type 

T 

:: ’AT" ’VT’LANDY at otlandi “The horse galloped like fire (iltahaba jary<*n).” Also:: otlan- 

’AR' 

[I. 250/297] 

’UVT'LANDY ar otlandi “The man flared up in anger (iltahaba jadaban).'’ ’UVTLANUR 

’VTLANM’Q otlanur otlanmaq. 

Z 

:: ’UL BUV YARMA’QIT ’’ZLANDY ol bu yarmaqry azlandi “He considered the dir- azlan- 

hams to be few (qafil)." Also for other things. ’’ZLANVR ’’AZLANM’Q azlanur azlanmaq. 0 

:: ’AR ’UVZLANDY & uzlandi “The man displayed good craftsmanship (abda fi uzlan 

san'atihi husn ‘amal wa-hadafa)."1 ’UVZ'LANUVR ’VZ'LANM’Q uzlanur bzlanmaq. 

S 

:: ’AR ’IYSLANDY ar iSlandi “The man pretended to be working (ya'malu).” :: ’AW islan- 

’IYSLANDY2 aw islandi “The smoke adhered to the house and it became blackened (laziqa d- 

3. MS. tut. 

151 1. MS. ahdafa. 

2. Later hand (brown ink) has changed the three dots of § to sukun(') and placed three dots 

below. 



duxan, iswadda).” The same for clothes, or other. TYSLANUR2 TY§LANMK-Q2 islanur islan- 

maq (Islanmak). 
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K 

:: ’AR ’VZINK’ ’’AWLANDY 'it ozipa awlandi “The man hunted (istiyad) by and for 

himself.” ’’AWLANUR ’’WLANM’Q awlanur awlanmaq. 

W 

:: ’ARUQ' ’AR' ’VK'LANDY aruq ar oglandi “The tired man (or other) recovered from 

his fatigue (ajamma).” Also used of a baby when he grows (kabura). ’UVKLANUR ’VK'LANM’K 

ogianiir oglanmlk. 

Final Weak 

T 

:: ’AR YRMA’Q ’ADUTLA’DY ar yarmaq adutladi “The man scooped up the dirhems 

with his palm (hafana . . . bi-kaff).’’ Also for scooping up water with one’s hand (yarafa . . . bi- 

yad). ’ADUTLA’R ’ADUTL’MA’Q adutlar adutlamaq. 0 

:: ’L ’ANY ’UZTLA’DIY ol ani ozUtladi “He considered him a miser (baxxala, nasaba 

ila l-buxl).” ’UZTL’R ’UZTLA’M’K ozUtlUr ozUtlamak. 

:: ’L ’urLIN ’KUTLA’DIY ol 07H11 ogutiadi “He counseled (wa'caa) his son (or other).” 

’UKUTL’R ’KUTLA’MA’K ogutfir ogutlamak. 0 

:: ’UL QIYZIN ’AKATLA’DIY ol qizin egatladi “He sent a maidservant (xadima) with 

his daughter to her husband’s house.” ’AKATLA’R ’AKAT)LA’MA’K egatlar egatlamak. 0 

:: ’AR ’ULUTL’DY Sr dliitladi “The man quarreled and almost started a fight (jadala 

hatta kadayuqi‘u l-muqatala).”3 ’ULUTLA’R ’ULUTLA’MA’K oliitlSr oliitlamak. 0 

J 

:: ’AR QUSUr ’AMAJ^LA’DY ar quSuy amaCIadi “The man made the bird a target 

(7arad).” ’AMAJLA’R ’AMAJiLA’MA’K-Q amaClar amaClamaq. 

:: ’UTA’JY KVZUK ’ANUJLA’DIY otaCi koziig aniiclk'di “The doctor treated the eye 

for cataracts (zafara).” ’ANUJL’R ’NUJLA’MA’K aniitlar aniiclSmlk. 

[I. 252/300] 

R 

awlan- 

oglan- 

adutla- 

oziitia- 

ogiitla- 

eg'atla- 

dliitla- 

amacla- 

aniicla- 

152 

3. MS. muqatila. 
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: : ’AT ’ADARLA’DY (ar) at adarladi “The man saddled (asraja) the horse (or other).” 

’ADARL’R ’DARL’M'K ad'drlar adarlamSk. 

:: TNKRY MANIY ’ABIRTA’DIY taryri mani ayirladi ‘ ‘God Most High honored (akrama) 

me.” ’AriRLA'R ’ATIR'LA’MA’Q a7irlar ayirlamaq. Also of anyone who honors another person. 

:: ’AR ’YSIN ’urU'RLA’DY ar iSin UTurladi “The man put off the matter and did it in 

its proper time (irtaqaba, fa‘alafi waqtihi wa-imkanihi).” ’UITJRLA’R ’UITJR’LA’MA’Q1 uyurlar 

UYurlamaq. Hence :: ’AR TAVA’R ’UTURLA’DIY Sr tavar oyurladi “The man stole (saraqa) the 

goods” — because he waited for the opportunity and the right time (yartaqibu fursatahu iva- 

waqtahu). There is another explanation for this verb, namely that it is based on the noun: 

’UTRIY OYri the word for “thief (sariq)” and the ya' dropped from: ’UTRIY OTri through light¬ 

ening. I prefer the latter explanation, but both are plausible. Verse: 

BAKIM- ’UVZN ’UTRLA’DY 

YART BYLB ’UTRL’DY 

’LT TNKRY ’ATRL’DY 

’N1N QUTQWTURY [sic] TUTDY 

begim ozin oTurladi 

yara7 bilip uTurladi 

ulu7 taiyri a7irladi 

anin qut qiw tozi to7di 

0 Describing the emir of the Tangut who prepared an ambush for the enemy: “My emir stole 

away from the army and lay in ambush, waiting for the right moment; God Most High honored 

him with victory, and thus arose the dust of Luck and Fortune.” 

Z 

:: ’AR' YYRIN ’ATIZL’DY ar yerin atizladi “The man put dams and watersheds (dibar, 

musanriat) in the land (for sowing)” ’ATIZLA’R ATIZLA’M’Q atizlar atizlamaq. 

:: BAK ’ANY ’UJUZLA’DY beg ani ucuzladi “The emir treated him with scorn (ahana).” 

’UJZL’R ’UJZL’M’Q uCuzIar uCuzlamaq. 0 

:: ’UL’ANY’UDUZX’DY ol ani uduzladi “He treated him for mange (jarab).” ’UDUZ- 

L’R ’UDUZLA’MA’K [sic] uduzlar uduzlamaq. 0 

:: ’UL ’ARIQNY ’AriZLA’DIY ol ariqni aTizladi “He made a mouth (fiiha) for the 

canal.” :: ’L QULIN ’ATlZ^LA’DIY ol qulin a7izladi “He struck his slave (or other) on the 

mouth (fam).” ’ATIZL’R ’ATIZL’MA’Q a7izlar a7izlamaq. 

:: ’UL MANY ’UTUZLA’DIY ol mani OTUzladi “He considered me 

[1.253/302] 

Oyuz and related me to them. ” ’UfZL’R ’UfZL’M’Q oTUzlar OTUzlamaq. 

adarla- 

a7irla- 

U7urla- 

oTurla- 

V 

atizla- 

uCuzla- 

uduzla- 

ayizla- 

oyuzla- 
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152 1. In MS. this form occurs on the next line after the translation of the following sentence. 
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S 

:: ’UL BITK UQITISA’DIY ol bitig oqitsadi “He wanted to have the book read 

(yuqri’a).” Also when one wants to call (yad'uwa) a person. ’UQITISA’R ’UQITISA’M’Q oqitsar 

oqitsamaq. 0 

:: ’L TARIT ’UKITISA’DIY ol tariy ogits'adi “He wanted to have the wheat ground 

(ya(hana) by someone else.’’ ’UKITISA’R ’UKITISA’MA’K ogitsUr ogitsamak. 0 

:: ’AR' ’AKIR'SA’DIY Sr agirsadi “The man wanted galingale (wajj) (to treat himself 

with it)”’ :: ’URATUT YIB ’AKIRISA’DIY urayut yip agirsadi “The woman desired and in¬ 

tended to spin (tayzil).” :: BAK KAND ’AKIRISA’DY beg kand agirsadi “The emir desired and 

intended to besiege (yuhasira) the fortress.” ’AKIRISA’R ’KIRISA’MA’K 'agirsar agirsamak. 0 

:: ’AR' ’AJIPSA’DY ar afirysadi “The man desired something sour (humuda)." AJIP- 

SA’R AJIPSA’MA’Q aCiysar aCiysamaq. 0 

:: ’AR' ’ATA’ ’ULPSA’DY ar atta uluysadi “The man wanted the large one (kabir) of 

the horses.” The same for anything large. ’ULPSA’R ’ULTSA’M’Q uluysar uluysamaq. 0 

:: ’AR' ’ARUKSA’DY ar ariik^idi “The man wanted peaches (xawx) (or other).” 

’ARUKSA’R ’ARUKSA’MA’K ariik^r ariiksSm5k. 0 

:: ’AR' ’ULUK'SA’DY ar olUgsadi “The man wanted to be dead (mayyit).” ’ULUK- 

SA’R ’ULUKSA’MA’K oliigsar oliigsamak. 

§ 

:: ’AR TAV’RIN ’UKU§L’DY Sr tavarin ukiialdi “The man considered his wealth to be 

much (katir).” ’UKUSL’R ’KSL’M’K iikuSlar iikiiSlamak. 

r 

:: QUZY ’ARITL’DY qozi ariTladi “He gelded (naza'a xusya) his lamb (or other).” 

:: ’L YARMA’QIT ’ARIPL’DY ol yarmaqiy ari7ladi “He picked out the best (iltaqata jawda) of 

the dirhems.” The same for anything of which one chooses the best (ixtara nuqawa). ’ARITL’R 

’ARITL’M’Q ariylar ariylamaq. 

:: ’UL KBA’Z ARITL’DY [sic] ol kSbEz uruyladi “He removed the seed (naza'a habb) 

from the cotton.” Also when one extracts the pit (axraja nawat) from a fruit. ’ARITL’R ’ARIP 

L’M’Q uruylar uruylamaq. 

:: TUNKZ ’ATIT ’AZITL’DY toiyiz ati7 azi7ladi “The boar attacked the horse and 

wounded it with its fang (nab).” 

[I. 255/304] 

:: MAN TUNKZNY ’AZJPL’DIM man totyizni azryladim “I struck the boar on its fang.” Also of 

oqitsa- 

ogit sS- 

agirsa- 

aCi7sa- 

ulu7sa- 

ariiksa- 

oliigsa- 

iikiiSla- 

ari7la- 

uru7la- 

azi7la- 

154 
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any wild animal with fangs or canines (nab) on both sides. ’AZirL’R AZirL’M’Q azrylar aziy- 

lamaq. 

:: TANKRY MANIY ’ULUrL’DY t'aryi mani uluyladi “ God Most High blessed me with 

glory (razaqa al-kibriya’).” :: BAK MANY ’ULUrL’DY beg mani uluyiadi ‘ ‘The emir considered 

me great (kabtr).” 'ULTLA’R ’ULrLA’M’Q uluylar uluylamaq. Proverb: ’LTNY ’LFLA’SA’ 

QUT BULUVR^ ulu7ni uluylasa qut bulur 0 “When one honors (waqqara) the elder (because 

of his age) one finds Fortune.” 

Q 

:: ’L ’NY ’APAQ'L’DY ol ani adaqladi “He hit him on his foot (rijl).” ’DAQL’R 

’DAQL’M’Q adaqlar adaqlamaq. 

:: ’L ’NY ’ADUQ'LA’DY ol ani aduqladi “He considered it a rarity because it was un¬ 

known (istatrafahu li-kawnihi majhul).” ’ADUQL’R ’ADUQL’MA’Q aduqlar aduqlamaq. 

:: BAK ’ARUQL’DY beg aruqladi “The emir recovered from fatique (ajamma min at- 

ta‘ab).” This is an expression for sleep (nawm) in the Khaqani dialects. Its root-meaning is to 

rest from weariness (istaraha min al-kalala)’ARUQL’R ’ARUQL’M’Q aruqlar aruqlamaq. 

::’L’NY’A§UQLA’DIY ol ani aSuqladi “He hit him on the anklebone (ka‘b)." ’A§UQ- 

L’R ’ASUQL’M’Q aSuqlar aSuqlamaq. 0 

:: ’L ’NY ’A§AQ(LA’DY ol ani lfaqladi “He considered him small (sajir).” Proverb: 

YATYNIY ’A§AQ-L’SA’ BA§(QA’ JQ’R yaTlni uSaqlasa baSqa Ciqar 0 “When one belittles the 

enemy it goes to the head.” The intention is that it destroys one’s head, meaning one’s determina¬ 

tion, so do not belittle him. :: ’UL MANIK SUVZUM’NY ’USAQLA’DIY ol manig sozumni 

uSaqladi “He misrepresented and slandered (qatta, waSa) my words.” ’U§AQL R U§AQL M Q 

uSaqlar uSaqlamaq. 

:: ’L ’ANUQL’DY NA’NKNY ol unuqladi naqni “He found the thing to be ready (hadir 

mu'add) so he took it.” ’ANUQL’R ’ANUQLA’M’Q anuqlar anuqlamaq. 

K 

:: ’L TVNUr ’IJUK'LA’DY ol tonu7 iCukladi “He attached to his garment the fur 

(farw) (of a sable, squirrel, or other).” ’IJUKL’R ’IJUKL’M’K iCuklSr iCiiklHmSk. 0 

:: TARIY ’ARUKL’DY tSri SruklSdi “He tanned (dabaya) the hide.” ’ARUKL’R 

’ARUKL’M’K ariiklSr ariiklam5k. 0 

:: ’L QVY(N)Uf ’UZAK^L’DIY1 ol qoyu7 ozakladi “He cut 

uluyla- 

adaqla- 

aduqla- 

aruqla- 

D 

aSuqla- 

uSaqla- 

P 

anuqla- 

iCukl'a- 

ariikla- 

ozakla- 

154 1. A (brown) altered from U (black) (? — unclear). 
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[I. 257/306] 

the sheep’s spinal vein (abhor).” Also for striking it. ’UZUKL’R ’UZUK/L’M’K ozfikllr Qzak- 

lamak. 0 

:: ’R ’SIKL’DY ar isigladi “The man went out in the heat (hamawa) of summer or the 

midday sun.” TSIK'L’R ’SIKL’M’K1 isiglar isiglamSk. 

:: ’L KIRTLIK ’USKL’DY ol kiritlik osiigladi (?) “He opened the lock without a key by 

a trick (fataha . . . bi-htla min yayr miftah).” ’SKL’R ’SKL’MK-Q osiiglar osuglSmak. Kancak 

dialect. 

:: ’L ’SIRKA’DIY NA’NKNY ol asirgadi nSiyii “He regretted the loss (tahassara ‘ala 

fawt. . . wa-ta’assafa) of the thing.” ’ASIRK’R ’ASIRK’M’K asirgar asirgSmSk. 

:: ’L KYKNY ’USIKL’DY ol kayikni iiSikladi “He captured the gazelle while it was 

restrained by the cold (fi hasrihi wa-hala wujudihi l-bard).” Also for other things. ’USlKL’R 

’SKL’M’K USiklir iiSikl§m3k. 

:: ’URATUTNY ’KAKL’DY uiayutni akakladi “The man insulted the woman and 

called her a whore (sabba . . . wa-nasaba ila l-fujur).” ’AKAKL’R ’AKAK'L’M’K akaklSr ak'ak- 

lamak. 0 

:: ’L T’MT ’UKAKL’DY ol tami7 iikakladi “He put towers (buriij) on the city walls.” 

Also for putting boxes (sanadiq) on a thing. ’UKAKL’R ’UKAKL’M’K iikaklar Ukaklamak. 0 

:: ’UL ’ANY ’ALIl^K^L’DY2 ol ani aliikladi “He derided him and mocked him (hazi'a 

bihi wa-saxira minhu).”3 ’ALII/IK L’R2 ’ALIWK'L’M’K2 aliiklar altiklamak. Verse: 

TANKUT SUVSIN ’U§IKL’DY 

KI§Y ’YSN ’ALIIOK L’DY2 

’ARIN ’ATIN BALIKLA'DY 

BULUN BVLP BA§Y TfDY 

ta^ut siisin USiklSdi 

ki$i i§in aliikladi 

arin atin belSgladi 

bulun bolup ba5i ti-ydi 

“(The enemy) attacked the troops of Tangut (a realm or province near China) at night in the bitter 

cold (so that he would not gain victory); then he mocked them, until they presented to us their 

horses and men; he bowed his head from the hardships he suffered [lit.: he fell captive and hid 

his head].” 

:: ’URATUTNY ’AMIK'L’DY ura-jditni amigl'adi “The man struck the woman on her 

breast (tady).” ’AMIKL’R ’MIKL’M’K Smiglar amiglimak. 

155 1. An S is written through the final K (black ink). 

2. U (black) crossed out in brown. 

3. MS. huzi’a bihi wa-suxira minhu. 

155 
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:: ’IT' ’ANUK'LA’DIY it Uniikladi “The bitch bore a puppy (ajrat).” :: ’ARS'L’N 

’ANUKL’DY arslan aniikladi “The lioness bore a cub (aSbalat).” ’ANUKL’R ’ANUK'LA’M’K aniik- 

liir aniiklkmak. 

:: ’L MANK’ ’ASANL’DY ol mana asSnlHdi “He greeted me and shook hands (hayya, 

$afaha).” ’ASANL’R’SANLA’M’K asSnlar asanlamak. 

Another Type 

D 

[I. 259/308] 

:: ’L’NY’UDUVL’DY ol ani uduladi “He followed (ittaba‘a, iqtafa) him.” ’UDUVLA’R 

’UPUVLA’M’Q udular udulamaq. 

R 

:: ’L ’KY KI§Y ’UTRA’ ’RA’LA’DY ol ekki kiSi otra araladi “He mediated (salaha) 

between the two men.” Also for passing between (jawaza bayna) them or between any two 

things. For “making peace (fulh)" you may say: ’ARIYLA’DIY arlladi — this is the colloquial 

pronunciation; but the first is more correct. ’RA’LA’R' ’ARA’LA’MA’Q aralar aralamaq. 

:: ’AR' ’URIYLA’DIY ar oriladi “The man shouted ($aha, rafa'a 'aqtra).” ’URIYL’R 

’URIYL’M’Q orllar orilamaq. 

al-yaya).” 

’R ’RYL’DY ar oriladi “The man boasted and went beyond the limit (salafa, zada ‘an 

’URYL’R’RYL’M’K-Q orilar orilamaq. 0 Verse:1 

’UZN ’KNB ’RYL’DY 

YARIQ [sic] YYRK QRYL’DY 

’Tir kmSb ’uryl’dy 

’UFT BVLB TUBV TDY 

ozin ogniip oriladi 

yorip terig qariladi 

atiy kamSip oriladi 

uwut bolup topii aydi 

Describing a warrior whom he attacked: “He was proud and boastful and puffed up with pride 

(faxara wa-salafa wa-nafaxa amruhu)\ he came measuring the ground in cubits; he spurred on his 

horse [and shouted] ; (then he turned back) in shame, climbing up the hill.” 0 

:: ’L QVNUr ’URUVL’DY ol qonuy oriiladi “He slaughtered the sheep as it was stand¬ 

ing.” ’URVLA’R ’URVLA’MA’K oriilSr oriilSmlk. 

r 

:: ’L ’A§IN ’AI\JVL’DY ol aSin ayuladi “He poisoned (samma) his food (or other).” 

’AruVL’R TVL’M’Q ayular ayulamaq. 

aniikl'a- 

asanla- 

156 
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156 1. In MS. the verse appears after the following entry. 
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W 

NK TKR K§Y AW’LA’DY anig tiigra kiSi awaladi “The people surrounded (haffa awala- 

hawla) him. AW L R AW L’M’Q awalar awalamaq. This is used especially in regard to civil 

strife (fitna)’, otherwise :: ’AW'DIY awdi [93]. ’AW’L’R ’W’L’M’Q awalar awalamaq. 

Q 

:: ’L MANY ’^QIYL’DIY ol m'ani aqiladi “He considered me to be generous (jud)" aqila- 

’AQIYL’R ’QYL’M’Q aqilar aqilamaq. 

K 

:: L NY AKA’LA’DIY ol ani akUladi “He called her an elder sister (uxt kabira).” akala- 

’KA’L’R ’K’L’M’K HkStlar akaiSmSk. 0 

:: L NY ’UKA’L’DIY ol ani ogaladi “He gave him the honorific title of ’UKA’ oga ogala- 

meaning ‘a chief among the people (kahtr fi l-qaivm)’;’ ’UK A’LA’R ’UKA’L’M’K ogalSr ogalSmak. 

N 

:: L ANY NA’LA’DIY ol ani analadi “He called her his mother (umm) anala- 

[1.260/311] 157 

and attributed motherhood to her.” ’AN’L’R ’AN’L’M’Q analar analamaq. 

Nasal 

D 

:: ’AWJY KAYIKNY ’ANKDIYDY awCi kayikni ai^didi “The hunter laid a snare (ihtala) 

for the gazelle.” :: ’L ’ANY ’ANKDYDY ol ani at^didi “He laid a snare to catch (ihtala li-ya’xuda) 

him.” ’ANKDYR ’NKDYM’Q ai^dlr aiyfimaq. 

Another Type 

:: ’SY’K ’ANKIYL’DY aSyak aiyladi “The donkey brayed (nahaqa)." ’ANKIYL’R aryla- 

’NKYL’M’Q aiylar atylamaq. 

Another Type 

:: ’URA’TUT ’KKLNDY1 urayut orykl'Sndi “The woman put on a pair of false earlocks oiyklan- 

(wada'at. . , bi-sudyayn muzawwirayn).”2 ’NKKLANUR ’NKKLIYMA’Q [sic] oi^iklSnur oiykian- 

mUk. 

157 1. Sic; N added before first K by a later hand (black). 
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Quinquiliteral 

N 

:: ’AR" ’ArRIQAN'DIY ar aTriqandi “The man complained of pain (Saka . . . min aTriqan- 

waja'ihi).”2 3 ’ArRIQANUR ’ ATRIQAN'MA’Q ayriqanur a7riqanmaq. 

With Two Unvowelled Consonants 

:: MAN ’NY ’AN'DlTAR'DIM man ani and7ardim “I made him swear (hallaftu).” and7ar- 

’AN'DTARUR MAN ’AN'DTARMA’Q and7arur m'dn, and7armaq. 

Sextiliteral 

T 

:: YPJ ’ AR'MLTP LAN'DIY yi7a£ armutlandi “The tree gave forth pears (kumatra).”armutlan- 

’AR'MUTLANUR ’ARMUTLANM’Q armutlanur armutlanmaq. 

J 

:: TT ’AR'TUJLANDY ta7 artuClandi “There were many junipers (‘ar‘ar) in the moun- artuClan- 

tains.” ’AR'TUJLANUR ’ARTUJLANMA’Q artuClanur artuClanmaq. 0 

:: SUVF ’UR/KUJLANDY suw arkaeiEfndi “The water surged in waves (maja).” ’AR-- ark'dClan- 

KAJLANUR ’AR' KJLANM’K arkadanur arkaClanm'ak. 0 

:: QYZ ’URKUJLAN'DIY qiz orgiiCl'andi “The girl acquired a braid (qunza'a, da fir a)." orgiiClSn- 

’URKUJLANUR ’URKUJLANM’K orguClanur orguCianmak. 

:: ’5lJ ’URKUJLAN'DY e5iC orguClandi “The pot acquired a trivet (utfiyya).” ’URKJ- 

LNUR ’URKJLANM’K orgiiclanur orgUCHnmak. 

R 

:: TA’Y' ’AD'TIRLAN'DIY tay adTirlandi “The colt acted like a stallion (fahl).” Also adyirlan- 

of mares when they acquire a stallion. ’ADTIR'LANUR ’ADTIR'LANMA’Q ad7irlanur adyir- 

lanmaq. 

Q 

:: ’AR' ’UDMAQLAN'DIY ar udmaqlandi “The man acquired followers and servants udmaq- 

(taba‘, Sakiri).” ’UDMAQLANUR ’UDMAQLNM’Q udmaqlanur udmaqlanmaq. 0 lan- 

2. MS. wd‘b . . . bsud yyr mrwryn\ a later hand (black) through an addition in the margin has 

altered it to read bi-sudy min Sa‘r ‘anz muzawwiratan (“a false earlock made out of goat’s hair”). 

3. MS. waja'ahu; min above line. 
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:: ’AR' ’ARTUQLANDY ar artuqlandi “The man went beyond his limit (‘ada tawr).” artuqlan- 

’ARTUQLNUR ’ARTUQLANM’Q artuqlanur artuqlanmaq. 0 

[I. 263/313] 158 

T’Z BA§Y TZMAQLANDY [ sic] taz ba5i azmuqlandi “The scabiness (qara‘) of the scabby-headaZmuqlan- 

became worse.” :: YIYR TZMAQLANDY yer azmuqlandi “Th ere was much alum (Sabb) in the 

ground (or other).” ’AiZmAQLANUR ’iZmAQLANM’Q aZmuqlanur a2muqlanmaq. 

:: ’UL BUV ’Y§ir ’AFRUQlLANDY ol bu igi-y ayriiqlandi “He found this matter bur- aYruqlan- 

densome (istatqala).” Also of a load which one considers too heavy (taqil). ’APRUQLANUR 

’ArRUQLANM’Q aTruqlanur aTruqlanmaq. 0 

:: ’AR ’UPRAQiLANDY ar OYraqlandi “The man put on the dress of Oyraq (a tribe of oyraqlan- 

people).” ’UrRAQLNUR ’UrRQLANM’Q oyraqlanur oyraqlanmaq. 

K 

:: ’AR" ’ATMAKLANDY 'air <ttmakiandi “The man had much bread (xubz)" — meaning,atmaklan- 

he was rich (atra). ’ATMAK'LANUR ’ATMKLANM’K atmaklUniir atmk'kranmiik. 0 

There are many verbs of this type, derived from nouns. The equivalent in Arabic is to G 

say, for example, albana r-rajul (“The man was be-milked”) meaning that he had much milk, and 

asha (“He was be-stripped”) meaning that he had many strips of paper. 0 

:: ’AR' ’IJ'MAKLANDY ar iCm'aklandi “[The man] put on a lambskin (farw barqan);iCmaklan- 

or else he became owner of one.” ’JMKLANUR ’JMKLNM’K iCmakl'aniir iCmaklanmak. 

:: ’IStLA’R ’AR[SAK/LANT)[Y eslar Ursaklandi “The woman passionately desired a man arsaklan- 

(falabat ar-rajul li-Sahwa biha bi'ya’an wa-hirsan).” ’AR[SAKLNUR ’RSAKLNM’K arsakl'aniir 

arsakranmSk. 

:: ’URATUT’K'MAKLNDY urayut iigmaklandi “The woman put on earrings (taSanna- Ugmaklan- 

fat, taqarratat).” ’UK'MAKLNUR ’UKMAKLNM’K ugmakTaniir ugmaklanrriak. 

M 

:: SUVW1 ’AKRIM'LANTHY suw agrimlUndi “The water revolved in the swamps with agrimlan- 

gushing and flowing (istadara fi l-manaqi‘ ma‘a fawaran wa-jary).” ’AKRIM'LNUR ’AKRIM'LAN- 

M’K agrimlaniir agrimianmik. 

N 

158 1. W changed from F by later hand (two dots in brown ink). 
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:: ’AR' ’ISTUNLANT)IY ar iStonlandi “The man put on trousers (sarawil).” Its root- iStonlan- 

form is: ’IJ'TUNLANDY ifitonlandi but the jim changed to Sin because of the proximity of the (ietonlan-) 

points of articulation. TSTUNLNUR tSTUNLNM’Q iStonlanur iStonlanmaq. 

Doubled 

Q 

:: ’AR ’AR^QUQLANDY ar arquqlandi “The man refused to obey the order (‘ata fi arquqlan- 

qabul al-amr wa-haruna).” ’ARQUQLNUR ’ ARQUQLANM’Q arquqlanur arquqlanmaq. 

K 

:: ’L BV ’Y§r ’AMKAKLNDY ol bu iSiy Umgakfandi “He considered this matter to be a amgaklan- 

hardship (mihna).” 

[I. 264/315] 159 

’AM'KAKLNUR ’AM'KKLNM’K amg'aklaniir amgaklanmak. 0 

:: ’AR ’A§KAK‘LANDY ar aSgakl'andi “The man became owner of a donkey (hirriar).” 'aggaklan- 

One of the two variants. ’ASKAKLNUR ’A§KAKLNM’K aggakfanur a^klanmik. 0 D 

:: SUVW1 ’AIR KAKLANDY2 suw arkaklandi “The water was wavy (maja)." ::’ANIK ark'aklSn- 

YYNY3 ’AIRKAKLANDIY2 anig yeni arkaklandi “His skin shuddered (iqsa'arra).” ’IR'KKLNUR 

’IR'KAKLNM’K 'irkaklaniir ark'dkHnm^ik. Also of a man when he pretends to be manly (ruju- 

liyya). 0 

Final Weak 

B 

::’UL’ATIN’ARBA’LA’DIY ol atin arpaladi “He fed his horse barley (Sa‘ir).” ’ARBA’- arpala- 

LA’R ’ARBA’LA’M’Q arpalar arpalamaq. 

T 

:: ’AR YA’SIN ’URTVLA’DY ar yaSin ortuladi “The man was middle-aged (intasafa ortula- 

min‘umrihi).” ’URTVL’R ’URTVL’M’Q ortular ortulamaq. 0 

:: ’AR ’YSQ’ ’RTA’L’DY ar Isqa ertMdi “The man rose early (bakkara) for work.” ertal'a- 

’RTA’LA’R ’RT’LA’MA’K-Q ertllir ertSlImak. 

159 1. W changed from F by later hand (two dots in brown ink). 

2. First A by a later hand (?) (dark black, thin point). 

3. There are two dots in brown ink over the first Y (thus T). 
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R 

:: ’L KIDIZNIY TS'RIYLA’DIY ol kidizni esrilSdi “He embroidered the felt with a 

leopard-skin pattern (ka-lawn an-namir).” ’AS'RIYLA’R ’ASRIYLA’M’K esrilar esrilUmak. 0 

:: ’L NA’NK ’UrRlYL’DY ol nllj oyriladi “He stole (saraqa) the thing!’ The common 

people say it with no vowel on the ra’ [i.e., 152 oytirla-], but this is an error. ’UFRLA’R ’UF- 

RLA’MA’Q oyrilar oyrilamaq. 

T 

:: ’L QVY TK/TUVLA’DIY ol qoy igtuladi “He fed (‘alafa) the sheep (or other).” 

’IKTUVLA’R TKTVL’M’K~igtUl]ir igtUlSmak. 

r 

:: ’L ’KY KSY ’ARA’ ’ARFVL’DIY ol ekki kisi ara aryuladi “He passed between (marra 

bayna, saqqa) the two men.” ’ARFVL’R ’ARFVLA’MA’Q aryular aryulamaq. 

:: ’L ’NKAR ’UBKAL’DIY ol at^ar opkaladi “He struck him in the lungs (ra’a [de¬ 

fined]).” ’UBKALA’R’UBKALA’MA’K opkSlar opkalamak. 0 

:: ’UL ’ANDIN ’UBKIYL’DIY ol andin opkiladi “He avoided him because he was angry 

(yaiiba).” ’UBKIYLA’R ’UBKIYLA’MA’K opkllSr opkilkmak. 0 

The rules will be discussed in their place. 

End of the Book of Vowel-Initial (hamz) Words 

Praise be to God 

In the Name of God the Merciful the Compassionate 

Book of Nouns of Sound Words 

[I. 267/318] 

Chapter of Biliterals 

B 

TAB tap A particle meaning “enough (hasbu).” Thus :: BUV ’AS) MANK’ TAB^bu as 

mapa tap “This food is enough for me.” :: TAB BULDY tap boldi “It is sufficient (kafa).” 0 

TUB top “Boiled wheat (xadima) that is kneaded with a leavening made from barley, 

then wrapped in a felt cloth and left in a warm place to mature.” Then it is eaten. 0 

esrlla- 

oTrila- 

D 

igtiila- 

aryula- 

opkala- 

opkila- 

G 
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JABj JAB' cap cap Onomatopoeic for whips cracking (waq as-siyat) or lips smacking cap 

(sib as-sifah). Thus :: ’L ’ARUK JAB' JAB' YIYDIY ol ariik cap cap yedi “He ate the peach 

smacking his lips.” 0 

JUB cop “Dregs (durdi)" of wine; also the “sediment (‘akar)” of anything. 0 Hence cop 

“human rubbish (hutala an-nas)” is called: JUB' JAB' KISYLA’R cop cap kigil'iir. 0 

JIB' cip A “twig (yusn latlf daqiq).” This is shortened from: JIBIQ cipiq, just as “ball cip 

(kura)” is called TUWB' top which is shortened from: TUBIQ^ topiq. 0 

JUB' cop A “piece (qit‘a) of Tutmac.” :: BIYR' JUB) YIYKIL bir Cop yegil “Eat a cop 

piece of Tutmac.” The same for pieces of noodles (al-latit wa-l-itriya). 0 

ZAB ZAB zap zap An onomatopoeic particle indicating “quickness of step (sur'a naql al- zap 

qadam wa-l-maSy).” Thus :: ZAB ZAB BARTIL zap zap baryii “Hurry! (asri‘)." 

“The trousseau (jahaz)” of a bride is called: SAB) sap. It is her property. 0 sap 

SIB sip “A colt (muhr) that has reached the second year.” 0 sip 

§AB Sap A particle of hastening, like the Arabic holla. Thus :: §AB‘ KAU Sap k’al Sap 

“Come quickly (asri‘ ft l-majt’).” 0 

QUB' qop A particle of exaggeration and emphasis. Thus :: ’UFL QUB' BADUVDIY qop 

oyul qop badiidi “The child grew a great deal (jayatan).” :: QUB' ’ADKV1 NA’NK qop adgii nai^ 

“A very (jiddan) fine thing.” 0 

KUIB' NA’NK kop nai^ Anything that is “tangled and dense (multaff katir).” Thus :: kop 

KUIB' SAJ'kop sac “Thick (jatl) hair.” Proverb; KUB' SUKUT'KA’ QU§ QUNA’R KRKLVG P 

KlSYK’ SUVZ KALYR kop sogiitka quS qonar, korklug kiSika soz k’allr 0 “Birds settle on the 

willow of tangled branches; (similarly) a message comes to the beautiful and charming woman.” 

0 It is transmitted in another version: 

[I. 268/319] 161 

YT’J ’VJNK’ YYL TKYR1 KURKLK K$YK’ SUVZ KALYR yiyaC ucii^a yel taglr, korklug kiSika P 

SOZ k'alir 0 “The tree branch cannot help being blown by the wind; the charming one cannot 

help receiving messages” — she, however, has to guard her chastity. 

T 

BAT' bat “Dregs of pressed dates (tajir).” 0 bat 

160 

161 

1. D changed from D (dot in brown ink). 

1. Above the line. 
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:: BAT' KAL' bat kal like: §AB' KAL' Sap kal, for hastening (isra‘). For the sound of 

anything heavy that has fallen (Say ’ taqil ida waqa'aj: BAT' TU§DY bat tiisdi. 0 

BIT' bit “Louse (qaml).” Hence “the worm (dud) that infests wheat” is called: TARIP bit 

BITTY tariy biti. 0 

JAT JAT Cat cat Sound of a blow (waq‘). Thus : ; JAR JAT ’URDY Cat Cat urdi “He cat 

struck with such a sound.” 0 

JIT' Cit “A hut (xuss) of reeds or thorns.” cit 

SAT' Sat “Courage (jur’a).” Thus :: ’NIK NA’ §ATIY BA’R anig na sati bar “What sat 

courage does he have?” — implying the negative. 

QAT' qat “Fold (tiny)” of anything. :: TUVN QATIY ton qati “Fold of a garment.” qat 

From this comes the word: QAD'RA’Q' qadraq for “mountain bends and folds (ma'atif al-jibal 

wa-mahaniha)." 0 

QAT' qat Oyuz dialect. A particle corresponding to ‘inda (“at, near”). Thus :: BAK D 

QATINDA’ beg qatinda “At the emir’s.” 0 

QUT' qut “Fortune, luck (dawla, jadd).” From this comes the name: QUTjLUr qut 

qutluT. Verse: N 

QUT' QUWir BIR'SA’ ’IDIM QUVLINKA’ qut qiwiy bersa idim qulirja V 

KUNDA’ ’I§Y YUKSABAN: YUVQ’R; ’APR kiinda iSi yuksaban ybqar ayhr 

0 “If God gives fortune to his slave his status rises daily.” 0 

KUT kdt “Posterior (dubur).” 0 kot 

MAT mat A particle meaning “thus” (kada). :: ’ANDAr MAT anday mat “Thus so mat 

(kadahuwa).” 0 

J 

SJ saC “Hair (Sa‘r).” 0 sac 

SUJ suC Onomatopoeic for something “bouncing off (nubuw).” Thus :: QILJ SUJ suC 

QILDY qilid sue qildi “The sword glanced off (naba).” :: ’AR SUJ QILDY ar sue qildi “The man 

refused to obey the order (naba . . . qabul al-amr).” 0 

QAJ qae A particle of quantity meaning “how many? (kam).” :: QAJ YARMA’Q qaC 

BIYRDIY qaC yarmaq berdi “How many dirhams did he give?” 0 

QUJ qoC “Ram ("feabi).” Oyuz dialect. Its root-form is: QUJNKA’Rj2 qoCnar. qoC 

__ D 

2. K changed to G by later hand (three dots in brown ink). 
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QAJ qad A particle meaning “time (marra).” Thus :: QAJ QATA ’AY DIM qaC qat qafi 

aydim “How many times did I say?” 0 

koC 
KUJ] koi “Moving camp 

[I. 270/321] 162 

or going on campaign (az-za‘n wa-Urtihal,).” Hence :: SUV KUJTY sii koCti “The army set off 

(irtahala).’’ 0 

KUJ koc “Hour or while (sa‘a)." Thus :: BIYR’ KUJ KUDKIL bir koC kiidgil “Stay a 

while (sa‘atan).’’ 0 

HJ HJ hac hac A word used to restrain horses when they wish to gallop at full speed. haC 

This expression corresponds exactly to the Arabic [i.e. haj j. It goes against the rule, since it con¬ 

tains ha’. There is no ha’ in the Turkic dialects. 

D 

KAD1 kad (with dal or dal) A particle of emphasis or exaggeration in the description of kad, kad 

something. Thus :: KAD ’AAT kad at “What a good horse! (ni‘ma l-faras).” :: KAD] NA’NK kad 

nar^“What a good thing!” 0 

R 

BIR’ bir The number “one gain'd].” :: BIYR YARM’Q blr yarmaq “One dirham.” It is bir 

permissible to include this in the defective chapter and say. BIYR bir. There are many examples G 

of this; but the more elegant and more correct usage in the Turkic dialects is the shorter pronunci¬ 

ation and the abrupter enunciation. 0 

:: ’R TR YLDY' ar tar boldi “The man was ashamed (xajila).” This is in place of saying: tar 

’ARBULDY ir boldi. 0 

JAR Car Onomatopoeic for heaviness (illness) of the body (tiqal al-badan). Hence :: Car 

’AR JRLAN’DY ar carlandi “The man’s body was heavy (taqala badan).” Khaqani dialect. 0 D 

JAR Car “Time (ivaqt).” Oyuz dialect. Hence :: BUV JARLIK DA’ KAL bu c’arlikd’a D 

kal “Come at this time.” 0 

JARj car “The opposite side (qubala)” of something. Oyuz dialect. Hence :: ’ANIK D 

’AWIY BUV JARLIK DA’ anig awi bu carlikda “His house is opposite this.” From this comes the 

word: JARIK; carig for “the two battle-lines (saffay al-harb)” since they face one another (yata- 

qabalani). 

162 1. D changed to D (brown dot barely visible). 
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JIR- 6ir _Onomatopoeic for the tearing (mazq) of a garment, or other. Thus :: ’NIK 
TUVNIN JIR YIR/TIY anig tonin cir yirtti “He tore his garment with (such) a sound.” 0 

r. -^UR- cUr “Profit (manfa'a)." Hence :: ’UL ’AN;DIN; NA’NK; JURLA’DIY ol andin 
naii curladi “He got some profit (nala . . . manfa'a) out of it.” 0 

JUR-JUR- cur *ur Onomatopoeic for milk falling from the udder into the pail. The 
same for any liquid when it makes (such) a sound. 0 

JIR' cir “Grease (dasam)." :: ’ASJ;TA’ JIR; YUVQ; esicta cir y6q “There is no grease 

in the pot.” Its root-meaning is “suet (as-simhaq min as-sahm).” Thus :: BUV ’ATA’JIR- YUVQ' 

bu attS cir yoq 

[I. 272/323] 

“There is no fat (Salim, samn) on this meat.” 0 

One says of the sound of the cricket: SIR' SIR- ATY sir sir etti meaning “It made such a 

sound.” The word is also onomatopoeic for the “scratching (sarlr)” of a pen, and the like. 0 

SIR- sir [“lacquer”] A paste (luzujat tuttaxadu min al-yira’) with which Sini bowls are 

smeared, then painted upon. Hence :: SIR'LIT ’AYA’Q; sirliy ayaq “A bowl so smeared and 

painted” [A lacquered bowl]. 0 

§R 5r- Sar sur Onomatopoeic for rain falling noisily and heavily. The same for any 

liquid when it makes (such) a sound. The sin is an alternant of jim. :: ’UL JAR JUR YIYDY ol 

Car Cur yedi “He ate all he found, leaving nothing.” 0 

QAR- QUR- ’ATY QARIN; qar qur etti qarin “The belly growled (qarqara).” This corre¬ 

sponds to the Arabic in sound and sense. 0 

QUR- qur “Rank (martaba).” Thus :: MANIK QRUM; ’LILT manig qurum uhry “My 

rank is high.” 0 

QUR- qur “Belt (mintaqa).” TJ- QUR iC qur “Girdle (wasah).” 0 

QIRiYATlY qir yaTi “Secret (mukaSih) enemy.” 0 

QIR’AT qir at “Dun (samand) horse.” 

QIR" qir “Dam (‘arim, musannat).” 0 

QIR qir “Mountain formed of one mass of rock (al-hadba min al-jibal).” 0 

KUR- ’AR kiirar “A man who is cool-headed (rabit al-ja’S), strong-hearted (qaud al-qalb) 

and proud (Samix bi-l-anf).’’ Proverb: KIM- KUR- BULSA’ KUW’Z BULVR kim kiir bolsa kiiwSz 

bolur “Whoever is firm (jald) and strong-hearted may become proud (mutakabbir).” Verse: 

Cir 

Ciir 

Cur 

cir 

163 

sir 

Sar Sur 

Car Cur 

qar qur 

qur 

qir 

kiir 

P 
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’AR’TlS SUWY YIMA’KY 

sit: tab: tutar bila’kiy 

KUR/MAT' ’ANIK: YURA’KIY 

KAI/KA’LIMAT ’IRKISUVR 

artis suwi yemaki 

sityap tutar bilaki 

kiirmat anig yiir'aki 

k'algalimat irkiSiir 

Yemik is a tribe of QifCaq. “This tribe [lit.: The Yemak of the Artis River] have rolled up their 

sleeves, their hearts strong and high-spirited (qawiyya ‘aliyya),1 and have now mustered to ccme to 

us.” 0 

V 

Z 

BIZ biz A particle meaning “we (nahnu)." :: BIZ KALDIYMYZ biz kaldimiz “We biz 

came.” 

TUZ tiiz Anything “level (mustaw^).” Thus :: TUZ: YIYR/ tiiz ycr “Level ground.” 0 tUz 

JUZ‘ cuz A red and black gilt Sini brocade. 0 

“The shaded side (maqnuwa) of mountains” is called: 

[I. 273/325] 164 

QUZ TAT quz tay. It is the side over which the sun rises only after noon; which remains to quz 

the left (‘an yasar) of the sun; and which is always covered with cold and snow. Proverb: 

QUZT)A’ QA’Rl ’AK: SUVMA’S quzda qar agsUmSs P 

QUVY D’ YAT ’AKSUVMA’S; qoyda yay ag sSm'as 0 

“The shaded side of mountains lacks not for snow; (similarly) sheep lack not for fat.” 0 

“Something dear or expensive (yali)” is called; QIZ: NA’NK qiz nai^. Thus :: BUV ’AT qiz 

QIZ ’ALDIM bu at qiz aldim “I bought this horse dear.” 0 

QIZ qiz “Girl (jariya).” Thus :: QIZ QIRQIN) qiz qirqin “Girls (jawari).” 0 QIZ qiz 

“Daughter (bint).’’ Thus :: MANIK QIZM manig qizim “My daughter.” 0 And “a virgin 

(‘adra’)” is called: ’AV- QIZIY av qizi meaning “One secluded in the house (muxaddara al-bayt).” 

0 YINJKA’ QIZ yinCga qiz “Concubine (surriyya).’’ 0 This word can refer either to a free 

girl (hurra fatiyya) or to a slave girl (jariya mamluka). Its root-meaning is “virgin”; the others are 

by extension from that. 

QIZ QU§ qiz quS Name of a bird that confronts (yatakafahu) a man as if it wished to 

light on him. 0 

QIZ KlSlY qiz kisi “A miserly (baxTl) person.” Aryu dialect. Proverb: QIZ KlSlY D 

SA’WIY YUVRIfLIY BULM’S qiz kiSi sawi yoriyli bolmas “The report of a miser spreads not P 

163 1. MS. ‘all 



abroad” and he remains unknown. This is coined to advise a person to be generous in order to 

gain far-flung report and fine praise. 0 
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KAZ]_ kaz “The notch (fuq) of an arrow.” :: ’UQ KAZIY o q kazi. 0 kaz 

KAZ kaz “Remainder of food in a pot (al-qurara).” It is the remannt of milk or flour 

or the like that sticks to the bottom of a kettle and must be scraped off. :: ’ASJ' KIZIY eSiC kazi. 

0 

KAZ^ kaz Name of a type of Sini brocade. 0 

KUZ kiiz “Autumn (xarif).” kiiz 

KIZ kiz “Scent-box (‘atida)\ wardrobe (taxt); clothing-bag (‘ayba at-tiyab).” The same kiz 

for any case or cupborad (siwan). :: KIZDA’KIY KIZ [sic] YIBA’Rl kizdaki kin yipar “A musk- 

bag kept in a case (riafija misk masuna fisiwan).” This phrase is used only as a simile for the fra¬ 

grant breath of maidens. 0 

MIZ miz A particle meaning “we (nahnu).” The mim is an alternant -miz 

[I. 275/327] 165 

of h2’; ha’ comes at the beginning of the word. Thus :: BIZ BAR'DIMIZ biz bardimiz “We went.” 

;; KALDIMIZ kaldimiz “We came.” This rule holds for both nouns and verbs. :: A’ATIMIZ 

atimiz “Our horse.” 

S 

BIS^ bis “Dregs (tufala) of a churn or wine-skin.” It is something like tar (qir). 0 bis 

When the Oyuz wish to exaggerate the description of anything round they say: TAS' tas 

TAKIR'MA’ tas t'agirma. This goes against the rule. The rule about colors and exaggerating the D G 

description of things is to take the first letter of the word and join it to ba’ in most of the Turkic 

dialects, but to mim in Oyuz. 0 Example. One calls a “deep-gray (aybar musabba')’’ color: D 

KUBl KVKl kop kok, but in O7UZ you say: KUM KVK kom kok. 0 KVK k6k means “dark 

gray (akhab).” The Turks take the first kaf, join it to ba’, and say: KUB' kop, which is the 

exaggerative particle; then they bring forward the color name and say: KVK kok. The 07uz 

change the ba’ to mim and say: KUM KUVK kom kok for “deep gray.” 0 One says for “yel¬ 

low (asfar)”: SARIF sariy. One says for “bright yellow (asfar faqi‘)”: SAB' SARIP sap sariy. 

The sin is taken from: SARIP sariy, then joined to ba' to form the exaggerative, and then the 

color name is brought in after it. 0 “An open space (fada’)” is called:: YAZIY yazi. To 

exaggerate the description you say: YAB' YAZIY yap yazi meaning “wide open space (fada’ 

afyab)-’’ All exaggeratives are according to this rule. But there is no rule for changing ba’ to stn. 

TAS' tas Anything “bad (radi’).” Oyuz dialect. :: BUV A’AT TAS TAKUL bu at tas 

tagiil “This horse is not bad.” 

tas 

D 
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TUSTUS tos tos Onomatopoeic for beating anything soft, as when one beats clothing or tos 

felt. Thus:: TUS1 TUS1 ’URDIY tos tos urdi 

[I. 276/329] 166 

“He beat with this sound.” 

KAS' kas “A piece (qit'a)” of anything. :: BIYIV KAS^ ’ATM’K bir kas atmak “A kas 

piece of bread.” 0 

KAS" kas “A piece of dried clay (or other) used to wipe the anus (nubia [defined]).” 

KIS' kis “Wife (zawja).” Thus :: ’ANIK KISIY1 anig kisi “His wife.” Some use the kis 

word with the possessive suffix (ma‘ al-idafa); :: ’UL KISIY2 ’AL/DIY ol kisi aldi “He took a 

wife (xataba z-zawja).” 

5 

BUS YILQY bog yilqi “An animal that has been set free (musayyaba).’’ Hence :: ’UL bos 

’ISLA’R BUS^ ol eslar bos (qildi) “He divorced (tallaqa) the woman” — as though he “let her go 

free (ahmala).” :: ’UL QUL BUS QILDY ol qul boS qildi “He freed (a‘faqa) the slave.” 0 “A 

free man (hurry is called: BUS bos. Proverb: BUS NA’NK K’ ’IDIY BULM’S' bos nSi^ka idi P 

bolmas 0 “Something left free or neglected (muhmal) has no master.” This is coined to advise 

a person to hold on to his property. 0 

TU§1 tiis “Place or time of a halt (manzil, waqt an-nuzul)." 0 Hence :: TU§1 ’UVDIY tii§ 

tiis odi “Time to halt.” 

JAS {as “Turquoise (fayruzaj).” Verse: cas 

YARATY YA§IL JA§ yaratti yasil c'aS V 

SAWURlDIY ’URNK QAS^ sawurdi iiriii^ qas 

TIZIL^DIY3 QARA’ QU§ tizildi qara qus 

TUN KUN ’UVZA’ YURKANUVR4 tiin kiin iiza yorganiir 

Describing the sky: “(God Most High) created a sky like turquoise in its greenness; He sowed 

therein the stars as though they were jade” - this is a white stone used to make seals; “He arranged 

from them Libra (al-mizan)” - a constellation called in Turkic: QARA’ QU§ qara quS; “that night 

and day would turn on one another.” 0 

165 1. U (brown) changed from A (black). 

166 1. Tasdtd (~) in brown ink. 

2. Three dots of § in brown ink. 

3. Z changed from R (dot in brown ink). 

4. Two dots of Y in brown ink. 
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JIS JIS ciS ci§ A word said by a woman to make her baby (or other) pee (‘inda ibala cis 

as-sabi); also by a horseman to make his horse stale after riding. 

SIS' sis “Skewer (sufud).” “The instrument for arranging Tutmac (minzam tutmaj)" sis 

is also called: SlS sis. 0 

QU§: qu5 “Bird (tayr)." This is the generic term; then they are distinguished by special 

names, thus: ’URNKJ QU§1 iiriin qus “White falcon (bazi abyad0 QAR’ QUS: qara qus 

“Eagle (‘uqab)”; 0 TAW AY QUS: tewe qu§ “Ostrich (na‘am)"; 0 

[I. 278/331] 

YUVN OUS^yiin qus “Peacock (tawus)”; 0 TYL QUS el qus “Vulture (raxama).” 

QAR’ QU§ qara qus The planet “Jupiter (mustari).’’ :: QAR’ QUS TUrDY qara qus 

tu7di “Jupiter has risen.” It rises, according to them, at daWn. 0 

QAR’ QUS qara qus “Tips of a camel’s hoof (atraf axfaf al-ibil).” Oyuz dialect. 0 

QIZ QUS qiz qu§ Name of a bird resembling the finch (abu baraqts) in color. 0 

QI§ qis “Winter (sita’).” Proverb: QI§ QUNUQY ’UVT: qiS qonuqi ot “Winter’s guest 

is fire.” 0 

[F] 

TAF taw “Deceit, trickery (makr, hila).” Proverb [=43 adfy]: ’AWJY NAJ’A’AL taw 

BILSA’ ’ADir ’NJ’ YUVL BILYR awci n'aca al1 bilsa adiy anca yol billr 0 “As many tricks as P 

the hunter knows the bear knows ways of escape.” 0 

JIF' Ciw Onomatopoeic for the “boiling (yalayan)” of syrup in a vat, and the like. ciw 

QIW qiw “Luck, fortune (baxt, dawla).’’ qiw 

Q 

TUQ KISY toq kiSi “A satiated (lab'an) person.” toq 

TUQ ’AR' toq ar “A man without hair on his head,” as of the Turks (alladi la sa'ar ‘ala 

ra’sihi kama li-t-turk). :: TUQ YILQY toqyilqi “A hornless (ajamm [defined]) animal.” 

TUQ TUQ ’TY toq toq etti “Something solid (mu{mat) made a noise,” like one stone 

striking another. 0 

qus 

167 

D 

qis 

P 

167 1. Sic, in error for taw. 
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’R KISIY2 BIRLA’ TUQ TUQ BULDIY ar kisi birla toq toq boldi “The man and woman 

had a falling-out (waqa‘at al-xuSuna bayn ar-rajul wa-l-mar’a).” 0 

JAQ caq A particle expressing “the essence and exact identity of a thing (‘ayn aS-Say’ caq 

wa-nafsuhu).” Thus :: JAQ ’UL ’AT'NIY TUTTlL caq ol atni tut7il “Hold that very horse!” :: 

JAQ: ’UMAJNY ’URriL caq amacni uryil “Hit the target on the nose!” 0 

JAQJUQ caq coq Sound of “breaking (kasr)” something like the breaking of wood or caq 6oq 

bone or nuts or the like. Thus :: JAQlJUQ ’ATY Caq 6oq etti. 0 

JAQ ciq Also onomatopoeic. 0 :: ’UL ’ANY ’UR'DIY JAQ1 ’AT'MADIY ol ani urdi, Ciq 

ciq etmadi “He hit him, but he felt no pain nor cried out (ma ta’allama wa-rria saha).” 0 

ZAQ ZQ zaq zaq A particle of incitement (iyra’), used to incite rams to butt (nitah). zaq 

SAQ S AQ saq saq A particle used by a guard among the troops to order alertness (tayaq- saq 

quz) in keeping castles, fortresses or horses from the hands of the enemy. :: SAQ SAQl saq saq 

[I. 279/333] 168 

“Be alert! (kunu ayqazan).” Hence “a clever and alert (fatin, mutayaqqiz) man” is called: SAQ 

’AR’ saq ar. 0 

SUQ: YALNKVS ’AR' suq yalqus ar “Loner, a man without a friend or help (al-wahid suq 

al-munfarid la anis lahu wa-la mu'awin).” 

K 

BAK’NA’NK bak naij “Anything firm (muhkam).” 0 bak 

BUK bilk “Thicket (ajama).” biik 

BUK biik “Corner (zawiya).” Ar7u dialect. 0 D 

TAK tak A word meaning “without a purpose (la qasda).” Thus :: TAK’ KAL'DIM tak tak 

kaldim “I came, not for any reason (i.e. just, simply) (bila qasd li-say’).” 0 

:: TAK' TUR tak tur “Be quiet! (uskut).” Oyuz dialect. 0 D 

JAK:1 JUKI1 cak ciik “Rubbish, old furniture (al-xurti min al-rnata10 cak 6Uk 

JUKJUK £ok cok A word used to make camels kneel (yuriaxu biha l-ba‘lr). 0 Cok 

168 

2. TaSdid (~) in brown ink. 

1. The stroke of the K has been scratched out so that it looks like L. 
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JIK JIK Cik Cik A phrase used for calling or driving kids (du‘a’ al-jady wa-kadalika ida cik 

siqa). 0 

JIUK- Cik A particle used in playing knuckles (al-ka‘h)\ when it falls on its underside 

(ida u>aqa‘a li-batnihi) one says: JIUK TURDIY cik turdi. 0 

:: UJK’UR'DIY diik urdi “He struck a light blow with his fist (daraba bi-kaffihi darban diik 

xafifan majmu‘an anamiluhu).” 0 

DUK MINK diik mii^ “Thousands (ma bayn al-uluf).” :: DUK MINK YARMA’Q: diik 

mit^yarmaq “Thousands of dirhams.” 0 

If something is “set standing up (qa’iman)" one says: DIK' TURDIY dik turdi. dik 

SIK sik “The male member (‘ard ar-rajul).” Mahmud [al-Ka57ari] states: It shows good sik 

manners, and respect for the Book of God, for a Reader among crude Turks and their women to 

muffle his reading of the following verses: wa-atat kulla wabtidadn minhunna sikklnan (Q. 12:31 

‘then she gave to each one of them a knife”); and: ma yaftahi llahu li-n-nasi min rahmadn fa-ld 

mumsika laha wa-ma yumsik fa-la mursila lahu min ba'dihi (Q. 35:2 “Whatsoever mercy God 

opens to men, none can withhold and whatsoever He withholds, none can loose after Him”). He 

should muffle his reading of such verses among them, for they do not understand the meaning, 

but consider that the sounds of the words mean what they understand by them in their own lan¬ 

guage; so they commit a sin by laughing at them. Likewise, he should muffle his reading of the 

following verse: in hada ilia xtilaq (Q. 38:7 “this is surely an invention”) 0 because in their 

language TIL’Qi tilaq is “vulva (farj al-mar’a).’’ Likewise, he should muffle among the 0"yuz all 

phrases containing the interrogative am, as for example: a’antum anzaltumuhu min al-muzni am 

nahnu l-munzilun (Q. 56:69 “Did you send it down from the clouds, or did We send it?”), since D 

’AM' am is “vulva (farj al-mar’a)” in Oyuz dialect. 

[I. 281/335] 169 

But there is no objection with regard to one who understands the meaning. 0 

§UK^ §uk A word of silencing. The Turks say: §UK' TUR' 5iik tur “Be quiet (uskut).” Siik 

0 D 

::’UL MUK TURDIY ol miik turdi “He stood bent over (qiyam ar-raki‘).” miik 

L 

BUL ’AT bol at “A white-legged (muhajjal) horse.” One calls a horse “with a blaze and bol 

a white leg (ayarr muhajjal)”: ’UrR BUL oyar bol. 0 

One calls “wheat that has been left for years so that the flavor has gone out”: BUL biil 

TARIT biil tari7. The same if it has rotted due to rain or moisture. And anything “that has 

spoiled with time (baliya min tul az-zaman)” is called: BUL biil. This is close to Arabic in both 

sense and sound, since it is baliya in Arabic and BUL biil in Turkic. 0 
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TIL til “Speech (katam)." ::’UL’ANKAR TIL TAKURDY ol aiyir til tagurdi “He did til 

him harm (add) with his tongue and his speech.” 0 

TIL til “Tongue (lisan).” Proverb [=66 Srdam, 501 til]: ’AR'DAM BASIY TIL ardam P 

basi til “The head of the virtues is the tongue” - meaning thereby fine speech, as they say [in 

Arabic], al-mar’ maxbu tahta lisanihi (“A man is hidden beneath his tongue”). 0 

TIL til “Dialect (luja)." :: ’Urz TLY oyuz tili “The dialect of OTuz.” :: YABA’QV 

TILIY yabaqu tili “The dialect of Yabaqu.” This word corresponds to the Arabic in meaning, 

since al-lisan (“tongue”) in Arabic can be divided into “speech” (kalam), “language” (luya), and so 

on; as in the following verse: 

inrti atatni lisdnun la usarru biha fain ‘alwa la ‘ajabun fiha wa-la saxaru 0 

(“There has come to me a word [lisan . . . arada bihi l-kalima], at which I do not rejoice, from 

above; there is nought in it to be amazed at, nor to scoff at.”)1 

One calls “an enemy captive (al-axid min al-‘adu)”: TIL til. Thus :: TIL TUTYM til 

tuttlm “I have taken one of the enemy” — to spy out the circumstances from him. 0 

JIL cil “Trace of a blow on the skin (atar ad-darb fi l-jild).” 6il 

“Someone maladroit (axraq al-yad)” is called: SAL SUL ’ALIK:LIK_ sal sul aliglig. sal sul 

QUL qul “Slave (‘abd)." Proverb: QUL YArY ’IT: BURIY qul yayi, it bori 0 “A qul 

slave (if he has power over his master’s property will take part of it, seizing the opportunity, and P 

carry it away, like) an enemy; a dog is a wolf (in his own household, since he never guards any¬ 

thing edible once he has gotten hold of it).” This is coined about the lack of a slave’s loyalty to 

his master. 0 

QIL qil “A hair (Sa'ra)” of a man, or other. 0 9*1 

QIL QUS qil qus “Wild swallow (subad).” It is a duck-like (ka-l-iwazz) bird which 

comes 
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in the beginning of spring and is given as a gift in that season by emirs to one another. It is also 

called QIL QUDRUQ qil qudruq meaning “Hairy-tail” (a$‘ar ad-danab). 0 

169 1. From an elegy by A‘5a Bahila. According to the editors of Tawhldl, Kitab al-Imta‘ wa-l- 

Mu’anasa, Vol. II, p. 199, lisan here means risdla (“message”); “from above” means from Upper Najd 

(citing Khizanat al-Adab); and the European edition of A‘5a’s Diwan has kadab in place of ‘ajab. See ed. R. 

Geyer (Gibb Memorial Series, 1928), p. 266 of text (line 4: innt atani lisanun la usarru bihi / min ‘alwa la 

kadibun minhu wa-la suxuru) and p. 251-2 of notes. 
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KUL kill “Ashes (rarriad).” Proverb: KUL’URKNJ’ KUVZ’URSA’YIYK kul urginca kul 

koz Ursa yeg 0 “Blowing on burning coals is better than blowing on ashes.” 0 This is coined P 

to advise someone to concern himself with important matters and leave alone insignificant ones. 

M 

TAM tarn “Bolt (lizaz)” of a door. Hence :: QBUT TAMLTY qapuy tamlatti “He tam 
bolted the door.” 0 

TUM- turn “Cold” (al-bard) in its root-meaning; but: TUMIX tumliy is used for “cold turn 
(al-bard)” as well as for “any cold thing (aS-Say’ al-barid).” 0 

TUM- turn “Single-colored (bahim),” of horses’ markings. Thus :: TUM QARA’ ’AT- 

turn qara at “All-black (bahim adham)” horse. 0 :: TUM TURT ’T turn toruy at “All bay 

(kumayt bahim)” horse. 0 

JIM cim An exaggerative particle of dampness or rawness. Thus :: JIM-YIYK’AT-cim cim 
yig at “Very raw (niyy jiddan) meat.” :: JIM- ’UL TUVN cim 61 ton “A very damp (ratb jiddan) 

garment.” 0 

JIM- cim “Peat (til).” This is what is cut away from the ground and dried, then used as 

kindling, since it contains dense-rooted vegetation. :: JIM- BIJTIY cim bicti “He cut some peat.” 

SUM- SUJK NA’NK sum siicig n'ar^ “Something very sweet (hulw jiddan),” Oyuz dialect. siim 

0 ' D 

QUM- qum “Sand (rami).” Cigil dialect; the Oyuz do not know it. qum D 

KAM- kam “Sickness (da’).” Hence :: ’AT- KAM-LAN;DIY at kamlandi “The horse (or kam 
other) took sick.” 0 

KUM kom Exaggerative particle for gray, in Oyuz dialect. :: KUM- KVK kom k6k kom 
“Deep gray (aybar jiddan)," o p 

KIM kim An interrogative particle meaning “who? (man).” :: BUV KIYM bu kim kim 

“Who is this?” It is used for singular or plural. The Oyuz say: BUVY KYM boy kim meaning, 

“Who are your clan? (man al-qabila).” This is a collective noun. 

N 

BAN ban A particle meaning “I” (ana). :: BAN BARJDIM ban bardim “I went.” Oyuz ban 
dialect; the Turks say MAN- man. 0 p> 

TUN; tun “Night (layla).” Thus :: TUVN'LA’ KAL’DIM tunla kaldim “I came at tun 
night.” 0 

TIN; tin “Spirit, breath (ruh, nafas).” Thus :: ’ANIK TIYNIY KASIL DIY anig tlni tin 
kasildi 
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“The man’s breath and spirit were cut off.” 

TIN tin “Halter (miqwad).” Thus :: TIN TIZjKIN; tin tizgin “Halter and bridle.” 0 

JIN; Sin “Truthfulness (sidq).” Thus :: JIN; SUVZLA’R cin sozlar “He speaks truth- cin 

fully (yasduqu l-kalam)." :: JIN ’AY'DINK Cin aydin “You told the truth.” 

SAN; san A particle meaning “you (anta).” The Turks use this word for children and 5311 

servants, or anyone below the speaker in age or rank. For anyone of respect or rank they say: D 

SIZ; siz, with zay. The Oyuz turn the story around. They call older people SAN;san, with nun, 

and younger people SIZ; siz, with zay. The latter is also used for the plural, and this is according 

to rule, since SIZ; siz is a collective. 0 

QIN qin “Sheath (jafn)” of a sword or knife. :: QILJ QIYNIY qilic qini “Sword- qin 

sheath.” 0 

KAN' kan Any “city” in the Eastern regions (hull balda ft diyar as-sarq). This is a kan 

lightened form of KANT); kand. D 

KUN kiin “Sun (Tams).” :: KUN TUPDIY kiin tuydi “The sun rose.” Proverb: KUN- kiin 

KA’ BAQlSA’ KVZ; QAMA’R; kiinka baqsa koz qamar “One who looks at the sun will daze his P 

eyes.” 0 

KUN' kiin “Day (yawm).” :: BUV KUN BARTIL bu kiin baryil “Go today.” It is 

called this because daylight is due to the sun. 

KIN YBA’R; kin yipar “Musk-bag (nafija misk).” 0 kin 

MAN man A particle meaning “I (ana).” Turk dialect. 0 man D 

MUN miin “Soup (maraqa).” Among the Yayma I heard them say: MUN KALDUR miin 

miin kaidiir meaning “Bring the soup” but they brought noodles (itriya), since that is what they D 

meant. 

In Turkic script or in this script it is permitted to insert the lin letter in these words; in G 

the pronunciation, however, its presence in their dialects is as I have written. 0 

End of Chapters of Sound Biliterals 

Chapters of Triliterals 

[I. 286/341] 172 

Chapter: fa‘l, fu‘l, fi‘l, medial quiescent, in its various vocalizations 
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T 

BART bart “A measuring vessel for wine (naytal as-Sarab); a measuring-cup (mikyal) of bart 

any liquid.” 0 

YART; bart “Jug (kuz) for drinking water.” Oyuz dialect. D 

YART YURT TUTY bart biirt tutti “He grasped it from every side at once (min kull bart biirt 

janib faj’atan).’’ 0 

YURT biirt “Nightmare (jatum).” It may be called KTY BURT koti (?) biirt. biirt 

BYRT [sic] bert “The tax (dariba) which a master (mawla) receives annually from his bert 

slave (‘abd).” The better pronunciation is: BYRT bert, with yd’. 0 

:: ’ANIK TUVNIN TIR'T TIR'T YIR'TY anig tonin tirt tirt yirtti “He tore his clothes tirt 

with this sound, carelessly (min yayr mubalat bihi).” 0 

TURT YARMA’Q tort yarmaq “Four (arba'a) dirhams.” Likewise, every “four” is: tort 

TUVRlTl tort. The better pronunciation is: TUVR'T tort, with vav. 0 

One calls the “crumbs (duqaq)” or “fragments (ru4dd)” of anything: JAR'T JUR'T’ cart cart ciirt 

ciirt. Hence :: BZINIK ’ANDA’ BYR' JART ’ALFUVMIZ BA’R bizii^ anda bir cart afyumiz bar cart 

“He has a crumb (kisra) which belongs to us.” 0 

If a man “spits through his teeth (min xilal asnanihi)” one says: JIR'T' SUVDTIY cirt cirt 

sudti. 0 

SAR'T: sart “Merchant (tajir).” Proverb: SAR'T ’AZUQY ’ARIT BULSA’ YULDA’ sart 

YYR sart azuqi arry bolsa yolda yer. 0 We have already explained this above [45 azuq]. 0 P 

:: ’ANIK ’ADA’QIY SAR T SURT QILDY anig adaqi sart surt qildi “His foot made sart surt 

(such) a sound” — it is like the sound a foot makes in a loose-fitting slipper. 0 

SIR’T sirt “Coarse hair (hulb).”1 sirt 

The Oyuz call every “stream (tul‘a)” or “small valley (wadi sayir)”: SIR'T sirt. D 

QAR'T qart “Wound or sore (qarh).” Hence “an ill-tempered (Sakis al-xuluq) man” is qart 

called: QART ’AR' qart ar. 0 

QURTj qurt “Worm (dud),’’ among all the Turks; and the Oyuz call “a wolf (di’b)”: qurt 

QURTl qurt. 0 D 

172 1. MS. halb-,c£. 635:12. 
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:: ’ALIK; QART' QURT ’ATY alig qart qurt etti “His fingers cracked (tafarqa'at al- qart qurt 

asabi').’’ 

QIRT ’UT qirt ot “Short (qasir) grass.” Similarly, “short hair” is called: QIRT SAJ qirt 

qirt sac. 0 And “a man who is miserly and bad-tempered” (baxll, sayyi’ al-xuluq) is called: 

QIR;T; KI§Y qirt ki§i. 0 

:: ’AT' ’AR'BA’NY KURT KURT YIYDIY' at arpani kiirt kiirt yedi “The horse ate kiirt 
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the barley crunching (bi-xadd).” The same for one who eats something, like a cucumber, and 

crunches it (axdada). 

KURT kiirt an-nab‘. It is a mountain tree used for making bows, whips and staffs. 

J 

:: ’AR' TURMUZNY QARJ QURJ YYDY ar tarmuzni qarc qurd yedi “The man ate the qarC qur5 

gherkins crunching (bi-xadd).” 0 

One calls “steel (hadid dakarJ”: QURJ; ATAMUR qurc tamiir. This word is used as an qurc 

epithet for strong (jilad) men, thus: QURJ ’ARAN; qurc aran meaning “tough (silab) men.” The 

same for anything “solid and hard (musmat salb).” 0 

MUR'J mure “Pepper (filfil).” mure 

[D] 

KAN’D kand “City (balad).” Ka§7ar is called; ’UR'DUV KAND; ordu kand meaning kand 

“City of residence (balad al-iqama), since Afrasiyab used to reside there because of its fine air; it N 

is Lower Sin. Verse: 

KAL;NKIZLAYUV [sic] ’AQiTIMZ kalginlayu aqtimiz V 

KAND' LAR ’UZA’ JIQTIMZ kandlar iiza ciqtimiz 

FURXAN; ’AWIN YQTIMZ furxan awin yiqtimiz 

BURXAN ’UZA’ SIJTIMZ burxan uza sidtimiz 

Describing their raid on the Uighur: “We came down on them like a flood; we went out among 

their cities; we tore down the idol-temples; we shat on the idols’ heads.” It is customary for the 

Muslims when they capture a country of infidels to defecate on the heads of their idols in order 

to profane them. 0 

KND kand “Village (qarya)” (among the Otuz and those who associate with them); D 

“town (kura)” (among most of the Turks). The chief city (qasaba) of Far7ana is called: ’UVZ- 

KAND oz kand meaning “City of our souls (balad anfusina).” SAMIZ' KAN;D samiz kand mean- N 

ing “Fat city (balda samina)” is called thus because of its great size; it is, in Persian,Samarqand. N 
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S 

BAR_S_ bars "Leopard (fahd).” 0 BAR/S bars One of the twelve years in Turkic. bars 

The Turks take the names of twelve different animals and brand twelve [successive]Calendar 

years by these names. Dates of births and battle are then reckoned according to the succession 

(dawaran) of these years. 0 

The origin of this custom is that one of their kings once required information about a 

battle that had occurred some years before his reign, and they [his ministers?] were mistaken 

about the year 

[I. 289/345] 174 

in which that battle fell. 0 

So he consulted with his people about it. He said: “Just as we were mistaken about this 

date, so will those who are after us be mistaken. Let us now therefore appoint a twelve-year cycle, 

corresponding to the number of the months and the number of the signs of the Zodiac, so that the 

reckoning[of years] from now on shall be according to their succession, and shall be an everlast¬ 

ing memorial.” They said: “Just as thou judgest.” 

Then he went out hunting, and ordered that the wild beasts be driven toward the valley 

of the Ila, a great river. They hunted the beasts and drove them into the water. Twelve different 

ones crossed the river, and he put the name of each of them on a year. The first is: SIjTA’Nj 

si67an “Mouse (fara).” This was the first to cross, so he put it at the beginning of the cycle. The 

usage follows these names. :: SIJTA’N YILY siiyan yili “Year of the mouse”; 0 then: ’UVD 

YILIY ud yili “Year of the ox (baqar)”; then: BARjSj YILIY bars yili “Year of the leopard”; 

then: TAWlSFA’N YILIY tawis>7an yili “ Year of the hare (arnab)"; then: N’K LVV1 YILIY nag 

(lu) yili “Year of the crocodile (timsah)”; 0 then: YILA’N YILIY yilan yili “Year2 of the 

snake (hayya)"-, then: YUNTY YILIY yond yili “Year of the horse (faras)”; 0 then: QUVYj 

YILIY qoy yili “Year of the sheep (yanam)”\ then: BIYJINj YILIY becin yili “Year of the 

monkey (qird0 then: TAQATUV YILIY taqiryu yili “Year of the hen (dajaj)”-, then: ’IT 

YILIY it yili “Year of the dog (kalb)”-, then: TUNKUZ YILIY toiyiz yili “Year of the pig (xin- 

zir'j.” 

When it reaches this: TUNKUZ toiyiz, then the reckoning begins again with: SIJTA’NJ 

siC7an “Mouse.” 

The year in which I wrote this book was: Muljarram, 466, during which began the year 

of the snake or YILA’Nj YILIY yilan yili. When this year ends, and the year ’703 begins, then 

will begin the year of the horse or: YUND YLY yond yili. 

174 1. Below the line (gloss by a later hand?). 

2. MS. sana wahya, omit wahya. 

3. Marginal note in brown ink: “Correction: the year ’67.” 
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The reckoning of the cycle is thus, as I have shown you. 

The Turks claim a piece of wisdom (hikma) for each of the years, 

[I. 290/347] 175 

and draw an omen from it. They say: “If it is: ’VD YILY ud yili — i.e. the year of the ox — there 

will be many battles, because of the goring of oxen. 0 If it is the year of the hen there will be 

much food, but there will be strife among men, since the food of hens is grain, and they are con¬ 

stantly tossing about refuse [to find pieces of grain]. If it is the year of the snake, or the year of 

the crocodile, there will be rains and abundance of herbage, because the home of these animals is 

water. If it is the year of the pig there will be much cold and snow and discord.” Thus do they 

claim something for each year. 

The Turks do not have names for the seven days, since the week became known [only] 

with Islam. Also, the names of the months, in the cities, are given in Arabic. The nomads1 and 

the heathen infidels give them names according to four seasons: every three-month period has a 

name by which the passing of the year is known. For example, the beginning of spring, after 

Nayruz, is called: ’UTLA’Q ’AYI 07laq ay meaning “Month of the kid (jady)"\ then: ’LUT 

’UTLA’Q ’AYI 11I117 o"ylaq ay meaning “Month of the large kid” — since the second month is 

longer; 0 then: ’LUT ’AY' 11I117 ay meaning “Great month” — since it falls in mid-summer 

when milk is abundant and all the blessings of livestock and of earth appear. And so for the rest; 

but I will not mention them, since they are seldom used — so understand! 0 

BAR'S bars Any “swelling (waram)’’ on the body, from the bite of a louse or flea, or bars 

from the eruption of pimples. :: ’NIK ’ATY BARlS BULDY anig ati bars boldi “His skin swelled 

up (tawarrama) in that way.” 

TAR'S tars Anything “difficult (sa‘b).” Thus :: TAR'S ’IY§ tars is “A difficult matter.” tars 

0 

:: ’UL ’ANY JAR'S JAR'S ’URDIY' ol ani cars cars urdi “He struck him on the skin cars 

with (such) a sound.” Similarly one says: TRS TRS ’URDY tars tars urdi meaning that “he struck tars 

him from all sides (min kull janib). ” 0 

QARS qars “Robe (kisa’) of camels-hair or sheeps-wool.” 0 qars 

[I. 291/348] 176 

:: ’UL QARlS QARlS ’AYA’ YAB'TY ol qars qars aya yapti “He clapped his hands 

(saffaqa bi-yadayhi).” This is onomatopoeic for the sound of clapping. 

F 

175 1. “The nomads” added in margin (original copyist). 
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:: TA’M_[ KULF YQLDY tam kiilf yiqildi “The wall collapsed noisily and suddenly 

(bi-sawt wa-sur'a)." 

Q 

:: ’AW BAR/Q aw barq “House and home (bayt wa-dar)." One never uses: BAR/Q 

barq alone, but only paired. 0 

One calls the “length (tul)” of any body: TUR^Ql turq. Thus :: BIYR" SUNKUV 

TUR/QY bir siiiyi turqi “As long as a spear (qadr tul al-qanat).” :: YIYR' TYNIY TURQIY yer 

eni turqi “The length and breadth of the land.” 0 

JULQ’S'KURK [sic] culq asriik “Drunk, ‘potted’ (sakran tdfih).” 0 

:: JALQJULQ ?DRQILDY: calq culq badar qildi “He shoved him (wakazahu).” This is 

onomatopoeic for the sound of shoving. 

QIAR'Q qirq The number “forty (arba'in).” Proverb: QIR/Q YILQA’1 BA’Yj JITA’Y 

TUZLIUNUVR' qirq yilqa bay cryay tiizlinur 0 “The rich and the poor shall be equal in forty 

years” — meaning with death, or with the turning of Time. 

K 

BAR'K NANK bark nar^ “Something firm (muhkam).” Its root-form is: BAK/bak;the 

ra’ is an augment. 

BURTC bork “Cap (qalansuwa)." Proverb [=407 tat]: TA’TSIYZ: TURK; BULM’S 

BA’StJIYZ^ BURK7 BULM’S tatsiz tiirk bolmas, baSsiz bork bolmas 0 “A Turk is never with¬ 

out a Persian (just as) a cap is never without a head.” 0 

TRK' tiirk Name of a city in the country of the Turks. 0 

:: TARK KAL tark kal “Come quickly! (asri‘ fi l-hudur)." Also used in any command 

of hastening; :: TARK QIL tark qil “Hurry! (asri‘).” 0 

TURK tiirk Name of the son of Noah, God’s blessings be upon him. This is the name by 

which God called the sons of Turk son of Noah, just as “Man (al-insan)" is the name of Adam, 

peace be upon him, in the following verse: hal ata ‘ala l-insani hinun min ad-dahr (Q. 76:1 “Has 

there come on man a while of time . . . ?”) — in this passage a general name (ism) is used for an 

individual (wahid)-, and in the following verse: la-qad xalaqna l-insana fi ahsani taqwimtumma 

radadnahu asfala safilin ilia lladina amanu wa-‘amilu s-salihat (Q. 95:4-6 “We indeed created Man 

in the fairest stature then We restored him the lowest of the low — Save those who believe, and do 

righteous deeds it is a collective noun (ism jam1), since there is no one who can be 

excluded 

kiilf 

barq 

turq 

culq 

calq culq 

qirq 
P 

bark 

bork 
•P 

tiirk N 

tark 

tiirk N 

176 1. Marginal addition in a later hand (black ink): TKYN. 
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from this singular. In the same way “Turk” is the name of the son of Noah, in the singular; but 

when it refers to his sons it is a collective — like the word “human (al-basar),” it is Used for singu¬ 

lar or plural. Likewise, “Rum” is the name of Rum son of Esau son of Isaac, God’s blessings be 

upon him, and also his sons were called by that name. 

I state that at-Turk is the name given by God. This is on the authority of the venerable 

Shaykh and Imam, al-Husayn Ibn Khalaf al-KaS^ari, who was told by Ibn al-Gharqi, who said: It 

was transmitted to us by the Shaykh, Abu Bakr al-Mu^id al-Jarjara’i,1 known as Ibn Abi-d-Dunya, 

in his book On the End of Time (al-mu’allaf fi axir az-zaman), with his chain of transmission 

going back to the Prophet, God bless him and give him peace, who said: “God, exalted and 

mighty, says, ‘I have a host whom I have called at-Turk and whom I have set in the East; when I 

am wroth over any people I will make them sovereign above them.’ ” This is an excellence of 

theirs above the rest of created beings: that He the most high took it upon himself to name them; 

that He settled them in the most exalted spot and in the finest air on Earth; that He called them 

his own army. Not to mention their other virtues, such as beauty, elegance, refinement, polite¬ 

ness, reverence, respect for elders, loyalty, modesty, dignity and courage, all of which serve to 

justify their praises unnumbered. Verse: 

QJAN KURSA’ ’ANY TURK 

YUDN ’A?TA’ ’NIK ’AYDAJY 

MUNKAR TAKIR ’ULUTLUQ 

MUNDA’ NARUV KAS'LINUVR 

qacan korsa ani tiirk 

(bodun) ayya anig aydaci2 

muqar t'agir uluyluq 

munda naru kaslinGr 

177 

V 

Praising a man: “When the tribes of the Turks see him they will say, ‘Glory and pride befit this 

one, and after him will be cut off.’ ” 

The singular is: TURKU tiirk as well as the plural. :: KIM SAN kim san “Who are you?”; 

answer: TURK; MAN tiirk man “I am a Turk.” :: TURK SUVSIY ’ATLAN;DIY tiirk siisi atlandi 

“The troops of the Turks mounted.” 0 

177 1. MS. Jarjaranl. The title given here is not found among the works of the famous Ibn Abi d- 

Dunya, Abu Bakr ‘Abdallah ibn Muhammad ibn ‘Ubayd (d. 281/894). (Cf. GAL, S I, 247-8: “40. K. Ahir 

az-zaman, zitiert al-Ka5gari. . . .”) 

2. Possibly bodun goes with the first line, and “tribes of the Turks” (tawa’if at-turk) translates 

tiirk bodun. Omitting the word altogether both lines are metrically correct, and line two literally means: 

“a sayer of theirs will say.” This would translate the Arabic phrase qala qa’iluha (“one of them would 

say”) in a verse of al-Farazdaq on which this Turkic verse is based according to A.-Z. Validi [Togan], 

“Mahmud Kajgari’ye ait notlar,” in Atsiz Mecmua 17 (1932), p. 126. The Arabic verse in question is: 

ida ra’athu qurayshun qala qa’iluha / ila makarimi hada yantahi l-karamu (“When the Quraysh saw him, one 

of them would say: ‘Nobility reaches as far as this one’s noble qualities’ ”). Alternately line two must be 

amended to read: bodun aqar aydaCi, and the first two lines translated either “When the Turks see him, 

the people will say to him” (thus Brockelmann, “Volkspoesie,” I, p. 18) or “When they see that he is a 

Turk, the people will say” (thus Atalay, TerdXme, I, 352 n.). 
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TURK tiirk A particle of time indicating “the mid-point of the ripening of a fruit 

(wasat idrak kull Say’ min at-tamar).” Thus :: TURK ’ZUM ’UVDIY tiirk iiziim 6di “The mid¬ 

time (waqt tawassut) of ripening grapes.” :: TURK QUY’5 ’UVDY tiirk quyal 6di “Mid-time 

(noon waqt tawassut [&?-Jams?]).” :: TURK YIKT; tiirk yigit “A young man at the prime of his 

youth (Sabb tawassata Sababuhu).” 0 

SAR'K sark “Earthenware, potsherd (al-xazaf wa-md nkasara minha).” 0 

:: ’NIK ’DA’QY SUR K BUVZ'1 TAK anig adaqi siirk buz tag “His foot is cold as ice 

(ka-l-jamd fi l-buruda).’’ This word is used only in this context. 0 

KUR'K kiirk “Fur (farw).” 0 

KUR’K kork “Beauty (husn, jamal).” Hence :: KUR'K’LUK- korkliig meaning “beauti¬ 

ful (jamil)." 0 

End of Chapters of Medial Quiescent Words 

Chapters of Medial Vowelled Words 

Chapter: fa al, fa'ul, fa'il, medial vowelled, in its various vocalizations 

B 

KALAB kalap A tender plant (nabt ria'im) which grows in the summer pasture of the 

Turks and fattens cattle quickly. 

T 

BASUT basut “Assistant, sympathetic helper (zahir, mu'awin muSfiq).” 0 BASUT- 

basut “Help (i‘ana).’’ Thus :: ’UL MANK’ BASUT' BIR'DIY ol mai^a basut berdi “He helped 

me.” These two are related. 0 

BULIT bulit “Cloud (sahaba)." :: QAR’ BULIT' qara bulit “Black cloud.” :: ’AQ' 

BULIT aq bulit Rain-cloud (muzn).” Proverb [cf. 540 tiipi]: 

QAR’ BULITT YIYL ’AJA’R qara bulitiy yel aiar 

URNJ BIL ’IYL ’AJA’R; urunC bila el acar 

0 “When a black cloud covers the sky, the wind clears it away; similarly, a bribe opens the door 

of state. This is coined to advise someone to spend money in order to attain his desire. 

178 

tiirk 

sark 

siirk 

kiirk 

kork 

kalap 

basut 

bulit 

P 

178 1. Z changed from R (dot in brown ink). 
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Black hair may be likened to it; 

a cloud (in its abundance).” 

thus :: BULIT TAK SAJY bulit tag saci “His hair is like 

Verse: 

’ArDIY BULIT' KUKRAYUV 

YATMUR TULY SAK'RIYUV 

QALIQ ’ANY ’UK'RAIYUV2 

QANJ’ BARIYR BALKUVSUVZ 

a7di bulit kokr'ayii 

yaymur toli sekriyii 

qaliq ani iigr iigriyii 

qanca barir balgiisiiz 

[I. 296/354] 

“A cloud came up thundering, rain and hail leaping from it, the air blowing it about; it is unknown 

what direction it will take.” 0 

TUBUT tiibiit A large tribe (jil . . . kafir) in the lands of the Turks. Among them is 

found the musk-deer whose navel or musk-bag is cut out. 0 They are the descendants oTTabit. 

He was a man from Yemen who committed a crime, then took fright and fled by sea to Sin. He 

found those regions to his liking and settled there. His children multiplied to such an extent that 

they took over 1500 parasangs from the lands (aradi) of the Turks. They are bordered on the East 

by Sin, on the West by QiSmlr, on the North by Uighur, and on the South by the Indian Sea. In 

their language one still finds some Arabic words, such as: ’UMA’ uma “Mother (umm)’’ and: 

’ABA’ aba “Father (ab).” 0 

TIKIT; tegit Plural of: TIKYNltegin. Its root-meaning is “slave (‘abd)”; then it became 

an honorific for the sons of the Khaqaniyya. It is an irregular plural. :: ’UKA’ TIKIT; oga tegit 

“The class comprising great commoners and small nobles (al-kibar min as-suqa wa-s-sijdr min abnd’ 

al-muluk):' This is used as a paired expression: ’UKA’ TIKIT; oga tegit. The origin of the appel¬ 

lation: ’UKA’ Oga goes back to the time of Du-1 Qarnayn, when a skirmish took place between the 

vanguards of his army and of the Turks, before the truce [see 57 oga]. 0 

JUKUT KISY cokiit kisi “A short (qasir) man (or other).” 0 

JIKIT cigit “Cotton seed (habb al-qutn).” Aryu dialect. 

SIBUT sibut “Coriander seed (kuzbara)." Ka§7ar dialect. 0 

SUrUT suTUt “Dried curds (aqit).” Qarluq dialect. 0 SUFUT suTut “Gut-wurst 

(al-am'a’) stuffed with spices, rice and meat, then cooked and eaten.” 0 

SiriT si7it “Weeping (buka’).” 0 

SUKUT sogiit “Willow (iajar al-xitaf).” Proverb [=502 sol]: SUKUT SUVLINK’ 

QADINK Q’SNK’ sogiit sdliqa, qadir^ qasir^a 0 “The moistness which is in the willow most 

properly belongs to it, and the bark-strap of the birch most properly belongs to the birch.” [The 

V 
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2. I in a later hand (black, thin point). 
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willow for its sap, the birch for its bark.] This is coined about anything which inclines toward its 

origin (yamilu ila aslihi). 0 

QAJUT qacut “Pursuit (tirad)" in battle, etc. 0 qacut 

QARIT qarit A word of abuse belonging to the Turkman (sabb li-t-turkman). I think it qarit 

is borrowed from the Arabic Jarat (“raid” ?). 0 D ? 

QURT qurut “Dried curds (aqit).” 0 qurut 

[I. 298/357] 180 

QANAD qanat “Wing (janah).” 0 qanat 

QUNAT' qonat “Any group of people who stick together (kull sirm min an-rias talab- qonat 

bada ba‘duhum bi-ba‘d)." Thus :: ’UL MANIK QUN’TIM ’UL ol manig qonatim ol “ He is one of 

those who stick with me.” 0 

KABIT kabit “Shop (hanut).” 0 kabit 

KUJAT' kiicat A tribe (jil) of Turks, who have been settled (uskinu) in Khwarizm. 0 kiiCat N 

KJUT kociit “Horse (faras).” kociit 

KADUT kadiit “An item of clothing (kull ma yulbasu min al-atwab)." This word is kadiit 

normally confined to weddings, when the relatives of the groom and bride put on a certain gar¬ 

ment in their honor. One then says: KADUT' BIR'DIY kadiit berdi meaning, “He gave him a 

garment of honor (libas al-karama).” 0 

KIRIT kirit “Key (miftah).” This word is close to the Arabic iqlid\ the alif was dropped, kirit 

the qaf was changed to kaf, the lam to rd’, and the dal to ta’. 0 

KULUTl kiiliit “A laughing-stock (duhka) among the people.” kiiliit 

J 

BUQAJ' buqad “Earthen jar or kettle (at-tawr aw al-qidr min xazaf).” ::’A§JBUQAJ' buqac 

eSic buqac “Pots and pans (qidr wa-tawr),” used pleonastically. 0 

BAKAJ bakac A princely honorific (laqab li-t-takakin), as in: BAKAJ ’ARS'LA’Nj. bakac 

TIKIYN baka£ arslan tegln. N 

If this word is pronounced with the thin kaf [i.e. begac] it means “O little emir” (ya begac 

umayyir). It is a diminutive of “emir,” used as a term of endearment. The word: BAK( beg 

“Emir” is with a thin kaf. 

BULUJ^ buluc A man’s name. bulu5 
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TUQJ toqac “Flat-bread (qurs)." This is derived from the expression: TUQ' ’AR' toqac 
toq ar meaning “a satiated man,” since it fills him up. 0 

TIKUJ tikiic “Pastry-cook’s prick (minsaya).” 0 tikiic 

JANJ Canac “One who is effeminate (muxannat), cowardly (jaban), ungainly and canac 
awkward (la rifq lahu fll-umur wa-fihi faSal wa-futiir).” 

“A red leather bag (jirab ahmar) ” is called: SANJ KSIR'LUV sanac kasirgii. 0 sanac 

QAQAJ qaqac “Filth, pollution (wasax, damn)." Thus :: TUVN QAQAJ BULDY ton qaqac 
qaqac boldi “The garment became soiled (wasixa).” 0 

QUILUJj quluc A man’s name. 0 quluc N 

QULAJ qulac “Span of the outspread arms (fathom) (ba‘)." Its root is the expression: qulad 

QULJ ’A’J- qol ac meaning “Open wide your arms (iftah al-ba‘)." Thus :: BYR QULJ- BAR-JIN 

bir qulac barcin “A span of brocade.” 0 

QILIJ qiliC “Sword (sayf).” Proverb: QUS QILJ QIN QA’ SII’M’S qoS qilic qinqa qilii 

si-ymas 0 “Two swords cannot fit in one sheath.” P 

(I. 299/359] 181 

This is coined about two men who are arguing over something or who are wooing the same wo¬ 

man. The Khaqaniyya use this word as an honorific, as in: QILJ XA’N qilic xan meaning “a king N 

who executes his affairs and decisions like a sword.” Verse [ = 101 uru§-] : 

’RAN ’ALBY ’QlS'TIYLAR' aran alpi oqistilar V 

QINKR KVZIN BAQIS'TIYLAR' qiryr kozin baqistilar 

QAMUr TULMUN TUQIS'TIYLAR' qamuy tulmun toqistilar 

QILJ QINQA’ KUJUN Sir DIY qilie qinqa kii6iin siydi 

Describing battles “The warriors called out to each other; they looked at one another askance; 

they fought with all their weapons; (until) the sword could hardly fit in its sheath” — because of 

the large amount of blood that dried on it. 

QAMIJ- qamit “Ladle (miyrafa).” 0 

To curse out a boy, one says: KUTIJ kotii meaning “O stink-bum! (ya muntin ka-s- 

sumara)." This derives from the word for “posterior [i.e. 161 kot].” 0 

KUZAJ kiizaC “Jug, pot (kuza,1 bastuqa).” This word corresponds to the Arabic except 

that the ha’ became jim. 0 

qamic 

kotic 

kiizafi 

181 1. MS. al-lawza. 
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KUADAJ kiidac with dal — also, “Jug (kuza)”; Aryu dialect. One finds the same alterna- kiidac 

tion of dal and zay in Arabic, for example: zabara and dabara2 for “to write”; and: ma’ zu'aq D 

wa-du‘aq (“bitter water”). 0 

KUMAJ'kom’ac “Flat-bread (qurs) that is buried in the embers [for baking]0 komac 

KUMUJ komuc “Buried treasure (kanz).’’ :: ’UL KUMUJ BULDY ol komiic buldi “He komiid 

found buried treasure.” 0 

“Black grapes (‘inab yirbib) are called: MASJ ’ZUM masic (?) iiziim. masic ? 

R 

BUTR botar (?) “Cotton of rushes (tut al-bardi).” botar ? 

:: YDAR) YADAR YUKRDY badar badar yiigiirdi “He ran with a pattering sound (“add badar 

wa-sumi'a li-‘adu>ihi hafifan).” 0 

BASR basar “Mountain garlic (turn al-jabal).” 0 basar 

BAriR bayir “Liver (kabid).” A man who obeys no one is called: BADUK BAriR'Lir bayir 

badiik ba^irliy meaning “Big-livered.” And “the middle (kabid) of a bow” is called: YA’ BAr> 

RIY ya bayri. 

BAQIR- baqir “Copper (nuhas)." Proverb: BA’R BAQIR' YUVQ ’ALTUVNP bar baqir baqir P 

yoq altun 0 “What is present is (like) copper (one cares nought about it), what is missing is 

(like) gold (in its preciousness).” This is coined about one who is the object of scorn among his 

near ones but whom they grieve over sorely when they lose him. 0 BAQIR' baqir “Copper 

coins (fulus)” in Sin, with which they buy and sell. 0 BAQIR' SUQIM baqir suqim D 

[1.301/361] 182 

“Mars (mirrix).” Its redness is likened to copper. 0 

BUKUR^ bogiir “Kidney (kulya).” 0 bogiir 

BUKR bogiir A fortress (qaVa) on a mountain-top between Kuta and Uighur. It is a N 

frontier post (tayr). 0 

TABAR/ tapar The two sons of : ’INA’L) ’UVZi inal oz, one of the kings of Qifcaq. 0 tapar N 

TATIR'YYR' tatir yer “Steppe (al-qarah min al-ard).” 0 tatir 

TITIR' titir “Female camel (naqa).” 0 titir 

2. MS. dabara. 
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:: ’AT ’ADA’QIY TAQIR TAQIR ’ATIY at adaqi taqir taqir etti “The horses’ hooves taqir 

made (such) a sound.” Also: TIKIR' TIKIR' ’ATIY tikir tikir etti, same meaning. 0 tikir 

TAMUR tamiir “Iron (hadid).” Proverb: KUVK TAMUR KRUV TURMA’S' kBk tamiir tamiir 

kerii turmas “The blue iron does not come to rest ineffectually (Id yastaqirru min yayr ‘amal)" — P 

that is, it causes a wound when it strikes something. 0 This has another meaning also. The 

Qirqiz, Yabaqu, Qifcaq and others, when they enter into alliance with a person or become party to 

a contract with him, place an unsheathed sword crosswise before him and say the following: BUV 

KUVK; KIR'SUVN; QIZIL; JIQ'SUVN bu kdk kirsfin qizil ciqsun meaning, “May this (iron) go 

in blue and come out red” — that is “bloody” — if I break this treaty. This means he will be 

killed by iron, in order that the iron be avenged upon him, since they regard iron as possessing 

great power (yu'azzimuna l-hadid). 0 

TAMUR' tamur “Vein (‘irq) in the body.” The Oyuz say: TAMAR; tamar, with fath tamur 

of the mim. They always prefer lightness, and nasb (A) is the lightest of vowels, so they have D tamar 

recourse to it. 

TAWAR; tawar “Property, animate or inanimate” (as-siVa ma sat a1 wa-samata). The tawar 

Oyuz and other say: TAVAR; tavar, with vdv. Verse: D tavar 

TAWAR KIM'NIK UK'LISA’ tawar kimnig iiklisa V 

BAKLIK ’ANKAR KARKAYUVR; beglik aryar kargayur 

TAWARSIZIN QALIB' BAK tawarsizin qalip beg 

’ARAN'SIZIN ’AM'KAYUVR; ar'ansizin amgayUr 

“Whoever has much wealth (mat) is more worthy of being emir than another; but if an emir is 

left emptyhanded he will tire himself in collecting men,” since they gather around him only out of 

a desire for wealth. 0 

JUBUR Copiir “Goat’s-hair (Sa‘r al-ma'z).” copiir 

One calls “rubbish, old furniture” (al-xurti min al-mata'): JUBUR JABUR Copiir C’apiir, copiir 

pleonastically. 0 Capiir 

One calls “a bad-tempered (sayyi’ al-xuluq) man”: JUTUR2 KI§Y Cotur kiSi. 0 cotur 

[I. 303/363] 183 

JAriR Ca7ir “Juice (‘asir)." 0 JAriR cayir “Wine (xamr).” This word has two oppo- ca7ir 

site meaning (min al-adddd). 

JAriR cryir “Narrow path (zaqab [defined]).” 0 Ciyir 

JAQIR caqir “Blue (azraq).” Proverb: caqir 

182 1. MS. sd. 

2. Under the T is a dot in red ink (indicates B). 
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’IT" JAQIRIY ’ATQA’ TAKIYR: it fcaqiri atqa tagir p 

’AT J AQIRIY ’ITQA’ TAK/MA’S: at caqiri itqa tagm'as 

0 “A blue [-eyed] dog is worth a horse but a blue [-eyed] horse is not worth a dog” — since 

such a horse does not see well — coined as a warning against such a one. 

JKIRJKIR cikir cikir Sound of teeth [chewing] bread that has grit (qadid) in it so the cikir 
teeth are set on edge (yakillu). 

SUrUR siryur “Weasel (wabr).” It is a small animal resembling the monitor lizard (waral); suyur 

its skin is used to make raincoats. 0 

STIR sayir [Battue-shooting] A type of hunting (sayd) of kings with their subjects: the sayir 

king scatters people among the thickets and plains to round up animals and drive them toward him 

while he stands there shooting, without tiring himself from seeking them out. 0 

SiriR siyir “Ox (baqar)." 0 SUVW SIHRIY suw siyiri “Water-buffalo (al-jamus ay siyir 
baqar al-ma’)." 0 

QATIR: qatir “Mule(bayl).” qatjr 

QADIR- NA’NK; qadir n% “Something hard (sa'b).” Thus :: QADIR- YIYR- qadir yer qadir 

“A hard place” - this refers to a place in the mountains that is very cold and snowy. 0 QADIR- 

QlS qadir qiS Severe cold (zamharir).” 0 QADIR qadir “A tyrannical and harsh king (al-jabbar 

as-sa'b min al-muluk).” The Khaqaniya use this word as an honorific in: QADIR: XA’N; qadir D N 

xan. This usage corresponds to the Arabic, since tyranny (tajabbur) derives from power (qudra) 

and the tyrant (jabbar) is one who has power (yaqdiru) to act as he wishes. 0 

QISIR' qisir “Barren ('aqim),” of a woman or animal. :: Q1SR QISRA’Q qisir qisraq “A qisir 
mare that has not yet foaled (ha’il).” 0 

KALAR: kalar “Lizard (dabb).” kalar 

Z 

BUruZ boyuz “Throat (halq).” 0 boyuz 

TABIZ tapiz “Swamp or salt marsh (sabxa).” 0 TABIZ KISY tapiz kigi “An envious tapiz 
(hasud) man.” 

“A (pack-saddle or) load which the rider cannot settle comfortably (alladl la yastaqirru 

rakibuhu)” is called: TUBZ YK topuz (?) yiik. 0 topuz ? 

TITIZ NINK titiz nai^ “Anything bitter (lahu ta'm ‘afis),” such as the myrobalan nut, or titiz 
the like. 0 

TKUZ’AT togiiz (?) at “Horse with a blaze on the forehead (aqrah)." 0 togiiz ? 
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SAHZ sa7iz “Resin (‘ilk).’’ 0 SAHZ TUBRA’Q sayiz topraq “Dry clay, pure clay sa7iz 

(salsal, tinhurr).” 0 

SAQIR saqiz Any “viscous substance (luzuja)” that sticks to clothing, such as rob, etc. 0 saqiz 

SAKYZ; sakiz The number “eight (tamaniya)." This is the lightened form of: SAKYZ^ sakiz 

sakkiz. 0 

[1.305/365] 184 

SAMIZ; samiz “Fat (samin),” of an animal. This word corresponds to the Arabic except samiz 

that they have changed the nun to zay, which is permitted in their language, as in: SAN san mean- G 

ing: “You (anta)’’-, and: SIZ; siz also meaning “You (anta).” Zay alternates with nun. 0 

QUBUZ qopuz “Lute (al-‘ud alladiyudrabu bihi).” 0 qopuz 

QUTUZ qotuz “Wild ox (baqar al-wahl)” [i.e. “yak”]. qotuz 

QUTUZ’IT qutuzit “Rabid (kalib) dog.” 0 qutuz 

QDZ qadiz “Bark (liha’)” of a tree. 0 qadiz 

QDUZ qoduz “A woman left without a husband (mar’a tayyib).” 0 qoduz 

QIMIZ- qimiz “Koumiss (al-amis).” This is mares’-milk which is poured in skins, then qimiz 

fermented and drunk. QIMIZ' ’AL'MILA’ qimiz almila “Sour apples resembling koumiss.” 0 

KUKUZ kogiiz “Breast (sadr).” 0 kogiiz 

KIDIZ kidiz “Felt (libd).” 0 kidiz 

KWIZ kowiz “Carpet (zarbiya).” 0 kowiz 

KUwS kowiX — with zay between the two points of articulation — “The hollow part of kowi£ 

a tree” (wast kull sajara baliya), e.g., the decayed portion of a willow. :: KUWlS TURjMA’ kowiX 

turma “A rotten (fasid) radish,” or other, that the taste has gone out of. 

S 

TARUS' tarns “Roof (saqf al-bayt).” 0 tarus 

TALS talas “Goal-rope (maqbad [defined])” in horse-racing or polo. 0 talas 

TALAS; talas The city known as Taraz. There are two cities by this name. One is: ’LUr N 

TLA’S ultl7 talas meaning “The great Talas”; the other, on the frontier of Islam, is: KAMIY 

TALA’S]^ kiimi (?) talas. 0 

One calls “a sad or mournful (sahim) face”: TULAS YVZ tulas yiiz. tulas 
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§ 

BIJS bifiis Name for “a piece of brocade (qit'a min ad-dibaj)” given to guests at the feasts biciS 

of nobles and at wedding feasts. 0 

BURIS buris “A wrinkle (inziwa’)’’ in skin or clothing. 0 buriS 

BAHS bayis “Joints (mafdsil)’’ of fingers and other limbs; also “nodes (anabib)” of bayis 
reed, etc. 0 

BAQlS baqis “Looking (al-munazara bi-l-basar).” 0 baqis 

BILI§ bilis “Acquaintance (ma'rifa).” It is here a descriptive word (sifa) and not a verbal biliS 
noun (masdar). 0 

BULUS bulus “The profit (manfa‘a) which one derives (yajidu) from something one buluS 
does.” 0 

BULUS bolug “Verbal aid (al-i‘ana bi-l-kaldm).” Thus ::’UL MANKA’BULUS QILDIY boluS 
ol maija boluS qildi “He aided me verbally.” 0 

TABlS tapiS “Mutual trust (muwakala)” between two men, or other. 0 tapis 

TUTUT- tutus -pronounced more firmly1 —“Quarrel (mu’axada).” TTS‘tutuS A man’s tutuS 
name. 0 N 

[I. 306/367] 185 

TAWU§J tawis “Sound and movement (hiss wa haraka).” tawis 

TUQU5 toqiS “Battle (barb).” Verse: toqiS 

TUQIS TJRA’’URSTM toqis icra uristim V 

’LUT BIR'LA’ QAR§TM uluy birla qariStim 

TUKUZ’TIN YARSTM togiiz atin yariStim 

’AYDM ’M'DY ’AL ’UTA’R aydim amdi al utar 

I fought in the thick of battle (hayja’)with a great hero, I vied with him on my blazed horse, 

(then shot him with an arrow) and said: ‘Take this, Utar!’ ”* - this is a man’s name. 0 

TUQlS toqis A name. 0 N 

184 

185 

1. aslab lafzan minhu — perhaps this refers to tutuS as a proper name. 

1. MS. uta. 
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T AIK IS:2 tiki§ “Mutual feeding (munawala [defined]).” 0 

TAKlS tagis “The extreme or limit (yaya, mada)" of anything. 0 

TAKlS tagis A man’s name. 0 

JABIS cap iS “Six-month old goat (min awtad al-ma‘z ida at a ‘alayhi sitta ashur).” 0 

JAWUS 6awu5 “[The officer] who keeps the troops in battle order and holds them back 

from unwarranted violence (alladi yusawwi s-sufuf fi l-harb wa-yaza‘u l-jund ‘an az-zulm).” 0 

JIQlS CiqiS “Profit (manfa'a)." :: ’UL ’IYSTA’ JIQI§ YUVQ ol iSta SiqiS yoq “There is 

no profit in that business.” 0 

JALIS calis “Wrestling (musara'a).” 0 

SURUS Soru§ Name for grains of wheat that are roasted on the ear before they harden, 

then picked off and eaten. 0 

SIQlS siqis “Crowding, colliding (zahma, tasadum).’’ 0 

SUKUS SOkiiS “Cursing, mutual reviling (sabb, tasabb).” 0 

SUKUS sogiiS — with the thin kaf — “Kid or lamb fit for roasting (ma yasluhu li-s-siwa’ 

min al-jida’wa-l-humlan).” 0 

SIKIS sikis “Coitus (mujama‘a). 0 

QABlSj qapis “Plundering (intihab, ixtilas).” 0 

QABUS qapuS Name of a place (mawdi‘) in Aryu. 0 

QAjS qacis “Panic and flight (al-munafara wa-l-mutarada bayn al-qawm).” Proverb: 

QJI§ BULSA’ QYA’ KUR'MA’S qafiis bolsa qaya kormas 0 “When there is panic no one turns 

toward his fellow (ida waqa‘a n-nifar wa-l-hazahiz bayn al-qawm fa-la yu'arriju ahad ‘ala ahad)." 0 

QUJUS qudus “Embrace (mu‘anaqa).” 0 

Qp§ qadas “Kinsman (al-qarib min al-ixwan).” 

QADlS qadiS “Leather strap (as-sayr alladi yuqaddu minjulud al-juzur)." 0 

QARI§ qariS “Span (sibr).” :: BIYR QARlS' bir qarii ‘ ‘One span.” 0 

tikis 

tagil 

N 
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Calis 

soruS 
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qaCiS 

P 
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qadiS 

qariS 

2. A by a later hand (?). 
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QUrUS qo-yus “Leather (jild al-juzur)” tanned or untanned. 0 qoTUS 

QUruS qoyus “Water-course; drain (mat‘ab, mizab).” :: QUr§ qo-yus “Millrace” (mat'ab 

at-tahun). :: TAKRMA’N QUruSIY tagirman qoTusi. 0 

QUruS qo-yuS “Arrow-straightener (tarida an-nabbal).” 

QAMIS qamiS “Reed (qasab).” 0 qamiS 

[I. 308/369] 186 

KAJlS k'aciS “Ford (ma'bar)” of a canal or river. Proverb: ’UL KJSNY SUVW’ILATIY kacis 

ol k'aCisni suw elatti “The flood has taken away that ford” — this is coined about something that P 

is past and out of reach. 0 

KARlS kariS “A mountain top that can be climbed (ra’s hull jabal yus'adu ‘alayhi).’’ karis 

Otuz dialect. D 

KARlSj karis “Withers (kahil) of a horse.” Proverb: KARlS YAPRY ’yrUL'QA’ P 

QALIYR karis yayri oyulqa qalir 0 “The sore of the withers remains (an inheritance) for the 

son” — since it is the place where the joints are gathered and does no heal quickly. This is coined 

as advice to protect that part of the body. 0 

KARlS kariS “Resistance in a quarrel (al-muqawama fi l-mujadala)." 0 

KURUS koriiS “Looking (al-mundzara bi-l-alhaz la bi-l-alfaz)” 0 koriis 

KIRlS kiris “Bowstring /watar al-qaws).” 0 kiris 

KIRlS kiriS “Income (daxl) — what comes in from one’s estate (day‘a)." 0 

KARlS kariS “Quarrel (mujadala).” :: NA’LIK; KARS'TINK naliik kariStii^ “Why did kariS 

you quarrel (lima jadalta)?” 0 

One calls “coming and going (ad-dahab wa-l-maji’)”: KALlSl BARlS kaliS bariS. From kaliS 

this comes the expression for “guest-house” (bayt ad-djfan): KALIS LIK BARlS Lir ’AW kaliSlig 

bariSlry aw, meaning “House of coming and going.” 0 

KUMUS kumiis “Silver (fidda)." 0 Verse: RiimiiS 

’LB- ’RAN NY1 ’UDRDUM alp ar'anni adirdim V 

BUY'NIN ’ANIK QADIR DIM boynin anig qadirdim 

’ALTUN KMUS YUDR-DUM altun kUmiiS yudiirdiim 

SUVSIY QALIN KYM ’UTA’R susi qalin klm otRr 

186 1. NY above line. 
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Describing a battle: “I divided the enemy troops, twisted the warrior’s necks, then loaded up the 

gold and silver of their treasuries; but I could hardly pass through the throng of soldiers.” 0 

KUMUSl kiimiiS “Dirham (dirham),’’ since it contains silver. ;: KMUS kiimiiS A slave-girl’s name. N 

r 

BATIP batiy “Deep (yamiq),” of a canal, or other. 0 batfy 

BAIJP bidiy “Covenant, contract (mitaq, ‘ahd).” :: ’UL MANIK BIR'L’ BIJir QIYL> bi«iy 
DIY ol m'anig birla bidiy qildi “He made a pact with me (‘ahada ma‘T).” 0 

:: UL BARIT BRDY ol bariy bardi “He went directly (dahaba dahaban wa-lam yu'arrij bariy 
‘ala Say’).” 0 

BAIRir bariy “Something stinking (muntin).” This word is used in the paired expres¬ 

sion: SASir BAIRir sasiy bariy. 0 

BASir basiy “Place of a night raid; taking by surprise (mahall at-tabyit yuqalu [ sic] wa- basiy 
l-axd ‘ala yirra).” 

[I. 310/372] 18? 

.. UL ANY BASriYNDA TUTIY ol ani basyinda tutti “He captured him during a night raid 

(ft awanihi bayatan).” 0 

BUSUr busuy “Ambush (kamin).” 0 busuy 

BUSur bosuy Permission to return (al-idn . . . bi-l-quful),” granted by a ruler to a bosuy 
messenger sent to him; also the ‘gift (ja’iza)” that he gives him. Compare the Arabic sufra, which 

originally meant the food given to a visitor, then came to mean the piece of hide on which the 

food was served. A similar shift is involved in this word. Also, when a relative comes from afar, 

before he can return he must give a party (da‘wa) to which he invites his kinsmen, and others; 

then he receives permission to return after giving them gifts. This is called: BUSUr ’A§Y bosuy 
aSi meaning “Food of permission (ta‘am al-idn).’’ 0 

BISir ’§ bisiy as “Cooked (mafbux) food.” The same for anything cooked. Thus bisiy 
“baked bricks (ajurr)” are called: BISir KRBJ bisiy karpic, meaning “Cooked bricks” :: BISir 

SUJVK bisiy siiciig “Mulled wine (sarab matbux).” 0 

BAQir baqiy “Glance (nazra).” Thus :: ’ANIK BAQIHY KUR anig baqiyi kor “Look baqiy 
at his glance.” 

It is my intention in this book not to mention verbal nouns of this sort unless they are G 

very commonly used. 0 

:: BUSUr BUSDIY busuy busdi “He was intensely annoyed (dajira 4ajran).” 0 busuy 

TABUr tapuy “Service (xidma).” 0 tapuy 
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TABUr tapuy “Obedience (fa‘a).” Thus :: TNKRY TABUrY taiyi tapuyi “Obedience 

to God (may He be exalted).” 

TUTUr tutuy “Pledge or hostage (rahn).” 0 tutuy 

TUTUr tutuy “Demonic possession (al-ixd wahwa s-sa‘fa min al-jinn).” ::’NKTUTrY 

BA’R anig tutU7i bar “He is possessed (bihi sa‘fa).” 

TIDir tidiy “Restraint, prevention (hazr, man')” from something. 0 tidiy 

TARir tari7 The generic word for “cereal crops (zar‘)." 0 TRT tarry is “Wheat tariy 

(hinta)" according to most of the Turks, but “millet (duxn)” according to the Oyuz. This latter D 

is wrong. They [i.e., Oyuz] call “wheat”: ’ASLIQ ailiq. 0 

TURUIP turiy “Mountain stronghold (wazar [defined]).” 0 turiy 

TURUP toruy A word used to designate “horses (xayl).” :: BUV ’UrL’NlT BIYR' toruy 

TURUPQA’ ’ALDIM bu oylaniy blr toruyqa aldim “I bought this slave for a horse (faras).’’ By 

extension it may also designate camels or cattle. :: TURIUT ’AT toruy at “A bay (kumayt) 

horse.” 0 

TURir ’AR'T TIYZ turiy art tez Name of a summer pasture (mustaf) in Kasyar. 0 turiy N 

JAWir cawiy “Whip lash (“adaba as-saw().” 0 cawiy 

[I. 312/374] 188 

SABr sapiy “Tent skirt (kisr al-xiba’).” 0 sapiy 

SATir satiy “Selling (mubaya‘a).” 0 satiy 

SIDir sidiy “One of the two skirts of a robe, from the thighs up to the collar (ahad sidiy 

daylay al-qaba’ ild t-talbib min al-janbayn).” Thus:: SIDir YABIYB'1 ’UPTURDIY sidiy yapip 

olturdi “He drew together the two skirts of his gown and sat down” — this act is indicative of 

good breeding. 0 

SIDir sidiy “Tooth-gaps between the gums (furaj al-asnan bayn al-litat)." One says to 

a person whom one is asking to keep a secret: BUV SUVZjNIY SDirDIN’ SIZIPMA’ bu sozni 

sidiydin sizitma 0 “Don’t let this word seep out between the gaps of your teeth” — i.e. don’t 

reveal it. 0 

SARir sariy “Yellow (a$far)” of anything. One calls “bright yellow (a$far faqi‘)”: sariy 

SAB' SARIP sap sariy. 0 “Yellow bile (al-mirra al-fafra’)" is called simply: SARIP sariy. 

SARIT SUVW sariy suw is “the yellow water that collects in the belly (as-far fi l-batn).” 0 :: 

SARIT SURir sariy suriy — a paired expression — “Yellow (a$far).” 0 

188 1. Dots of first B and second Y in brown ink. 
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SURUr soruy “Seeking a stray (niSdan ad-dalla).” :: SURUr QIYI/DIY soru7 qildi soruy 

“He sought a stray.” 0 

JALir caliy also means “Seeking a stray”; also, “the urgent news which one of the emirs caliy 

sends out to the populace, both settled and nomadic, calling them to him (yab'atuna l-xabar . . . 

li-ya’tuhu).” 0 

QABUr qapuy “Door or gate (bab).’’ 0 qapuy 

QATir qatiy “Hard (salb)” of anything. 0 qatiy 

QADIP qadiy “Reinforced needlework (xiyata mu’akkada).” qadiy 

QUDUr quduy “Well (bi’r)." Proverb; QUDUPDA’ SUVW BA’R ’IT’ BURNY TKM’S quduy 

quduyda suw bar, it burni tagm'as 0 “There’s water in the well but the dog’s nose won’t reach P 

it.” This is coined about one who wants something but cannot get it, or one who sees someone 

else’s food and desires it but cannot get at it. 0 

QIDir qidiy The “shore or bank (janib)” of a sea, canal, or river; also the “rim (hitdr)’’2 tjitMy 

of anything. :: ’ARIQ QIDITY ariq qidiyi “The bank (satt) of a canal.” :: ’AYAQ QIDITY ayaq 

qidiyi “Rim (Zafir) of a bowl.” YA’R^QFDirY yar qidiyi “Brink (Safa) of a chasm.” 0 

QURUr ’AW quruy aw “A house that is empty (xali)” of people or of furniture. :: quruy 

QURUP ’UL'MA’ quruy olma “A dry (yabisa) jar.” The root-meaning here is that any container 

that is “empty (ida xala ‘ammafihi)” is called: QURUF quruy 0 QURUP quruy “Dry (yabis)” 

of anything. 

[1.313/375] 189 

The previous word goes back to this one. 

QURir qoriy “The protected place or reserve (hirria)” of emirs or others. Any “enclosed qoriy 

place (makan mahuz)” is called: QURir qoriy. 

QASir qasiy “Hollow of the mouth on either side (Sahr [defined]).” 0 qasiy 

qisiy 

qusiy 

qo§uy 

2. MS. hiydz. 

QlSir qisiy “Confinement (habs, diq).” :: ’UL BAR QISiriN'DA’ QAL'DIY ol beg 

qisiyinda qaldi “He remained in the emir’s custody (habs) and claim (mutalaba) over a matter.” 0 

QUSir qusiy “Vomiting (quya’).” :: ’ANY QUSIT TUTIY ani qusiy tutti “He had a 

fit of vomiting.” 0 

Qusur qo§uy “Poem, ballad, ode (Si'r, rajaz, qasa’id)." Verse: 
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TARKAN' QATUN QUTIYNK’ 

TAKUR MINDIN QUSur 

’AYTIL SIZINK TABUPJY 

’UTNUR YANKY TABUf 

tarkan qatun qutli^a 

tagiir mindin qoSuy 

ay7il sizii^ tapu76i 

otniir yaqi tapu7 

Convey an ode from me to the Khatun, the queen, and say: ‘Your servant presents you with a 

new act of service.’ ” 0 

V 

QAQir qaqi7 “Anger, spite (yadab, murayama)." Thus :: MAN ’ANIK QAQiriN'DA’ qaqiy 

BUV ’IY§ QILDIM man anig qaqi7inda bu”iS qildim “I did this to spite him (raymanlahu).’’ 0 

QAMUr qamu7 A particle meaning “all” (hull). Thus :: QAMUr KI§Y TUVZ’AR- qamuy 
MA’S; qamu7 kiSi tiiz armSs “Not all men are equal.” 

QANir qani7 “Joy (aryahiyya).” 

TUTJY YAPAR' BULYTY 

’AL'TUN TAMR' ’ARir 

’QSA’ ’NINK ’QYNY 

QANDIY MANIK QANlT 

Describing the bounty of the queen: “The cloud of her (bounty) rains down pure gold; should 

her flood flow (upon me my happiness (ndSat) would be perfect and) I would overflow with joy 

(suriir).” 

Q 

BUTIQ butiq “Branch (yusn, Su'ba)” of anything. 0 

BTIQ butiq “A small water-skin (qirba sayira)”; KaS7ar dialect. 0 BTUIQ1 butiq 

A container (qirba) ’ made from the skin of a horse’s leg, used to keep koumiss, etc. 0 

BUTAIQ butaq “Branch (yusn)," also; in one variant. The vowel with the fa’is either 

nasb [a] or kasr [i]. Verse: 

KIM" ’AYIB" ’ISTUR QULA’Q kim ayip eStiir qulaq V 

’AY' ’AWIY ’AR'TUJ BUTA’Q ay awi artuc butaq 

“Which ear heard, and who 

[I. 315/377] 190 

said, that the house of the moon was a juniper branch?” He is describing a girl and compares her 

face to [the halo of] the moon and her stature to the branch [of the juniper]. 0 

butiq 

D 

butaq 

D 

Verse: qaniy 

tutCi ya7ar bullti V 
altun tamar arry 

aqsa anii^ aqlni 

qandi manig qaniy 

189 1. U (brown) changed from A (black). 
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BJUQ biCuq “Cut off (maqtu‘)” of anything. Thus “half (nisf)” of anything is called: 

BJUQ bi£uq. ;: BJUQ YARMA’Q biCuq yarmaq “Half a dirham.” 0 

BIDIQ bidiq “Mustache (sabala).” 0 

BARAQl baraq “A shaggy dog (kalb ahlab).” The Turks claim that when the vul¬ 

ture grows old it lays two eggs, then hatches them; from one of them emerges this dog called: 

BARAQ baraq. It is the swiftest running of dogs and the most reliable in hunting. From the 

other emerges a chick, the last of its chicks. 0 

YURIQ1 bariq “Behavior, conduct with people (as-sira u>a-l-‘iSra ma‘a n-nas).” ::BAK 

YURIQY1 NATK beg bariqi nat'ag “How does the emir conduct himself?” 0 

BIRUQ biruq Name for the one who specifies the stations of courtiers (alladi yunzilu 

l-akabira fi maratibihim ‘ind al-malik). Its root-form is: BUY'RUQ buyruq which means “Com¬ 

mand (amr),” since he commands them to do this. 0 

BUZUQ ’AWl bozuq aw “Ruined (munhadim) house.” Likewise, anything “broken or 

ruined (maksur munhadim)” is: BUZUQ bozuq. 

BASAQ basaq “Head (nasi) of an arrow; point (sinan) of a spear.” 0 

BA§AQ baSaq “Slipper (mik'ab)”; Cigil dialect. The Oyuz and Qifeaq add mim and 

say: BA$^MAQl baSmaq. This type of augment is permitted also in Arabic; one says tamadra'at 

al-mar’a (“the woman put on a shift”) — its root is tadarra‘at from ad-dir' (“shift”). 0 One 

says tamaskana r-rajul (“the man became quiet”) — its root is tasakkana from as-sukun (“quiet”). 

0 

BUSAQ ’AR- buSaq ar “Annoyed (dajur) man.” Dialect of Oyuz et al. 0 

BlSlQ ’AT' bi§iq at “Cooked (matbux) meat (or other).” Yayma dialect for: BA§IQ 

[sic] biSiy. 0 

BALIQ' baliq “Fish (samak).” Proverb: BALIQ SUWDA’ KVZIY TAS'TIN baliq suwda 

kozi taStin 0 “The fish is in the water but his eye is out.” This is coined about one who 

appears to be unaware of something while he is actually aware of it. 0 

BALIQ baliq “Mud (tin)”; Aryu dialect. Part of Oyuz and part of Aryu say: BA’'L'IQ' 

balq with three unvowelled consonants in a row. In Turkic only two unvowelled consonants in a 

row are found; the Aryu slur their speech. 0 

BALIQ baliq “Fortress (hisn), city (madina),” in the dialect of the heathens (al-jahiliyya 

al-juhald’) and of Uighur. From this comes the name: BIYS BALIQ^beS baliq — (the largest city 

of Uighur) — meaning: 

biCuq 

bidiq 

baraq 

bariq 

biruq 

bozuq 

balaq 

D 

buSaq D 

biSiq D 

baliq 

P 

D 

190 1. One of two dots of Y in brown ink; U changed from A (? — unclear). 

Q
 

Z
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[I. 317/379] 

“Five cities (xams bilad). Another city of theirs is called: YANKIY BALIQ yaiy baliq meaning: 

“New city (balda jadida).” 0 

BULAQ' ’AT' bulaq at “Broad-backed (adakk) horse.” 0 BULAQ bulaq A tribe (jil) 

of the Turks. The Qifcaq took them captive, then God (may He be exalted) caused them to be 

released, and they came to be called; ’ ALKA’ BULA’Q alka bulaq. The vowel is long or short. 0 

BAMUQ bamuq “Cotton (qutn).” Oyuz dialect. 0 

TUBIQ topiq “Ball (kura)” that is hit with a stick. :: TUBIQ SUNKVK topiq siiryik - 

“Meat bone (al-kurdiis min at-ta‘am).’’ 0 

TUTUQ tutuq “Gelding, eunuch (xasi, majbub).” 0 

TURUQ turuq “Emaciated (mahzul)” of anything. 

’ARUQ TURUQ aruq turuq Name of a pass (‘aqaba) between KaSyar and Faryana. 0 

TUZAQ tuzaq “Snare, trap (faxx, hibala)” for hunting. Verse: 

tk;lady ma’nik ’da’Q 

KURMADIB ’UFRY TUZ’Q 

TKLADIM ’ANDIN ’UZA’Q 

’AM'LAKIL ’AM'DY TUZA’Q 

ikladi m&nig adaq 

kdrmadip oyri tuzaq 

igladim andin uzaq 

amlagil amdi tuzaq 

“My foot accidentally trod upon a snare hidden in the ground, and it has been in agony a long time 

because of it; therefore heal me, my charming one (maliha)l” 

TUZAQ tuzaq An utterance which a man uses in praising the charm (istamlaha) of his 

beloved; it is fixed with ya’\ TUZAQIY tuzaqi. 0 

TA$AQ' taSaq “Testicle (xusya)." “The penis (dakar)” is also called: TA§AQ taSaq 

because of the close connection between the two. 0 

TUTUQ tutuq A man’s name. 

TANUQ tanuq “Witness (Sahid).” 

JABAQ fapaq Name of a type of fish. They are small and are found in the lake of the 

Turks. “A puny (nadl) man’’ is likened to them and called: JABAQ ’AR' Capaq ar. 0 

JIBIQ Cipiq “A tender branch (qadib ratb)." 0 

JUJUQ CoCuq “Suckling pig (xanniis).” 

JARUQ Caruq “Sandal (hidaProverb: YDT ’TY JARUQ KUVJY ’AZUQ yaday ati 

Caruq kiiCi azuq 0 “The footman’s horse is a sandal, his strength is provisions.” Coined to 

191 

bulaq 

N 

bamuq D 

topiq 

tutuq 

turuq 

N 

tuzaq 

V 

taSaq 

tutuq N 

tanuq 

Capaq 

Cipiq 

CoCuq 

Caruq 
P 
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advise a person to outfit himself with these two things so that he does not go barefoot or become 

weak. 

JARUQ Caruq A tribe of the Turks. They inhabit: BARJUQ barCuq the city of Afrasi- 

yab, in which he imprisoned: BTZAN [sic] bizan son of Nebuchadnezzar. 0 

JULUQl Coluq “One-armed (aqta‘).” 0 

JULIQ Culiq A spotted water bird the size of a ring-dove. 0 

JUMAQ Comaq “Stick or cudgel (‘asa).” 0 JUMAQ Comaq “Muslim (muslim)” — 

according to the Uighur and all the Infidels. :: JUMAQ ’ARIY Comaq ari “A man of the Mus¬ 

lims.” 

[I. 319/381] 

JANAQ Canaq “A turned piece of wood (al-maxrut min al-xaSab)” such as a salt- 

container, or the like. 0 

JANAQ Canaq “Wooden bowl (qas'a).” OTuz dialect. 

SAJUVQNA’NK saCuq nar^ “Something scattered (mantur).” 0 

SUDUQ' suduq “Spittle (buzaq)” 0 

SIURUQ' siruq “Tent pole (saqb [defined]).” 

SASIQ sasiq “Earthernware (xazaf).” Dialect of UC and environs. 

SUSTQU susaq “Bucket (dalw).” In a certain dialect which I have heard. 0 

QABAQ qapaq “Eyelid (jafn d-'ayn).” :: KUVZ QABAQIY kBz qapaqi. 0 

QABAQ' qabaq “Gourd (dubba’).” It is the squash (qar‘) which is eaten when fresh. 

0 

QABQ qapaq “Virginity (‘udra al-'adra’).” :: QIYZ QABAQIY1 SIYDIY qiz qapaqi 

sidi “He deflowered the maiden (iqtadda l-jariya).” 0 

QATIQ qatiq “A condiment (siby) that is added to Tutmac,” such as vinegar or 

churned milk. 0 QATIQ qatiq “something mixed (mizaj)” in anything. 0 

:: BIYR’ QUJAQ BUVZ bir quCaq boz “A bundle (idbara) of cloth (or other).” 0 

N 

Coluq 

Culiq 

Comaq 

D 

192 

Canaq 

D 

saCuq 

suduq 

siruq 

sasiq D 

susaq D 

qapaq 

qabaq 

qapaq 

qatiq 

quCaq 

192 1. Two I’s in brown ink (indicate nunnation, thus: qapaqin). 
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QADIQ^ qadiq “A hollowed-out piece of wood (naqir al-xasab).” Aryu dialect. 0 

QARAQ qaraq “Eyeball (muqla).” QAR’QARAQ qara qaraq “The black part of the 

eye (sawad al-‘ayn).” 0 ’RUNK QARAQ^ uriiq qaraq “The white of the eye (bayad al-‘ayn)." 

’UVT' QARAQ’ iit qaraq “The pupil of the eye (nazir al-‘ayn).” 0 

QIRUQ’AR’ qiruq ar “A disabled (asall) man.” :: QIRUQ’DAQ qiruq adaq “A lame 

(a‘sam) foot.”2 0 

QAZUQ’ARIQ qazuq ariq “A canal (or other) that is dug out (mahfur).” 0 

QASUQ qasuq A thing like a water-skin (rawiya) made of horse-hide, used to keep milk 

or koumiss. 

QASUQ qasuq “Bark (liha’) of a tree.” Its root is QA’S' qas — the qaf is an augment. 0 

QUSIQ qusiq “Hazel (jillawz).” This is used as a name for slave-girls. 

QA5AQ qaSaq “Alfa (halfa’)." 0 

QASUQ qaSuq “Spoon (miVaqa).” Proverb: QURUQ QA§UQ ’AriZQA’ YARAMA’S’ 

QURUr SUVZ QULA’QA’ YAQiSMA’S' quruq qaSuq ayizqa yaramas, quruy soz qulaqqa yaqig- 

mas 0 “A dry spoon does not fit the mouth, vain speech does not approach the ear.” This is 

coined to advise someone to favor3 the person who has what he needs. 

QAWAQ ’AR’T qawaq art Name of a pass (‘aqaba) between Kaiyar and Ozjand. 0 

QUWUQNA’NK qowuq nai^ ‘ ‘Anything hollow (ajwaf).” 

Q AWUQ qawuq “Bladder (matana).” 0 

QAWIQ qawiq “Millet bran (nuxala al-jawars wa-d-duxn).” 0 

QALIQ qaliq “Air (hawa’).” 0 

QULAQ qulaq “Ear (udun).” Some say: QUL/XA’Q qulxaq, and some say: QUI/QA’Q 

qulqaq, but the first is the most correct. 0 

[I. 320/383] 

QULAQ' TUVN qulaq ton “A short-sleeved (qasir al-kummayn) garment.” 0 

QILIQ qiliq “Behavior, conduct with people (as-stra wa-l-‘iSra ma‘a n-nas).” The lam 

may be unvowelled, thus QIL^Q' qilq. 

2. MS. rajul, read rijl; or else qiruq adaqliy “Aiame man.” 

3. MS. an-nayl ila, read al-mayl ila (?). 

qadiq D 

qaraq 

qiruq 

qazuq 

qasuq 

qusiq N 

qaSaq 

qaSuq 

P 

qawaq N 

qowuq 

qawuq 

qawiq 

qaliq 

qulaq 

D 

193 

qiliq 
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QUMQ qumuq Name of an emir with whom I associated for a time. 0 QUMQ qumuq 

“Dung (rawt),” especially of horses. 0 

QANAQ qanaq “The pellicle on milk (duwaya).’’ Dialect of Ar7u and Bulyar. The nun 

is changed from ya’ [i.e. 518 qayaqj. 

QUNUQ qonuq “Guest (dayf).” Verse [=55 oyuq]: 

BAR'DIY ’ARAN QUNQ BULB" QUT'QA’ SQ’R 

QALDY ’ALir ’YUQ KRUB ’AW’NIY YIQA’R 

bardi aran qonuq bulup qutqa saqar 

qaldi ali7 oyuq koriip awni yiqar 

“Gone are those who reckoned a guest as good fortune; remaining are those who tear down the 

tents when they see a scarecrow (lest he wish to camp with them).” 0 

QUNAQ qonaq “Coarse millet (jawars)." 0 Proverb: QUNAQ BASY SAD'RAKY 

YYK qonaq baSi sadraki yeg “An ear of millet is better the fewer seeds it has” — since if the seeds 

are few they are firm and large, while if they are many they are thin and small. This is coined 

about one who prefers small company 0 so that he may attain his desire and authority. 

K 

BITIK bitig “Book (kitab).” 0 BTIK bitig “Writing (kitaba).” Also the verbal 

noun; thus :: ’NIK BITKY BALKUVLK anig bitigi b'algUlUg “His writing is clear.” 0 BTIK 

bitig “Amulet (‘uda)” — Oyuz dialect. 0 

BIJAK biCak “Knife (sikkln).” Proverb; NAJ’ YITIG BIJA’K ’AR'SA’ ’VZI SA’BIN 

YUNUVMA’S naCa yitig bifiak arsa oz sapin yonumas 0 “No matter how sharp the knife is it 

cannot cut its own handle.” This is coined about one who is clever at solving other people’s prob¬ 

lems but is unable to solve his own. 0 

BADUK badiik “Big (kabir),” of anything. :: BADUK’ TAIWAIY1 badiik tewe “A big 

camel.” 0 

BURUK/ biiriik “A string that is drawn around (xayt mudawwar),” such as the loop of a 

bag or the belt of trousers. 0 

BAZAK bazak “Painting or decoration (naqi).” A variant [cf. 207 bazak]. 

BZIK2 bazig “Shivering (ri‘da)." Thus :: ’L BAZAK2 BZDIY2 ol bazig bazdi “He 

shivered.” 0 

qumuq N 

qanaq D 

qonuq 

V 

qonaq 

P 

bitig 

D 

biCak 

P 

badiik 

biiriik 

bazak D 

bazig 

193 1. All vowels except the first by a later hand (? — black ink). 

2. Dot of B in brown ink. 
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:: ’L QULIN BUSK BUSDY ol qulin bosiig bosdi “(He laid an ambush;3 also,) he gave bosiig 

[his slave] a beating (dirab).” 0 

BULK boliik “Group (ta’ifa),” of any kind of animal. Thus :: BYR BULK QUVY' boliik 

bir boliik qoy “A herd (qati‘) of sheep.” 0 

[1.322/385] 194 

:: BIYR BULUK KlSlY bir boliik ki§i “A group (ta’ifa) of people.” This is a collective noun, like 

al-qawm (“people”) and al-ibil (“camels”), 0 

BILAK bilak “Wrist (mi'sam al-yad)." 0 bilak 

BALAK belag “Gift (hadiyya)” which a traveller brings his relatives, or which is sent belag 

from one spot to another. 0 

BALIK bilik “Wick of a lamp (fatila as-siraj).” 0 bilik 

BLIK bilik “Probe for wounds (misbar).” 0 

BILIK bilig “Knowledge (‘Urn).” Thus :: BILIK ’UK-RAN bilig ogran “Learn knowl- bilig 

edge.” 0 BILIK bilig “Wisdom (Ijikma).” Hence ::’UZ’QIY BILKA’LA’R ozaqi bilgMr “The 

sages of old (al-hukama’ al-mutaqaddimun).” 0 BILIK bilig “Understanding (‘aql).” Proverb: 

’UrLA’N BILIK SIYZ^ oylan biligsiz “There is no understanding in babies.” 0 p 

BANK1 banak “Seed of grain (habba)." Ar7u dialect; in some other dialects (wa-fi banak D 

ba‘d al-luya) BNAL [sic] banak is “Penny (fals).” 

TABUK tapiik [Football] Something fashioned from lead in the shape of a spindle- tapiik 

whorl, then wound with goat’s-hair or the like. Boys play with it by kicking (rakl). 

:: ’UL QULIN TABIK TAB'DY ol qulin tapig tapdi “He gave his slave a kick (rakla).” 0 tapig 

:: BA’S TITK TITY bas titig titti “The wound throbbed with pain (amadda ayya imdad). titig 

This [structure] is only used for emphasis. Example: ’UL ’ARIK RUr ’UR DY ol arig G 

uru7 urdi “He struck the man hard (daraba . . . darban ’ayya darb).” :: ’UL QJT QJDY ol qatry 

qacdi “He fled quite away (firar).” 0 

TUTAK tiitak “Spout (sunbur)” of an urn, or the like. tiitak 

TITIK titig “Clay (tin).” 0 

194 

3. ittaxada l-kamin — confusion (?) with 187 busu7. 

1. K changed to G (three dots in brown ink). 
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TIRIK tirig “Living (hayy)” of an animal. tirig 

TAZAK tazak “Horse dung (rawt al-faras).” Proverb: tazak 

TAZAK QA’RDA’ YTM’S tazak qarda yatmas P 

’DKV ’YSYZ QATM’S adgii eslz qatmas 

“Dung does not remain beneath snow (because of its heat it melts the snow; similarly,) one must 

not mix the good with the bad (since they are not alike).” 

TAZIK tazig “Panic, flight (an-nifar bayn al-qawm).” :: TAZIIC KI§Y tazig kisi “One tazig 
who flees (nafur) from something.” 0 

TIZIK tizig “Row (saff)” of anything. :: TZIK TZIK [sic] tizig terak “A row of poplars tizig 

(saff min al-hawr)." ;: BYR T1ZK YNJUV blr tizig yincii “A string (nazm) of pearls.” 0 

TA^IK tazik “Persian (farisi)" — with zdy'1 between the two points of articulation. 0 ta2ik 

TASUK taSiik “Ruptured in the scrotum (adar).” tasiik 

[I. 324/387] 195 

Proverb: TASUK SUWDA’ BALKURA’R tasiik suwda balgiirar 0 “A man’s rupture is noticed P 

only when he bathes.” 0 This is coined about one who does something that he boasts of, so 

people say, “We’ll see whether it’s good or not when you reveal it.” 0 

TASiK tasik “A glutton (manhum)” — one whose eyes are bigger than his stomach. 0 tasik 

“A sluggard (saqit kaslan)” is called: TUSUK KlSlY tiisiik kiSi. tiisiik 

TUSAK toSak “Bedding (firaS).” 0 to§ak 

TISAK tiSak “A two-year old sheep (at-tani min al-yanam).” 0 tiSak 

TULAKl totak “Tranquil, quiet (mutma’inn sakin).” Proverb: ’AJ‘ ’IYWAK TUQ tolak 

TULAKj. ac ewak toq tolak 0 “The hungry one is hasty (for food), the full one is tranquil” — P 

he is not bothered if dinner is late. Oyuz dialect. D 

TULAK tiilak “The season in which animals shed their winter coat (waqt ’isqat ad- tiilak 

dawabb ‘aqa’iqaha).” :: ’UL QVY' TULA’KINDA’ KAL^DY ol qoy tiilakinda kaldi “He came dur¬ 

ing the season when sheep shed their winter coat.” 0 

TALIK talik “Hole (taqb)." 0 talik 

2. z changed to t (two dots in brown ink). 
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TUWK tiiwak [Blowgun] made by removing the bark from a tender willow branch. It tiiwak 

is like a trumpet (iabhur). It is used to shoot at small birds, using hazelnuts or pellets (banadiq). 

It can also be made from reed. Cigil dialect. 0 D 

JUBAK Ciipak “Baby’s penis (faysala as-sabi).” 0 Ciipak 

JIBAK QARPVY cipak qaryuy “Sparrow-hawk (yu’yu’).” cipak 

JATUK catiik “She-cat (hirra)." Oynz dialect. 0 KVK JATK kiiviik Catiik “He-cat catiik D 
(day wan). 

JAJAK cecak “Flower, blossom (nawr, zahr).” 0 cecak 

JKAK ceCak “Measles (hasba).” Cigil dialect. 0 D 

JARIK Carig “Battle line (saff al-harb).” 0 Proverb: ’AL'B' JARIK'DA’ BIL'KA’ carig 

TAIYRIK'DA’ alp darigda bilga terigda “The hero (is tried) in battle (‘when the fuel of war is P 

kindled’),1 the sage (is tried) in council.” 0 

JARIK Carig “Opposite side (qubala)” of anything, in OTuz dialect; “time (waqt)” of D 

anything. 

JURAKj Corak “Flat bread (qurs)." Cor’ak 

One says, as a call for kids (ft du‘a’ aljady): JLIK JLIK fiilik cilik. 0 cilik 

JUNK Cuniik “Plane tree (sajar ad-dulb).” Ciiniik 

JUSK ciisak “Pasturage(ri‘y).” Soyd dialect. ciisak D 

DULK diilak “Potsherd (xazaf a‘$ar),2 such as a jar with a broken top. 0 diilak 

SIBAK sib’ak “Pivot of a hand-mill (qutb ar-raha).” It is the piece of iron around which sibak 
the millstone turns. 0 

[I. 325/389] 1% 

SIBAK sibak “The reed (qasab) which is placed in a baby’s cradle as a urinal (li-yabula 
fihi).” 0 

SIDUK sidiik “Urine (bawl)” of any kind. sidiik 

1. ida Subba diramuha — a quotation from the Mu‘allaqa of Labid. 

2. MS. 

195 
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SIDIK sidig “One of the two skirts of a robe (ahad janibay al-qaba’ min al-janibay n).” 

This form is better than: SIDIT sidiy [ 188]. 0 

SURUKj suriig Any “herd (qafi‘)" of cattle. :: BIYR: SURUK QUVY' bir suriig qoy 

“A flock (qati‘) of sheep.” Verse: 

’UKUR SURUK QVY' TAWY YUNDIY BILA’ 

YUMURLAYUV ’R'KANN SUVTIN SArA’R 

ogiir suriig q5y tewe yondi bil'a 

yumurlayu erk'anin siitin sayar 

“(He who is blessed with) herds of sheep, camels, and horses should gather them [early] to milk 

(and profit therefrom).” 

SUZUK SUVW1 siiziik suw “Clear blue (azraq safi) water” Anything “clear (safi),” 

such as a ruby, is: SUZUK suziik. 0 

Anything “that is loosed from its bond (bulla min wataqihi)” is called: SA5UK sasiik. 

:: SA3UK ’AT sasiik at “A h orse set free (mutlaq) from its tether.” 0 

SAWUK NA’NK sawiik nar^ “Something loved (mahbub).” 0 

SILIK ’AR‘ silig ar “A man who is graceful (zarif), clean (naqi), handsome (hasan) and 

fine-spoken (latif al-kalam).” 0 

§UBIUK Sopik “The remainder of a fruit which is discarded after eating (Samaj [de¬ 

fined] ).” The Sin is an alternant of jim [i.e. copik]. 0 

SUTUK Siitiik “Inkstand (dawat)" made from the horn of an ox, or other. :: SUTUK2 

SAQA’L siitiik saqal “Scanty-bearded (kawsaj)” — as likened to an inkstand. 0 

“A plane tree (dulb)” is called: SUNUK Siiniik. The Sin is an alternant of jim [i.e. 195 

ciiniik]. 0 

KABAK kapak “Bran (nuxala).” 0 KABAK YNJV kapak yincii “Small pearls (lu’lu’ 

sayir).” 0 KABAK kapak “Scurf (hazaza ar-ra’s).” 0 

KUBUIK kopiik “Foam (zabad al-ma’).” 0 KUBUK kopiik “Overflow of a kettle 

(tufaha al-qidr).” 0 

KAJIK kafiig “Ford (ma'bar).” Proverb [=528 qayin-]: QAY'NA’R ’UKUZ KAJIK 

SIYZ BULMA’S) qaynar ogUz kaCigsiz bolmas “There is no rushing river that is without a ford.” 

This is coined about a perplexing problem of which one says, “There must be a way out.” 0 

sidig 

suriig 
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196 1. W changed from F (two dots in brown ink). 

2. Second U (brown) changed from A (black). 
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KJK koCUk “The fatty tail (of a sheep); buttocks (of a man) (al-alyatan wa-ridf al- kociik 

insan).” 0 

KIJIK kicig “Small (sayir)” of anything. 0 kicig 

KADUK kadiik “Felt cap (lubbada).” KADUK kadiik “Feather head-dress (al-yifara kadiik 

[1.327/390] 197 

min ar-rit)” — since it resembles a felt cap. 

“Toil and work (aS-Subl wa-l-‘amal)” is called: ’Y§ KUDUK iS kodiig. 0 KUDUK kodiig 

kodug is never used alone but only in this paired expression. 0 

KARAK karak A particle meaning “necessary (yanbayi).” It is used as the answer to karak 

one who says: KARAK'MUV karak mii “Is it necessary? (a-yanbayi)." The answer is: KARAK? 

karak meaning: “Yes it is (bald).”1 0 

KURUK koriik “Smith’s bellows (himluj, minfax al-haddad).” 0 koriik 

KUZK kiiziik In a loom, “the knotted threads (al-xuyut al-mun‘aqida ba'duha ‘ala ba‘d) kiiziik 

by which the upper warp is separated from the lower.” Also for one who weaves brocade (nasij 

ad-dibaj), or other. 0 

KAZIK kazik “Fever and chills (al-humma allati ta’xudu l-insan bi-ra‘da).” :: SARIF kazik 

KAZIK sariy kazik “Jaundice (yaraqan).” 

KAZIK kazig “A turn” in work (an-nawba fi l-‘amal). Thus :: SANIK KAZIYKIYNK2 kazig 

KAL DIY s'anig k'azigirjk'aldi “Your turn has come.” 0 

KAZIK kazig “Courage (jur’a).” :: BV ’Y§TA’ SANK’ KAZIK KARA’Kj bu ISta saiyt 

kazig karak “You must have courage in this matter.” Its meaning is the first (? wa-ma‘nahu al- 

awwal). 

KU^K kiiJak “Lock or tuft of hair (al-quzza‘a min as-sa‘r wa-s-sudy).” Ar7u dialect. 0 kiifcak D 

KASAK kasak “Piece (qit‘a)” of something. :: BYR KASAK ’UTM’K bir kSsak otmak kasak 

“A piece of bread.” 0 

KAWK kawig — with the thin kaf — “Cartilage of the nose (yudruf al-anf).” kawig 

KUWKMUVS kiiwiik miiS “He-cat (daywan).” Cigil dialect. 0 kiiwuk D 

197 1. MS. bali, kasra in brown ink. 

2. K changed to G (three dots in brown ink). 
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koliik KULUK N’NK koliik nai^ “Something borrowed (musta'ar)." 0 

KULUK koliik “Beast of burden (zahr [defined]).” 0 

KAMK kam'ak “A fabric (nasij) of cotton, embroidered and striped,” used for mantles kamak 

and, by the Qifdaq, for raincoats. 0 

KUNAK konak “Leather bag (rakwa).” 0 konak 

MA^K m'aJ'ak “Dog’s dung (ja‘r al-kalb)” — with the zay3 between the two points of ma2ak 

articulation. :: ’IT MA^KY it ma£3ki. 0 

NATAK natag An interrogative particle meaning “how? (bayfa)." Thus :: NATAK SAN natag 

natag san “How are you?” 0 

NAJUK naCiik A particle meaning “why? (lima)." Thus :: NAJUK BAR'DIYNK naCiik naCiik 

bardii^ “Why did you go?” Yabaqu dialect. D 

NALK naliik A particle with the same meaning as NAJUK naCiik, among the rest of the naliik 

Turks. It means “why? (lima).” 0 D 

NRAK narak A particle meaning “why is it necessary? (limadayanbayi)." ::BVSANK’ narak 

NRAK bu saqa narak “Why is this necessary for you?” Its root-form is: NA’ KARA’K na karak, 

with some letters dropped. 

[1.329/392] 198 

L 

BJAL biCal “Uncircumcized (matka’),” of a woman; “castrated (amtan)” of a man, bilSal 

horse, any animal. 0 

BASIL QUVY baSil qoy “Sheep with a white spot on the head (asqa‘).” A variant [cf. baSil 

242 ba§7il]. 0 D 

BADAL ’R'T badal art Name of a pass (‘aqaba) between U£ and Barsyan. It is steep badal 

(ka’ud). N 

TSL tasal “The boundary (mada, hadd)” that is set up in polo. It is a metathesis of: tasal 

TALA’S' talas — as, in Arabic, one says m3 fi al-ard ‘alaq wa-la‘aq meaning “[there is no] pastur¬ 

age [in the land].” 0 

TAKAL tagiil — Oyuz dialect — “Not so (laysa kadalika).” It derives from the Aryu tagiil 

phrase: DAT ’UL day ol. The dal was changed to ta\ the yayn to kaf, and the two alifs were D 

dropped. 0 

3. z changed to i (two dots in brown ink); MS. in error, bi-za bayn bayti, read bi-zay bayn. 
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:: ’UQ KY§ ’JRA’ JiriL TiriL QILDY oq ke§ iCni Ci'yil ti-yil qildi “The arrow made Ciyil ti'yil 

[such] a sound in the quiver,” or other. 

JIKIL Cigil Name for three groups (tawa’if) of the Turks. Cigil N 

The first is a nomadic people (qawm min ahl al-wahar) inhabiting: QUYA’S qayas, a 

small district (bulayda) beyond Barsyan. 

The second is a small district near Taraz called: JIKIL Cigil. It is the original referent of 

this name. Thus: When Du-1 Qarnayn came to the land of Aryu the clouds loosed their founts and 

the road became muddy, and this caused him great difficulty. He said in Persian: TYN JIKIL 

AS T_ in Cigil ast meaning: “What is this mud (ma hada t-tln) — there’s no escaping it!” So he 

ordered a building to be constructed in that spot, and they built the fortress (hisn) that is called: 

JKIL Cigil to this day. The place was called by that name; then the Turks who settled there were 

called: JKILY1 Cigili and this name spread after that. Now the Oyuz, since their lands bordered 

on this fortress, used to fight the Cigil continually — the enmity between the two peoples persists 

to the present — and so they called all Turks who dressed in the manner of the Cigil by that name. 

That is to say, the Oyuz called all the Turks from the Jayhun (Oxus) to Upper Sin: JKIL Cigil - 

but this is an error. 

The third is a group of villages (qura) in Kasyar 

[I. 330/394] 199 

called: JKIL Cigil. They too have spread out from one place. 0 

JMUL Comiil A tribe (jil) of the Turks. 0 Comiil N 

SUKAL sokal “Sick (marid).” Oyuz dialect. 0 sokal D 

SIGIL1 sigil “Wart (tu’lul).’’ 0 sigil 

QZIL qizil “Red (ahmar)” of anything. Proverb [=453 yep’un]: qizil P 

QILNUV BLSA’ QIZL KAD’R qilnu bilsa qizil kadar 

YARA’NUV BLSA’ YASIL KAD’R yaranu bilsa yasil kadar 

“If (a woman) knows how to be good company she will wear red silk; if she is flattering and 

flirtatious she will wear green silk.” This is one of the women’s proverbs. It is coined as advice 

to be good company in order to get good things. 0 

QIZIL qizil Name of a river (wadi) in Kasyar. Verse: N 

198 

199 

1. There are two U’s in brown ink over the Y (indicate nunnation). 

1. Three dots of G in brown ink. 
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QIZIL SARir ’R'QASIB' 

YBKIN YASlL YUR;KA§IB'2 

BIR' BIR' KARUV YURKASiB' 

YALINKUQ; ’ANY TANK'LASUVR 

qizil sarty arqaSip 

yepgin yaSil terga§ip (?) 

bir bir kerb yorgaSip 

yalrjuq ani taqlaSur 

Describing spring: “The red and yellow (flowers and blossoms) are heaped up, the green and 

brown (basils) are [in rows (?) and] entwined upon one another; mankind is astonished.” 0 

KAWL’AT- kawal at “Fleet horse, courser (faras ra’i'jawad).” 

M 

:: BYR BJIM QATUVN bir biCim qiryun “A slice (Satba) of melon.” The same for 

something else. 

BUFlM bo7im “Knuckle (asja‘)” of the finger. A “node (anbub)" of reed or alfa is 

also called: BUITM3 b07im. 0 

BUKUM’ATUK biikiim atiik “Boot (xuff) worn by women.” Oyuz dialect; others say: 

MUKIM mukim or: MUKIN miikin, changing the ba’ to mim and the Final mim to nun. I think 

this is not genuine; 0 nevertheless, the QifCaq and other crude peoples4 use this word. 0 

TARIM tarim The title by which one addresses princes (takakin) and those princesses 

(xawatm), and others, great or small, who descend from Afrasiyab. This term is used only for the 

sons of the Khaqani kings, and for no one else, however great. One says ’ALTUN TARIM' altun 

tarim when addressing princesses. 0 

TARIM tarim “River channels (a'dad al-awdiya) that flow into swamps and quicksand.” 

TARIM tarim Name of a place (mawdi‘) on the frontier of Uighur near Kuca. It is 

called: ’S'MY5 TARIM iismi tarim and there is a river (wadi) flowing in it 

[I. 332/396] 

which is also called by that name. 0 

TURUMl turum “The height of a man (qadr qama ar-rajul).” Thus :: BIYR’ ’AR' 

TURUMIY SUVW1 bir ar turumi suw “A man’s height of water.” The same for other things. 0 

200 

2. Two dots of Y in brown ink. 

3. Dot of r in brown ink. 

4. MS. ahldf, read ajlaf (cf. 168:11, 459:9). 

5. This word added below the line (original copyist). 

1. W changed from F (two dots in brown ink). 
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TURUM; torum — with i$ba‘ — “Newborn camel (ibn maxad).” The female (bint al- 

maxad) is called: TI§Y TURUNftiSi torum. 0 

“A string (nazm) of pearls’’ is called: BYR- TIZIM YINJUV2 bir tizim yinCU. 0 

TUQUM toqum “Slaughter-animal (jazur)” — usually used of a horse. 0 

“A portion (bidda) of rolled bread” is called: BIYR’ TIKM' TURMA’K" bir tikim tiirmak. 

TALIM talim “Much or many (katir)” of anything. : : TALIM YARMA’Q talim yarmaq 
“Many dirhams.” 0 Verse: 

TALIM BA§LAR- YUWLDIYMAT talim baSlar yuwuldlmat 

YArY ’ANDIN YAWLDYMT ya7i andin yawaldimat 

KUJY ’NINK KAWILDIYMAT kiici anii^ k'awildlmat 

QILJ QIN-Q’ KUJN SPDIY qilifi qinqa kiiciin siydi 

Describing a battle: “The warriors’ heads rolled; the foe’s rage was stilled because of it; their 

strength waned; until the sword entered the sheath [only] by use of force (because of all the gore 

which was clotted upon it).” 0 

TULUM tulum “Weapon (sildh)” (generic term).3 

:: BYR TILIM ’AT bir tilim at “A slice (filda) of meat.” The same for anything cut or 

split lengthwise (maqtu‘ aw masquq tulan). 

DIDIM didim The crown (iklil) which is worn by the bride on the night of the nuptial 
procession.” 0 

SARIM sarim “A piece of silk or other material used to cover the mouth of a jug or 

decanter in order to filter (li-yusaffa bihi) wine.” 0 

* * BIYR SAPIM SUVT bir sayim Slit “The milk of one milking (qadr fyalba min laban).” 

SUQM suqim Name of a piece of wood which is hollowed out in the shape of a pine 

cone, then perforated on three sides and attached to an arrow; it is “the whistler (as-sufari).” 

“The planet Mars (mirrix)” is called by this name: BAQIR SUQIM baqir suqim. 0 

BYR' QUJAM NA’NK bir qucam nar^ “A bundle (idbara) of something.” 0 

QURUM; qorum “Rocks (saxr).” One calls “a treasure (rrial jamm)”: QRUM qorum. 
:: ’UL- QRUM; BULDY ol qorum buldi “He found a treasure.” 0 
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2. Two dots of Y in brown ink. 

3. In MS. this entry comes before the verse s.v. talim. 
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KARAM k’aram “Underground habitation (sarab).” Dialect of Upper and Lower Sin. 0 

[I. 334/398] 

KARIM karim “Figured curtain (al-qiram).” Hence :: TA’M' KARIMIY tam karimi 

“Wall cover (sitr al-jidar).” 

N 

One calls “a trustworthy person (amin nasih)”: JIYN' BUTUN) KISIY Sin biitiin ki§i. 0 

BUTUN' biitiin “Sound or genuine (sahih)" of anything. :: BUTUN YARMA’Q biitiin yarmaq “A 

sound dirham.” 0 

BUDUN- bodun “Subjects, commoners (ar-ra'iya wa-‘awamm an-nas).” Cigil dialect. 0 

BURUN burun “Nose (anf).” 0 BURUN burun “Mountain peak (ra‘n al-jabal).’’ :: 

TAT- BUR'NIY ta7 burni. One calls the “first part (awwal)” of anything: BURUN- burun. :: 

’UL MANDIN- BURUN BAR’DIY ol mandin burun bardi “He went ahead of me (quddmi).’’ This 

word corresponds to the Arabic in sense, not in sound.1 0 

BU^IN buZin “Hellebore (xarbaq).” With the zay between the two points of articula¬ 

tion. 

BASAN- basan “A meal (ta'am) which is prepared for the dead person after they have 

buried him.” YUVr BASAN yoy basan. 0 

BUrrUN;2 boTin “Knuckle (asja‘); node (unbub)” of reed. The nun is an alternant of 

mim [i.e. 199 boTim]. This type of alternation is permitted in Arabic also as in the following 

couplet: 0 ya rubba ja‘dln fihimu law tadrin 

yadribu darba s-sabiti l-maqadim 

(“Many a stocky one among them — if you only knew — strikes like a lanky one, forward in 

battle.”) Note also the negative particles lam and lan. 0 

BAQAN- baqan “Ring or necklace (halqa, tawq)” made of brass. :: ’ALTUN BAQAN 

altun baqan “A ring of gold”; etc. 0 

BIQIN biqin “Hip (xasira 

BUKN bogan "‘Impotent (‘innin).” 

BUKN bogan “Caecum (al-mimraja3 min al-am‘a’).” 

201 1. Ar. anf “nose” is also used to mean “first part.” 

2. I crossed out by later hand. 

3. MS. mumarraja. 
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BUKAN biik'an “Watermelon (batix hindi).” 0 biik'an 

BULUN bulun “Captive (axid, asir)." Verse: bulun 

A’ABNG4 QULSA’Ml5 ’UDUV BA’RIB apaq, qolsa udu barip V 

TUTAR ’AR'DIM SUSIN TA’RIB tutar ardim siisin tarip 

BULUN QIYLIB BA’§Y YA’RIB bulun qilip baSi yarip 

YULUr BARJA’ MANK’ YAirDIY6 yuluy barCa maqa yiydi 

Describing the routed foe: “Had I wished I would have followed him, taken him, dispersed his 

troops, made him captive, and split open his head; (but) he gathered for me much ransom (so I 

granted him freedom).” 0 

TABAN taban “Hoof (xuff) of a camel.” 0 taban 

TUBUN topun “Knob of a corn-stalk (ku'bura at-ta‘am).’’ U£ dialect. topun D 

TADUN tadun “Calf (al-jada‘ min al-baqar).” The female is: TISIY TADUN tisi tadun. tadun 

0 

TUDN tudun “Village chief (‘arif al-qarya); distributor of water (muwazzi1 al-miyah fi tudun 

l-Sirb).” 0 

TUTUN' tiitiin “Smoke (duxan)." Proverb [=451 yazuq]: tiitiin 

[1.335/400) 202 

’UVT TUTUN SUZ BULM’S ot tutUnsiiz bolmas p 

YGT YA’ZUQ SUZ BULMA’S yigit yazuqsuz bolmas 0 

“No fire without smoke, no youth without sin.” 0 

TUGUN1 tiigUn “Knot (‘uqda).” 0 tiigiin 

TIKAN tikan “Thorn (Sawk).” This pronunciation is only for lightness. By rule one tikan 

should double the kaf and say: TIKANj. tikkan. 0 This word comes from the verb: TIK’DY G 

tikdi meaning “He pricked or planted (yaraza), pierced with an awl (xaraza),2 goaded (naxasa).” 

4. Three dots of G by later hand. 

5. M1 by later hand. 

6. A crossed out by later hand. 

202 1. Three dots of G by later hand. 

2. MS. jazaza. 
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The first kaf is part of the root, the second kaf is added to form an adjectival (sifa). Other 

examples: TAW'DIY ’AT'NY tawdi atni “He pierced the meat (on a spit) (Sakka l-lahm fi 

s-saffud)”; to form an adjectival from this verb you say: ’AT'NIY TANYKA’hT atni t'awgan 

“One who skewers meat (Sakkak li-lahm).” You add a kaf for the noun that is not part of the 

root. :: ’AR' JUM'DY SUWDA’ ar Comdi suwda “The man dove (ydsa) into the water”; to 

form this into an adjectival you say: SUWQA’ JUMKA’Ni ’AR suwqa Comgan ar “A diver 

(rajul yawwas).” You add a kaf for the adjectival that is not a part of the root. If the word 

has a kaf ns part of the root the rule is to add the adjectival kaf (kaf as-sifa) by doubling the 

kaf. For example: ’AR' ’URATUTjNIY SIKTY ar uraTutni sikti “The man cohabited with 

(jama'a) the woman”; to form the adjectival you say; SIKA’N ’AR' sikkan ar “One who 

cohabits frequently (rajul jamma').’’ The word: TIKAN3 tikan “Thorn” is on the same order, 

except that one of the kaf s has been dropped for lightness. 0 

TULUN' tulun “Temple of the head (sudy).” One of the two variants [cf. 606 

tulur^j. And “the gear (hana) to the right and left of the temples on a bridle” is called: TULN 

tulun. 0 

TULUN’AAY' tolunay “Full moon (badr).” 0 

TAMAN]_ tam’an Name of a river flowing through KaSyar. 0 

TAMAN'YINK'NA’ tiim'an yiryia “Large needle (ibra kabira).” 

TUMAN_ tiim'an “Much (kafir)’’ of anything. :: TUMAN TURjLUK SUVZ;LA’DIY 

tiiman tiirliig sozladi “He spoke much about every sort of thing (qala min kull naw‘ kalaman 

katiran).” TUMAN MI NIC tiiman mirj>“A thousand thousand (‘alf'alffi al-‘adad).” :: TUMAN 

MINK YARMA’Q tiiman mii^yarmaq “A million dirhams.” 0 

TUSUN tosun “Colt not yet broken (al-muhr alladi lam yurad ba‘du).” 0 

JUBAN'4 Cupan “Assistant to the village chief (‘awn ‘arif al-qarya).” 0 

[I. 337/402] 

JIQAN^ Ciqan “Mother’s sister’s son (ibn al-xala).” 0 

JAKUN C’akiin “Young of the weasel (walad al-u>abr).” 0 

JUKAN cogan “Polo stick (sawlajan).” 0 

SABAN' saban “Plowing gear (al-faddan bi-jami‘ alatihi).” SABAN saban is also 

“the act of plowing (falaha al-ard).” Proverb [=373 sanri§-, 625 sandru§]: SABANDA’ SAND- 

3. Later hand has placed a tasdid above KA. 

4. A changed from U (?). 

tulun 

D 

tolun 

taman N 

tiiman 

tosun 

Cupan 

203 

Ciqan 

C'akiin 

Cogan 

saban 

P 
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RIS BULSA’ U’URT'KUN'DA’ ’IRTAS BUL/MA’S' sabanda sandris bolsa ortgiinda irtas bolmas 

If there is quarreling during (the season of) plowing there will be no strife during harvest.” 

This is coined as advice for someone to secure an affair at the beginning of his dealing with it 

so that contention will hot arise at the end. 0 

SArUN sayun Honorific title of the Qarluq chiefs. 0 “A Turkic doctor (tabib 

turki)” is called: ’ATA’ SArUN ata sayun. 0 

SirAN" SAJ siyan saC “Lank (sabit) hair.” 0 

SUKAN SOgan(?) “Basket or pack saddle (qirtala)." 0 

QAJN qatan A particle meaning “when? (mata)." Thus :: QAJN KAL DINK qaCan 

kaldii} “When did you come?” It may also be used in the meaning “if only (law)"; thus :: QAJN 

BAR-SA’ SAN qafian barsa san “If only1 2 you had gone.” It can also mean “When (ida)." The 

root-meaning is the first. 0 

QADIN- qadin “Relation by marriage (sihr).” Or with zay [i.e. qazin] in Qifcaq dialect. 

Proverb [=553 qay-J : QADA§ TYMYS QAYMA’DUQ QADIN TYMYS QAY-MIY5- qadaS tern'iS 
qaymaduq, qadin temiS qaymis “They said (concerning kinsmen) ‘brother’ and he paid them no 

heed; they said ‘brother-in-law’ and he paid them heed.” This is coined as advice to bridegrooms 
to respect their inlaws. 

QARIN qarin “Belly (batn).” 0 QARIN’ ’AT'MA’Q' qarin atmaq The stomach 

(kar$) of a slaughtered beast is made a target for shooting and whoever hits it gets a portion of the 
meat. 

QURUN qurun [Soot) “The trace of smoke that sticks to the wall (atar ad-duxan 
al-murtabik ‘ala l-jidar)." 0 

QUQUN qoqun “Spark (iarara).’’ 0 

QALIN' qalin Anything “thick or coarse (taxin -yatiz).” “Dense (katlf) troops” are 

called: QALIN- SUV qalin sii. 0 

QULUN- qulun “Foal (falw).” 0 

QULAN- qolan “Saddle girth (hizam).” 0 QULAN- ’ATIY qolan ati “The place on 

the horse for the saddle girth.” 0 

KATAN katan “Hardship (mihna).” Hence one says of a person undergoing hardships: 

KATAN KUR;DIY KARA’KUV YUD'TIY katan kbrdi karSkii yiidti “He underwent (so many) 

hardships (that)_he could carry his tent (on his back because of the fewness of his belongings).” 

[But cf. 225 karakii P.] 0 

sayun 

N 

siyan 

sogan ? 

qaCan 

qadin D 

P 

qarin 

qurun 

qoqun 

qalin 

qulun 

qolan 

kht'an 

(P) 

203 1. MS. mulaha, read mulajja. 

2. MS. lima, read law. 
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kiidan KUDAN' kiidan “Wedding feast (walima).” 

KUBAN kopan — Oyuz dialect — “A camel blanket (hils al-ba‘ir), pack saddle (barda'a), 

or other such animal gear.” 0 

[I. 339/404] 

KURIN kiirin “A basket (iarija) for transporting melons, cucumbers, and the like.” 0 

KUZAN' kiizan One of the rat (jirdan) genus, used to hunt small birds; also “the gerboa 

(yarbu').” 

KUSAN kiisan Name of the city which is called Kuca. It is a frontier of Uighur. 0 

KALIN kalin “Bride (‘arus)." 0 

kopan 

D 

204 

kiirin 

kiizan 

kiisan N 

kalin 

When the nouns in these chapters are written down [i.e., in the Uighur script] you must 

write the medial A (al-mansub al-awsat) by adding an alif in the Turkic script (fi hija’ at-turkiyya). 

Example :: TABAN taban “camel’s hoof” is written thus: ; you add two alifs which 
r T- -B- -N 

are not found in Arabic script in the root-word (fi hija’ al-'arabiyya fi asl al-kalima).1 This is with 

regard to A (nasb). Example of words with medial U (marfu'a awsatuha): TUBAN topun “knob 

of a cornstalk” is written in the Turkic script thus: ; in the same way, you add two 
T-V-B-V-N _: * / 13 

vavs for U (damm).2 0 :: KALIN/ kalin “bride” is written in the Turkic script: ^ ’-L’VN 

[with Y for I] .3 The rule follows these examples for what I have not mentioned. The addition of 

the madd and lin letters is permissible; but the more elegant and more correct pronunciation is 

that indicated in this book (ma yanjiqu bihi l-kitab). The reason it is permissible is that fa'al is 

the shortened form of fa'al, fu'al4 of fu'al, and fi'al5 of fi'al. The lengthened form does not 

depart from the pattern. The shortened form is for conciseness and lightness, and lightening is 

more correct. 

G 

End of Unaugmented Chapters 

Chapters of Words with a Madd Augment between the First and Second Radicals 

Chapter: fa'il, in its various vocalizations 

204 1. KasTari points up the plene character of Uighur script by repeating the letters one for one in 

Arabic script below: T-’-B-’-N. 

2. T-V-B-V-N. 

3. K-’-L-Y-N. 

4. MS .fu'al. 

5. MS. fi'al. 
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T 

QATUT' qaTut Name of a dish made from millet. The millet is boiled, dried and qayut 

ground, then mixed with butter and sugar. It is one of the foods given to confined women. 

R 

JA’TIR' catir “Tent (xayma).” 0 catir 

J A’TIR' catir “Sal ammoniac (nuZadir).” Kuca dialect. jy 

JA’JIR cacir “Tent (xayma).” The Oyuz call it: J A’SIR Casir. 0 cacir 

baSir D 
SA’TIR satir A term of abuse6 meaning “You bastard! satir 

[I. 340/406] 205 

(la afllahu).” 0 

SA riR sa7ir “A conical vessel for wine, shaped like a mortar.” sayir 

Z 

SIYBIZ^ K§Y sibiz kiSi “A clumsy, careless (axraq yafil) person.” sibiz 

S 

One calls “anything that resembles something else of the same sort (kull jins min al-asya’ tiidaS 

yuSbihu ba'duhu ba‘dan)”: TUVDAS NANK tUdaS naij. The root is: TUV tii meaning: “Hair 

(ia r). One says of animals: BUV ’AT NA’ TUVLUK bu at na tiiliig meaning “What is the color- 

marking (Siya) of this horse?” 0 DAS -das, -das is a particle of close association (harf musahaba D 

wa-muqarana). One calls two children from one womb: QARIN'DAS qarindaS; QARIYN qarln is 

womb (batn); when DA§‘ -das is suffixed the meaning is “womb-fellow” (musahib al-batn). “A 

breast (tady)” is called ’AMIK amig; and “two babies sucking at the same breast” are called: 

’AMIK’DAS amigdaS meaning: “Breast-fellows” (sahibay at-tady). :: YIYRvDAS' yerdaS “Two 

people who come from the same place (mawdi‘).” :: QADA§' qadas “Brother, kinsman (ax, 

qarib) ; the root is: QA’ qa “Receptacle (zarf)”\ and DAS_i -daS is suffixed causing it to mean that 

each of the two kinsmen lay in a single receptacle, the mother’s womb. :: KUNKUL;DA§; koiyil- 

das “Heart-fellow (musahib al-qalb),’’ since “heart” is: KUNKUD koniil. Therefore TUVDA^ 

tiidas is “color-fellow (muqarin al-lawn wa-S-Siya).” 0 

TIYDIS tidis “Hindering (mumana'a0 tTdis 

KA’KU§ kakiis A salve for tumors known as “white hellebore (kundus).” kSkiiS 

6. sabb, written SAB' and overlined as if Turkic. 
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r 

BA’LIP baliy “Wounded (jarih)." 0 Verse: baliy 

’URMIS ’A^UN BUSVriN urmi§ a2un busuyin V 

QILMlS ’ANIY BA’Lir qilmiS ani baliy 

’AM- SAM' ’NKAR TILA’NIB am sam aqar tilanip 

SIZDA’ BULUR YAQIT sizda bulur yaqiy 

Describing his condition: “Time held me in a snare of trials and left me wounded [lit: Time laid 

its ambush, and wounded him] ; he sought medicine for that, and found a dressing with you.” 0 

TA’Tir tatiy “Pleasant taste (ladda).” One says, as a paired expression: TA’Tir T’LIT tatiy 

tatiy taliy. 

K 

BIY§K: beSik “Cradle (mahd as-sabi)." 0 besik 

DIYDAK did a k “Litter curtain (kabisa az-za‘ina).” The bride is always hidden by it didak 

from strangers when she departs. 

BIYLAK belag “Gift (hadiyya)." 0 belag 

TUVNAK tiin'ak “Prison (sijn)” Barsyan dialect. 0 tiinak D 

SUVJIK siiCig “Sweet (hulw)” of anything. 0 SUVJIK siiCig “Wine (al-xamr)," siiCig 

specifically. This word has two opposite meanings. The people of the Ila valley — Yayma, Tuxsi D 

and Cigil — call wine: QIZIL/ SUJIK qizil siiCig meaning: 

[I. 342/408] 206 

“Red drink” (Sarah ahmar). 0 

SAJYZIG sezig “Opinion or suspicion (zann).” sezig 

KUVBlK; kiipig “Quilting (tadrib at-tawb).” 0 kiipig 

KUV§IK: kdSik “Screen, curtain (xamar, sutra).” 0 koSik 

KUVLIK; kBlik “Shadow (zill).” kolik 

L 

QATIL qayil “Tender willow rods (qudban xitaf ratb)” used to bind vine stalks. Pro- qayil 

verb: QL [sic] SA’WIY QALM’S QATIL BATIY YAZIL'MA’S qari sawi qalmas, qayil bayi P 

yazilmas 0 “An old'man’s words are not left (neglected but are used, just as) fresh willow rods 

(once they are bound) do not (afterwards) come loose.” 
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M 

BIYRIM berim “Debt (dayn).” Proverb [=50 alim]: ’ALIMJY ’AR/S'LA’N BIYRIMJY berim 

SIjrA’N alimci arslan berimCi sigyan 0 “The creditor is (like) a lion (in his power over the P 

debtor), the debtor is (like) a mouse (in his fear of him).” 

N 

BIYJIN begin “Monkey (qird).” BIYJIN begin(yil) One of the twelve years in Turkic. begin 
0 

TYMIN temin A particle meaning “a short while ago (qabla hadihi s-sa‘a).” :: TYMIN 

KALDIM temin kaldim “I came a short while ago.” 0 

JUVDIN godin “Bronze (qitr).” Thus :: JUVDIN ’A§J godin e5ig “A bronze kettle.” 0 

SUVPUN soyun, soyan “Onion (basal)” (with damm [u] or nasb [a] in the second 

syllable). 0 

SUVTAN) YILA’N soyan yilan “A large harmless snake (al-huffat min al-hayyat).” 0 

SIYTUN siyun “Stag (ayyil).” SIYTUN ’UTY siyun oti [Mandrake] A certain plant 

whose root is shaped like a man and which is used as a remedy for impotence. It is called in Per¬ 

sian istarang. It is found as male and female; the male is for men, the female for women. 0 

SIYTUN SAMUR siyun samur Name of a place (mawdi‘). Buyra Khan was poisoned N 

there. 0 

JA’DAN gadan “Scorpion (‘aqrab)." gadan 

LA’JIN lagin “The shahin falcon (iahin)” a bird of prey. A man may be called: LA’- lacin 
JIYN lagin for h is prowess in war. 0 jsj 

Chapter: fa‘ul 

Q’TUVN qatun The name of all female descendants (bariat) of Afrasiyab. Proverb: qatun N 

XA’N ’IYSlY BULSA’ QA’TUVN ’IYSlY QALIYR xan fti bolsa qatun Isi qafir “When the Kha- P 

qan s business is at hand the Khatun’s business is put off.” This is equivalent to the Arabic saying: 

ida ja’a nahr allah batala 

[I. 343/410] 207 

nahr ‘isa (“When the canal of God comes the canal of Jesus is vain.”) 1 

207 . L (Cf- Tha'alibl, Thimar al-Qulub (Cairo, 1384/1965), pp. 30-31. Nahr allah means “the sea” 

or “rain” or “a flood”; nahr ‘Isa was the name of a canal in Baghdad. 

temin 

godin 

soyun, 

soyan 

siyun 
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QATUVN: qayun “Melon (batix).” Proverb: QATUVNj. QARMA’ BULSA’ ’IDISIY 

’IKIY ’ALKIN TAKIYR: qa-yun qarma bolsa idisi ekki algin taglr 0 “When a melon is the 

plunder its owner is snatched along by both hands.” This is coined about the tenacity with which 

a wealthy man holds on to his belongings. 0 

LA rUVN layun “Something hollowed out like a grain-measure (say manqur ka-s-sa‘), 

out of which one drinks milk, curdled milk, and the like.” 0 

Chapters of Words with a Madd or Lin Augment between the Second and Third Radicals 

Chapter: fa'dl, fa‘ul, fa'il, in its various vocalizations 

J 

BUQA’J ’AR'T buqaC art Name of a pass (‘aqaba). 0 

BUQA’J; buqaC “Pots and pans (tawr wa-qidr).” :: ’SlJ BUQA’J; eSiC buqaC. 

R 

T AT A TV tatar A tribe (jil) of the Turks. 0 

TATA’R tayar “Sack (‘yiraray for keeping wheat, etc. 0 

TW’R^ tawar “Merchandise, property (sil'a, tnal).’’ 

JAWA’Rl fawar “Kindling (ad-daram alladiyuqadu bihi n-nar)." It is used in the paired 

expression: JAWA’R JUW’R Cawar Cuwar. 0 

SUQA’R_1 soqar “Hornless (la qarn lahu)’’ (animal); bald toward the temples (la 

Sa‘r ‘ala ra’sihi nahw as-sudyayn)" (man) — or like the Turkic (? aw ka-t-turkiyya). :: 

S UQA’R' QUVY^ soqar qoy “A hornless (jamma’) sheep.” 0 

XUZ’R^ xuzar Name of a place (mawdi') in the country of the Turks. 

Z 

KUFA’Zj; kiiwaz “Haughty (mutakabbir).” 0 

MARA’ZA maraz “Indigo (‘izlim).” 

MARA’ZU maraz “Hireling (ajir).” Aiyu and Yayma dialect. :: XIYA’R MARA‘Z 

xiyar maraz. 

r 

TASUVr taiu7 “Conveyance (nuqla)” of merchandise, etc. 0 

qayun 

P 

layun 

buqaC N 

tatar N 

tayar 

tawar 

Cawar 

soqar 

xuzar N 

kiiwaz 

maraz 

D 

tasuy 



TUSA’P tu§a7 “Shackle for the fore-legs of a horse (sikal yaday al-faras).” 

Q 
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tussby 

BAJA’Q) baCaq “Christian fast (sawm an-nasara)." 0 bacaq 

TALA’Q) talaq “Spleen (tihal).” 0 talaq 

TILA’Q tilaq “Female organ (mata‘ al-mar’a).” Cigil dialect. 0 tilaq D 

SULA’Q^ solaq “Spleen (tihal).’’ Qifcaq dialect. The sin is an alternant of ta\ solaq D 

This is like the Arabic sitt (“six”) from the root sids and tast (“basin”) from the root toss. 

The grammarians cite the following verse in this connection: jaza llahu bani s-si'lati <amran 

wa-qabusa sirar an-riati (“May God requite the sons of the demons, 'Amr and Qabus the 

evilest of men”)2 — intending by the final word an-nas. 

K 

BUDIYK bodSg “Dance (zafan, raqs).” 0 bodig 

BAZA’K bazak A variant of: BZK bazak [193] .3 bazak D 

TIRA’K terak “Poplar (al-hawr min a$-Sajar).” 0 terak 

TILA’K tilSk “Wish (murad).” tilEk 

TUI/K YLQY tiilak yilqi “An animal which sheds (mu‘iqq) its winter coat and 

grows a summer one.” 0 
tiilak 

[I. 345/412] 

T 

208 

called: 
TUKA’L tiikal “Completeness (tamam).” Also, “a complete thing (lay’ tamm)” is 

TUKA’L tiikal. Thus :: TUKA’L ’ALHL tUkll alyil “Take it all (tamman).” 0 
tiikal 

praise. 
QIWA’L BURN qiwal burun “A proud nose (‘imln alamm).’’ This is an object of 

Verse: 

qiwal 

2. Two syllables are missing at the beginning for a good Rajaz:-jaza'llahu bam s-si‘lati / 

‘amran wa-qabusa SiralanJtT Cf. the verses of ‘Ilba’ ibn Arqam (cited Lisan al-'Arab, s.v. nwt): ya qabbaha 

llahu bani s-si‘lati / ‘amra bna yarbu'a iirara n-nati / laysu a'iffa’a wa-la akyati (“May God efface the sons 

of the demons, ‘Amr son of Yarbu* the evilest of men, neither modest are they nor clever”). 

3. The definition is below the line in a later hand. 



V ’AR'DIY SINYQIYZ 

BUVDY ’NIK TA’L 

YAY LIVIR ’ANIK ’AR'TUJY 

BUR'NY TQY QIW’L 

ardi sini qiz 

bodi anig tal 

yaylur anig artuCi 

burni taqi qiwal 0 

Describing a girl: “The girl led you on, (the supple-bodied one), her body swaying coyly and 

shaking like a juniper branch, while her nose was in the air.” 

M 

JURA’M Curam “A shot with a light arrow (ramya bi-sahm xafif).” It is farther than the Curam 

yalwa [= one-eighth mile]. The man shoots while lying on his back (mustalqan) so that the 

arrow will cover the most distance. :: JURA’M ’UQIY Curam oqi “The arrow used in this kind of 

shooting.” 0 

QUR’M KI§Y LA’R quram kiSilar “People seated according to rank (al-julus ‘ala l- quram 

maratib)” as they are seated in court. :: KlSlLA’R QURA’MJ ’ULTURDIY L’R kiSilar quram 

olturdilar “The people sat down according to rank.” 

N 

BULA’N bulan Name of a large beast hunted in the lands of Qifcaq. It has one horn, bulan 

shaped like a jar, hollowed out and erect toward the sky, in which snow and rain accumulate. The 

female kneels down so that the male may drink from her horn, and the male kneels down so that 

the female may drink from his. 0 

TIKYN tegln “Slave (‘abd)” - this is the root-meaning. Thus :: KMUSTIKYN kiimiiS tegin 

tegin “A slave clear-colored as silver.” ’AL'B' TIKYN alp tegin “Strong slave. QUTLUr TIKYN N 

qutluy tegin “Blessed slave.” 

Then this word became a title pure and simple (sima mahda) for the sons of the Khaqa- 

niyya. It is found joined with the names of birds of prey. For example: JAPRIY TIKYN CaTri N 

tegin meaning: “A Tegin like a falcon (bazl) in his ferocious courage.” KUJ’ TIKYN kiic tegin “A 

powerful Tegin.” 

The reason why this name was transferred from the slaves (mawali) to the sons of Afrasi- 

yab is simply that the latter used to 

[I. 347/414] 

pay their respects to their fathers by addressing them in the following way, both orally and in let¬ 

ters: “Your slave (‘abd) did such-and-such and performed such-and-such.” This showed modesty 

on their part and respect for their fathers. Afterwards this name was reserved for them [when 

uttered alone], while as a name for slaves (mawali) it remained joined to some other element, so 

as clearly to distinguish the two. 0 
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TUZUVN; tiiziin “Forebearing (halim).” Proverb [ = 118 iistar-]: TUZVN BYRLA’ 

’URU§ ’UVTUVN BYRLA’ TIRASmA’ tiiziin birla uru5, utun birla tiraSm'a 0 “Argue with 

one who is forebearing (for he will bear with you) but do not quarrel with one who is insolent and 

foolish (for he will overcome you).” 0 

TUKUVN) togiin “Brand, cauterization (wasm, kayy).” 0 

TUMA’Nl tiiman “Mist (dabab).” 0 

JARUVN Carun “Plane tree ftajar al-dulb).” Ya^ma dialect. 

JIKIYFP cigm A plant which grows among vines, forms ears, and is used as fodder. 0 

JIKYN: Cigin “Silk (ibrisam)." :: JIKYN: YIBIY Cigin yipi “Silk thread.” 

0 JIKIYN Cigin “A stitch of brocade figured with gold (xiyata ad-dihaj muqarqaman 

bi-d-dahab).” :: JIKYN JIICNA’DIY Cigin Cignadi “He embroidered (qarqama) the brocade.” 0 

SAMA’NP saman “Straw (tibn).” Cigil dialect. 0 

QULA’N qulan “Wild ass (himar al-wahs).” 

QABA’N1 qapan A man’s name. 

QUT’N qutan A man’s name also. 0 

KUKA’N( kogan “Noose (ribaq)” for small cattle or for milch cows when being milked. 

0 

?IL KUKA’N^ yel kogan “Rainbow (qaws quzah).” 

Those with an Augment after the Third Radical 

Chapter: fa‘la, fa'lii, fa‘li, medial quiescent 

B 

TURT5IY torpi “Calf in its first year (tabi‘).” 0 

KUR'BA’ ’UVT korpa ot “Late-sprouting (xalifa) plant.” Similarly :: KURBA’ 

YIMI§_ korpa yemiS Late-ripening (xalifa) fruit.” It refers to what emerges after its first 

tiiziin 

P 

togiin 

tumin 

Carun D 

Cigin 

saman D 

qulan 

qapan N 

qutan N 

kogan 

torpi 

korpa 

209 1. First A changed from U (?). 
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season. Likewise, one calls “a child born in the summer (walad sayfi)”\ KURBA’ ’UrULl 

korpa 0711I. Lambs and camels and calves if born after their season (ida wulidat ba'da awaniha) 

are called: KUR'BA’ korpa. 

KIR'BIY kirpi “Hedgehog (qunfud).” The “porcupine (duldul)" is called: ’UQJLUr 

KIRJ3IY oqluy kirpi. 0 

JATIYBA’ [sic] kasba (?) The name for a compensation (rahn) which the village 

chief exacts from one who does not come out to dig a canal or irrigation channel. Cigil dialect. 

0 

[I. 348/416] 

KNPA’ kanpa A plant. KanCak dialect. 

T 

BARTV bartii “Tunic (qurtaq).” 0 

BUR^TA’ burta “Gold leaf (ruqaqat ad-dahab).” 0 

TAX'TUV taxtu “Raw silk before it is spun (al-qazz qabl al-yazl).” 

SUK/TIY sokti “Bran (nuxala).” BarsTan dialect. 0 

SUQlTUV suqtu “Gut-wurst (am‘a’)” stuffed with liver, meat and spices, then 

cooked and eaten. 0 

QIPTUV qiftu “Shears (miqrad).’’ Cigil dialect. 0 

KIR/TUV kertii “Oath (yamin).” 0 KIRTUV' kertii “The place of truth (mawdi' 

af-fidq).” One says of a dead man: ’UL KIR(TUV YIYR'DA’ ’UL ol kertii yerda ol meaning: 

“He is in a place of truth where it is not permissible to lie.” From this comes the expression: 

’UL TANKRIYK’ KA!RTI]flN'DIY ol taqnka kertundi “He believed (amana) in God (and 

acknowledged His Prophet).” 

J 

BAR'JA’- barCa A particle meaning “all (kull).” :: BAR'JA KAL/DIY LA’R_^bar6a 

kaldilar They all came. Verse: 

QUL^DAJIY QA’ MINK YArA’Q' qoldaCiqa mir^yayaq 

BARJA’ BILA’ ’AY;RUQ TAY’AQ barfia bilk ayruq tayaq 

“I owe the beggar a thousand walnuts; besides all this (I’ll give him) a stick to lean on.” 

kirpi 

kasba ? 

D 

210 

kanpa D 

bartii 

burta 

taxtu 

sokti D 

suqtu 

qiftu D 

kertii 

barCa 

V 

TARJIY tarfi “Hireling (ajir)." 0 tarCi 
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TANJUV tandu “Morsel (luqma)." 0 tanCu 

JUMJA’ cornea “Ladle (miyrafa).” Oyuz dialect. 0 comta D 

JINJUV jinCii “Pearl (lu ’lu ’).” Oyuz and Qifiaq dialect. The jim is an alternant of yd’ jintii D 

[i.e. yinfii]. 0 

JANJUV jandu “Rollingpin (mitmala)” for flattening noodle dough. 0 janCu 

SINJUV sinfu A type of bread larger than a wafer but smaller than a loaf (xubz bayn sinCu 

ar-ruqaqa wa-r-rayif). 

SANJUV sanju A city (balda) on the road to Upper Sin. The more correct pronunciation sanju 

is to lengthen the vowel: SA’NJUV Sanju. 0 N 

QAMJIY qamfci “Whip (sawtJ.” 0 QILJ QAMJY qiliC qamti “Pickax (mi'wal)” i.e., qamCi 

a whip with a sword inside. 0 QAM'JY qamCi “Rod (penis) (qadib)” of a horse, bull or camel. 

It is usually used for a horse. :: ’AT' QAM'JIYSIY at qamCisi. 0 

KAWJTY kawCi A measure (tnikyal) in use from KaSyar to Uighur. It holds ten rath. 0 kawCi 

KUM'JUV komCii “Buried treasure (kanz).” :: TAWT'A’j KUM'JUVSIY tawyaC kom- komfiii 

Clisi “Treasure of ‘Ad” (magnificent treasure) (kanz ‘aefi). 0 

MANjJUV manfu “Wage, of a craftsman only (ujra al-muhtarif faqat).” manfu 

D 

BUK'DA’ bogda “Dagger (xanjar).” bogda 

BAL'DUV baldu "Ax (fa’s).” 0 baldu 

TAM'DUV tamdu “Kindling (daram).” One may also say: TAMT)UQ tamduq. 0 tamdu D? 

JUK'DAY Ciigde “The projecting part of the head behind the ears (xussa’ [defined]).” Ciigde 

0 

SAMT1A’ samda The fabric “sendal (as-sandal alladi yulbasu).” Cigil dialect. 0 samda D 

SIN'DUV sindu sindu 

[1.350/418] 211 

“Shears (miqrad)." O7UZ dialect. D 

QAMlDUV qamdu A piece of cloth, four cubits long and a span in breadth, sealed with qamdu 

the seal of the Uighur Khan, and used in commercial transactions (biha biya'atuhum). When it 

becomes worn it is patched, then washed and re-sealed; this occurs once every seven years. 
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QANDA’qanda An interrogative particle of place meaning “where? (ayna)." ::QANDA’ qanda 

’ARTJIYNK qanda ardii^ “Where were you?” The nun is an alternant of ya’; QAYjDA’ qayda. D 

The root-form is: QAYUVDA’ qayuda. 0 

QARjDUV qardu “Ice grains (habbat al-jamd) the size of hazelnuts which flow on the qardu 

surface of the water in extreme cold.” Verse: 

QAR/DUVNIY YINJUV SAQINM’NK qarduni yinfii saqinmai^ V 

TUZTVNY MANJUV SIZINM’NK tuz7uni manCu sezinmar^ 

BULM’ DQ1 N’NK K’ SAWINM’NK bulmaduq naqka sawinmai^ 

BILKA’LA’Rl ’ANIY YIYRA’R bilgaiSr ani yerlr 

“Do not consider ice grains as pearls; do not consider a gift of food as a wage for work; do not 

rejoice at what you have not found; for at all these the sages scoff.” 0 

KANT5UV kandii “Self (dat, nafs).” :: ’UL KANDUV ’AY'DIY ol kandii aydi “He him- kandii 

self said.” 0 

KUNDIY kiindi “Vile (radl)." Oyuz dialect. :: ’UL KUNDIY KI§Y ’UL ol ktindi kiSi ol kiindi D 

“He is a vile man.” This particle may be used as a filler (sila) when one loses the thread of speech 

(ida lam yattafiq hudur al-kalam). One inserts this word until one can resume the thread of 

speech. 0 

MUNDA’ munda A particle meaning “here (hahuna).” :: ’UL MUNDA’ ’UL ol munda munda 

ol “He is here.” 

MAIYDA’ m'anda A particle meaning “I have (fiyya wa-‘indi).” Verse: manda 

’AM'KAK SIZIN TURRJV YUVQ MUNDA’ TAMUV V (munda) 

’AD' KUV2 LUKUK KURMADIB- ’AZUNJIQA’R 

amg'aksizin turyu yoq munda yamu 

adgiiliikug kormadip aiun Ciqar 

“It is unthinkable that man remain here without grief; before he sees any good his time is up (and 

he dies).” 0 

MANDUV mandu Name of a Turkic vinegar (xall turki). The juice from fine grapes is mandu 

kept in an earthen jar until it ferments, then pure wine is poured over it and the mixture is left 

overnight to mature. It is the most excellent of vinegars. 0 

[R] 

211 1. DQ below line. 

2. KUV above line (apparently a later hand). 
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BUrRA’ buyra “Camel stallion (fahl al-ibil).” From this comes the name: BUPRA’ buyra N 

XA’N' buyra xan. 0 

[1.352/420] 212 

BUKRIY biikri “Bent over (hunchbacked) (ahdab)” of anything. 0 biikri 

TAT;RUV tetrii “Inverted (ma'kus)'' of anything. tetrii 

TUrRUV toyru “The tang of a blade (silan).” It is the tail (danab) of a sword, knife toyru 

or dagger, which is inserted into the handle. 0 

TAK/RA’ tagra “Circuit, rim (hawl, hitar)” of a thing. :: QUDUr TAKRASIY quduy tagra 

tagrasi “Rim of a well (or other).” 

JUBRA’ Copra “Shabby (xalaq),” of clothing. Copra 

JArRIY Cayri “The sacer falcon (saqr).” From this comes the man’s name: JAPRIY Cayri 

BAK Ca^ri beg. 0 N 

JirRY CiTri “Sphere (falak).” :: KUVK J^irRIYSIY k6k CiyrTsi “The celestial sphere.” Ci-yri 

JIFRY CiTri “The spindle (falak)” of a mill, waterwheel, or the like; a “whorl (sihrija)” 

of silk; a “pulley (bakara)” of any kind. 

Verse: V (CaTri) 

JArjRIY ’ALIB; ’AR'QUN MUNUB; ’ARQAR; YATA’R 

’AWLAR KAYIK TAYTAN ’IDIB; TILKUV TUT’R 

Cayri alip arqun miiniip arqar yetar 

awlar kayik tayyan idip tilkU tutar 

Describing the hunt: “He takes sacer in hand and, mounting a courser, reaches the mountain 

goats; he hunts the wild beasts and foxes with his hounds.” 0 

SArRY sayri “Hide (shagreen) (zaryab).” The “skin or surface (adim)’’ of anything is sayri 

called: SAP^RIY sayri. Thus :: YIYR^ SAT^RIYSIY yer sayrisi The surface (adim, wajh) of the 

earth. :: KlSlY SAr^RIYSIY YUVZ^ kisi sayrisi yiiz “A man’s hide (zaryab) is his face” — since it (P) 

is the hardest and coarsest skin because it is exposed to heat and cold. 

SIPRA’ siyra “Ravine, valley (fajj, wadi).” Oyuz dialect. 0 siyra D 

SUWRAY siiwre Any “pointed (muhaddad ar-ra’s)” object, such as a spearhead, arrow- siiwre 

head, minaret, skewer, and other small objects. 0 

:: ’AWK’S/UQ-RUV1 KIR;DIM; awka suqru kirdim “I entered the house as an intruder, suqru 

without permission (damir<*n min Jayr idn).” 0 

212 1. I crossed out by later hand. 
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KUSjRY kiisri (?) “Ribcage (jawanih as-sadr)." 

KUWJRA’ kowra “The trunk (Sabah)2 of a dead animal when its insides have rotted 

away and the flesh remains dried to the bones.” 0 

KAK'RA’ kakr'a A bitter plant chewed by camels. 

Z 

BAN'ZY banzi “Remains of the vine on the trellis after the grapes have been plucked 

(baqdya l-‘inab ba‘d al-qitaf 

[I. 353/422] 

‘ala l-‘ariS).” Kancak dialect. 

SUNZIY sunzi (?) A type of flea (buryut). I consider it to be the louse (qaml). 0 

jw2v cawzu (?) A tree that is red in trunk and branch, has red bitter berries, and grows 

in the mountains. It is the ‘anam tree to which are likened the fingertips of young girls. 0 

KAN'ZIY kanzi A Sini fabric (nasij) in various colors, red, yellow or green. 

S 

BUXiSIY buxsi Name of a food. It is made by cooking wheat, putting it into a jar with 

almond kernels, and pouring over it talbina [a mixture of bran, milk and honey], then leaving it 

to ferment. One eats the solid part and drinks the liquid. 0 

TUXSIY tuxsi A tribe (jil) of the Turks in Qayas.1 :: TUXlSIY JIKIL tuxzi 5igil. 0 

TAW'SIY tawsi “Tray (xiwan).” 0 

TUM'SA’ tumsa (?) “Platform (minbar).” Aryu dialect — not original. 0 

XAFiSIY xafsi “Small box (huqqa).” 0 

S 

TLTPSIY tutSi Something “adjoining (muqarin, mujdwir).” :: ’ANIK YIYRY MANIG2 

YYR3 KA’ TUTSI Y ’UL anig yeri manig (yer)ka tut Si ol “ His land is adjacent (muqarina) to 

213 

2. MS. Sayx. 

1. MS. quyas (u by later hand). 

2. Three dots of G by later hand. 

3. Added by later hand below line. 

kiisri ? 

kowra 

kakra 
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mine. 
TrTTA.Jwtlr6 iS related t0;7m; °ne mxy Say: TUT‘JIY tUt6i- A variant of the «*ne word is: 
TUTA SIY tutaSi. :: MAN' SANK’ TUTA’SlY BARIYR:MAN man Sana tutasi barlr man “I go to 
you habitually (da’iban)." 0 >6 

JAXjsUV CaxSu “Box-thorn (Piudad).” It is used to treat ophthalmia. Not original. 0 

QAR§IY qarsi “Royal palace (qasr al-malik).” 0 

QARSlY qarJi “Opposite (didd)." 

qarSisi ol “Night is the opposite of day/’ 
TUVN KUVNUK* QAR§IYSIY ’UL tun kOniig 

QARSlY qarsi “Disagreement (ixtilaf)” between two emirs. :: ’UL BAK ’ANIG BIR' 

other^OfY >UL 01 bCg ^ 01 “That ^ in (muxalif) with the 

QAW'SlY QA’§; qawsi qas “Joined and arched (maqrun azajj) eyebrows.” 

r 

BATATA’ bat7a “The board (lawh) upon which one cuts felt and goat’s-hair cloth for 
caps.” 0 

TUZ_ruV tuzyu “A gift (hadiyya) of food which is brought out for a relative or 

acquaintance who is passing through.” 

TAMTA’ tanrya “Seal (tabi‘)” of the king, or other. 

TAMPA tanrya Any “tributary (sa‘id)” of water, running into a sea, lake, river, etc. 

Also “an estuary (furda al-bahr)” is called: TAMTA’ faniya. 0 

[I. 355/424] 

Verse: 

TAMTA’ SUWIY TA§1RA’ JIQB' TATT ’UTA’R: 

’AR'TUJ LARIY TAK'RA’ ’UNUB; TIZlKIN YATA’R' 

tamya suwi taSra eiqip tayiy otir 

artuClari tagra oniip tizgin yet hr 

The water of this tributary penetrates the mountain, while on either bank grow junipers in a row 
like a horse’s halter.”1 

JUFTy 5uwya “Relay horse of the express courier (al-faras alladl ya’xuduhu l-barld 

al-musri‘ fi t-tariq fa-yarkabuhu ila an yajida l-axar)." 

D 

Caxsu 

qarsi 

qawsi 

bat-ya 

tuzyri 

tam-ya 

214 

V 

Suwya 

214 1. A play on words with tizig “row” and tizgin “halter” (see ED, 574). 
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JUFT A’ Cuwya “Scout, guide (dalil, qa’id).” Qifcaq and Oyuz dialect. Proverb [cf. D 

244 qulavuz]: QALIN QULA’N JUFTA’ SIZ BULM’S' qalin qulan Cuwyasiz bolmas “There is P 

no herd of wild asses without a guide (dalil, hadi).” This is coined [to advise] a person to follow 

another in a matter where it is right for him to obey. 0 

SURTUV soryu “Cupping glass (mihjama)." 0 sorTU 

SIX’ ’AT: salya at “A restive (jamuh)2 horse.” salya 

QABTA’ qap7a “Gate or pass (darb).” qap7a 

Q AD' ITJV qadyu “Care, sorrow (hamm, huzn)0 qadyu 

QUDTUV qud7U “Flies (dubab).” 0 qudTU 

QARTA’ qarya “Crow (yurab).” Proverb: qar7a 

QARTA’ QARIYSIN KIM BILYR qarya qarTsin kim billr P 

KlSY ’ALA’SIN KIM' TAB’R kisi alasin kim tapar 

“Who is it that knows old crows (from young? Likewise,) who is it that knows a man s secret 

thoughts?” Verse: 

QARr’A’ QLY BtyHLSA’ MUNGIN ’UL: BUZ SUQ’R V 

’AW'JY YASlB' TUZAQl TABA’ MANK'K’ YAQA’R^ 

qarya qali bilsS muqin ol buz suqar 

awCi yaSip tuzaq tapa markka yaqar 

“The crow, when he knows that hardship (and hunger will come down on him) will bore through 

the ice; but he will not hesitate to enter the trap when he sees grain inside, as long as the hunter is 

well hidden.” 0 

QURTUV’ARl quryu ar “A light-witted (fayyaS) man.” quryu 

QARTUV qaryu “A structure in the shape of a minaret, built on a mountain peak, on qaryu 

which a fire is lit to warn people to arm themselves against an approaching enemy.” 0 

QA5TA’ QUVY^ qasya q5y “Sheep with black body and white head (arxam)." QA§J- qaSya 

TA’ ’AT qasya at “Horse with a white blaze (mubarqa‘) except for black around the eyes. A 

camel with a white spot on the head (asqa')” is also called this. 0 QASTA’ BUTRA’ qasya 

buyra. The name of two places (ism mau>di‘ayn).3 0 N 

2. MS. jamu‘. 

3. Atalay (Tercume I, 426) speculates that “A camel with a white spot on the head” is the defi¬ 

nition of qa§ya buyra, and that the word defined as “The name of two places” has dropped from the text. 
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Anything “twisted or crooked (inzawa, i‘wajja)” is: QAM'TIY qarrvyi. One calls “a per- qamyi 

son with palsy of the mouth (laqwa)”: QAMJTIY YUVZ]_LUK/ qamyi yiizliig. 

W 

TAL'WA’ telwa “Crazy (majnun).” 0 telwa 

QAL'W’ qalwa “An arrow that has a rounded wooden head in place of the iron point qalwa 

(jummah [defined]).” 

[I. 357/426] 215 

Q 

“Anything wrinkled (fihi yudun)" is called: BUR/QIY NA’NK/burqi nar^— for example, burqi 

a frowning face in which the forehead is wrinkled. 0 

TAR'QA’ tarqa “Sour grapes (hisrim)." A variant of: TARQA’talqa. tarqa D 

TUR'QUV torqu “Silk (harlr).” Proverb: TAWTA’J' XA’NIK TURQUV SIY‘ TAL1M torqu 

TANK(LA’MADIB) BIJ^MA’S; taw7a5 xannig torqusi talim, tanlamadip biCmas 0 “The Khaqan p 

of Sin has much silk but he measures it out before cutting it (for clothing).” This is coined to 

advise someone to be moderate and leave off squandering. 0 

TARQA’ talqa “Sour grapes (hisrim)." The lam is an alternant of ra’ [i.e. tarqa]. talqa D 

Anything “twisted” or “spun” (maftul mudawwar) is called: TAL/QUV talqu. Thus “a talqu 

twisted rope” is called: TAI/QUV YlSir talqu yiiry. 0 

JANQA’ canqa “A type of hunting snare (ad-dahur wahwa naw‘ min al-masayid).’’ 0 canqa 

“A hard-tempered (‘asir at-tab‘) man, one who obeys no one (la yanqadu li-ahad)” is qatqi 

called: QAT QIY KlSlY qatqi kiSi. 

QLTPQIY ’ARl qotqi ar “A humble man (mutawadi1).” qotqi 

K 

BAR'KA’ barga “A rod or whip (qacfib, sawt)” used to beat thieves or to goad asses. 0 barga 

BURKA’ burg a “Flea (baryut).” “A light-witted (tayyaS) man” is likened to this and biirga 

called: BURKA’ KISIY burga ki§i. 0 

BIYR;KUV bergii “Debt (dayn).” :: ’ANIK MANK’ BIYR' ’AAT- BIYR’KV SIY1 bergu 

BA’Ri anig mai^a bir at bergiisi bar - “He owes me a horse.” 0 

215 1. SIY above line, by later hand. 
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BAL/KUV balgii “Mark, sign (amara,‘alama).” Proverb: QUT BALKUVSIY BILIK qut balgii 

balgiisi bilig “The mark of Fortune is Wisdom.” 0 P 

BILKA’ bilga “Wise (hakim).’’ 0 bilga 

BILKA’ bilga “Knowing (‘alim).” 0 

BIL'KA’ bilga “Intelligent (‘dqil).” Verse: 

BILKA’ ’ARIK ’DKV TUTB SUVZIN T§IT V 

’AR'DAMINIY ’UK]RANIBAN ’IS'QA’ SURA’ 

bilga arig adgii tutup sozin esit 

ardamini ograniban isqa siir-a 

“Hold the wise man in good stead, listen to his words, learn his manners and virtues, and apply 

(what you have learned).” 

From this comes the name: BILJCA’ BAK' bilga beg meaning “Wise, knowing, intelligent N 

emir.” The Khan of the Uighur was called: KUVL' BILjKA’ XA’N- kol bilga xan meaning “His 

intelligence is like a lake” (‘aqluhu ka-l-yadir). 0 

[I. 358/428] 216 

:: BUKV BILKA’ biigii bilga “Intelligent (‘aqil).” It is likened to pools of water only because of 

its abundance. 0 

TAIR'KUV tergii “Saddle straps (simat).”1 0 tergii 

TIRKY tergi “Spread table (ma’ida).” Proverb [cf. 237 sayraq]: TILIN'TIRKY K’ tergi 

TAKIYR tilin tergika taglr 0 “By (gracious) speech you’ll reach the table spread.” This is P 

coined to advise a person to show his excellence through his speech. It is like the Arabic say¬ 

ing: al-mar’ maxbuw tahta lisanihi (“A man is hidden beneath his tongue”). 0 

One says of the panic (hazahiz) which befalls a people when the enemy appears, so tazgi 

that they flee (nafaru) from him: TAZKY BULDY tazgi boldi. 0 

TILKUV tilkii “Fox (ta‘lab).” 0 This is a nickname for baby girls. When a tilkii 

woman gives birth, they ask the mid-wife: TILKUV MUV TUPDIY ’AZUV BURIYMUV tilkii 

mii tuydi azu borimii meaning “Did she bear a fox (meaning a girl, since girls are coy and 

cunning; and :: BURIYMUV) or a wolf (meaning a boy, since boys are brave)?” 0 

:: BIYR TILKA’’AT bir tilga at “A slice (filda) of meat.” The same for anything cut tilg'a 

lengthwise. Hence “a strip (iatba) of land” is called: BIYR TILK’ YIYR^ bir tilg'a yer. 0 

216 1. The classical plural of simt “saddle strap” is sumut; simat can mean “tablecloth”; see ED, 544. 
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JAJK’ cacga “Weaver’s reed (haff al-nassaj).” 

To ask a child whether he must [pee] or not (hal bihi am la) they say: JURKV BA’R 

MUV tUrgii bar mu. 0 

BUTKUV biitgii “Excrement (ja’it)," used only of children. :: BUTKV BA’R MUV 

biitkii bar mu “Do you have to go ca-ca?” 0 

JILKUV ’ATl cilgii at “A sorrel (aSqar) horse.” 0 

SIR'KA’ sirka “Vinegar (xall).” 0 

SIR'KA’ sirka “Nit (su’aba ar-ra’s).” 0 

KATKIY ’ATl katki at “Horse with protruding chest and hollow back (aq'as).” 0 

KUTKIY kotki “Mound of earth fat-tall min al-turab).” 0 

KADKUV kadgii “Clothing fmalbus),” of whatever sort. 0 

KULKV kiiigii “Laughter (dahika).” 0 

“Apoplexy (sakta)" is called: KULKV kUlgii. :: ’AR; KLKV BRDY ar kiiigii bardi 

“The man had an apoplectic stroke.” One may also say: KUL'TKUV kiiltgii. 0 

KARlKIY karki “Carpenter’s ax (qaddum).” 0 

KUR'KA’ korga “A wooden plate (at-tabaq alladi yusna'u min xaiab)." K’ancSk dia¬ 

lect. 

L 

BUTLV butlu (buylu ?) Camel’s nose-plug (xaSaS anf al-ba‘ ir).2 0 

[I. 360/430] 

B1RLA’ birl'a A particle meaning “with (ma'a).” :: ’UL MANIK BIR LA’ ’AR'DY ol 

manig birla ardi “He was with me.” One may elide the r5’ for lightness and say: BILA’ bila. 0 

BBLY bibli “Long pepper (ad-dar fulfill).” 0 

TUB LUV toplu (?) Grave (qabr). To curse someone you say: TUB’LUVQA’ TUL 

topluqa tol, meaning: “May the grave be filled with him!” 0 

2. See S. Tezcan in Turk Dili Ara§tirmalan Ytlligi - Belleten, 1977, p. 60. 

CaCg'a 
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TUQXIY toqli “Sixth-month old sheep (al-jada‘ min ad-da’n wahwa Uadi mada ‘alayhi 

sitta aihur)." 0 

JAFLY cawli “The shahin falcon (Sailin').'' 0 

JArLA’ 8ayla Name of a summer pasture in U£. 

SUrLUV Suylu “Hound’s-berry (‘inab at-ta‘lab).'y 

M 

BIJ'MA’ YURYNJTA’ biCma yorlnfiya “Cut (maqtu‘) clover.” 

Those [deverbal] nouns with the mim alif suffix [-ma] indicating the passive participle 

become simple nouns, and so I shall mention them here. 0 

TUITM’ tutma “Box ($anduq).” 0 

TURMA’ turma “Radish (fijl).” Hence “carrot (jazar)’’ is called: SARIF TURMA’ 

sariy turma, meaning, “yellow radish.” The people of Aryu call the latter: KIYZRIY gezri, bor¬ 

rowing the Persian word for carrot gazar but pronouncing it with slurring (rikka). The Oyuz call 

it: KASURl ga&ir which they also borrowed from the Persians. When they mixed with the Per¬ 

sians they forgot some of their own language and used Persian in its place. For example, they call 

a flask (qumquma): ’AFjTABAY aftabe which is the Persian aftabe. They call a necklace (tawq): 

QALIYDAH qalida — in Arabic1 it is qalada. The Turks call a flask (qumquma): QUMFA’N] 

qumyan and they call a necklace or ring (tawq, halqa): BAQAN baqan. 0 

Know that the Oyuz are refined. They use nouns and verbs in isolation that the Turks 

use only in paired expressions, as a branch or subordinate is joined to its root. For example, the 

Turks say to mean “He mixed two things”: QATIY QAR’DY qatti qardi. 0 QATIY qatti is 

the root in the matter of mixing two things; QARDIY qardi is subordinate to it. The Oyuz say: 

QAR'DIY qardi for mixing two things, leaving off the root. Similarly, the Turks say: ’DKV 

YAWLA’Q adgii yawlaq — ’ADKUV adgii is “good”; 0 YAWLA’Q yawlaq is “bad” and is used 

paired with ’ADKUV adgii not alone. The Oyuz use it alone. 0 

[I. 361/433] 

TIZ'M’ tizmU “Waistband (nayfaqa)” of trousers. Also anything that resembles it, such 

as the “mouth (ra’s)” of a bag. It is made like a waistband, then a string is inserted to tie it up. 0 

TAKjMA’ tagma A word meaning “every one (kull ahad).” Proverb: TAK[MA’ KISY 

’UVZj BULjM’Sj YA’T YATUQ] TUVZj. BULM’S tagma kiSi oz bolmas, yat yayuq tuz bolmas 0 

“Every person is not like your self (that you should entrust your secret to him or rely upon him), 

nor are the foreigner and the kinsman equal.” 

toqli 

cawli 

Cayla N 

Suylu 

bicma 

G 

tutma 

turma 

D 

D 

D 

218 

tizm’a 

tagma 

P 

217 1. MS. bi-l-yuziyya, read bi-l-‘arabiyya. 
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TUKMA’ tiigma “Button (zirr)” of a shirt. 0 Also the buttons of tunics and robes. 0 

TIICM’ NA’NK' tikma nai^ “Something sewn (muxayyat).” 

JAL'MA’ calma “Clod (madar).” “The dung (kirs) from sheep folds and camel stables 

which is cut up and dried for fuel in the winter” is called: JAI/M’ Calma. 0 

SATM’ satma “A type of platform which the vineyard guard sets up in a tree to sit on 

at night (‘irzal [defined]).” 

SUZ'MA’ siizma “Curds (halum).” 0 

QATjMA’ YUVrA’ qatma yuvya “Folded bread cooked in butter (yutbaxu flsamn).” 0 

QARJVLA’ qarma “Plunder (nahb)." Hence :: NA’NK QAIVMA’LA’DIY nSi^ qarmaladi 

“He plundered something.” 0 

QIR'MA’ qirma Anything “turned on a lathe (maxrut).’’ Thus :: QIRMA’ TUBIQ qirma 

topiq “A turned ball.” 0 

KAS'MA’ kasma “A broad iron arrowhead (al-misqas min an-nisal).” 0 

KASJVIA’ kasma “Forelock (nasiya).” Verse: 

TUN LA’ BIL’ BASTIMIZ: 

TAKtM’ YNKAQ BUSTIMZ 

KSlMA’LARIN KAS TIMZ 

MINK1LAQ ’ARIN BJTIMZ 

tiinla bila bastimiz 

tagma yarjaq bustimiz 

kasmSlSrin kastimiz 

miqlaq arin biCtimiz 

Describing their raid on the Uighur: “We attacked them at night; we lay in ambush on every side; 

then we cut their horses’ forelocks, and killed the men of: MINICLA’Q miljlaq (a place name).” 0 

[N] 

BAK7NIY b'agni “Beer (Sarab)” of wheat, millet or barley. 0 

BAPNA’ ba7na “Rung (daraja) of a ladder.” 0 

“A type of laserwort (mahrut)” is called: TAPN’ YWA’ tayna yawa. Its medicinal 

juice1 is mixed with curdled milk and added to the gravy of Tutmac. 

TAK-NA’ takna “Trough (naqir).” 

JURNY Cumi “A laxative (dawa’ mushil) compounded by the doctors of the Turks.” 

tiigma 

tikma 

Calma 

satma 

siizma 

qatma 

qarma 

qirma 

kasma 
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b'agni 

bayna 

tayna 

takna 

Curni 

218 1. MS. ma‘qurun, read ma'quruhu, in the meaning ‘aqqaruhu. 
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JIKN’ Cigna “Harrow (mimlaqa).” Ya7ma dialect. Cigna D 

XAS'NIY xasni An Indian medicine which is placed in the butter-skin of a baby, xasni 

[I. 363/435] 219 

who licks it in order to get fat.1 0 

QU§NIY qosni “Neighbor (jar).” The Oyuz put th e nun before the iin and say: qolini 

QUN§IY qonsi. Both of these are correct. 0 D 

Chapter: fa‘lan, fu‘lan, fi'lan, in its various vocalizations 

B 

TUR/BUNl torpun (?) “Inquiry, conjecture (taharri, qiyas).” :: ’ANIK ’AFIN TUR-torpun (?) 

BIN’LA’ anig awin torpinla “Inquire where his house is (taharra ayna baytuhu).” 

T 

TRBYN tartin “A band or retinue (jama'a, raht) of people, under the command of a tartin 

chief from among them.” 0 

TARTIYN tartin “Provisions (mira).”2 0 

::’AR_(TASTIN BARDIY ar taStin bardi “The man went outside (xarijan).” 0 tastin 

JIK'T’N fciktan “Saddle cover (yasiya as-sarj).” 0 ciktan 

QAFjTA’N) qaftan “Robe (qabaqaftan 

J 

BARJA’N barCan Name of a place. bardan N 

TABJA’N tapCan “A three-legged [stool] shaped like a tray (xiwan), used to stand on tapcan 

when picking grapes.” 0 It is for picking those bunches which cannot otherwise be reached. 0 

219 1. MS. li-yatarayyala, read li-yatarabbala. 
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JURJA’N jurCan One of the frontiers (tayr) of Islam, on the road to Sin. jurfan N 

X 

BARXA’N barxan Name of Lower Sin. It is a fortress (hisn) on a mountain top near barxan N 

Kasyar. There are gold mines beneath it. 0 

BURXA’Nl burxan “Idol (sanam).” As a painted effigy (dumya) it is called: BDAZ burxan 

BURXA’N badiz burxan. 0 

TARXA’N tarxan A pagan word meaning “emir (amir).” Ar7u dialect. tarxan D 

D 

JIN'DA’Nl Cindan “Sandalwood (sandal).'' 0 JINDA’N ’AD Cindan at “A reddish- Cindan 

bay (ward) horse.” 

R 

TAW'RA’N tawran “Threads which are gathered and then twisted together (xuyut tawran 

tujma'u tumma yuftalu)” for trouser-bands and sling-ropes. 0 

SAB’RA’N sabran Name of one of the cities of the Oyuz. The common people call itsabran N 

SAB’RA’Ni sabran with fad, but there is no way for fad to come into Turkic. 0 

SUY'RA’N subran (?) Anything “long or tall (tawil),” such as a minaret, or the like.subran ? 

Oyuz dialect. 0 D 

S 

TUKSIYN tiigsin “A type of four-ribbed knot (naw‘ min al-‘uqad yu'qadu ‘ala arba‘a tiigsin 

adla‘). Verse [=408 boquq]: 

TAK/M’ JAJ’K ’UKUL DIY tagma CeCak Ukuldi V 

BUQUQLANIB: BUKUL'DIY boquqlanip boguldi 

TUKSIYN TUKUVN TUKUL'DIY tUgsIn tiigun tiiguldi 

YARTA’LIMAT;2 3 YURKASVR yazyalimat yorgaSur 

Describing summer: “The flowers are heaped up; their calyxes are gathered like ribbed knots; 

they are entwined one in another, ready to burst asunder.” 0 

TUK'SIYN tiigsin Title of a commoner in the third rank N 

2. Gloss above line in a later hand: ta‘am (“food”). 

3. First sukun (') changed from dot over R (indicates Z). 
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[1.365/437] 

from the king. 0 

TUQSUVN toqson The number “ninety (tis‘un).” Its root is: TUQVZ ’UVN toquz on 

meaning “nine times ten.” 0 The two words were joined into one. 0 

SAXiSIYN; saxsin A city near Bulyar. It is Suvar. 0 , 

SAKSUVN sakson The number “eighty (tamanun).” Its root is: SAKIZ ’UVIT sakiz 

on meaning “eight times ten.” The two words were joined into one. 

KUETSUVNT kopsiin “Mattress, soft bedding (haSiyya, firai mawfu’).” 

KIMjSA’Nj kimsan “Gold leaf (ruqaqat ad-dahab),” used on caps, etc. 

§ 

KIRSA’N kirsan “White lead (isfidaj).” 0 

KUKSYN NA’NK kokSln nSt^ “Anything of a sky-blue color (ka-lawn as-sama’).” 

r 

BARTA’N [sic] bazyan “A smith’s hammer (futs).” 0 

B A$TA’N;_ basyan a large fish weighing 50-100 ratls. A tribal chieftain (kabir al-qawm) 

is likened to it and called: BUDUN' BA5TA’NIY bodun basyani meaning “Chief of the people 

(ra’is al-qawm).” 0 

TUTTUVN tutyun “Captive (axid, asir).” 0 

TAD'rUVN tadyun “River (wadi),’’ such as the Euphrates, etc. It is used like: ’UKUZ 

ogiiz for any “flowing river (wadt jari).” 0 

TALPN ’YK talyanlg “Epilepsy (sar').” 

SIJTA’N: siCyan “Mouse (fara).” Proverb [ = 562 qasi-]: ’ULDAJY SIJTA’N MUVS 

TASAQIY QASIYR' olda6i siCyan muS taSaqi qaslr 0 “The mouse whose death is near will 

scratch at the cat’s testicles.” This is like the Arabic expression: ka-l-bahit ‘an al-mudya (“Like 

one who seeks the dagger”), coined about a person who hovers about that which will bring his 

death. 0 SIJ'PN YILIY sijyan yili One of the twelve years in Turkic. 

SARjPA’N saryan A plant which grows in swamps. The place where it grows is called: 

SARjPA’N YIYR^ saryan yer. “A thicket in which the cane has dried up (yabisa)” is called: 

SARTA’N QAMIYS saryan qamis. 0 

QRPA’N YIYR; qazyan yer “Land that has erosion (juruf), cracks (axaqiq) and furrows 

(Suquq).” Proverb: 
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QUS YAWZIY SAPZIPN 

YirA’J YAWUZY ’AZrA’N 

YIYR- YAWUZY QAZTA’N 

BUDN YAWUZY BARST’N; 

qus yawuzi sayizyan 

yiyafc yawuzi azyan 

yer yawuzi qazyan 

bodun yawuzi barsyan 

“The worst bird is the magpie. The worst tree is the (one called) Az7an.” 0 

[I. 366/439] 

This is a shrub which has white and yellow rose-like blossoms and red berries like ear-drops; among 

us it is planted with the grazing-weeds (? xuss) of orchards, since it has no value as firewood: 

whenever it is kindled it crackles in the fire and sparks of it fly out and burn one’s clothing and 

furniture. “The worst land is the eroded (dat al-juruf)” — since it has no value for camping or sow¬ 

ing. “The worst people are those of Barsyan” — since they are unsociable and miserly. 0 

QUZTUVN; quzyun “Raven (yudaf).” Proverb: BURININK ’URTAQ' QUZTUV- 

NUG;1 YirA’J: BA’SlN;DA’ boring ortaq quzyunnug yiyafi baSinda 0 “The raven shares with 

what the wolf hunts, but what the raven hunts is on top of the tree.” [The wolf’s is shared, the 

raven’s is on the tree top.] This is like the Arabic saying: yarbudu hajratan Wa-yarta‘i wasatan 

(“He lies down aside and pastures in the middle”). 0 

QSrVN qusTUn “Tender cane (qasab ratb) which is used as fodder.” 0 

QSrVN qusyun A variant of: ’USHJVN usyun meaning “rhubarb (ribas)." 0 

QUMTA’N: qumyaii “Flask (qumquma).” 0 

MUNTA’Nj KlSlY munyan kisi “A loquacious person (tartar).” 

Q 

BARlQIN KlSlY barqin kiSi “A traveller whom nothing alters from his course (ar-rajul 

al-musafir alladi la yatnihi ‘an ‘azmihi Say ’)." 0 

TURQUVNl SUVW;2 turqun suw “Still (da’im) water.” 0 

TALQA’Nj talqan “Barley gruel (sawiq).” Verse: 

’UrLM ’UKUT; ’ALriL 

BILIK- SIZLIK KTA’R: 

TALlQA’N KIMlNIK BULlSA’ 

’ANGAR-3 BAK'MAS:QATA’R: 

oylum ogiit alyil 

biligsizlik ketar 

talqan kimnig bolsa 

aqar bakm'as qatar 

221 1. TaSdid (~) and three dots of G by later hand. 

2. The dots of the W by later hand. 

3. Three dots of G by later hand. 
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“My son, take my counsel and drive off ignorance, for he who has barley gruel mixes it with 

syrup” — and similarly, he who has intelligence will accept advice. 0 

JAL/QN calqan “The spread of an infection (ta‘diya al-jurh wa-sirayatuhu) from one Calqan 

spot to another,” such as a swelling of the leg which causes lumps in the groin. 0 

QAL/QA’N qalqan “Shield (turs).” One of the two variants. [Cf. 612 qalqaij] Verse: 

qiq rib: ’ATir kam-salim:4 

QAL'QAN' SUNKUVN' JUM'SALIM’ 

QAY'NAB- YANA’ YUM'IaLIM' 

QAT-TIY YAHY YUWIL'SUVN-5 

qiqrip atiy kamsalim 

qalqan siii^un Comsalim 

qaynap yana yumsalim 

qatyi yayi yawalsun 

qalqan 

D 

V 

[1.368/441] 222 

Describing the enemy. “We’ll attack them screaming and shouting; we’ll thrust with them with 

spear and shield; we’ll be violent in the fray — then quiet (for the sake of peace, if it be sued for), 

so that the hard foe may relent.” 

K 

TAR"KAN’ tSrkan An address (xitab) of the Khaqaniyya for one who has sovereignty tarkan 

over a realm or province (man kana malik^n ‘ala l-wilaya). It is used only for those who belong to 

(? ‘ala sadr) the Khaqaniyya and the king. The word means: “You who are obeyed! (ya muta‘).” 

0 

:: TAR'KIN' KAL" tarkin kal “Come quickly (asri‘ fi l-hudur).” Its root is: TAR’K' tarkin 

tark meaning “speed (sur'a).” 0 

TUR'KUN' torkiin “Gathering-place of the clan (majma1 al-‘asira); parents’ house (bayt torkiin 

al-umm wa-l-ab).” :: QIZ‘ TUR'KUNIKA’ KAL'DIY qiz torkiinka kaldi “The daughter came to 

her father’s house.” Verse [=371 CargaS-] : 

KAL-SA’ ’ABNG"1 TAR'KANIM’ 

’ATIL-KAMAT" TUR'KUNIM 

YADIL'MArAY- TAR’KINIM 

’AM'DIY JARIK- JAR KASUVR 

kalsa apan tarkanim 

etilgamat terginim 

yadilmayay torkiinim 

amdi Carig CarghSur 

V 

4. Most sukuns (') in this stanza are apparently by later hand. This is not indicated in the 

transliteration beyond this point except in very striking cases. 

5. All the U’s in this stanza are apparently by later hand. This is indicated only sporadically 

beyond this point in the transliteration. 

222 1. Three dots of G by later hand. Most of the vowels in this stanza are apparently by later 

hand. 
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Calling the Khaqan to help fight the Yabaqu: “May the Khaqan but come! then my gathered 

goods (jam‘i) will prosper, my clan’s houses (buyut ‘aStrati) will not go to ruin; now the battle line 

is drawn up (may he reach me!)” 0 

TAR-KIN" SUVW2 tergin suw “Stagnant (mustanqa‘) water.” 0 TAR'KIN' SUV tergin 

tergin sii “Gathered (mujtama‘) troops.” Anything “gathered together (mujtama1) is: TARKIN" 

tergin. 

TAS'KAN’ task'an Name of Sas. This is the home-town of Abu Baler al-Qaffal as-Sa5i. taskan 

Its root-form is: TA’S' KAN'D' taS kand meaning “City of stone (balda min hijdra).” 0 N 

TUSKUN tuSgiin “Goat’s-thorn (Sajar al-katlra’ du iawk).” tuSgiin 

JAT’KA’N" Catgiin (Cigan ?) “Bridle rein (‘inan al-lijam).”3 0 catgSn 

(ClgSn?) 
JUMK’N [sic] Cimgan “Meadow (rawd); peat (til).” 0 CimgSn 

JIWKIN ’A§- giwgin a§ “Food that is wholesome and fattening (naji‘ musammin).” :: ciwgin 

JWKIYN ’UT" Ciwgln ot “A fattening plant (for animals).” 0 

SITKUVN sitkiin A city of the Otuz. sitkun N 

SUZKUN siizgiin A black thorny mountain tree. siizgijn 

KIR-KIN kirgin “Rut of a stallion (qatm al-fahl):' :: BUPRA’ KIR'KINIY KIR'DIY kixgin 

buTra kirgini kirdi “The [camel] stallion was at rut (daxala qatm al-fahl).” 0 

KAWKIN ’AS' kawgin aS “Unwholesome (yayr naji') food.” It is the opposite of: kawgin 

JIWKIN’ £iwgin. Also of a plant. 0 

KAL'KIN" kalgin “Flood tide (al-madd wahwa bi-manzil as-sayl).” 0 

[I. 370/444] 

LIM'KAN" limkan “Yellow plum (if as as far).” 

L 

BAQ'LA’N QUZIY baqlan qozi “A young and fat (tari samin) lamb.” 

kalgin 

223 

limkan 

baqlan 

2. Two of the dots of W by later hand. 

3. See ED, 402 for the suggestion that the definition is for tizgin which has dropped from the 

text. DTS, 145 (Cetgan) compares with Cigan at QB, 6110 (hapax legomenon) with the same meaning. 

Since MSS. B and C of QB both clearly have CigSn (JYK’N) and since this fits the meter (while CatgSn 

would not), it must be genuine. 
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BK'LA’N baklan A man’s name. 0 

JUr-LA’N Co7lan Name of a Qarluq chieftain. 

SUK'LYN siiglin “Pheasant (tadruj).” SUWKYN1 siiwlin is a variant. 

[M] 

BAT'MA’N batman “A mana [= 2 ratls].” :: BIYR BAT'MA’N ’AT' bir batman at “A 

mana of meat.” 0 

JUQMIYN Cuqmin A bread which is shaped like a biscuit and cooked by steaming in a 

kettle. It is the most wholesome type of bread. 0 

SUKM’N sokman An honorific title for warriors (abtal), meaning “He who breaks the 

battle line (kasir saff al-harb)." It comes from the expression: SUK'TY MA’NK'NIY sokti naiyii 

meaning “He broke through (hataka) the thing.” 0 

SIQM’N siqman “Grape pressing season (awan ‘asr al-‘inab).” 0 In the autumn. 

QUR'MA’N' qurman “Bow case (miquias)." Oyuz and Qifffaq dialect. ::KIY§'QUR'¬ 

MA’N' kes qurman “Bow case and quiver.” Its root is the expression: QUVR MA’N' qur man 

meaning “Fasten the belt (Sudd al-mintaqa) (to your waist).” 

K AFT MA’N! ketman “Hoe (mi'zaq) with which one breaks up the soil.” 

KUVZ'MA’N' kozman “Bread baked in hot ashes (xubx al-malla) 

Chapters of Words with a Madd or Lin Augment between the Second and Third Radicals 

Chapter: fa‘ala, in its various vocalizations 

T 

?M’T’ tamata (?) Name of a thin batter (‘ajin raqiq), the consistency of qata'if dough, 

which is spread on fat chickens or meat to retain the juices when roasting. 0 

J 

QAR’JIY qaraJi “A beggar (sa’il) who goes from door to door.” 

KALA’JUV kal'aCii “Talking, speech (hadit, kalam).” Oyuz dialect. 0 

KUMYJA’ komiCa “Gnat (baqq).” 

baklSn N 

Coylan N 

siiglin 

siiwlin D 

batman 
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komiCa 

223 1. Stroke of K crossed out by a later hand making it L. 
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R 

:: ’UL MANIK TABA’RUV KAL'DIY ol manig taparu k'aldi “He approached me (liadara 

ilayya).” 0 :: ’UL ’ANIK TABA’RUV BAR'DIY ol anig taparu bardi “He approached him.” 

0 TABA’ tapa is a particle meaning “toward (ila).” The ra’ and vav are augments. 0 

XUM’RUV xumaru “Inheritance (al-mirat bi-‘aynihi)." :: BUVNIY ’TAM' DAN XUM’- 

RUV BULDUM buni atamdan xumaru buldum “I received this from my father as an inheritance.” 

0 XUMA’RUV xumaru “Memorial property (at-tadkira min al-amwal).” It is a custom of the 

Turks 

[I. 371/445] 

that when a chief of the realm dies a valuable portion of his property is set aside for the king. 

This is called: XUMA’RUV xumaru meaning “a memorial from him (tadkira minhu).” The word 

is used as a man’s name or a woman’s name. Also a traveller leaves behind with his kinsmen some¬ 

thing to remember him by (Say ’ tadkirat^n), and this too is: XUMA’RUV xumaru. 

Z 

NAMYZ’ namiza “Wife’s sister’s husband (silf [defined]).” Cigil dialect. 

§ 

SALA’SUV SalaSu A type of Slni fabric. 

SAMUVSA’ Samusa “Fenugreek (al-hulba allatiyu’kalu).” 

r 

QARATUV qarifyu “Vitriol (zaj).” 0 

QARATUV qarayu “Blind(a‘ma).” 0 

QURIYPUV NA’NK quriyu nai^ “Something about to dry (‘ala Saraf al-jafaf).” Also, 

“the time in which a thing dries (waqt jafaf).” 0 

QIRATUV qirayu “Frost (jalid) which drops from the sky when it is cold.” 0 

BUZATUV buza-yu “Calf (‘ijl).” Proverb: ’AWDA’KY BUZATUV ’UKUVZ BUL- 

MA’S' awd'aki buzayu okiiz bolmas “The house calf never becomes a bull.” 0 This is coined 

about a man who stands high in virtue and honor but whose kinsmen still regard him as though he 

were a child. 0 

BUZATUV TILIY buza-yu tili [lit. “calPs tongue”] “A rat (jirdawn).” It is a small 

animal. 0 

taparu 

xumaru 
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:: ’AT- BUSUVTUV BULDY at bosuyu boldi “It became time to let the horse loose 
from the tether (awan itlaq . . . min al-wataq).” The same for other things. 

:: ’AT" TUSATUV BULDY at tuSayu boldi “It became time to put the shackle 
(waqt wad‘ aS-Sikal) on the horse.” The same for other things. 

BUQATUV buqayu “A fetter (maqtara) which is placed on a thief.” 0 

TAQATUV taqayu The generic word for “fowl (dik wa-dajaj).” Then one distin¬ 
guishes them by saying ’AR'KAK' TAQATUV arkak taqayu for “cock (dik)"1 and TISIY 
TAQATUV tisi taqayu for “hen (dajaj).” Proverb [cf. 449 yawas V ]: YAZYDA’ QY SUW-- 
LIYN- ’AD ART ALIY ’AWDA’KIY TAQATUV ’IJTINMA’ yazidaqi suwlln edargali awdaki 
taqaTU icyinma 0 “When you go out to hunt pheasant [in the field] do not let the hens in 
the house escape.” 0 This is coined to advise a person to stop spending what he has to get 
what he does not have. 0 

TAQATUV YILIY taqayu yili Name of one 

[I. 373/447] 

of the twelve years in Turkic. 0 

TALATUV talaTu “Fatal poison (summ mujhiz).’’1 “Dysentery (zahir)" is also 
called: TALATUV tala-yu. 0 

TUMATUV tumaTu “A cold (zukam).” 0 

QANTIV qana"yu “Lancet (mibda').” 

K 

BUTUVKA’ biitiigh “Eggplant (badinjan) 

BILA’KUV bilagii “Whetstone (misann).” 0 

TIRA’KUV tirSgii “Anything that supports (yu'tamadu ‘alayhi wa-ya‘midu bihi) 

something else,” such as a column, etc. 

KAR’KV karakii “Tent (xiba’among the Tiirkmln; “winter house (bayt satwi)” 
among the settled folk. Proverb [=203 katan]: KUK KURDIY KARA’KV YUDTY kak kordi 
karakii yiidti “He saw trouble so he loaded the tent (on his back).” 

224 1. MS. dajaj. 

225 1. MS. mujahhaz. 
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KUZ’KUV kozagu “Fire poker (mihdat).” Proverb; KUZ’KUV ’UZUVN BULSA’ 

’ALIK KUY M’S kozagu uzun bolsa alig koymSs 0 “If the poker is long the hand will not 

get burned. ’ 0 This is coined about a man who has sons and servants looking after his 

affairs while he relaxes. 0 

KUSIYKA’ koSlga “Slight shade (zill sayir).” 0 

KALA’KUV k'alagii “Gerboa (yarbu‘).” 

KULIYK’ koliga “Deep shade (zill zalil).” 

L 

JUMA’LIY Ciimali “Ant (naml)." Cigil dialect. 0 

One says of a man who is dazed (sadira tarfuhu) from the heat: JUMAIYLY2 BULDY 

Ciimeli (?) boldi meaning “He became dizzy and sluggish (sadira wa-fatara).” 0 

KABA’LIY kaplli “Butterfly (al-farasa allati tafiru).” 0 

Chapter: fa‘dlan, fa'ilan, in its various vocalizations 

Z 

QARIYZ’N qarizan “Dotard (Sayx harim).” 

Q 

JIYQA’N3 Cibiqan “Jujube (‘unnab).” 0 JIYQA’N3 iSibiqan “Boil (dummal)” - 

likened to a jujube because of its redness. 0 

QAR’Q’N qaraqan A type of mountain tree. 

M 

JULYMA’N ’IY§ Cullman (?) Is “An inextricable (la yu‘rafu maxrajuhu) affair.” The 

root-meaning is “stagnant water (mustanqa1 al-ma’).” KaniSk dialect. 

Chapter: fa‘anli, in its various vocalizations 

D 

2. I by a later hand (dark ink, thin point). 

3. One dot of Y crossed out, making it BI. 
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0 

TATINDY STJVT' tatindi siit “Remainder of milk in the udder (al-yubr4 min al-laban).” 

SAJIN'DIY NA’NK saSindi nar^ “Something thrown off, scattered (matruh manSur).” 0 

TADIN'DY NA’NK' tidindi nai^ “Something inaccessible (mumanna‘).” 0 

KADINDY TUVN kadindi ton “An often-worn (malbus katir€in) garment.” 

[I. 374/449] 

SURUN'DIY ’AR' siiriindi ar “A man who has been cast out (matrud) of every place.” 0 

QIRINDIY qirindi “The peel or parings (qusara) of a thing.” 

Z 

ZARNZ’ zaranza “Safflower (‘usfur).” “Safflower seed (qirtim)” is called: ZARNZ’ 

’URTIY1 zaranza uryi. 

N 

SUZUN'DIY SUVW siiziindi suw “Water that has been much filtered (alladi suffiya 

katiran).” 0 

QAZIN'DIY TUB'RA’Q' qazindi topraq “Excavated earth (nabita at-turab).” 0 

BUrN’DIY boyundi “Bladder (matana),” of animals, not of humans. 

SALIN’DIY ’UTUNG2 salindi otur^ “Firewood which the flood has thrown up (lafaza)3 

on the bank.” 0 SALIN'DIY NA’NK salindi nai^“Something thrown out (matruh).’’ SULNDY 

salindi “The male member (‘awf* ar-rajul).” This comes from the expression: SALINDY NA’NK 

salindi nai^ meaning “The thing hung down (tadalla.)” since it is always hanging. An inelegant 

word (luya yayr fasihia). 0 

TAMIN’DIY SUVW2 tamindi suw “Drip water (qutara al-ma’).” 0 

KUMUN'DIY NA’NK komiindi nar^ “Something buried (madfun).” 

226 

4. MS. ‘ubr. 

1. Sukun (') changed to U (?). 

2. Three dots of G and two of the dots of W by later hand; not indicated henceforth in 

3. MS. laqata. 

4. MS. ‘arf; cf. 451:10, and see Dozy II, 190. Possibly to be read ‘ard; cf. 168 sik. 
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When nun dal ya’ are added to verbal roots they become nouns with the meaning of G 

excess (fuddla) or of the passive participle (al-maful). It is the same function as the Arabic form 

fu'ala. 

Another approach is to begin with the past tense form of the verb. When nun is inserted 

between the final radical of the verbal root and the past tense marker dal ya', then the verb be¬ 

comes a noun with the meaning of the passive participle. For example: SUW5 NIY SUVZ'TIY 

[sic] suwni siizdi “He filtered the water.” When you insert nun between the radical zay and the 

past tense marker dal ya’ and say: SUZUNT)IY SUVWl2 suziindi suw, then the verb becomes a 

noun which is the object of the action, meaning “Filtered (musaffa) water.” Other words follow 

this rule. 0 

Chapter: fu'luli 

L 

BUS'TULY bustuli “Mountain spinach (as-sarmaq alladiyu’kalu).” 0 bustuli 

End of Triliteral Chapters 

Chapters of Words of More than Three Radicals 

Chapter: fa'lal, fa'lal, fu'lul, in its various vocalizations 

[1.376/451] 227 

T 

BUSrUT boSyut “Apprentice (at-tilmid fi l-hirfa).” 0 bo&yut 

TARMUT' tarmut “Mountain ravines and streams (fajaj al-jabal wa-tala'uhu).” Thus:: tarmut 

TAT' TARMUT KAJTIM tay tarmut kactim “I crossed the mountain ravines and streams.” 0 

TAK'SUT' tagsiit “Exchange (badalj of something in the way of compensation (‘iwad),” tagsiit 
such as the exchange of bad coin for good. 0 

RABJAT rabCat1 (?) “Forced labor (suxriyya) as when an emir uses his subjects’ rabCat ? 
pack-animals without recompense. KancUk dialect. 0 jy 

JABrUT Sapyut “Mattress (stuffing) (haiiyya).” 0 tapyut 

5. W changed from V (three dots by later hand). 

227 1. See ED, 780. Note that this word is not in the correct alphabetical order, which requires 

the first letter to be T or J. Perhaps tapCut (< tapSut) or CapCut (< CapSut)? 
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QAR'SUT qarsut “Opposite (didcl),” such as night and day. 0 

QIZrUT qizyut “Exemplary punishment (nakal)” — a man is disgraced (yufdahu) 

before the people because of a crime, and he is punished for it, so that others will see him and be 

restrained thereby. 

QAW'SUT' qawsut “Reconciliation (musafalp musalaha) of two kings for the well¬ 

being of the state.” From this comes the man’s name: QAW'SUT' qaw§ut. 

LUJNT luSnut2 (?) “Giving aid (i'ana) in the cleaning of wheat, etc.” The villagers help 

one another by sending over a slave, or else an animal to thresh the grain. Kancak dialect. 

J 

BIJTUVJ' bifryuC “Shears (miqrad [defined]).” 0 

BUD'RA’J budrafi Name of a chieftain of the Yabaqu. They fell into the hands of the 

Muslims in the time of B^kac Arslan Tegin. 

YAR;KUVJ: biirgiif “A broad piece of wood shaped like a sword, used to turn over 

bread in the oven.” 

BUS'KA’J bdsgac “A flat loaf (raylf).” 

TUT'M’J tutmaC A well-known food of the Turks. 0 It is one of the provisions of 

Du-l-Qarnayn [remaining] among them. Thus: When Du-l-Qarnayn emerged from the lands of 

darkness the people’s food supply was short and they complained to him of hunger, saying: 

BIZ'NIY TUT'M’ ’Aj' bizni tutma ac meaning “Don’t keep us (here) hungry (la tumsikna hahuria 

jiya‘an) — but let us go, that we may return to our homelands.” He consulted with the wise men 

about this, and they came up with this food. It strengthens the body and reddens the cheeks, 

[I. 377/452] 

and is not quickly digested. After eating 0 Tutmac one then drinks the broth, double (? 

ad‘afahu). When the Turks saw this they called it: TUT'M’J' tutmac. Its root is: TUTM’ ’AJ' 

tutma ac meaning “Don’t leave hungry (la tujawwi‘).’’ The two alifs were dropped for lightness. 

The sense is, “Don’t leave yourself hungry, but take this food and eat it.” 0 

TUTTUVJ tutyufi “Breakfast (as-sulfa min at-ta‘dm).” 0 

TUD'RIJ1 tudric “Manure (zibl).” Aryu dialect. 0 

2. Perhaps koCniit (cf. 180 koiSiit “horse”)? 

228 1. U changed to (or from?) A. 
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TAL ruvj talyuc The name for a piece of wood which is inserted between an ani- talyuc 

mal’s bundle and the rope. The rope is twisted (yuftalu) with it several times so that the rope is 

stretched taut, the load is fastened securely, and the bundle does not go awry. 0 

TAW F J tawyaC The name for Masin. It lies beyond Sin a distance of four months’ tawyaf 

travel. 0 Sin is originally threefold: “Upper,” in the east, which is: TAWFA’J tawyac; “Mid- N 

die,” which is: XIATA’Y" xitay ; and “Lower,” which is: BARXA’N barxan, the vicinity of 

KaSyar. 0 But now TawyaC is known as Masin, and Khitay as Sin. 0 

TAWTA J tawya£ The name of a tribe of the Turks who settled in those regions. From N 

tlm word comes the expression: TAT TAWTA’J tat tawyaC meaning “Uighur (which is Tat) and 

Sim (which is Tawyac).” 0 

“Any manufactured item that is ancient and imposing (ida kana qadtman ‘aztman)” is 

called: TAW TA’J ’ADIY tawyaC adi. This is like the Arabic expression say’ ‘adi (“something of 

‘Ad”). The word is also used as a name for kings: TAWT A’J' XA’N- tawyac xan meaning “of N 

great and inveterate rule (‘azlm al-mulk wa-qadimuhu).” 0 

They say, as a paired expression: TAT- TAWTA’J- tat tawyafi. By “Tat” they mean 

Persian (al-farisi), and by “Tawyac” they mean “Turk.” In my opinion the more correct usage 

is what I have mentioned [above]. The latter is used in the lands of Islam; the former in that 

place. Both are correct. 

TAW TAJ YUDA SIY tawyac yodasi A shrub whose leaves are like leaves of the lily 

(susan) and are used as a medicine. 0 

SARQIJ sarqiC “Gum succory (marura [defined]).” 0 sarqic 

SURQIJ surqiC Resin ( usara siby al-lukk)” used to glue the tangs of swords, daggers surqif 

and knives to their handles. 0 

SAR’NIJ- sarnie “A leather milking pail (‘ulba).” 0 sarnie 

[1.379/455] 229 

SAPDIJ- saydid “Friend (sadiq).” 0 saydie 

SUT DIJ" soydie Name of a feast (diyafa) that circulates among the people in winter, in soydiC 
succession (‘ala t-tartib). 0 

SAWDIJ sawdie “A basket (qaf'a) woven from branches,” used to carry fruit, etc. 0 sawdie 

SANKAJ sangaC A species of apple (tuffah) the size of a hazelnut, sweet, red and white. sangaC 

QTQJ- qatqud (?) “Something that stings (Say’yaldayu),’’ like a scorpion. Aryu dialect, qatquf ? 

D 
0 
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QISTA’J' qisyac “Pincers (kalbatan).” 0 qisyac 

QJUSTA’J' qisyaC A small black animal that bites people. O711Z dialect. 0 D 

QUSTA’J- quSyaC “Sparrow (‘usfur).” 0 quSyafc 

KAR'BIJ' k'arpic “Brick (labin)." 0 “Baked bricks (ajurr)” are called: BlSlT KAR- karpiC 

BIJ’ bi§iy k'arpiC. 0 

KIR'TUJ KISIY kirtiifi kiSi “A grudging and ill-natured (hasud saris al-xulq) person.” kirtiiC 

R 

BA§TAR bastar “Scythe (minjal).’’ Ar7u dialect. 0 baStar D 

BAK'TUR' baktiir A man’s name. Its root is: BAK' TUR' bak tur meaning “Hold fast baktiir N 

(to your place) (utbut makanaka jaldan).” 0 

BUKTIUR1 boktir “Hard depressed ground in a mountain (al-hazan u/a-l-wahada ft l- boktir 

jabal).” Verse: 

’ArA’ BUKTIR ’Z’ YURDIM aya boktir iiz'a yordim V 

BARIQ YA’QIB QYA’ [sic] KURDM yiraq baqip qara2 kordim 

’NY BYLB TQY BARDM ani bilip taqi turdim 

TUKAL YATY TURY [sic] TUrDY tiikal yayi tozi toydi 

“I climbed a hard outcropping (hazn)3 of the mountain, I saw a black spot from afar, I stayed in 

my place after I recognized (it), then the dust of the enemy rose up [completely].” 0 

BALDIR baldir “Mountain peak (ra‘n al-jabal).” :: TAT BALDIRIY tay baldiri. 0 baldir 

BALDIR' ’UrUL baldir oyul “Step-son (rabJb).’’ BALDIR' QIYZ baldir qlz “Step- baldir 

daughter (rabtba).” 0 

BALDIR' TAUir baldir tariy “A field that is tilled at the beginning of spring (alladi 

hurita fi btida’ ar-rabi‘).” That is the best time for it. Similarly, “anything that occurs at the 

beginning of its season (kull fi‘l ft btida’ awanihi)” is called: BAL'DIR' baldir. :: BALDIR- 

QUZIY baldir qozi “A lamb born at the beginning of the parturition season (nutija ft btida’ an- 

nataj).” All four of these have i5ba‘ of the ba’. 0 

229 1. Second U in red ink. 

2. Read thus, to correspond to the translation (qara, Ar. sawad, here means “a form dimly per¬ 

ceived in the distance”; cf. WB,ii, 138). Qaya is also a good reading; the phrase would then mean, “I looked 

back from afar.” 

3. MS. l}azm. 
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:: TA’S QUDrQ’ TU§TY BULDUR BULDUR’ TTIY tas quduyqa tiisti buldur buldur 

etti “The stone fell in the well causing such a sound to arise.” 

BILDIl/JR^ bildur “Last year (al-‘am al-madi).” 0 

BUL-rA’R' bulyar A well-known city of the Turks. 0 

TUL'FIR' tolwir (?) “Bridal pavilion (as-sitr wahwa l-hijal)." It is stretched out (yumad- 

du) for women, and is made of brocade and silk. 0 

[I. 380/457] 

:: ’UQ KIYS'TA’ JAL'DIR' JAL'DIR' TTY oq kesta Jaldir Caldir etti “The arrow rattled 

(taqalqalaj1 in the quiver.” Also for the [rustling] sound of dry grass blown by the wind. 

JAITVIUR Cay mu r “Turnip (Saljam)." 0 J AMITJR Canvyur The same, by metathesis. 

0 

SAR'KAR' sarkar “Bandit (qafi‘ at-tariq).” Qarluq dialect. 0 

QAN'DIR- qandir Name of the skin (jild al-lahm) which remains after the hide which is 

suitable for tanning has been stripped off. 0 

KAS'TAR kastar “Earthenware (xazaf)." Ui dialect. 0 

KASMIYR- kasrnlr A city in the region of the Turks. It was built by Solomon, God’s 

blessings be upon him. 0 

MANDA’R mandar A plant which winds around trees and causes them to dry up — 

“bindweed (‘aSaqa).” Oyuz dialect. 

Z 

YURDUZ borduz “Truck-garden (faliz).” This word is not original. 0 

BALDIZ' baldiz “Wife’s younger sister (uxt al-mar’a as-suyra).” “A man’s sister (uxt 

ar-rajul)” is not called: BAL'DIZ baldiz, but rather: SINGIL' siryl [604]. 0 

TARMAZ' tarmuz “Gherkin (qatad).” 0 

QUT'SUZ' qutsuz “Luckless (al-mudbir fil-umur).” Proverb [cf. 545 qowi] : QUTSUZ 
QUDUr-QA’ KIR SA’ QUM' YAFA’R' qutsuz quduyqa kirsa qum yayar 0 “When a luckless 

one (al-mudbir alladi la jadd lahu) falls in the well2 it rains sand (on top of him).” This is like the 

230 1. MS. yuqalqilu. 

“in the well” added by a later hand above the line. 
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Arabic saying: ida aqbala aqbala wa-ida adbara dammara (“Going forward he brings fortune, going 

backward he brings misfortune”). 0 

QIR'QIZ qirqiz A tribe of the Turks. 0 qirqiz N 

QALBUZ qalbuz “Morsel (luqma).” :: QAL'BUZ LA’DIY NA’NKNY qalbuzladi naqni qalbuz 

“He took a bite (iltaqama) of the thing.” 0 

QUNDUZ' qunduz “Beaver (al-quda‘a wahya kalba al-ma’)." 0 QUNDUZ QAY'RIY qunduz 

qunduz qayri “Castoreum (xizmiydn) (a medicine).”3 0 

KUNDUZ kiindiiz “Daylight (daw’ an-nahar).” 0 kiindiiz 

MUNDUZ munduz “Simpleton (al-ablah min an-nas).’’ Proverb: NAJA’ MUN'DUZ' munduz 

’ARSA’ TY§- ’AD-KUV NAJA’ ’K'RIY ’AR SA’ YUVL- ’AD KUV naC'a munduz arsa es adgu, P 

naCa agri arsa yol adgii “Though your companion be a simpleton, that is better than being alone 

in the desert; though the road be twisted, travelling on it is better than going at random through 

the desert wastes, for at least by the road one may reach one’s destination.” [Lit.: No matter 

how simple, a companion is good; no matter how crooked, a road is good.”] 0 

MUNDUZ- ’AQIN munduz aqin “Sudden flood (al-ati min as-sayl).” 0 MUN"DUZ 

YURIYP ’AAT- munduz yorfya at 

[I. 382/458] 231 

“A horse whose only pace is a jog-trot (hamlaja).” 

S 

BIJTA’S- bifcyas “A contract or covenant (‘ahd, mitaq)” among people, etc. Verse: bifryas 

Bljr’S BTIK QILURLAR- 

’ND KAY YM’ BIRUVRLAR' 

X’NDIN BASUT TILAR' LAR' 

BAS'MIL JUMAL TIRKA§UVR- 

bidyas bitig qilurlar 

and kay yema berurlar 

xandin basut tilarlar 

basmil Comiil tergaSUr 

V 

Calling the Khaqan to help in battle with the Yabaqu: “My people write a pact of allegiance 

(kitab al-‘ahd wa-l-bay‘a) not to go against the king; [they even take a firm oath; they seek aid 

from the Khan;] for now the tribes of Basmil and Comiil are gathered to do battle with us.” Then 

the Khaqan overtook them and took them captive. 0 

BAKM/AS' bakmas “Syrup (ruhb).” 0"yuz dialect. 0 bakmas 

QIRBA’S" ’AR' qirpas ar “A man whose hair falls out (yatanataru) of his head so that it qirpas 

is wispy not thick (yaxiffu wa-la-yakuttu).” 

§ 

3. MS. al-xirmiyan ft l-awdiya, read al-xizmiydn ft l-adwiya. 
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YURBA’S ’IYS borbal T§ “A confused, inextricable (muxtalit la yu‘rafu maxrajuhu) borbal 

affair.” 

BATRUS SUVW' batrul suw “Muddy (kadir) water.” Also “noodles (atriyya) that have batrus 

too much dough and too little water.” 

BULTA’S' bulyas “Civil disorder (fitna) that befalls a people at the approach of an bulyal 

enemy.” 0 

TIR'K’S tergal “The press of a crowd preventing movement (at-tamanu‘ fi s-sayr min tergal 

az-zal}ma).” 0 SUVF‘ TIRK’SlY suw tergasi “Stagnant water in a river channel (mustanqa‘ al¬ 

ma’ fi l-wadi min al-a‘dad).” 

JULBUS falpul “The sticky substance (luzuja) of fruits that sticks to (yusibu) one’s Calpus 

clothes or hands.” 0 

SAR-MA5 sarmal “The winding of one thing around another (iltifaf as-Say’ bi-s-say’).” sarmal 

0 When people “mingle in confused discord (maja . . . ba'duhum fi ba‘d fi fitna)” one says: 

SAR MAS BULDY sarmal boldi. 0 

SUWSUS suwsul “What remains of beer after its alcoholic strength has gone out (axir suwsul 

ma’ al-hinta ba'da ma dahaba quunva sarabihi).” Also “churned milk that has been watered down 

(al-maxid1 yusabhu ‘alayhi l-ma’)” is given this name. 0 

QAT’LlS' qatlil “The place where channels of a river come together (mu‘tarak al-miyah qatlil 

‘inda tanatuh al-a‘dad).” :: SUVW" QAT'LIS'TIY suw qatlilti. 0 

QATMlS qatmil A man’s name. 0 qatmil N 

QIRTlS qirtil “Face color or complexion (lawn wajh)” of a person, or other. qirtis 

[I. 383/460] 232 

:: KUR’K'LK QIRTIS'LIT KI§Y korklug qirtilliy kili “A person with a beautiful complexion.” 

:: YYR- QIRTlSY yer qirtili “The surface (adim) of the earth.” Not every surface is called: 

QIRTIS qirtil. 0 

QARTlS qaryil “Curse (la'na).” :: TANKRIY QARTlSlY ’ANIK' ’UZA’ taiyri qaryili qaryil 

anig iiza “God’s curse upon him!” It may be used as an adjective; thus: QARriS" KI§Y qaryil 

kili “A damned (mal'un) person.” 0 

QULDAS- qoldal “Associate (qarin).” This is used only among servants of the nobility qoldal 

(? fixidam al-kubara’). 0 

231 1. MS. mahid-, cf. 73 ayrSn. 
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KIR'DAS kird'aS “A neighbor who resides with you in a single dwelling (al-jar alladi 

yuhalluka fldar wahida)” 0 

r 

YURBAT borbay “Postponing, procrastination (al-matl wa-t-taswif fi l-umurj.” 0 

BIR’QIP birqiy “Snorting (naxir) of a horse or donkey.” :: ’ AT BI R'QHT Y at birqiyi. 

BRQr burqiy “A wrinkle (inziwa’)” in the skin, etc. 0 

BAS'LA’P NA’NK' boslay nai^ “Something left free or neglected (muhmal).” Thus : 

BASLA’P YILQY boslay yilqi “An animal that is left free.” 0 

BirRlT boyruy (?) “A bulge (amt)” in a straw sack, a milk skin, etc. 0 

TAB'LAT taplay “Satisfaction (rida’)” with a thing.” :: BUV TY§‘ DA’ SANIK 

TAB’LATINK’ BA’R' MUV bu ISda sanig taplayii^bar mu “Do you have satisfaction in this mat¬ 

ter?” 0 

TAB'ZUr tapzuy “Riddle (ahulyuza allati yuhaja biha).” :: TABUZTUQ TABUZDM 

tapuzyuq tapuzdum “I proposed (to him) a riddle (uhjiyya).” 0 

TUT'SUr tutsuy “Will or request (wasiyya).” :: MAN’ANKAR' TUT'SUF’TUTUZ'- 

DUM' man ai^ar tutsuy tutuzdum “I enjoined upon him a will or request (awsaytuhu bi-wasiyya)." 

0 

TAR'TIP tartiy “Saddle girth (dafr ar-rahl1 wa-hizamuhu).” 0 

TAR'TIP tartiy “Summons (du‘a’) of a king to his retinue because of a matter that has 

arisen.” Hence :: BAK' DAN TARTirjY KAL'DIY begdan tartiyCi k31di “The summoner (da‘i) 

of the king or emir has come.” 0 

TURQr turqiy “Shame (al-haya’ fl l-amr).” :: ’UL' MANDAN TRQr ol m'and’an 

turqiy2 “He was ashamed (sara . . . hayi) before me over something he did.” 0 

TUrRAT tuyray “The king’s seal and signature (tabi‘ al-malik wa-tawqi‘uhu).” Oyuz 

dialect. The Turks do not know this word and I do not know its origin. 0 

TUrZAT [sic] tuyray “Any horse which the king gives his troops on the day of a 

parade or a battle (yawm ar-rukub aw al-harb) and which he takes back when they return.” 0 

TILDA’P tilday “Falsely accusing a person (at-tajanni ‘ala l-insan).” 

kirdaS 

borbay 

birqiy 

burqiy 

boSlay 

boyruy ? 

taplay 

tapzuy 

tutsuy 

tartiy 

turqiy 

tuyray 

D 

tilday 

232 1. MS. safr ar-rajul. 

2. Read turqiylandi (402-3) or turqiy boldi. 
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[I. 385/462] 

Thus :: ’UL ’ANKAR- TILDAT' QILUVR’ ol atyir tilday qilur “ He accuses him falsely (yatajanna 

‘alayhi).” This is equivalent to the Persian bahane. 0 

“The east (Sarq)” is called: KUVN’ TUTSUr kQn tuysuy. 0 KUVN BATSir kun 

batsiy is “the west (yarb).” 0 

TALQT talqiy “A place where ropes collide (muftadam al-hibal)."1 0 TALQlF 

talqiy “An impediment (ta'wiq) in affairs.” 0 

TUMIX tumliy “Cold (noun or adjective) (bard, barid).” Verse: 

TUMLir KLB QAB SADIY 

QUTLr YA’Yr TAB SADIY 

QAR'LAB ’A^UN YAB'SADIY 

’AT’ YIN ’USB ’AMRlSUVR- 

tumliy kalip qapsadi 

qutluy yayiy tapsadi 

qarlap a£un yapsadi 

at yen iisip amriSUr 

0 “Cold has come and covered the world. It is envious of blessed summer. It has snowed and 

nearly hidden the earth. Bodies shiver as though ants were creeping inside.” 0 The root of: 

TUMlLUr tumliy is: TUM; turn. 0 :: ’ULUK' YUDIY TUMlLUP oliig yiizi tumliy “The dead 

man’s face is cold” — this means that his kinsmen draw back from him after death. 

SIR Tir sirtiy “The trace of a story (atar hull hadit) of which one is only partially 

aware.” Thus :: MAN BUV SUVZDAN SIR Tir BULDUM man bu sdzdan sirtiy buldum “I got 

wind of this story (wajadtu atar hada l-kalam).” 0 

SAJ'LIP’AR' saCliy ar “A hairy (sa‘rani) man.” 0 

SAR Sir SUVZ sarsiy sdz “Coarse (xasin) speech.” The same for a coarse matter, or a 

coarse way of walking. 0 

SIZ'LAT sizlay The word for “setting the teeth on edge (kalal as-sinn)” from drinking 

freezing water or biting ice and feeling the cold. 

Sirzir siyzay “A thong that is inserted between stitch-holes of a shoe or the like (kalb 

[defined] ).” 0 SII ZIT siyzay “A patch holding two things together (ar-ru’ba bayn as-say’ayn)." 

0 

“A toothpick (xildl al-asnan)” is called: TIY§' SITZATIY tig siyzayi. 0 

SAriT [sic] saniiy Anything “counted (ma'dud).'’ Its root-form is: SAT'LIF’ [sic] 

sanliy. 0 

233 
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233 1. MS. jibal. 
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SUW'LAT suwla7 “Watering place (maSra'a al-ma’).” 0 SUWLAT suwlay Name of a suwlay 

place. N 

QUT'Lr NA’NK' qutluy nat^ “Anything blessed (mubarak).” The man’s name is after qutluy 

this word. N 

QAR'§AT qarsay “Spanning of cloth (Sibr at-tawb).” • qarsay 

[I. 387/464] 234 

Thus :: ’ANIK QAR'SA’riY KUVR' anig qarSayi kor “Look at him spanning the cloth (or 

other).” 0 

QURSAT qurSay “Girding oneself with a belt (at-tanattuq bi-l-mintaqa).” QURST qursay 

qurSay “A coil (turra) of woven wool that is wound around a tent (wahwa mintaqa al-xiba’).’’ It 

is called: ’AW" QUR5ATY aw qursayi. 

QlSLAT qislay “Winter quarters (miStat)." Proverb: ’VZ KVZ ’YR QlSLAT oz koz qiSlay 

ir (?) qiSlay 0 “If a man does his own job and does not entrust it to someone else, he is like one P 

who takes as his lot the winter quarters that are on the sunny side of the mountains (maSraqa al- 

jibal), for that side keeps green longer and has less snow in the winter.” [Lit. “One’s own eye is 

(like) winter quarters on the sunny side of the mountain” (?).] 0 MA’N' QlS’LAT man qisla7 N 

Name of a place in the country of the O7UZ. 0 

QUSLAT qusla7 “Bird grounds (mattra).” It is a place where birds abound and are quSla7 
hunted. 0 

QRQAT qirqa7 “Barren desert (mart)." It is a desert (mafaza)1 that has no water and qirqa7 
no vegetation. 0 

QUL’Sir ’AR- qulsi7'dr “A slavish (yuibihu xulquhu xulq al-‘abid) man.” qulsry 

NI^DAT niiday “Whetstone (maihad)." With zay between the two points of articula- niSdiry 

tion. 

Q 

BATRAQ batraq “A lance (mitrada) topped with a piece of silk, which marks the cham- batraq 
pion on the day of battle.” 0 

BUjr’Q bufryaq “One of the four quarters of the earth (qutr al-ard).’’ :: YYR- BUJTA’- bufryaq 
QIY yer buiryaqi. 

BUJTA’Q budyaq “Corner (zawiya),” and the like. 0 

234 1. MS. mufclza. 
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BUJTA’Q budyaq “Skin from a camel’s shanks (jild akari‘ al-juzur),” used to make san¬ 

dals. 0 

BUXSUQ boxsuq “Manacles (yull).” 0 BUrSUQ b07suq is a variant of the same boxsuq 

word due to the alternation of xa’ and yayn as in Arabic xatir ~ yadir (“treacherous”). 0 bo7Suq D 

“One who is crippled and lame (a‘raj a‘sam)" is called: ’AX'SAQ' BUX'SAQ' axsaq boxsaq 
boxsaq, pleonastically. 

BADRUQ' badruq A man’s name. 0 badruq N 

BARJUQ barCuq A city built by Afrasiyab. He imprisoned therein Bizan son of Nebu- bar8uq N 
chadnezzar. 0 

BURJAQ" burdaq “Beans flubiya’)." 0 burfaq 

BURJAQ burdaq “Beads of sweat (habbat al-‘araq).” Hence :: TAR BUR’JAQ’LAN'- 

DIY tar burCaqlandi “The sweat came out in beads (tahabbaba).” 0 

BUZLUQ buzluq “Icehouse (majmada).” 0 buzluq 

BAS'RUQ basruq “What keeps anything weighted down (tiqal hull say’).” Proverb: basruq 

[I. 388/466] 235 

YIYR- BASRUQY TAT BUDUVN" BASRUQY BA’K yer basruqi iky bodun basruqi beg 0 P 

“The underpinnings (awtad) of earth, what keep it weighted down (tiqal), are the mountains; 

similarly, what keep people weighted down are emirs.” This means that the stability of the earth 

depends on the mountains, and similarly the stability of men depends on rulers who restrain 

them. 0 

BASNAQ [sic] ’AR' baStaqar “An unarmed (hash) man (or other).” 0 bastaq 

BAS'MAQ basmaq “Shoe (mik‘ab).” Oruz dialect. 0 basmaq D 

BLTMAQ boymaq “Button of a shirt (zirr al-qamis).” 0 BUrMAQ boymaq “A boymaq 

necklace (at-tiqsar wahwa qilada. . . ) of gold or other material, studded with jewels and pearls and 

worn by brides.” 0 

BAL'JIQ" balCiq “Mud (wahl).” Oyuz dialect. balCiq D 

BULTA’Q' bulyaq “Panic (hazahiz) which befalls a people at the appearance of an bulyaq 

enemy.” 0 BULTA’Q- bulyaq A man’s name. Verse: N 

BULTA’Q ’UKUS BUL’SA’ QAJAN BILKINK’ YITA’R' V 

YANK-§AQ- TALIM- SAY RAB- ’ANYTAM-rAQ- QATA’R' 

bul7aq iikiiS bolsa qaCan bilgii^yitlr 

yanSaq talim sayrap ani tam7aq qatar 
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“When there is much disorder (fitan) among people your intellect goes astray and is not led to the 

right path; and when there is much vain talk the palate stiffens from dryness of the mouth.” 

[This is coined] to advise continence in speech. 

TUB'RA’Q' topraq “Earth or soil (turab)." topraq 

TAB'LUVQ- topluq “Cracks (Suqaq) in the ground.” 0 topluq 

TUTTA’Q' tutyaq “A detachment (jarlda) that sallies forth at night to capture enemy tutyaq 

skirmishers and spies.” 0 

TARTUQ tartuq Name of a city in Yayma. 0 tartuq N 

TAR’rA’Q- taryaq “Comb (must).” 0 taryaq 

TUR'LA’Q' turlaq “Emaciated (nahif),” of an animal. And if a person grows up weakly turlaq 

(subba . . . bi-d-da‘f) he is called: TUR'LA’Q' turlaq. 0 

TARMA’Q tarmaq “Claw (mixlab)." A certain kind of plant is called: QART A’Q^ tarmaq 

TAR MA’QY qaryaq tarmaqi.1 0 

TUZ'LUQ' tuzluq “Salt container (mimlaha).” 0 tuzluq 

TUPRA’Q- toyraq “A type of willow (al-yarab2 wahwa lajar al-hamad [?]).” 0 toyraq 

TirRA’Q' 'AR' tiyraq ar “A sturdy (jald) man.” Verse: tiyraq 

’UTRA’Q ’ARIY TrRA’Q oyraq ari tiyraq V 

YYMY ’ANIK ’urL’Q yemi anig oylaq 

SUVTY ’AZ’ SAFRA’Q suti iiza sayraq 

YYRY TQY ’AFLA’Q yeri taqi aylaq 

“The tribe3 of Oyraq are sturdy, their food is kids, there is ever a cup over 

[1.390/468] 236 

their koumiss, though their land is bare withal.” He is describing them as generous and brave. 0 

TUr-SA’Q‘ tuysaq “Widow (armala).” This is usually used in the paired expression: tuysaq 

TUVL' TUPSA’Q' tul tuysaq. 0 

235 1. Clauson (ED, 550) suggests qarya tarmaqi “crow’s foot.” 

2. MS. yarb. According to Lane (p. 2242) yarab is generally held to be the willow, salix Baby- 

lonica; yarb is a different tree, from which pitch is extracted, and this might relate it to hamid which can 

“black and stinking (of a fruit)”; but hamad is unattested. Perhaps the balsam poplar; see ED, 472. 

3. MS. qatila, read qabila. 

mean 
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TAW'RA’Q' tawraq “Speed (sur‘a).” Hence :: TAW'RA’QIN KAL tawraqin kal “Come 

quickly.” It may be used as an adjective; thus :: TAW'RA’Q’ ’YSJY tawraq isci “A fast (musri1) 

worker.” 

TUQ'LUQ' toqluq “Satiety (Siba‘).” 0 

TUQ'LUQ' toqluq “Baldness, of a man; hornlessness, of an animal (jamam [defined]).” 

TALrUVQ' talyuq “A peg (watid) that is inserted in the handle of a spade or a pickaxe 

in order to fasten the blade to it.” 0 

TUM'SUQ' tumsuq “Bird’s beak (al-minqar li-t-tayr).” 0 

TAMTA’Q" tanvyaq “Throat, larynx (halq, hanjara).’’ 0 

JAX'SA’Q' caxsaq “Stony ground on mountain peaks (ar-radrad fi qulal al-jibal).” 

Proverb: JAX'SA’Q' ’UZA’ ’UT' BUL'MA’S' JAQ'RAQ' BILA’ ’UWUT' BUL'MA’S' Caxsaq iiza ot 

bolmas caqraq bilS uwut bolmas 0 “There is no grass on stony mountain ground, there is no 

shame with a scabby-headed man.” 0 

JAX'SA’Q' Caxsaq “Dried apricots or raisins (faliq al-miimiS wa-z-zabib).” Qarluq dia¬ 

lect. 0 

JA’R JARMAQ car Carmaq “Children (ad-daradiq wa-l-atfal)One word follows 

closely on the other [i.e. a pleonasm]. A variant is: JAMR'Q camraq. 0 

JTRUQ YIYR' Ciyruq yer “Ground that is trampled down hard (murakkala sulba).” 

JAQ'MA’Q' caqmaq “The fire-stick (zand) used to strike a fire.” It is a simple noun and 

also a verbal noun [i.e. “striking a fire”], just as one says [in Arabic] hamd1 (“praise, praising”) 

from hamidtu2 (“I praised”) or jamd3 (“ice, freezing”) from jamada4 l-ma’ (“the water froze”); 

they are both simple nouns and verbal nouns. 0 

JAL'BAQ' Calpaq “Dirt, filth (qadar, wasax).” 0 JAL'BAQ' ’IY§' Calpaq iS “A con¬ 

fused (muxtalit) affair.” 0 

JUMFUQ cumyuq “A white-footed crow (al-a‘sam min al-yirban).” The Otuz leave off 

the yayn and say: JUMQ Cumuq. They do the same for every quadriliteral word having yayn or 

kaf [ preconsonantally ]. 

“A slanderous (nammam, muxranbaq) man” is called: JAMTUQ ’AR' Camyuq ar. 0 

236 1. MS. jamd. 

2. MS. jamidat. 

3. MS. jamida. 

4. MS. jamd. These emendations follow EP and Terctime I, 469. 
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BASPA’Q' sap"yaq [Waist] “What is above the hips (mafawq al-warikayn),”s sapYaq 

SAB'LIQ" sapliq “Anything that is to be made into the hilt (miqbad) of a sword or sapliq 

knife, or the handle (nisab) of a thing” is: SAB'LIQ' sapliq. 

[I. 391/470] 237 

“One who squanders his wealth (man yubaddiru malahu).” is called: SAJ'PA’Q' KISIY sai^aq 

saC^aq kisi. 0 

SIJ'PA’Q' siCyaq “One who moves his bowels frequently (ya'tarihi l-ya’it katiran).” siCyaq 

This is an exception to the rule, according to which the qaf in this word should be nun, since that G 

is how to form adjectives indicating habitual action. For example: ’UZ'PA’N ’AT' ozYan at “A 

horse which continually runs ahead (sabbaq).” 0 :: ’UL ’1Y§ QIL'PA’N ’L ol is qilyan ol “He 

is one who works much (katir al-‘amal).” 0 

SUST’Q susYaq “Anything used to ladle (yujrafu bihi) water, or other.” Dialect of susYaq 

Qarluq, Qifbaq, and all nomadic peoples. 0 D 

SUr'DA’Q" soydaq A people who have settled in Balasayun. They are from SoYd which soydaq 

is between Bukhara and Samarqand, but their dress and manner is that of Turks. 0 N 

SAPRA’Q' sayraq “Drinking cup (al-qa'b wa-l-ka’s alladi yusrabu fihi).” 0 Proverb sa-yraq 

[cf. 216 tergi]: SA’WIN' SArRA’Q' QA’ TAKIYR' sawin sayraqqa tagir 0 “By (gracious) P 

speech one attains the cup (of emirs in their drinking)” — meaning that one is honored thereby. 0 

SIR'MA’Q' sirmaq “Pack-saddle cloth (barda'a) for asses.” 0 sirmaq 

SUPNA’Q' suYnaq A city of the Oyuz. 0 sirynaq N 

SAPLIQ saYliq “Ewe (na'ja).”1 Its root-meaning is “milch (halub).” saYliq 

SUW'LUQ' suwluq “Towel (mindil).” 0 suwluq 

SAQ'LIQ' saqliq “Alertness (al-yaqaza fi l-umur).” 0 saqliq 

SUQ'LUQ suqluq “Greediness (hirs, jasa‘a)’’ for food, or other. 0 suqluq 

QABTA’Q' qapyaq “Quiver cover (‘ifas [defined]).” 0 qapyaq 

QA^'JAQ' qatCaq “The place where channels of a river come together (al-mau>di‘ alladi qatCaq 

yatanatahu l-miyah min as-sau>a‘id).” 0 

5. See ED, 786; G. Clauson, “The Turkish-Khotanese Vocabulary Re-edited,” Isl&m Tetkikleri 

Enstitusii Dergisi V.l-4 (1973), pp. 37-45, line 184. 

237 1. MS. naj‘a. 



QADRQ qadraq “Windings and folds of mountains (ma'atif al-jibal wa-mahaniha).” 

Thus :: QAT' QADRAQ qat qadraq “A winding and fold (ma'taf wa-mahniya)." 0 

QUD'RUQ" qudruq The generic word for all “tails (adnab).” :: QUVY' QUD'RUQIY 

qoy qudruqi “The fatty tail (alya) of sheep.” 0 ’AT' QUD'RUQIY at qudruqi “A horse’s tail 

(danab).’’ 
Verse: 

QUD;RUQ: QATir TUK'DUMIZ qudruq qatiy tiigdiimiz 
TANK'RIYK' ’UKU§: ’UKJDUMIZ tarjrig iikiis ogdiimiz 
RAM'S IB' ’ATIP TAK'DIMIZ kamsip atiy tagdimiz 

[I. 393/472] 

’ALDAB' YANA’ QAJ'TIMIZ' aldap yana qaCtimiz 

We tied the horses tails securely; we praised God Most High greatly (meaning the cry allahu 

akbar among the heathen ranks), we attacked them and drove the horses, then feigned flight (so 

that they would come after us and we might round on them and rout them).” 0 QUS QUD'- 

RUQY quS qudruqi “Bird’s tail.” Proverb: TUQUM' BUZUB’ QUDjRUQlTA’ BIJAK SIYMA’ 

toqum yiizUp qudruqta biC'ak sTma 0 “After you skin the horse do not break the knife on its 

tail. This is like the Arabic saying: $awu>a axiika hatta ida andaja rammada (“Your brother 

roasted the meat so much that when it was done he put it in the ashes”). 

QlJDTtQ qudruq “Anal aperture (by allusion) (yukna bihi ‘an al-faqha)." Thus :: 

QUD'RUQY ’TK’N K§IY qudruqi otgkn kisi “A much-farting (nabbdj al-faqha) person.” 0 

QAR'SA’Q' qarsaq “The fennec or corsac fox (fanak).” 

QARLUQ qarluq A tribe of the Turks. They are nomads, not Oyuz, but they are also 
Turkman. 0 

QUR'LUQ qorluq “A skin (Sann) for keeping koumiss.” 0 

QARN’Q qarnaq A city of the Oyuz. 

QARNA’Q'’AR' qarnaq ar “A large-bellied (‘azlm al-batn) man.” 0 

QIRNA’Q qirnaq “(Slave-)girl (jariya).” Dialect of Yabaqu, Qay, CSmul, Basmil, Oyuz, 

Yemak, Qifcaq. 0 

KUTY QZLA Q koti qizlaq “A red-tailed bird (al-hummara min at-tayr wahwa ahmar 

ad-danab).” 0 

QIS'RA’Q' qisraq “Young mare (ramaka fatiyya)”\ or, according to the Oyuz, “any 

mare (ar-ramaka kd’inan md kdnat).” Proverb: QIYZ' BIR'LA’ KURA§MA’ QIS'RA’Q BIRLA’ 

YARISMA’ qlz birla kiir'asma qisraq birl'a yariSma 0 “Do not wrestle a virgin (for she is strong 

and will bring you down), and do not race against a young mare (for she is stronger and more 

impetuous than an older horse (faros) and so will beat you).” This is one of the proverbs of the 

Khaqaniyya which pertain to the wedding night of Sultan Mas'ud, when she tripped him with her 

foot and brought him down. 0 
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quSluq D 

qiSliq 

239 

QIS'MA’Q' qismaq “Lasso (wahaq).” 0 

QUS'LUQ quSluq “Forenoon (dahwa).” Oyuz dialect. 0 

QlS'LIQ qiSliq 

[I. 394/474] 

“Winter house (bayt sitwi); something made for the winter (Say’ u'idda li-S-Sita’).” 0 

QUPSA’Q NA’NK' qoySaq nar^ “Something feeble and weak (fihi futur wa-wahn),” 0 qoysaq 

QIF'JA’Q' qifdaq A tribe of the Turks. 0 qifSaq N 

QIF'JA’Q' qifdaq Name of a place near KaSyar. 

QUL'BA’Q' qulbaq Name of an ascete of the Turks who used to frequent the mountains qulbaq N 

of Balasayun. They say that he used to write with his hand on hard black stone: TANK'RIY 

QULIY QUL'BA’Q- taiyi quli qulbaq meaning “God’s slave Qulbaq,” and the writing would show 

forth on it in white; and the same on white stone, where the writing would show forth in black. 

Traces of it are found to this day. 0 

QALTUQ qaltuq “Horn of the wild ox [i.e. yak] (qam baqar al-wahS).” It is perforated qaltuq 

and used to drink koumiss, etc. 

QULTIQ qoltiq “Armpit (ibit).” 0 

QLTQ qiltiq “Dandruff, scurf on the head (ibriyya ar-ra’s wa-hazazatuhu)0 

QAMFA’Q qamyaq “Panic grass (tumam).” 0 

, qoltiq 

qiltiq 

qamyaq 

QUM'LA’Q qumlaq [Hops] A plant similar to bindweed (lablab) which grows in the qumlaq 

Qifdaq country. They prepare a drink from it mixed with honey. When this plant is brought on 

board ship the sea becomes so agitated that the passengers nearly drown. 0 

QAN'JIQ qanciq “Bitch (kalba).” 0 To curse out a woman one likens her to this and qanfciq 

calls her: FYNJIQ [sic] qanfiiq. 

MUN'JUQ monduq “Bead, trinket (kull xaraza min al-huli).” 0 MUN'JUQ monCuq monCuq 

“Anything that is hung to a horse’s neck, such as gems, lions’ paws, or amulets (tama’im).” 0 

MANJUQ manfiuq “Anything that is hung (yu'allaqu) on a saddle, such as a provisions manCuq 

bag or nose bag (haqiba, mixlat).” 0 

MUNTA’N KlSlY munyaq kiSi “A loquacious (tartar) person.” munyaq 

QIS'MA’Q qismaq “The two broad straps on either side of the stirrup (sayray ar-rikab qismaq 

al-‘aridayn yakunu r-rikab baynahuma)." 
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K 

BUR'JAK biircak “Forelock (nasiya), of a man; hair of the forelock or mane or tail 

(sabiba), of a horse.” 0 

BITRIK bitrik “Clitoris (bazr al-mar’a).” 0 

BITRK bitrik “Pistachio (fustuq).” Ar7u dialect. 0 

BISTK bistak “Cotton that is carded and ready to be spun (qat'a qutn manduf mu‘add 

li-l-yazl).” Cigil dialect. 0 

BSTK bistak “Wick (fatila).” Ar7u dialect. 

BUK'SAK boksag “Woman’s bosom (tariba al-mar’a)." BUK SAK’ boksag “Upper part 
of the chest (nahr).” 0 1 

TUT'SUK KI§Y tiitsiig kiSi “A quarrelsome (muSahin) person.” 0 

[I. 396/476] 

THJK taxCak (?) A type of Sini silk. 0 

TURBK' torpig “Adz or file (safari)." They also say: TURBKUV torpigii. 0 

TARLIK' tarlik “The saddle felt (mirSaha) which is put under the saddlecloth.” 0 

TUR’LUK tiirliig An expression for “the different types (anwa‘)” of a thing. Thus :: 

QAJ TURLK NA’NK' qa6 tiirliig nai^ “Different kinds (asnaf) of a thing.” 0 :: QAJ TUR'LUK’ 

SUVZ AY DIM qaC tiirliig s6z aydim “I said all sorts of things (qultu anwa‘an min al-kalam).’’ 0 

TUR MA’K* tumiak “Rolled bread (zurriaward).” 0 

TIRNA K ternik “An assembly of the people who agree on a course of action (mihfal 
al-qawm ijtama‘u t-tadbir).” 0 

TU§ LK ’UVDIY tiiSliik odi “Time to halt for a rest (waqt at-ta‘ns).” 0 

TAKRAK- tagrak “Rim (hitar)” of anything. Thus :: QUDUr TAK'RAKIY qudu7 

tagraki “Rim of a well.” 0 

TUKXUK: tagliik “Blind (danr).” Thus :: TUKjLUlC KUZLK tagluk kozlUg “A blind 
man.” 0 

TAW'LUK/ tawliig “Deceiver (muhtal, xadda1).” 0 

JAK’RAK- eakrak “A single layered gown (qaba’ taq) of wool, worn by slaves.” 
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“A weak-sighted person (axfaS)” is called: KUVZIY JAR'LIK kozi carlig. Carlig 

JALBAK c'alpak “Bleariness of the eye (yamas al-‘ayn).” 0 Ealpak 

JIL'DAK cildag “A sore (qarh) that appears on the upper chest of a horse.” It flows Cildag 

with pus and afterwards must be cauterized. 0 

SUR'TUK T§L’R' siirtiik ellar “Lesbian (al-mar’a al-mashuqa wa-s-sahiqa kadalika).” siirtiik 

Anything “rubbed (insahaqa)” is called: SUR'TUK siirtiik. 0 

SAD'RAK'1 BUVZ' sadrak boz “Loosely-woven (muhalhal an-nasj) cloth.” 0 SAD- sadrak 

RAK QABUr sadrak qapu7 “A grated or latticed door (as-sanjura wahwa bab musabbak).” 0 

SUR'JUK sijrCiik “Evening conversation (samar).” The Oyuz have fatha on the jim and sQrfiik 

say: SUR'JAK sordak. 0 sorcak D 

SALJUK salCiik Name of the grandfather of the present Sultans. He was called: SAL> salCUk N 

JUK SUV BA’SIY salCiik sii basi. 0 

SIKRIK sekrik “Any place in the mountains that is crossed by jumping (hull mawdi sekrik 

fi l-jabal yu'baru ‘anha bi-l-watb).” 0 

SUKRUK sokriik “Female organ (mata‘ al-mar’a).” 0 sokriik 

KUBRUK kopriig “Bridge (qantara).” 0 kopriig 

KUT'LUK' kotliik A word of abuse meaning “You effeminate one! (yd muxannat).” kotliik 

Its real meaning is “You catamite! (yd man ‘umila bihi ‘amal qawm lut).” 0 

TUMlRUKl2 tiimriig “Tambourine (duff).” Oyuz dialect. 0 tiimriig D 

KUBjJUKl kopCiik “Saddle cushion (mi tar a).” Oyuz dialect. 0 kopCiik D 

KIR'BIK kirpik “Eyelash (al-hudb fi jafn al-‘ayn).” 0 kirpik 

[1.398/478] 241 

KAR'TUK k'artiik “A notch (hazz) in wood.” :: KARTUK KAM'RUK kartiik kamriik kartiik 

“Notches and furrows (huzuz wa-axadid).” 0 KARTIK kartik “A notch (hazz) cut in wood to kartik 

keep tally of bread and the like.” 

KUR5A’K kiirSSk Name of a food. It is made by boiling millet kernels in water or milk, kiirsak 

then butter is put on it, and it is eaten. 0 

240 1. Dot of D by later hand (?). 

2. Second U changed from A (?). 
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KAZLIK kazlik “A small knife (sikkin sayir) which a woman keeps with her fastened to 
her robe.” 

KUZLUK kozliik “Something woven from horse tails and put on the eye if it is bleared 
or dazzled.” 0 

KUS’RUK- TUSAT kosriik tusa-y “Shackle for the forelegs of a horse (sikal yaday al- 
faras).” 

KWRIK kawrik “A thorny tree (al-‘arfaj min ai-sajar).” 0 

KUWRUK- kiiwrUg “Kettledrum (al-kus wa-t-tabl alladi yudrabu bihi)." 0 

KAW RAK NA’NK kawrak nar^ “Any pliant shrub fkull say’ xirw min as-Sajar)” such as 

the castor oil plant, etc. 0 

KAWSAK NA’NK- kawsak nSi^ “Anything soft and pliant (fihi tin wa-futur),’’ such as 

a thin garment, etc. 

KUW§AK ’AT' kowsak at “Tender (fihi raxawa) meat.” KUWSAK ’AT'MA’K kowsak 

atmak “Bread made from fine-yeasted dough (‘ajinuhu min xamir hasan)." 0 

KUW-LUK" kiiwliik “A clay pellet (bunduqa min at-tin),’’ which may be shot before or 

after drying. 0 

KAK'LIK" kaklik “Partridge (qabj).”1 0 

K AKMAK AR k'dkmak ar “A man hardened by troubles (harasathu l-umur wa-qasd 

l-mihan fa-stadda fihi).” Its root is: KK kak meaning “Hardship (mihna).” Adjectives of this sort 

are exceptions to the rule, according to which this word should be: KAK'MA’N" *kakm§n. 0 

KAM DUK SUNKUVK kamdiik siirjuk “A bone stripped of the flesh (al-’uraq min al- 
‘izam).” 

KUNJUK konCiik Opening at the collar (jayb).” The Oyuz have fatha on the jim and 

say: KUNAJAK" konCak. 0 

KAN'JA’K kancak A tribe of the Turks. 

KAN J’K SANKIR kanfcak satyr Name of a city near Taraz. It is a frontier of Qifcaq. 0 

KANDUK kandiik “A vat-shaped container for flour, etc. (kandui fdefinedl ).” Kanclk 

dialect. 0 

kazlik 

kozliik 

kosriik 

kawrik 

kiiwriig 

kawrak 

kawsak 

kowSak 

kiiwl iik 

kaklik 

kakmak 

G 

kamdiik 

konCUk 

koniak D 

kanfak N 

N 

kandiik 

D 

241 1. MS. qayh. 
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KUN'LUK kiinliik “A daily matter (amr muyawama).” 0 KUNLK YIM kiinliik yem 

“Daily bread (rizq).” However, this [expression] is rarely used. 0 

MAR'DAK' mardak “Young of the bear (walad ad-dubb).” :: ’Dir MAR'DAKY adiy 

mardaki “Bear cub (daysam).” Some of the Turks call “a suckling pig (xinnawsj”: TUNKUZ 

MAR'DAKY toquz mardaki. 0 

[I. 399/480] 

MALDAK NA’NK maldak nar^ “Anything felted (mutalabbad),” such as the depilated 

pudendum. 

L 

BjriL bicyil “Cracks (suqaq)” in the hand or foot;1 also cracks in the gound. 0 

BAS'BAL basbal “A single coil of spun thread (jadba min yazl).” 0 

YAS'MIL' basmil A tribe of the Turks. 0 

“A quadruped with a white head (ibyadda ra’suhu)" is called: BASFlL YLQY baSyil 

yilqi. 0 

BTMUL bitmiil “Long pepper (ad-dar fulful).” 0 

BUSKA’L boSgal “Flat bread (ar-ruqaqa min al-xubz).” Khaqaniyya dialect. 0 

BUPRL boTrul “A bulge (amt)’’ in a full bag, a milk-skin,2 and the like. 0 

BUrRUL QUVY boTrul qoy “A white-throated (ibyadda halquhu) sheep.” 

BUKTAL ’AR' biiktai ar “A middle-sized (rab‘a) man.” 0 :: BUKTAL ’AT" biiktal at 

“A blat-backed (adakk) horse.” 0 

BUKRUL] ’AT' bogriil at “A horse white in the flanks (axsaf).” Also a sheep with white 

spots (aSkal), etc. 0 

BND’L ban dal (?) al-karb [defined as] Something which comes out of a tree in the 

shape of a shoulderblade, and which boys take and burn, then beat its coals, at night. They call 

it: ’UVT' BNDA’L ot bandal. This is in polo [sic]. 

TAR'ITL YIL'QIY taryil yilqi “Any animal that has white and black stripes on its back 

(fi zahrihi xutut bid wa-siid),” such as “a speckled one (namii)" is: TAR'TIL taryil. This adjec¬ 

tive may modify all animals except horses. 0 

kiinliik 

mard'Sk 

D 

242 

maldak 

biCyil 

basbal 

basmil N 

baSyil 

bitmiil 

boSgal D 

boyrul 

biiktal 

bogriil 

bandal ? 

taryil 

242 1. MS. rajul, read rijl. 

2. MS. tabb, correct to watb; cf. 232 boyruy. 
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TUrRIL' tOTTll A bird of prey. He kills a thousand geese and eats one. The man’s toyril 

name: TUPRIL tOTril is after this. 0 N 

TTRL toyril “Gut-wurst (am‘a’) stuffed with meat and spices.” Kancak dialect. 0 D 

JASKA’L CaSk'al “Earthenware, broken pots (xazaf,3 burrna a'Sar).” K'anclk dialect. 0 CaSkal D 

SANKIL [sic] sapgil “A freckle (kalafa) which appears on the face.” 0 sapgil 

SAR'SA’L sarsal “Weasel (dalaq).” It is a small animal resembling the sable (sammur). sarsal 

0 

QAR'TA’L ’AT' qartalat “Meat in which are whiteness and redness (mujazza').” QAR'- qartal 

TA’L QUVY qartal qoy “A spotted (arqat) sheep.” 0 

QIR'TIL’AR‘ qiryil ar “A grey-haired (kahl) man.” 0 qiryil 

QIZTUL ’AT" qiz-yil at “A horse between ash and grey (bayn al-athal wa-l-aShab).” qizyil 

M 

BAJ'KAM' backam “A badge (sawm) in the form of a piece of silk or the tail backam 

[1.401/483] 243 

of a wild ox (yak), which marks the warrior during battle.” The Oyuz call it: BAR-JAM' barCam. barC'am D 

Verse: 

BAJ'KAM'’URUB'’AT'LAQA’ bafkam urup atlaqa V 

’UYTUR DAQIY TAT LAQA’ uyTurdaqi tatlaqa 

’UPRIYYAWUZ' ’IT'LAQA’ oyri yawuz itlaqa 

QUS’LAR' KIBIY ’UJ-TUMIZ’ quslar kepi uStimiz 

We put badges on the horses; we headed for the Uighur dogs (meaning ‘people’) [lit.: towards the 

Tats among the Uighur; toward the hidden evil dogs;] we flew (toward them) like birds (until we 

fell upon them).” 0 

BAJ'KUM bafkiim “Hall of a house (saqifa al-bayt).” 0 baCkiim 

BAD-RAM’ badram “Joy and laughter among the people (as-surur wa-d-dahika bayn al- badram 

qawm).” The ground, when it has blossomed forth with flowers, is called: BAD-RAM- YIYR" 

badram yer meaning “Pleasant ground (ard naziha).” I do not know the origin of this word, since 

I have heard it from the lips of Persians. However the Dyuz call a “festival day (yawm al-‘id)”: 

BAY'RAM" bayram, since it is a day of joy and pleasure. The dal has been changed to yd’ accord- (bayram 

ing to their custom. From this point of view the word must be pure Turkic (luja mahda). 0 D) 

3. MS. jazaf. 
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:: ’UL YUMUS'QA’ BIR'TAM BAR'DIY ol yumusqa birtam bardi “He went off on the birtam 

mission whole-heartedly and for a long time (munqati‘an tawilan), as if he did not intend to come 

back.” 0 

BAP RAM’ QUM' bayram qum “Sand dune (rami “alij jubayl).”1 A certain sandy tract bay-ram 

(rami) between KaSyar and Yarkand is called: BATRAM QUVMIY bayram qumi. 0 N 

BUXSUM buxsum “Millet beer (mizr [defined]).” O' buxsam 

TUM'RUM' YirA’J- tomrum yiyaf “A piece of wood that is cut (maqtu‘),” such as a tomrum 

shoemaker’s last (‘alat al-iskaf), and the like. 0 

TU$'RUM tiiSriim “A ball of spun thread (bull dajaja min al-yazl).’’2 Aryu dialect. 0 tiiSriim D 

ZUNKM ziingiim A type of Sini brocade. 0 ziingiim 

SID'RIM sidrim “Strap (qidd).” Oyuz dialect. 0 :: SID'RIM ’IYSlIT ’AR' sidrim sidrim D 

isliy ar “A man who completes a job and leaves nothing over for someone else.” 0 

SAR'QIM'3 sarqim “Hoarfroast (saqi‘).” 0 sarqim 

KUTRUM kotriim “Bench (dukkan) on which one sits.” 0 kotriim 

KUJRM koCriim “Panic (faza'a)." It is when villagers flee into the city. 0 koCriim 

KD’RIM’AT" kadrim at “Skinned (maslux) flesh.” 0 k'adrim 

[1.402/485] 244 

KAS TAM kastam “A feast (diyafa) which one prepares for drinkers who come to him kastam 

without formal arrangements.” 0 

Words Having Two Letters the Same 

R 

TAR-TAR'1 tartar (turtur ?) A bird like the turledove (qurnri). tartar 

:: TAWY ’AM'KY JURJUR tewe amgi iurcur [lit. “the camel’s teat CurCur”] Onomato- CurCur 
poeic for the fall of milk into the milking dish. 0 

243 1. MS. habil, 

2. MS. dahaja min al-‘azl. 

3. Second suktm (') changed from U (?). 

244 1. Sukiins (") changed from U (first one is unclear). 
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:: QARIN QURQUR ’TY qarin qurqur etti “The belly growled (taqarqara).” 

K 

SUKSUK siiksiik “Tamarisk (yada).” 

M 

SUM'LIM TAT’ somlim tat “A Persian who does not know any Turkic.” Anyone who 

does not know Turkic is called: SUM’LIM somlim. 0 

KUR’KUM kiirkiim “Saffron (za‘faran).” This word agrees with Arabic, since the Arabs 

too call it kurkum. Verse: 

BAK’LAR ’TIN ’ARTURUB’ 

QADruV ’ANY TURTURUB’ 

MANKZIY YUZIY SARTARIB’ 

KUR’KUM ’ANKAR TURTULUVR’ 

beglar atin aryurup 

qadyu ani turyurup 

manzi yiizi saryarip 

kiirkiim ai^ar tiirtulur 

Eulogizing Afrasiyab: “The emirs have jaded their horses, and grief has emaciated them; their 

faces [have turned yellow] as though smeared with saffron.” 0 

Chapter: fa'alil, in its various vocalizations 

J 

SARATUJ sarayuC “A woman’s veil (ximar al-mar’a).” 

R 

SIPA’QUR sipaqur “Nosebag (mixlat).” Its root is: SIB ’AQURY sip aquri meaning 

“Manger of a foal in its second year (mi‘laf at-tani min al-xayl)." 

Z 

QULA ?(W)UZ qulabuz “Guide (dalil)." The ba’ is an alternant of vav. Proverb [cf. 

214 Cuwya]: QALIN QA’Z QULA’VUZ SUVZ BULM’S’ qalin qaz qulavuzsuz bolmas 0 “A 

flock of geese do not fly without a guide.” This is coined to advise someone to follow one who is 

better guided2 3 than himself. 

Q 

JIJA’LAQ’4 CiCalaq “The little finger (xinsir)." 0 

2. B altered to W by later hand. 

3. MS. ahda, read ahda. 

4. Sukun (’) changed from U; originally JJ’LUQ (?). 

qurqur 

siiksiik 

somlim 

kiirkiim 

V 

sarayufi 

sipaqur 

qulabuz 

qulavuz 

D P 

CiCala q 
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JIJA’MUQ CiCamuq “The ring finger (binsir).” This is a little-known word.5 0 

SULA’MUQ solamuq “A left-handed (a‘sar) man.” 0 

QAR’JUQ' qaracuq A name for al-Farab. It is one of the cities6 of the Oyuz. 0 

QAR’MUQ qaramuq “Corn cockle (zuwan at-ta‘am).” 0 

[I. 404/487] 

QAMIYJA’Q qamiCaq “Tadpole (du'mus).” 

K 

TUN’RIK YIYR' tiinarig yer “Any dark (muzlim) place.” Also “the grave (qabr)” is 

called: TUN’RIK tiinSrig. :: ’AR TUN’RIK K’ KIRDY ar tun'irigk’a kirdi “The man entered the 

grave.” 0 

JUM’RUK K§Y Comariik kisi “A blear-eyed (a'mas) man.” 0 

XUJVNA’K [sic] Ciiciinak (?) “A melon which is sweet-smelling and streaked (hadaja 

[defined]).” 0 

BAJ’NAK baCanak A tribe of the Turks dwelling near Rum. BAJ’NK baCanak A clan of 

the Oyuz; BJAN'K baCanak is a variant. 0 

Chapter: fa‘al‘al, second and fourth radicals vowelledj/a'aHn 

J 

TAFILTUVJ tawilyuC “Jujube (tabarxun)."1 

D 

BUrUR'DA’ SAJ- buyurda saC “Curly (ja‘d) hair.” 

S 

Jl’AXSY cinaxsi (?) An embroidered Sini silk. 

5. qalla ma yu'rafu, last word changed to ya'rifu by later hand. 

6. MS. ism bilad, read min bilad, or (Terciime I, 487n.) ism balda min bilad, 

245 1. MS. tayarxiin. 
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r 

TABUZTUV NA’NK tapuzyu nSt^ “Riddle (alyuza).” 0 

TUTURTUV NA’NK tutuzyu nai^ “Something to be recommended (haqquhu an 

yu‘aza fihi)." 0 

SIBIZTU sibizyu “Flute (mizmar).” 

SIRIJTA’ Sirica “Glass (zujaj).” 0 

SAIRIJTA’ sarifcya “Locust (jarad).” An indolent (raxw) man is likened to it and 

called: S AIRIJTA’ ’AR' saritSya ar. 0 

QUBURTA’ qoburya “Owl (al-hama min at-tayr).” 

Q 

TRRQUV [sic] YIYR' tatirqu (?) yer “Ground with sparse vegetation (nabtuha yayr 

multaff).” 0 

TATIRTA’ tatirqa “A white tanned skin (qarfam [defined]).” 0 

TAWILQUV tawilqu A variant of: TAWILTUVJ' tawilyufi meaning “jujube (tabar- 

xun).” 0 

’AWIL'QUV awilqu Type of plane tree (Sajar al-qarm). It has red berries, the juice of 

which is added to the gravy of Tutmac. Its bark is used as a medicine for ophthalmia. It is also 

used to dye clothing. 0 

TUQUR'QA’ toqurqa “The spigot (sunbiir) on vats or ablution vessels.” 0 TUQUR'- 

QA’ toqurqa Name of a place in the summer pastures of Kasyar. 

SAQAZRQUV saqirqu “Tick (qurad).” 0 

QASIR’QUV qasirqu “Whirlwind (i‘sar).” 

K 

TUSR'KUV tiiSirgii “The outlet (fuha) of water into a canal; the place where the run-off 

from a mill pours (mafray) into another stream; etc.” 0 

JAKUR'KA’2 6'akiirga “Locust (jarad),” in Oyuz dialect; “locust before it can fly 

(qabl an yatira),” in Turk dialect. Crowded households and armies are likened to them, thus: 

JUKURK’ TAK SUV Sakiirga tag sii “An army as thick as locusts.” 0 

tapuzyu 

tutuzyu 

sibizyu 

siriCya 

sariCya 

qoburya 

tatirqu ? 

tatirqa 

tawilqu 

D 

awilqu 
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N 

saqirqu 

tusurgii 

Cakiirga 

D 

2. First A changed from U (?). 
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SUBUR'KUV siipUrgii “Broom (miknasa).” 0 

KTUR'KUV kotiirgii “Conveyance (minqala).” 0 

KASUR'KUV kasurgU “Leather bag (jirab).” 0 

KUSUR'KA’ kosiirga “A type of rat (naw‘ min al-jirdan).”2 0 

DUNUSKA’ diiniiSga “Hoary cress (qunabari)." Kancak dialect. 0 

[I. 406/490] 

KIMIS'KA’ kimisga “An embroidered Kasyar felt.” 

M 

TAKIRMA’ NA’NK tagirma nar^ “Anything round (mudawwar),” such as a flat-bread, 

a hand-mill, or a dirham. 0 

SAKIR'MA’ sakirma Name of a small town on the Khotan road. 0 

QUTUR'MA’ BUR'K quturma bork “A cap that has two wings (janahan),1 in front and 

in back.” 0 

KUJUR'MA’ ’UJUQ' ko£iirma o£aq “A stove or fireplace which is portable (yunqalu) 

from place to place.” KUJUR'MA’ ’UYUN kocUrma oyun The game called “Fourteen.” You 

draw four lines on the ground to make the fortress, and ten more for the gates; then you play, 

using hazelnuts, or the like. 0 

Those with Quiescent Second Radical and Vowelled Third Radical 

T 

MINDATUV mindatu “Silken canopy (? qazzina)."2 

J 

QUL'NAJIY QIS'RA’Q" qulna£i qisraq “A mare that is about to foal (‘aquq).” 

r 

QAR'NArUY ’AR' qarnayu ar “A potbellied (bath) man.” 0 

246 

3. MS. jirdan. 

1. MS. janaha. 

2. Cf. 247 mandiri and 264 mundaru; ED, 768. 
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SAPNAruV sa-ynayu “A dried gourd (qar‘ yabis).” 0 

QUN'DiruV qondiyu “Polishing stone (midwas).” 0 

QAM JIYruv qamcryu “A pustule (batra) that appears on the lips or fingers, with qamCfyu 
much pain, and with itching and fever.” 

K 

TUR'BIKUV torpigii “Adz (safari)” with which to smooth wood. 0 

TAM'RAKUV tamragii “Tetter (skin disease) (quba’)." 0 

SUK NAKUV sognagu “A pustule (batra) that appears between the nail and the skin.” 0 

KAR SAKUV ’AT' kariagii at “A horse with sores on his withers (bihi dabar bi-minsa- 

jihi).” 

M 

BULTAMA’ bufyama “Gruel (‘asida) that is unsweetened and unbuttered.” 0 bulyama 

J UQRAMA’ YUL' Coqrama yul “An abundantly-flowing (faw war a yazira3 al-ma’) Coqrama 
spring.” 

N 

BULTUN’ bulyuna A shrub (sajar) which is red, pliant, and shaped like tamarisk (tarfa’). bulyuna 

Camels feed on it. MALITJN’ mal-yuna is a variant. mafyuna D 

Chapter: fu'luli 

N4 

BULDUNY bulduni (?) Name of a thick mixture of sour and fresh milk (ratiyya) which bulduni ? 
has grapes or raisins thrown in and is eaten. KancSk dialect. D 

R 

SUNDIRIY SOndiri “Sea (bahr)-” Proverb: ’S'YA’K ’AYUR' BA§IM BUL'SA’ sondiri ? 
SUNDURIY DA’ SUVF' ’IJ'KA’Y' MAN a§yak ayur baSim bolsa sondurida suw idgay man 0 P 

“The ass says, ‘My head must be sound so I may drink sea water.’ ” This is coined for one who 

wishes a long life in order to 

torpigii 

tamragu 

sognagu 

karsttgii 

saynayu 

qondryu 

3. MS. yariza. 

4. Cf. ED, 335; error for T? therefore bulduti? 
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[1.408/492] 

gain his hopes. 

MAN'DIRIY mandiri — Cigil dialect — name of the room (majlis) where the bride and 

groom are brought together at night and people shower them with coins (nitar). 

L 

BUSTALY bustuli A name for “mountain spinach (sarmaq)" which is eaten. 

N 

KUZKNY kozk'ani (?) “A type of beetle which flies about at night with a buzzing sound 

(iqutrub [defined]).” 

Chapter: fu‘lundi, in its various vocalizations 

D 

SUBURN'DIY siipriindi “Sweepings (qumdma)." 0 

SAR'QIN'DIY SUVW( sarqindi suw “Drip water (al-qutar min al-ma’).” 0 

QUJTUN'DIY qucyundi “Onion (basal).” Cigil dialect. 

End of Quadriliteral Chapters 

Chapters of Quinquiliterals 

Chapter: fa‘al‘al, in its various vocalizations 

J 

SUQAR’LAJ BUR'K soqarlac bork “A tall (tawila) cap.” 0 

QArUR'MA’J1 qayurmad “Fried wheat (hinta maqliyya).” 0 QAWURMA’J qawur- 

mad — with thin fa’ — is a variant. 

YUUrRTUVJ' yoYuryuC “Pastry roller (mitmala),” for flattening noodle dough, etc. C 

R 

247 
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D 
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kozkani 
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qudTundi D 
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D 
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247 1. First A changed to U (?). 
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JAITIL'WA’R' ’UQY Ciyilwar oqi “Short arrows (husbana [defined]).” Verse: 

’UTRV TURIUB- YAFDIY [sic] ’ANKAR KIY§ ’UQY J^lHLWA’R- 

’AY'DIM ’ASir QILruV ’AMAS" SAN TAQIY YALWA’R' 

utru turip ya7dim aryur ke§ oqi fciyilwar 

aydim asi7 qilTu amas san taqi yalwar 

Describing the enemy: “When he confronted me I rained down on him short arrows from the 

quiver, then said, ‘Your flattery and cries for mercy will not help you now.’ ” 0 

r 

:: SAMUR'TUP ’IYS samurtuy is “A confused, inextricable (muxtalit la yudra maxra- 

juhu) affair.” 0 

QURUT'LUr KI§Y qurutlu7 kisi “One who has dried curds (du aqit).” 0 This is 

like the Arabic expression: rajul tamir wa-labin (“a man be-dated and be-milked”), meaning: du 

tamr wa-laban (“who has dates and milk”). 0 

:: TATIR'Lir YIYR- tatirliy yer “Smooth hard (dat jadad wa-salaba) ground.” 

:: QATIR'Lir ’AR‘ qatirli7 ar “A man with a mule (du bayl).” 0 

:: BASAR'Lir TAT basarli7 t§7 “A mountain overgrown with garlic (du turn).’’ 

BAHR Lir ’AR- ba7irli7 ar “A man who submits to no one (la yanqadu li-ahad).” This 

is like the Arabic expression: inna la-nahnu a‘zam akbadan min al-ibil (“Indeed we are bigger- 

livered than camels”). 0 

:: JAriR’Lir ’AR" Cayirliy ar “A man who has juice (du ‘asir).” 0 

[I. 409/494] 

SUrUR-LUr TAT- suyurluy ta7 “A mountain overrun with weasels /du wabr).” 

:: SiriRLT ’AR" si7irli7 ar “A man who has cattle (du baqar).” 0 

TAWAR’Lir’AR1 tawarli7 ar “A man of wealth (du mal).’’ 0 

JAWA’R’Lir YIYR' Cawarliy yer “Ground that has kindling (dat darm).” 0 

BAQIRLir baqirliy Name of a place near Balasayun. 0 BAQIR'Lir TAT baqirliy 

tay “A mountain having copper (du nul}as).” 0 

TAMIUR'LUr ’AT" tamurluy at “Flesh which has veins and sinews (du ‘uruq wa- 

a‘sdb).” 0 

:: QUBZIT KISY qopuzluy kisi “One who has a lute (du ‘iid wa-mizhar).” 0 

ciyilwar 

V 

samurtuy 

qurutluy 

tatirliy 

qatirliy 

basarliy 

bayirliy 

Cayirliy 

248 

suyurluy 

siyirliy 

tawarliy 

Cawarliy 

baqirliy 

N 

tamurluy 

qopuzluy 
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QUTUZLUr ’AR' qotuzluy ar “A man who owns a wild ox (yak) (sahib baqar al-wahs)." 

SAriZLir ’AR' sayizliy ar “One who has chewing gum (du ‘ilk yumdayu).” 0 SAITZ- 

Lir YYR' sayizliY yer “Ground having pure clay (dat tina hurra).” 0 

SAQIZLr TVN saqizliy ton “A garment with something viscous stuck to it (fihi ta‘alluq 

al-luzujat).” 0 

QAMlS'Lir YIYR’ qamisliy yer “A canebrake or reed-bed (maqsaba).” 0 

TABUPLUr’AR' tapirykryar “A man of inveterate service (du xidma qadima).” 0 

QABUPLUP ’AW' qapuylUY aw “A house with a door (dii bab).” 0 

TATlPLir NA’NK tatiyliy nar^ “Something tasty (ladid).” Its root-form is: TA’TI'P- 

LIP tati-yli'y* 0 

TUTUPLUr YIYR' tutuYluY yer “A land haunted by jinn who injure anyone that 

passes through (majanna [defined]).” 

TIDlPLir NA’NK tidrylry nar^ “Something to which access is prevented (mamnu‘ ‘an 

al-wusu.1 ilayhi).” 0 

:: QIDlPLir BUR K' qidi'yli'y bork “A cap with a brim sewn on (dat hitar muxayyat).” 

0 

QUDUPLUP ’AW' qiidiryluy aw “A house with a well (bi’r).” 0 

TARlPLAT tarfylaY “A sown field (mazra'a).” 0 

TURUPLAT YYR turuylay yer “Place of residence (mawdi‘ al-iqarna)0 

TARlPLir YIYR tariyliy yer “Land that is seeded (dat zar‘)'"; also, “granary (huri).” 

SARirxr ’AR' sarfylry ar “A bilious (mamrur) man.” 0 

QURUPLUr YA’ quruyluy ya “A strung (muwattar) bow.” 0 

BUSUPLUr YArY busuyluY yayi “The enemy in ambush (du l-kamin).” 0 

QABIQ'Lr QIYZ' qapaqliy qiz “A virgin (‘adra’).” 0 

QAJTWIQjLlT1 ’AR' qatiqliy ar “A man who is a mongrel or half-breed (hajinalso, 

“one who has a condiment with which to season his food (lahu idam yu’tadamu bihi).” 0 

BARAIQ'Lir KlSY baraqliy kisi “A man who has a shaggy dog (dii kalb ahlab).” 0 

qotuzluy 

sayizliy 

saqizliy 

qamiSliy 

tapuyluy 

qapuyluY 

tatrylry 

tutuyluY 

tidi'yli'y 

qidiylry 

quduyluy 

tariylay 

tunrylay 

tarr/liy 

sariyliy 

quruyluY 

busuyluy 

qapaqliy 

qatiqliy 

baraqliy 

248 1. Final sukiin (') changed from U (originally QITUQLUr ?). 
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JARUQLUr ’AR- (iaruqluy ar “A man with sandals (muhtadi).” JARUQLr caruqluy Caruqluy 
A clan of C>7uz. 0 N 

QARAQ L1P qaraqliy “Any animal which has an eyeball (lahu rnuqla).” :: QARAQ-- qaraqliy 

SIYZ TAK KUIR'VR:2 qaraqslz tag koriir “He blinks (yatayamazu) in battle, etc., as though he 
does not recognize3 

[1.411/497] 249 

the combatants and their outfits.” 

QASUQLUr ’AR' qasuqlu7 ar “A man who has a skin of koumiss (lahu rawiya al- qasuqluy 
amis).” 0 * n n / 

QUSIQ'Lr ’AR- qusiqliyar “A man who has hazels (du jillawz)." 0 

:: BA§AQ'Lir SUNKV basaqliy siinii “A pointed (dat sinan) spear.” Also, an arrow if 

it has an arrowhead (du nasi). 0 

:: TA§AQ"Lir’AR" taSaqliy ar “A man with testicles (du xusya).” 0 

QASUQLUr’AY’Q qaSuqlu7 ayaq “A bowl with a spoon (dat miVaqa).” 

BUQUQ'LUr’AR- boquqlu7 Hr “A man with goiter (du hawsala)." 0 

TAQUQLUr AR taquqluy ar “A man who has chickens (du dajaj).” Oyuz dialect. 

SUQAQ Lir TAT suqaqlry ta7 “A mountain overrun with antelope (du ‘ufr min 
az-ziba’).” 0 

_ HALIQLr UKUZ baliqliy ogiiz “A river with fish (du samak).” Also, land that has 
mud (fiha wahl), in Ar7u dialect. 0 

qusiqli7 

basaqli7 

tasaqliy 

qasuqluy 

boquqluy 

taquqluy 

D 

suqaqliY 

baliqliy 

D 

:: QULA’Q'Lir NA’NK qulaqlfy nSr^ “A thing with an ear (dU udun).” 0 

QUNUQLUr 'AW qonuqluy aw “A house with guests (duadyaf).” 0 

TURUM'LUr ’AR- torumluy ar “A man who has a newborn camel (lahu ibn 
maxad).” 0 

QURUMLUr TAT qorumluy tay “A rocky (dUjanadil) mountain.” 0 

TULUM LUr AR tulumluy ar “An armed man (mudajjaj).” Verse: 

qulaqlfy 

qonuqluy 

torumluy 

qorumluy 

tulumluy 

2. First sukun (-) changed from U. 

3. la yadn; corrected, below the line, to la yard, “does not see” (later hand). 
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’UNKDUN NALK YALWARMADINK QAJ QATA’ BIR'DINK TAW’R V 

TULUMLUr BULUB' QATIN'DINK QA’NIK ’AMDY YIYR' SUWA’R 

oiydiin naliik yalwarmadii^ qac qata berdir^tawar 

tulumlu7 bolup qatindir^qanig amdi yer suwar 

“Why did you not beg mercy before you paid the tax several times? Now that you are armed 

you are stubborn. (Go back to paying the tax; if not,) your blood will water the ground.” 0 

TABAN'Lir TAW AY tabanlry tewe “A camel with hooves (dat al-xuff).” 0 tabanlry 

TUBUN'LUr TARir topunlu7 tari7 “A corn stalk with knobs (al-burr du. l-ku‘- topunhry 

bum).” 0 

:: BUDUNLUr BUQUNLUr KISY bodunliry boqunhry kiSi “One who has kinsmen bodunhry 

(du raht wa-‘aSira).” 0 boqunhry 

:: BAQANLir QADI§‘ baqanlry qadiS “A strap with a ring (du halqa).” 0 baqanli7 

BADUK QARINLir’AR- badiik qarinli7 ar “A potbellied (hatin) man.” 0 qarinlry 

QURUN;L(jr ’AW' qurunlu7 aw “A house blackened with soot (muswadd min ad- qurunhry 

duxan al-mutarakim).” 0 

SAriN'LlT’AR' sa7inli7 'ar “A man who has milch-ewes (du hala’ib)." 0 sa7inli7 

:: SUrUNLUr TAT' soTunhry ta7 “A mountain overgrown with wild onions (du soTunliry 

‘unsul).” 0 

:: SAMAN'Lir’AR' samanli7 ar “A man who has straw (du tibn).” 0 samanli7 

QArUNLUr’AR' qaTunhry ar “A man who has a melon (du. battix)." 0 qaTunhry 

QUQUN'LUr’UVT qoqunhryot “A fire with sparks (dat iarara).” 0 qoqunlury 

[1.413/500] 250 

QULUNLUr QIS'RA’Q qulunlu7 qisraq “A mare with her foal following her (mutliya qulunhry 

[defined]).” 

The principle is that : LIP -lry added to these nouns denotes the owner (sahib) of the G 

object named; or else the passive participle (maful), which then takes on a variety of nuances that 

cannot be known in advance; 0 or again, it may indicate nouns of place. The first of these 

usages is illustrated in the phrase: BADUK QARINLir ’AR' badiik qarinlry ‘ar meaning “a pot¬ 

bellied (batin) man, one who possesses a large belly (du batn ‘azim)”-, also in: SAMNLIT ’AR' 

samanli7 ar meaning “a man who owns some straw (du tibn).” The second is illustrated in the 

phrase: SARirLir ’AR' sarrylry ar meaning “A bilious (mamrur) man”; 0 also in: QURQLUr 

YA’ quruqhry ya meaning “a strung (muwattar) bow.” The third is illustrated in the phrase: 

TARTLAT tari7la7 for “sown field (mazra'a)”; and in: TURFLT tunryUry for “place of resi¬ 

dence (mawdi‘ al-iqama).” 
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Know that most of the words in the quinquiliteral chapter are compounds made from 

simple triliteral roots. 

The suffix with yayn has a different connotation from that with qaf. The yayrt1 is used 

as I have just shown. The qaf2 is only used for locations (talzamu l-amakin). Example :: TARIF- 

Lir ’AW tariyliy aw means “a house having corn (du hinta),” 0 but: TARlPLir [sic] tarryliq 

is a granary (huri).” 0 QURF'LUF YA’ quruylu7 ya is “a strung (muwattar) bow,” 0 and 

QURrLUr [sic] quruyluq is “a bowcase (miqwas).” 0 This is what obliged me to mention 

several of them, so that they might be known. 

In writing the word you may separate the lam and yayn as long as they are not part of 

the basic noun. For example, in the phrase: BALIQlLlT ’UKUZ baliqliy bgiiz you may separate 

the: BALIQ: baliq from the: Lir -lry. 0 [Another example:] BARAQl Lir ’AR- baraq lry ar 

“a man who has a shaggy dog (du l-kalb al-ahlab)." However, the system employed in this book 

(? hadihi l-jiha) is better, since it serves for conciseness, both in the patterning (mizan) and in the 

transcription (kitba). 

Q 

BURNDUQ burunduq “Halter or nose-rope (zimam).” 0 burunduq 

BASINJAQ’AR- basinbaq ar “An oppressed (mustad'af) man.” 0 basinfiaq 

SAIFIR'JIQ siyirciq “Starling (tayhuj)” 0 si'yirgiq 

QABIRJAQ quburCaq “A wooden case (tabut).” It is usually used to mean “coffin quburcaq 
(tabut al-mayyit)." 0 

QUDURJUQ qodurcuq [Doll] (al-kid [ ?])4 They are figures (tamatil) which little qodurbuq 
girls make5 to play with, in the shape of people. 0 

QARINJAQ- qarinCaq “Ant (naml).” Oyuz dialect. qarinCaq D 

[1.415/501] 251 

They also say: QARIN'JA’ qarinda [608]. 0 

?TRJAQ bayircaq “Pack-saddle (akaf) for asses.” ba7irCaq 

250 1. MS. qaf, 

2. MS. yayn. 

3. Altered from QUBURJA’Q. 

4. Possibly to be read al-libd (“felt”) or, perhaps, al-lu'ab (“dolls”). 

5. MS. tathduh, read tattaxiduhu. 
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TULAR'SUQ'1 tolarsuq(?) “Heel (‘aqib),” usually of an animal. 0 tolarsuq ? 

BAriR'SAQ KISY bayirsaq ki5i “A compassionate, kindly (‘atuf hafi) person.” 0 bayirsaq 

BAFIRSUQ bayirsuq “Intestines (mi‘a’).” 0 bayirsuq 

BAriR'DAQ bayirdaq “A woman’s bodice (sudra al-mar’a).” 0 bayirdaq 

QURUPSAQ quruysaq “Stomach (ma'ida).” “A bird’s gizzard (qanisa at-tayr)” is also quruysaq 

called: QURUPSA’Q quruysaq. 0 

BUTURrA’Q buturyaq [Burr] “A thorn (Sawk) shaped like a pistachio, with hooks buturyaq 

that catch on clothing, etc.” 0 

TABUZTUQ tapuzyuq “Riddle (alyuza).” 0 tapuzyuq 

TUBULTA’Q topulyaq “Sedge (su'd)." TUBLFA’Q topulyaq “Colic (qulanj)" 0 topulyaq 

SIDIRTA’Q sidiryaq “Cloven hoof (zilf).” 0 sidiryaq 

QUDRTA’Q' quduryaq “One of the two tails of a gown (ahad daylay al-qaba’ xalfan).” quduryaq 

0 

QADIZTA’Q' qadizyaq “A blister (majl) on the hand, from working.” 0 qadizyaq 

BADIJ'LIQ YrA’J' badiCliq yiyac “A piece of wood to make into a vine trellis (‘aril badiSliq 

al-karm)." 0 

j?AJLAQ canacliq “Awkwardness, effeminacy (xurq, taxnit).” 0 Canacliq 

BAFIR'LAQ bayirlaq “Sandgrouse (qatat).” bayirlaq 

TAWAR'LUQ' tawarluq “Pantry (xizdna).” 0 tawarluq 

TURUQ'LUQ' turuqluq “Emaciation (huzal).” 0 turuqluq 

TARir LIQ tariyliq “Granary (hurt).’’ tariyliq 

JUBULMAQ Cubulmaq (?) “Dried apple (faliq at-tuffah).” Utluq2 dialect. 0 Cubulmaq ? 

D 

JUMU§LUQ ComuSluq “Privy (kanlf).” comuSluq 

JARUQLUQ caruqluq “A strip of leather to be made into sandals (u‘idda . . . li-l-hida’).” Caruqluq 

0 

251 1. First sufewn(') changed from U; originally TLURSUQ. 

2. Spelled ’TLIQ — see 62, n. 1. 
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TANUQLUQ tanuqluq “Testimony fSahada).” 0 

TUrA’Q LIQ tuyaqliq “A piece of wood to be made into a strainer (fidam).” 0 

SATirLIQ NA’NK satiyliq nar^ “Something ready for sale (mu'add li-l-bay1).” 0 

SARLTLIQ3 sariyliq “Yellowness (sufra)” of things. 0 

SIRUQLUQ' YirA’J- siruqluq yiyac “A piece of wood to be made into a tent pole 

(saqb).” 0 

SUriQLIQ NA’NK soyiqliq nar^ “Anything prepared for the cold (mu‘add li-l-buruda).” 

0 

QBAQLQ qabaqliq “A squash patch (manbit al-qar‘).” 0 

QADAS-LIQ3 qadaSliq “Brotherhood, kinship (uxuwwa, qaraba).” 0 

QURUP'LUQ qunryluq “Dryness (jafaf)” of a thing. 0 

QRUrLQ quruyluq “Bowcase (miqwas).” Thus :: KY§ QRUrLUQ keS quruyluq 

“Quiver and bowcase.” 

QASlQLn/JQ' MUNKUZ- qaSuqluq miiryiz “A horn to be made into a spoon (milaqa).” 

0 

SARAN'LIQ saranliq “Miserliness (buxl).” Verse: 

NAKIN TUTAR BAK'LAYUV ’UVZY Y?MA’S 

SARANLIQIN' SIPTAYUV3 ’ALTUN' Yir’R3 

nagin tutar bakiayii ozi yemSs 

saranliqin siytayu altun yiyar 

Describing human nature: 

[1.416/504] 

“Man hoards up his wealth and holds on to it tightly, crying over it out of miserliness, while he 

piles up gold; then he leaves it to someone else!” 0 

[He holds tight to his wealth and does not eat 

Crying because of miserliness, he piles up gold.] 

QArUNLUQ qayunluq “Melon patch (mabtaxa).” 0 

tanuqluq 

tuyaqliq 

satiyliq 

sarryliq 

siruqluq 

soyiqliq 

qabaqliq 

qadaSliq 

quruyluq 

qaSuqluq 

saranliq 

V 

252 

qayunluq 

3. Waterstained, text unclear. 
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QUNQLUQ ’AV qonuqluqav “Guest house (bayt ad-diyafa).” 0 qonuqluq 

TAruZMQ ’AR' ta^uzmaq ar “A short and. stout (b uhtur qasir) man.” There is also a tayuzmaq 

variant with qaf [i.e. taquzmaq]. Also for other things. 0 (taquzmaq 

D) 

MUriJZTAQ muTUzyaq “A fly (dubab) that resembles the bee (nahl).” Azyu. dialect. miryuzYaq 

D 

This suffix has five usages: (1) To form a noun in the meaning of a verbal noun (masdar). G 

Example: U’ULUrLUQ uluyluq “Deeming oneself great (kibriya’),” derived from : ’ULFA’D'- 

TIY ulyadti meaning “he became great (kabura)”; :: QURUrLUQ quru7luq “Dryness (jafaf),” 

derived from: QURINDIY NA’NK qurindi nar^ meaning “the thing dried (jaffa).” (2) To form a 

noun denoting that one thing has been prepared (mu'add), or is in store (muddaxar), for some¬ 

thing else. Example: SURUQ'LUQ YITA’J siruqluq yiyai “a piece of wood prepared to be made 

into a tent pole (mu'add li-yuttaxada minhu s-saqb)”; :: TUQA’Q'LIQ [sic] YlTA’p toyaqliq 

yryac “A piece of wood in store to be made a strainer.” (3) To form a noun denoting the place 

where something grows. Example: QABATLIQ [sic] qabaqliq “squash patch (manbit al-qar‘)"\ 

0 QArUNLUQ qayunluq “melon patch.” (4) To form a simple noun, unconnected with these 

other meanings. Example: BAriR'LAQ bayirlaq “sandgrouse (qatat)”; SiriRJUQ sryirCuq 

“starling (tayhuj).” This is a guide to form words which are not enumerated. They follow the 

explanation given here. If you regard the matter from this point of view you will find nothing 

that deviates from the rule. (5) to form a verbal noun (masdar). Example: TURUQ’LUQ turuq- 

luq “Emaciation (huzal).” 

K 

KIRIT'LK kiritlik “Lock (yalaq).” KRIT'LK QABUF kiritlig qapuy “A locked (muy- kiritlik 

laq) door.” kiritlig 

KUZAT'LIK NA’NK kozatlig nar^ “Something preserved (mahfuz).” 0 kozatlig 

JUKyTLUK' cokiitluk “Shortness of stature (qasr al-jutta).” 0 cokiitUik 

SUKUT’LUK' sogiitliik “Willow orchard (manbat Sajar al-xilaf),’’ with the hard kaf. The sogiitliik 

owner (sahibuhu) would be with the thin kaf [sogutliig]. 0 (sogUtliig) 

kuzj-luk: 

[I. 418/506] 253 

TITIK kuzaNik titig “Clay to be made into a pot (bastuqa).” The owner would be with the thin kiizaclik 

kaf [kUzSClig]. 0 (kuzaClig) 

TAMURLK tamUdiik “The place where iron ore is smelted (al-mawdi‘ alladi yudabu tamiirliik 

fihi hijara al-hadid wa-yuxallasu minha l-hadid).” The owner would be with the thin kaf [tamtir- (tamiirlug) 

liig]. 0 

KMURLK komiirliik “A tree, or a place, for charcoal (Sajar al-fahm wa-mawdi‘ al-fahm).” kbmiirluk 

The owner would be with the thin kaf [kdmiirliig]. 0 (komiirliig) 
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TABIZ'LIK tapizlik “Envy (hasad).” Thus :: ’NIK TBZLIKY KIM'KA’ TAL'QA’R' tkpizlik 
anig tapizliki kimka talqar “To whom does his envy do harm?” 0 

TTIZLIK titizlik “Bitterness (‘afusa),” as with the taste of myrobalan. titizlik 

BUSlNJAK biiSinCak “A cluster of grapes (‘unqud al-‘inab).” KanCak dialect. 0 biiSinSak D 

TKIRMAK tagirmak “Camel litter (hawdaj).” The Oyuz sometimes call it: ’UKUR'- tagirmak 

MAK iigiirmak. (iigiirmak 

D) 

§AKIRTUK: Sakirtiik “Pistachio (fustuq).” 0 SakirtUk 

KABAZLK kabazlik “Cotton field (maqtana).” To describe the person you say: KBAZ- kabazlik 

LK ’AR' kabazlig ar meaning “A man who has cotton (du qupi).” 0 kabSzlig 

BADIZ LIK’AW badizlig aw “An ornamented (muzaxraf) house.” 0 badizlig 

KIDIZ LIK YUVNK kidizlik yur^ “Wool prepared for making felt (libd).” The owner kidizlik 
would be with the thin kaf [kidizlig]. 0 (kidizlig) 

TAKUZLK tdgUzliik “A horse’s having a blaze (kawn al-faras ayarr).” Proverb: ’AT' togiizliik 

TAKUZLKY AY BUL M’S at togiizlUki ay bolmas 0 “The horse’s blaze is not (a substitute P 

for) the moon.” This is coined when one wishes something small to take the place of something 

big. 0 

SAMIZ'LIK samizlik “Fatness (siman).” 0 samizlik 

KUWAZ'LIK kiiwazlik “Insolence (batar).” Verse: kiiwazlik 

’§TIB' ’TA’ ’NA’NK NIK SAWLARNY QADIR'MA’ V 

NANK- QUB' BULUB' KUWAZ'LIK QILNB' YAN’ QUTURMA’ 

eStip ata anai^nig sawlarini qadirma 

nai^ qut bulup kiiwazlik qilnip yana quturma 

“When you hear the words of your parents do not turn (their words against them); when you find 

wealth and fortune (do not boast) nor let insolence seize hold of you and do not overstep your 

limit.” 0 

JAJAKLK CeCaklik Name for “a place where flowers grow (mawdi‘ yanbut fihi z-zahr)." geCaklik 
0 

KABAKLK kapkklik “The place where bran is made (al-mawdi‘ alladl yuj‘alu fihi n- kapaklik 

nuxala).” The owner would be with the thin kaf [kapakligj. (kapaklig) 

253 1. MS. jidd, read jadd. 
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TUWAK LIK tuwSklik “A branch that is to be made into a blowgun (ma kana min al- 

Jusn mu'add li-yuttaxada minhu marma l-banddiq 

[I. 419/508] 

bi-n-nafas) for shooting at small birds.” 

BTIK LIK N NK bitiglik nar^ “Something suitable to be written upon (mu‘add li- 

yuktaba‘alayhi).” The owner would be with the thin kaf [bitiglig]. 0 

KADUKLK KIDIZ kadiikliik kidiz “Felt which has been prepared for making a raincoat 

(mimtar).” The owner would be with the thin kaf [kadiikliig]. 

:: ’Y§Lir KUDKLK ’AR’ TSli'y kodiigliig ar “A man who has toil and trouble (du iuyl 

wa-‘amal).” One does not say: KUDKLK kodiigliig alone. 

TIRAIKLK teraklik “A poplar orchard (manbit al-hawr).” The owner would be with 

the thin kaf [teraklig]. 0 

:: BUV NA’NK' ’UL BIZK’ KARAKLK bu nar^ol bizka karaklig “This is something that 

is necessary (yanbayi) for us.” 0 

BASIK’LIK ’URATUT beSikiig uraTUt “A woman who has (a baby and) a cradle (dat 

radi‘ wa-mahd).” 0 

TU5AK LIK BAR JIN toSaklik bar£in “Brocade (or other) to be made into bedding 

(firaS). The owner would be with the thin kaf— I mean the owner of the bedding [toSaklig]. 0 

:: KUSlK'LIK" YYR- koSiklig yer “A shaded (muzallal) place.” 

TIKIKLK TUVN tikiglig ton “A sewn (muxayyat) garment.” 0 

TUKKLK TARir tokiikliig tariy “Poured (masbub)1 wheat,” or other. 

■■ KVJ LK BfLAK LIK K§Y kiiciiig bilaklig kiSi “A person with a strong arm (qawidu 
sa‘id).” 0 

“One who is knowing, intelligent, and wise (‘alim ‘dqil hakim)" is called: BLIKLK K§Y 

biliglig ki§i. 

BALIK LK KB A Z biliklik kabaz “A piece of cotton to be made into a wick (qutna 

mu‘adda li-l-fatila).’’ 0 

KULUK LK ’AR koliikliig Sr “A man who has a beast of burden (lahu. hamula wa- 
zahr).” 0 

tiiwSklik 

254 

bitiglik 

(bitiglig) 

kadiikliik 

(kadiikliig) 

kodiigliig 

teraklik 

(teraklig) 

karaklig 

besiklig 

toSaklik 

(toSaklig) 

koSiklig 

tikiglig 

tokiikliig 

bilSklig 

biliglig 

biliklik 

koliikliig 

254 1. MS. masuna. 
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KULIKLIK YYR' koliklig yet “A shaded (muzallal) place.” 0 

BURN'JUK biiriinciik “A woman’s veil (ximar al-mar’a).” 

BILIN'JAK' NA’NK bilinCak naq_ The name for “anything stolen (masruq) which is bilinCak 

later found in the hands of the stealer or of someone else.” Thus :: BILIN'JAK' BVJIL'DY bilin¬ 

Cak bildi “He recognized2 the stolen article in the hands of the stealer.” 0 

TARINJAK tarinCak “A thin cloak (rayta).” Oyuz dialect. tarinCak D 

This suffix has five usages: G 

(1) To form a noun denoting the place where something grows. Example: SUKUTjLUK 

sogutliik “willow orchard (manhit al-xilaf).” Or denoting the place where something is put. Exam¬ 

ple: KABAK'LIK kapaklik “A pi ace for bran (mawdi‘ an-nuxala).” 

(2) To form a noun denoting that something has been prepared (udduxira) to be made 

into the thing mentioned. Example: TU§AK'LIK BAR'JIN'tos&klik barcin 

[1.421/511] 255 

“brocade prepared for making bedding”; :: BUV YPA’J ’UL QABUPQA’ TIRAK'LIK bu yryaC 

ol qapuyqa tiraklik “This is a piece of wood that is to be made into the bar of a gate (mu‘add li- 

lizaz al-bab)." 0 

(3) To form a noun denoting abstract verbal nouns (bi-ma‘na l-masdar fi t-tabayi'). 0 

Example: KUWAZLK kiiwiizlik “insolence (batar)”; YKITLIK yigitlik “youth (gabab).” 

If the word falls in one of these three categories it has the strong, genuine kaf, no other, 

in all dialects. 

(4) To form a noun denoting the owner of the thing named. Example: BILAK'LIK 

’AR' bilaklig ar “A strong-armed (du sa‘id qawi) man”; :: BITK'LIK ’AR' bitiglig ar ‘ ‘A man who 

has an amulet (du ruq‘a).” This corresponds to the Arabic pattern in: rajul tamir iva-labin (“a 

man be-dated and be-milked).” 0 

(5) To form a noun denoting the passive participle. Example :: BLIK KI§Y ’ARA’ 

’ULK'LK ’UL bilig kiSi ara uliiglug ol “Intelligence is divided (maqsum) among people”; 0 :: 

TUSAK'LlK TUSA’K toSaklig toSSk “bedding that is spread out (mafrug).” 0 

If it is in one of these two categories it has the thin kaf, no other. 

All these words are composed of simple triliteral nouns plus the suffix, with the hard or 

thin kaf, in this chapter, or with the qaf in the last section, with the meanings that I have men¬ 

tioned. 

koliklig 

biiriinCUk 

2. ‘arifa wa-wajida; perhaps wajada “He found,” thus buldi . 
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As for quadriliterals and quinquiliterals, etc., beyond the simple stem, in the sound pat¬ 

tern, one adds the lam and qaf to those roots of the qaf or iiba‘ variety, but feu/to those roots of 

the feu/ or rifefeu variety, in all of the five meanings. This rule holds in all cases, without any excep¬ 

tion in any of the dialects. 

Chapter: fa'allan,1 second radical vowelled, third unvowelled 

J 

BAL'IQ'JIN baliqcin Name of a white bird which hunts fish and is called “heron (malik 

al-hazin)." 

D 

JurURDA’N (Stryurdan 

[I. 423/512] 

“water-bank or cliff (juruf).” 

Z1 

QURPZIYN qonryZin “Lead (usruf),” with zay between the two points of articulation. 

The Oyuz drop several letters and say: QUSUVN’ qusun. 

S 

BUDUR'SIYN budursln “Quail (salwa).” Verse: 

’UZUM MANIK BUDUR’SIYN’ oziim m'anig budursln 

’UVTIY ’ANIK JAQ’LANUVR oti anig Caqlanur 

0 Describing his love: “My soul is (like) a quail (summana), tossing and turning over the fire of 

(love for) him.” 0 

rJ 

TWISr’N tawkfyan “Rabbit (amab).” 0 TWlST’N YLY tawiS-yan yili One of the 

twelve years in Turkic. 0 

TAWUSTA’N ’UKUZ- tawi§7an ogiiz Name of a river which flows by the city of UC. 0 

255 1. MS. fa'laldn. 

256 1. MS. R. 

2. MS. ‘ (‘ayn). 

baliqcin 

CuTurdan 

256 

qoru7?.In 

(quSun D) 

budursin 

V 

tawi§7an 

N 
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:: BUV ’IT’ ’UL KISIY K’ JABITTA’N bu it ol kiSika Capityan “This is a dog which 

always attacks (abadan yahmilu ‘ala) a person (to bite him).” JABITTA’N ’AR' Capityan'ar “One 

who strikes necks (darrab li-l-a‘naq),” in Uighur dialect. 0 

:: BUV ’AT" ’UL QUD'RUQ SABITTA’N' bu at ol qudruq sapityan “This is a horse 

which always moves (abadan yuharriku) its tail.” Also of a dog who wags (tabasbasa) his tail when 

he wants some bread or when he sees his people and fawns on them. 0 

QADITTA’N ’AR' qadityan ar “A man who obeys no one (la yanqadu li-ahad).” The 

same for an animal that is refractory (harun). 0 

:: BUV ’AR' ’UL TALIM TARir TARITTA’N bu ar ol talim tarry tarityan “This is a 

man who often has his fields sown (katiran ma ya’muru bi-z-zira‘a 0 

:: BUV ’AR" ’UL TALIM" ’UZUM' QURITTA’N" bu ar ol talim iiziim qurityan “This is 

a man who often dries (katiran ma yujaffifu) grapes (or other).” 0 

:: BUV ’AT' ’UL TALIM' TUB'RA’Q' TUZITTA’N bu at ol talim topraq tozityan “This 

is a horse that often raises dust (katiran ma yuhayyiju l-yubar wa-yutiruha).” 

:: BUV ’UT' ’UL QARIN' BUASUTTA’N bu ot ol qarin boSutyan “This is a medicine 

which relaxes (yushilu) the bowels.” The same for anything that often weakens something strong 

by loosening (yuhinu quwwa ai-iay’ bi-l-hall). 0 

:: BUV ’AR' ’UL ’AWINK’ TALIM TAWA’R' TASlTTA’N bu ar ol awiiyi talim tawar 

taSityan “This is a man who often has goods conveyed (naql) to his house (or other).” 0 

:: BUV ’UVT' ’UL ’A§YJ TASlTTA’N bu ot ol eSiC taSityan “This is a fire that makes 

the kettle overflow (mufawwira)." 0 

:: BUV ’AR' ’L ’ATIN QASlTTA’N bu ar ol atin qaSityan “This is a man who often 

has his body scratched (bakk).” 0 

:: BUV ’AR ’UL MANY TUVT'JIY QAQITTA’N' bu ar ol mani tutSi qaqityan 

[I. 424/515] 

This is a man who always rouses my anger and annoyance (abadan yuqi'uni fi l-yadab wa-d- 
dajar).” 0 

:: BUV ’AR' ’UL ’ATIN' TALIM QALITTA’N bu ar ol atin talim qalityan “This is a 

man who always makes his horse jump (yuwattibu).” 0 

:: BUV KUN ’UL KUVZ QAMATTA’N bu kiin ol koz qamatyan “This is a sun which 

is dazzling (muhayyira) to the eye.” 0 

:: ’UITJL' MANIY ’AWK’ QUMITTA’N ’L oyul mani h'wka qomityan ol “My son makes 

me long fmufawwiq) for home (or other) always.” 0 

Sapityan 

D 

sapityan 

qadityan 

tarityan 

qurityan 

tozityan 

boSutyan 

taSityan 

qaSityan 

qaqityan 

257 

qalityan 

qamatyan 

qomityan 
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:: BUV ’UT ’UL BURUN- QANATTA’N bu ot ol burun qanatyan “This is a medicine qanatyan 

which always makes the nose bleed (mura“if).” 

:: ’UK'DIY ’UL ’ARIK QANITTA’N ogdi ol arig qanityan “Praise ever gladdens (mu- qanityan 

hizza abadan) a man.” 0 

:: BUV KI§Y ’UL SUVZ BATURTA’N bu kiSi ol s5z baturyan “This is a man who is in baturyan 

the habit of keeping a secret (min ‘adatihi kitman al-kalam), etc.” 0 

:: BUV ’AR" ’UL ’AS’ TATURTA’N bu ar ol as taturyan 

feeds (min ‘adatihi idaqa at-ta‘am) (guests, or others).” 

’AR-DIY ’ASIN TATURTA’N 

YAWLAQ YAHr QAJURrA’N 

’UrRAQ SUVSIN QAY'TARrA’N 

BAS'TIY ’ULM ’AX'TARUV 

‘This is a man who habitually taturyan 

Verse [cf. 306 qatar-]: 

ardi asin taturyan V 

yawlaq yayiy qaturyan 

oyraq siisin qaytaryan 

basti oliim axtaru 

Eulogizing a man: “He was a feeder (mit'dm) of guests, a repeller of enemies, one who used to 

drive back the army of Oyraq (by his firmness), till death brought him down.” 0 

TUBRTA’N YYR- topuryan yer “Soft bare ground from which the dust rises when it is topuryan 

trod (layna, batna [defined]).” 0 

SUBUZTA’N [sic] suburyan “Sepulchral vault (nawus); tombs of the infidels (maqabir suburyan 

al-kafara).” Proverb: SUBUZTA’N DA’ ’AV' BUL M’S TUBRTA’N DA’ ’AW BULM’S subur- P 

yanda av bolmas topuryanda aw bolmas “There is no house (for the living) in old tombs (maqabir 

qadima); (similarly) game does not inhabit bare ground (batina)” - it only frequents places where 

there are water and vegetation. 0 

QABARTA’N qaparyan “A pustule (batra) that appears on the body, with itching and qaparyan 

fever.” 

:: BUV ’AR- ’UL ’KU§ QATURPN bu ar ol UkiiS qaturyan “This is a man who is very qaturyan 

jovial (katir ad-dahk wa-s-surur wa-l-faxr).” 

:: BUV ’AR- ’UL TA’SlT YYR' DAN QUBURTA’N bu ar ol taSiy yerdan qopuryan qopuryan 

“This is a man who quarries (qalld‘) rocks from the earth.” Also of other things. 

[1.426/517] 

BUV ’AR- ’UL ’AJir TUDURTA’N- bu ar ol a<5iy toduryan “This is a man who fills (muSabbi') toduryan 

the hungry always.” Its root-form is: TUDTURrA’N todyuryan. 

:: BUV ’AR- ’UL SIDRIM- SIDIRTA’N bu ar ol sidrim sidiryan “This is a man who is sidiryan 

always cutting strips of leather from a hide and peeling off the hair (yattaxidu l-qidd wa-yaqud- 

duhu min al-jild wa-yaqSuru ‘anhu S-Za‘r).” The same for anyone who is characterized by peeling 

(qaSr) something. 0 
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:: BUV ’AL'B’ ’UL YAriYNY QAY^TAR'TA’N1 bu alp ol yayini qataryan “This is a 

warrior who always drives back the enemy batallion (yaruddu l-xamis abadan).” 0 

:: BUV ’AR’ ’UL QUNUQ'NIY QAJURTA’N bu ar ol qonuqni qacuryan “This is a man 

who always drives away (tarrad naffar) guests (or other).” 

:: BUV ’AR’ ’UL KSIYK’(Y)2 QJURTA’N bu ar ol kiSikS qiiuryan “This is a man who, 

when he sees someone alighting at his place, always becomes ill-mannered and condescending 

(yasu’u xuluquhu wa-yubayyinu min nafsihi l-kibr wa-l-faxr da’iman).” 

:: BUV ’AR" ’UL ’ARAN BUY’NIN QADIRPN bu ar ol aran boynin qadiryan “This is a 

man who always bends (yalwi) men’s necks.” 0 

:: BUV ’UVT ’UL ’ISYJ TASurTA’N^ bu ot ol e&C taguryan “This is a fire that makes 

the kettle overflow (mufawwira).” The same for a torrent that always causes the cistern to over¬ 

flow and disperse (afada ma’ al-hawd wa-hazamahu abadan). 0 

QAQURTA’N [sic] qayuryan A bread that is kneaded with butter and cooked in the 
oven. 0 

:: BUV BILA’ZUK ’UL BILAK QAWUR' I'A’N bu bilaziik ol bilak qawuryan “This is a 

bracelet that always squeezes (yadyatu) the wrist.” 0 

BUV UrUL ’UL BURUNIY TAMURTA’N bu 07UI ol burni tomuryan “This is a 

boy whose nose is always bleeding (yar‘ufu).” 0 

SATIZTA’N sayizyan “Magpie (‘aq‘aq)." 0 

QUDUZTUVN: quduz-yun “Crupper of the saddle (tafar as-sarj)." 0 

:: BUV ’AR’ ’UL KISY BRLA’ TUTJY TURUSTA’N bu ar ol kill birla tutCi turuSyan 
“This is a man who always opposes (yuqawimu) people.” 0 

.. ULA R IKY TAW A R SATlS TA’N ’ALlS'TA’N LA’R ’UL olar ekki tawar satiSyan 

aliSyanlar ol “The two of them are always selling and buying (yatabaya'ani. . .wa-yaStariydni) 

merchandise.” Another way of saying this is: SATlSTA’N TAWI§TA’N satiSyan tawKyan, from 

the verbs: SATIY satti meaning “he sold (ba‘a)” and: TAWJ.DIY tawdi (tawdi ?) meaning “he 

disposed (of merchandise) (tasarrafa)0 

[1.427/519] 

:: ’UL KI§Y BIRLA’ BAQlSTA’N ’UL’ ol kiSi birla baqiSyan ol “He customarily 

regards people with glances (min ‘adatihi abad™ yunaziru l-insan bi-l-lihaz).” 0 

qataryan 

qaiuryan 

qiiuryan 

qadiryan 

taSuryan 

qaTuryan 

qawuryan 

tomuryan 

sa-yizTan 

quduzyun 

turuSyan 

satigyan 

259 

baqigyan 

258 1. Y’ added by a later hand. 

2. Y (or NY) written below K’ (thus: kiSini). 
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:: ’UL ’AR' ’UL YAWLA’Q TUQUSTA’N ol ar ol yawlaq toquSyan “He is a man who is 

warlike and belligerent (min ‘adatihi l-harb wahwa mihrab wa-mis‘ar).” 

SUWUSTA’N sowuSyan “Tapeworm (safar)” — it is a snake in the belly. 

BIJILrA’N biCilyan “Cracks (Huqaq),” in the hands or feet, or in the ground. 0 

KUVIC TUBULTA’N kok topulyan “Mountain swallow (sumam).” This is the name of 

a bird which is said to have steel in its feathers and to bore through (yadribu . . . fa-yanfudu) 

mountain peaks to the other side. I was told this by someone to whom I am beholden for some 

favors. 0 :: BUV ’AR' ’UL JARIK' TUBULTA’N' bu ar ol £arig topulyan “This is a man who 

breaks (hattak) the battle line.” Its root-meaning is in the expression: TAMUR TUBL'DY tamiir 

topuldi “He bore through the iron with force (taqaba l-hadid bi-lidda wa-sataba).” 0 

:: BUV ’AR' ’UL KSIY BRLA’ TUTJY QATILTA’N QARILTA’N bu ar ol kiSi birla 

tut£i qatilyan qarilyan “This is a man who meddles in people’s affairs (mixlat mizyal).” 0 

:: BUV ’AR' ’L SINKIRIY QURULFA’N bu ar ol siiyri qurulyan “This is a man who 

always has muscle cramp (ya'tarihi t-ta5annuj).” 

:: BUV ’AR' ’L YAriYDIN QUTULTA’N bu ar ol yayidin qutulyan “This is a man who 

always escapes (abadan yanju) from the enemy (or other).” 0 

:: BUV NA’NK ’UL QABUf' DA’ QABULTA’N [sic]1 bu n'ai^ol qapuyda qawulyan 

“This is a thing which always gets squeezed (yandayitu) in the door (or other).” 0 

:: BUV QUZIY ’UL SAF'LIQ BRLA’ QUSULTA’N bu qozi ol sayliq birla qoSulyan 

“This is a lamb that is always joined (yuqarinu) to the ewe.” The same for other things. 

:: BUV SUVF ’UL' TAWRA’Q' SUrULFA’N bu suw ol tawraq suyulyan “This is water 

which always sinks into the ground quickly (sarima yajuru abadan).” The same for a spring 

whose water dries up quickly (sart'a al-Ju’ur). 0 

:: BUV ’AR' ’UL TALIM QAQILrA’N SUQULFA’N bu ar ol talim qaqilyan soqulyan 

“This is a man who gets buffetted by men’s fists (dalul bi-ajma‘ ar-rijal mulakkad)."2 

Q 

TUTUR'QA’N' tuturqan “Rice (uruz).” 0 

[1.429/521] 

TA§IR'QA’N KUVZLUK taSirqan kozliig “A boggle-eyed man (jahiz).” 0 

toquSyan 

sowuSyan 

bicilyan 

topulyan 

qatilyan 

qarilyan 

qurulyan 

qutulyan 

qawulyan 

qoSulyan 

suyulyan 

qaqilyan 

soqulyan 

tuturqan 

260 

taSirqan 

259 1. B changed from T (?). 

2. MS. mulkadd. 
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SIQIR'AQ’N siqirqan “A type of rat (naw‘ min al-jirdan)." 

K 

:: BUV ’AR' SUVKA’ BTILK’N ’UL bu ar siika bitilgan ol “This is a man who is always 

reenlisting (yuktabu smuhu) in the army.” 0 

:: BUVLA’R BUVDUN’UL TUTJY TIRL'K’N bular bodun ol tutCi terilgSn “These are 

people who always meet together or agree in a matter (abadanyajtami'una fi amr).” The same for 

anything that customarily withdraws and assembles (fi ‘adatihi Unziwa’ wa-l-ijtima'). 0 

:: BUV BUTRA’ ’L YUK KUTURKA’N bu bu-yra ol yiik kotiirg'an “This is a camel 

stallion that carries (hammal) loads (or other).” 

:: BUV BA’K ’UL YA’ZUQ' KAJURKA’N' bu beg ol yazuq kaCiirgan “This is an emir 

who forgives (safuh) offenses.” 0 

:: BV ’R ’L TLM ’IYS KAJURKA’N' bu ar ol talim iS kaCiirgan “This is a man who is 

skilled and decisive in affairs (huwwul qullab fassal xutta).” 

’AWUR'KA’N TAWUR'KA’N awiirgan tawiirgan. 

YATY ’UVTIN ’UJURKA’N 

TUVY'DUN ’ANY KUJURK’N 

’I§LAR ’UZUB KAJURK’N 

TKDY ’UQY ’ULDURUV 

Recounting the virtues of the dead man: “He was one who put out the fire of battle-foes,1 one 

who drove them from their camp, but a decisive business-man withal (fassal xutta); then a deadly 

arrow of fate struck him down.” 

:: BUV ’AR' ’UL TALIM ’UQ JAWURK’N bu ar ol talim oq Cawiirgan “This is a man 

who tests (naqqar) arrows” — this is done by turning them on one’s nail. 

KUSUR'KA’N' kosiirgan “A type of mole (naw‘ min al-xuld).” 0 

TUSUR'KUVN tiiSirgUn “Goat’s-thorn (Sajar al-katira’)." In one variant [cf. 222 
tiiSgiin]. 0 

KUWRK’N kowiii^In “Wild onion (‘unsul [defined]).” The Oyuz call it: KUMUR- 
KA’Nl komiirgan. 0 

TAMURK’N tamurgan “Arrowhead (nasi as-sahm).” Otuz dialect. 

.. BUV AR L ’IYSir ’ADA’QA’ TAKUR'K’N bu ar ol iSi'y adaqqa tagiirgan “This is a 

man who always brings an affair to its end (yuballiju l-amr axirahu).” 

Another way of saying this is: 

Verse: 

yayi otin ociirgRn 

toydun ani koCiirgin 

i§lar iiziip kaciirgan 

tagdi oqi oldiirii 

siqirqan 

bitilgan 

terilgan 

kotiirgan 

kaCtirgan 

V 

Cawiirgan 

kosiirgan 

tUSiirgiin 

D 

kowiirgan 

komiirgan 

D 

tamiirgan 

D 

tagiirgan 

260 1. MS. huriif al-aqtal, read hurub alaqtal. 
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:: BUV ’AT" ’UL KULAR'K’N bu at ol kolargan “This is a horse whose belly always 

swells and who lies down flat (yantafixu batnuhu2 wa-yanbatihu)." 0 

[1.430/523] 

:: BUV ’AR' ’UL SUVTUK' SUMUR'KA’N' bu ar ol siitiig sUmiirgan “This is a man who 

gulps down (‘abba’) milk (or other).” 0 

:: BUV ’AR' ’UL TAKMA’ YIYR DIN TUTJY SURUL'K’N bu ar ol tagma yerdin tutCi 

sUriilgan “This is a man who is driven out (mudaffa‘) from every place.” 0 

:: BUV NA’NK' ’UL' KARIL'KA’N' bu nai^ol karilgan “This is something that is always 

stretched out (yamtaddu),” such as a stretched skin, or clouds stretched over the mountain tops. 

0 :: BUV ’AR' ’UL TALIM KARIL'K’N bu ar ol talim karilgSn “This is a man who is always 

yawning and stretching (ya'tarihi t-tu ’aha’ wa-t-tamatti).” 0 

:: BUV ’AR' ’UL ’ADKUV SA’WIN TIRIL'KA’N' bu ar ol adgii sawin tirilgan “This is a 

man who will always live with a good reputation (ya‘ihi fi husn sit wa-taria’).’’ 0 

:: BUV NA’NK ’UL BIYR' BIYR'K’ TARIL;KA’N; [sic] bu nEr^ol blr blrka tizilgEn 

“This is something which is always arranged part to part (yantazimu ba’duhu ba‘dan).” 0 

:: BUV YIB' ’UL KASIL'KA’N' bu yip ol kasilgan “This is a string which always snaps 

(yanqati'u).” 0 

:: BUV TUKUVN ’UL SASlL'K’AN bu tUgun ol saSilgan “This is a knot which always 

comes loose (tanhallu).’’ 

:: BUV YB' ’UL TUKUL'K’N bu yip ol tugiilgan “This is a thread that always gets 

knotted (mun’aqid).” :: BUV ’AR' ’UL TUT'JIY QA’SlY KUVZIY TUKUL'K’N bu ar ol tutCi 

qaSi kozi tugiilgan “This is a man who always wrinkles (munzawi) his brow (because of his mean¬ 

ness).” 0 

This suffix (lit. chapter) — both (the section) with yayn and with kaf — has five usages. 0 

(1) To indicate continuity or habituality of the action. Example: BUV TUL ’UL 

BURjNY YUMURTA’N' [sic] bu oyul ol burni tomuryan “This is a boy whose nose is always 

bleeding (da’ima* ya’tarihi r-m‘af)”; 0 :: BUV ’AR' ’UL ’ADKUV SA’WIN TIRIL'K’N bu ar ol 

adgii sawin tirilgan “This is a man who will always enjoy a good reputation (da’iman ya'iSu fi sit 

hasan).” 

(2) To form a transitive adjectival indicating continuity of the action. Example: BUV 

’AR' ’UL TUVNIN QURnTA’N bu ar ol tonin qurityan ‘ ‘This is a man who often dries (hath at- 

tajfif) his clothes”; 0 :: BUV ’AR' ’UL SUVWUf SUMUR'KA’N' bu ar ol suwu7 sumurgEn 

kolargan 

261 

sUmiirgan 

siirulgan 

karilgan 

tirilgan 

tizilgEn 

kasilgan 

saSilgan 

tUgulgan 

G 

2. MS. batnahu. 
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[I. 432/525] 

“This is a man who gulps down (‘abba’) water (or other).” 

The simple nouns in this section have the hard kaf;all of the adjectivals have the thin kaf. 

(3) To form an adjectival with the meaning of the passive participle. Example: BUV 

’AR- ’UL QAQILTA’N SUQULTA’N bu ar ol qaqilyan soqufyan “This is a man who is frequently 

pushed and shoved (katirma yudfa‘u wa-yudallu)”; :: BUV ’AR' ’UL YIYR'DIN YIYR'K’ 

SURUL'KA’N bu ar ol yerdin yerka siiriilgiln “This is a man who is driven (mudaffa‘) from place 
to place.” 0 

(4) To form an adjectival of an unwilled action. Example: BUV KI§Y ’UL SUVZUK 

UNIT TA’N' bu kiSi ol sdziig unit7an “This is a man who always forgets (da’im^n yansa) words”; 

:: BUV TUKUVN ’UL SASiLK’N bu tiigOn ol saSilgin “This is a knot which always comes loose 
(tanhallu da’iman).” 

(5) To form simple nouns, with none of the above meanings. Example: KAWUR'- 

KA’N' kowiirgan “Wild onion (‘until)”-, TAWUSTA’N' tawiS7an “Rabbit (amah).” 

The 07uz, and all nomadic peoples from Rum up to Sin, elide the 7ayn or kaf which is 

the sign of the continuity of the action, for the sake of lightness. 

There is no distinction in speech between masculine and feminine adjectivals. Gender is 
known only from the context. 

None of the adjectival forms or of the rules which I have explained is confined to this 

chapter. Rather, each rule holds for all the verbs in each book, including those with four or more 

radicals. You will soon become acquainted with them, God willing. 

Chapter: fa lalal, second radical unvowelled, in its various vocalizations 

J 

SUN'DILA’J' sondilac “Bullfinch (sa‘wa).” Proverb: SUNDILA’J' ’IYSIY ’RM’S sondilac 

’UR'T'KUVN' • TM’K sondila* ISi annas ortgOn tapmHk “It is not the finch’s job to thresh hay.” P 

0 This is coined about a weak man 

[1.433/526] 

who wishes to do the job of a strong man but cannot. 0 

QARTILA’J' qaryilac “Swallow (watwat).” 

metathesis. 
QAR'LirAJ qarli7aC is a variant, by qaryilaC 

qarliyaC D 

262 1. MS. fa'laldlal. 
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r 

QAR'TALir qar7ali7 Name of a fortress near Taraz. Its root-form is: QAR'TA’LIF qaryali7 

qar7ali7. N 

Q 

TAMrALQ tam7aliq “A small ewer (ibrtq sayir).” 0 TAMFALIQ tam7aliq “A small tair. yJiq 

table, reserved for one man (nia’ida sayir a yaxussu biha r-rajul).” Its root is: TAMFA’Lir tairrya- 

li7 meaning “stamped (du t-tdbi‘).” The reason is that the king used to stamp with a seal his 

ewer and his private table, and they would contain enough wine and food for one man. Later 

every small ewer and every small table were called: TAM'TALIQ' tamyaliq meaning “a table pre¬ 

pared to be stamped with a seal (ma’ida mu‘adda li-yuda‘a ‘alayha l~xatam)' in order to prevent 

other than the king from eating thereon. It would be correct to say that the yayn was changed 

to qaf because of the closeness of their points of articulation. 

SRMJUQ sarmaCuq “A type of noodles (naw‘ atriyya)." The dough is cut up into small sarmaCuq 

pieces the size of chickpeas; it is fed to sick persons, and the like, in a broth. 0 

SAR’MUSAQ sarmusaq “Garlic (Turn).” SAMURSAQ'samursaq is a variant, by metha- sarmusaq- 

thesis. 0 samursaq D 

QURTULUQ quryuluq “Lightheadedness (tayi, nazaq)."2 quryuluq 

QIZ'LA’MUQ' qizlamuq “Measles, or a similar eruption (al-hasba u>a-butiir mitluha)." qizlamuq 

QAS'FALAQ qas7alaq A type of water bird, smaller than the duck. Verse: qa§7alaq 

TNKDA’ BL’ KURSA’ MINY ’UR’DAK ’AT’R' V 

QALW’ KRUB' QA§TALAQIY SUWQA’ BAT’R 

taqda bila korsa mini ordak otar 

qalwa kbriip qa§7alaqi suwqa batar 

Describing his hunting of birds: “When the duck sees me in those mornings3 [it quacks; when the 

qaS7alaq sees me with] a headless arrow this bird dives into the water.” 

BAL’KULK NA’NK balgiiliig nSi^ “Something evident (bad! zahir).” Proverb: BULDA’- b'algUliig 

JIY BUZATUV ’UKUVZ’ ’ARA’ BAL KUVLUK boldaCi buzaTu okuz ara balguliig 0 “A calf P 

that is expected to become a bull is evident among the bulls.” 0 This is coined about a strong 

and clever lad from whom every virtue is expected. 0 

263 1. MS. qaf 

2. MS. az-zaq, read an-nazaq\ cf. 13:9. 

3. MS. 7udar (“ponds”), read 7uda (pi. of yudwa, “dawn, morning”); cf. 131:2. 
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KUZKUNAKJ. kozkiinak A bird which resembles the sacer falcon and the lizard [sic] kozkiinak 
and lives on wind (ta’iryuXbihu s-saqr wa-l-‘azaya wa-yataballafu bi-r-rlh). 

[1.434/528] 264 

N 

“Inlaws (al-ahma’ wa-l-ashar)” are called: QADIN QAD'NA’rUN qadin qadnaYun, qadnaYun 
pleonastically. 

Another type. 

SAN/DUVA’J/. sanduvaC “Nightingale (‘andalib).” 

SAWDA’1 QACR SUNDILA’J 

man;da’ tinar qartila’j 

TATlLIUr ’UTAR SANTJUVA’J 

’RKAK T§LY JAR§VR [sic] 

Verse [= 523 sanduvac]: sanduvac 

sanda qacar sondilaC V 

manda tinar qaryilac 

tatliy ot'ar sanduvaC 

arkak tiSi uCruSur 

Describing the Quarrel of Summer and Winter; Summer says to Winter: “The bullfinch flees from 

you, the swallow (xuttaf) rests in me, the nightingale sweetly sings his songs, male and female 

couple” — that is to say, in summer. 

R 

MUNDARUV mundaru “A silken bridal canopy (al-hajala min al-harir)” 0 mundaru 

End of Quinquiliteral Chapters 

Chapters of Sextiliterals 

Chapter: fa'aValal, in its various vocalizations 

K 

TIZIL'DURUK tizildtiruk “Copper coins placed on the tip of a shoe (fulus ru’us al- tizil- 

0 diiriik 

KUZUL'DURUK' koziildiiruk “Something woven from horse tails and put on the eye koziil- 

if it is bleared or dazed.” A variant of: KUZLUK’ kozliik. 0 diiriik 

(kozlUk D) 
JANISTURK daniStiiriik “A berry (haml Sajar) similar to the hazelnut, white and red, 6aniS- 

that ripens at the beginning of summer and is eaten.” 0 tiiriik 

264 1. Two A’s over the D added by later hand (indicate nunnation, thus: sandan) 
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KUMULJ3URK komiildiiriik “The breast-girth on a saddle (al-labab fi s-sarj).” 

Q 

komiil- 

diiriik 

SAQAL'DURQ' saqalduruq Name for “the thread woven from silk which is attached saqal- 

to caps in order to fasten the cap underneath the chin so it does not fall off.” 0 duruq 

QALLDURUQ' qalalduruq A man’s name. qalalduruq 

N 

Chapter of Septiliterals 

ZARTUN'JMUVD zaryunCmud “A type of basil (sinjilat). ” It is what is called in Per- zarTunC- 

sian palang muSk. mud 

End of the Book of Nouns of Sound Words 

In the Name of God the Merciful the Compassionate 

Book of Verbs 

Chapter of Biliterals 

B 

:: QUL TANKRIY KA’TAB'DIY qul taryrika tapdi “The slave (worshipper) worshipped tap- 

(‘abada) God Most High.” 

[II. 3/3] 

’UL XA’N'QA’ TAB'DIY ol xanqa tapdi “He served (xadama) the king (or other).” 

:: ’UL NA’NK’NIY TAB'DIY ol naryii tapdi “He found (wajada) the thing (which was 

lost).” TABA’R TAB'MA’Q tapar tapmaq. 0 

:: ’UL QULIN' TAB'DIY ol qulin tapdi “He kicked (rakala . . . bi-rijl) the slave.” 

TABA’R' TAB'M’K tapar tapmSk. 

:: ’AR' SUWDA’JAB’DIY ar suwda Capdi “The man swam (sabaha) in the water.” Cap- 

:: ’UL ’AT'NIY JIBIQ' BIR'LA’ JAB'DIY ol atni Cipiq birla Capdi “He struck the horse 

lightly (daraba . . . xafifvn) with a stick.” 

:: JUMAQ TAT' BUY'NIN JAB'DIY Comaq tat boynin Capdi “The Muslim struck 

(daraba) the neck of the unbeliever.” Uighur dialect. 0 E 
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:: ’AR' ’AWIN' JAB'DIY ar awin Capdi “The man plastered his house with fresh mud 

(lataxa . . . bi-tin hurr).” JABA’R' JAB'M’Q Capar Capmaq. 

:: YYJY YKNA’ SAB'DIY yiCi yigna sapdi “The tailor threaded (daxxala . . . s-silk fi) sap- 

the needle.” 

:: ’UL QUS QANTIN' SAB'DIY ol quS qanatin sapdi “He bound (wasala) the bird’s 

wing.” The same for anything defective which one mends or binds (jabara, wasala). SABA’R 

SAB'MA’Q' sapar sapmaq. 0 

:: ’AR' TUVN QAB'DIY ar ton qapdi “The man stole (xalasa) the garment (or other).” qap- 

:: ’UrLA’Nir YIYL' QAB'DIY oylaniy yel qapdi “The baby suffered a stroke (asaba . . . sa‘fa) 

from the jinn.” QABA’R QAB'MA’Q qapar qapmaq. Also used of a breeze that flutters (habba 

bi-) a garment, or the like. 

:: ’AR' YUQA’RUV QUB'DIY ar yoqaru qopdi “The man rose from his place (qama . . . qop- 

min makanihi).” :: TUBIY QUB'DIY tiipi qopdi “The wind blew up (habbat)." :: QUS QUB'DIY 

quS qopdi “The bird (or other) rose upward (nahada).” QUBA’R QUB'M’Q qopar qopmaq. 

J 

:: ’AR' ’AT' BIJ'DIY ar at bi£di “The man cut (qata'a) the meat (or other).” BIJA’R biC- 

BJMA’Q bigar bicmaq. 

:: MAN YBA’R SAJ'TIM man yipar sactim “I scattered (natartu) musk (or other).” :: sa£- 

UL AWKA SUVW SAJ DIY ol awka suw sa£di “He sprinkled (raSSa) water in the house (or 

other).” SAJA’R SAJ'M’Q sacar sacmaq. 

:: ’AR' SIJ'DY ar sicdi “The man defecated (tajawwata).” SIJ’R SIJMA’Q siCar siCmaq. sif- 

The same for other [animals]. 0 

:: ’AR' QAJ'DIY ar qacdi “The man (or other) fled (haraba)." QJ’R QjM’Q qacar qa6- 

qafimaq. 0 

:: ’UL MINY QUJ'DIY ol mini quCdi “He embraced (‘anaqa) me.” QUJA’R QUJMA’Q' qufi- 

qucar qucmaq. 0 

[H. 5/5] 266 

:: AY KUVN KAJ'TY ay kiin kacti “The month and the day have passed (madd).” :: ka6- 

’AR' SUVW KAJ'TY ar suw kaiti “The man crossed (‘abara) the water (or other).” :: ’AR' 

KAJ'TY ar kacti “The man passed (mada), i.e. died (rriata).” KAJ’R' KAJ'M’K kaCar kagmak. 0 

:: SUV KUJ'TIY sii koCti “The troops (or other) set out (rahila).” KUJA’R KUJM’K koC- 
koCar koCmSk. 0 

With regard to hard letters, it is preferable to change the dal of the preterite into fa’, for G 

the sake of euphony. The hard letters are: the hard ba’,1 the hard Jim, qaf, the hard kaf. With 
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the exception of these letters, the correct pronunciation of the preterite is with dal [see 281-2 G]. 

Verse: 

TUNLA’ BLA’ KUJA’LIM 

YAMAR: SUWIN KAJ’LJM 

TARNKUVK' SUWIN ’?JA’LM1 2 

YUWrA’ YATY ’UWLSUVN 

tiinla bila kocSlim 

yamar suwin kacalim 

tarnuk suwin iialim 

yuwya ya7i uwulsun 

“We’ll set out (nartahilu) at night; we’ll cross the Yamar water — (it is a river); we’ll drink seepage 

water; so that the enemy, swerving from us, will crumble in our hand.” 

R 

V 

:: ’UL ’AWKA’ BAR'DIY ol awka bardi “He went (dahaba) to the house (or other).” bar- 

BARIYR- BAR MA’Q barir barmaq. 0 

:: ’UL YANJUQ ’AFZIY BUR'DIY ol yancuq a7zi biirdi “He drew together (zawa) the biir- 

mouth of the bag.” The same for anything that resembles this, such as the waistband of trousers, 

etc. BURA’R' BURMA’K biirar biirmak. 

:: YIBA’R' BUR'DIY yipar burdi “The musk fragrance spread (fahat).” The same for bur- 

any sweet fragrance that spreads out (tadawwa'a). :: SUVW) BUR'DIY suw burdi “The steam (or 

other) rose up (irtafa'a).” BURA’R' BURMA’Q burar burmaq. 0 

:: ’AR' YUQA’RUV TUR'DIY ar yoqaru turdi “The man (or other) stood up (qama).” tur- 

:: TUM’N TUR'DIY tumin turdi “The mist rose (haja).” TURUR' TUR'MA’Q turur turmaq. 

TURUR' turur. This is an aorist verb, with no preterite or infinitive. It means (turur) 

[II. 6/7] 267 

“is” (huwa). For example: :: ’UL TA’S TURUR' ol taS turur “It is a stone (annahu (tajarun 

huwa).” :: ’UL QU§ TURUR' ol quS turur “It is a bird.” This is a copula (sila) in speech. It is G 

similar to Arabic yanbayi (“it is necessary”) in not having a preterite or infinitive. 0 

:: ’UL BITIK TUR'DIY ol bitig turdi “He rolled up (tawa) the book (or other).” tiir- 

TURA’R' TUR'MA’K tUrSr tiirmik. 0 

:: ’UL SAR'DIY ol sardi “He was patient (sabara) about something.” SARA’R' SAR'- sar- 

MA’K sarlr sarm'ak. 0 

:: ’UL ’AT' SUR'DIY ol at siirdi “He drove (saqa) the horses (or other).” siir- 

266 1. MS.yu’. 

2. Later hand, in margin: ’IJA’LIM. 
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:: ’AR' ’ITir SUR'DIY ar iti'y siirdi “The man drove away (tarada) the dog (or other).” 

SURA’R SUR'MA’K siirar surmak. Also when an emir banishes someone (ajla) from the country 

you say: SUR'DIY siirdi. 0 

:: XA’N SUVSIN' QUR'DIY xan siisin qurdi “The (emir or) king mustered (jama‘a) his qur- 

army.” :: X’N JUVA’J" QUR'DIY xan cuvac qurdi “The king unfurled (halla, naZara) the royal 

pavillion.”1 QURA’R' QUR'MA’Q' qurar qurmaq. 

:: ’AR' YIYRIK QIR'DIY ar yerig qirdi “The man scraped (qasara) the ground (or qir- 

other).” QIRA’R' QIR'MA’Q qirar qirmaq. 0 

:: ’AR' YA’ QUR'DIY ar ya qurdi “The man strung (wattara) the bow.” QURA’R' qur- 

QUR'MA’Q qurar qurmaq. 0 

:: ’AR' YIB' KAR'DIY ar yip kardi “The man stretched (madda) the rope (or other).” kar- 

:: BAK YUVL KAR'DIY beg yol kardi “The emir2 stretched (madda) the road.” This means that 

he has men strationed in look-outs so that no one can pass without his knowledge. 0 This is 

done from fear of the enemy. 

:: ’IT' KARDIY it kardi “The dog barked (nabaha).” Qarluq dialect. KARA’R'KAR'- D 

MA’K karar karm'ak. 

:: ’L MNY KRDIY ol mani kordi “He saw (ra’a) me.” KUR’R KURM’K kor'ar korm'Ik. kor- 

Proverb [=506 yuz]: YUVZKA’ KUR'MA’ ’AR DAM TILA’ yUzka korma ardam tila 0 “Look P 

not3 at the face (and its pale color, but) look for virtue and breeding (in a man).” 

:: ’UL ’AWK’ KIR'DIY ol iiwka kirdi “He entered (daxala) the house (or other).” kir- 
KIRUR KIR'MA’K kiriir kirmak. 

Z 

:: ’AR'TUM'LIPDIN BAZ'DIY ar tumliydin bazdi “The man shivered (irta‘ada) from b'az- 

the cold (or other).” BAZA’R' BAZ'MA’K' bazar bazmak. 

[II- 8/8] 268 

:: ’UL ’AW' BUZ'DIY ol aw bozdi “He tore down (hadania) the house (or other).” boz- 

BUZA’R' BUZMA’Q bozar bozmaq. 0 

:: KAYIK TAZ'DIY kayik tazdi “The wdd animal (or other) fled (farra).” TAZ’R' taz- 
TAZMA’K tazar tazmak. 0 

267 1. “the royal pavillion” added in margin by later hand. 

2. MS. ar-rajul al-amir. 

3. MS. la yunzar, read la tanzur. 
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:: BAK ’IYLIN TUZDIY beg elin tiizdi “The emir organized (sawwa) the realm or prov- tiiz- 

ince.” :: ’UL YIYRIK' TUZDIY ol yerig tiizdi “He levelled (sawwa) the ground (or other).” 

TUZ’R TUIZMA’K tiizSr tiizmlk. 0 

:: ’UL YINJUV TIZDIY ol yincii tizdi “He strung (nazama) pearls.” Also for stringing tiz- 

together (nazama) words :: ’UL SUVZ TIZDIY ol soz tizdi. TIZA’R TIZMA’K tizar tizmak. 0 

:: YAHR Lir ’AT' Jl2DIY ya7irli7 at CiZdi ‘ ‘The galled horse sank down (irixafafa)”1 £iz- 

when someone wished to mount it, in order to protect its back. Any galled animal will do this 

when someone wishes to place a load on it. JI^A’R JI^MA’Q CiZar CiZmaq. With zay between the 

two points of articulation. 

:: ’URA’FUT YIB' JU/ZDIY uraYUt yip CoZdi “The woman stretched (jadabat) the Coz- 

yarn.” The same for anything that can be lengthened by stretching, such as rope or sheep gut. 

JU^’R' JUZMA’K CoZar coZmak. With zay between the two points of articulation. 0 

:: ’UL SUVW SU^DIY [sic] ol suw siizdi “He strained (saffa) the water (or other).” siiz- 

SUZA’R' SUZMA’K siizar siizmSk. 0 

:: YAT SIZ'DIY ya7 sizdi “The butter (or other) melted (daba).” :: KUVN SUZ'DIY siz- 

kiin sizdi “The first rays of the sun appeared (bada qam aS-Sams).” :: SUKAL SIZ'DIY sokal sizdi 

“The sick man became thin (indaqqa, tada’ala).” SIZA’R' SIZ'MA’Q sizar sizmaq. 0 

:: ’AR' ’ARIQ QAZDIY ar ariq qazdi “The man dug out (hafara) the canal (or other).” qaz- 

:: ’AT' QAZDIY at qazdi “The horse was restive and dug (hafara) at the ground with his fore¬ 

feet.” QAZA’R' QAZ'MA’Q qazar qazmaq. 

:: ’UL YIYRIK KAZ'DIY ol yerig kazdi “He toured the country (naqqaba l-ard wa-tafa kaz- 

fiha).” KAZA’R' KAZMA’K k'azar kazmlk. 

S 

:: ’ANY BUR(Tj BAS'DIY ani biirt basdi “The nightmare pressed (jatama) upon him.” bas- 

:: BAK ’IYL BAS'DIY beg el basdi “The emir subjected and organized (qahara, sawwa) the realm 

or province,” 

[II. 10/10] 269 

as though he “pressed (jatama)” upon it. :: BAKNIY YATY BAS'DIY begni ya7i basdi “The 

enemy (or other) made a night attack (bayyata) on the emir.” :: ’AR' QIYZir BAS'DIY ar qizi7 

basdi “The man mounted (tasannama) the girl.” :: ’IT' KAYIK'NIY BAS'DIY it kayikni basdi 

“The dog felled (axada . . . fa-sara‘a) the game.” BASA’R' BAS'MA’Q basar basmaq. 0 

:: ’AR' QULIN BUS'DIY ar qulin bosdi 1 ‘The man beat his slave severely (daraba . . . ^>®s" 

mubaliyan fihi)." BUSA’R' BUS'MA’K bosar bosmak. 0 

268 1. MS. ’Ixfad. 
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•• BAK YAriYQA BUS'DIY beg yayiqa busdi “The emir lay in ambush (daxala fi bus- 

kamin) for the enemy.” BUSA’R- BUS'MA’Q busar busmaq. 0 

:: ’AR' QUS'DIY ar qusdi “The man (or other) vomited (qa’a)." QUSA’R- QUS'MA’Q qus- 

qusar qusmaq. Also :: BUDUr QUS DIY boduy qusdi “The dye faded (nasala).’’ 0 

:: QABUF ’NIK ’DA’QIN QISDIY qapuy anig adaqin qisdi “The door squeezed (dayat a) qis- 

(the man’s) foot.” Also for anything that squeezes a thing. QISA’R- QIS'MA’Q qisar qismaq. 

:: ’UL ’ANIK TUVN’LUQIN QISDY ol anig tonluqin qisdi “He cut down his clothing 

allowance (naqasa min ijra ihi l-marsum li-t-tawb).” The same for anything of which the allowance 

is cut off (muni‘a min marsumihi). 

:: ’UL YirA’J KAS'DY ol yiyaC kasdi “He cut (qata‘a) the wood (or other).” KASA’R" fcas- 

KS-MA’K kasar kasmlk. Proverb: ’UYTUR YTA’J ’UZUVN; KAS' TAMUR QISTA’ KAS' p 

uyyur yiyaC uzun kas tamiir qisya k’as 0 “[Uighur!] when you cut wood cut it long and when 

you cut iron cut it short since iron can be lengthened. They [the Uighur] have a public crier 

who cries out every day and teaches wise sayings.1 0 

:: UL ANDIN KUS DIY ol andin kiisdi “He was offended with him (\ataba ‘alayhi kiis- 
wa-a‘rada ‘anhu).” KUSA’R" KUS'MA’K kiisar kUsmak. Oyuz dialect. D 

S 

:: MAN BUV ’IYSDIN BUS'DUM man bu Isdin buSdum “I was annoyed (dajirtu) at this bus- 

business.” BU§MA’Z MAN BUSMA’Q busmaz man, busmaq. Proverb: BUSMASA’R2 BUVZ P 

QUS TUTA’R' ’YW'MASA’R2 ’URVNK QUS TUTA’R busmasa boz qus tutar, ewmasa urUij.qus 

tutar 0 “One who does not get annoyed will catch the white falcon; one who does not hurry 

will catch the best falcon.”3 

[11.11/12] 270 

This is coined to advise someone to act patiently in order to reach his goal. 0 

.. A§AJ BIS DIY e§iC biSdi “The pot (of soup) was done cooking (adrakat al-qidr wa- bi5- 

tubixat al-maraqa).” :: Y?MlS BIKDIY yemiS biSdi “The fruit ripened (nadijat).” :: ’AR- QMIZ 

BIS’DIY ar qimiz bi§di “The man stirred the koumiss so that it reached the proper consistency 

(harraka , . . li-yudrika). BlS;MA’Z BiSMA’Q bismaz biSmaq. 

:: ’§IJ TAS'DIY eliC ta§di “The pot boiled over (farat . . . wa-fadat).” Also :: SUVF ta§- 

TAS'DIY suw ta§di “The water (of a river or a vessel) overflowed (fada).” TA§A’R TA§MA’Q' 

tasar tasmaq. 0 

269 1. MS. hukm (vowel marks by later hand), read hukam. 

2. R added later; there is a red circle above S. 

3. Bdz means “gray”; “white falcon” should refer to Uriin qus as at 166:17. (But cf. 53 aq at 
“gray horse.”) 
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:: ’UL MANK’ TUSDIY ol maija tuSdi “He confronted (laqiya . . . wa-ra’a) me.” tus- 

TUSA’R' TU§MA’Q- tu§ar tusmaq. 

:: ’AR' ’ATIN' TUS'DIY ar attin tiiSdi “The man got off (nazala) the horse.” :: ’AR' tiis- 

TA’M'DIN TUS'DIY ar tamdin tUsdi “The man fell (saqata) from the wall.” Also for falling from 

a horse, or of anything that falls from a place. TUSA’R TUSMA’K tu§Sr tiiSmak. 

Verse [=336 kawil-]: 

TAK'RA’’ALIB'[sic] ’AK'RALIM tagra awip agralim V 

’ATIN TU§B' YUK'RA’LIM attin tiiSiip yiigralim 

’ARS'LAN LAYUV KUK'RALIM arslanlayu kokralim 

KUVJY ’ANIN KAWLSUVN kiiCi anin kawilsiin 

We 11 surround the enemy; we’ll get down from our horses and advance on foot; we’ll roar like 

lions; that the enemy’s strength become weak thereby.” Proverb: ’IYWAK SINKA’K SUVTK’ P 

TU§UVR- ewak siiyik sUtka tUsUr 0 “The hasty gnat falls in the milk,” and dies. This is coined 

to advise someone to stop acting hastily. 0 

AR ATIN KISAN SA§ DIY ar attin kiSan saidi “The man loosened (halla) the sag. 

shackle from his horse.” The same for anything that you loosen from its bond. SA§’R SA5MA’K 

sa§ar sasmak. 0 

:: ’UL QUVY'QA’ ’AJ'KUV QUS'DIY ol qoyqa aCkU qosdi “Hejoined (qarana) the goat q0s. 

to the sheep.” Also for anything that you join to something else. 0 :: ’UL YIYR- QUS’DIY 

ol yir qoSdi “He composed (nazama) the poem.” QUSA’R- QUS'MA’Q" qosar qosmaq. 

r 

:: ’UL ’AR'NY BUrDIY ol arni bo7di 1jo7- 

[II. 13/14] 271 

“He strangled (xanaqa) the man (or other).” BUrA’R BUFM’Q bo7ar bo7maq. 0 

:: KUVN TUPDIY kun tu7di “The sun rose (tala'at).” :: ’URJL TUPDIY 07UI tu7di tu7- 

“The child was born (wulida).” Proverb: MUVS' ’UTLY MUYA’VU TUrA’R' mU§07li muyavu P 

tu7ar “The kitten miaows like its mother” [lit. “The kitten is born miaowing”]. This is coined 

about a boy who takes after his father. TUrA’R TUrMA’Q tu7ar tu7maq. 

:: ’UQ1 BSAQIN TA’§ TIPDIY oq basaqin ta§ ti7di “The stone blunted (kallala, U7- 

adhabat hidda) the arrowhead (when it struck it).” TirA’R; TIPMA’Q ti7ar ti7maq. 0 

270 

271 

1. Entire word by later hand in margin. 

1. ’UQ added in red (original hand). 
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:: ’UL TURK A’K JIPDIY ol tiirgak ciydi “He tied up fiadda) the bundle (or other).” ci?- 
JirA’R JirM’Q Ctyar Crymaq. 0 

:: AR QUVY SAF DIY ar qoy saydi “The man milked (halaba) the sheep (or other).” say- 
SAPA’R SArM’Q sayar saymaq. 

:: ’UL QUVY- DAN QURUTl SAP'DIY2 ol qoydan qurut suydi “He made dried curds suy- 

(ittaxada . . . l-aqit) from the sheep[’s milk].” SUPA’R SUP'MA’Q suyar suymaq. Its root is: 

SUrUR-DIY3 suTurdi [309]. 

•• BUV SUVZ KUNKUL KA’ SIT'DIY bu soz kotyilka si7di “These words touched siy- 
(naja'a . . . f) the heart.” 

:: ’UVN- QA’B-QA’ SirDIY un qapqa si7di “The flour fit (wasa'a) into the container.” 

The same for anything. SirA’R- SirM’Q sryar si7maq. 

W 

:: UL ATIK SIYS QA’TAWDIY ol atig siSqa tawdi “He arranged (nazamaj the meat on taw- 
the spit (or other).” TAW’R TWM’K tawSr tawmak. 

:: TJL MANY SAWDIY ol mani sawdi “He loved (ahabba) me.” SAW’R SAWM’K saw- 

sawar sawmak. Proverb [=521 tay7an]: TAYTA’Nl YUKUR/KANI4 TILvKUV SAWM’S; tay7an p 

yiigriikin tilkU sSwmas “The fox loves not the swift-running hound” — since it will catch him. This 

is coined about one who is outstanding among his fellows, while they envy and despise him. 0 

:: ’IT-KAYIK NY QUWDIY it kayikni qowdi “The dog chased (tarada) the game.” The qow- 
same for anyone who chases something 

[II. 14/16] 2?2 

or runs in its tracks (tarada , , . wa-ya'du fi atar). QAWA’R- QAW'MA’Q qowar qowmaq. 0 

:: AR SUVZUK_ KAW'DIY ar soziig kawdi “The man stammered (talajlaja . . . fi kaw- 

kalam).” Its root-meaning is in the phrase: TAN'JUVNIY KAW'DIY tanduni kawdi “He chewed 

on the morsel (in his mouth) without swallowing (laka . . . wa-lam yah tali1).” KAWA’R' KAW- 

MA’K kawar kawm'ak. 

Q 

:: ’UL MANKA’ BAQ DIY ol maqa baqdi “He looked (nazara) at me.” BAQA’R baq- 
BAQMA’Q baqar baqmaq. 0 

2. A changed from U. 

3. U’s changed from (or to?) A. 

4. Tasdtd (~) by later hand. 
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:: ’UL ’ADA’QIN' BUQDIY ol adaqin boqdi “He drew in his foot after it had been boq- 

stretched out (damma ila nafsihi . . . ba'da ma kana mabsuta*1).” BUQA’R BUQM’Q boqar boq- 

maq. 0 

:: ’UL QA’B-QA’ ’UVN' TIQDIY ol qapqa un tiqdi “He pressed (Sadda) the flour into tiq- 

the container.” The same for anything that is forced into a vessel by kicking or pressing (udxila 

. . . bi-Sidda rakl wa-dayt). Hence, “grapes that are densely clustered (mutarakim al-habbat)” are 

called: TIQ’MA’ ’UZUM' tiqma iiziim. 

:: ’AR- BURUNJDUQ BUTLUVQA’ TAQ/DIY ar burunduq butluqa taqdi “[The man] taq- 

tied (Sadda) the camel’s nose-rope to the nose-plug.”1 Oyui dialect. Also for tying a string to D 

something. TAQA’R TAQM’Q taqar taqmaq. 

:: ’UL SUVZUK/ ’ANIK QULA’QA’ JAQ'DIY ol soziig anig qulaqqa Caqdi “He drummed Caq- 

(ballaya) the words into his ear. Oyuz dialect. :: ’UL ’IKY K§IY ’ARA’JAQ'DIY ol ekki kisi ara D 

Caqdi “He incited enmity (ayra) between the two men. :: ’UL JAQ'M’Q JAQDIY ol Caqmaq Caqdi 

“He struck (qadaha) the firestick.” JAQA’R' JAQM’Q Caqar caqmaq. The latter is both a verbal 

noun and a simple noun. 0 

:: QUS JUQDIY qus Coqdi “The bird swooped down (inqadda)." JUQA’R'JUQM’Q foq- 

coqar coqmaq. Verse: 

’ARAN' QAMUr ’ AR TADIY NA’NK LAR- ’UDV V 

TAWA’R' KRUB ’USN [sic] LAYUV ’AS’ KA’ JUQA’R 

aran qamuy artadi naqlar udu 

tawar koriip iislayu aska coqar 

“Men’s morals became corrupted when they coveted property; when they saw wealth they 

swooped down upon it, just as the vulture swoops down when it sees prey.” 0 

[1116/17] 273 

:: ’AR' ’AWDIN JIQ'TY ar awdin ciqti “The man went out (xaraja) of the house (or ciq- 

other).” Proverb [=495 kUC]: KUVJ: ’ALJDIYN KIR' SA’ TURUV TUNK’LUK TAN; JIQA’R' P 

kiiC eldin kirsa torii tuqluktan Ciqar “When violence comes in from the courtyard, law and justice 

go out the window.” 0 

:: MAN" ’ANY ’WK’ SUQ’DUM' man ani awka suqdum “I made him enter (adxaltu) the suq- 

house.” Also of anything that you forcefully insert (adxalta . . . bi-sidda) into something else, as 

an ax head into its shaft. Also :: ’AR" TUVZ SUQ'DIY ar toz soqdi “The man crushed (daqqa) soq- 

the salt (or other).” :: QU§" MANK' SUQ'DIY qus mai^ soqdi “The bird pecked at (laqata) the 

grain.” :: ’ANIY YILA’N SUQDIY ani yilan soqdi “The snake bit (ladayat) him.” Oyuz dialect. D 

SUQA’R" SUQM’Q soqar soqmaq. 

272 1. MS. al-u>ars (?), perhaps in error for al-xaias; cf. 216 butlu. 
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:: ’UL ’UZUM SIQ'DIY ol Uziim siqdi “He pressed (‘asara) the grapes (or other).” 

SIQ'DIY SIQM’Q siqdi siqmaq. 0 

siq- 

K 

:: ’UL MANIY KURUB' BUK'DIY ol m'ani koriip biikdi “When he saw me he skulked 

(lati’a bi-l-ard wa-nxafada mutakamminan).” :: ’UL ’A§ DIN BUK/DIY ol asdin biikdi “He was 

filled to nausea ($abi‘a . . . hatta sa’ima wa-basima) with food.” Also :: ’UL TAW’RQA’ BUK'DIY 

ol tawarqa biikdi “He was fed up with or had his fill of (imtala’a ‘aynuhu) property (or other).” 

BUKA’R BUK'M’K biikar biikmak. 0 

:: UL SUVWUP BUK'DIY ol suwuy bogdi “He stopped up the water with a dam (qara 

. . . wa-jama‘a . . . bi-sikr ittaxada lahu).’’ Also :: BAK' SUVSIN BUK'DIY beg sUsin bogdi “The 

emir mustered (jama'a) his troops.” BUKA’R' BUK'MA’K boglr bogmak. Know that an army, 

because of its great volume, is always likened to water; thus :: SUVF ’AQTIY suw aqti “The water 

flowed,” and: SUV ’AQ TIY sU aqti “The army flowed.” 0 

:: UrLAN SUVW TUK'DIY oylan suw tokdi “The boy poured (araqa) the water.” 

Proverb: ’UFLA’N SUVF TUKA’R' ’ULUP' YA’NIY SINUVR' oylan suw tokar, uluy yani sinur 

0 “The boy pours the water and the old man (slips on it 

[II. 17/19] 

and) breaks his shin. This is coined about a wrong which the young commit and of which the old 

suffer the consequences. 0 

:: UL AWKA’ TAK'DIY ol awka tagdi “He reached (balaya) the house (or other).” 

TAKYR TAKMA’K tSgir tagm'ak. Proverb: ’IYWAK ’AWKA’ TAKMA’S' ewiSk awka tagmSs “The 

hasty man does not reach home” — since by hurrying he jades his riding animal and is left without 

a mount. This is coined to advise someone to act slowly. Verse: 

biik- 

’ATTALIR' ’UQ'NIY ’AZA’Q' 

TAKMADIY BUV SA’W ’USA’Q' 

atyalir oqni azaq 

tagmadi bu saw uSaq 

from “This slander did not reach me, though this temptress wishes to shoot at me an ai 

unknown source.” 

[She means to shoot an arrow, stray; 

This word, slander, did not reach.] 

:: ’AR' TUKUVN TUKDIY ar tUgUn tiigdi “The man tied (‘aqada) the knot (or other).” 

TUKA’R TUK'M’K tiigar tiigmlk. Proverb: TILIN' TUK'MIS'NIY TYSIN' YAZMA’S' tilin 

tiigmisni tisin yazmas 0 “What is tied with the tongue cannot be untied with the teeth.” This 

is coined to advise someone to keep his word. 0 

:: ’AR' TUVN' TIK'DIY ar ton tikdi “The man sewed (xata) the garment.” :: ’ATir 

YILA’N TIK'TIY atiy yilan tikti “The snake stung (lasa'at) the horse (or other).” 0 Also of a 

scorpion. :: ’AR' YirA’J' TIK'DIY Hr yrya6 tikdi “The man planted (yarasa) the tree.” The same 

for anything that one sets upright (nasaba qa’iman). TIKA’R TIK'M’K tikar tikmak. Proverb: 

bog- 

tok- 

P 

274 

tag- 

P 

tiig- 

P 

tik- 
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TIK'M’KIN'J’ ’UNM’S' TILA’MAKIN'J’ BULMA’S' tikmaginCa onmas tillmaginca bulmas “As P 

long as (the tree) is not planted it will not grow, as long as (the goal) is not sought it will not be 

found.” This is coined to advise someone to make an effort. 0 

:: ’UL BITIK JAK'DIY ol bitig cakdi “He pointed (naqata) the book.” :: ’UL ’ATIN cak- 

JAK'DIY ol atin cakdi “He bled (fasada 

[H-19/21] 275 

‘irq) the horse.” JAK’R JAKM’K Cakar cakmak. 0 

:: ’UL BAK'KA’ JUK'DIY ol begka cokdi “He kneeled (jata) before the emir (or other).” cok- 

:: TAW AY JUK'DIY tewe Cokdi “The camel kneeled (baraka)." :: TAMUR SUWDA’ JUK'DIY 

tamiir suwda Cokdi “The iron sank (rasaba) in the water (or other).” JUKA’R' JUK'M’K CokSr 

cokmak. 

:: ’UL TARKA’KJ BATIN JAKJDIY ol tiirg&k ba-yin Cigdi “He tied (Sadda) the bond of Cig- 

the package (or other).” JK’R JKM’K Ciglr Cigmak. 

’UL YAMT SOK'TY ol yamay sokti “He tore out (naqada) the patch (from the gar- sok- 

ment).” :: ’UL ’AWIN' SUKTIY ol awin sokti “He took down (naqada) his tent or his build¬ 

ing.”1 :: ’UL BAK'KA’ SUK'TIY ol begka sokti “He kneeled (jata) before the emir (or other).” 

Hence :: SUKA’ ’ULTUR' sok'a oltur “Sit kneeling.” SUK’R SUKM’K sokar sokmlk. 

:: ’AR' ’URATUT'NIY SIK'TY ar urayutni sikti “The man copulated with (jarna'a) the sik- 

woman.” SIK’R SIKM’K sikar sikmak. 

L 

:: ’UL YAR'MA’Q' BUL'DY ol yarmaq buldi “He found (wajada) the dirhem (or bul- 

other).” BULVR- BULMA’Q bulur bulmaq. 

:: ’UL BILIK BILDIY ol bilig bildi “He knew (‘arafa) understanding, knowledge, or wis- bil- 

dom.” Also for other things. BILIYR' BIL'MA’K bilir bilmak. 

The people of Aryu say: BILUVR' biliil with damma after the lam; others do not agree D 

with them in this. 0 

:: ’AR" TA’M' TAL'DIY ar tam taldi “The man bore through (taqaba) the wall (or tal- 

other).” :: ’UL ’UP'LA’Qir SATLIQA’ TALIDIY ol oylaqi7 sa7liqqa taldi “He joined the kid to 

a milch-ewe to suckle it (damma . . . li-tarda‘a).” This is done when the she-goat has little milk or 

else dies, and the kid, or lamb, is left uncared for. TALI^YR'2 TALIAMA’K talar t'dlmak. 0 

275 1. “or his building” added above line (original copyist), wa-bin3hu, perhaps to be read wa- 

banahu “And (re-)constructed it.” 

2. A and alif (’) crossed out and Y added by later hand (i.e., originally TAL’R, altered to TA- 

LIYR- tallr. 
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:: ’AR' TUBIQ'NIY ’AD'RIY BILA’ TULDY ar topiqni adri bil'a taldi “[The man] tal- 

struck (daraba) the ball with a forked stick.” This is a type of game of the Turks. When one of 

the players wishes to have the first play he strikes in this way, the first play going to the one who 

is most skillfull at it. 

[II. 20/23] 276 

Also in the game of tipcat (striking one stick with another to make it fly - darb al-qal wa-l-qula), 

you say: TAL'DIY taldi. TALA’RTLM’Q talar talmaq. 0 

:: AR YARIN DA’Q'TILDIY Ur yarindaq tildi “The man cut (qadda) a strap (from the til- 

hide).” The same for anything that one cleaves lengthwise (saqqa till*«). TILA’R' TIL'MA’K tilUr 

tilmak. 0 

:: ’UL ’ANY JAL'DY ol ani Caldi “He struck him down (sara'a).” :: ’UL SUVZUK cal- 

MANIK QULA’QA’ JAL'DIY ol sdziig manig qulaqqa taldi “He shouted the words in my ear 

(samma'a).” Proverb: JAQ'SA’ TUTNUVR' JALjSA’ BILNUVR' caqsa tutnur calsa bilniir 0 P 

“When (the firestick) is struck (the fire) takes hold, when (the words) are made heard (usmi'a) 

(the purpose) is known.” :: TUVNUP TA’S' ’UVZA’ JAL'DIY tonu7 tas Uza caldi “(The fuller) 

beat (daraba) the garment on the rock.” Verse: 

T^TIM TVTB' QUDIY JALDIY 

’ANIK TVSIN QIRA’ YULjDY 

BASIN ’ALIB' QUDIY SALJDIY 

BUruZ ’ALIB' TUKAL BUTDIY 

itim tutup qodi taldi 

anig tUsin qira yuldi 

basin alip qodi saldi 

bo-yuz ilip tiik'al bo7di 

Describing a dog: “He [lit. My dog] caught (the wolf) and brought it down (sara'a); he plucked 

out its hair; he [took its head and] cast it behind him, then bit its throat and strangled it.” JAQ’R 

JAQM’Q [sic; cf. 272 caq-] talar calmaq. 0 

:: ’UL MANK’ TUVNIN SAL'DIY ol marja tonin saldi “He waved (lama'a) to me with 

his garment.” :: ’UL MANK’ KI§Y DA’ ’LTUN SAL'DIY ol maiyt kisida altun saldi “He paid me 

gold, drawn on a person (axraja li ‘ala insan dahaban).” :: SUVW YirA’Jir SALDY suw yi7aci7 

saldi “The water cast up (lafaza)1 the wood (or other).” SALA’R' SALM’Q salar salmaq. Also 

used of a man who signals (awma’a) with his hands from a distance. 

V 

sal- 

:: ’AR' KIYDIN'QAL'DIY ar kedin qaldi “The man remained (baqiya) behind.” ::’UL qal- 

’UYUVN' DA’ QAL'DIY ol oyunda qaldi “He was left behind (turika)2 in the contest.” The same 

for anything that remains (baqiya) or is left (turika). Proverb [=542 torii]: ’IYL QAL'DIY TRUV 

QAL'MA’S' el qaldi torii qalmas 0 “The realm has been left behind, but custom cannot be left P 

behind,” This is coined to advise someone to act according to custom. 

276 1. MS. laqata; altered from lafaza by later hand. 

2. MS. taraka. 
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[II. 21/25] 277 

QAJLIYR' QALIMA’Q qalir qalmaq. 

:: ’UL MANDIN: NA’NK' QUL'DY ol mandin nai^ qoldi “He asked (sa’ala) me for the qol- 

thing.” QULUVR QULM’Q qolur qolmaq. 0 

:: ’AR' ’YS QILDIY ar Is qildi “The man acted (‘amila)." :: ’AR' QIYZir QIL'DIY ar qil- 

qiziy qildi “The man copulated with (jama‘a) the girl.” The word is used by allusion for copula¬ 

tion. For this reason the Oyuz avoid it; instead of saying: QILDIY qildi for “He did (‘amila D 

S-say’),” they say: TYTIY etti which means “He did well (aslaha).” For example :: ’AR' YU- 

KUNJ TYTIY ar yiikiinC etti “He performed (aslaha) the prayer”; the Turks say: QILDIY qildi. 

QILUVR QIL'MA’Q qiiur qilmaq. 

:: ’AR' ’AWK’ KAL'DIY ar awka kaldi “The man came (ata) to the house (or other).” kal- 

KALIYR' KALMA’K kafir kalmlk. Proverb: BIYR' QARTA’ BIR'L’ QIS KAL'MA’S' bir qarya P 

birla qis kalmas 0 “Winter does not come with one crow.” This is coined to advise a person to 

act slowly until his friends arrive to help him. 0 

:: ’AR" KUL'DIY ar kiildi “The man (or other) laughed (dahika).” KULA’R KUL- kiil- 

MA’K kiillr kiilmak. Verse [=77 adgii]: 

KULSA’ KISIY ’AT'MA’ ’ANKAR' ’UR'TAR' KULA’ V 

BAQIL ’ANKARl ’ApKUVLUKlJN; ’ATZIN: KULA’ 

kiilsS kiSi atma aqar ortar kiil-a 

baqqil aqar adgiilukiin ayzin kiila 

“When you see a person smiling (yatabassamu) at you, don’t pour hot ashes on his face (i.e., 

don’t put him to shame), but regard him also with a smile (tabassum).” The sense is: repay kind¬ 

ness with kindness. 

M 

:: SUVW TAM'DIY suw tamdi “The water (or other) dripped (qatara)." TAM’R tam- 

TAMA’Q tamar tammaq. 

:: ’UrLA’N SUWDA’ JUM'DIY oylan suwda comdi “The boy dived (yasa) in the water.” com- 

JUMA’R JUMA’Q Comar Commaq. 

:: ’UR'DAK SUWQA’ JUM'DIY ordak suwqa Comdi “The duck dived deeply (yasa . . . com- 

yawsan mubaliyan fihi) in the water.” JUMA’R JUMA’K Comar Commak. 

The infinitive of the latter is with kaf, of the former with qaf, in order that the difference 

between the two verbs be recognized. 0 

:: ’UL ’ANY QAM'DIY ol ani qamdi “He beat him to death (daraba fa-atxana wa- qam- 

awbaqa).” QUAMA’R'1 QUAMA’Q1 qamar qammaq. 

277 1. First A by a later hand (dark black, thin point). 
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:: SUVW' QUMDIY suw qomdi 

[II 23/27] 

“The water was wavy (maja).” QUM’R' QUMA’Q qomar qommaq. 0 

:: ’UL ’ULK'NY KUM'DIY ol oliigni kdmdi “He buried (dafana) the dead one (or 

other).” KUM’R KUM’K komar kommak. Also :: KUVZMA’N KUM'DIY kdzmSn komdi “He 

baked the bread in the hot ashes (ittaxada l-xubz fi l-malla).” 

N 

:: QUVY' BAN DY qoy bandi “The sheep were bound (rubita)” The same for any- 

thmg that is tied up (sudda bi-witaq). BA’NIR BANM’Q banir banmaq. The nun is an alternant of 
lam [i.e. bal-]. 

.. KUVK TUN DIY kok tundi “The sky was overcast (yamat).” :: QABUT TUNDIY 

qapuy tundi “The door was blocked (insadda).” Similarly, when a pass is blocked by snow, one 

says. R T TUN DIY art tundi. TUNVR' tunur — also, in the aorist :: TUNA’R tunar — TUN- 

MA’Q tunmaq. The nasb form in such verbs [be. the aorist with a] is the manner of the 07uz 
and Qifcaq. 0 

'' TINDY yaymur tindi “The rain stopped (aqla‘a).” ::’AR'’LUP TIN'DIY 

ar uluy tindi “The man sighed (tanaffasa . . . as-su‘da’).” :: ’ARUQ' TIN'DIY aruq tindi “The 

weary one rested (istaraha).” TINA’R TIN'M’Q tinar tinmaq. 

The Oyuz, when they forbid someone from speaking, say: TIN MA’ tinma This is an 

inverted expression (maqlub). It means, “Don’t be quiet (la taskut)” The Turks say: TIN' tin 

meaning: “Be quiet (uskut)”-, when they say: TINMA’ tinma the meaning is: “Don’t be quiet 

(la taskut).” The Oyuz here are in error. 

„ ., . :: ’UL ’AK' XYL BILA’ SAN'DIY ol ar xayl1 bila sandi “That man was reckoned 

(udda) among the class of xayl [i.e. horses].” The same for anyone who is reckoned with some- 

t mg.^ SANUR_ SAN MA’Q]^ sanur sanmaq. Proverb [=46 anuq]: BA’RIP ’UTRUV TUT'SA’ 

YUVQA’ SANIMA’S: bari7 utru tutsa yoqqa sanmas 0 “If one offers what is available (to' the 

guest, then hospitality) is not [reckoned] as nought.” 0 

:: ’UL MANK’ ’AT'M’K SUN'DY ol maqa atmlk sundi 
(or other).” SUNA’R SUNMA’Q sunar sunmaq. 

“He offered (nawala) me bread 

.. YirA J SR4TdY yiyad sindi “The piece of wood (or other) broke (inkasara).” :: 

SUV SIN'DIY su sindi “The army was routed (inhazama).” SINUVR' SIN'M’Q sinur sinmaq 
Also: SINA’R' sinar. 0 

qom- 

278 

kom- 

ban- 

tun- 

D 

tin- 

D 

san- 

P 

sun- 

sin- 

278 
1. Most likely the Arabic word was substituted by a mechanical error for at or yond. 
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[II. 24/29] 

:: ’UPRIY TAWA’R QUN'DIY o^ri tawar qundi “The thief stole (salaba) the pro¬ 

perty.” Verse: 

KIJK BULUB' YATINY YIR'KUV ’AMA’S' 

’ADKAR/MADIB' QUITSA’ ’ANY TYL;NIY QUN’R' 

kicig bolup yayini yergii amas 

adgarmadip qodsa ani elni qunar 

“One must not scorn one’s enemy, though he be small, for if one pays him no heed, and he is left 

alone, he will steal the realm from you.” QUN’R" QUNM’Q qunar qunmaq. 

:: YriA’J KUNDIY yfyaC kondi “The piece of wood (or other) was straight (istaqama).” 

:: ’UrRIY KUN'DIY OTri kondi “The thief confessed (aqarra) (his thievery).” Also of any person 

who denies having a certain property and who then confesses to it. :: ’AR' YUVL'QA’ KUN'DIY 

ar yolqa kondi “The man started out (Saxasa ila . . . wa-rakiba) on the journey.” :: ’UTUNK 

KUN'DIY otui^ kondi “The firewood burned (ihtaraqa).” This is an Ar>u word — they change 

ya’ to nun according to rule [cf. 533 koy-]. :: TUSUVN' ’AT' KUN'DIY tosun at kondi “The 

unruly horse was broken in or ‘straightened’ (irtada, istaqama).” The same for anything that is 

straightened. KUN’R' KUNM’K konSr konmSk. 0 

:: ’AR' TULUM' MAN'DIY ar tulum mandi “The man girded on (labisa) the weapon.” 

:: ’AR' A’UT'MA’K1 SIR'KA’KA’ MAN'DIY ar dtmak sirkaka mandi “[The man] dipped the 

bread in vinegar to season it (sabaya . . . wa-’tadama).” The same for dipping anything to season 

it. MANA’R' MAN'M’Q manar manmaq. 0 

:: QARIY ’AR' MUN'DIY qari ar mundi “The dotard (or other) ranted (hada).” MU- 

NA’R' MUN'M’Q munar munmaq. 0 

:: ’AR' ’AT' MUN'DIY ar at miindi “The man mounted (rakiba) the horse (or other).” 

MUNA’R' MUN'M’K miinar miinm'ak. 

Grammatical Rules and Inflections, the Explanation of Adjectivals, 

and the Application of Rules 

I assert the following — and aid is with God! 

The verbal system is based on the preterite and the imperative. 0 

I have asserted that it turns on the preterite since if the first consonant of the word in the 

preterite 

279 

qun- 

V 

kon- 

D 

man- 

mun- 

miin- 

G 

279 1. First A by a later hand. 
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[II. 26/31] 280 

has fath (A) then the aorist and infinitive will follow it in having nasb (A) with their first conso¬ 

nant. The same if it has raf (U) or xafd (I). 0 Example :: BAR'DIY bardi “He went”; the ba’ 

takes fath (A) in the preterite, and so the aorist is: B ARIR' barir also with fath of the ba’; and in 

[the infinitive]: BAR'MA’Q' barmaq the ba’ again has fath, as before. With raf (U) :: TUR'DIY 

turdi “He stood”; the ta’ takes raf in the preterite, and so it will in the aorist: TURUR' turur 

with damm (U) of the ta’; and in the infinitive: TUR'MA’Q' turmaq with raf of the ta’. With 

kasr (I) :: YIN'JUV TIZ'DIY yinCii tizdi “He strung the pearls”; the ta’ takes kasr, and so in the 

aorist: TIZA’R' tizar with kasr of the ta’; and in the infinitive: TIZ'MA’K tizmak also with kasr 

of the ta’. 

The structure of this language is not like that of Arabic where the preterite differs from 

the aorist. Thus, in the first-stem form of the verb “to sit” you say qa'ada, with the qaf taking 

nasb (a); then you say yaq’udu, with the qaf unvowelled, in the aorist; and you say qu‘udan, with 

the qaf taking damm (u), in the infinitive. Similarly of the verb “to rain”: matara,1 with fath of 

the mim in the preterite; yamturu, the mim unvowelled; muturan, with damm of the mim. You 

have nasb in the preterite, damm in the infinitive, and no vowel in the aorist. An example of the 

derived-stem forms is the verb “to honor”: ’akrama, the hamza taking fath in the preterite; 

yukrimu, the yd’ taking damm in the aorist; ’ikraman, the hamza taking kasr in the infinitive. 

Another example: ’istayfara (“to ask for pardon”) — the alif takes kasr; nastayfiru; istiyfaran. 

[I. 27/32] 281 

The preterite in all the verbs differs from the aorist and the infinitive. But Turkic is not like that. 

Rather, it is perfectly regular, in the biliteral, triliteral, quadriliteral and quinquiliteral chapters, 

and in what exceeds them. There is agreement among the preterite, the aorist, and the infinitive. 

0 

The second aspect is that doubling occurs only in the preterite, not in the aorist or in the 

infinitive [see 414 G]. 0 

Third, the active participle is based on the preterite in the dialect of Oyuz, Qifcaq, D 

Yemak, Yayma, the people of Aryu, and the nomadic people from Suvarin1 to Biicariak. Example 

:: BAR'DIY bardi “He went”; 0 BAR'DAJIY bardaci “One who goes”; a jim is inserted 

between the dal, which is the preterite marker, and the ya’. 0 :: TUR'DIY turdi “He stood”; 

TUR'DAJIY turdati “One who stands”; a jim is inserted between the dal and the ya’ which are 

the two preterite markers. All the verbal chapters follow this pattern. 

The imperative. We assert that the active participle is based on the imperative in most of D 

the Turkic dialects, fiigil, etc. [see below, 290ff.]. 0 And the letters of meaning (i.e., suffixes) 

that occur with verbs for various purposes are affixed only to the imperative, as we shall explain, 

God willing. 

280 

281 

1. MS. matarun (vocalization by later hand). 

1. Originally Suvarayn, kasra added below the ra’ by a later hand. 
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Know that the preterite is fixed with dal and yd’ in all verbs, with the sole exception that 

the dal changes to fa’ if associated with hard letters, because of the force of the point of articula¬ 

tion [i.e., assimilation]. 0 The hard letters in this language are four: hard pa’, ta\ hard cirri, 

and hard kaf. Example of pa’ :: TAB'TIY tapti 

[II. 28/32] 282 

“He kicked with his foot.” Example of td’ :: TUTIY tutti “He took.” Example of hard jim :: 

QAJTIY qacti “He fled.” Example of hard kaf :: TAW AY JUK'TIY tewe Cokti “The camel 

kneeled.” Also qaf may be counted in this group following hard kaf; example :: ’UL MANK’ 

BAQ'TIY ol mar)a baqti “He looked at me.” The dal becomes td’ solely due to the hardness of 

the points of articulation of these letters, as we have explained. Their root-form is dal, but the 

pronunciation with fd’ is more elegant when joined to these letters. This is the rule for all verbs, 

simple and compound, in each book. 

The aorist is fixed with rd’ in each book, in all verbs. If the last consonant of the stem is 

rd’ then there are two rd’s, repeated, one belonging to the stem, the other being the aorist marker. 

0 The rd’ of the aorist in this language is like the [prefixes] alif td’, nun and yd’ in Arabic as 

aorist markers. 0 If there is no rd’ in the stem of the word, then one rd’ occurs which is the 

aorist marker. This rule is best observed in the preterite and the imperative. If rd’ occurs before 

the dal of the preterite, then it occurs [there is no difficulty] ; and in the imperative the dal and 

yd’ which are the two preterite markers drop, leaving rd’, unvowelled. This rd’ then belongs to the 

stem, and in the aorist one must add to it a different rd’ as the aorist marker. If, on the other 

hand, there is no rd’ in the preterite and the imperative, then the aorist rd’ is added to it [simply]. 

0 Example :: BAR'DIY bardi “He went”; there is a rd’ before the dal; 

[II. 30/34] 283 

:: BAR' bar is the imperative, the rd’ remains fixed while the preterite markers drop, so in this 

case the rd’ belongs to the stem; the aorist then is: ’UL BARIYR' ol barir “He goes”; the aorist 

rd’ is added, resulting in two rd’s, one belonging to the stem, the other being the aorist marker. 

:: ’UL TUR'DIY ol turdi “He stood”; imperative: TUR'tur “Stand”; aorist: ’UL YUQA’RUV 

TURUR' ol yoqaru turur “He stands up” — there are now two rd’s in the word, one belonging to 

the stem, the other being the aorist marker. The Oyuz drop one of these two rd’s in most aorist D 

verbs, for lightness, and pronounce only one rd’, as in the imperative; this is not proper and not 

according to rule [see below, 300-301]. As for verbs in which there is no rd’ — such as: KAL'- 

DIY kaldi “He came,” imperative: KAL' kal, aorist: KALIR' kalir; or: KUL'DIY ’AR' kiildi ar 

“The man laughed,” aorist: KUL/AR' kiilar — a rd’ is added in the aorist which is not in the stem. 

0 The Oyuz agree with the Turks in this type of verb, in which there is no rd’, and do not drop D 

this rd’. This is a general rule, holding good for triliteral and quadriliteral verbs, and what exceeds 

them. 

Know that the verbal patterns of [the dialects of] the Turks resemble those of the dia¬ 

lects of the Arabs. They are: fa‘la1 for the preterite; fa‘il2 for the aorist; and fa‘ldl for the in¬ 

finitive. Example :: BAR'DIY bardi “He went”; this is like the pattern in ‘aqrd (pi. of ‘aqir 

“wounded”) and halqa (pi. oihaliq “shaven”). :: 

283 1. -d here is alif maqsura, written in Arabic with yd’. 

2. MS. fa’ala (vowels by later hand). 
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[II. 31/36] 

BARIR- barir “He goes”; this is like namir (“leopard”), rajil (“on foot”), bakir1 fihajatihi (“rising 

early to meet his needs”) 0 BAR’MA’Q barmaq - this is like al-qarqaf (“wine”), LalJl 

( ankle bracelet ). All the verbal patterns of this language are like this, both simple and com¬ 
pound. 0 

284 

_ . D ^TJ^e ^lteral maY be considered triliteral in pronunciation by virtue of isba‘. Example :: 

®^DD^vb"d‘“He went’" :: BA-R DIY bardi is permitted. :: TUR’DIY turdi “He stood”; :: 

TUVR'DIY turdi is permitted. This is allowed, however, only in the preterite, not in the aorist or 

e infinitive. 0 This is similar to the permitted insertion of made! and fin letters in simple 

-ng Part °f the rOQt- Example :: Y^’J- yiTaS “Wood”; its root-form is: 
YirAJJsic] yi7ac. :: TANUVQ: tanuq “Witness”; its root-form is: TANUQ’ tanuq However 

the more correct and more elegant form of both nouns and verbs is what is shorter in pronuncia¬ 
tion and firmer in enunciation. 0 

The infinitive has one form for all verbs. This is to add to the stem mim a/if and oaf for 

words containing a qaf or yayn or which have iSba‘ in pronunciation; 0 or fed/instead of qaf 

for words which contain kaf or which have rikka or else im'ala to the three vowels. 0 Example 

- °Se W1« 4af '* QUR'DIY ol ya qurdi “He strung the bow”; QURA’R* QUR*MA’Q 

k“ ‘,S/be“““ ,l" »“* ** of those 1, 
UL SUVT SAT DIY ol sut sayd. “He drew milk”; SArA’R SATMA’Q sa7ar sa7maq - the infini¬ 

tive has qaf because the word has yayn. 0 Example of those with isba‘ 

[II. 32/38] 

:: ’AR- BAR’DIY ar bardi “The man went”; BARIR- BARMA’Q barir barmaq. TUR’DIY turdi 

“He stood”; TURUR’ TUR MA’Q turur turmaq - since the word has tfba‘, the infinitive has 

0 Example of those with kaf:: KAUDIY kaldi “He came”; KALIR- KAL’ MA’K' kalir kalmlk - 

e infinitive has kaf because the word has kaf. The same is true for the thin kaf instead of the 

hard one, thus :: ’UL MANIY ’UK’DIY ol mani bgdi “He praised me”; ’UKA’R- ’UK'MA’K ogEr 

ogmak - even though the main part [of the word] has thin kaf, the infinitive still has hard kaf as 

TAtTm sTpiiv » ‘i-7 W-th ^” the r°°t]' ° ExampIe of those with rikka ■■ ■■ ’AR1 
M SAR DIY ar talim sardi “The man was very patient”; SARAR- SAR MA’K sarar sarmlk - 

since the word has nkka the infinitive has kaf. Note that the corresponding word with iiba‘ has 

" BAK ’ANY SAR’DIY beg ani sardi “The emir scolded him”; 
SARAR SAR MA K [sic] sarar sarmaq. 0 :: ’AR- BITIK' TUR'DIY ar bitig tiirdi “The man 

roUed up the book (or other)”; TURUR- TUR’MA’K tiiriir tiirmSk. :: ’UL YAR’MA’Q TIRDIY 

ol yarmaq terdi “He gathered the dirhams”; TIRAR’ TIR’MA’K terar termEk. :: ’AT’ SUR’DIY 

LT f /Hefu Ve the htTSeS”; SJURAR' SUR'MA’K *nnik - the infinitive [in these cases] 

each 1 J bTS°n; 7 indiCated' ™S iS 1 ^eneral rule’ Voiding good for all the chapters ii 
ch book both simple and compound, without exception. The scope of qa/and kaf may be 

“ngiS2if,Om0 “™P 8iV“' " !'“d7 ‘hem' Th'“ *" •'*' °f *>■' Pri~'Pl=> 

285 

284 1. MS. bakur. 



containing qaf yayn or iiba‘; or kaf otherwise, as in the above examples; 0 or else 7ayn and 

ya\ constructed to the thing referred to. The stem is what remains fixed in the imperative. :; ’UL 

BARIT BAR'DIY ol bariy bardi “He went a direct going.” 0 :: ’NIKA TYS' QILTIY BAL- 

KUVLK anig iS qil-yi balguliig “His doing the deed is evident.” 0 :: SUKAL' TINiriY ’ARTAQ 

sokal tini'yi artaq “The breathing of the sick man is bad” — this derives from the phrase: ’AR" 

’ULT TIN'DIY ar ulu7 tindi meaning “The man sighed.” 0 :: MANIK YURIQIM’ NATAK 

manig yoriqim natag “How is my conduct?” :: SANIK YURIQING NATAK sanig yoriqir^ natag 

“How is your conduct?” :: ’ANIK YURIQY NATAK anig yoriqi natag “How is his conduct?” 

This type is an infinitive construct. Its root is the word: YURIYDIY yoridi meaning “He trav¬ 

elled.” There is no qaf in this verb. The yayn occurs only in [words whose] infinitives are with 

qaf. The rule for this type of verb, from which infinitives may be derived, is best observed in the 

stem, which is the part of the word remaining in the imperative when the preterite markers dal and 

yd’ drop off. 0 The kaf occurs in words which cannot take qaf in this meaning. :: ’NIK YAR'- 

MA’Q' TIYRPKIY KUVR' anig yarmaq terigi kor “Look at his gathering dirhams.” Proverb [ = 

19G, 293G]: TA’Z' KALIKY BUR'K'JYKA’ taz kaligi borkClka “The coming of the bald man to 

the hatter 

[II. 35/41] 

(is inevitable, to buy from him something to cover his baldness).” This is coined about a person 

who flees from someone he cannot escape. 0 The root of this verb is: KAL'DIY kaldi “He 

came”; when it is changed from this meaning the infinitival kaf is inserted, as you see. 0 The 

qaf does not occur in place of yayn if the infinitive is in this meaning and this degree, but only 

after this degree, in a place where yayn hardly ever occurs; namely, between the dal and yd’ 

which are the preterite markers, producing a sound infinitive construct. 0 The kaf occurs in a 

similar place according to the above explanation. Example :: BAR'DIY bardi “He went”; an 

infinitive is formed from this as follows: ’NIK BAR'DUQY BARMA’DUQY BIYR' anig barduqi' 

barmaduqi bir “His going or not going are equal.” 0 :: TURDIY turdi “He stood”; an infini¬ 

tive is formed from this as follows: MANIK TURDUQUM^ TURMA’DUQUMi BIYR" manig 

turduqum turmaduqum bir “My standing or not standing are equal.” The yayn cannot occur in 

this type, since one may not say: TUR’DUQIY [sic] ’turduyi in place of: TUR'DUQIY turduqi 

to mean “his standing”; nor may one say: MANIK BARDUQUM^BARMA’DUQUM^ [sic] manig 

barduyum barmaduyum to mean “my going [or not going].” The yayn does not occur in this 

type. But the kaf does, thus :: ’NIK KALDUKY KALMA’DUKIY BIYR anig kaldiiki kalmSdiiki 

bir “His coming or not coming are one.” 0 :: SANIK KUR’DUKNK' KUR'MADUKNK BIYR' 

sanig kordUkiii^ kormadUkiir^ bir “Your seeing or not seeing are one.” I do not mention this type 

of infinitive either among the nouns or the verbs [in the course of the book], since whoever 

grasps these rules may easily derive them himself from the various dialects. This rule holds good 

for all kinds of verbs, sound, weak, doubled, and so on, both simple 

[II. 36/43] 

and compound. 

[II. 34/39] 

There is another type of infinitive that occurs in construct with the agent at the time he 

performs the act, and acts like a noun. The rule is to add after the stem qaf and yd’ for words 
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The imperative of this chapter consists of two consonants, and for that reason we have 

named it “biliteral.” Thus :: BAR- bar “Go.” :: KAL' kal “Come.” This is the root. When the 

object of the imperative is singular, most of the Turks add to the stem yayn and lam in words 

having qaf or isba‘\ qaf and Idm in words ending in yayn; 0 or kaf and lam in words having 

kaf or imala or rikka. In this case the imperative goes over from the biliteral to the quadriliteral 

class, or from triliteral to quinquiliteral, or from quadriliteral to sextiliteral. 0 Example * • 

BARTIL baryil “Go”; :: TURTIL- turyil “Stand”; these are Uba‘ words, so the suffix is yayn 

lam• Those with final yayn :: TAT'QA’ ’APQIL- tayqa ayqil “Climb the mountain”; :: SUVT' 

SA.r QIL siit sayqil “Draw milk”; these end with yayn, so the suffix has qaf. 0 Those with 

kaf :: ’AWKA’,KIRKIL MwkS kirgil “Enter the house”; :: YARMA’Q- TIR’KIL' yarmaq tergil 

“Gather dirhams”; the suffix has kaf because of what I mentioned above, and has caused the word 

to go over from biliteral to the quadriliteral class. 0 Triliteral :: YUK' KUTUR yiik kotiir “Lift 

the load ’; TA’M' ’UTUR tam otiir “Pierce the wall”; the imperative [forms may be] :: KUTR- 

KIL GTR-KIL- kbtiirgil, oturgil; they have gone over from the triliteral to the quinquiliteral 

class. Quadriliteral :: ’AT' SUWTAR at suwyar “Water the horse”; :: MNY ’UDFUR mani odyur 

“Waken me”; the imperative [forms may be] :: ’UDITJRTIL SUWTARTIL odyuryil, suwyaryil 

- the imperative has gone over from the quadriliteral to the sextiliteral class. This type of impera- 

tive is permitted only if the person addressed is singular; if it is dual or plural, the above does not 
apply. 

[II. 37/44] 

The imperative for the dual and plural is according to one pattern, and there is no differ¬ 

ence between masculine and feminine. Thus :: BAR' bar “Go (singular)”; BARIYNKL’R ’KIY- 

KUV barlijlar ekigii “Go (dual)”; the plural is :: BARIYNK LA’R QAMUr barlqlar qamuy. 0 

If the person addressed is honored because of age or rank, the Turks address him with the 

plural form, thus :: BARINK- barit^ “Go (singular)” - its root-meaning being “Go (plural).” The 

Oyuz and Qifcaq say; BAR- bar “Go (sg.)” and: BARINK bariq, “Go (pi.)”; the plural marker: 

LA’R- -lar drops and is replaced by zay plus nasal kaf, for the singular, if it is desired to show 

honor and favor to the person addressed - this is in their dialect a “plural of the plural,” used as 

an address for the singular; as in the verse: 

289 

D 

’AWLAB MANY QUYMNKIZ 

’AYIQ ’YB- QYMANKIZ 

’AQAR KUZUM ’U§ TANKIZ 

TAKRA’ YURA’ QUS ’UJA’R- 

awlap mani qoymaijiz 

ayiq ayip qiymaryz 

aqar kdziim os taryz 

tagra yora qus uCar 

“When you hunt me1 do not leave me behind; do not go back on your promise; sea-water flows 

from my eye (comparing tears to sea-water because of their saltiness); birds fly round about (the 

streams of my eye).” 0 This type is permitted only for the second person. It does not occur 

in the first or third persons imperative, since the nasal kaf can only be imagined with a second 

person imperative. In the words: BAR'DINK bardii^ “You went” and: KALDINK kaldil^“You 

came,” this [letter] expresses a second person verb, not an imperative. Therefore it cannot drop 

without a trace in the [imperative form]: BARINK baril^“Go.” 

V 

289 1. MS. saddatnl, read sidtini. 



The dal which is the preterite marker always takes kasr (I), in the first, second and third 

persons. Example :: BARDIM’ bardim “I went” — the dal takes kasr. :: BAR'DINK bardii^ 

“You went” - 

[II. 39/46] i 

the same. :: BAR'DIY bardi “He went.” The dal takes kasr in all cases. Mint is the first person 

marker in: BAR’DIM bardim “I went.” Nasal kaf is the second person marker in: BAR’DINK 

bardir^ “You went.” Yd’ is the third person marker in: BAR'DIY bardi “He went.” For the sec¬ 

ond person singular of one who is honored, the Turks say: BAR’DINKIZ bardiiyz “You went 

(singular)”; the zay plus nasal kaf is, in its root-meaning, used for the plural, and the Oyuz do use 

it for the second person plural, thus: BAR’DINKIZ bardiiyz “You went (plural).” The Oyuz here 

observe the rule; but the Turks have beauty of expression, and retain the distinction between 

superior and inferior. In all of the above cases the dal has kasr, as I have explained. This is the 

rule for all verbs in each book, in the language of all the Turks. 

The active participle, of this chapter and of all the chapters, has five forms expressing 

various nuances. 0 There is divergence [among the dialects] solely with regard to the form of 

the participle which expresses that the action simply proceeds from the agent; but there is agree¬ 

ment with regard to the other deverbal adjectivals (i.e. participles). All classes of the Turks use 

them in the same way, along with the various meanings which they express. 

1) The diverging form. :: BAR’DAJIY bardaCi “One who goes”; TUR’DAJIY turdaCi 

“One who stands.” This participle is based on the preterite. A jim is inserted between the dal and 

ya’ which are the two preterite markers, in the dialect of Oyuz, Qifcaq, Yayma, Oyraq, Suvarin 

and BaCSnak as far as Rus. This is according to rule, since dal is a letter that serves as a preterite 

marker, 

[II. 40/48] 

while ya’ alludes to the third person, in the word: BAR’DIY bardi “He went.” Note that this 

[ya’] drops in the second person: BAR'DINK’ bardilj “You went,” and also in the first person: 

BAR’DIM’ bardim “I went.” The dal, however, does not drop but retains its position in all cases 

where the verb is preterite. In: BAR’DAJY bardaCi [on the other hand] it is known that the Jim 

and ya’ are agency markers. This is not the sameya’ [therefore] which marked the third person in 

the preterite. This being so, it must be based on the “relative” or “descriptive” noun,, as in: 

’AT’JY atci “Butcher (meat-man),” ’ATjMAKJY atmakCi “Baker (bread-man).” All groups of 

the Turks agree in adding jim and ya’ to nouns in order to form the descriptive nouns of occupa¬ 

tion. Example :: TARir tariy “Tillage,” ::TARIPJY tariyCi “Tiller”; :: ’ATUK' atiik “Boot,” 

’ATUK'JY atiikci “Bootmaker.” 0 As for: BAR’DAJIY bardaCi “One who goes,” TUR’DAJIY 

turdaCi “One who stands,” these also are descriptive nouns (adjectivals), but derived from verbs; 

whereas the former are derived from nouns. It is fitting that their rules be based on a single princi¬ 

ple. This rule does not change for words with qaf or kaf or iSba‘, etc. 0 

In the dialects of Cigil, KaSyar, Balasayun, Aryu, Barsyan and Uighur, as far as Upper Sin, 

the participle in this meaning is based on the imperative. Instead of the preterite marker dal 

there occurs yayn, in words with qaf or yayn or isba‘, or thin kaf elsewhere. 
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[II.41/49] 292 

In either case the jim andya’ are fixed. Example. In the imperative :: BAR' bar “Go”; then “One 

who goes” is: BARTUVJIY barTUci in this dialect. TUR' tur “Stand,” :: TURTUVJIY 

turyuci “One who stands.” Those with qaf:: YA’ QUR/T'UVJIY ya quryuCi “One who strings the 

bow”; :: TAWA’R QABTUVJY tawar qapyufii “One who steals goods.” 0 Those with yayn :: 

’AT SUWrARTUVJIY at suwyaryuSi “One who waters horses”; MANIY ’UDTUVRJIY1 mani 

odTurTUci “One who wakens me.” In the biliteral chapter, this yayn becomes qaf with words 

having yayn, thus :: TAT'QA’ ’AP'QUVJIY tayqa ayquci “One who climbs mountains”; :: 

QUVY' SAPQUVJY q5y saTquth “One who milks [sheep]The yayn becomes qaf because two 

guttiral letters of the same genus are joined, resulting in heaviness2 of pronunciation, and so one 

of them changes to qaf in order to remove the heaviness. The same holds true in the imperative 

when the last letter of the word is yayn — it [the yayn of the imperative suffix] changes to qaf 

thus :: TA’T'QA’ ’APQIL tayqa ayqil “Climb the mountain”; SUVT' SAPQIL slit sayqil “Draw 

milk.” In those with kaf there occurs thin kaf in place of the preterite marker dal, thus :: KUL'- 

KUVJY ’AR' kiilgiici ar “A man who laughts”; :: ’AWKA’ KIR'KUVJIY awka kirguci “One who 

enters the house.” Those with imala :: YAR'MA’Q TIYR/KUVJIY yarmaq tergiiSi “One who 

gathers dirhams”; ’AT'. SUR'KUVJY at stirgiici “A horse-driver.” 

The Otuz, and those I mentioned with them, observe the rule, their speech being based D 

on the first method; with regard to the latter type, however, the Oyuz, etc., sometimes agree with 

the Turks of the Cigil, etc., so that the divergence disappears. Thus 

[11.43/51] 293 

the Ckyuz say: YURIF'JY yorfyfii for “The mediator between the bride’s and groom’s inlaws”; 

they do not say: YURYDAJY *yoridadi. And they say: TARIPJY tariyCi for “Tiller,” and not: 

TARIYDAJIY taridaCi. This holds true for all dialects. 0 Since they base these descriptive 

nouns on the imperative, and since the imperative ends in an unvowelled consonant, they cannot 

simply attach the two agency markers jim and ya’, and say something like: BARUJY *baru£i for 

“One who goes,” or: TURUJIY *turuCi for “One who stands,” since the ra’ has a vowel in such 

cases and so departs from the structure of the imperative. Therefore they insert yayn in words 

with qaf or i$ba‘, or kaf otherwise, thus keeping the imperative fixed with an unvowelled final con¬ 

sonant. It is clear then that these adjectivals are based on the imperative in the dialects of these 

groups. Furthermore, yayn and kaf are more appropriate to be inserted in adjectivals than other 

letters would be for this meaning, because they also occur in the infinitive constructs; thus :: 

’ANIK TURUrY NATAK anig turuyi niitag “How is his standing?” :: TA’Z' KALIKIY BUR'K'- 

JIYKA’ taz kaligi borkCika “The coming of the bald man is to the hatter.” (P) 

[In Arabic] the participle may be expressed by the infinitive, as in rajulun nawmun for 

na’imun (“a sleeping man”), or sawmun for sa’imun (“fasting”); or as in the words of the Exalted: 

qul a-ra’aytum in asbaha ma’ukum yawr^n for ya’iran (Q.67:30 “Say: ‘What think you? If in the 

morning your water should have vanished into the earth . . . ’ ”). 

292 1. Sic, altered from ’UDTVJY; and in margin, by later hand: ’UDFVRrVJY. 

2. MS. yqul, read yatqulu. 
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This is the adjectival for which there is divergence among the [dialectal] groups, in all 

chapters. 

2) The participle which expresses duration or frequent occurrence of the action. This 

type is based on the imperative, with agreement among these [dialectal] groups, in all chapters. 

To the imperative is added yayn alif nun in words having qaf or isba‘, or kaf in place of yayn in 

those with kaf or imala. 0 Example. In the imperative :: BAR' bar “Go”; to characterize a 

person as frequently performing this action, you say: ’UL ’AR' ’UL ’AW'KA’ BARTA’N' ol ar ol 

awka baryan 

[II. 44/53] 294 

“He is a man who goes frequently to the house.” :: ’UL ’AR ’UL ’IYSLA’R'QA’ TUR'TA’N ol ar 

ol islarqa turyan “He is a man who often undertakes affairs.” Verse: 

TURrA’N ’ULr TS'LAQA’ turyan uluy iSlaqa V 

TIRKY ’URUB ’A§iLAQA’ tergi urup aSlaqa 

TUMLUr QADIR QlS'LAQA’ tumluy qadir qislaqa 

QUDTY ’ARIK' ’UM'DURUV qodti arig umduru 

Eulogizing a man: “He was one who often undertook great affairs; (a feeder,) one who frequently 

spread the table [for feasts] ; during the bitter cold of winter; he left men wishing (for his goodness 

and piety).” 0 Those with kaf :: KULKA’N ’AR kiilgSn ar “A laughing man”; the imperative 

is: KUL' kiil “Laugh,” and these letters are added to the imperative in this meaning. 

Now since it is permitted to insert yayn and kaf in this adjectival, which indicates fre¬ 

quency of action, then it is even more suitable in the phrases: BARTUVJIY KALjKUVJVJIY1 

baryuci, kalgiici which mean [simply] “One who goes, One who comes,” because the less frequent 

is based upon the more frequent; this should be known! This form is like the forms fa“al2 or 

mifal in Arabic, as in innahu la-Sarrab bi-anqu‘ (“he is a constant drinker of swamp-water”), or 

talla‘ anjud (“a climber of highlands”), or mifam (“a feeder”), or mi fan (“a spear-thrower”). 

These express frequent performance of the action. 

3) The participle which expresses that one is desirous of undertaking an action, prior to 

his actually performing it. It is not based on the imperative] directly]. After the stem one adds 

yayn sin alif qaf in words having qaf yayn or isba‘, or kaf in place of the medial yayn and final 

qaf in words with kaf or rikka. The letter which in the imperative is unvowelled now takes kasr 

(I). 

[II. 46/55] 295 

Example :: BAR' bar “Go”; to describe one who desires to go, you say: ’UL ’AWK’ BARIPSA’Q 

’UL ol awka bariysaq ol “He is desirous of going to the house.” :: TUR' MUN'DA’ tur munda 

294 1. Original U crossed out, another placed directly above K by later hand. 

2. MS. fi“al 
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“Stay here”; to express this idea you say: ’UL MUN'DA’ TURUPSA’Q' ’UL ol munda turuysaq 

ol “He is desirous of staying here.” Those with kaf :: ’UL BARUV KALIK'SA’K' ’AR'DIY ol 

barii kaligsak ardi “He was intent on, or desirous of, coming here.” :: ’UL ’AW'K’ KIRK'SA’K 

’UL ol awka kirigsak ol “He is desirous of entering the house.” 0 Those with imala :: ’UL 

TAWA’R' TIRIK'SA’K ’UL ol tawar terigsak ol “He is desirous of gathering money.” Memorize 

the rules! 

This [suffix] is also found on nouns to describe a man with this meaning. Thus :: ’UL 

’AR' ’UL TAWAR'SA’Q ol ar ol tawarsaq “He is a man who desires money.” :: BUV ’URATUT' 

’UL ’AR'SA’K' bu urayut ol arsak “This is a woman who desires men.” However, the yayn or kaf 

do not occur with nouns. 

4) The participle which expresses either that one ought to have performed the action 

which did not appear but is mentioned (? kana min haqqihi an yafala l-fi‘l al-kamin al-muxbir 

‘anhu), or that one intends to perform it. This type is based on the imperative. That is, the 

imperative remains fixed, with its final consonant unvowelled, and to it one adds yayn lam qaf in 

words having qaf or iSba‘, or kaf in place of the medial yayn and the final qaf [otherwise]. Exam¬ 

ple :: BAR' bar “Go”; to express that one ought to go, you say: ’UL BAR'TULUQ ’AR'DIY ol 

baryuluq ardi “He should have gone,” or else, “He intended to.” :: ’UL MUNDA’ TUR'FULUQ 

’AR'DIY ol munda turyuluq ardi “He ought, or intends, to stay here.” 

[II. 47/56] 296 

Some of the Qyuz replace the lam by sin, thus :: ’UL MUNDA’ BARlPSAQl [sic] ’AR'DIY ol D 

munda tunrysaq ardi “He should have stayed here.” :: ’UL MUNDIN BARIPSAQ' TAKUL ol 

mundin bariysaq tagiil “He is not going to go from here.” 

This type of adjectival makes quinquiliterals from biliterals, sextiliterals [from triliterals], 

and septiliterals from quadriliterals. All of this will appear in its proper place, God willing. 

5) The participle which expresses that one has in mind the performance of the action. 

This is close to the first type [sic; the preceding type?] in which the agent intends to perform the 

action. This type is not based on the imperative; rather, the last letter of the word is vowelled 

with kasr (I), while the first letter of the suffix is unvowelled, in all chapters. Example :: BAR' 

bar “Go”; one adds to the stem yayn lam ya’ in words with qaf or iiba‘, or kaf in place of yayn in 

words with kaf or rikka-, thus :: MAN SANK’ BARIPLY MAN' man saija barryli man “I have in 

mind going to you.” :: ’UL MUNDA’ TURUPLIY ’UL ol munda turuyli ol “He1 2 has in mind 

staying here.” Those with kaf :: ’UL MANKA’ KALIKLIY TURUR ol maija kaligli turur “He 

intends and has in mind coming to me.” [With imala] :: ’UL MANK’ TAWA’R' BIRIK'LY ’UL 

ol mat^a tawar berigli ol “He is going to give me the goods.” 

This type of adjectival is based on the infinitive construct, but with lam and ya’ added to 

it so that it becomes an adjectival; since, as we have explained [286], when yayn or kaf is added 

to the stem and the unvowelled [final stem-] consonant is vowelled, then it is an infinitive con¬ 

struct, indicating 

296 1. MS. anni, read annahu. 

2. MS. yubna, read yunbi’u with EP. 
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[11.48/58] 

the present performance of the action; as :: ’ANIK BARirY KUR' anig bariyi kor “Look at his 

going ; :: NIK KALIKY KUVR anig kaligi kor “Look at his coming.” Since this is an infinitive, 

it becomes an adjectival through the addition of lam yd’, as I have explained. 

There is complete agreement with regard to this type of adjectival among all the classes 

of Turks. 

These are the five types of adjectivals, with their respective meanings, for all verbs. 

The passive participle is formed in a single way in all chapters, namely by adding mim Sin 

to the imperative. Thus :: YA’ QUR ya qur “String the bow”; passive participle: QUR'MlS YA’ 

qurmiS ya A strung bow. ’ :: QAZ'MlS ’ARIQ' qazmiS anq “A canal that has been dug out.” 

The stem remains fixed, and these two letters are added to it. This is for transitive verbs. Intransi¬ 

tive verbs may also take mim sin to form a preterite; thus :: ’AW'KA’ BAR'MlS awka barmis “He 

went to the house, but I did not observe it”; :: ’UL MANKA’ KAL'MlS ol maiyr kalmis “He came 

to me, but I did not know of it.” In these examples the mim and sin are in place of the preterite 

markers dal and ya’ in: BAR'DIY bardi “He went” and: KAL'DIY kaldi “He came.” The differ¬ 

ence between these two forms is that dal ya’ on preterite verbs indicate1 that the action occurred 

in the presence of the speaker. The action was verified by its occurrence in his presence. For 

example, if someone says: BAR'DIY bardi the meaning is, “He went, and I saw him go with my 

own eyes.” Mim sin, on the other hand, indicate that the action occurred in the absence of the 

speaker. Thus :: ’UL BAR'MlS ol barmiS “He went, but I did not see him go”; :: ’UL KAL'MlS 

ol kalmis “He came, but I did not see him.” This is a general rule 

[II. 50/60] 298 

holding good for all preterite verbs, whether intransitive or not. There is no difference between 

words with qaf or iSba‘ and those with kaf or rikka, nor between masculine and feminine, as the 

examples show. The mim Sin in the phrases: BAR'MlS KlSlY barmis kiSi “The man who went,” 

and: KAL'MS ’AR‘ kalmis ar “The man who came” make the verb into an adjectival. The dal ya’ 

do not have this function in: BAR'DIY KAL'DIY bardi, kaldi. 

Inflection. Most of the dialectal groups — Yayma, Tuxsi, Cigil, Aryu, and Uighur as far as D 

Sin — agree with regard to the preterite that it is fixed with dal and yd’; thus :: BAR'DIY bardi 

“He went.” The Oyuz, however, and some of Qifcaq and Suvarin,1 differ in that they replace ya’ 

by qaf in words having qaf, yayn or iSba‘, or kaf in place of qaf in words having kaf or rikka. In 

this dialect, plural and singular have one form with no difference between them. With qaf:: YA’ 

QUR'DUQl ya qurduq “He strung the bow”; :: MAN YA’ QUR'DUQ man ya qurduq “I strung the 

bow”; :: BIZ' YA’ QUR'DUQ biz ya qurduq “We strung the bow.” With yayn :: ’UL SUVT' 

297 

298 

1. MS. yubna, read tunbi’ani. 

1. MS. suvarayn. 
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SAPDIY [sic] ol siit sayduq “He drew milk”; :: ’ULA’R TAT'QA’ ’AFDUQl olar tayqa a7duq 

“They climbed the mountain”; first person :: BIZ; ’AFDUQl biz a7duq “We climbed.” With 

isba‘ ::’UL ’ANIY ’URDUQ' ol ani urduq “He struck him”; :: MAN MUNDA’ TURDUQ man 

munda turduq “I stayed here.” With kaf :: ’UL KALjDUKl ol kaldiik “He came”; :: BIZ' KAL- 

DUK biz kaldiik “We came”;:: ’ULA’R' ’AWK’ KIR'DUK; olarkwka kirdiik 

(II. 51/61] 299 

“They entered the house.” With imala :: MAN ’ANKAR TAWA’R BIYR'DUK man aqar tawar 

berdiik “I gave him the money”; :: MAN YARMA’Q' TIYR'DUK man yarmaq terdiik “I gathered 

the dirhams.” As you see, there is no difference here between plural and singular. Most of the 

Oyuz use this qaf instead of mim in the first person for the form: BAR'DIM bardim “I went” [i.e., 

the Oyuz say barduq instead] ; the plural and singular have the same form. But they agree with the 

genuine Turks in the third person; they do not say: BAR'DUQ KAL'DIY [sic] barduq kaldiik to 

mean “He went, He came.” 

The imperative is the same in all the dialects. 

Negative. :: BAR'MA’DIM barmadim “I did not go”; KAL'M’DIM kalmadim “I did not 

come.” There is agreement with regard to this among all the dialects in the first person. Negative 

of the third person: BAR'MA’DUQ barmaduq “He did not go, as far as I have heard or suppose”; 

KAL'M’DUK kalmadiik “He has not yet come, as far as I know.” This type of negation corre¬ 

sponds to what we have just shown with regard to the assertion: BAR'MlS barm is meaning “He 

went, but I did not observe him or witness his going”; KAL'MlS kalmis “He came, but I did not 

see him come.” When the negative is constructed with qaf in words having qaf or isba‘, etc., or 

with kaf otherwise, then it has this connotation, in all verbs. If however you wish to assert the 

negative, then you say: BAR'MA’DIY barmadi meaning “He definitely did not go”; KAIlM A’DIY 

kalmadi “He definitely did not come.” As for the Oyuz, they denote assertion by saying: BAR'- D 

DUQ barduq “He went”; KALDUK; kaldiik “He came.” The qaf or kaf is in place of the ya’ of 

the third person or the mim of the first person in the negative form of the Turk [dialect; thus] : 

BAR'MA’DUQ barmaduq “He did not go”; 

[II. 52/63] 300 

KALjMA’DUK kalmadiik “He did not come.” It is used as a marker of assertion [in Oyuz dia¬ 

lect] . This is a general rule, holding good for all verbs without exception. 0 

The infinitive used for emphasis comes before the verb, the reverse of the rule in Arabic. 

:: ’UL BAR'MA’Q' BAR’DIY ol barmaq bardi “He went a going”1 — the infinitive is placed before 

the main verb; :: ’UL KAL;MA’K; KALTJIY ol kalmak kaldi “He came a coming” — the infinitive 

is placed before the preterite [Le., before the main verb]. 0 

Verbal inflection :: BAR'DIY bardi “He went”; BARIYR' barir “He goes”; BAR'MA’Q 

barmaq “Going, to go”; imperative: BAR' bar “Go (singular)”; plural: BARIYNK'LA’R' barir^lar 

300 1. dahaban dahaba; KaSyari reverses the correct Arabic order to point up the Turkic syntax. 
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“Go (plural).” The addition of lam alif ra’ in the imperative of the second person plural is a rule D 

of the Turks; they [i.e., the Oyuz — see 289 above] use nasal kaf for the second person plural, just 

as the Turks use it to address an individual who is honored, thus :: BARIYNK' barir^ “Go 

(plural).” 

The prohibitive (negative imperative) is formed in a single way, namely by adding mim 

alif to the imperative form in all dialects. Example :: BAR'MA’ barma “Don’t go”; TUR'MA’ 

turma “Don’t stand”; plural: BAR'MA’NK'LA’R barma^lar “Don’t go (pi.)”; TUR'MA’NK'LA’R' 

turmaplar “Don’t stand (pi.).” Third person :: ’UL'2 BAR’MA’SUVNl ol barmasun “May he not 

go”; KADM’SUVNP kalmasiin “May he not come.” 

The assertive [of the foregoing] :: BARlSUVNj barsun “May he go”; KADSUVN^kalsiin 

“May he come.” You add sin vav nun to the second person imperative to form the third person, 

in all dialects. 

[Aorist.] First person :: BARIYR' MAN barir man “I go.” The Oyuz drop one of the D 

ra’s in the aorist; they keep the ra’ of the stem and discard the aorist ra’. Thus :: MAN BARN man 

baran “I go,” MAN TURN man turan “I stand.” But if there is no ra’ in the stem, 

[II. 54/65] 301 

then they insert the aorist ra’. Thus :: MAN KALIRA’N man kaliran “I come” — there is no ra’ 

in the word: KAL'DIY kaldi “He came”; MAN' KULARAN; man kiilaran “I laugh” - there is no 

ra’ in the word: KUL'DIY kiildi “He laughed.” Also, they change the mim into alif — that is, the 

one that comes after the verb, in the phrase: MAN BARIYR' MAN' man barir man “I go”; they 

say: MAN YA’ QURARAN1 man ya quran “I string the bow,” while the Turks say: QURAR'- 

MAN qurar man “I string,” with two ra’s, one belonging to the root and the other the aorist 

marker, and with: MAN man afterwards. This is according to rule; what the Oyuz do is not 

according to rule, but is for lightness. 

Negation :: ’UL BAR'MA’Sl ol barmas “He does not go”; MAN BARMA’Sl MAN' man 

barmas man “I do not go.” There is no divergence from this among the dialectal groups. The rule 

for negation of aorist verbs is to add to the imperative form mim alif sin, whether in the first or 

third person. In the plural you add to these verbs the particle: LA’R' -lar. Example :: ’ULA’R^ 

BAR'MA’S' LA’R) olar barmas lar “They do not go”; BUVLA’R BARMA’S' LA’R; bular barmas 

lar “These do not go”; BIZ BARMA’S' MIZ biz barmas miz “We do not go.” 

If you wish to say that one will do something in the future, then you add to the impera¬ 

tive form yayn alif ya’ in words with qaf or isba‘, or kaf otherwise, or else qaf in words with yayn. 

Thus :: ’UL YA’ QURTA’Y' ol ya quryay “He will string the bow”; :: ’UL SUVT' SAT'QA’Y' 

ol silt sayqay “He will draw milk”;:: ’UL ’AWKA’ BARTA’Y' ol awka baryay “He will go home”; 

:: ’UL MANK’ KALjKA’Y' ol mapa kalgSy 

301 

2. Sukun (') altered from U by later hand. 

1. Second-RA-added by later hand. 
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[II. 55/66] 302 

“He will come to me”; :: ’UL YAR'MA’Q' TIYR'KA’Y' ol yarmaq terg'ay “He will gather dirhams 

(or other).” This is the general rule, holding for all verbs in every chapter, to express this meaning. 

0 

To express that the agent is on the point of performing the action, or has almost done it, 

you add to the imperative form yayn alif lam ra’ in words with qaf or isba‘, or qaf in words ending 

in yayn, or kaf otherwise. This is the same for all dialects. Example :: MAN BARFA’LIR' MAN 

man baryalir man “I am on the point of going”;:: MAN TURTA’LIR' MAN man turyalir man “I 

am about to stand”; 0 :: ’UL YA’ QUR'FA’LIR' ol ya quryalir “He is on the point of stringing 

the bow and has almost done it”; :: ’UL TAT'QA’ ’AF'QA’LIR' ol tayqa ayqalir “He is on the 

point of climbing the mountain and has almost climbed it.” With kaf :: ’UL' ’AWKA’ KIR’- 

KA’LIR- ol awka kirgSlir “He is about to enter the house, he has nearly entered”; :: ’UL- YAR'¬ 

MA’Q' TIYR'KA’LIR' ol yarmaq tergalir “He has almost gathered the dirhams, he is about to do 

it.” This is a general rule, holding good for all verbs. 

Nouns of time, place and instrument are formed by adding to the stem yayn and vav in 

words with qaf or isba‘, or kaf in place of yayn in words with kaf or imala or rikka. This occurs in 

the dialect of Cigil, Yayma, Tuxsi, Aryu, and Uighur as far as Upper Sin. In the dialects of Oyuz, D 

Qifcaq, BaCanak and Bulyar, to form such nouns, one adds to the imperative form 

[II. 56/67] 303 

sin and ya’.1 Example. Noun of time [and place] :: BUV YA’ QURTUR ’UFUR' ’AR'MA’S' bu 

ya quryu uyur armas “This is not the time for stringing the bow.” :: BUV TURTUV YIYR' 

’AR'MA’S bu turyu yer armas “This is not the place to stay.” In Oyuz :: BUV YA’ QURA’SIY D 

’UFUR' TAKUL; bu ya qurasi uyur tagiil “This is not the time for stringing the bow.” BUV 

TURA’SIY YIYR' TAKUL bu turasi yer tagiil “This is not the place to stay.” And :: BUV TAT 

’APQUV ’AR'MA’S' bu tay ayqu (uyur?) armls “This is not the time to climb the mountain” - 

I have already pointed out [cf. 292, 301] that when the last letter of the word is yayn you join to 

it qaf [instead of yayn] for such suffixes; the last sentence is an example of this. In Oyuz dialect jy 

:: BUV TAT; ’AFA’SIY U’UFR TKUL' bu tay ayasi uyur tagiil “This is not the time to climb the 

mountain.” Along with this [suffix] you also mention the word for “time” or “place,” namely: 

’UFUR' uyur “Hour (sa'a),” YIYR' yer “Place.” 0 Those with kaf :: BUV ’AW;KA’ KIR'KUV 

.’UVD' ’UL bu awka kirgii 6d ol “This is the time to enter the house.” :: ’UL BIZ'KA’ KAL'KUV 

BUL'DIY ol bizka kalgii boldi “The time of his coming to us has arrived.” The Oyuz say: ’UL jy 

BIZ KA’ KALASIY BUL'DIY ol bizkS kalasi boldi with the same meaning. This type of verbal 

acts like a noun in that it can be constructed [with personal pronouns]. Thus :: SANIK BAR'- 

TUVNK; QAJA’N; sanig baryur^ qaCan “When is your going?” The Oyuz say for this: SANIK D 

BARA’SINK' QAJA’N' sanig barasii} qaCan. 0 :: MANIK BARTUVM;2 YAQiTIY manig 

baryum yaqti “My going is near”; :: ’ANIK; BARTUVSIY anig baryusi. The Oyuz say: MANIK D 

BARA’SIM' manig barasim for “My going.” The sin ya’ are according to their rule for this type of 

noun. In their dialect there is no distinction [in this form] between words with qaf and those 

with kaf, etc.; 

303 1. MS. sm and vav andya’. 

2. M' added by later hand. 
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[II. 58/69] 304 

in the dialect of the others there is a distinction among words with Jayn, qaf or kaf. Nouns of 

instrument of every category act like [simple] nouns though they derive from verbs. 0 Exam¬ 

ple :: YIYKUV NA’NK/ yegii nai^ “Something from which to eat; a plate.” :: ’URriJV uryu 

“Something used to beat with.” 0 :: YriA’J BIJTUV yiyafi bicYU “An ax with which to cut 

wood (or other).” :: SUR'rUV SOrTU “Cupping glass”; this is derived from the expression: 

’AMIG SUR'DIY amig sordi “It sucked at the udder (or other).” This type of noun distinguishes 

among yayn, qaf and kaf as in the foregoing, in the dialects of these groups,1 but not in Oyuz. D 

The rule is the same as the preceding. As for Oyuz, they form nouns of instrument with sin and 

ya’ in all verbs; thus :: YirA’J; BIJA’SIY NA’NK; yiTac bi&asi nSr^“ Something with which to cut 

wood”; :: YIYKA’SIY [sic] NA’NK' yeySsi (?) nSij “Something [from which] to eat.” 0 

These principles and rules that I have indicated are not confined to this chapter alone. 

They apply to triliterals, quadriliterals, quinquiliterals and sextiliterals, as a general rule with no 

exception at all, in each book and in the manner described. Therefore you must grasp the princi¬ 

ples and rules at this point, since in this chapter I have been repetitive and long-winded, and 

elsewhere I will not be so expansive, but refer [here]. This is the alchemy2 of the principles of the 

dialects. I have spent many notebooks on their account. Once you have memorized these princi¬ 

ples you may deduce the rest on your own accord; so, as long as you are assiduous in learning 

them, you will not be troubled by any word that you may hear from a Turk, even if you do not 

know its root. Understand! 

End of the Biliteral Chapters 

304 1. MS. tabaqa, read tabaqat. 

2. MS. kima, read ktmiya’. 


